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PREFACE

This book is targeted toward an academic as well as a practitioner audience. On the academic side, it should be appropriate 
for MBA students, engineering master’s students, and senior undergraduate students interested in supply chain manage-
ment and logistics. It should also serve as a suitable reference for both concepts as well as providing a methodology for 
practitioners in consulting and industry.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

The sixth edition has focused on allowing students to learn more as they study with the book. We have tightened the link between 
examples in the book and associated spreadsheets and have added exercises and cases in several chapters. We have also added 
changes based on specific reviewer feedback that we believe significantly improve the book and its use by faculty and students.

• We have added several new mini-cases throughout the book. New cases appear in Chapters 2, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, and 16. 
Information in other cases has been updated to be current.

• In Chapter 11, we have added several new exercises as well as a mini-case.
• In Chapter 12, we have added several new exercises.
• In Chapter 13, we have tried to make the flow of material easier to follow. Given the more advanced concepts, we have 

tightened the linkage to the associated spreadsheets. We have also added a mini-case.
• In Chapter 14, we have added discussion of the Mumbai dabbawalas, a responsive distribution network. We have tight-

ened the linkage of examples to associated spreadsheets and added a couple of mini-cases.
• Chapter 15 has had a very significant revision, with an enhanced discussion of successful third parties as well as the 

impact of incentives and the sharing of risk and reward in the supply chain.
• Chapter 16 has a new mini-case.
• Information Technology in a Supply Chain has been updated and placed online at www.pearsoned.co.in/SunilChopra.
• Chapter 17, on sustainability, has been further developed, with a new section related to the pricing of sustainability.
• We have continued to add current examples throughout the book, with a particular focus on bringing in more global 

examples.

The goal of this class was not only to cover high-level supply chain strategy and concepts, but also to give students 
a solid understanding of the analytical tools necessary to solve supply chain problems. With this class goal in mind, our 
objective was to create a book that would develop an understanding of the following key areas and their interrelationships:

• The strategic role of a supply chain
• The key strategic drivers of supply chain performance
• Analytic methodologies for supply chain analysis

Our first objective in this book is for the reader to learn the strategic importance of good supply chain design, planning, 
and operation for every firm. The reader will be able to understand how good supply chain management can be a competi-
tive advantage, whereas weaknesses in the  supply chain can hurt the performance of a firm. We use many examples to 
illustrate this idea and develop a framework for supply chain strategy.

Within the strategic framework, we identify facilities, inventory, transportation, information, sourcing, and pric-
ing as the key drivers of supply chain performance. Our second goal in the book is to convey how these drivers may be 
used on conceptual and practical levels during supply chain design, planning, and operation to improve performance. 
We have presented a variety of cases that can be used to illustrate how a company uses various drivers to improve sup-
ply chain performance. For each driver of supply chain performance, our goal is to provide readers with practical 
managerial levers and concepts that may be used to improve supply chain performance.

Using these managerial levers requires knowledge of analytic methodologies for supply chain analysis. Our third 
goal is to give the reader an understanding of these methodologies. Every methodological discussion is illustrated with its 
application in Excel. In this discussion, we also stress the managerial context in which the methodology is used and the 
managerial levers for improvement that it supports.

The strategic frameworks and concepts discussed in the book are tied together through a variety of examples that 
show how a combination of concepts is needed to achieve significant increases in performance.



xviii Preface

ONLINE SUPPLEMENTS

Instructors can easily register to gain access to a variety of instructor resources available with this text in downloadable 
format.

The following supplements are available with this text:

• Instructor’s Solutions Manual
• Test Bank
• TestGen® Computerized Test Bank
• PowerPoint Presentations
Chapter A: Information Technology in a Supply Chain  is available online for students.

Sunil Chopra
Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University

Peter Meindl
Kepos Capital

This edition of the book, retains as its principal focus , the linking of general theory of supply chain management and the 
practical experiences of businesses in the developed world with the ground realities in India, one of the world’s fastest 
growing economies. This has helped produce a text with lessons of equal value for students of the subject across the globe.

The  march of international trade towards ever-increasing spatial dispersion at both the supply and the demand ends 
has been inexorable. In the process, it has embraced not only economies at different levels of development but also 
diverse sociopolitical environments. This makes it imperative  for  the study of supply chain management to take a note 
of the challenges that such diversities throw up, and also the solutions that are emerging under the relentless competi-
tive pressures to which present-day businesses are exposed. 

The digital revolution is perhaps the most challenging and game-changing development affecting the business 
world. It has dawned on India at a time when its traditional supply chains are in a flux. This has added a new dimension 
to the transformation process, making it a fit case for lessons in the ongoing evolutionary process. An attempt has been 
made in this edition of the book to document the impact of this revolution as it unfolds.

Rooted in the Indian ethos, the case studies and examples added to this book present a different perspective, thus 
making the text multidimensional and enhancing  its practical utility for a wider readership.

Dharam Vir Kalra
Guest Faculty

Indian Institute of  Management Rohtak
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In this chapter, we provide a conceptual understanding of what a supply chain is and the 
various issues that need to be considered when designing, planning, or operating a supply 
chain besides tracing its historical background. We discuss the significance of supply chain 

decisions and supply chain performances for the success of a firm. We also provide several 
examples from different industries to emphasize the variety of supply chain issues that compa-
nies need to consider at the strategic, planning, and operational levels.

1.1 WHAT IS A SUPPLY CHAIN?

A supply chain consists of all parties involved, directly or indirectly, in fulfilling a customer 
request. The supply chain includes not only the manufacturer and suppliers, but also transporters, 
warehouses, retailers, and even customers themselves. Within each organization, such as a manu-
facturer, the supply chain includes all functions involved in receiving and filling a customer 
request. These functions include, but are not limited to, new product development, marketing, 
operations, distribution, finance, and customer service.

Consider a customer walking into a Walmart store to purchase detergent. The supply chain 
begins with the customer and his or her need for detergent. The next stage of this supply chain is 
the Walmart retail store that the customer visits. Walmart stocks its shelves using inventory that 

Understanding the  
Supply Chain

C H A P T E R 

1

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Understand the nature of supply chains and 
trace the historical perspectives leading to 
their development and growth.

2. Discuss the goal of a supply chain and 
explain the impact of supply chain 
decisions on the success of a firm.

3. Identify the three key supply chain 
decision phases and explain the 
significance of each one.

4. Describe the cycle and push/pull views of a 
supply chain.

5. Classify the supply chain macro processes 
in a firm.



2 Chapter 1 • Understanding the Supply Chain

may have been supplied from a finished-goods warehouse or a distributor using trucks supplied 
by a third party. The distributor, in turn, is stocked by the manufacturer (say, Procter & Gamble 
[P&G] in this case). The P&G manufacturing plant receives raw material from a variety of sup-
pliers, which may themselves have been supplied by lower-tier suppliers. For example, packag-
ing material may come from Pactiv Corporation, whereas Pactiv receives raw materials to 
manufacture the packaging from other suppliers. This supply chain is illustrated in Figure 1-1, 
with the arrows corresponding to the direction of physical product flow.

A supply chain is dynamic and involves the constant flow of information, product, and 
funds among different stages. In our example, Walmart provides the product, as well as pric-
ing and availability information, to the customer. The customer transfers funds to Walmart. 
Walmart conveys point-of-sales data and replenishment orders to the warehouse or distribu-
tor, which transfers the replenishment order via trucks back to the store. Walmart transfers 
funds to the distributor after the replenishment. The distributor also provides pricing infor-
mation and sends delivery schedules to Walmart. Walmart may send back packaging mate-
rial to be recycled. Similar information, material, and fund flows take place across the entire 
supply chain.

In another example, when a customer makes a purchase online from Amazon, the supply 
chain includes, among others, the customer, Amazon’s website, the Amazon warehouse, and all 
of Amazon’s suppliers and their suppliers. The website provides the customer with information 
regarding pricing, product variety, and product availability. After making a product choice, the 
customer enters the order information and pays for the product. The customer may later return 
to the website to check the status of the order. Stages further up the supply chain use customer 
order information to fill the request. That process involves an additional flow of information, 
product, and funds among various stages of the supply chain.

These examples illustrate that the customer is an integral part of the supply chain. In fact, 
the primary purpose of any supply chain is to satisfy customer needs and, in the process, generate 
profit for itself. The term supply chain conjures up images of product or supply moving from 
suppliers to manufacturers to distributors to retailers to customers along a chain. This is certainly 
part of the supply chain, but it is also important to visualize information, funds, and product 
flows along both directions of this chain. The term supply chain may also imply that only one 
player is involved at each stage. In reality, a manufacturer may receive material from several sup-
pliers and then supply several distributors. Thus, most supply chains are actually networks. It 
may be more accurate to use the term supply network or supply web to describe the structure of 
most supply chains, as shown in Figure 1-2.
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Walmart
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Manufacturer
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FIGURE 1-1 Stages of a Detergent Supply Chain
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A typical supply chain may involve a variety of stages, including the following:

• Customers
• Retailers
• Wholesalers/distributors
• Manufacturers
• Component/raw material suppliers

Each stage in a supply chain is connected through the flow of products, information, and 
funds. These flows often occur in both directions and may be managed by one of the stages or an 
intermediary. Each stage in Figure 1-2 need not be present in a supply chain. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, the appropriate design of the supply chain depends on both the customer’s needs and 
the roles played by the stages involved. For example, Dell has two supply chain structures that it 
uses to serve its customers. For its server business, Dell builds to order; that is, a customer order 
initiates manufacturing at Dell. For the sale of servers, Dell does not have a separate retailer, 
distributor, or wholesaler in the supply chain. Dell also sells consumer products such as PCs and 
tablets through retailers such as Walmart, which carry Dell products in inventory. This supply 
chain thus contains an extra stage (the retailer), compared with the direct sales model used by 
Dell for servers. In the case of other retail stores, the supply chain may also contain a wholesaler 
or distributor between the store and the manufacturer.

1.2 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Supply chain management, as we understand it today, represents the confluence of at least 
three main streams of knowledge and practical experience of the business world, spanning 
almost 60 years. The fusion of these streams into one powerful movement, supply chain man-
agement, that is sweeping across the present-day industrial world has been brought about by 
intense competition characteristic of contemporary markets. It is, therefore, appropriate that a 
discussion on supply chain management is preceded by a brief understanding of contributing 
disciplines.

These streams include business processes and managerial practices, which have evolved 
somewhat unconnectedly, if not entirely independently, in the fields of operations management, 

Supplier Distributor Retailer CustomerManufacturer

Supplier Distributor Retailer CustomerManufacturer

Supplier Distributor Retailer CustomerManufacturer

FIGURE 1-2 Supply Chain Stages
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industrial engineering, and physical distribution. In the course of their development, these pro-
cesses and practices have absorbed several allied and subsidiary functions as well as activities, 
and adopted various successful business innovations.

The three principal streams are:

• Sourcing, procurement, and supply management
• Materials management
• Logistics and distribution

Sourcing, Procurement, and Supply Management

Commonly, though quite mistakenly referred to as supply chain management, these functions 
arose in the area of purchasing which came to occupy a predominant position in businesses 
because of their impact on cash flow and contribution towards the company profitability. Busi-
nesses realized that efforts required to increase profits through increasing sales were far greater 
than those involved in generating equivalent returns through reduction in procurement prices.1 
Major purchases came to be handled by the top management who in turn depended on purchase 
specialists for advice. Economic buying was seen to be a strategic function, with major contri-
bution to bottom-line. The responsibilities of the purchase function, however, ended with the 
procurement and a more mundane function of materials management took over. We may, thus, 
regard it as the set of activities, functions, and processes concerned with economic procurement 
and inflow of inputs2 into the enterprise and an efficient control over flow of funds out of the 
company.

In the context of supply chain management, these processes fall under sourcing, supply 
side management, inbound logistics, and supplier relationship management together with mate-
rials, information, and cash flows interconnected with each other. 

Materials Management

Classic materials management included the functions of forecasting, inventory management, 
stores management, warehousing, stock keeping, and scheduling till it came to include pro-
duction planning and production control, to evolve into extended materials management. 
With subsequent inclusion of order processing in its fold, it came to be known as integrated 
materials management. Since materials constitute almost 60 per cent of the cost of most 
manufactured products,3 at least in the Indian context, the importance of efficient manage-
ment of materials came to be recognized by businesses during the 1970s as the route to cost 
reduction and thereby to profitability. The merger of purchasing, which presented opportuni-
ties for reduction in the cost of material inputs, with materials management, thus became an 
obvious business compulsion. Some of the most innovative techniques focusing on reducing 
total cost of inventories to the lowest possible levels without compromising on service levels, 
owe their origin and growth to this stream of knowledge and experience. In relation to supply 
chain management, it may be regarded as the management of flow of material into, through, 
and out of an enterprise, adding in the process, value for the customers both internal and 
external to the organization.

1 In food industry, for instance, where logistics costs are of the order of 60 percent, a company would need to generate 
additional sales to the tune of ` 4 to derive the same profits as it would, if it manages to reduce the procurement price by 
Re. 1, presuming that it is working on a net profit margin of 10 percent.
2 In its classic interpretation, purchasing function does not cover procurement of capital, personnel, data, and proprietary 
rights such as licenses and patents. Integrated Materials Management: Definitions, Functions, and Activities. Robert 
Fieten. Published by German Federal Association of Materials Management.
3 With possible exception of some electronic goods incorporating innovative frontier technologies.
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Logistics and Distribution

Derived from military parlance,4 wherein it covered all functions related to movement and main-
tenance of armies, the logistics function in its business application came to be recognized as 
time- and space-related placement of goods to provide improved customer service. According to 
the Council of Logistics Management, it is that part of the supply chain management process that 
plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective, forward, and reverse flow and storage of 
goods, services, and related information between the point of origin and the point of consump-
tion in order to meet customers’ requirements. The distribution function, which Peter Drucker 
identified as the “Today’s Frontier”,5 is, in that sense, synonymous with Logistics.

Since transportation, which is the backbone of logistics, accounts for up to 50 per cent of 
total logistics costs, the efficient management of this function became an important preoccupa-
tion of management leading to the development of transportation-related practices involving all 
modes, in general and multimodal transport, in particular as evidenced by revolutionary develop-
ment and exponential growth of containerized cargo handling and movement worldwide. Real-
ization, on the part of businesses, that there was an obvious trade-off between transportation 
choices and inventory policies led to integration, and logistics emerged as a cross-functional 
approach that integrates all materials, functions of purchasing, inventory management, produc-
tion control, inbound traffic, warehousing, and store keeping as well as incoming quality control 
with the objective of ensuring efficient operations. In this shape, business logistics may be 
regarded as the early avatar of supply chain management.

In the context of supply chain management, logistics would fall at both ends, that is, 
inbound logistics and outbound logistics. Interestingly, the intracompany flow of materials is 
sometimes referred to as manufacturing logistics, giving this discipline a breadth of reach over 
end-to-end movement of materials at all stages of industrial and business endeavor in delivering 
value to customer. Supply chain management has thus emerged as an integrative philosophy and 
a strategic-level business practice which encompasses flow of materials, funds, and information 
throughout the network that ultimately delivers value to the customer.

1.3 THE OBJECTIVE OF A SUPPLY CHAIN

The objective of every supply chain should be to maximize the overall value generated. The 
value (also known as supply chain surplus) a supply chain generates is the difference between 
what the value of the final product is to the customer and the costs the supply chain incurs in fill-
ing the customer’s request.

Supply Chain Surplus = Customer Value – Supply Chain Cost

The value of the final product may vary for each customer and can be estimated by the maximum 
amount the customer is willing to pay for it. The difference between the value of the product and its 
price remains with the customer as consumer surplus. The amount of consumer surplus, a concept 
expounded in welfare economics, has always been difficult to determine precisely in monetary 
terms as it is not clearly measurable as to how much a customer was eventually willing to pay for a 
product or service vis-a-vis what he actually paid. The estimates are subjective and would vary 
from person to person and situation to situation. A person in dire need of a product or service in an 
extreme situation may be willing to pay any price if he has no other alternative. A man stranded in 
a desert without water may be willing to give away his entire estate for a glass of water.

However, there is one area in which this figure does become measurable and that is through 
the difference in prices between branded and generic drugs which provide equal relief or deliver 

4 First used by Henri Jomini during mid 19th Century to cover the art of moving and marinating armies.
5 “Physical distribution is today’s frontier in business. It is one area where managerial results of great magnitude can be
achieved and is still largely unexplored.” Peter Drucker.
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equal value to the patient. As the price differential between the patented drugs and their generic 
versions is substantial, and as both ostensibly provide equal value to the patient, we can measure, 
fairly precisely, the difference in costs of the two and regard it as consumer surplus.

Naturally, the higher the consumer surplus the more attractive the product or service. This 
is what is accounting for the exponential growth in Indian Generic Drugs industry.

We will cover this phenomenon through as case study at the end of the chapter.
The rest of the supply chain surplus becomes supply chain profitability, the difference 

between the revenue generated from the customer and the overall cost across the supply chain. 
For example, a customer purchasing a wireless router from Best Buy pays $60, which represents 
the revenue the supply chain receives. Customers who purchase the router clearly value it at or 
above $60. Thus, part of the supply chain surplus is left with the customer as consumer surplus. 
The rest stays with the supply chain as profit. Best Buy and other stages of the supply chain incur 
costs to convey information, produce components, store them, transport them, transfer funds, and 
so on. The difference between the $60 that the customer paid and the sum of all costs incurred by 
the supply chain to produce and distribute the router represents the supply chain profitability. 
Supply chain profitability is the total profit to be shared across all supply chain stages and inter-
mediaries. The higher the supply chain profitability, the more successful is the supply chain. For 
most profit-making supply chains, the supply chain surplus will be strongly correlated with prof-
its. Supply chain success should be measured in terms of supply chain profitability and not in 
terms of the profits at an individual stage. (In subsequent chapters, we see that a focus on profit-
ability at individual stages may lead to a reduction in overall supply chain profits.) A focus on 
growing the supply chain surplus pushes all members of the supply chain toward growing the 
size of the overall pie.

Having defined the success of a supply chain in terms of supply chain profitability, the next 
logical step is to look for sources of value, revenue, and cost. For any supply chain, there is only 
one source of revenue: the customer. The value obtained by a customer purchasing detergent at 
Wal-Mart depends upon several factors, including the functionality of the detergent, how far the 
customer has to travel to Wal-Mart, and the likelihood of finding the detergent in stock. The cus-
tomer is the only one providing positive cash flow for the Wal-Mart supply chain. All other cash 
flows are simply fund exchanges that occur within the supply chain, given that different stages 
have different owners. When Wal-Mart pays its supplier, it is taking a portion of the funds the 
customer provides and passing that money on to the supplier. All flows of information, product, 
or funds generate costs within the supply chain. Thus, the appropriate management of these 
flows is a key to supply chain success. Effective supply chain management involves the manage-
ment of supply chain assets and product, information, and fund flows to maximize total supply 
chain surplus. A growth in supply chain surplus increases the size of the total pie, allowing con-
tributing members of the supply chain to benefit.

In this book, we have a strong focus on analyzing all supply chain decisions in terms of 
their impact on the supply chain surplus. These decisions and their impact can vary for a wide 
variety of reasons. For instance, consider the difference in the supply chain structure for fastmov-
ing consumer goods observed in the United States and India. U.S. distributors play a much 
smaller role in this supply chain compared to their Indian counterparts. We argue that the differ-
ence in supply chain structure can be explained by the impact a distributor has on the supply 
chain surplus in the two countries.

Retailing in the United States is largely consolidated, with large chains buying consumer 
goods from most manufacturers. This consolidation gives retailers sufficient scale that the intro-
duction of an intermediary such as a distributor does little to reduce costs and may actually 
increase costs because of an additional transaction.

In contrast, India has millions of small retail outlets. The small size of Indian retail outlets 
limits the amount of inventory they can hold, thus requiring frequent replenishment—an order 
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can be compared with the weekly grocery shopping for a family in the United States. The only 
way for a manufacturer to keep transportation costs low is to bring full truckloads of product 
close to the market and then distribute locally using “milk runs” with smaller vehicles. The pres-
ence of an intermediary who can receive a full truckload shipment, break bulk, and then make 
smaller deliveries to the retailers is crucial if transportation costs are to be kept low. Most Indian 
distributors are one-stop shops, stocking everything from cooking oil to soaps and detergents 
made by a variety of manufacturers. Besides the convenience provided by one-stop shopping, 
distributors in India are also able to reduce transportation costs for outbound delivery to the 
retailer by aggregating products across multiple manufacturers during the delivery runs. Dis-
tributors in India also handle collections, because their cost of collection is significantly lower 
than that of each manufacturer collecting from retailers on its own would be. Thus, the important 
role of distributors in India can be explained by the growth in supply chain surplus that results 
from their presence.

Most traditional supply chains presently existing in India, operate what approximates to a 
multi echelon distribution model in which supplies move from the suppliers and manufacturers 
through a series of large and small stockholders and intermediaries to reach the customers right 
down to remote villages in which most of the Indian population resides and which are not always 
well connected. National-, regional-, state-, district-, and local-level stockiest constitute links in 
the chain replenishing and getting replenished, normally through a wide variety of surface trans-
portation in an interconnected network, creating in the process inventories at each stage. The 
dynamics of such supply chains differ quite considerably from the IT-enabled supply chains 
serving well-developed and well-connected urban markets through organized retailing. The sup-
ply chain surplus argument implies that as retailing in India begins to consolidate, the role of 
distributors will diminish.

1.4 THE IMPORTANCE OF SUPPLY CHAIN DECISIONS

There is a close connection between the design and management of supply chain flows (prod-
uct, information, and funds) and the success of a supply chain. Walmart, Amazon, and Seven-
Eleven Japan are examples of companies that have built their success on superior design, 
planning, and operation of their supply chain. In contrast, the failure of many online busi-
nesses, such as Webvan, can be attributed to weaknesses in their supply chain design and plan-
ning. The rise and subsequent fall of the bookstore chain Borders illustrates how a failure to 
adapt its supply chain to a changing environment and customer expectations hurt its perfor-
mance. Dell Computer is another example of a company that had to revise its supply chain 
design in response to changing technology and customer needs. We discuss these examples 
later in this section.

Walmart has been a leader at using supply chain design, planning, and operation to achieve 
success. From its beginning, the company invested heavily in transportation and information 
infrastructure to facilitate the effective flow of goods and information. Walmart designed its sup-
ply chain with clusters of stores around distribution centers to facilitate frequent replenishment at 
its retail stores in a cost-effective manner. Frequent replenishment allows stores to match supply 
and demand more effectively than the competition. Walmart has been a leader in sharing infor-
mation and collaborating with suppliers to bring down costs and improve product availability. 
The results are impressive. In its 2013 annual report, the company reported a net income of about 
$17 billion on revenues of about $469 billion. These are dramatic results for a company that 
reached annual sales of only $1 billion in 1980. The growth in sales represents an annual com-
pounded growth rate of more than 20 percent.

Seven-Eleven Japan is another example of a company that has used excellent supply chain 
design, planning, and operation to drive growth and profitability. It has used a very responsive 
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replenishment system along with an outstanding information system to ensure that products are 
available when and where customers need them. Its responsiveness allows it to change the mer-
chandising mix at each store by time of day to precisely match customer demand. As a result, the 
company has grown from sales of 1 billion yen in 1974 to almost 1.9 trillion yen in 2013, with 
profits in 2013 totaling 222 billion yen.

The failure of many online businesses, such as Webvan and Kozmo, can be attributed 
to their inability to design appropriate supply chains or manage supply chain flows effec-
tively. Webvan designed a supply chain with large warehouses in several major cities in the 
United States, from which groceries were delivered to customers’ homes. This supply chain 
design could not compete with traditional supermarket supply chains in terms of cost. Tradi-
tional supermarket chains bring product to a supermarket close to the consumer using full 
truckloads, resulting in very low transportation costs. They turn their inventory relatively 
quickly and let the customer perform most of the picking activity in the store. In contrast, 
Webvan turned its inventory marginally faster than supermarkets but incurred much higher 
transportation costs for home delivery, as well as high labor costs to pick customer orders. 
The result was a company that folded in 2001, within two years of a very successful initial 
public offering.

As the experience of Borders illustrates, a failure to adapt supply chains to a changing 
environment can significantly hurt performance. Borders, along with Barnes & Noble, domi-
nated the selling of books and music in the 1990s by implementing the superstore concept. 
Compared with small local bookstores that dominated the industry prior to that, Borders was 
able to offer greater variety (about 100,000 titles at superstores, relative to fewer than 10,000 
titles at a local bookstore) to customers at a lower cost by aggregating operations in large stores. 
This allowed the company to achieve higher inventory turns than local bookstores with lower 
operating costs per dollar of sales. In 2004, Borders achieved sales of almost $4 billion, with 
profits of $132 million. Its model, however, was already under attack with the growth of  
Amazon, which offered much greater variety than Borders at lower cost by selling online and 
stocking its inventories in a few distribution centers. Borders’ inability to adapt its supply chain 
to compete with Amazon led to a rapid decline. By 2009, sales had dropped to $2.8 billion; the 
company lost $109 million that year.

Dell is another example of a company that enjoyed tremendous success based on its sup-
ply chain design, planning, and operation but then had to adapt its supply chain in response to 
shifts in technology and customer expectations. Between 1993 and 2006, Dell experienced 
unprecedented growth of both revenue and profits by structuring a supply chain that provided 
customers with customized PCs quickly and at reasonable cost. By 2006, Dell had a net income 
of more than $3.5 billion on revenues of just over $56 billion. This success was based on two 
key supply chain features that supported rapid, low-cost customization. The first was Dell’s 
decision to sell directly to the end customer, bypassing distributors and retailers. The second 
key aspect of Dell’s supply chain was the centralization of manufacturing and inventories in a 
few locations where final assembly was postponed until the customer order arrived. As a result, 
Dell was able to provide a large variety of PC configurations while keeping low levels of com-
ponent inventories

Key Point

Supply chain design, planning, and operation decisions play a significant role in the success or failure of 
a firm. To stay competitive, supply chains must adapt to changing technology and customer expectations.

In spite of this tremendous success, the changing marketplace presented some new 
challenges for Dell. Whereas Dell’s supply chain was well suited for highly customized PCs, 
the market shifted to lower levels of customization. Given the growing power of hardware, 
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customers were satisfied with a few model types. Dell reacted by adjusting its supply chain 
with regard to both direct selling and building to order. The company started selling its PCs 
through retail chains such as Walmart in the United States and GOME in China. It also out-
sourced a large fraction of its assembly to low-cost locations, effectively building to stock 
rather than to customer order. Unlike Borders, Dell is making a significant effort to adapt its 
supply chain to changing times. It remains to be seen whether these changes will improve 
Dell’s performance.

In the next section, we categorize supply chain decision phases based on the frequency 
with which they are made and the time frame they take into account.

1.5 DECISION PHASES IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

Successful supply chain management requires many decisions relating to the flow of informa-
tion, product, and funds. Each decision should be made to raise the supply chain surplus. These 
decisions fall into three categories or phases, depending on the frequency of each decision and 
the time frame during which a decision phase has an impact. As a result, each category of deci-
sions must consider uncertainty over the decision horizon.

1. Supply chain strategy or design: During this phase, a company decides how to 
structure the supply chain over the next several years. It decides what the chain’s configuration 
will be, how resources will be allocated, and what processes each stage will perform. Strategic 
decisions made by companies include whether to outsource or perform a supply chain function 
in-house, the location and capacities of production and warehousing facilities, the products to 
be manufactured or stored at various locations, the modes of transportation to be made available 
along different shipping legs, and the type of information system to be used. PepsiCo Inc.’s 
decision in 2009 to purchase two of its largest bottlers is a supply chain design or strategic deci-
sion. A firm must ensure that the supply chain configuration supports its strategic objectives and 
increases the supply chain surplus during this phase. As the PepsiCo CEO announced in a news 
release on August 4, “while the existing model has served the system very well, the fully inte-
grated beverage business will enable us to bring innovative products and packages to market 
faster, streamline our manufacturing and distribution systems and react more quickly to changes 
in the marketplace.” Supply chain design decisions are typically made for the long term (a mat-
ter of years) and are expensive to alter on short notice. Consequently, when companies make 
these decisions, they must take into account uncertainty in anticipated market conditions over 
the following few years.

It is nevertheless important that companies continually revisit their supply chain strate-
gies and make necessary mid-course corrections to realign themselves with the changing mar-
ket conditions, technological development, and consumer preferences. This is particularly 
important in case of countries where the adoption of IT tools and emergence of e-commerce 
are impacting the traditional supply chains, and those that are in the process of moving into the 
organised sector, equally. In this context, developments in the Indian Retail industry where 
both kiranas (traditional grocery stores) and shopping malls are being impacted by the grow-
ing consumer preference for online shopping, hold some useful lessons. Shopping malls, 
which were threatening the traditional kiranas are now themselves being threatened by the 
‘e-tailers’ as seen from the fact that the footfalls in the brick and mortar malls have dropped 
considerably. This has resulted in a large number of malls in metropolitan cities to close down 
and many others to reshape themselves into office spaces for alternative uses. Reliance Retail 
and Reliance Fresh Direct are both aggressively promoting ‘e-tailing’ and launching their own 
E commerce portals to create both an online and offline presence. Kiranas too are adopting IT 
tools to provide more responsive customer service. Some of the larger ‘e-tailers’ are consider-
ing taking the local kiranas under their wings and use them for better performance and last 
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mile deliveries due to their proximity to consumers. These changes in supply chain designs 
and strategies are likely to throw up at least a few India specific distribution system in the near 
future. 

In this context, Amazon India’s  pilot project “Kirana Now” which aims to deliver the 
ordered goods within two to four hours from the IT enabled neighbourhood  Kirana stores  using 
their staff supported by its own logistics services, seems to present a solution likely to succeed in 
the Indian scenario.

Strategic Changes are also underway in the Indian Generic Drugs industry where the divi-
sion between the Chronic Therapy and Acute Therapy range of drugs  is becoming sharper with 
more and more firms migrating  from the later to the former. This is a strategic shift to avail 
higher profit margins rather than operating in a highly competitive environment in the Acute 
Therapy range where low price leadership strategy seems to operate. Sun Pharma, Doctor Red-
dy’s Laboratories Limited, Cipla, and Lupin have chosen to concentrate on the chronic Therapy 
Range dealing in limited number of drugs with high profit margins. This shift supports the belief 
that Low Price Leadership Strategy has its limitations and cannot be sustained over prolonged 
periods.

2. Supply chain planning: For decisions made during this phase, the time frame 
 considered is a quarter to a year. Therefore, the supply chain’s configuration determined in the 
 strategic phase is fixed. This configuration establishes constraints within which planning must be 
done. The goal of planning is to maximize the supply chain surplus that can be generated over 
the planning horizon given the constraints established during the strategic or design phase. 
 Companies start the planning phase with a forecast for the coming year (or a comparable time 
frame) of demand and other factors, such as costs and prices in different markets. Planning 
includes making decisions regarding which markets will be supplied from which locations, the 
subcontracting of manufacturing, the inventory policies to be followed, and the timing and size 
of marketing and price  promotions. For example, steel giant ArcelorMittal’s decisions regarding 
markets supplied by a production facility and target production quantities at each location are 
classified as planning  decisions. In the planning phase, companies must include uncertainty in 
demand, exchange rates, and competition over this time horizon in their decisions. Given a 
shorter time frame and better forecasts than in the design phase, companies in the planning phase 
try to incorporate any  flexibility built into the supply chain in the design phase and exploit it to 
optimize performance. As a result of the planning phase, companies define a set of operating 
policies that govern short-term operations.

3. Supply chain operation: The time horizon here is weekly or daily. During this phase, 
companies make decisions regarding individual customer orders. At the operational level, supply 
chain configuration is considered fixed and planning policies are already defined. The goal of 
supply chain operations is to handle incoming customer orders in the best possible manner. Dur-
ing this phase, firms allocate inventory or production to individual orders, set a date by which an 
order is to be filled, generate pick lists at a warehouse, allocate an order to a particular shipping 
mode and shipment, set delivery schedules of trucks, and place replenishment orders. Because 
operational decisions are being made in the short term (minutes, hours, or days), there is less 
uncertainty about demand information. Given the constraints established by the configuration 
and planning policies, the goal during the operation phase is to exploit the reduction of uncer-
tainty and optimize performance.

The design, planning, and operation of a supply chain have a strong impact on overall prof-
itability and success. It is fair to state that a large part of the success of firms such as Walmart and 
Seven-Eleven Japan can be attributed to their effective supply chain design, planning, and operation.

In later chapters, we develop concepts and present methodologies that can be used at each 
of the three decision phases described earlier. Most of our discussion addresses the supply chain 
design and planning phases.
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Key Point

Supply chain decision phases may be categorized as design, planning, or operational, depending on the 
time frame during which the decisions made apply. Design decisions constrain or enable good planning, 
which in turn constrains or enables effective operation.

1.6 PROCESS VIEWS OF A SUPPLY CHAIN

A supply chain is a sequence of processes and flows that take place within and between different 
stages and combine to fill a customer need for a product. There are two ways to view the pro-
cesses performed in a supply chain.

 1. Cycle View: The processes in a supply chain are divided into a series of cycles, each 
performed at the interface between two successive stages of the supply chain.

 2. Push/Pull View: The processes in a supply chain are divided into two categories, 
depending on whether they are executed in response to a customer order or in anticipation 
of customer orders. Pull processes are initiated by a customer order, whereas push 
 processes are initiated and performed in anticipation of customer orders.

Cycle View of Supply Chain Processes

Given the five stages of a supply chain as shown in Figure 1-2, all supply chain processes can be 
broken down into the following four process cycles, as shown in Figure 1-3:

• Customer order cycle
• Replenishment cycle
• Manufacturing cycle
• Procurement cycle

Customer Order Cycle

Replenishment Cycle

Manufacturing Cycle

Procurement Cycle

Customer

Distributor

Manufacturer

Supplier

Retailer

FIGURE 1-3 Supply Chain Process Cycles
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Each cycle occurs at the interface between two successive stages of the supply chain. Not 
every supply chain will have all four cycles clearly separated. For example, a grocery supply 
chain in which a retailer stocks finished-goods inventories and places replenishment orders with 
a distributor is likely to have all four cycles separated. Dell, in contrast, bypasses the retailer and 
distributor when it sells servers directly to customers.

Each cycle consists of six subprocesses, as shown in Figure 1-4. Each cycle starts with the 
supplier marketing the product to customers. A buyer then places an order that is received by 
the supplier. The supplier supplies the order, which is received by the buyer. The buyer may 
return some of the product or other recycled material to the supplier or a third party. The cycle 
of activities then begins again. The subprocesses in Figure 1-4 can be linked to the source, 
make, deliver, and return processes in the supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model. 
The SCOR model provides a description of supply chain processes, a framework for relation-
ships between these processes, and a set of metrics to measure process performance. The 
description of the supply chain in the SCOR model is similar to the cycle view of supply chains 
discussed in this section.

Depending on the transaction in question, the subprocesses in Figure 1-4 can be applied to 
the appropriate cycle. When customers shop online at Amazon, they are part of the customer 
order cycle—with the customer as the buyer and Amazon as the supplier. In contrast, when  
Amazon orders books from a distributor to replenish its inventory, it is part of the replenishment 
cycle—with Amazon as the buyer and the distributor as the supplier.

Within each cycle, the goal of the buyer is to ensure product availability and to achieve 
economies of scale in ordering. The supplier attempts to forecast customer orders and 
reduce the cost of receiving the order. The supplier then works to fill the order on time and 
improve efficiency and accuracy of the order fulfillment process. The buyer then works to 
reduce the cost of the receiving process. Reverse flows are managed to reduce cost and meet 
environmental objectives.

Even though each cycle has the same basic subprocesses, there are a few important differ-
ences among the cycles. In the customer order cycle, demand is external to the supply chain and 
thus is uncertain. In all other cycles, order placement is uncertain but can be projected based on 
policies followed by the particular supply chain stage. For example, in the procurement cycle, a 
tire supplier to an automotive manufacturer can predict tire demand precisely once the produc-
tion schedule at the manufacturer is known. The second difference across cycles relates to the 
scale of an order. A customer buys a single car, but the dealer orders multiple cars at a time from 
the manufacturer, and the manufacturer, in turn, orders an even larger quantity of tires from the 
supplier. As we move from the customer to the supplier, the number of individual orders declines 
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markets product
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ows to supplier or

third party
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Buyer stage
receives supply

Supplier stage
receives order

Supplier stage
supplies order

FIGURE 1-4 Subprocesses in Each Supply Chain Process Cycle
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and the size of each order increases. Thus, sharing of information and operating policies across 
supply chain stages becomes more important as we move further from the end customer.

The detailed process description of a supply chain in the cycle view is useful when consid-
ering operational decisions because it clearly specifies the roles of each member of the supply 
chain. The cycle view is used by enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems to support supply 
chain operations.

Key Point

A cycle view of the supply chain clearly defines the processes involved and the owners of each process. 
This view is useful when considering operational decisions because it specifies the roles and responsi-
bilities of each member of the supply chain and the desired outcome for each process.

Push/Pull View of Supply Chain Processes

All processes in a supply chain fall into one of two categories, depending on the timing of their 
execution relative to end customer demand. With pull processes, execution is initiated in response 
to a customer order. With push processes, execution is initiated in anticipation of customer orders 
based on a forecast. Pull processes may also be referred to as reactive processes because they react 
to customer demand. Push processes may also be referred to as speculative processes because 
they respond to speculated (or forecasted), rather than actual, demand. The push/pull boundary in 
a supply chain separates push processes from pull processes, as shown in Figure 1-5. Push pro-
cesses operate in an uncertain environment because customer demand is not yet known. Pull pro-
cesses operate in an environment in which customer demand is known. They are, however, often 
constrained by inventory and capacity decisions that were made in the push phase.

Let us compare a make-to-stock environment like that of L. L. Bean and a build-to-order 
environment like that of Ethan Allen to compare the push/pull view and the cycle view.

L. L. Bean executes all processes in the customer order cycle after the customer order 
arrives. All processes that are part of the customer order cycle are thus pull processes.  
Order  fulfillment takes place from product in inventory that is built up in anticipation of  customer 
orders. The goal of the replenishment cycle is to ensure product availability when a customer 
order arrives. All processes in the replenishment cycle are performed in anticipation of demand 
and are thus push processes. The same holds true for processes in the manufacturing and 
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FIGURE 1-5 Push/Pull View of the Supply Chain
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 procurement cycles. In fact, raw material such as fabric is often purchased six to nine months 
before customer demand is expected. Manufacturing itself begins three to six months before the 
point of sale. The processes in the L. L. Bean supply chain break up into pull and push processes, 
as shown in Figure 1-6.

Ethan Allen makes customized furniture, such as sofas and chairs, for which customers 
select the fabric and finish. In this case, the arrival of a customer order triggers production of the 
product. The manufacturing cycle is thus part of the customer order fulfillment process in the 
customer order cycle. There are effectively only two cycles in the Ethan Allen supply chain for 
customized furniture: (1) a customer order and manufacturing cycle and (2) a procurement cycle, 
as shown in Figure 1-7.

Customer Order Cycle

Replenishment and 
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Procurement Cycle
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FIGURE 1-6 Push/Pull Processes for the L. L. Bean Supply Chain
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All processes in the customer order and manufacturing cycle at Ethan Allen are clas-
sified as pull processes because they are initiated by customer order arrival. The company, 
however, does not place component orders in response to a customer order. Inventory is 
replenished in anticipation of customer demand. All processes in the procurement cycle 
for Ethan Allen are thus classified as push processes, because they are in response to a 
forecast.

Key Point

A push/pull view of the supply chain categorizes processes based on whether they are initiated in 
response to a customer order (pull) or in anticipation of a customer order (push). This view is useful 
when considering strategic decisions relating to supply chain design.

A push/pull view of the supply chain is very useful when considering strategic deci-
sions relating to supply chain design. The goal is to identify an appropriate push/pull bound-
ary such that the supply chain can match supply and demand effectively.

The paint industry provides another excellent example of the gains from suitably 
adjusting the push/pull boundary. The manufacture of paint requires production of the base, 
mixing of suitable colors, and packing. Until the 1980s, all these processes were performed 
in large factories, and paint cans were shipped to stores. These qualified as push processes, 
as they were performed to a forecast in anticipation of customer demand. Given the uncer-
tainty of demand, though, the paint supply chain had great difficulty matching supply and 
demand. In the 1990s, paint supply chains were restructured so mixing of colors was done at 
retail stores after customers placed their orders. In other words, color mixing was shifted 
from the push to the pull phase of the supply chain even though base preparation and pack-
ing of cans were still performed in the push phase. The result is that customers are always 
able to get the color of their choice, whereas total paint inventories across the supply chain 
have declined.

Supply Chain Macro Processes in a Firm

All supply chain processes discussed in the two process views and throughout this book can be 
classified into the following three macro processes, as shown in Figure 1-8:

 1. Customer Relationship Management (CRM): All processes at the interface between the 
firm and its customers

 2. Internal Supply Chain Management (ISCM): All processes that are internal to the firm
 3. Supplier Relationship Management (SRM): All processes at the interface between the 

firm and its suppliers

SRM ISCM CRM

CustomerFirmSupplier
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• Order Management
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FIGURE 1-8 Supply Chain Macro Processes
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Key Point

Within a firm, all supply chain activities belong to one of three macro processes: CRM, ISCM, and 
SRM. Integration among the three macro processes is crucial for successful supply chain management.

These three macro processes manage the flow of information, product, and funds 
required to generate, receive, and fulfill a customer request. The CRM macro process aims 
to generate customer demand and facilitate the placement and tracking of orders. It includes 
processes such as marketing, pricing, sales, order management, and call center management. 
At an industrial distributor such as W.W. Grainger, CRM processes include the preparation 
of catalogs and other marketing materials, management of the website, and management of 
the call center that takes orders and provides service. The ISCM macro process aims to ful-
fill demand generated by the CRM process in a timely manner and at the lowest possible 
cost. ISCM processes include the planning of internal production and storage capacity, prep-
aration of demand and supply plans, and fulfillment of actual orders. At W.W. Grainger, 
ISCM processes include planning for the location and size of warehouses; deciding which 
products to carry at each warehouse; preparing inventory management policies; and picking, 
packing, and shipping actual orders. The SRM macro process aims to arrange for and man-
age supply sources for various goods and services. SRM processes include the evaluation 
and selection of suppliers, negotiation of supply terms, and communication regarding new 
products and orders with suppliers. At W.W. Grainger, SRM processes include the selection 
of suppliers for various products, negotiation of pricing and delivery terms with suppliers, 
sharing of demand and supply plans with suppliers, and the placement of replenishment 
orders.

Observe that all three macro processes are aimed at serving the same customer. For a sup-
ply chain to be successful, it is crucial that the three macro processes are well integrated. The 
importance of this integration is discussed in Chapter 10. The organizational structure of the firm 
has a strong influence on the success or failure of the integration effort. In many firms, marketing 
is in charge of the CRM macro process, manufacturing handles the ISCM macro process, and 
purchasing oversees the SRM macro process—with little communication among them. It is not 
unusual for marketing and manufacturing to have different forecasts when making their plans. 
This lack of integration hurts the supply chain’s ability to match supply and demand effectively, 
leading to dissatisfied customers and high costs. Thus, firms should structure a supply chain 
organization that mirrors the macro processes and ensures good communication and coordina-
tion among the owners of processes that interact with one another.

1.7 EXAMPLES OF SUPPLY CHAINS

In this section, we consider several supply chains and raise questions that must be answered dur-
ing their design, planning, and operation phases. In later chapters, we discuss concepts and pres-
ent methodologies that can be used to answer these questions.

Gateway and Apple: Two Different Journeys into Retailing

Gateway was founded in 1985 as a direct sales manufacturer of PCs with no retail footprint. In 
1996, Gateway was one of the first PC manufacturers to start selling PCs online. After many 
years of selling its PCs without a retail infrastructure, however, Gateway introduced an aggres-
sive strategy of opening Gateway retail stores throughout the United States in the late 1990s. Its 
stores carried no finished-goods inventory and were primarily focused on helping customers 
select the right configuration to purchase. All PCs were manufactured to order and shipped to the 
customer from one of the assembly plants.
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Initially, investors rewarded Gateway for this strategy and raised the stock price to more 
than $80 per share in late 1999. However, this success did not last. By November 2002, 
 Gateway shares had dropped to less than $4, and Gateway was losing a significant amount of 
money. By April 2004, Gateway had closed all its retail outlets and reduced the number of 
configurations offered to customers. In August 2007, Gateway was purchased by Taiwan’s 
Acer for $710 million. By 2010, Gateway computers were sold through more than 20  different 
retail outlets, including Best Buy and Costco. As one can imagine, this was quite a transition 
for the company to experience.

In contrast, Apple has enjoyed tremendous success since it opened its first retail store in 
2001. By 2013, Apple had more than 415 stores worldwide, with sales of over $20 billion. Unlike 
Gateway, Apple has always carried product inventory at its stores. Given its product designs, 
Apple carries relatively little variety in its stores. In 2012, average revenue per Apple retail store 
was $51.5 million, a 19 percent increase over 2011.

The following questions highlight supply chain decisions that have a bearing on the differ-
ence between Apple’s and Gateway’s performance:

 1. Why did Gateway choose not to carry any finished-product inventory at its retail stores? 
Why did Apple choose to carry inventory at its stores?

 2. Should a firm with an investment in retail stores carry any finished-goods inventory? What 
are the characteristics of products that are most suitable to be carried in finished-goods 
inventory? What characterizes products that are best manufactured to order?

 3. How does product variety affect the level of inventory a retail store must carry?
 4. Is a direct selling supply chain without retail stores always less expensive than a supply 

chain with retail stores?
 5. What factors explain the success of Apple retail and the failure of Gateway country stores?

Zara: Apparel Manufacturing and Retail

Zara is a chain of fashion stores owned by Inditex, Spain’s largest apparel manufacturer and 
retailer. In 2012, Inditex reported sales of about 16 billion euros from more than 6,000 retail 
outlets in about 86 countries. In an industry in which customer demand is fickle, Zara has grown 
rapidly with a strategy to be highly responsive to changing trends with affordable prices. Whereas 
design-to-sales cycle times in the apparel industry have traditionally averaged more than  
six months, Zara has achieved cycle times of four to six weeks. This speed allows Zara to 
 introduce new designs every week and to change 75 percent of its merchandise display every 
three to four weeks. Thus, Zara’s products on display match customer preferences much more 
closely than do those of the competition. The result is that Zara sells most of its products at full 
price and has about half the markdowns in its stores compared with the competition.

Zara manufactures its apparel using a combination of flexible and quick sources in Europe 
(mostly Portugal and Spain) and low-cost sources in Asia. This contrasts with most apparel man-
ufacturers, who have moved most of their manufacturing to Asia. About 40 percent of the manu-
facturing capacity is owned by Inditex, with the rest outsourced. Products with highly uncertain 
demand are sourced out of Europe, whereas products that are more predictable are sourced from 
its Asian locations. More than 40 percent of its finished-goods purchases and most of its in-house 
production occur after the sales season starts. This compares with less than 20 percent produc-
tion after the start of a sales season for a typical retailer. This responsiveness, along with the 
postponement of decisions until after trends are known, allow Zara to reduce inventories and 
forecast error. Zara has also invested heavily in information technology to ensure that the latest 
sales data are available to drive replenishment and production decisions.

In 2012, Inditex distributed to stores all over the world from eight distribution centers 
located in Spain. The group claimed an average delivery time of 24 to 36 hours for European 
stores and up to a maximum of 48 hours for stores in America or Asia from the time the order 
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was received in the distribution center (DC) to the time it was delivered to the stores. Shipments 
from the DCs to stores were made several times a week. This allowed store inventory to closely 
match customer demand.

The following questions raise supply chain issues that are central to Zara’s strategy and 
success:

 1. What advantage does Zara gain against the competition by having a very responsive supply 
chain?

 2. Why has Inditex chosen to have both in-house manufacturing and outsourced manufactur-
ing? Why has Inditex maintained manufacturing capacity in Europe even though manufac-
turing in Asia is much cheaper?

 3. Why does Zara source products with uncertain demand from local manufacturers and 
products with predictable demand from Asian manufacturers?

 4. What advantage does Zara gain from replenishing its stores multiple times a week com-
pared with a less frequent schedule?

 5. Do you think Zara’s responsive replenishment infrastructure is better suited for online 
sales or retail sales?

W.W. Grainger and McMaster-Carr: MRO Suppliers

W.W. Grainger and McMaster-Carr sell maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO) products. 
Both companies have catalogs and web pages through which orders can be placed. W.W. Grainger 
also has several hundred stores throughout the United States. Customers can walk into a store, 
call in an order, or place it via the website. W.W. Grainger orders are either shipped to the cus-
tomer or picked up by the customer at one of its stores. McMaster-Carr, on the other hand, ships 
almost all its orders (although a few customers near its DCs do pick up their own orders). W.W. 
Grainger has nine DCs that both replenish stores and fill customer orders. McMaster has five 
DCs from which all orders are filled. Neither McMaster nor W.W. Grainger manufactures any 
product. They both primarily serve the role of a distributor or retailer. Their success is largely 
linked to their supply chain management ability.

Both firms offer several hundred thousand products to their customers. Grainger stocks 
about 300,000 stock-keeping units (SKUs), whereas McMaster carries about 500,000. Grainger 
also provides many other products that it does not stock directly from its suppliers. Both firms 
face the following strategic and operational issues:

 1. How many DCs should be built, and where should they be located?
 2. How should product stocking be managed at the DCs? Should all DCs carry all products?
 3. What products should be carried in inventory and what products should be left with the 

supplier to be shipped directly in response to a customer order?
 4. What products should W.W. Grainger carry at a store?
 5. How should markets be allocated to DCs in terms of order fulfillment? What should be 

done if an order cannot be completely filled from a DC? Should there be specified backup 
locations? How should they be selected?

Toyota: A Global Auto Manufacturer

Toyota Motor Corporation is Japan’s top auto manufacturer and has experienced significant 
growth in global sales over the past two decades. A key issue facing Toyota is the design of its 
global production and distribution network. Part of Toyota’s global strategy is to open factories 
in every market it serves. Toyota must decide what the production capability of each of the facto-
ries will be, as this has a significant impact on the desired distribution system. At one extreme, 
each plant can be equipped only for local production. At the other extreme, each plant is capable 
of supplying every market. Before 1996, Toyota used specialized local factories for each market. 
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After the Asian financial crisis in 1996–97, Toyota redesigned its plants so it could also export to 
markets that remain strong when the local market weakens. Toyota calls this strategy “global 
complementation.”

Whether to be global or local is also an issue for Toyota’s parts plants and product design. 
Should parts plants be built for local production or should there be a few parts plants globally 
that supply multiple assembly plants? Toyota has worked hard to increase commonality in parts 
used around the globe. Although this has helped the company lower costs and improve parts 
availability, common parts caused significant difficulty when one of the parts had to be recalled. 
In 2009, Toyota had to recall about 12 million cars using common parts across North America, 
Europe, and Asia, causing significant damage to the brand as well as to the finances.

Any global manufacturer like Toyota must address the following questions regarding the 
configuration and capability of the supply chain:

 1. Where should the plants be located, and what degree of flexibility should be built into 
each? What capacity should each plant have?

 2. Should plants be able to produce for all markets or only for specific contingency markets?
 3. How should markets be allocated to plants and how frequently should this allocation be 

revised?
 4. How should the investment in flexibility be valued?

Amazon: Online Sales

Amazon sells books, music, and many other items over the Internet and is one of the pioneers of 
online consumer sales. Amazon, based in Seattle, started by filling all orders using books pur-
chased from a distributor in response to customer orders. As it grew, the company added ware-
houses, allowing it to react more quickly to customer orders. In 2013, Amazon had about 40 
warehouses in the United States and another 40 in the rest of the world. It uses the U.S. Postal 
Service and other package carriers, such as UPS and FedEx, to send products to customers. Out-
bound shipping-related costs at Amazon in 2012 were over $5 billion.

Following the introduction of the Kindle, Amazon has worked hard to increase sales of 
digital books. The company has also added a significant amount of audio and video content for 
sale in digital form.

Amazon has continued to expand the set of products that it sells online. Besides books 
and music, Amazon has added many product categories such as toys, apparel, electronics, 
jewelry, and shoes. In 2009, one of its largest acquisitions was Zappos, a leader in online 
shoe sales. This acquisition added a great deal of product variety: According to the Amazon 
annual report, this required creating 121,000 product descriptions and uploading more than 
2.2 million images to the website. In 2010, another interesting acquisition by Amazon was 
diapers.com. Unlike Zappos, this acquisition added little variety but considerable shipping 
volumes.

Several questions arise concerning how Amazon is structured and the product categories it 
continues to add:

 1. Why is Amazon building more warehouses as it grows? How many warehouses should it 
have, and where should they be located?

 2. Should Amazon stock every product it sells?
 3. What advantage can bricks-and-mortar players derive from setting up an online channel? 

How should they use the two channels to gain maximum advantage?
 4. What advantages and disadvantages does the online channel enjoy in the sale of shoes and 

diapers relative to a retail store?
 5. For what products does the online channel offer the greater advantage relative to retail 

stores? What characterizes these products?
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Macy’s: Omni-Channel Retailing

After selling for decades from its department stores, Macy’s has made a big push into omni-
channel retailing, allowing customers to have a seamless experience between shopping online or 
at a store. Customers can browse online and then experience the product at a store or order online 
after seeing a product at the store. Omni-channel is not just about ordering, however; it is also 
about fulfillment. Orders placed on any channel have access to Macy’s entire assortment. By 
2012, Macy’s had equipped 292 Macy’s stores to fulfill online orders or orders from other stores 
that were sold out of a particular item. If customers desire, orders placed online can be picked up 
at select stores and items purchased online can be returned to stores.

Any omni-channel retailer must address the following questions:

 1. Should online orders be filled from stores or fulfillment centers?
 2. How should store inventories be managed in an omni-channel setting?
 3. Should returns be kept at a store or sent to a fulfillment center?

Gopaljee—Transforming Traditional Supply Chains

A near universal characteristic of Indian industry, trade, and businesses is their highly fragmented 
structure in which the small and microscale operations predominate if not control the entire sectors. 
Organized large scale production and distribution are absent from almost all sectors. One of the most 
significant results of this pattern is the absence of industry role models and benchmarks. Lessons in 
supply chain best practices with indigenous roots are, therefore, few and far between. Successful and 
written about cases are mostly images of foreign models which cannot be easily replicated by small-
and-medium-scale (SME) Indian ventures. There is a strong need for developing models rooted in 
Indian ethos, culture, and socioeconomic conditions to find wider acceptance and application.

In this context, successful models at harnessing the potential of such microlevel operations by 
reaching out to the small-scale producers mostly in the agri- and agro-based industries as well as ani-
mal produce often in remote locations and pooling their miniscule output for systematic marketing to 
achieve a semblance of organized operations and economies of scale in an otherwise traditionally 
small-scale sector, become relevant. To elucidate this further, see detailed description of Gopaljee’s 
milk collection, processing, and distribution network in Appendix  at the end of Chapter 14.

The Indian dairy industry represents one such example where the pioneering efforts of 
Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF), known for its Amul brand, has been 
a resounding success and has become a role model. This success story has provided a road map 
and a benchmark with lessons in supply chain management in the Indian context.

Modeled on the pattern of GCMMF,  Gopaljee Group of Companies laid the foundation 
of their first milk plant, namely, M/s. Milan Dairy Foods Private Limited at Siyana in Uttar 
Pradesh (UP) in 1989. In 1994, the company obtained registration from the state government 
and established 500 village level societies and two chilling centers which now handle 200,000 
liters of milk per day. Another two plants with an overall capacity of 200,000 liters came on 
stream soon thereafter. The fourth plant, by the name G K Dairy and Milk Products at Ballabh-
garh, was added in 1998.

Gopaljee, known for its quality milk products, is today a household name in North India. It 
handles a total of a million liter of milk per day with almost 125,000 farmers supplying their 
produce through 4,500 village level societies. 

At Gopaljee, every step in the processing of products is carefully researched and moni-
tored in the interest of good production. To conserve the wholesome goodness of its products, the 
company uses UHT technology products. Some of the products that it markets overseas are 
skimmed milk powder, full cream powder, instant full cream powder, pure ghee, fresh cream, 
flavored milk and juices.

Gopaljee’s has been a success story of growth through direct procurement from the milk 
producers, however small, thereby eliminating the middlemen. They have been emphasizing 
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clean milk production at the village level for safe and pure dairy products meeting both national 
and international standards to delight the customers. Gopaljee depute their qualified dairy experts 
to conduct training classes for the farmers in the fields of animal husbandry and milk production. 
The company has been benchmarking international best practices while maintaining direct con-
tact with the grass roots, that is, farmers.

The approach typifies the Indian tradition of an extended family where everyone contrib-
utes his might for the collective well-being of the family and the community. The trickle down 
effect is visible as the Gopaljee family continues to grow and build a powerful brand image 
which the company intends to further strengthen through addition of allied business lines such as 
food retail through exclusive food outlets.

In the previous edition, we had indicated the company’s plans to add more business lines 
and suggested  consideration of the possibilities this indigenously developed SCM model inte-
grating with and expanding into global supply chain.

We find that during the intervening period the company has made progress on both the 
fronts. It has added a whole range of new products to include fresh farm UHT technology 
products, fresh farm pasteurized and ghee products and expanded its operations overseas to 
Southeast Asia Pacific, Middle East and Europe. With acquiescence from the Export Inspec-
tion Council of India (Ministry of Commerce and Industries, Government of India), they are 
now supplying their products to various multinational companies in India and across the world. 
Their overseas operations at the moment mainly center around—South East Asia Pacific, Mid-
dle East and Europe.

The following issues are worthy of consideration in this regard:

• How can Gopaljee’s supply and distribution model be extended to other business lines in 
the Indian and South Asian context?

• Which all socio-economic features of South Asian societies can be identified as the foun-
dations for building sustainable supply chains?

• How can the existing distribution channels in the South Asian region be transformed to 
maximize the value delivered to the customer? 

• How can such indigenously developed SCM models integrate with and expand into global 
supply chains? 

Jaipur Rugs Company: A Socioeconomic Network

Jaipur Rugs is a medium scale Indian company engaged in manufacture and export of a whole 
range of rugs and carpets. It represents yet another example of an indigenous company which 
has developed a novel supply chain network harnessing the skills of widely dispersed rural 
Indian artisans to link the remote Indian villages with the world markets and is delivering, in 
the process, good value to the customers and fair returns to the rural population. It has fully 
imbibed the spirit of corporate social responsibility into its business, and the traditional 
Indian values reflect in the design, planning, and operation of its supply chain. The sourcing 
and production base of the company covers eight Indian states and the markets include the 
USA, Australia, Canada, Greece, Germany, and Spain besides several other countries. The 
production and distribution move seamlessly from thousands of looms in remote Indian vil-
lages through some of the leading retail chains to reach the connoisseurs of quality carpets 
world over.

With the help of this example, the following points can be discussed:

• In the developing world, how can small and medium scale industries leverage the power of 
supply chains to deliver value to the customers and simultaneously improve the standard of 
living of the artisans?

• To free the artisans from exploitation and under payment, how can the involvement of 
middlemen be minimized?
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1.8 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Discuss the goal of a supply chain and explain the impact of supply chain decisions on 
the success of a firm. The goal of a supply chain should be to grow overall supply chain surplus. 
Supply chain surplus is the difference between the value generated for the customer and the total 
cost incurred across all stages of the supply chain. A focus on the supply chain surplus increases 
the size of the overall pie for all members of the supply chain. Supply chain decisions have a large 
impact on the success or failure of each firm because they significantly influence both the revenue 
generated and the cost incurred. Successful supply chains manage flows of product, information, 
and funds to provide a high level of product availability to the customer while keeping costs low.

2. Identify the three key supply chain decision phases and explain the significance of 
each one. Supply chain decisions may be characterized as strategic (design), planning, or oper-
ational, depending on the time period during which they apply. Strategic decisions relate to sup-
ply chain configuration. These decisions have a long-term impact that lasts for several years. 
Planning decisions cover a period of a few months to a year and include decisions regarding 
production plans, subcontracting, and promotions over that period. Operational decisions span 
from minutes to days and include sequencing production and filling specific orders. Strategic 
decisions define the constraints for planning decisions, and planning decisions define the con-
straints for operational decisions.

3. Describe the cycle and push/pull views of a supply chain. The cycle view divides pro-
cesses into cycles, each performed at the interface between two successive stages of a supply chain. 
Each cycle starts with an order placed by one stage of the supply chain and ends when the order is 
received from the supplier stage. A push/pull view of a supply chain characterizes processes based 
on their timing relative to that of a customer order. Pull processes are performed in response to a 
customer order, whereas push processes are performed in anticipation of customer orders.

4. Classify the supply chain macro processes in a firm. All supply chain processes can 
be classified into three macro processes based on whether they are at the customer or supplier 
interface or are internal to the firm. The CRM macro process consists of all processes at the inter-
face between the firm and the customer that work to generate, receive, and track customer orders. 
The ISCM macro process consists of all supply chain processes that are internal to the firm and 
work to plan for and fulfill customer orders. The SRM macro process consists of all supply chain 
processes at the interface between the firm and its suppliers that work to evaluate and select sup-
pliers and then source goods and services from them.

Discussion Questions

 1. Consider the purchase of a can of soda at a convenience 
store. Describe the various stages in the supply chain and the 
different flows involved.

 2. Why should a firm such as Dell take into account total sup-
ply chain profitability when making decisions?

 3. What are some strategic, planning, and operational decisions 
that must be made by an apparel retailer such as Gap?

 4. Consider the supply chain involved when a customer 
purchases a book at a bookstore. Identify the cycles in 

this supply chain and the location of the push/pull 
boundary.

 5. Consider the supply chain involved when a customer orders a 
book from Amazon. Identify the push/pull boundary and two 
processes each in the push and pull phases.

 6. In what way do supply chain flows affect the success or 
 failure of a firm such as Amazon? List two supply chain deci-
sions that have a significant impact on supply chain profit-
ability.
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Novartis of Basel, Switzerland, patent holders of 
Gleevec/Glivec (imatinib mesylate/imatinib), a highly 
acclaimed drug for Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML), 
enjoyed monopoly in the pharmaceutical world till 
India’s NATCO came up with its generic version, Veenat, 
selling at a fraction of the price that patients paid for 
Gleevec. Its efficacy was established when Veenat 
became the standard drug prescribed and provided by 
government hospitals in India in place of Gleevec. The 
stories of Ranbaxy’s Lipitor, Dr Reddy’s Zyprexa, and 
Sun Pharma’s generic Seroquel are some of the other 
examples strengthening the impact of increased con-
sumer surplus on supply chain performance. In India, 
generic Gleevec manufactured and marketed by “CIPLA” 
is available for only ` 300, which is around $7 per tablet, 
while Gleevec 400 mg costs ` 3000, which is around $70, 
or 10 times higher. With assured equal value to the 
patient, the price differential between the two appeared 
as the consumer surplus and catapulted the Indian generic 
drug industry to one of the world’s largest. The direct 
impact of consumer surplus on supply chain performance 
was, thus, dramatically demonstrated. It is interesting to 
observe that the availability of Indian generic drugs has 
had a profound effect on the functioning of organizations 
like Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF). “Our reliance on 
Indian generic drugs for treating patients with HIV or 
AIDS across all our programs in MSF is particularly 
acute—around 80 percent of the AIDS medicines we use 

are generic drugs made by Indian companies,” says MSF 
pharmacist, Janice Lee.i In fact, even other major donors, 
such as, the Global Fund, PEPFAR, UNITAID, and UNI-
CEF rely of generic drugs. Such preponderant reliance 
on Indian generic drugs would not have been possible, if 
not for the substantial consumer surplus these drugs pro-
vide. A year’s treatment with tenofovir, disoproxil fuma-
rate (TDF or PMPA), marketed by Gilead Sciences under 
the trade name Viread, from an originator company costs 
$613. And in some middle-income countries that price 
rises to over $1000. The generic version costs only $176 
in a fixed dose combination pill. The attraction of generic 
drugs is obvious.ii India tops the world in export of 
generic medicines worth $11 Billion, and currently, the 
Indian pharmaceutical industry is one of the world’s larg-
est and most developed.iii In this connection, we need to 
explore the following issues relating to increasing 
demand for generic drugs the world over.

India’s Generic Drugs and Supplier’s Surplus

Here again we fall back on the pharma industry for an 
example of supplier’s or producer’s ‘surplus. A newly dis-
covered or developed drug such as an antibiotic producing 
dramatic results usually qualifies as a “wonder drug” and 
commands a high price with a considerable part of it being 
in the nature of producer’s surplus till an alternative 
appears in the market and forces the prices down. 

CASE STUDY
India’s Generic Drugs and Supply Chain Surplus
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Penicillin, discovered in 1940, was hailed as such a won-
der drug at that time. However, now, it is a commonplace 
with several other equally effective antibiotics, including 
generic ones, being available in the market which are 
also fairly inexpensive. By 1949 the price of Penicilin 
had dropped from $20 per 100,000 units in 1943 to less 
than ten cents. One of the generic antibiotics, Erythromy-
cin, widely prescribed in place of Penicillin, is now pro-
duced by over 60 companies and is listed under 136 
brands in Medindia’s database. 

While justified to an extent as a measure to recover 
the high research and development costs involved in drug 
discoveries, the extent of supply chain surplus  retained 
as producer’s surplus is hard to establish but certainly 
deserves determination, and in a supply chain based on 

principles of trust, transparency, and mutuality among all 
the constituents.
 1. Why are generics cheaper than the patented drugs?
 2. Why the demand for generic drugs is high both in 

the developed and developing world? Are the 
underlying reasons for this increase in demand the 
same in both cases?

 3. Which part of the supply chain can be identified as 
the major contributor to reduction in the cost of 
generic drugs?

iField News. Interview with MSF pharmacist Janice Lee. “Why India’s 
Generic Medicines Industry is So Important.” November 5, 2010.
iiThese comparison are not intended to supersede medical opinion or 
suggest alternative drugs. Medical advice must always prevail.
iii“A Brief Report: Pharmaceutical Industry in India.” March 2012.



In Chapter 1, we discussed what a supply chain is and the importance of supply chain 
design, planning, and operation to a firm’s success. In this chapter, we define supply 
chain strategy and explain how creating a strategic fit between a company’s competitive 

strategy and its supply chain strategy affects performance. We also discuss the importance of 
expanding the scope of strategic fit from one operation within a company to all stages of the 
supply chain.

2.1 COMPETITIVE AND SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGIES

A company’s competitive strategy defines, relative to its competitors, the set of customer needs 
that it seeks to satisfy through its products and services. For example, Walmart aims to provide 
high availability of a variety of products of reasonable quality at low prices. Most products sold 
at Walmart are commonplace (everything from home appliances to clothing) and can be pur-
chased elsewhere. What Walmart provides is value-for-money and product availability. McMas-
ter-Carr sells maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO) products. It offers more than 500,000 
products through both a catalog and a website. Its competitive strategy is built around providing 
the customer with convenience, availability, and responsiveness. With this focus on responsive-
ness, McMaster does not compete based on low price. Clearly, the competitive strategy at 
Walmart is different from that at McMaster.

Supply Chain Performance
Achieving Strategic Fit and Scope

C H A P T E R 

2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Explain why achieving strategic fit is 
critical to a company’s overall success.

2. Describe how a company achieves strategic 
fit between its supply chain strategy and its 
competitive strategy.

3. Discuss the importance of expanding the 
scope of strategic fit across the supply chain.

4. Describe the major challenges that must 
be overcome to manage a supply chain 
successfully.
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We can also contrast Blue Nile, with its online retailing model for diamonds, with Zales, 
which sells diamond jewelry through retail outlets. Blue Nile has emphasized the variety of dia-
monds available from its website and the fact that its margins are significantly lower than its 
bricks-and-mortar competition. Customers, however, have to wait to get their jewelry and do not 
have any opportunity to touch and see it before purchase (Blue Nile does provide a 30-day return 
period, though). At Zales, in contrast, a customer can walk into the retail store, be helped by a 
salesperson, and leave immediately with a diamond ring. The amount of variety available at a 
Zales store, however, is limited. Whereas Blue Nile offers more than 90,000 stones on its site, a 
typical Zales store carries fewer than a thousand.

In each case, the competitive strategy is defined based on how the customer prioritizes 
product cost, delivery time, variety, and quality. A McMaster-Carr customer places greater 
emphasis on product variety and response time than on cost. A Walmart customer, in contrast, 
places greater emphasis on cost. A Blue Nile customer, purchasing online, places great emphasis 
on product variety and cost. A customer purchasing jewelry at Zales is most concerned with fast 
response time and help in product selection. Thus, a firm’s competitive strategy will be defined 
based on its customers’ priorities. Competitive strategy targets one or more customer segments 
and aims to provide products and services that satisfy these customers’ needs.

To see the relationship between competitive and supply chain strategies, we start with the 
value chain for a typical organization, as shown in Figure 2-1.

The value chain begins with new product development, which creates specifications for 
the product. Marketing and sales generate demand by publicizing the customer priorities that 
the products and services will satisfy. Marketing also brings customer input back to new prod-
uct development. Operations transforms inputs to outputs to create the product according to 
new product specifications. Distribution either takes the product to the customer or brings the 
customer to the product. Service responds to customer requests during or after the sale. These 
are core processes or functions that must be performed for a successful sale. Finance, account-
ing, information technology, and human resources support and facilitate the functioning of the 
value chain.

To execute a company’s competitive strategy, all these functions play a role, and each must 
develop its own strategy. Here, strategy refers to what each process or function will try to do 
particularly well.

A product development strategy specifies the portfolio of new products that a company 
will try to develop. It also dictates whether the development effort will be made internally or 
outsourced. A marketing and sales strategy specifies how the market will be segmented and 
how the product will be positioned, priced, and promoted. A supply chain strategy determines 
the nature of procurement of raw materials, transportation of materials to and from the com-
pany, manufacture of the product or operation to provide the service, and distribution of the 
product to the customer, along with any follow-up service and a specification of whether these 
processes will be performed in-house or outsourced. Supply chain strategy specifies what the 
operations, distribution, and service functions, whether performed in-house or outsourced, 
should do particularly well. Because our focus here is on supply chain strategy, we define it in 

New
Product
Development

Marketing
and 
Sales

Operations Distribution Service

Finance, Accounting, Information Technology, Human Resources

FIGURE 2-1 The Value Chain in a Company
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more detail. Supply chain strategy includes a specification of the broad structure of the supply 
chain and what many traditionally call “supplier strategy,” “operations strategy,” and “logistics 
strategy.” For example, Dell’s initial decision to sell direct, its 2007 decision to start selling PCs 
through resellers, and Cisco’s decision to use contract manufacturers define the broad structure 
of their supply chains and are all part of their supply chain strategies. Supply chain strategy also 
includes design decisions regarding inventory, transportation, operating facilities, and informa-
tion flows. For example, Amazon’s decisions to build warehouses to stock some products and to 
continue using distributors as a source of other products are part of its supply chain strategy. 
Similarly, Toyota’s decision to have production facilities in each of its major markets is part of 
its supply chain strategy.

For a firm to succeed, all functional strategies must support one another and the competi-
tive strategy. For example, Seven-Eleven Japan’s success can be related to the excellent fit among 
its functional strategies. Marketing at Seven-Eleven has emphasized convenience in the form of 
easy access to stores and availability of a wide range of products and services. New product 
development at Seven-Eleven is constantly adding products and services, such as bill payment 
services that draw customers in and exploit the excellent information infrastructure and the fact 
that customers frequently visit Seven-Eleven. Operations and distribution at Seven-Eleven have 
focused on having a high density of stores, being very responsive, and providing an excellent 
information infrastructure. The result is a virtuous cycle in which supply chain infrastructure is 
exploited to offer new products and services that increase demand, and the increased demand in 
turn makes it easier for operations to improve the density of stores, responsiveness in replenish-
ment, and the information infrastructure.

In the next section, we elaborate on this notion of fit and seek to answer this question: 
Given its competitive strategy, what should a company’s supply chain try to do particularly well?

2.2 ACHIEVING STRATEGIC FIT

Strategic fit requires that both the competitive and supply chain strategies of a company have 
aligned goals. It refers to consistency between the customer priorities that the competitive strat-
egy hopes to satisfy and the supply chain capabilities that the supply chain strategy aims to build. 
For a company to achieve strategic fit, it must accomplish the following:

 1. The competitive strategy and all functional strategies must fit together to form a coordi-
nated overall strategy. Each functional strategy must support other functional strategies 
and help a firm reach its competitive strategy goal.

 2. The different functions in a company must appropriately structure their processes and 
resources to be able to execute these strategies successfully.

 3. The design of the overall supply chain and the role of each stage must be aligned to support 
the supply chain strategy.

A company may fail either because of a lack of strategic fit or because its overall supply 
chain design, processes, and resources do not provide the capabilities to support the desired stra-
tegic fit. Consider, for example, a situation in which marketing is publicizing a company’s ability 
to provide a large variety of products quickly; simultaneously, distribution is targeting the 
lowest-cost means of transportation. In this situation, it is likely that distribution will delay orders 
so it can get better transportation economies by grouping orders together or using inexpensive 
but slow modes of transportation. This action conflicts with marketing’s stated goal of providing 
variety quickly. Similarly, consider a scenario in which a retailer has decided to provide a high 
level of variety while carrying low levels of inventory but has selected suppliers and carriers 
based on their low price and not their responsiveness. In this case, the retailer is likely to end up 
with unhappy customers because of poor product availability.

To elaborate on strategic fit, let us consider the evolution of Dell and its supply chain between 
1993 and the present. Between 1993 and 2006, Dell’s competitive strategy was to provide a large 
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variety of customizable products at a reasonable price. Given the focus on customization, Dell’s 
supply chain was designed to be very responsive. Assembly facilities owned by Dell were designed 
to be flexible and to easily handle the wide variety of configurations requested by customers. A 
facility that focused on low cost and efficiency by producing large volumes of the same configura-
tion would not have been appropriate in this setting.

The notion of strategic fit also extended to other functions within Dell. Dell PCs were 
designed to use common components and to allow rapid assembly. This design strategy clearly 
aligned well with the supply chain’s goal of assembling customized PCs in response to customer 
orders. Dell worked hard to carry this alignment to its suppliers. Given that Dell produced cus-
tomized products with low levels of inventory, it was crucial that suppliers and carriers be highly 
responsive. For example, the ability of carriers to merge a PC from Dell with a monitor from 
Sony allowed Dell not to carry any Sony monitors in inventory.

Starting in 2007, however, Dell altered its competitive strategy and had to change its sup-
ply chain accordingly. With a reduced customer focus on hardware customization, Dell branched 
out into selling PCs through retail stores such as Walmart. Through Walmart, Dell offers a lim-
ited variety of desktops and laptops. It is also essential that monitors and other peripherals be 
available in inventory because a customer buying a PC at Walmart is not willing to wait for the 
monitor to show up later. Clearly, the flexible and responsive supply chain that aligns well with 
customer needs for customization does not necessarily align well when customers no longer 
want customization but prefer low prices. Given the change in customer priorities, Dell has 
shifted a greater fraction of its production to a build-to-stock model to maintain strategic fit. 
Contract manufacturers like Foxconn that are focused on low cost now produce many of Dell’s 
products well in advance of sale. To maintain strategic fit, Dell’s supply chain has moved from a 
relentless focus on responsiveness to a greater focus on low cost.

How Is Strategic Fit Achieved?

What does a company need to do to achieve that all-important strategic fit between the supply 
chain and competitive strategies? A competitive strategy will specify, either explicitly or implic-
itly, one or more customer segments that a company hopes to satisfy. To achieve strategic fit, a 
company must ensure that its supply chain capabilities support its ability to satisfy the needs of 
the targeted customer segments.

There are three basic steps to achieving this strategic fit, which we outline here and then 
discuss in more detail:

 1. Understanding the customer and supply chain uncertainty: First, a company must 
understand the customer needs for each targeted segment and the uncertainty these needs 
impose on the supply chain. These needs help the company define the desired cost and 
service requirements. The supply chain uncertainty helps the company identify the extent 
of the unpredictability of demand and supply that the supply chain must be prepared for.

 2. Understanding the supply chain capabilities: Each of the many types of supply chains 
is designed to perform different tasks well. A company must understand what its supply 
chain is designed to do well.

 3. Achieving strategic fit: If a mismatch exists between what the supply chain does particu-
larly well and the desired customer needs, the company will either need to restructure the 
supply chain to support the competitive strategy or alter its competitive strategy.

STEP 1: UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND SUPPLY CHAIN UNCERTAINTY To under-
stand the customer, a company must identify the needs of the customer segment being served. 
Let us compare Seven-Eleven Japan and a discounter such as Sam’s Club (a part of Walmart). 
When customers go to Seven-Eleven to purchase detergent, they go there for the convenience of 
a nearby store and are not necessarily looking for the lowest price. In contrast, low price is very 
important to a Sam’s Club customer. This customer may be willing to tolerate less variety and 
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even purchase large package sizes as long as the price is low. Even though customers purchase 
detergent at both places, the demand varies along certain attributes. In the case of Seven-Eleven, 
customers are in a hurry and want convenience. In the case of Sam’s Club, they want a low price 
and are willing to spend time getting it. In general, customer demand from different segments 
varies along several attributes, as follows:

• Quantity of the product needed in each lot: An emergency order for material needed to 
repair a production line is likely to be small. An order for material to construct a new pro-
duction line is likely to be large.

• Response time that customers are willing to tolerate: The tolerable response time for 
the emergency order is likely to be short, whereas the allowable response time for the con-
struction order is apt to be long.

• Variety of products needed: A customer may place a high premium on the availability of 
all parts of an emergency repair order from a single supplier. This may not be the case for 
the construction order.

• Service level required: A customer placing an emergency order expects a high level of 
product availability. This customer may go elsewhere if all parts of the order are not imme-
diately available. This is not apt to happen in the case of the construction order, for which 
a long lead time is likely.

• Price of the product: The customer placing the emergency order is apt to be much less 
sensitive to price than the customer placing the construction order.

• Desired rate of innovation in the product: Customers at a high-end department store 
expect a lot of innovation and new designs in the store’s apparel. Customers at Walmart 
may be less sensitive to new product innovation.

Each customer in a particular segment will tend to have similar needs, whereas customers 
in a different segment can have very different needs.

Although we have described several attributes along which customer demand varies, our 
goal is to identify one key measure for combining all of these attributes. This single measure then 
helps define what the supply chain should do particularly well.

Implied Demand Uncertainty. At first glance, it may appear that each of the cus-
tomer need categories should be viewed differently, but in a fundamental sense, each customer 
need can be translated into the metric of implied demand uncertainty, which is demand uncer-
tainty imposed on the supply chain because of the customer needs it seeks to satisfy.

We make a distinction between demand uncertainty and implied demand uncertainty. 
Demand uncertainty reflects the uncertainty of customer demand for a product. Implied demand 
uncertainty, in contrast, is the resulting uncertainty for only the portion of the demand that the 
supply chain plans to satisfy based on the attributes the customer desires. For example, a firm 
supplying only emergency orders for a product will face a higher implied demand uncertainty 
than a firm that supplies the same product with a long lead time, as the second firm has an oppor-
tunity to fulfill the orders evenly over the long lead time.

Another illustration of the need for this distinction is the impact of service level. As a sup-
ply chain raises its level of service, it must be able to meet a higher and higher percentage of 
actual demand, forcing it to prepare for rare surges in demand. Thus, raising the service level 
increases the implied demand uncertainty even though the product’s underlying demand uncer-
tainty does not change.

Both the product demand uncertainty and various customer needs that the supply chain 
tries to fill affect implied demand uncertainty. Table 2-1 illustrates how various customer needs 
affect implied demand uncertainty.

As each individual customer need contributes to the implied demand uncertainty, we can 
use implied demand uncertainty as a common metric with which to distinguish different types of 
demand.
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Fisher (1997) pointed out that implied demand uncertainty is often correlated with other 
characteristics of demand, as shown in Table 2-2. An explanation follows:

 1. Products with uncertain demand are often less mature and have less direct competition. As 
a result, margins tend to be high.

 2. Forecasting is more accurate when demand has less uncertainty.
 3. Increased implied demand uncertainty leads to increased difficulty in matching supply 

with demand. For a given product, this dynamic can lead to either a stockout or an oversup-
ply situation. Increased implied demand uncertainty thus leads to both higher oversupply 
and a higher stockout rate.

 4. Markdowns are high for products with greater implied demand uncertainty because over-
supply often results.

First, let us take an example of a product with low implied demand uncertainty—such as 
table salt. Salt has a low margin, accurate demand forecasts, low stockout rates, and virtually no 
markdowns. These characteristics match well with Fisher’s chart of characteristics for products 
with highly certain demand.

On the other end of the spectrum, a new cell phone has high implied demand uncertainty. 
It will likely have a high margin, inaccurate demand forecasts, high stockout rates (if it is suc-
cessful), and large markdowns (if it is a failure). This, too, matches well with Table 2-2.

Lee (2002) pointed out that along with demand uncertainty, it is important to consider 
uncertainty resulting from the capability of the supply chain. For example, when a new compo-
nent is introduced in the consumer electronics industry, the quality yields of the production pro-
cess tend to be low and breakdowns are frequent. As a result, companies have difficulty delivering 

TABLE 2-1 Impact of Customer Needs on Implied Demand Uncertainty

Customer Need Causes Implied Demand Uncertainty to . . .

Range of quantity required increases Increase because a wider range of the quantity required 
implies greater variance in demand.

Lead time decreases Increase because there is less time in which to react to 
orders.

Variety of products required increases Increase because demand per product becomes less 
predictable.

Number of channels through which 
product may be acquired increases

Increase because customer demand per channel 
becomes less predictable.

Rate of innovation increases Increase because new products tend to have more 
uncertain demand.

Required service level increases Increase because the firm now has to handle unusual 
surges in demand.

Low Implied  
Uncertainty

High Implied  
Uncertainty

Product margin Low High

Average forecast error 10% 40% to 100%

Average stockout rate 1% to 2% 10% to 40%

Average forced season-end markdown 0% 10% to 25%

Source: Adapted from Marshall L. Fisher, “What Is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?” Harvard Business 
Review (March–April 1997), 83–93.

TABLE 2-2 Correlation Between Implied Demand Uncertainty and Other Attributes
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according to a well-defined schedule, resulting in high supply uncertainty for electronics manu-
facturers. As the production technology matures and yields improve, companies are able to fol-
low a fixed delivery schedule, resulting in low supply uncertainty. Table 2-3 illustrates how 
various characteristics of supply sources affect the supply uncertainty.

Supply uncertainty is also strongly affected by the life-cycle position of the product. New 
products being introduced have higher supply uncertainty because designs and production pro-
cesses are still evolving. In contrast, mature products have less supply uncertainty.

We can create a spectrum of uncertainty by combining the demand and supply uncertainty. 
This implied uncertainty spectrum is shown in Figure 2-2.

A company introducing a brand-new cell phone based on entirely new components and 
technology faces high implied demand uncertainty and high supply uncertainty. As a result, the 
implied uncertainty faced by the supply chain is extremely high. In contrast, a supermarket sell-
ing salt faces low implied demand uncertainty and low levels of supply uncertainty, resulting in 
a low implied uncertainty. Many agricultural products, such as coffee, are examples of supply 
chains facing low levels of implied demand uncertainty but significant supply uncertainty based 
on weather. The supply chain thus faces an intermediate level of implied uncertainty.

TABLE 2-3 Impact of Supply Source Capability on Supply Uncertainty

Supply Source Capability Causes Supply Uncertainty to . . .

Frequent breakdowns Increase

Unpredictable and low yields Increase

Poor quality Increase

Limited supply capacity Increase

Inflexible supply capacity Increase

Evolving production process Increase

Source: Adapted from Hau L. Lee, “Aligning Supply Chain Strategies with Product 
Uncertainties.” California Management Review (Spring 2002), 105–119.
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FIGURE 2-2 The Implied Uncertainty (Demand and Supply) Spectrum

Key Point

The first step in achieving strategic fit between competitive and supply chain strategies is to understand 
customers and supply chain uncertainty. Uncertainty from the customer and the supply chain can be 
combined and mapped on the implied uncertainty spectrum.

STEP 2: UNDERSTANDING THE SUPPLY CHAIN CAPABILITIES After understanding the uncer-
tainty that the company faces, the next question is: How does the firm best meet demand in that 
uncertain environment? Creating strategic fit is all about designing a supply chain whose respon-
siveness aligns with the implied uncertainty it faces.
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We now categorize supply chains based on different characteristics that influence their 
responsiveness and efficiency.

First, we provide some definitions. Supply chain responsiveness includes a supply chain’s 
ability to do the following:

• Respond to wide ranges of quantities demanded
• Meet short lead times
• Handle a large variety of products
• Build highly innovative products
• Meet a high service level
• Handle supply uncertainty

These abilities are similar to many of the characteristics of demand and supply that led to 
high implied uncertainty. The more of these abilities a supply chain has, the more responsive it is.

Responsiveness, however, comes at a cost. For instance, to respond to a wider range of 
quantities demanded, capacity must be increased, which increases costs. This increase in cost 
leads to the second definition: Supply chain efficiency is the inverse of the cost of making and 
delivering a product to the customer. Increases in cost lower efficiency. For every strategic choice 
to increase responsiveness, there are additional costs that lower efficiency.

The cost-responsiveness efficient frontier is the curve in Figure 2-3 showing the lowest 
possible cost for a given level of responsiveness. Lowest cost is defined based on existing tech-
nology; not every firm is able to operate on the efficient frontier, which represents the cost-
responsiveness performance of the best supply chains. A firm that is not on the efficient frontier 
can improve both its responsiveness and its cost performance by moving toward the efficient 
frontier. In contrast, a firm on the efficient frontier can improve its responsiveness only by 
increasing cost and becoming less efficient. Such a firm must then make a trade-off between 
efficiency and responsiveness. Of course, firms on the efficient frontier are also continuously 
improving their processes and changing technology to shift the efficient frontier itself. Given the 
trade-off between cost and responsiveness, a key strategic choice for any supply chain is the level 
of responsiveness it seeks to provide.

Supply chains range from those that focus solely on being responsive to those that focus on 
a goal of producing and supplying at the lowest possible cost. Figure 2-4 shows the responsive-
ness spectrum and where some supply chains fall on this spectrum.

High

Low

High Low
Cost 

Responsiveness

FIGURE 2-3 Cost-Responsiveness 
Efficient Frontier
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The more capabilities constituting responsiveness a supply chain has, the more responsive it 
is. Seven-Eleven Japan replenishes its stores with breakfast items in the morning, lunch items in 
the afternoon, and dinner items at night. As a result, the available product variety changes by time 
of day. Seven-Eleven responds quickly to orders, with store managers placing replenishment 
orders less than 12 hours before they are supplied. This practice makes the Seven-Eleven supply 
chain very responsive. Another example of a responsive supply chain is W.W. Grainger. The com-
pany faces both demand and supply uncertainty; therefore, the supply chain has been designed to 
deal effectively with both to provide customers with a wide variety of MRO products within 
24 hours. An efficient supply chain, in contrast, lowers cost by eliminating some of its responsive 
capabilities. For example, Sam’s Club sells a limited variety of products in large package sizes. 
The supply chain is capable of low costs, and the focus of this supply chain is clearly on efficiency.

Highly
efficient

Somewhat
efficient

Somewhat
responsive

Highly
responsive

Integrated steel
mills: Production 
scheduled weeks

or months in
advance with

little variety or
flexibility

Hanes apparel: A
traditional make-to-
stock manufacturer

with production
lead time of 

several weeks

Most automotive
production:

Delivering a large 
variety of products

in a few weeks 

Seven-Eleven
Japan: Changing
merchandise mix
by location and

time of day

FIGURE 2-4 The Responsiveness Spectrum

Key Point

The second step in achieving strategic fit between competitive and supply chain strategies is to under-
stand the supply chain and map it on the responsiveness spectrum.

STEP 3: ACHIEVING STRATEGIC FIT After mapping the level of implied uncertainty and under-
standing the supply chain position on the responsiveness spectrum, the third and final step is to 
ensure that the degree of supply chain responsiveness is consistent with the implied uncertainty. 
The goal is to target high responsiveness for a supply chain facing high implied uncertainty, and 
efficiency for a supply chain facing low implied uncertainty.

For example, the competitive strategy of McMaster-Carr targets customers that value hav-
ing a large variety of MRO products delivered to them within 24 hours. Given the large variety of 
products and rapid desired delivery, demand from McMaster-Carr customers can be character-
ized as having high implied demand uncertainty. If McMaster-Carr designed an efficient supply 
chain, it may carry less inventory and maintain a level load on the warehouse to lower picking 
and packing costs. These choices, however, would make it difficult for the company to support 
the customer’s desire for a wide variety of products that are delivered within 24 hours. To serve 
its customers effectively, McMaster-Carr carries a high level of inventory and picking and pack-
ing capacity. Clearly, a responsive supply chain is better suited to meet the needs of customers 
targeted by McMaster-Carr even if it results in higher costs.

Now, consider a pasta manufacturer such as Barilla. Pasta is a product with relatively sta-
ble customer demand, giving it a low implied demand uncertainty. Supply is also quite predict-
able. Barilla could design a highly responsive supply chain in which pasta is custom made in 
small batches in response to customer orders and shipped via a rapid transportation mode such as 
FedEx. This choice would obviously make the pasta prohibitively expensive, resulting in a loss 
of customers. Barilla, therefore, is in a much better position if it designs a more efficient supply 
chain with a focus on cost reduction.
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From the preceding discussion, it follows that increasing implied uncertainty from cus-
tomers and supply sources is best served by increasing responsiveness from the supply chain. 
This relationship is represented by the “zone of strategic fit” illustrated in Figure 2-5. For a 
high level of performance, companies should move their competitive strategy (and resulting 
implied uncertainty) and supply chain strategy (and resulting responsiveness) toward the zone 
of strategic fit.

The next step in achieving strategic fit is to assign roles to different stages of the supply 
chain that ensure the appropriate level of responsiveness. It is important to understand that the 
desired level of responsiveness required across the supply chain may be attained by assigning 
different levels of responsiveness and efficiency to each stage of the supply chain as illustrated 
by the following examples.

IKEA is a Swedish furniture retailer with large stores in more than forty countries. IKEA 
has targeted customers who want stylish furniture at a reasonable cost. The company limits the 
variety of styles that it sells through modular design. The large scale of each store and the limited 
variety of furniture (through modular design) decrease the implied uncertainty faced by the sup-
ply chain. IKEA stocks all styles in inventory and serves customers from stock. Thus, it uses 
inventory to absorb all the uncertainty faced by the supply chain. The presence of inventory at 
large IKEA stores allows replenishment orders to its manufacturers to be more stable and pre-
dictable. As a result, IKEA passes along little uncertainty to its manufacturers, who tend to be 
located in low-cost countries and focus on efficiency. IKEA provides responsiveness in the sup-
ply chain, with the stores absorbing most of the uncertainty and being responsive, and the suppli-
ers absorbing little uncertainty and being efficient.

In contrast, another approach for responsiveness may involve the retailer holding little 
inventory. In this case, the retailer does not contribute significantly to supply chain responsive-
ness, and most of the implied demand uncertainty is passed on to the manufacturer. For the sup-
ply chain to be responsive, the manufacturer now needs to be flexible and have low response 
times. An example of this approach is England, Inc., a furniture manufacturer located in Tennes-
see. Every week, the company makes several thousand sofas and chairs to order, delivering them 
to furniture stores across the country within three weeks. England, Inc.’s retailers allow custom-
ers to select from a wide variety of styles and promise relatively quick delivery. This imposes a 
high level of implied uncertainty on the supply chain. The retailers, however, do not carry much 
inventory and pass most of the implied uncertainty on to England, Inc. The retailers can thus be 
efficient because most of the implied uncertainty for the supply chain is absorbed by England, 
Inc., with its flexible manufacturing process. England, Inc., itself has a choice of how much 
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uncertainty it passes along to its suppliers. By holding more raw material inventories, the com-
pany allows its suppliers to focus on efficiency. If it decreases its raw material inventories, its 
suppliers must become more responsive.

The preceding discussion illustrates that the supply chain can achieve a given level of 
responsiveness by adjusting the role of each of its stages. Making one stage more responsive 
allows other stages to focus on becoming more efficient. The best combination of roles 
depends on the efficiency and flexibility available at each stage. The notion of achieving a 
given level of responsiveness by assigning different roles and levels of uncertainty to differ-
ent stages of the supply chain is illustrated in Figure 2-6. The figure shows two supply chains 
that face the same implied uncertainty but achieve the desired level of responsiveness with 
different allocations of uncertainty and responsiveness across the supply chain. Supply Chain 
I has a very responsive retailer that absorbs most of the uncertainty, allowing (actually requir-
ing) the manufacturer and supplier to be efficient. Supply Chain II, in contrast, has a very 
responsive manufacturer that absorbs most of the uncertainty, thus allowing the other stages 
to focus on efficiency.

To achieve complete strategic fit, a firm must also ensure that all its functions maintain 
consistent strategies that support the competitive strategy. All functional strategies must support 
the goals of the competitive strategy. All substrategies within the supply chain—such as manu-
facturing, inventory, and purchasing—must also be consistent with the supply chain’s level of 
responsiveness. Table 2-4 lists some of the major differences in functional strategy between sup-
ply chains that are efficient and those that are responsive.

Extent of Implied Uncertainty for the Supply Chain

RetailerManufacturerSupplier

Retailer absorbs most
of the implied

uncertainty and must
be very responsive.

Manufacturer
absorbs less implied

uncertainty and
must be somewhat

efficient.

Supplier absorbs
the least implied
uncertainty and

must be very
efficient.

Supply Chain I

Supply Chain II

Retailer absorbs
the least implied
uncertainty and

must be very
efficient.

Manufacturer
absorbs most of the
implied uncertainty
and must be very

responsive.

Supplier absorbs
less implied

uncertainty and
must be somewhat

efficient.

RetailerManufacturerSupplier

FIGURE 2-6 Different Roles and Allocations of Implied Uncertainty for a Given 
Level of Supply Chain Responsiveness

Key Point

The final step in achieving strategic fit is to match supply chain responsiveness with the implied uncer-
tainty from demand and supply. The supply chain design and all functional strategies within the firm 
must also support the supply chain’s level of responsiveness.
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Tailoring the Supply Chain for Strategic Fit

Our previous discussion focused on achieving strategic fit when a firm serves a single market 
segment and the result is a well-defined and narrow strategic position. Although such a scenario 
holds for firms like IKEA, many firms are required to achieve strategic fit while serving many 
customer segments with a variety of products across multiple channels. In such a scenario, a 
“one size fits all” supply chain cannot provide strategic fit, and a tailored supply chain strategy is 
required. For example, Zara sells trendy items with unpredictable demand along with basics, 
such as white T-shirts, with a more predictable demand. Whereas Zara uses a responsive supply 
chain with production in Europe for trendy items, it uses a more efficient supply chain with pro-
duction in Asia for the basics. This tailored supply chain strategy provides a better strategic fit for 
Zara compared with using a single supply chain. Another example is Levi Strauss, which sells 
both customized and standard-sized jeans. Demand for standard-sized jeans has a much lower 
demand uncertainty than demand for customized jeans. As a result, Levi Strauss must tailor its 
supply chain to meet both sets of needs.

In each of the previous examples, the products sold and the customer segments served have 
different implied demand uncertainty. When devising supply chain strategy in these cases, the 
key issue for a company is to design a tailored supply chain that is able to be efficient when 
implied uncertainty is low and responsive when it is high. By tailoring its supply chain, a com-
pany can provide responsiveness to fast-growing products, customer segments, and channels 
while maintaining low cost for mature, stable products and customer segments.

Tailoring the supply chain requires sharing operations for some links in the supply chain, 
while having separate operations for other links. The links are shared to achieve maximum pos-
sible efficiency while providing the appropriate level of responsiveness to each segment. For 
instance, all products may be made on the same line in a plant, but products requiring a high level 
of responsiveness may be shipped using a fast mode of transportation, such as FedEx. Products 
that do not have high responsiveness needs may be sent by slower and less expensive means such 
as truck, rail, or even ship. In other instances, products requiring high responsiveness may be 
manufactured using a flexible process, whereas products requiring less responsiveness may be 
manufactured using a less responsive but more efficient process. The mode of transportation 

TABLE 2-4 Comparison of Efficient and Responsive Supply Chains

Efficient Supply Chains Responsive Supply Chains

Primary goal Supply demand at the lowest cost Respond quickly to demand

Product design strategy Maximize performance at a 
minimum product cost

Create modularity to allow 
postponement of product 
differentiation

Pricing strategy Lower margins because price is a 
prime customer driver

Higher margins because price is 
not a prime customer driver

Manufacturing strategy Lower costs through high  
utilization

Maintain capacity flexibility to 
buffer against demand/supply 
uncertainty

Inventory strategy Minimize inventory to lower cost Maintain buffer inventory to deal 
with demand/supply uncertainty

Lead-time strategy Reduce, but not at the expense of 
costs

Reduce aggressively, even if the 
costs are significant

Supplier strategy Select based on cost and quality Select based on speed, flexibility, 
reliability, and quality

Source: Adapted from Marshall L. Fisher, “What Is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?” Harvard Business 
Review (March–April 1997), 83–93.
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used in both cases, however, may be the same. In other cases, some products may be held at 
regional warehouses close to the customer, whereas others may be held in a centralized ware-
house far from the customer. W.W. Grainger holds fast-moving items with low implied uncer-
tainty in its decentralized locations close to the customer. It holds slow-moving items with higher 
implied demand uncertainty in a centralized warehouse. Appropriate tailoring of the supply 
chain helps a firm achieve varying levels of responsiveness for a low overall cost. The level of 
responsiveness is tailored to each product, channel, or customer segment. Tailoring of the supply 
chain is an important concept that we develop further in subsequent chapters.

The concept of tailoring to achieve strategic fit is important in industries such as high-tech 
and pharmaceuticals, in which innovation is critical and products move through a life cycle. Let 
us consider changes in demand and supply characteristics over the life cycle of a product. Toward 
the beginning stages of a product’s life cycle:

 1. Demand is very uncertain, and supply may be unpredictable.
 2. Margins are often high, and time is crucial to gaining sales.
 3. Product availability is crucial to capturing the market.
 4. Cost is often a secondary consideration.

Consider a pharmaceutical firm introducing a new drug. Initial demand for the drug is 
highly uncertain, margins are typically high, and product availability is the key to capturing mar-
ket share. The introductory phase of a product’s life cycle corresponds to high implied uncer-
tainty, given the high demand uncertainty and the need for a high level of product availability. In 
such a situation, responsiveness is the most important characteristic of the supply chain.

As the product becomes a commodity product later in its life cycle, the demand and supply 
characteristics change. At this stage, it is typically the case that:

 1. Demand has become more certain, and supply is predictable.
 2. Margins are lower as a result of an increase in competitive pressure.
 3. Price becomes a significant factor in customer choice.

In the case of a pharmaceutical company, these changes occur when demand for the drug 
stabilizes, production technologies are well developed, and supply is predictable. This stage cor-
responds to a low level of implied uncertainty. As a result, the supply chain must change. In such 
a situation, efficiency becomes the most important characteristic of the supply chain. The phar-
maceutical industry has reacted by building a mix of flexible and efficient capacity whose use is 
tailored to the product life cycle. New products are typically introduced using flexible capacity 
that is more expensive but responsive enough to deal with the high level of uncertainty during the 
early stages of the life cycle. Mature products with high demand are shifted to dedicated capacity 
that is highly efficient because it handles low levels of uncertainty and enjoys the advantage of 
high scale. The tailored capacity strategy has allowed pharmaceutical firms to maintain strategic 
fit for a wide range of products at different stages of their life cycle.

In the next section, we describe how the scope of the supply chain has expanded when 
achieving strategic fit. We also discuss why expanding the scope of strategic fit is critical to sup-
ply chain success.

Key Point

When supplying multiple customer segments with a wide variety of products through several channels, 
a firm must tailor its supply chain to achieve strategic fit.

2.3 EXPANDING STRATEGIC SCOPE

A key issue relating to strategic fit is the scope, in terms of supply chain stages, across which the 
strategic fit applies. Scope of strategic fit refers to the functions within the firm and stages across 
the supply chain that devise an integrated strategy with an aligned objective. At one extreme, 
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every operation within each functional area devises its own independent strategy, with the objec-
tive of optimizing its local performance. In this case, the scope of strategic fit is restricted to an 
operation in a functional area within a stage of the supply chain. At the opposite extreme, all 
functional areas across all stages of the supply chain devise aligned strategies that maximize sup-
ply chain surplus. In this case, the scope of strategic fit extends to the entire supply chain.

In this section, we discuss how expanding the scope of strategic fit improves supply chain 
performance. For example, IKEA has achieved great success by expanding its scope of strategic 
fit to include all functions and stages within the supply chain. Its competitive strategy is to offer 
a reasonable variety of furniture and home furnishings at low prices. Its stores are large and carry 
all products in inventory. Its products are designed to be modular and easy to assemble. The large 
stores and modular design allow IKEA to move final assembly and last-mile delivery (two high-
cost operations) to the customer. As a result, all functions within the IKEA supply chain focus on 
efficiency. Its suppliers concentrate on producing large volumes of a few modules at low cost. Its 
transportation function focuses on shipping large quantities of high-density unassembled mod-
ules at low cost to the large stores. The strategy at every stage and function of the IKEA supply 
chain is aligned to increase the supply chain surplus.

Intraoperation Scope: Minimizing Local Cost

The intraoperation scope has each stage of the supply chain devising its strategy independently. 
In such a setting, the resulting collection of strategies typically does not align, resulting in con-
flict. This limited scope was the dominant practice during the 1950s and 1960s, when each oper-
ation within each stage of the supply chain attempted to minimize its own costs. As a result of 
this narrow scope, the transportation function at many firms may have shipped full truckloads 
without any regard for the resulting impact on inventories or responsiveness, or the sales function 
may have offered trade promotions to enhance revenue without any consideration for how those 
promotions affected production, warehousing, and transportation costs. The resulting lack of 
alignment diminished the supply chain surplus.

Intrafunctional Scope: Minimizing Functional Cost

Over time, managers recognized the weakness of the intraoperation scope and attempted to align 
all operations within a function. For example, the use of air freight could be justified only if the 
resulting savings in inventories and improved responsiveness justified the increased transporta-
tion cost. With the intrafunctional view, firms attempted to align all operations within a function. 
All supply chain functions, including sourcing, manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation, 
had to align their strategies to minimize total functional cost. As a result, product could be 
sourced from a higher-cost local supplier because the resulting decrease in inventory and trans-
portation costs more than compensated for the higher unit cost.

Interfunctional Scope: Maximizing Company Profit

The key weakness of the intrafunctional view is that different functions within a firm may have 
conflicting objectives. Over time, companies became aware of this weakness as they saw, for 
example, marketing and sales focusing on revenue generation, and manufacturing and distribu-
tion focusing on cost reduction. Actions the two functions took were often in conflict, hurting the 
firm’s overall performance. Companies realized the importance of expanding the scope of strate-
gic fit and aligning strategy across all functions within the firm. With the interfunctional scope, 
the goal is to maximize company profit. To achieve this goal, all functional strategies are devel-
oped to align with one another and with the competitive strategy.

The goal of aligning strategies across functions results in warehouse operations within 
McMaster-Carr carrying high inventory and excess capacity to ensure that marketing’s promise 
of next-day delivery is always met. The company’s profits grow because the increased margin 
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that customers are willing to pay for high reliability more than compensates for the higher inven-
tory and warehouse expense. The company enjoys high profits because all functions align their 
strategy around the common objective of customer convenience in the form of next-day delivery 
of a wide variety of MRO products.

Intercompany Scope: Maximizing Supply Chain Surplus

The goal of only maximizing company profits can sometimes lead to conflict between stages of 
a supply chain. For example, both the supplier and the manufacturer in a supply chain may prefer 
to have the other side hold most of the inventory, with the goal of improving their own profits. If 
the two parties cannot look beyond their own profits, the more powerful party will simply force 
the other to hold inventories without any regard for where inventories are best held. The result is 
a decrease in the supply chain surplus—the total pie that both parties get to share.

The intercompany scope proposes a different approach. Instead of just forcing the inven-
tory onto the weaker party, the two parties work together to reduce the amount of inventory 
required. By working together and sharing information, they can reduce inventories and total 
cost, thus increasing the supply chain surplus. The higher the supply chain surplus, the more 
competitive the supply chain is.

Key Point

The intercompany scope of strategic fit requires firms to evaluate every action in the context of the entire 
supply chain. This broad scope increases the size of the surplus to be shared among all stages of the sup-
ply chain. The intercompany scope of strategic fit is essential today because the competitive playing 
field has shifted from company versus company to supply chain versus supply chain. A company’s part-
ners in the supply chain may well determine the company’s success, as the company is intimately tied to 
its supply chain.

A good example of the intercompany approach is how Walmart and P&G plan promotions 
jointly. The two companies have a team (with employees from both parties) that works to ensure 
that the promotion is timed and executed to benefit both sides. Before the initiation of this collab-
orative effort, promotions at Walmart sometimes required P&G to run its facilities with overtime 
at high cost. The result was a decrease in the supply chain surplus because the product was sold at 
a discount at a time when it was being produced at high marginal cost. The collaborative teams 
now try to increase the supply chain surplus by timing the promotion to have high sales impact 
while minimizing the marginal cost increase. They work to ensure that the product is produced in 
such a manner that all promotion demand is met without generating excess unsold inventories.

Agile Intercompany Scope

Up to this point, we have discussed strategic fit in a static context; that is, the players in a supply 
chain and the customers’ needs do not change over time. In reality, the situation is much more 
dynamic. Product life cycles are getting shorter, and companies must satisfy the changing needs 
of individual customers. A company may have to partner with many firms, depending on the 
product being produced and the customer being served. Firms’ strategies and operations must be 
agile enough to maintain strategic fit in a changing environment.

Agile intercompany scope refers to a firm’s ability to achieve strategic fit when partnering 
with supply chain stages that change over time. Firms must think in terms of supply chains con-
sisting of many players at each stage. For example, a manufacturer may interface with a different 
set of suppliers and distributors depending on the product being produced and the customer 
being served. Furthermore, as customers’ needs vary over time, firms must have the ability to 
become part of new supply chains while ensuring strategic fit. This level of agility becomes more 
important as the competitive environment becomes more dynamic.
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2.4 CHALLENGES TO ACHIEVING AND MAINTAINING STRATEGIC FIT

The key to achieving strategic fit is a company’s ability to find a balance between responsiveness 
and efficiency that best matches the needs of its target customers. In deciding where this balance 
should be located on the responsiveness spectrum, companies face many challenges. On one 
hand, these challenges have made it much more difficult for companies to create the ideal bal-
ance. On the other hand, they have afforded companies increased opportunities for improving 
supply chain management. Managers need a solid understanding of the impact of these chal-
lenges because they are critical to a company’s ability to grow its supply chain surplus.

Increasing Product Variety and Shrinking Life Cycles

One of the biggest challenges to maintaining strategic fit is the growth in product variety and the 
decrease in the life cycle of many products. Greater product variety and shorter life cycles 
increase uncertainty while reducing the window of opportunity within which the supply chain 
can achieve fit. The challenge gets magnified when companies continue to increase new products 
without maintaining the discipline of eliminating older ones. Apple, for example, has had great 
success limiting its product variety while continuing to introduce new products. This has allowed 
the company the luxury of dealing only with high-demand products, for which it becomes easier 
to design an aligned supply chain. In general, however, firms must design product platforms with 
common components and maintain a tailored supply chain that contains a responsive solution to 
handle new products and other low-volume products and a low-cost solution to handle successful 
high-volume products. Simultaneously, variety must be limited to what truly adds value to the 
customer. This often requires the continual elimination of older products.

Globalization and Increasing Uncertainty

Globalization has increased both the opportunities and risks for supply chains. The twenty-first 
century has started with significant fluctuations in exchange rates, global demand, and the price 
of crude oil, all factors that affect supply chain performance. In 2008 alone, the euro peaked in 
value at about $1.59 and went as low as $1.25. In 2001, the euro went as low as $0.85. After 
demand for automobiles in the United States peaked at more than 17 million vehicles, demand 
dropped significantly between November 2007 and October 2008. In October 2008, auto sales in 
the United States dropped by more than 30 percent relative to the same month the previous year. 
The drop in sales of larger vehicles was much more significant than the drop for smaller, more 
fuel efficient, cars. Crude oil peaked at more than $145 a barrel in July 2008 and was less than 
$50 a barrel by November 2008.

Supply chains designed to handle these uncertainties have performed much better than those 
that ignored them. For example, Honda built flexible plants that were a great help in 2008 as 
demand for sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) dropped but demand for small cars increased. Honda’s 
flexible plants that produced both the CRV and small cars on the same line continued strong 
operations. In contrast, companies that had built plants dedicated to producing only large trucks 
and SUVs had a great deal of difficulty in 2008 as demand dried up. Clearly, firms must account 
for global risks and uncertainties if they want to maintain strategic fit.

Fragmentation of Supply Chain Ownership

Over the past several decades, most firms have become less vertically integrated. As companies 
have shed noncore functions, they have been able to take advantage of supplier and customer com-
petencies that they themselves did not have. This new ownership structure, however, has also made 
aligning and managing the supply chain more difficult. With the chain broken into many owners, 
each with its own policies and interests, the chain is more difficult to coordinate. This problem 
could potentially cause each stage of a supply chain to work only toward its local objectives rather 
than those of the whole chain, resulting in the reduction of overall supply chain profitability. Align-
ing all members of a supply chain has become critical to achieving supply chain fit.
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Changing Technology and Business Environment

With a changing environment in terms of customer needs and technology, companies must con-
stantly evaluate their supply chain strategy to maintain strategic fit. A strategy that may have been 
very successful in one environment can easily become a weakness in a changed setting. Dell is an 
excellent example of this difficulty. For more than a decade, Dell enjoyed tremendous success 
with a supply chain strategy based on selling customized PCs direct to customers. These PCs 
were built to order in flexible facilities. By about 2005, though, the market had moved toward 
laptops, and customers started to place less value on customization. As a result, Dell was forced to 
rethink its supply chain strategy and start selling through retail outlets. Simultaneously, it started 
to increase the amount of assembly that was outsourced to low-cost contract manufacturers.

Another example is that of Blockbuster (see the Case Study at the end of the chapter), 
which achieved tremendous success in the 1990s with stores that carried a larger variety of VHS 
tapes than existing video rental stores. With the growth of DVDs, however, Netflix used the 
postal system to ship an even greater variety of films at low cost from centralized distribution 
centers. The growth in bandwidth allowed Netflix to stream digital content directly to customer 
homes. Simultaneously, Redbox developed vending machines that allowed some DVDs to be 
rented at low cost. Blockbuster’s inability to adjust to this transformation in technology and the 
business environment resulted in its bankruptcy in 2010.

The Environment and Sustainability

Issues related to the environment and sustainability have grown in relevance and must be 
accounted for when designing supply chain strategy. In some instances, regulation has been driv-
ing changes; in others, change has been driven by the perception of the lack of sustainability as a 
risk factor. For example, the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and Restriction 
of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) directives from the European Union forced cell phone manu-
facturers to rethink their design and sourcing strategies. Starbucks, in contrast, was forced to 
focus on local sustainability of its supply sources because a supply failure, especially for higher-
quality coffee, would have significantly affected its ability to grow. The company developed 
sourcing guidelines to ensure that produced coffee met environmental and social performance 
criteria at each stage of the supply chain. Environmental issues represent a tremendous opportu-
nity to firms that can often add value to customers and lower their own costs along this dimen-
sion (for example, with more appropriate packaging). These issues also represent a major 
challenge because some of the greatest opportunities require coordination across different mem-
bers of the supply chain. To be successful, firms will need to design a strategy that engages the 
entire supply chain to identify and address opportunities for improved sustainability.

Key Point

Many challenges, such as rising product variety and shorter product life cycles, have made it increas-
ingly difficult for supply chains to achieve strategic fit. Overcoming these challenges offers a tremen-
dous opportunity for firms to use supply chain management to gain competitive advantage.

2.5 ACHIEVING AND MAINTAINING STRATEGIC FIT IN EMERGING 
RETAIL MARKETS: THE INDIAN SCENARIO

The Indian retail industry, estimated at around $600 billion, continues to present a kaleidoscopic 
view of the emerging formats to meet the changing demands and expectations of different cus-
tomer segments with their distinct needs, which are now becoming the driving force in this entire 
realignment process. 

The unorganized sector, controlling over 95 percent of the retail business in the country 
and serving the vast majority of Indian consumers in a somewhat undifferentiated manner, is 
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now being turned on its head and is in a state of flux. The twin pressures of competing with the  
organised sector and embracing e-commerce practices present an opportunity for the perceptive 
and the progressive among the businesses with a long-term vision to identify their strengths, 
redefine their business strategies, and chalk out their course of action for the future to achieve 
some form and measure of strategic fit between their business strategies and their supply chain 
strategies as the foundation for long-term survivability and growth.

The Indian middle class—estimated at about 300 million—is the main focus point of the 
emerging organized retail sector. It is by no means a homogeneous entity ready to embrace one 
single retail format. It is as diverse as the country itself, and therefore, offers various options to 
the aspirants of the market share. 

There is room for several formats to coexist and grow in parallel till organized retailing and 
e-commerce secure large enough a share of the total market, when inter-format competition may 
become relevant. In the meantime, several supply chain models will evolve and get tested in the 
Indian environment.

In this context, the Walmart–Bharti combine which presented the prospects of an end-to-end 
efficient supply chain to implement the business strategy of low-price leadership along the lines of Wal 
Mart’s everyday low price (EDLP) model experienced roadblocks in India and resulted in their breakup. 
The strategic mismatch between strength and capabilities of the partners resulted in their decision to 
separate, with Wal-Mart deciding to concentrate on Cash and Carry Best Price Modern Wholesale 
operations and Bharti focusing on retail distribution through its network of Easy Day Stores. This may 
however not be end of transformation and we may yet see newer arrangements evolving as the FDI 
policies of the Government of India relating to the retail industry unravel and stabilize.

Reliance Retail, the other major player in the field, seems more focused on developing an 
indigenous sourcing base and concentrating, on economies arising out of disintermediation of 
supply and distribution channels. Its chosen route to growth in food retailing lies in establishing 
direct linkages with farmers through contract farming, moving the produce to its cold storages 
and warehouses in its own transport for further distribution through Reliance outlets. For con-
sumer durables, Reliance has likewise chosen to enter into contracts with leading manufacturers 
and market their products through a nationwide chain of a wide variety of stores reaching out to 
about 800 cities and towns throughout the country. The company is now reported to be all set to 
launch its e-commerce portal to leverage the power of digital connectivity to enlarge its customer 
base. The emerging pattern seems also to be an attempt at replicating the Wal-Mart Model  to 
combine both offline and online sales while adhering to the competitive strategy of Low Leader-
ship. Both these models would, therefore, seem to basically follow the volume route to success  
and growth. According to the latest figures available, Reliance Retail now operates 1700 stores 
across 20 states in multi-format strategy to include hypermarkets and specialty stores. This shows 
that major transformational trials are underway and several combinations and permutations of 
alternate strategies are being tested to identify those best suited for India environment.

Shoppers Stop, an early entrant into the Indian retail sector, seemed to prefer targeting 
high-end customers in a limited number of cities. It was focusing more on value than on volumes 
to maximise returns from limited retail space, and using prime locations for generating returns 
commensurate with investments has also had a rethink. This trend is evidenced in its recent move 
to substantially increase its stake in its subsidiary, Hyper city to attract larger clientele and cap-
ture a higher share of the market.

There are others who believe that businesses cannot begin to target high-value customers 
unless they first establish a market presence and capture a reasonable share of business through 
the volume route. There is thus a need to start with an efficient supply chain and then switch to a 
focused or innovative supply chain as brand images are built across the product range and across 
different customer segments. Continual realignment of the supply chain strategy with business 
strategy would be indicated in such cases.

And finally, there are those who advocate a situational approach to the market, maintaining 
a proper balance between the two routes, applying differential practices to different products and 
customer segments depending upon the product life cycle and customer needs. The advent of 
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organized retailing in the country, its projected exponential growth, the entry of major foreign 
players in the field, and the increasingly aware and discerning customer base are bound to usher 
in best practices in the field of supply chain management.

All in all, a great transformational process is unfolding in India, and the retailing sector 
will possibly bring home the all-important lesson that businesses cannot hope to succeed in this 
highly competitive environment unless they can align their supply chain strategies with their 
business strategies and remain aware of the need for continual mid-course corrections.

2.6 THE EXPERIENCE

While some businesses were euphoric about the revolutionary transformation of the Indian retail 
sector and saw a bright future for malls in India, as was evidenced by the aggressive approach of 
Pantaloon Retail (India) Ltd that had charted out a mega expansion plan powered by its discount 
retail chain, Big Bazaar, and was planning to cover three million square feet of retail space in the 
country within 2007 and the low price leader, Subhiksha, the ‘no-frills-deep-discount’ branded 
product seller, including mobile phones, planned to open its stores in every nook and corner of 
the metropolitan cities. There were others, perhaps more cautious, who foresaw a period of 
uncertainty and struggle between the established distribution channels and malls, leading to 
shakeouts, closures, mergers, and form changes before a truly Indian format emerged. Available 
reports suggest that a number of malls are experiencing rough weather due to low percentage of 
footfalls getting converted into actual sales and malls becoming more of places for a family out-
ing in pleasant surroundings than shopping centers. Added to that are the high rentals, inadequate 
parking spaces, and overarching Indian attitudes, where personalized service and relationship 
marketing has a deep-rooted advantage. Pantaloon’s projected expansion during 2012–13 which 
was kept on hold following losses during prompted it to transfer its assets to a new entity, Aditya 
Birla Nuvos. However, with the change of guard, there is an attempted move to target the younger 
population in smaller towns by offering them fashionable ethnic wear at affordable rates. The 
results of this effort have been the opening of 76 stores in 44 cities by 2013.1

Subhiksha, a trail blazer in Indian retail expanding tenfold to 1655 stores in two years, is 
now facing a cash crunch. As per the ratings agency Fitch Slowing, sales resulting in lower 
inventory turnover and increasing working capital requirements have resulted in liquidity pres-
sure for many domestic retailers. The other factors contributing to the present situation are the 
country’s poor infrastructure, regulatory constraints, and attitude of the shoppers. A fuller 
description of the rise and fall of Subhiksha is given at the end of chapter.

Indian retail industry, which had adopted the Western style retail models, failed to gain a 
thorough understanding of the customer, supply chain uncertainties, and supply chain capabilities 
before designing its supply networks. As a consequence, the industry is now having to come to 
terms with Indian realities and is rethinking about its operations and supply chain strategies. The 
pull out of U.K. retail major Argos from India and change in its pricing policies by Marks and 
Spencer’s to become a mid-market brand does reflect such adjustments and course corrections.

“Organised retail players are trying every trick in the book, which include closing unviable 
stores, focusing more on private labels and expanding with great care,” says a recent Hindustan 
Times report.2

2.7 ADAPTATION

What emerges clearly then is that Indian businesses will have to develop indigenous models and 
come up with matching supply chain strategies suited to Indian environments and Indian clien-
tele and continually change as the demographic profile and income levels change.

1Neeraj Thakur and  Raghavendra Kamath, “Apparel Retailers May Cut Summer Buys by 20% to Save Holding Cost,” 
Business Standard, February 23, 2009.
2“Retail Story shifts from expansion to discipline,” Saurabh Turakhia, Hindustan Times Business Supplement, April 6, 
2009.
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Such an adaptation can be seen in the transformation of Shoppers Stop from a retail chain to a 
fashion and lifestyle destination in its product range and marketing strategies illustrated through its 
‘Ready to Wear’ Garments line of business. Ready-to-wear clothes are a cross between haute couture 
and mass market. These are not made for individual customers, but great care is taken in the choice and 
cut of the fabric. The makers of these clothes try to serve a rather exclusive market (Focus), through 
limited production with prices higher than mass produced garments but below those of haute couture. 
The attempt is to simultaneously achieve Focus and Efficiency through adoption of a form of Porter’s 
Generic Strategies where in a narrow market segment is targeted through a differentiated product while 
keeping the prices relatively lower than haute couture; an attractive proposition for the upwardly mobile 
clientele that is rapidly emerging in the Indian middle class. Shoppers Stop follows such a combination 
of strategies. It has evolved from a chain of retail stores to fashion and life style destination for the 
growing affluent middle class of India. 

It recognises the disposable surplus in the hands of the upwardly mobile youth of the 
Indian middle class who seek exclusivity and are not yet able to afford the designer wear from 
the likes of Armani, Gucci, and Louis Vitton. This strategy seems to represent a good strategic 
fit with the evolving Indian market as evidenced by the move being made by Hypercity, the 
hypermarket arm of Shoppers Stop, in scaling down its retail store rollouts and changing its 
product mix to include high margin goods to remain sustainable. Indian malls will need to be 
of scales smaller than the U.S. or European models, better, and more conveniently located, 
bearing in mind proximity to the customer segment that they intend to serve. They will need to 
customize their product range to fit well with the customer needs and show greater sensitivity 
to customer requirements for advice and guidance through a well-trained and empowered 
workforce. The supply chains would need to contend with the problems of available infrastruc-
ture and find innovative ways of identifying non-value added activities through the entire 
material flow process. Competition with well entrenched Kiranas is likely to be tough and a 
prolonged struggle seems to be in the offing before organised and un organised sectors find a 
right balance. All in all the Indian retail industry is going through turmoil and several mid-
course corrections are in evidence. The rapid expansion of the retail stores till 2008–09 was 
followed by 38 percent contraction in 2009–10. It is growing again now, albeit quite cautiously, 
embracing consolidation and revisiting both business and supply chain strategies to maintain 
proper strategic fit.

2.8 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Explain why achieving strategic fit is critical to a company’s overall success. A 
lack of strategic fit between the competitive and supply chain strategies can result in the supply 
chain taking actions that are not consistent with customer needs, leading to a reduction in sup-
ply chain surplus and decreasing supply chain profitability. Strategic fit requires that all func-
tions within a firm and stages in the supply chain target the same goal—one that is consistent 
with customer needs.

2. Describe how a company achieves strategic fit between its supply chain strategy and 
its competitive strategy. To achieve strategic fit, a company must first understand the needs of 
the customers being served, understand the uncertainty of the supply chain, and identify the 
implied uncertainty. The second step is to understand the supply chain’s capabilities in terms of 
efficiency and responsiveness. The key to strategic fit is ensuring that supply chain responsive-
ness is consistent with customer needs, supply capabilities, and the resulting implied uncertainty. 
Tailoring the supply chain is essential to achieving strategic fit when supplying a wide variety of 
customers with many products through different channels.

3. Discuss the importance of expanding the scope of strategic fit across the supply 
chain. The scope of strategic fit refers to the functions and stages within a supply chain that 
coordinate strategy and target a common goal. When the scope is narrow, individual functions try 
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to optimize their performance based on their own goals. This practice often results in conflicting actions that reduce the 
supply chain surplus. As the scope of strategic fit is enlarged to include the entire supply chain, actions are evaluated based 
on their impact on overall supply chain performance, which helps increase supply chain surplus.

4. Describe the major challenges that must be overcome to manage a supply chain successfully. Global-
ization, increasing product variety, decreasing product life cycles, fragmentation of supply chains, changing tech-
nologies, and an increased focus on sustainability represent significant challenges to achieving strategic fit. They 
also represent great opportunities for firms that can successfully address these challenges with their supply chain 
strategies.

Discussion Questions

 1. How would you characterize the competitive strategy of a 
high-end department store chain such as Nordstrom? What are 
the key customer needs that Nordstrom aims to fill?

 2. Where would you place the demand faced by Nordstrom on 
the implied demand uncertainty spectrum? Why?

 3. What level of responsiveness would be most appropriate for 
Nordstrom’s supply chain? What should the supply chain be 
able to do particularly well?

 4. How can Nordstrom expand the scope of strategic fit across its 
supply chain?

 5. Reconsider the previous four questions for other companies 
such as Amazon, a supermarket chain, an auto manufacturer, 
and a discount retailer such as Walmart.

 6. Give arguments to support the statement that Walmart has 
achieved good strategic fit between its competitive and supply 

chain strategies. What challenges does it face as it works to 
open smaller format stores in urban environments?

 7. What are some factors that influence implied uncertainty? 
How does the implied uncertainty differ between an integrated 
steel mill that measures lead times in months and requires 
large orders and a steel service center that promises 24-hour 
lead times and sells orders of any size?

 8. What is the difference in implied uncertainty faced by a con-
venience store chain such as 7-Eleven, a supermarket chain, 
and a discount retailer such as Costco?

 9. What are some problems that can arise when each stage of a 
supply chain focuses solely on its own profits when making 
decisions? Identify some actions that can help a retailer and 
a manufacturer work together to expand the scope of strate-
gic fit.
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CASE STUDY
The Demise of Blockbuster

After struggling with debt and strong competition from 
Netflix and Redbox, Blockbuster, Inc. filed for bank-
ruptcy in September 2010. This was a sad end for a com-
pany that had dominated the movie rental business in the 
1990s. Blockbuster Inc. was founded by David Cook in 
1985 with its first rental outlet in Dallas. Cook planned 
to take advantage of a highly fragmented video rental 
market, in which most of the stores were relatively mod-
est family operations that carried a small selection of for-
mer big hit movies mainly due to the high cost distributors 
typically charged (about $65 per tape). With 8,000 tapes 
covering 6,500 titles, Blockbuster had a much broader 
and deeper inventory compared with that of its nearest 
competitor. The store operations were also greatly 
streamlined by a computerized system for inventory con-
trol and checkout. The store was a huge success, which 
prompted the addition of three more locations by mid-
1986.

In 1986, because of liquidity problems, Cook was 
forced to turn over the whole company to a group of 
investors led by Wayne Huizenga. Between 1987 and 
1993, Huizenga grew Blockbuster into an enormous 
success. During this period, Blockbuster opened stores 
around the globe at the rate of about one every 24 hours. 
By 1993, Blockbuster was the leading global provider 
of in-home movie and game entertainment, with more 
than 3,400 stores throughout the Americas, Europe, 
Asia, and Australia. Blockbuster stores were a ubiqui-
tous neighborhood feature that stayed open 365 days a 
year, generally from 10 a.m. to midnight. Merchandise 
selection, quantity, and formats were customized at the 
store level to meet the needs and preferences of local 
customers.

In the early 2000s, though, Blockbuster began to 
see real competition from the burgeoning online rental 
market as DVDs started to replace tapes. Its major com-
petitor was Netflix, launched in 1997. In addition to 
being cheaper to purchase than tapes, DVDs were well 
suited for shipping by mail because they were less expen-
sive to ship and less fragile than tapes.

Netflix challenged Blockbuster on two key  
dimensions—variety and late fees. Whereas Blockbuster 
stores generally carried about 3,000 titles, Netflix ini-
tially offered more than ten times that amount. In addi-
tion, Netflix did not charge Blockbuster’s greatly disliked 
“late fees,” instead allowing customers to keep titles as 

long as they wanted. Netflix’s monthly subscription plan 
offered unlimited mail-order rentals for $9, the cost of 
two rentals at a Blockbuster store.

Meanwhile, Redbox, a unit of Coinstar Inc., oper-
ated vending machines that rented DVDs for as little as 
$1 a night. Despite its best efforts, Blockbuster’s brick-
and-mortar stores could not match the low-cost operating 
models of Netflix and Redbox, leading to its bankruptcy 
(see financial results in Table 2-5).

Netflix

Netflix was founded in 1997 by Reed Hastings as a pay-
per-rental mail-order video rental company. After exper-
imenting with both pay-per-rental and subscription, the 
company settled on a subscription-based strategy by the 
end of 1999. By 2010, Netflix had 13 million members 
and was the world’s largest subscription service, sending 
DVDs by mail and streaming movies and television epi-
sodes over the Internet. For $8.99 a month, Netflix mem-
bers could have any of more than 100,000 DVD titles 
delivered to their homes and could instantly watch a 
smaller set of television episodes and movies streamed 
to their televisions and computers. Netflix shipped some 
2 million discs daily in the United States.

Netflix focused its strategy around offering a large 
variety of titles, helping customers navigate titles with a 
sophisticated recommendation engine, and ensuring that 
titles reached customers quickly. Whereas a bricks-and-
mortar rental store typically carried about 3,000 titles, in 
2010 Netflix offered its customers a selection of more 
than 100,000 DVD titles, most of which were old 
releases. In 2009, about 70 percent of the DVDs shipped 
by Netflix were titles with release dates older than thir-
teen weeks.

In 2010, Netflix had about 60 regional distribu-
tion centers across the United States, with sophisticated 
systems to track customers’ DVD queues. As the distribu-
tion center processes were linked to the recommendation 
software, movies that were likely to be in stock were rec-
ommended to customers. When the distribution center 
received a watched DVD back from a customer, a new one 
from the customer’s rental queue was shipped out. These 
distribution centers were highly automated for rapid pro-
cessing and were located within driving distance of several 
U.S. Postal Service processing facilities. Netflix estimated 
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that it would spend about $600 million in 2010 on shipping 
expenses.

Netflix’s ability to rent older titles was very 
appealing to studios that had historically seen little rev-
enue from this content. Netflix bought older DVDs 
from studios at cost and, in turn, provided them a per-
centage of the subscription revenue based on utilization 
for rentals over a specified period (typically 6–12 
months). For newer content, Netflix did not attempt to 
serve the entire initial rush of rental demand. Given the 
higher initial cost of purchase, the company purchased 
only a limited number of new release DVDs, preferring 
instead to wait a few weeks and buy the bulk of its sup-
ply at lower cost. Customers could put new titles into 
their queues and receive them when the DVDs became 
available in stock.

Between 2005 and 2009, Netflix delivered excel-
lent financial results and grew revenues by 150 percent 
and profits by about 175 percent. Despite the strong per-
formance of its DVD rental business, however, the com-
pany was focused on increasing the fraction of digital 
content it delivered. Its streaming service, launched in 
2007, allowed customers to watch select movies and 
content on the Netflix website via their PCs. By 2009, 
the Netflix service offered more than 17,000 titles 
(although most new releases were not included in the 

selection) streamed through a variety of devices. By 
2013, the streaming service contributed majority of Net-
flix’s revenue, although most of the profits still came 
from the DVD mailing business.

Redbox

The concept of Redbox originated in 2002 within 
McDonald’s Ventures, LLC, which was working to iden-
tify new ways to drive traffic to its restaurants and pro-
vide added convenience and relevance to customers. 
Redbox’s first kiosk was launched in 2004 in Denver. 
Coinstar, Inc. purchased Redbox in early 2009.

Redbox’s strategy was based on targeting the 
budget-conscious movie renter who wanted to quickly 
rent a DVD for immediate use. Redbox met this need by 
placing its automated red kiosks at easily accessible loca-
tions, where customers could rent movies for $1 per 
night. Movies could be returned to any Redbox machine 
and no membership was required.

By early 2010, Redbox had approximately 23,000 
kiosks nationwide, including in select McDonald’s res-
taurants, leading grocery stores, and Walmart, Walgreens, 
and 7-Eleven stores. Redbox planned to more than dou-
ble the number of its kiosks by 2012. Retailers, who were 
struggling to keep people shopping, realized that having 
a DVD kiosk in a store created foot traffic. In some cases, 

TABLE 2-5 Financial Results for Blockbuster, Netflix, and Coinstar in 2009 (in millions of dollars)

Blockbuster Netflix Coinstar

Revenue 4,062 1,670 1,145

Cost of revenue 1,884 1,079 793

Gross profit 2,178 591 351

Operating expenses

 Sales, general, and administrative 2,020 289 150

 Total operating expenses 2,533 399 267

Operating income (355) 192 84

 Net income from continuing operations (518) 116 29

 Net income (558) 116 54

 ASSETS

Receivables 79 — 61

Inventories 639 37 104

Total current assets 1,060 411 391

Property and equipment at cost 2,374 266 759

Accumulated depreciation (2,125) (134) (358)

Net property, plant, and equipment 249 132 400

Total assets 1,538 680 1,223
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retailers even offered discounts that essentially made it 
free for Redbox to install a kiosk.

Each Redbox kiosk carried about 630 discs, com-
prising 200 of the newest movie titles. A Redbox kiosk 
rented its average DVD 15 times at an average of $2 per 
transaction. After that, the used DVDs were made avail-
able for sale to customers for $7.

By mid-2010, Redbox accounted for 25 percent of 
DVD rental volume, more than Blockbuster. The com-
pany was on course to generate more than $1 billion in 

annual sales, faster than Netflix was able to achieve that 
milestone.

Study Questions

 1. In what ways did Blockbuster achieve better strategic fit 
than local stores?

 2. How did Netflix and Redbox achieve better strategic fit 
than Blockbuster?

CASE STUDY
Rise and Fall of Subhiksha

A Classic Case of Lack of Strategic Fit

The meteoric rise and equally dramatic fall of Subhik-
sha, one of the earliest entrants in the Indian organised 
retail sector spanning about a decade (1997–2008), 
makes an educative case study of mis-match between 
the competitive and supply chain strategies. The no-
frills deep discount store offering a whole range of 
branded consumer items from its 1,665 stores in the 
country, at prices lower than any of its competitors at 
any of those locations presented a replica of Wal Mart, 
the world’s largest and most successful discount store. 
The image was appealing and the offers most attractive 
for the Indian consumer which led its promoters in their 
early years to believe that they had come up with the 
right solution for the burgeoning Indian retail industry 
in its transformation from traditional to organised for-
mat and could spread their presence throughout the 
country. This belief was strengthened by the invest-
ments that poured in from some of the largest corporate 
houses in the country reflecting their confidence in the 
viability and growth of this strategy and format in 
Indian conditions.

However, by 2006–2007, Subhiksha found itself in 
deep trouble due largely to cash crunch and failure to sus-
tain its wide spread distribution network, including meet-
ing its obligatory requirements like wages for the staff, 
leading to its demise in 2008.

While some experts attribute the failure of Subhik-
sha to global recession and credit squeeze resulting in 
problems of liquidity, they failed to realise its fundamen-
tal failure to achieve and maintain a strategic fit between 
its competitive and supply chain strategies.

Subhiksha started off basically as a food and gro-
cery store, selling branded items in this category. It 
went on a diversification drive to add more consumer 
goods, including mobile phones, which operate at rather 
low margins in a highly competitive market environ-
ment. 

Subhiksha failed to realise that the factors that led to 
the success of Wal Mart went far beyond the simple oper-
ational cost reduction measures, such as non-AC, small-
sized stores, but was based on more strategic approach to 
cost reduction essential to support a low-price leadership 
competitive strategy. It failed to see the impact on inven-
tory carrying costs in a wide spread network where the 
square root law of inventory operated. It also lost sight of 
the fact that the larger the number of facilities, higher their 
maintenance and staff costs. Transportations costs also 
increase beyond a certain level of increase in number of 
locations to be served and the control of such a widely 
spread network of facilities has its own problems. Above 
all, its lacked communication network and infrastructure, 
like Point of Sale Capture of Data (POS) and Cross Dock-
ing that ensured continued and seamless flow of material 
from end to end in a highly efficient supply chain without 
any intermediate storage point to support their Every Day 
Low Price (EDLP) claims.

Subhiksha is now reported to be staging a come-
back and will hopefully appreciate that major adaptations 
in foreign models are necessary to suit Indian conditions 
due to a large number of infrastructutural infirmities, less 
than fully reliable deliveries, frequent disruptions in the 
supply chains. 
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In this chapter, we introduce the impellers of supply chain developments i.e. those 
forces that are reshaping the way businesses are being conducted in the contemporary 
hyper competitive environment worldwide and the concepts underlying the philosophy 

of supply chain management.  We also discuss the  logistical drivers—facilities, inventory, 
and transportation—and the three cross-functional drivers—information, sourcing, and 
pricing—that determine the performance of any supply chain. We further consider how 
these drivers are used in the design, planning, and operation of the supply chain. We define 
several metrics that can be used to gauge the performance of each driver. We also introduce 
many of the obstacles faced by supply chain managers.

3.1 IMPELLERS OF SUPPLY CHAIN

The Empowered Customer

The present day consumer with access to abundant information about product availability, variety, 
quality, and prices is far more demanding than the customers of the past who had few choices and 
who were content with picking out of a limited range and variety of the mass produced consumer 
goods that the manufacturers offered at the prices they demanded. There was thus hardly any 

1. Identify the major impellers of supply 
chain developments.

2. Understand the concepts underlying the 
philosophy of supply chain management.

3. Identify the major drivers of supply chain.

4. Discuss the role each driver plays in 
creating a strategic fit between the supply 
chain strategy and the competitive strategy.

5. Define the key metrics that track the 
performance of the supply chain in terms 
of each driver.

6. Describe the major obstacles that must 
be overcome to manage a supply chain 
successfully.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

Supply Chain Drivers  
and Metrics

C H A P T E R 
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incentive for the supply chains to be either more responsive or more efficient. In the developing 
world, the range and variety of such goods was even more restricted and availability scarce, plac-
ing the customers at the mercy of the manufacturers and suppliers. It was for instance, quite com-
mon for the Indian buyers during the 1960s and 70s to have to wait for anything up to 5–6 years to 
get a scooter after paying the booking amount and then to accept the product quality that was 
handed down to them. The present day competitive environment has resulted in power shift and 
the consumer is now in the driver’s seat demanding both value and service. The much sought after 
Bajaj Auto Limited “Vespa” Scooter has gone out of production, primarily because the company 
did not pay sufficient attention to design, R&D, and customer satisfaction. According to Francis 
Xavier, Managing Director, Francis Kanoi Marketing Planning Services, “the decline of the mar-
ket for scooters was directly related to neglect of this segment over decades vis–vis critical bene-
fits (mileage), contemporary technology and non-stop excitement of launch of newer and newer 
models offered on the motorcycles platform.”1

To contend with the changed power equation, industry leaders are turning to best practices 
in supply chain management to become more responsive as well as being cost effective. The 
design and operation of supply chains is thus undergoing radical transformation on account of 
this power shift.

Developments in Information Technology Tools

The exponential growth in information technology tools has been among the major contributors 
to the development and expansion of the practice of concepts of supply chain management across 
the globe. It is the power of these tools that has enabled end-to-end visibility and control of the 
material and fund flow throughout the chain. This has been complimented by the co-ordination 
of the whole range of intra and intercompany operations, resulting in chain level optimisation. 
Without these tools it would not have been possible. The development of Information Technol-
ogy-Enabled (ITE) tools like Material Requirement Planning (MRP), Manufacturing Resource 
Planning (MRPII), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Internet, besides Collaborative 
Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR), Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI), Total 
Asset Visibility (TAV), and Velocity Management (VM), have helped link level efficiencies to 
spread across the whole chain. The impact of Point of Sales (POS) capture of data and its real 
time availability throughout the chain has revolutised the system of replenishment of stocks in 
the entire chain and made possible the implementation of the practice of cross docking. Develop-
ment of chain-level performance measuring tools such as Supply Chain Operation Reference 
Model (SCOR) have further enabled better managerial controls and continual appraisal of the 
system level performance of the supply chains.

Globalization

In the globalized business environment of today, markets, manufacturing facilities and sourcing 
opportunities are widely dispersed. Successful co-ordination of the supply chain functions 
across the globe requires development of tools and trade practices that minimize the time delays 
at every level and overcome the barriers connected with international trade. The advantages of 
lower labor costs in the developing world to which manufacturing may be outsourced can easily 
be negated if the logistics infrastructure in the manufacturing country is underdeveloped. Simi-
larly, markets in certain countries are dominated by small-scale wholesalers and retailers, thus 
adding to distribution costs. Optimisation of supply chains at global level therefore presents 
major challenges. Yet, globalization offers considerable opportunities to entrepreneurs who can 
manage multi-national operations and compete at the global levels. The need for world class 

1http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/catalyst/2004/08/05/stories/2004080500020100.htm, accessed on 
January 5. 2016.
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supply chains thus become evident, propelling developments in supply chain strategies and best 
practices.

Supply Chain Concepts

The philosophy of Supply Chain Management is rooted in the following three inter-related 
concepts:

(a) Systems Concept: It emphasizes interdependence not only between functions within 
an organisation but also among multiple organisations that collectively deliver products and ser-
vices to the customer i.e. those that connect the supplier’s supplier with the buyer’s buyer from 
end to end. Neglect of the appreciation of intra-company, inter-functional interdependence can 
result in unintended losses and wastages. A focus on efficiency and cost reduction at individual 
function level to the exclusion of its impact on other functions may lead to increased costs at 
another level within the organisation, resulting in sub-optimized performance in the level of ser-
vice provided to the customer besides lowering the overall value delivered to the end user. For 
instance, companies–where production drives sales–may engage in large production runs to mini-
mise set-up costs, without realizing the costs involved in carrying large inventories of finished 
goods that result from such an approach and which impact the proftability of the company. Simi-
larly, a failure to appreciate the inter-company interdependence can have adverse impact on the 
performance of the entire chain. In situations where transporters linking manufacturers and 
wholesalers choose to consolidate loads to utilize the vehicle carrying capacities to the maximum, 
and thereby save on transportation costs, may cause delays in replenishment, resulting in loss of 
sales and revenue that may exceed the savings in transportation costs. What matters therefore is 
not the functional-level performance or the link-level performance in the chain but the collective 
performance of the entire chain, which warrants identification and removal of both the intra and 
inter-company wastages and non-value added activities from the entire material flow. 

(b) Total Cost Concept: Flowing directly from the realization that businesses ought to 
be viewed as integrated systems and interconnected chains or networks involving multiple links, 
it has to be appreciated that value delivered to the customer can be maximized only if the total 
cost incurred by all the links in the chain or network serving the customer is minimized. Once 
again we find that function-level cost reduction or link-level cost minimisation is of little conse-
quence if the overall cost to the customer remains high, making the chain as a whole non-com-
petitive The concept emphasizes the need for inter-company co-ordination, co-operation, and 
collaboration in all activities from design and development to manufacturing and distribution to 
optimize the total cost, and thereby, maximize the value delivered to the customer.

(c) Trade-off Concept: The “trade-off” concept enjoins upon the decision makers  to 
explore the possibilities of choosing among alternatives or combination of alternatives in fulfill-
ing a supply chain objective to minimize costs. Faster transportion through a more expensive 
mode may be acceptable if it helps lower inventories carried and increases responsiveness to a 
time sensitive customer. 

3.2 FINANCIAL MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

In Chapter 1, we discussed how growing the supply chain surplus is the ultimate goal of a 
supply chain. Our premise was that increasing the surplus allows for a growth of supply 
chain profitability, which facilitates an improvement in the financial performance of each 
member of the supply chain. In this section, we define important financial measures that are 
reported by a firm and affected by supply chain performance. In later sections, we link sup-
ply chain drivers and associated metrics to the various financial measures. The definitions of 
financial measures in this section are taken from Dyckman, Magee, and Pfeiffer (2011). To 
illustrate the various financial measures, we use the financial results reported in 2013 by 
Amazon.com and Nordstrom Inc. and assume a tax rate of 0.35.
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From a shareholder perspective, Return on Equity (ROE) is the main summary measure of 
a firm’s performance.

TABLE 3-1 Selected Financial Data for Amazon.com and Nordstrom Inc.

Amazon.com Nordstrom Inc.

Period Ending 31-Dec-13 2-Feb-13

Total Revenue 74,452,000 12,148,000

Cost of Goods Sold 54,181,000 7,432,000

Gross Profit 20,271,000 4,716,000

Selling, General, and Administrative 19,526,000 3,371,000

Operating Income or Loss 745,000 1,345,000

Total Other Income/Expenses Net -98,000 –

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes 647,000 1,345,000

Interest Expense 141,000 160,000

Income Before Tax 506,000 1,185,000

Income Tax Expense 161,000 450,000

Minority Interest – –

Net Income 274,000 613,000

Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 8,658,000 1,285,000

Short-Term Investments 3,789,000 –

Net Receivables 4,767,000 2,356,000

Inventory 7,411,000 1,360,000

Other Current Assets – 80,000

Total Current Assets 24,625,000 5,081,000

Property, Plant, and Equipment (PP&E) 10,949,000 2,579,000

Goodwill 2,655,000 175,000

Other Assets 1,930,000 254,000

Total Assets 40,159,000 8,089,000

Liabilities and Stockholder Equity

Accounts Payable 21,821,000 1,415,000

Short-/Current Long-Term Debt – 7,000

Other Current Liabilities 1,159,000 804,000

Long-Term Debt 3,191,000 3,124,000

Other Liabilities 4,242,000 341,000

 Deferred Long-Term Liability Charges – 485,000

Total Liabilities 30,413,000 6,176,000

Total Stockholder Equity 9,746,000 1,913,000
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ROE measures the return on investment made by a firm’s shareholders, while Return on 
Assets (ROA) measures the return earned on each dollar invested by the firm in assets.

Consider the financial performance shown in Table 3-1 for Amazon.com and Nord-
strom Inc. In 2013, Amazon {Nordstrom} achieved ROE = 274>9,746 = 2.81 percent. 
{613>1,913 = 32.04 percent} and ROA = [274 + 141 * (1 – 0.35)]>40,159 = 0.91 per-
cent{[613 + 160 * (1 - 0.35)]>8,089 = 8.86 percent}. The difference between ROE and 
ROA is referred to as return on financial leverage (ROFL). In 2013, Amazon {Nordstrom} 
had ROFL = 2.81 − 0.91 = 1.90 percent {32.04 - 8.86 = 23.18 percent}. ROFL captures the 
amount of ROE that can be attributed to financial leverage (such as accounts payable and 
debt). In Amazon’s case, a significant portion of the financial leverage in 2013 came from 
accounts payable rather than debt. Thus, an important ratio that defines financial leverage is 
accounts payable turnover (APT).

In Amazon’s {Nordstrom’s} case, in 2013 APT = 54,181>21,821= 2.48 {7,432>1,415 = 
5.25}. The small APT indicates that Amazon was able to use the money it owed suppliers to 
finance a considerable fraction of its operations. In 2013, Amazon effectively financed its own 
operations for about 52>2.48 = 20.97 weeks with its suppliers’ money.

ROA can be written as the product of two ratios—profit margin and asset turnover—as 
shown below:

Thus, a firm can increase ROA by growing the profit margin and/or increasing the asset 
turnover. In 2013, Amazon {Nordstrom} achieved a profit margin of 647>74,452 = 0.87 percent 
{1,345>12,148 = 11.07 percent} and an asset turnover of 74,452>40,159 = 1.85 {12,148>8,089 = 
1.50}. Despite a lower asset turnover than Amazon, Nordstrom had a better ROA because it 
achieved much higher profit margins. Profit margin can be improved by receiving better prices or 
by reducing the various expenses incurred. Although Nordstrom’s higher profit margin can be 
explained partly by its customers’ willingness to pay for the greater responsiveness that Nord-
strom provides, good supply chain management also allows a firm to decrease the expenses 
incurred to serve customer demand. In Amazon’s case, a significant expense is outbound ship-
ping cost. In its 2013 annual report, the company reported outbound shipping costs of $5.13 bil-
lion. After accounting for shipping revenue, the net loss on outbound shipping was reported to be 
$2.85 billion, about ten times its net income. Clearly, a reduction in outbound shipping costs can 
have a significant impact on Amazon’s profit margin.

The key components of asset turnover are accounts receivable turnover (ART); inventory 
turnover (INVT); and property, plant, and equipment turnover (PPET). These are defined as  
follows:

Amazon {Nordstrom} achieved accounts receivable turnover of 74,452>4,767 = 15.62 
{12,148>2,356 = 5.16} in 2013. Amazon collected its money from sales relatively quickly (in 
about 52>15.62 = 3.33 weeks on average in 2013) after it made a sale, whereas Nordstrom took 
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longer (about 10 weeks). Amazon {Nordstrom} turned its inventory about 54,181>7,411 = 7.31 
{7,432>1,360 = 5.46} times and had PPET = 74,452>10,949 = 6.80 {12,148>2,579 = 4.71} in 
2013. Thus, inventory sat with Amazon {Nordstrom} in 2013 for about 52>7.31 = 7.11 {52>5.46 =  
9.52} weeks on average, and each dollar invested in PP&E supported about $6.80 {$4.71} of 
sales in 2013. Amazon achieved a higher asset turnover than Nordstrom by turning its inventory 
faster and generating higher revenue per dollar invested in PP&E. Nordstrom, however, achieved 
a much higher ROA compared with Amazon because it had a much higher profit margin. A com-
pany can improve its asset turnover by turning its inventory more quickly or using its existing 
warehousing and technology infrastructure to support a higher level of sales (or decreasing the 
warehousing and technology infrastructure needed to support the existing level of sales). A com-
pany can improve its profit margin by increasing a customer’s willingness to pay or decreasing 
operating expense.

Another useful metric is the cash-to-cash (C2C) cycle, which roughly measures the aver-
age amount of time from when cash enters the process as cost to when it returns as collected 
revenue.

C2C = -Weeks Payable 11/APT2 + Weeks in Inventory 11/INVT2
+ Weeks Receivable 11/ART2 

In Amazon’s case, we obtain C2C = -20.97 + 7.11 + 3.33 = -10.53 in 2013. In 2013, 
Amazon collected its money from the sale of products more than 10 weeks before it had to 
pay its suppliers. Table 3-2 shows selected financial metrics across industries. It is interesting 
to observe that the consumer electronics industry has an average C2C cycle of only 9.3 days, 
whereas medical device manufacturers average more than 200 days.

There are two important measures, however, that are not explicitly part of a firm’s finan-
cial statements: markdowns and lost sales. Markdowns represent the discounts required to con-
vince customers to buy excess inventory. Financial statements show only the revenue received 
from sales, not the revenue that “could” have been received. For General Motors (GM), one of 
the biggest problems in the early part of the twenty-first century was the discounts required to 
move excess inventory from dealer lots. These discounts significantly hurt financial perfor-
mance. In 2010, one of the biggest improvements in financial performance for GM was its abil-
ity to sell its cars with much smaller discounts because the supply chain had far less excess 
inventory. Lost sales represent customer sales that did not materialize because of the absence of 
products the customer wanted to buy. Every lost sale corresponds to product margin that is lost. 

TABLE 3-2 Selected Financial Metrics Across Industries, 2000–2012

Industry

Average  
Operating  
Margin

Average  
C2C  
Cycle

Average  
Inventory  
Turns

Average  
SG&A Cost/ 
Revenue

Pharmaceutical 0.25 190.3 2.0 0.31

Medical device manufacturers 0.18 211.6 2.2 0.36

Consumer packaged goods 0.17 28.3 5.6 0.31

Food 0.16 37.4 6.2 0.23

Consumer electronics 0.12 9.3 43.8 0.14

Apparel 0.10 127.7 3.2 0.35

Chemical 0.09 78.1 5.3 0.09

Automotive 0.04 75.9 9.9 0.13

Source: Adapted from Abby Mayer, “Supply Chain Metrics That Matter: A Closer Look at the Cash-to-Cash Cycle 
(2000–2012).” Supply Chain Insights LLC report, November 11, 2013.
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Both markdowns and lost sales reduce net income and arguably represent the biggest impact of 
supply chain performance on the financial performance of a firm. Firms such as Walmart and 
Zara have achieved strong financial performance in large part because their supply chains allow 
a better matching of supply and demand, thereby reducing markdowns and lost sales.

In the next section, we identify key drivers of supply chain performance that influence the 
financial performance of a firm. Our goal is to understand how these drivers may explain the dif-
ference in financial performance between firms such as Amazon and Nordstrom.

3.3 DRIVERS OF SUPPLY CHAIN PERFORMANCE

The strategic fit discussed in Chapter 2 requires that a company’s supply chain achieve the bal-
ance between responsiveness and efficiency that best supports the company’s competitive strat-
egy. A supply chain’s performance in terms of responsiveness and efficiency is based on the 
interaction between the following logistical and cross-functional drivers of supply chain perfor-
mance: facilities, inventory, transportation, information, sourcing, and pricing. The structure of 
these drivers also affects the financial measures discussed in Section 3.1. The goal is to structure 
the drivers to achieve the desired level of responsiveness at the lowest possible cost, thus improv-
ing the supply chain surplus and the firm’s financial performance.

First we define each driver and discuss its impact on the performance of the supply chain.

1. Facilities are the actual physical locations in the supply chain network where product is 
stored, assembled, or fabricated. The two major types of facilities are production sites and storage 
sites. Decisions regarding the role, location, capacity, and flexibility of facilities have a significant 
impact on the supply chain’s performance. For example, in 2013, Amazon increased the number of 
warehousing facilities (and, as a result, experienced an increase in PP&E) located close to customers 
to improve its responsiveness. In contrast, Best Buy tried to improve its efficiency in 2013 by shut-
ting down retail facilities even though it reduced responsiveness. Facility costs show up under PP&E 
if facilities are owned by the firm or under selling, general, and administrative if they are leased.

2. Inventory encompasses all raw materials, work in process, and finished goods within a 
supply chain. The inventory belonging to a firm is reported under assets. Changing inventory poli-
cies can dramatically alter the supply chain’s efficiency and responsiveness. For example, W.W. 
Grainger makes itself responsive by stocking large amounts of inventory and satisfying customer 
demand from stock even though the high inventory levels reduce efficiency. Such a practice makes 
sense for Grainger because its products hold their value for a long time. A strategy using high 
inventory levels can be dangerous in the fashion apparel business, though, in which inventory loses 
value relatively quickly with changing seasons and trends. Rather than hold high levels of inven-
tory, Spanish apparel retailer Zara has worked hard to shorten new product and replenishment lead 
times. As a result, the company is very responsive but carries low levels of inventory.

3. Transportation entails moving inventory from point to point in the supply chain. Trans-
portation can take the form of many combinations of modes and routes, each with its own perfor-
mance characteristics. Transportation choices have a large impact on supply chain responsiveness and 
efficiency. For example, a mail-order catalog company can use a faster mode of transportation such as 
FedEx to ship products, thus making its supply chain more responsive—but also less efficient, given 
the high costs associated with using FedEx. McMaster-Carr and W.W. Grainger, however, have struc-
tured their supply chains to provide next-day service to most of their customers using ground trans-
portation. They are providing a high level of responsiveness at lower cost. Outbound transportation 
costs of shipping to the customer are typically included in selling, general, and administrative expense, 
whereas inbound transportation costs are typically included in the cost of goods sold.

4. Information consists of data and analysis concerning facilities, inventory, transporta-
tion, costs, prices, and customers throughout the supply chain. Information is potentially the 
biggest driver of performance in the supply chain because it directly affects each of the other 
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drivers. Information presents management with the opportunity to make supply chains more 
responsive and more efficient. For example, Seven-Eleven Japan has used information to better 
match supply and demand while achieving production and distribution economies. The result is 
a high level of responsiveness to customer demand while production and replenishment costs are 
lowered. Information technology-related expenses are typically included under either operating 
expense (typically under selling, general, and administrative expense) or assets. For example, in 
2012, Amazon included $4.54 billion in technology expense under operating expense and another 
$454 million under fixed assets to be depreciated.

5. Sourcing is the choice of who will perform a particular supply chain activity, such as 
production, storage, transportation, or the management of information. At the strategic level, 
these decisions determine what functions a firm performs and what functions the firm outsources. 
Sourcing decisions affect both the responsiveness and efficiency of a supply chain. After Motor-
ola outsourced much of its production to contract manufacturers in China, for instance, it saw its 
efficiency improve but its responsiveness suffer because of the long lead times. To make up for 
the drop in responsiveness, Motorola started flying in some of its cell phones from China even 
though this choice increased transportation cost. Flextronics, an electronics contract manufac-
turer, is hoping to offer both responsive and efficient sourcing options to its customers. It is try-
ing to make its production facilities in high-cost locations very responsive while keeping its 
facilities in low-cost countries efficient. Flextronics hopes to become an effective source for all 
customers using this combination of facilities. Sourcing costs show up in the cost of goods sold, 
and monies owed to suppliers are recorded under accounts payable.

6. Pricing determines how much a firm will charge for the goods and services that it 
makes available in the supply chain. Pricing affects the behavior of the buyer of the good or ser-
vice, thus affecting demand and supply chain performance. For example, if a transportation com-
pany varies its charges based on the lead time provided by the customers, it is likely that 
customers who value efficiency will order early and customers who value responsiveness will be 
willing to wait and order just before they need a product transported. Differential pricing pro-
vides responsiveness to customers that value it and low cost to customers that do not value 
responsiveness as much. Any change in pricing affects revenues directly but could also affect 
costs based on the impact of this change on the other drivers.

Our definitions of these drivers attempt to delineate logistics and supply chain manage-
ment. Supply chain management includes the use of logistical and cross-functional drivers to 
increase the supply chain surplus. Cross-functional drivers have become increasingly important 
in raising the supply chain surplus in recent years. Although logistics remains a major part, sup-
ply chain management is increasingly becoming focused on the three cross-functional drivers.

It is important to realize that these drivers do not act independently but interact to deter-
mine the overall supply chain performance. Good supply chain design and operation recognize 
this interaction and make the appropriate trade-offs to deliver the desired level of responsive-
ness. Consider, for example, the sale of furniture at IKEA. The primary goal of this supply 
chain is to deliver a low price and acceptable quality. Modular design and unassembled furni-
ture allows IKEA to carry components in inventory at its stores. The low component variety 
and stable replenishment orders allow IKEA’s suppliers to focus on efficiency. Given the avail-
able inventory, low-cost modes of transportation are used to ship densely packed components. 
In this instance, relatively low-cost inventory at IKEA allows the supply chain to become 
efficient by lowering transportation and production costs. In contrast, some U.S. furniture 
makers have chosen to focus on providing variety. Given the high variety and high prices, 
keeping inventory of all variants at a retailer would be very expensive. In this case, the supply 
chain has been designed so the retailer carries little inventory. Customers place their orders 
with the retailer by seeing one variant of the furniture and selecting among the various options. 
The supply chain is made responsive by using information technology to convey order infor-
mation effectively, structuring flexible manufacturing facilities to be able to produce in small 
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lots, and using responsive transportation to deliver the furniture to the customer. In this 
instance, responsive facilities, transportation, and information are used to lower inventory 
costs. As the rest of this chapter will illustrate, the key to achieving strategic fit and strong 
financial performance across the supply chain is to structure the supply chain drivers appropri-
ately to provide the desired level of responsiveness at the lowest possible cost.

Doheny et al. (2010) point out that supply chain performance affects nearly 35 percent of 
the financial performance of apparel retailers. As a percentage of sales, they state that mark-
downs, representing 10 to 30 percent of sales, and lost sales, representing 5 to 10 percent of 
sales, are the dominant drivers of retailers’ financial performance. They further state that trans-
portation represents 2 to 5 percent, warehousing 1 to 3 percent, store product handling 3 to  
5 percent, and inventory costs 2 to 5 percent of sales. Although the precise fraction will vary for 
different supply chains, it is evident that supply chain performance along the six drivers has a 
significant influence on a firm’s financial performance.

Before we discuss each of the six drivers in detail, we put these drivers into a framework 
that helps clarify the role of each in improving supply chain performance.

3.4 FRAMEWORK FOR STRUCTURING DRIVERS

We provide a visual framework for supply chain decision making in Figure 3-1. Most companies 
begin with a competitive strategy and then decide what their supply chain strategy ought to be. 
The supply chain strategy determines how the supply chain should perform with respect to effi-
ciency and responsiveness. The supply chain must then use the three logistical and three cross-
functional drivers to reach the performance level the supply chain strategy dictates and maximize 

Competitive Strategy

Ef�ciency Responsiveness
Supply Chain Structure

Logistical Drivers

Cross-Functional Drivers

Supply Chain
Strategy

Facilities Inventory Transportation

Information Sourcing Pricing

FIGURE 3-1 Supply Chain Decision-Making Framework
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the supply chain profits. Although this framework is generally viewed from the top down, in 
many instances a study of the six drivers may indicate the need to change the supply chain strat-
egy and, potentially, even the competitive strategy.

Consider this framework using Walmart as an example. Walmart’s competitive strategy is 
to be a reliable, low-cost retailer for a wide variety of mass-consumption goods. This strategy 
dictates that the ideal supply chain will emphasize efficiency but also maintain an adequate level 
of responsiveness in terms of product availability. Walmart uses the three logistical and three 
cross-functional drivers effectively to achieve this type of supply chain performance. With the 
inventory driver, Walmart maintains an efficient supply chain by keeping low levels of inventory. 
For instance, Walmart pioneered cross-docking, a system in which inventory is not stocked in a 
warehouse but rather is shipped to stores from the manufacturer with a brief stop at a distribution 
center (DC), where product is transferred from inbound trucks from the supplier to outbound 
trucks to the retail store. This lowers inventory significantly because products are stocked only at 
stores, not at both stores and warehouses. With respect to inventory, Walmart favors efficiency 
over responsiveness. On the transportation front, Walmart runs its own fleet, to keep responsive-
ness high. This increases transportation cost, but the benefits in terms of reduced inventory and 
improved product availability justify this cost in Walmart’s case. In the case of facilities, Walmart 
uses centrally located DCs within its network of stores to decrease the number of facilities and 
increase efficiency at each DC. Walmart builds retail stores only where the demand is sufficient 
to justify having several of them supported by a DC, thereby increasing efficiency of its transpor-
tation assets. Walmart has invested significantly more than its competitors in information tech-
nology, allowing the company to feed demand information across the supply chain to suppliers 
that manufacture only what is being demanded. As a result, Walmart is a leader in its use of the 
information driver to improve responsiveness and decrease inventory investment. With regard to 
the sourcing driver, Walmart identifies efficient sources for each product it sells. Walmart feeds 
them large orders, allowing them to be efficient by exploiting economies of scale. Finally, for the 
pricing driver, Walmart practices “everyday low pricing” (EDLP) for its products. This ensures 
that customer demand stays steady and does not fluctuate with price variations. The entire supply 
chain then focuses on meeting this demand in an efficient manner. Walmart uses all the supply 
chain drivers to achieve the right balance between responsiveness and efficiency so its competi-
tive strategy and supply chain strategy are in harmony.

We devote the next six sections to a detailed discussion of each of the three logistical and 
three cross-functional drivers, their roles in the supply chain, and their impact on financial per-
formance.

3.5 FACILITIES

In this section, we discuss the role that facilities play in the supply chain and critical facility-
related decisions that supply chain managers need to make.

Role in the Supply Chain

Firms can increase responsiveness by increasing the number of facilities, making them more 
flexible, or increasing capacity. Each of these actions, however, comes at a cost. Increasing the 
number of facilities increases facility and inventory costs but decreases transportation costs and 
reduces response time. Increasing the flexibility or capacity of a facility increases facility costs 
but decreases inventory costs and response time. Thus, each supply chain must find the appropri-
ate tradeoff when designing its facilities network. Whereas IKEA has become profitable by 
opening a few hundred large stores (no more than one or two per city) to grow efficiency, Seven-
Eleven Japan has grown profitability by opening a highly dense network of stores (often hun-
dreds per city) to provide responsiveness. Both companies are successful because the facility 
decisions are aligned with the supply chain strategy.
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EXAMPLE 3-1 Toyota and Honda

Both Toyota and Honda use facilities decisions to be more responsive to their customers. These 
companies have an end goal of opening manufacturing facilities in every major market that they 
enter. Although there are other benefits to opening local facilities, such as protection from cur-
rency fluctuation and trade barriers, the increase in responsiveness plays a large role in Toyota’s 
and Honda’s decision to place facilities in their local markets. The flexibility of Honda facilities 
to assemble both SUVs and cars in the same plant allowed the company to keep costs down in 
the downturn of 2008. While competitors’ SUV production facilities were idle, Honda facilities 
maintained a high level of utilization.

Components of Facilities Decisions

Decisions regarding facilities are a crucial part of supply chain design. We now identify compo-
nents of facilities decisions that companies must analyze.

ROLE Firms must decide whether production facilities will be flexible, dedicated, or a combi-
nation of the two. Flexible capacity can be used for many types of products but is often less 
efficient, whereas dedicated capacity can be used for only a limited number of products but is 
more efficient. Firms must also decide whether to design a facility with a product focus or a 
functional focus. A product-focused facility performs all functions (e.g., fabrication and assem-
bly) needed for producing a single type of product. A functional-focused facility performs a 
given set of functions (e.g., fabrication or assembly) on many types of products. A product focus 
tends to result in more expertise about a particular type of product at the expense of the func-
tional expertise that comes from a functional methodology.

For warehouses and DCs, firms must decide whether they will be primarily cross-docking 
facilities or storage facilities. At cross-docking facilities, inbound trucks from suppliers are 
unloaded; the product is broken into smaller lots and is quickly loaded onto store-bound trucks. 
Each store-bound truck carries a variety of products, some from each inbound truck. For storage 
facilities, firms must decide on the products to be stored at each facility.

LOCATION Deciding where a company will locate its facilities constitutes a large part of the 
design of a supply chain. A basic trade-off here is whether to centralize to gain economies of 
scale or to decentralize to become more responsive by being closer to the customer. Companies 
must also consider a host of issues related to the various characteristics of the local area in which 
the facility is situated. These include macroeconomic factors, quality of workers, cost of work-
ers, cost of facility, availability of infrastructure, proximity to customers, the location of that 
firm’s other facilities, tax effects, and other strategic factors.

CAPACITY Companies must also determine a facility’s capacity to perform its intended func-
tion or functions. A large amount of excess capacity allows the facility to respond to wide swings 
in the demands placed on it. Excess capacity, however, costs money and therefore can decrease 
efficiency. A facility with little excess capacity will likely be more efficient per unit of product it 
produces than one with a lot of unused capacity. The high-utilization facility, however, will have 
difficulty responding to demand fluctuations. Therefore, a company must make a trade-off to 
determine the right amount of capacity to have at each of its facilities.

FACILITY-RELATED METRICS Facility-related decisions affect both the financial performance 
of the firm and the supply chain’s responsiveness to customers. On the financial side, facilities 
decisions have an impact on the cost of goods sold, assets in PP&E (if facilities are owned), and 
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selling, general, and administrative expense (if facilities are leased). A manager should track the 
following facility-related metrics that influence supply chain performance:

• Capacity measures the maximum amount a facility can process.
• Utilization measures the fraction of capacity that is currently being used in the facility. 

Utilization affects both the unit cost of processing and the associated delays. Unit costs 
tend to decline (PPET increases) and delays increase with increasing utilization.

• Processing/setup/down/idle time measures the fraction of time that the facility was pro-
cessing units, being set up to process units, unavailable because it was down, or idle 
because it had no units to process. Ideally, utilization should be limited by demand and not 
setup or downtime.

• Production cost per unit measures the average cost to produce a unit of output. These 
costs may be measured per unit, per case, or per pound, depending on the product.

• Quality losses measure the fraction of production lost as a result of defects. Quality 
losses hurt both financial performance and responsiveness.

• Theoretical flow/cycle time of production measures the time required to process a unit if 
there are absolutely no delays at any stage.

• Actual average flow/cycle time measures the average actual time taken for all units pro-
cessed over a specified duration, such as a week or a month. The actual flow/cycle time 
includes the theoretical time and any delays. This metric should be used when setting due 
dates for orders.

• Flow time efficiency is the ratio of the theoretical flow time to the actual average flow 
time. Low values for flow time efficiency indicate that a large fraction of time is spent 
waiting.

• Product variety measures the number of products or product families processed in a 
facility. Processing costs and flow times are likely to increase with product variety.

• Volume contribution of top 20 percent SKUs and customers measures the fraction of 
total volume processed by a facility that comes from the top 20 percent of SKUs or cus-
tomers. An 80/20 outcome, in which the top 20 percent contribute 80 percent of volume, 
indicates likely benefits from focusing the facility so separate processes are used to process 
the top 20 percent and the remaining 80 percent.

• Average production batch size measures the average amount produced in each produc-
tion batch. Large batch sizes will decrease production cost but increase inventories.

• Production service level measures the fraction of production orders completed on time 
and in full.

3.6 INVENTORY

In this section, we discuss the role that inventory plays in the supply chain and how managers use 
inventory to drive supply chain performance.

Role in the Supply Chain

Inventory exists in the supply chain because of a mismatch between supply and demand. This 
mismatch is intentional at a steel manufacturer, where it is economical to manufacture in large 
lots that are then stored for future sales. The mismatch is also intentional at a retail store where 
inventory is held in anticipation of future demand or when the retail store builds up inventory to 
prepare for a surge in sales during the holiday season. In these instances, inventory is held to 
reduce cost or increase the level of product availability.

Inventory affects the assets held, the costs incurred, and responsiveness provided in the 
supply chain. High levels of inventory in an apparel supply chain improve responsiveness but 
also leave the supply chain vulnerable to the need for markdowns, lowering profit margins. A 
higher level of inventory also facilitates a reduction in production and transportation costs 
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because of improved economies of scale in both functions. This choice, however, increases 
inventory holding cost. Low levels of inventory improve inventory turns but may result in lost 
sales if customers are unable to find products they are ready to buy. In general, managers should 
aim to reduce inventory in ways that do not increase cost or reduce responsiveness.

Inventory also has a significant impact on the material flow time in a supply chain. Mate-
rial flow time is the time that elapses between the point at which material enters the supply chain 
to the point at which it exits. For a supply chain, throughput is the rate at which sales occur. If 
inventory is represented by I, flow time by T, and throughput by D, the three can be related using 
Little’s law as follows:

 I = DT (3.1)

For example, if an Amazon warehouse holds 100,000 units in inventory and sells 1,000 units 
daily, Little’s law tells us that the average unit will spend 100,000>1,000 = 100 days in inventory. If 
Amazon were able to reduce flow time to 50 days while holding throughput constant, it would 
reduce inventory to 50,000 units. Note that in this relationship, inventory and throughput must have 
consistent units.

EXAMPLE 3-2 Amazon.com

Amazon attempts to provide a wide variety of books (among other products) to its customers. 
Best-selling books are stocked in many regional warehouses close to customers for high respon-
siveness. Slower-moving books are stocked at fewer warehouses to lower the cost of inventory at 
the expense of some responsiveness. Some of the slowest-moving books are not held in inven-
tory but are obtained from the publisher/distributor or printed on demand when requested by a 
customer. Amazon changes the form, location, and quantity of inventory it holds by the level of 
sales of a book to provide the right balance of responsiveness and efficiency.

Components of Inventory Decisions

We now identify major inventory-related decisions that supply chain managers must make to 
effectively create more responsive and more efficient supply chains.

CYCLE INVENTORY Cycle inventory is the average amount of inventory used to satisfy demand 
between receipts of supplier shipments. The size of the cycle inventory is a result of the produc-
tion, transportation, or purchase of material in large lots. Companies produce or purchase in 
large lots to exploit economies of scale in the production, transportation, or purchasing process. 
With the increase in lot size, however, comes an increase in carrying costs. As an example of a 
cycle inventory decision, consider an online book retailer. This e-retailer’s sales average around 
10 truckloads of books a month. The cycle inventory decisions the retailer must make are how 
much to order for replenishment and how often to place these orders. The e-retailer could order 
10 truckloads once each month or it could order one truckload every three days. The basic trade-
off supply chain managers face is the cost of holding larger lots of inventory (when cycle inven-
tory is high) versus the cost of ordering more frequently (when cycle inventory is low).

SAFETY INVENTORY Safety inventory is inventory held in case demand exceeds expectation; 
it is held to counter uncertainty. If the world were perfectly predictable, only cycle inventory 
would be needed. Because demand is uncertain and may exceed expectations, however, compa-
nies hold safety inventory to satisfy an unexpectedly high demand. Managers face a key deci-
sion when determining how much safety inventory to hold. For example, a toy retailer such as 
Toys “R” Us must calculate its safety inventory for the holiday buying season. If it has too much 
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safety inventory, toys will go unsold and may have to be discounted after the holidays. If the 
company has too little safety inventory, however, then Toys “R” Us will lose sales, along with 
the margin those sales would have brought. Therefore, choosing safety inventory involves mak-
ing a trade-off between the costs of having too much inventory and the costs of losing sales 
owing to not having enough inventory.

SEASONAL INVENTORY Seasonal inventory is built up to counter predictable seasonal vari-
ability in demand. Companies using seasonal inventory build up inventory in periods of low 
demand and store it for periods of high demand, when they will not have the capacity to pro-
duce all that is demanded. Managers face key decisions in determining whether to build sea-
sonal inventory and, if they do build it, in deciding how much to build. If a company has volume 
flexibility and can rapidly change the rate of its production system at very low cost, then it may 
not need seasonal inventory. However, if changing the rate of production is expensive (e.g., 
when workers must be hired or fired), then a company would be wise to establish a smooth 
production rate and build up its inventory during periods of low demand. Therefore, the basic 
trade-off supply chain managers face in determining how much seasonal inventory to build is 
the cost of carrying the additional seasonal inventory versus the cost of having a more flexible 
production rate.

LEVEL OF PRODUCT AVAILABILITY Level of product availability is the fraction of demand that 
is served on time from product held in inventory. A high level of product availability provides a 
high level of responsiveness but increases cost because much inventory is held but rarely used. In 
contrast, a low level of product availability lowers inventory holding cost but results in a higher 
fraction of customers who are not served on time. The basic trade-off when determining the level 
of product availability is between the cost of inventory to increase product availability and the 
loss from not serving customers on time.

INVENTORY-RELATED METRICS Inventory-related decisions affect the cost of goods sold, the 
C2C cycle, the assets held by the supply chain, and its responsiveness to customers. A manager 
should track the following inventory-related metrics that influence supply chain performance:

• C2C cycle time is a high-level metric that includes inventories, accounts payable, and 
receivables.

• Average inventory measures the average amount of inventory carried. Average inventory 
should be measured in units, days of demand, and financial value.

• Inventory turns measure the number of times inventory turns over in a year. It is the ratio 
of average inventory to either the cost of goods sold or sales.

• Products with more than a specified number of days of inventory identifies the prod-
ucts for which the firm is carrying a high level of inventory. This metric can be used to 
identify products that are in oversupply or to identify reasons that justify the high inven-
tory, such as price discounts or a product being a very slow mover.

• Average replenishment batch size measures the average amount in each replenishment 
order. The batch size should be measured by SKU in terms of both units and days of 
demand. It can be estimated by averaging over time the difference between the maximum 
and the minimum inventory (measured in each replenishment cycle) on hand.

• Average safety inventory measures the average amount of inventory on hand when a 
replenishment order arrives. Average safety inventory should be measured by SKU in both 
units and days of demand. It can be estimated by averaging over time the minimum inven-
tory on hand in each replenishment cycle.

• Seasonal inventory measures the amount by which the inflow of product exceeds its 
sales (beyond cycle and safety inventory). Seasonal inventory is built up solely to deal with 
anticipated spikes in demand.
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• Fill rate (order/case) measures the fraction of orders/demand that were met on time from 
inventory. Fill rate should be averaged not over time but over a specified number of units 
of demand (say, every thousand or million).

• Fraction of time out of stock measures the fraction of time that a particular SKU had 
zero inventory. This fraction can be used to estimate the lost sales during the stockout 
period.

• Obsolete inventory measures the fraction of inventory older than a specified obsoles-
cence date.

3.7 TRANSPORTATION

In this section, we discuss the role that transportation plays in the supply chain and key transpor-
tation-related decisions that supply chain managers must make.

Role in the Supply Chain

Transportation moves product between different stages in a supply chain and affects both 
responsiveness and efficiency. Faster transportation is more expensive but allows a supply 
chain to be more responsive. As a result, the supply chain may carry lower inventories and 
have fewer facilities.

The appropriate choice of transportation allows a firm to adjust the location of its facilities 
and inventory to find the right balance between responsiveness and efficiency. A firm selling 
high-value items such as pacemakers may use rapid transportation to be responsive while cen-
tralizing its facilities and inventory to lower cost. In contrast, a firm selling low-value, high-
demand items like light bulbs may carry a fair amount of inventory close to the customer but then 
use low-cost transportation such as sea, rail, and full trucks to replenish this inventory from 
plants located in low-cost countries.

EXAMPLE 3-3 Blue Nile

Blue Nile is an online retailer of diamonds that has used responsive transportation with FedEx to 
ship diamonds to customers in the United States, Canada, and several countries in Europe and 
Asia. Given the high value of diamonds, Blue Nile offers free shipping for overnight delivery. 
Responsive shipping, however, allows Blue Nile to centralize its inventory of diamonds and 
eliminate the need for expensive storefronts. In spite of the high transportation costs, Blue Nile 
has very low costs compared with those of bricks-and-mortar retailers because of the low facility 
and inventory expenses. Blue Nile is thus able to offer significantly lower prices than its bricks-
and-mortar competition.

Components of Transportation Decisions

We now identify key components of transportation that companies must analyze when designing 
and operating a supply chain.

DESIGN OF TRANSPORTATION NETWORK The transportation network is the collection of 
transportation modes, locations, and routes along which product can be shipped. A company 
must decide whether transportation from a supply source will be direct to the demand point or 
will go through intermediate consolidation points. Design decisions also include whether or not 
multiple supply or demand points will be included in a single run.

CHOICE OF TRANSPORTATION MODE The mode of transportation is the manner in which a 
product is moved from one location in the supply chain network to another. Companies can choose 
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among air, truck, rail, sea, and pipeline as modes of transport for products. Today, information 
goods can also be sent via the Internet. Each mode has different characteristics with respect to the 
speed, size of shipments (individual parcels to pallets to full trucks to entire ships), cost of ship-
ping, and flexibility that lead companies to choose one particular mode over the others.

TRANSPORTATION-RELATED METRICS Inbound transportation decisions affect the cost of 
goods sold, whereas outbound transportation costs are part of the selling, general, and adminis-
trative expenses. Thus, transportation costs affect the profit margin. A manager should track the 
following transportation-related metrics that influence supply chain performance:

• Average inbound transportation cost typically measures the cost of bringing product 
into a facility. Ideally, this cost should be measured per unit brought in, but it is often mea-
sured as a percentage of sales or cost of goods sold (COGS). The inbound transportation 
cost is generally included in COGS. It is useful to measure this cost separately for each 
supplier.

• Average incoming shipment size measures the average number of units or dollars in 
each incoming shipment at a facility.

• Average inbound transportation cost per shipment measures the average transportation 
cost of each incoming delivery. Along with the incoming shipment size, this metric identi-
fies opportunities for greater economies of scale in inbound transportation.

• Average outbound transportation cost measures the cost of sending product out of a 
facility to the customer. Ideally, this cost should be measured per unit shipped, but it is 
often measured as a percentage of sales. It is useful to separate this metric by customer.

• Average outbound shipment size measures the average number of units or dollars on 
each outbound shipment at a facility.

• Average outbound transportation cost per shipment measures the average transporta-
tion cost of each outgoing delivery. Along with the outgoing shipment size, this metric 
identifies opportunities for greater economies of scale in outbound transportation.

• Fraction transported by mode measures the fraction of transportation (in units or dol-
lars) using each mode of transportation. This metric can be used to estimate whether cer-
tain modes are overused or underused.

3.8 INFORMATION

In this section, we discuss the role that information plays in the supply chain, as well as key 
information-related decisions that supply chain managers must make.

Role in the Supply Chain

Good information can help improve the utilization of supply chain assets and the coordination of 
supply chain flows to increase responsiveness and reduce costs. Seven-Eleven Japan uses infor-
mation to improve product availability while decreasing inventories. Walmart uses information 
on shipments from suppliers to facilitate cross-docking and lower inventory and transportation 
expense. Li & Fung, a global trading group supplying time-sensitive consumer goods such as 
apparel, uses information on its third-party manufacturers to source each order from the most 
appropriate supplier. Airlines routinely use information to offer the right number of seats at a 
discount price, leaving sufficient seats for business customers who make reservations at the last 
minute and are willing to pay a higher price. Each of these examples illustrates the importance of 
information as a key driver that can be used to provide higher responsiveness while simultane-
ously improving efficiency.

Even though the sharing of information can help a supply chain better meet customer 
needs at lower cost, there is a danger in the assumption that more information is always better. As 
more information is shared across a supply chain, the complexity and cost of both the required 
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infrastructure and the follow-up analysis grow exponentially. The marginal value provided by the 
information shared, however, diminishes as more and more information becomes available. It is 
thus important to evaluate the minimum information required to accomplish the desired objec-
tives. For example, it may often be enough if aggregate sales, rather than detailed point-of-sale 
data, are shared between a retailer and a manufacturer. Aggregate information is cheaper to share 
and provides most of the value with regard to better production planning. The trade-off between 
complexity and value is important to consider when setting up the information infrastructure. 
The following examples illustrate how information can be used to provide customized products 
and improve supply chain performance.

EXAMPLE 3-4 Andersen Windows

Andersen Windows, a major manufacturer of residential wood windows located in Bayport, 
Minnesota, has invested in an information system that enables the company to bring customized 
products to the market rapidly. This system, called “Window of Knowledge,” allows distributors 
and customers to design windows to custom-fit their needs. Users can select from a library of 
more than 50,000 components that can be combined in any number of ways. The system imme-
diately gives the customer price quotes and automatically sends the order to the factory if the 
customer decides to buy. This information investment not only gives the customer a much wider 
variety of products, but also allows Andersen to be much more responsive to the customer, as it 
gets the customer’s order to the factory as soon as the order is placed.

EXAMPLE 3-5 Sunsweet Growers

Sunsweet Growers, a California-based dried fruit producer, implemented a supply chain sales 
and operations planning (S&OP) suite to replace its Excel-based planning system. The company 
has a highly seasonal supply, with harvest taking place primarily during September and October. 
Demand is also seasonal, with peak times occurring during the Christmas period. Good planning 
thus can be very valuable. Sunsweet’s goal when implementing the suite was twofold: Each 
function should operate with the same data, and an early warning capability should alert planners 
and managers about any potential mismatches between supply and demand. After the implemen-
tation, production overruns at Sunsweet dropped from 30 percent to under 15 percent. Forecast 
accuracy improved by 15 to 20 percent. The early warning system alerts allowed planners to 
react as much as two to three weeks earlier than before the implementation.

Components of Information Decisions

We now consider key components of information that a company must analyze to increase effi-
ciency and improve responsiveness within its supply chain.

PUSH VERSUS PULL When designing processes of the supply chain, managers must determine 
whether these processes are part of the push or pull phase in the chain. We discussed this distinc-
tion in Chapter 1, but we mention it again because different types of systems require different 
types of information. Push systems start with forecasts that are used to build the master produc-
tion schedule and roll it back, creating schedules for suppliers with part types, quantities, and 
delivery dates. Pull systems require information on actual demand to be transmitted extremely 
quickly throughout the entire chain so production and distribution of products can reflect the real 
demand accurately.
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COORDINATION AND INFORMATION SHARING Supply chain coordination occurs when all 
stages of a supply chain work toward the objective of maximizing total supply chain profitability 
based on shared information. Lack of coordination can result in a significant loss of supply chain 
surplus. Coordination among different stages in a supply chain requires each stage to share appropri-
ate information with other stages. For example, if a supplier is to produce the right parts in a timely 
manner for a manufacturer in a pull system, the manufacturer must share demand and production 
information with the supplier. Information sharing is thus crucial to the success of a supply chain.

SALES AND OPERATIONS PLANNING Sales and operations planning (S&OP) is the process 
of creating an overall supply plan (production and inventories) to meet the anticipated level of 
demand (sales). The S&OP process starts with sales and marketing communicating their needs to 
the supply chain, which, in turn, communicates to sales and marketing whether the needs can be 
met, and at what cost. The goal of S&OP is to come up with an agreed-upon sales, production, 
and inventory plan that can be used to plan supply chain needs and project revenues and profits. 
The sales and operations plan becomes a critical piece of information to be shared across the sup-
ply chain because it affects both the demand on a firm’s suppliers and the supply to its customers.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES Many technologies exist to share and analyze information in the 
supply chain. Managers must decide which technologies to use and how to integrate them into 
their supply chain. Some of these technologies include the following:

1. Electronic data interchange (EDI) was developed in the 1970s to facilitate the placement 
of instantaneous, paperless purchase orders with suppliers. Its proprietary nature, however, required 
significant upfront investment and often some translation between the communicating parties. It 
did, however, make transactions faster and more accurate than when they were paper based.

2. Relative to EDI, the Internet conveys much more information using a standard infra-
structure allowing supply chains to improve both efficiency and responsiveness. The beginning 
of the twenty-first century has seen the Internet become the dominant medium of communication 
across all the macro processes (CRM, ISCM, and SRM, discussed in Chapter 1) that link the sup-
ply chain from suppliers to customers.

3. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems provide the transactional tracking and 
global visibility of information from within a company and across its supply chain. This real-
time information helps a supply chain improve the quality of its operational decisions. ERP sys-
tems keep track of the information, whereas the Internet provides one method with which to view 
this information.

4. Supply chain management (SCM) software uses the information in ERP systems to pro-
vide analytical decision support in addition to the visibility of information. ERP systems show a 
company what is going on, whereas SCM systems help a company decide what it should do.

5. Radio frequency identification (RFID) consists of an active or passive radio frequency 
(RF) tag, applied to the item being tracked, and an RF reader/emitter. A passive tag draws energy 
from the reader, whereas an active tag has its own battery and draws power from it. RFID has 
many potential uses. It can be used in manufacturing to check availability of the entire bill of 
materials. The technology can make the receiving of a truck much faster and cheaper. Full imple-
mentation of RFID could eliminate the need for manual counting and bar-code scanning at the 
receiving dock. It can also be used to get an exact count of incoming items and items in storage.

INFORMATION-RELATED METRICS A manager should track the following information-related 
metrics that influence supply chain performance:

• Forecast horizon identifies how far in advance of the actual event a forecast is made. 
The forecast horizon must be greater than or equal to the lead time of the decision that is 
driven by the forecast.
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• Frequency of update identifies how frequently each forecast is updated. The forecast 
should be updated somewhat more frequently than a decision will be revisited, so large 
changes can be flagged and corrective action taken.

• Forecast error measures the difference between the forecast and actual demand. The 
forecast error is a measure of uncertainty and drives all responses to uncertainty, such as 
safety inventory or excess capacity.

• Seasonal factors measure the extent to which the average demand in a season is above or 
below the average in the year.

• Variance from plan identifies the difference between the planned production/inventories 
and the actual values. These variances can be used to raise flags that identify shortages and 
surpluses.

• Ratio of demand variability to order variability measures the standard deviation of 
incoming demand and supply orders placed. A ratio less than 1 potentially indicates the 
existence of the bullwhip effect, which is discussed in Chapter 10.

3.9 SOURCING

In this section, we discuss the role that sourcing plays in the supply chain and key sourcing-
related decisions that managers need to make.

Role in the Supply Chain

Sourcing is the set of business processes required to purchase goods and services. Managers 
must first decide whether each task will be performed by a responsive or efficient source and 
then whether the source will be internal to the company or a third party. Sourcing decisions 
should be made to increase the size of the total surplus to be shared across the supply chain. Out-
sourcing to a third party is meaningful if the third party raises the supply chain surplus more than 
the firm can on its own. In contrast, a firm should keep a supply chain function in-house if the 
third party cannot increase the supply chain surplus or if the risk associated with outsourcing is 
significant. For example, W.W. Grainger outsources package delivery to a third party because it 
is very expensive to build this capability in-house. In contrast, Grainger owns and operates its 
warehouses because there is sufficient scale to justify this choice. Sourcing decisions should aim 
to provide the appropriate level of responsiveness at the lowest cost.

The following example illustrates how Zara has sourced appropriately to be efficient for 
basic products and responsive for trendy products.

EXAMPLE 3-6 Zara

Zara has a sourcing strategy that varies by product type. For basic products such as white 
T-shirts, Zara aims for efficiency because demand is predictable. These products are sourced 
from suppliers in low cost countries. For trendy products for which demand is unpredict-
able, in contrast, Zara sources from company-owned factories in Europe. These factories are 
not low cost, but they are flexible and responsive to the rapidly evolving needs of the trendy 
market.

Components of Sourcing Decisions

We now consider key sourcing decisions that are made within a firm.

IN-HOUSE OR OUTSOURCE The most significant sourcing decision for a firm is whether to 
perform a task in-house or outsource it to a third party. Within a task such as transportation, 
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managers must decide whether to outsource all of it, outsource only the responsive component, 
or outsource only the efficient component. This decision should be driven in part by its impact 
on the total supply chain surplus. It is best to outsource if the growth in total supply chain sur-
plus is significant with little additional risk.

SUPPLIER SELECTION Managers must decide on the number of suppliers they will have for a 
particular activity. They must then identify the criteria along which suppliers will be evaluated 
and how they will be selected.

PROCUREMENT Procurement is the process of obtaining goods and services within a supply 
chain. Managers must structure procurement with a goal of increasing supply chain surplus. For 
example, a firm should set up procurement for direct materials to ensure good coordination 
between the supplier and buyer. In contrast, the procurement of MRO products should be struc-
tured to ensure that transaction costs are low.

SOURCING-RELATED METRICS Sourcing decisions have a direct impact on the cost of goods 
sold and accounts payable. The performance of the source also affects quality, inventories, and 
inbound transportation costs. A manager should track the following sourcing-related metrics that 
influence supply chain performance:

• Days payable outstanding measures the number of days between when a supplier per-
formed a supply chain task and when it was paid for.

• Average purchase price measures the average price at which a good or service was pur-
chased during the year. The average should be obtained by weighting each price by the 
quantity purchased at that price.

• Range of purchase price measures the fluctuation in purchase price during a specified 
period. The goal is to identify if the quantity purchased correlated with the price.

• Average purchase quantity measures the average amount purchased per order. The goal 
is to identify whether a sufficient level of aggregation is occurring across locations when 
placing an order.

• Supply quality measures the quality of product supplied.
• Supply lead time measures the average time between when an order is placed and when 

the product arrives. Long lead times reduce responsiveness and add to the inventory the 
supply chain must carry.

• Percentage of on-time deliveries measures the fraction of deliveries from the supplier 
that were on time.

• Supplier reliability measures the variability of the supplier’s lead time as well as the 
delivered quantity relative to plan. Poor supplier reliability hurts responsiveness and adds 
to the amount of inventory the supply chain must carry.

3.10 PRICING

In this section, we discuss the role that pricing plays in the supply chain.

Role in the Supply Chain

Pricing is the process by which a firm decides how much to charge customers for its goods and 
services. Pricing affects the customer segments that choose to buy the product, as well as influ-
encing the customer’s expectations. This directly affects the supply chain in terms of the level of 
responsiveness required as well as the demand profile that the supply chain attempts to serve. 
Pricing is also a lever that can be used to match supply and demand, especially when the supply 
chain is not very flexible. Short-term discounts can be used to eliminate supply surpluses or 
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decrease seasonal demand spikes by moving some of the demand forward. All pricing decisions 
should be made with the objective of increasing firm profits. This requires an understanding of 
the cost structure of performing a supply chain activity and the value this activity brings to the 
supply chain. Strategies such as EDLP may foster stable demand that allows for efficiency in the 
supply chain. For example, Costco, a membership-based wholesaler in the United States, has a 
policy that prices are kept steady but low. The steady prices ensure that demand stays relatively 
stable. The Costco supply chain exploits the relative stability of demand to be efficient. In con-
trast, some manufacturing and transportation firms use pricing that varies with the response time 
desired by the customer. Through their pricing, these firms are targeting a broader set of custom-
ers, some of whom need responsiveness while others need efficiency. In this case, it becomes 
important for these firms to structure a supply chain that can meet the two divergent needs. Ama-
zon uses a menu of shipping options and prices to identify customers who value responsiveness 
and those who value low cost. This identification allows the company to serve both effectively, as 
shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE 3-7 Amazon.com

Amazon offers its customers a large menu of prices for products that are purchased from the 
company. For example, in January 2014, a person purchasing two books worth $40 could use 
standard shipping (3 to 5 business days) at a cost of $4.98, two-day shipping at a cost of $14.97, 
one-day shipping at a cost of $24.97, or free shipping (5 to 8 business days). The pricing menu 
allows Amazon to attract customers with varying levels of desired responsiveness. Whereas 
customers paying for one-day shipping impose a high degree of uncertainty on Amazon, cus-
tomers opting for free shipping can be used to level out the workload at the warehouse over 
time. Amazon can thus use its pricing to provide responsiveness to those who value it while 
using customers who want a low price to help it improve its efficiency.

Components of Pricing Decisions

We now describe key components of pricing decisions that affect supply chain performance.

PRICING AND ECONOMIES OF SCALE Most supply chain activities display economies of 
scale. Changeovers make small production runs more expensive per unit than large production 
runs. Loading and unloading costs make it cheaper to deliver a truckload to one location than to 
four. In each case, the provider of the supply chain activity must decide how to price it appropri-
ately to reflect these economies of scale. A commonly used approach is to offer quantity dis-
counts. Care must be taken to ensure that quantity discounts offered are consistent with the 
economies of scale in the underlying process. Otherwise, there is a danger of customer orders 
being driven primarily by the quantity discounts, even though the underlying process does not 
have significant economies of scale.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICING VERSUS HIGH–LOW PRICING A firm such as Costco practices 
EDLP at its warehouse stores, keeping prices steady over time. Costco will go to the extent of not 
offering any discount on damaged books to ensure its EDLP strategy. In contrast, most super-
markets practice high–low pricing and offer steep discounts on a subset of their product every 
week. The Costco pricing strategy results in relatively stable demand. The high–low pricing 
strategy results in a peak during the discount week, often followed by a steep drop in demand 
during the following weeks. The two pricing strategies lead to different demand profiles that the 
supply chain must serve.
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FIXED PRICE VERSUS MENU PRICING A firm must decide whether it will charge a fixed price 
for its supply chain activities or have a menu with prices that vary with some other attribute, such 
as the response time or location of delivery. If marginal supply chain costs or the value to the 
customer vary significantly along some attribute, it is often effective to have a pricing menu. We 
have already discussed Amazon as an example of a firm offering a menu that is somewhat con-
sistent with the cost of providing the particular supply chain service. An example of when the 
pricing menu is somewhat inconsistent is seen at many MRO suppliers, which often allow cus-
tomers to have their order shipped to them or to be picked up in person. A customer pays an 
additional shipping fee for home delivery, but pays nothing for a personal pickup. The pick, pack, 
and deliver cost at the warehouse, however, is higher in the case of a personal pickup compared 
with home delivery. The pricing policy thus can lead to customer behavior that has a negative 
impact on profits.

PRICING-RELATED METRICS Pricing directly affects revenues but can also affect production 
costs and inventories, depending on its impact on consumer demand. A manager should track the 
following pricing-related metrics. With menu pricing, each metric should be tracked separately 
for each segment in the menu:

• Profit margin measures profit as a percentage of revenue. A firm needs to examine a 
wide variety of profit margin metrics to optimize its pricing, including dimensions such as 
type of margin (gross, net, and so on), scope (SKU, product line, division, firm), customer 
type, and others.

• Days sales outstanding measures the average time between when a sale is made and 
when the cash is collected.

• Incremental fixed cost per order measures the incremental costs that are independent of 
the size of the order. These include changeover costs at a manufacturing plant or order 
processing or transportation costs that are incurred independent of shipment size at a mail-
order firm.

• Incremental variable cost per unit measures the incremental costs that vary with the 
size of the order. These include picking costs at a mail-order firm or variable production 
costs at a manufacturing plant.

• Average sale price measures the average price at which a supply chain activity was per-
formed in a given period. The average should be obtained by weighting the price with the 
quantity sold at that price.

• Average order size measures the average quantity per order. The average sale price, 
order size, incremental fixed cost per order, and incremental variable cost per unit help 
estimate the contribution from performing the supply chain activity.

• Range of sale price measures the maximum and the minimum of sale price per unit over 
a specified time horizon.

• Range of periodic sales measures the maximum and minimum of the quantity sold per 
period (day/week/month) during a specified time horizon. The goal is to understand any 
correlation between sales and price and any potential opportunity to shift sales by chang-
ing price over time.

3.11 INFRASTRUCTURE

It is inconceivable to think of an efficient supply chain in the absence of a well-developed physi-
cal infrastructure to support the flow of materials from the point of origin to the point of con-
sumption and vice-versa. Discussing the role of transportation and making decisions relating to 
design of transportation network and transportation modes to be used in a supply chain without 
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taking into account the state of physical infrastructure available–particularly in the developing 
countries of the world–is like trying to swim in a dry swimming pool.

Equally, speedy transmission of information both within the company and among supply 
chain partners including the suppliers and the customers is vital to competitiveness in the con-
temporary business environment. Without a well-developed and technology-efficient infrastruc-
ture, a business cannot hope to competitive. It will be like trying to fly in a vacuum. It is the 
bedrock of supply chain performance and is one of its principle drivers. Further, the nature of 
infrastructure and other ancillary services enhance the possibilities of countries getting more 
closely integrated in the global economies. 

Components of Infrastructure Decisions

• Infrastructure orientation: The underlying considerations that led to the development 
and orientation of the existing infrastructure in the developing countries, have to be traced 
to the needs of the colonial powers that ruled these countries. Extraction of primary com-
modities for processing into finished goods in their home countries and re-export of those 
to these very colonies which constituted their markets dictated the orientation and design 
of the infrastructure and its handling capacities developed under their control. The design 
and layout of this legacy infrastructure does not measure up to the needs of developing 
countries that now require their centers of production efficiently linked to the sea ports, 
rail, road, and airports for speedy distribution. Major re-orientation and revamping of the 
existing infrastructure and development to meet these needs constitute the most important 
infrastructure related decisions in these countries. Anticipating significant growth in freight 
traffic, the government of India is considering allowing its state-owned railways to create a 
new arm to provide end-to-end logistics solutions which will, inter-alia, involve enabling 
infrastructural developments.

• Integration with international infrastructure design and standards: To permit a 
smooth end-to-end flow of material from the source to the ultimate consumer through all 
the intermediary stages both domestically and internationally, it is necessary that the 
infrastructural design and development which is undertaken conforms to global stan-
dards and practices. Absence of such conformity can lead to disruption and delays at 
several interfaces along the supply chain routes owing to poor overall performance. The 
Southern Corridor of the proposed Trans Asia Rail (TAR), among others, is expected 
to link Europe to Southeast Asia, connecting Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, 
Myanmar, and Thailand, with links to China’s Yunnan Province and, via Malaysia, to 
Singapore. However, gaps exist between India and Myanmar, between Myanmar and 
Thailand, between Thailand and Cambodia, Cambodia and Vietnam, and between Thai-
land and Yunnan. The overall performance of such an ambitious infrastructural project 
designed to promote international trade and more efficient supply chain management 
will have to contend with these discontinuities and its performance will to that extent be 
sub-optimised. Closer at home and at a domestic level, Indian Railways, in an ongoing 
exercise “Unigauge”, is standardizing most of the rail gauges in the country to 1,676 mm 
(5 ft 6 in) broad gauge.

• Extent of penetration: With increasing integration of rural areas in national economies, 
which have already to an extent been penetrated by the IT, and with higher disposable 
incomes in the hands of rural population, there is a need to extend the reach of the physical 
infrastructure into the hinterland and connect the same with the national and international 
links in the supply chain. The Government of India in its effort to more closely integrate 
rural parts of the country with the main stream of economic activates, has launched its 
“Bharat Nirman Yojna” under which rural roads, bridges and electrification as well as IT 
connectivity are receiving special attention.
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Infrastructure Related Metrics

As we tentatively propose the acceptance of Infrastructure as a driver of supply chain, we are 
aware that there do not exist well defined and widely accepted performance indicators for it at 
present. Infrastructure remains region specific and depends up the developmental state of the 
country. Hence the performance varies from state to state. Perhaps traffic handling capacity, effi-
ciency of intermodal hubs, turn round time, agility including scalability and the level of mecha-
nised and computerised operations might, among others, be considered as some of the metrics 
for measuring the performance of this driver.

Impact of Infrastructural Development on Indian Agri Business

How infrastructural improvements at the grass root level can transform the entire system of mar-
keting of perishable agricultural commodities in the developing world is well illustrated by the 
success of Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee at Vadodra (India). The story is repro-
duced at the end of Chapter 4.

It is no gainsaying that recent developments in these two wings of infrastructure have 
given birth to the concept of supply chain management and continue to propel it to ever higher 
levels of efficiency and responsiveness. Inadequacy and insufficiency of infrastructure to sup-
port supply chains can have debilitating effect not only on businesses but on economies as a 
whole. According to a 2004 report dealing with the Impact of Inadequate Infrastructure on 
Supply Chain Integration prepared by RTI International—the total annual costs of inadequa-
cies in supply chain infrastructures are estimated to be in excess of $5 billion for the automo-
tive industry, and almost $3.9 billion for the electronics representing about 1.2% of the value 
of shipments in each industry.2

Components of Infrastructure

PHYSICAL Here we refer mainly to the state provided facilities and services that make the effi-
cient performance of business activities possible. Sea ports, railways roads, airports, inland water 
transport and pipelines that go under the collective name of transportation. 

No amount of development in IT technologies can compensate for the hurdles that poor 
physical infrastructure can create. Physical goods have to move over land, sea, and air routes and 
all fulfillment of customer’s demand is dependent upon the availability, capacity and operational 
efficiency of these constituents of infrastructure. No wonder the developed world with all its 
technological innovations finds operational bottlenecks due to inefficient or insufficiently devel-
oped infrastructure. 

3.12 INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS

The study and practice of supply chain management, at least at the global scale, cannot be com-
plete, without an understanding of international logistics which forms the backbone of global 
supply chains and has become far more comprehensive and complex than is generally believed. 
The common belief that logistics is perhaps a fancier name for transportation is unfortunately 
both narrow and misleading. The generally accepted definition of logistics in the Army, the 
organisation to which it owes its origin is “The science of planning and carrying out the move-
ment and maintenance of forces. Those aspects of military operations that deal with the design 
and development, acquisition, storage, movement, distribution, maintenance, evacuation and 
disposition of material; movement, evacuation, and hospitalization of personnel; acquisition of 

2http://www.nist.gov/director/planning/upload/report04-2.pdf, accessed on January 5, 2016.
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construction, maintenance, operation and disposition of facilities; and acquisition of furnishing 
of services”. The business world has also begun to realise that its scope is far larger than trans-
portation and its contribution to the success of business is not inconsiderable. It now recognises 
international logistics as “Design and management of a system that controls the flow of materi-
als into, through, and out of the international corporation” and accepts that for the international 
firm where the “customer locations and sourcing opportunities are widely dispersed, the firm 
can attain a strategically advantageous position only if it is able to successfully manage com-
plex networks, consisting of its vendors, suppliers, other third parties, and its customers”. 
Towards this end a study of International Shipping, Mutimodal Transportation, Marine Insur-
ance, Business Law on Trasnpoportation, Laws of Affreightment, Operation of International 
Forwarders and the Role of Customs and laws relating to the same in digfferent parts of the 
world becomes necessary, not to forget the voluminous documentation that sthe international 
transactions involve. A more detailed study of this subject is however beyond the scope of this 
book.

Simultaneous Pursuit of Responsiveness and Efficiency

Yet, the objectives of responsiveness and efficiency in supply chains can be pursued simul-
taneously. Between supply chains that are equally responsive, the more efficient is likely to 
be more successful. Providing a higher degree of responsiveness at a given cost and the 
same level of responsiveness at a lower cost are both desirable routes to gaining competitive 
advantage. 

“Colour worlds—The paint retailers of the future” using Dealer Tinting Systems, an 
approach based on the concepts of postponement and mass customization adopted by Asian 
Paints has reduced the inventories in the distribution system and yet enhanced responsiveness to 
customers by offering a range of colors to meet customer requirements.

Continued success of the postponement route towards making supply chains both respon-
sive and efficient simultaneously, is established by the fact that Asian Paints have installed their 
Dealer Tinting System (DTS) at all important retailers both in India and in several international 
markets in which it operates. The company has recently opened its 200th Colour World auto-
mated tinting and dispensing outlet in Colombo and now offers over 1000 shades on its existing 
brands while achieving  significant inventory reduction at the dealer level.

3.13 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Describe key financial measures of firm performance. The key financial measures 
of firm performance include return on equity; return on assets; accounts payable turnover; profit 
margin; asset turnover and accounts receivable turnover; inventory turns; property, plant, and 
equipment turns; and cash-to-cash cycle.

2. Identify the major drivers of supply chain performance. The major drivers of supply 
chain performance are facilities, inventory, transportation, information, sourcing, and pricing.

3. Discuss the role of each driver in creating strategic fit between the supply chain 
strategy and the competitive strategy. A company achieving strategic fit has found the 
right balance between responsiveness and efficiency. Each driver affects this balance. Hav-
ing more facilities generally makes a chain more responsive, whereas having fewer, central 
facilities creates higher efficiency. Holding higher levels of inventory increases the respon-
siveness of a supply chain, whereas keeping inventory low increases the chain’s efficiency. 
Using faster modes of transportation increases a chain’s responsiveness, whereas using 
slower modes generally increases efficiency. Investing in information can vastly improve 
the supply chain performance on both dimensions. This investment, however, must be made 
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based on the strategic position supported by the other drivers. Appropriate sourcing deci-
sions raise supply chain profits by assigning supply chain functions to the right party, 
which brings higher economies of scale or a higher level of aggregation of uncertainty. 
Pricing can be used to attract the right target customer segment. Differential pricing can be 
used to attract customers who value responsiveness as well as customers who want effi-
ciency. The supply chain can then be structured to provide responsiveness to some custom-
ers while improving overall efficiency.

4. Define the key metrics that track the performance of the supply chain in terms 
of each driver. Facility-related metrics are capacity, utilization, theoretical flow/cycle 
time of production, actual flow/cycle time, flow time efficiency, product variety, volume 
contribution of top 20 percent SKUs/customers, processing/setup/down/idle time, and 
average production batch size. Inventory-related metrics are average inventory, products 
with more than a specified number of days of inventory, average replenishment batch size, 
average safety inventory, seasonal inventory, fill rate, and fraction of time out of stock. 
Transportation-related metrics are average inbound transportation cost, average incoming 
shipment size, average inbound transportation cost per shipment, average outbound trans-
portation cost, average outbound shipment size, average outbound transportation cost per 
shipment, and fraction transported by mode. Information-related metrics are forecast hori-
zon, forecast error, seasonal factors, variance from plan, and ratio of demand variability to 
order variability. Sourcing-related metrics are days payable outstanding, average purchase 
price, range of purchase price, average purchase quantity, fraction on-time deliveries, sup-
ply quality, and supply lead time. Pricing-related metrics are profit margin, days sales 
outstanding, incremental fixed cost per order, incremental variable cost per unit, average 
sale price, average order size, range of sale price, and range of periodic sales. Each of 
these metrics directly or indirectly affects the financial metrics and the responsiveness to 
customers.

Discussion Questions

 1. How could a grocery retailer use inventory to increase the 
responsiveness of the company’s supply chain?

 2. How could an auto manufacturer use transportation to increase 
the efficiency of its supply chain?

 3. How could a bicycle manufacturer increase responsiveness 
through its facilities?

 4. How could an industrial supplies distributor use information 
to increase its responsiveness?

 5. Motorola has gone from manufacturing all its cell phones in-
house to almost completely outsourcing the manufacturing. 
What are the pros and cons of the two approaches?

 6. How can a home-delivery company like Peapod use pricing of 
its delivery services to improve its profitability?

 7. What are some industries in which products have proliferated 
and life cycles have shortened? How have the supply chains in 
these industries adapted?

 8. How can the full set of logistical and cross-functional drivers 
be used to create strategic fit for a cell phone manufacturer 
targeting both time-sensitive and price-conscious customers?

 9. On which supply chain drivers should a firm trying to shrink 
its cash-to-cash cycle focus?

 10. Would you expect a brick-and-mortar retailer or an online 
retailer to have a higher asset turnover? Which supply chain 
drivers impact asset turnover?
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CASE STUDY
Seven-Eleven Japan Co.

Established by Ito Yokado in 1973, Seven-Eleven Japan 
set up its first store in Koto-ku, Tokyo, in May 1974. The 
company was first listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 
October 1979. On September 1, 2005, Seven & i Hold-
ings Co. Ltd., was established as the holding company 
for Seven-Eleven Japan, Ito-Yokado, and Denny’s Japan. 
As a result, detailed financial results for Seven-Eleven 
Japan have not been available since then and are reported 
only as the convenience store portion of Seven & i Hold-
ings. Seven-Eleven Japan realized a phenomenal growth 
between 1985 and 2013. During that period, the number 
of stores in Japan increased from 2,299 to more than 
16,000. Globally, the firm had more than 53,000 conve-
nience stores by June 2014 and was the world’s largest 
chain in terms of retail outlets. Global revenues for Seven 
& i from convenience store operations were 1,899 billion 
yen in 2013 with an operating income of 221.7 billion 
yen. The firm was present in 42 of Japan’s 47 prefectures 
and planned to open 1,500 stores in Japan in 2014. Cus-
tomer visits to Seven-Eleven outlets averaged more than 
1,000 per store per day in 2013.

Company History and Profile

Both Ito-Yokado and Seven-Eleven Japan were founded 
by Masatoshi Ito. He started his retail empire after World 
War II, when he joined his mother and elder brother and 
began to work in a small clothing store in Tokyo. By 1960, 
he was in sole control, and the single store had grown into 
a $3 million company. After a trip to the United States in 
1961, Ito became convinced that superstores were the 
wave of the future. At that time, Japan was still dominated 
by mom-and-pop stores. Ito’s chain of superstores in the 
Tokyo area was instantly popular and soon constituted the 
core of Ito-Yokado’s retail operations.

In 1972, Ito first approached the Southland Corpo-
ration about the possibility of opening Seven-Eleven con-
venience stores in Japan. After rejecting his initial 

request, Southland agreed in 1973 to a licensing agree-
ment. In exchange for 0.6 percent of total sales, South-
land gave Ito exclusive rights throughout Japan. In May 
1974, the first Seven-Eleven convenience store opened in 
Tokyo.

This new concept was an immediate hit in Japan, 
and Seven-Eleven Japan experienced tremendous growth. 
By 1979, there were already 591 Seven-Eleven stores in 
Japan; by 1984, there were 2,001. Rapid growth contin-
ued (Table 3-3), resulting in 16,086 stores by 2014.

On October 24, 1990, the Southland Corporation 
entered into bankruptcy protection. Southland asked for 
Ito-Yokado’s help, and on March 5, 1991, IYG Holding 
was formed by Seven-Eleven Japan (48 percent) and Ito-
Yokado (52 percent). IYG acquired 70 percent of South-
land’s common stock for a total price of $430 million.

In 2005, Seven & i Holdings was established 
through a stock transfer combining Seven-Eleven Japan, 
Ito-Yokado, and Denny’s Japan. In 2013, convenience 
store operations from Seven-Eleven Japan and other sub-
sidiaries in North America and China contributed 37.4 
percent of total revenues from operations and 76.1 per-
cent of operating income for the Seven & i Holdings 
Company (see Table 3-4 for details). The relative perfor-
mance of convenience stores within Japanese operations 
was even more dominant. The discrepancy between 
Tables 3-3 and 3-4 results because Table 3-3 reports sales 
at both company-owned and franchised stores, whereas 
Table 3-4 reports revenues for only Seven & i.

The Convenience Store Industry  
and Seven-Eleven in Japan

The convenience store sector was one of the few business 
areas that continued to grow during the prolonged slow-
down in Japan toward the end of the twentieth century 
and the start of the twenty-first century. From 1991 to 
2013, annual sales at convenience stores more than 
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tripled, from just over 3 trillion to almost 10 trillion yen. 
As a point of comparison over this period, supermarket 
sales stayed stable, at about 13 trillion yen.

Japan’s convenience store sector gradually consoli-
dated, with larger players growing and smaller operators 
shutting down. In 2004, the top ten convenience store 
chains accounted for approximately 90 percent of Japan’s 
convenience stores. By 2013, consolidation had resulted 
in the top five chains accounting for more than 90 percent 
of convenience store sales in Japan.

Seven-Eleven Japan had increased its share of the 
convenience store market since it opened. In 2012, Seven-
Eleven was Japan’s leading convenience store operator, 

accounting for a 38.8 percent market share in the conve-
nience store segment. This share had increased relative to 
the 34.3 market share in 2008. Seven-Eleven was very 
effective in terms of same-store sales. In 2004, average 
daily sales at the four major convenience store chains 
excluding Seven-Eleven Japan totaled 484,000 yen. Seven-
Eleven stores, in contrast, had daily sales of 647,000 yen—
more than 30 percent higher than the  combined competition. 
By 2013, average daily sales per store at Seven-Eleven 
Japan stores had increased to 668,000 yen. In 2013, Seven-
Eleven’s operating income of 224.9 billion yen positioned 
it as a leader not only of the convenience store sector but 
also of Japan’s retail industry as a whole. Seven-Eleven 
intended to continue its growth by opening 1,500 new 
stores in the year ending February 2014. This growth was 
carefully planned, exploiting the core strengths that Seven-
Eleven Japan had developed in the areas of information 
systems and distribution systems.

The Seven-Eleven Japan Franchise System

Seven-Eleven Japan developed an extensive franchise 
network and performed a key role in the daily operations 
of this network. The Seven-Eleven Japan network 
included both company-owned stores and third-party–
owned franchises. To ensure efficiency, Seven-Eleven 
Japan based its fundamental network expansion policy on 
a market-concentration strategy. Entry into any new mar-
ket was built around a cluster of 50 to 60 stores  
supported by a distribution center. Such clustering gave 
Seven-Eleven Japan a high-density market presence and 
allowed it to operate an efficient distribution system. 
Seven-Eleven Japan felt that its market-concentration 
strategy improved distribution efficiency, brand aware-
ness, efficiency of franchise support services, and adver-
tising effectiveness. It also served as an effective deterrent 
to competition.

Adhering to its dominant strategy, Seven-Eleven 
Japan opened the majority of its new stores in areas with 
existing clusters of stores. For example, the Aichi prefec-
ture, where Seven-Eleven began opening stores in 2002, 

TABLE 3-3  Stores and Annual Sales for  
Seven-Eleven Japan

Year
Number  
of Stores

Annual Sales  
(billion yen)

1974 15 0.7

1979 801 109.8

1984 2,299 386.7

1989 3,954 780.3

1994 5,905 1,392.3

1999 8,153 1,963.9

2004 10,826 2,440.8

2005 11,310 2,498.7

2006 11,735 2,533.5

2007 12,034 2,574.3

2008 12,298 2,762.5

2009 12,753 2,784.9

2010 13,232 2,947.6

2011 14,005 3,280.5

2012 15,072 3,508.4

2013 16,086 3,781.2

Source: John C. Stevenson, “Downtown Fixture,” Business, November 6, 
2006, pp. 1, 8–9.

TABLE 3-4  Financial Figures for Seven & i (2011–2013)

For Fiscal Years Ending February 28/29 2011 2012 2013

Total revenues (billion yen) 5,119.7 4,786.3 4,991.6

Total operating income (billion yen) 243.3 292.1 295.7

Convenience store revenues (billion yen) 1,662.7 1,899.5

Convenience store operating income (billion yen) 215.9 221.7

Source: Data obtained from Seven Eleven Japan Annual Report 2013.
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saw a large increase in 2004, with 108 new store open-
ings. This represented more than 15 percent of the new 
Seven-Eleven stores opened in Japan that year.

By 2014, Seven-Eleven had stores in 42 of 47 of 
the prefectures within Japan. With an increased demand 
for “close-by, convenient stores” when there were 
fewer small- and medium-size retailers in a given area, 
Seven-Eleven felt that besides bringing stores to new 
areas, it could also continue to open stores in densely 
populated urban areas such as Tokyo, Nagoya, and 
Osaka.

With Seven-Eleven franchises being highly sought 
after, fewer than one of 100 applicants was awarded a 
franchise (a testament to store profitability). The fran-
chise owner was required to put a significant amount of 
money up front. Half this amount was used to prepare 
the store and train the owner. The rest was used for pur-
chasing the initial stock for the store. In 1994, 45 percent 
of total gross profits at a store went to Seven-Eleven 
Japan, and the rest went to the store owner. The respon-
sibilities of the two parties were as follows.

Seven-Eleven Japan responsibilities:

• Develop supply and merchandise
• Provide the ordering system
• Pay for the system operation
• Supply accounting services
• Provide advertising
• Install and remodel facilities
• Pay 80 percent of utility costs

Franchise owner responsibilities:

• Operate and manage store
• Hire and pay staff
• Order supplies
• Maintain store appearance
• Provide customer service

Store Information and Contents

Seven-Eleven had more than 16,000 stores in Japan by 
January 2014 (see Table 3-3). In 2004, Seven-Eleven 
Japan changed the standard size of new stores from 125 
square meters to 150 square meters, still significantly 
smaller than the size of most U.S. 7-Eleven stores. In 
2013, daily sales at a store averaged 668,000 yen (about 
$6,528 in March 2014 at an exchange rate of about 102 
yen to a U.S. dollar), which was almost twice the average 
at a U.S. store.

Seven-Eleven Japan offered its stores a choice from 
a set of 5,000 SKUs. Each store carried about 3,000 
SKUs on average, depending on local customer demand. 
Seven-Eleven Japan emphasized regional merchandising 
to cater precisely to local preferences. Each store carried 
food items, beverages, magazines, and consumer items 
such as soaps and detergents. The relative sales across 
product categories in 2012 for Seven-Eleven Japan are 
given in Table 3-5.

The food items were classified into four broad cat-
egories: (1) chilled-temperature items, including sand-
wiches, delicatessen products, and milk; (2) 
warm-temperature items, including box lunches, rice 
balls, and fresh bread; (3) frozen items, including ice 
cream, frozen foods, and ice cubes; (4) and room- 
temperature items, including canned food, instant noo-
dles, and seasonings. Processed food and fast-food items 
were big sellers for the stores. In 2012, processed and fast 
foods contributed about 53 percent of the total sales at 
each store. More than 1 billion rice balls were sold in 
2004; this amounted to each Japanese citizen eating 
approximately eight Seven-Eleven rice balls a year. The 
top-selling products in the fast-food category were lunch 
boxes, rice balls, bread-based products, and pasta. By 
2013, Seven-Eleven Japan had 171 daily production 
facilities and 158 distribution centers across Japan.

Other products sold at Seven-Eleven stores 
included soft drinks, nutritional drinks, alcoholic bever-
ages such as beer and wine, game software, music CDs, 
and magazines.

Seven-Eleven was focused on increasing the num-
ber of original items that were available only at their 
stores. In 2004, original items accounted for roughly 52 
percent of total store sales. In 2007, Seven & i launched 
Seven Premium private brand products for sale at its 
stores. By February 2010, Seven Premium offered 1,035 
SKUs; this number was expected to grow in the future. 
Private brand products were sold across all store for-
mats and were viewed by the company as an important 

TABLE 3-5 Sales by Product Category in 2012

Percentage of Total Sales

Processed foods 26.6

Fast foods 26.0

Fresh/daily foods 12.3

Nonfoods 35.1

Source: Data obtained from Seven Eleven Japan Annual Report 2012.
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part of the expansion of synergies across its various 
retail formats.

Store Services

Besides products, Seven-Eleven Japan gradually added 
a variety of services that customers could obtain at its 
stores. The first service, added in October 1987, was the 
in-store payment of Tokyo Electric Power bills. The 
company later expanded the set of utilities for which 
customers could pay their bills in the stores to include 
gas, insurance, and telephone. With more convenient 
operating hours and locations than banks or other finan-
cial institutions, the bill payment service attracted mil-
lions of additional customers every year. In April 1994, 
Seven-Eleven Japan began accepting installment pay-
ments on behalf of credit companies. It started selling 
ski-lift pass vouchers in November 1994. In 1995, it 
began to accept payment for mail-order purchases. This 
was expanded to include payment for Internet shopping 
in November 1999. In August 2000, a meal delivery ser-
vice company, Seven-Meal Service Co. Ltd., was estab-
lished to serve the aging Japanese population. Seven 
Bank was set up as the core operating company for 
Seven & i in financial services. By 2013, virtually every 
Seven-Eleven Japan store had an ATM installed, with 
Seven Bank having almost 18,000 ATMs. The company 
averaged 111 transactions per ATM per day.

Other services offered at stores include photo-
copying, ticket sales (including baseball games, express 
buses, and music concerts), using multifunctional copi-
ers, and being a pick-up location for parcel delivery 
companies that typically did not leave the parcel out-
side if the customer was not at home. In 2010, the con-
venience stores also started offering some government 
services, such as providing certificates of residence. 
The major thrust for offering these services was to take 
advantage of the convenient locations of Seven-Eleven 
stores in Japan. Besides providing additional revenue, 
the services also got customers to visit the stores more 
frequently. Several of these services exploited the exist-
ing Total Information System (described later) in the 
store.

In February 2000, Seven-Eleven Japan established 
7dream.com, an e-commerce company. The goal was to 
exploit the existing distribution system and the fact that 
stores were easily accessible to most Japanese. Stores 
served as drop-off and collection points for Japanese cus-
tomers. A survey by eSBook (a joint venture among Soft-
bank, Seven-Eleven Japan, Yahoo!Japan, and Tohan, a 

publisher) discovered that 92 percent of its customers 
preferred to pick up their online purchases at the local 
convenience store, rather than have them delivered to 
their homes. This was understandable, given the fre-
quency with which Japanese customers visit their local 
convenience store; 7dream hoped to build on this prefer-
ence along with the synergies from the existing distribu-
tion system.

In March 2007, Seven-Eleven Japan introduced 
“Otoriyose-bin,” or Internet shopping. The service 
enabled customers to buy products that were typically 
not available at the retail stores. Customers were 
allowed to order on the Internet with both pick-up and 
payment at Seven-Eleven stores. No shipping fee was 
charged for this service. The company built Seven Net 
Shopping, its Internet site, aimed at combining the 
group’s stores and Internet services. In April 2007, 
“nanaco” electronic money was offered in Seven-Eleven 
stores. The service allowed customers to prepay and use 
a card or cell phone to make payments. The service was 
offered as a convenience to customers making small 
purchases and was also a reward system offering one 
yen’s worth of points for every 100 yen spent by the 
customer. By 2013, 21.45 million nanaco accounts had 
been issued.

Given Japan’s aging population and an increase in 
the number of women working outside the home (Seven-
Eleven estimated that in 2009, more than 70 percent of 
women in their 40s worked outside the home), Seven-
Eleven wanted to exploit its “close-by convenient stores” 
to better serve its customers. The company attempted to 
do this by increasing the number of high daily consump-
tion rate products from 500 to 900 and by bolstering its 
Seven-Meal service for home delivery.

Seven-Eleven Japan’s Integrated Store 
Information System

From its start, Seven-Eleven Japan sought to simplify 
its operations by using advanced information technol-
ogy. Seven-Eleven Japan attributed a significant part 
of its success to the Total Information System installed 
in every outlet and linked to headquarters, suppliers, 
and the Seven-Eleven distribution centers. The first 
online network linking the head office, stores, and 
vendors was established in 1979, though the company 
did not collect point-of-sales (POS) information at 
that time. In 1982, Seven-Eleven became the first 
company in Japan to introduce a POS system com-
prising POS cash registers and terminal control equip-
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ment. In 1985, the company, jointly with NEC, 
developed personal computers using color graphics 
that were installed at each store and linked to the POS 
cash registers. These computers were also on the net-
work linking the store to the head office, as well as 
the vendors. Until July 1991, the head office, stores, 
distribution centers, and suppliers were linked only by 
a traditional analog network. At that time, an inte-
grated services digital network (ISDN) was installed. 
Linking more than 5,000 stores, it became one of the 
world’s largest ISDN systems at that time. Sales data 
gathered in each store by 11:00 p.m. were processed 
and ready for analysis the next morning.

The hardware system at a 2012 Seven-Eleven store 
included the following:

• Graphic order terminal: This was a handheld 
device with a wide-screen graphic display, used 
by the store owner or manager to place orders. 
The store manager/owner walked down the aisles 
and placed orders by item. When placing an order, 
the store manager had access (from the store com-
puter) to detailed analysis of POS data related to 
the particular item. This included sales analysis of 
product categories and SKUs over time, analysis 
of waste, 10-week sales trends by SKU, 10-day 
sales trends by SKU, sales trends for new prod-
ucts, sales analysis by day and time, list of slow-
moving items, analysis of sales and number of 
customers over time, contribution of product to 
sections in store display, and sales growth by 
product categories. The store manager used this 
information when placing an order, which was 
entered directly into the terminal. Once all the 
orders were placed, the terminal was returned to 
its slot, at which point the orders were relayed by 
the store computer to both the appropriate vendor 
and the Seven-Eleven distribution center.

• Scanner terminal: These scanners read bar 
codes and recorded inventory. They were used to 
receive products coming in from a distribution 
center. This was automatically checked against a 
previously placed order, and the two were recon-
ciled. Before the scanner terminals were intro-
duced, truck drivers waited in the store until the 
delivery was checked. Once they were introduced, 
the driver simply dropped the delivery in the store, 
and a store clerk received it at a suitable time when 
there were few customers. The scanner terminals 
were also used when examining inventory at 
stores.

• Store computer: This linked to the Seven-Eleven 
network, the POS register, the graphic order termi-
nal, and the scanner terminal. It communicated 
among the various input sources, tracked store 
inventory and sales, placed orders, provided 
detailed analysis of POS data, and maintained and 
regulated store equipment.

• POS register: As soon as a customer purchased 
an item and paid at the POS register, sales and other 
data (such as the age and sex of the customer) were 
stored and transmitted to headquarters through the 
store computer.

The analyzed and updated data were then sent back 
to the Seven-Eleven Japan stores via the network each 
morning. All this information was available on the 
graphic order terminal with the objective of improving 
order placement.

The information system allowed Seven-Eleven 
stores to better match supply with demand. Store staff 
could adjust the merchandising mix on the shelves 
according to consumption patterns throughout the day. 
For example, popular breakfast items were stocked ear-
lier during the day, and popular dinner items were 
stocked later in the evening. The identification of slow 
and nonmoving items allowed a store to convert shelf 
space to introduce new items. About 70 percent of the 
items sold at a Seven-Eleven store changed in the 
course of a year. About 100 new products were intro-
duced each week. When a new product was introduced, 
the decision whether to continue stocking it was made 
within the first three weeks. Each item on the shelf con-
tributed to sales and margin and did not waste valuable 
shelf space.

Seven-Eleven’s Distribution System

The Seven-Eleven distribution system tightly linked the 
entire supply chain for all product categories. All stores 
were given cutoff times for breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
ordering. When a store placed an order, it was immedi-
ately transmitted to the supplier as well as the distribution 
center. The supplier received orders from all Seven-
Eleven stores and started production to fill the orders. 
The supplier then sent the orders by truck to the DC. 
Each store order was separated so the DC could easily 
assign it to the appropriate store truck using the order 
information it already had.

The key to store delivery was what Seven-Eleven 
called the combined delivery system. At the DC, deliver-
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ies of like products from different suppliers (e.g., milk 
and sandwiches) were directed into a single temperature-
controlled truck. There were four categories of tempera-
ture-controlled trucks: frozen foods, chilled foods, 
room-temperature processed foods, and warm foods. 
Warm and chilled foods were delivered three times daily, 
whereas room-temperature products were delivered once 
a day. Frozen products were delivered three to seven 
times a week, depending on the weather. Each truck 
made deliveries to multiple retail stores. The number of 
stores per truck depended on the sales volume. All deliv-
eries were made during off-peak hours and were received 
using the scanner terminals. The system worked on trust 
and did not require the delivery person to be present 
when the store personnel scanned in the delivery. That 
reduced the delivery time spent at each store.

This distribution system enabled Seven-Eleven to 
reduce the number of vehicles required for daily delivery 
service to each store, even though the delivery frequency 
of each item was quite high. In 1974, seventy vehicles 
visited each store every day. By 2006, only nine were 
necessary. This dramatically reduced delivery costs and 
enabled rapid delivery of a variety of fresh foods.

As of May 2013, Seven-Eleven Japan had a total of 
171 daily production facilities throughout the country 
that produced items were distributed through 158 DCs 
that ensured rapid, reliable delivery. None of these DCs 
carried any inventory; they merely transferred inventory 
from supplier trucks to Seven-Eleven distribution trucks. 
The transportation was provided by Transfleet Ltd., a 
company set up by Mitsui and Co. for the exclusive use 
of Seven-Eleven Japan.

7-Eleven in the United States

Seven-Eleven had expanded rapidly around the world 
(Table 3-6). The major growth was in Asia, although the 
United States continued to be the second largest market 
for Seven-Eleven. Once Seven-Eleven Japan acquired 
Southland Corporation, it set about improving opera-
tions in the United States. In the initial years, several 
7-Eleven stores in the United States were shut down. The 
number of stores started to grow beginning in 1998. His-
torically, the distribution structure in the United States 
was completely different from that in Japan. Stores in 
the United States were replenished using direct store 
delivery (DSD) by some manufacturers, with the remain-
ing products delivered by wholesalers. DSD accounted 
for about half the total volume, with the rest coming 
from wholesalers.

With the goal of introducing “fresh” products in the 
United States, 7-Eleven introduced the concept of com-
bined distribution centers (CDCs) around 2000.  
By 2003, 7-Eleven had 23 CDCs located throughout 
North America, supporting about 80 percent of the store 
network. CDCs delivered fresh items such as sandwiches, 
bakery products, bread, produce, and other perishables 
once a day. A variety of fresh-food suppliers sent product 
to the CDC throughout the day, where they were sorted 
for delivery to stores at night. Requests from store man-
agers were sent to the nearest CDC, and by 10:00 p.m., 
the products were en route to the stores. Relative to 
Japan, a greater fraction of the food sold, especially hot 
food such as wings and pizza, was prepared in the store. 
Fresh-food sales in North America exceeded $450 mil-
lion in 2003. During this period, DSD by manufacturers 
and wholesaler delivery to stores also continued.

This was a period when 7-Eleven worked very 
hard to introduce new fresh-food items, with a goal of 
competing more directly with the likes of Starbucks than 
with traditional gas station food marts. 7-Eleven in the 

TABLE 3-6  Global Store Distribution for  
Seven-Eleven in December 2013

Country Stores

Japan 16,020

United States 8,155

Taiwan 4,919

Thailand 7,429

South Korea 7,085

China 2,001

Malaysia 1,557

Mexico 1,690

Canada 486

Australia  595

Singapore 537

Philippines 1,009

Norway 157

Sweden 190

Denmark 196

Indonesia  149

Total 52,175

Source: Data obtained from Seven Eleven Japan website  
http://www.sej.co.jp/company/en/g_stores.html.
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United States had more than 63 percent of its sales from 
non-gasoline products compared with the rest of the 
industry, for which this number was closer to 35 percent. 
The goal was to continue to increase sales in the fresh-
food and fast-food categories with a special focus on hot 
foods.

In 2009, revenue in the United States and Canada 
totaled $16.0 billion, with about 63 percent coming from 
merchandise and the rest from the sale of gasoline. The 
North American inventory turnover rate in 2004 was 
about 19, compared to more than 50 in Japan. This, how-
ever, represented a significant improvement in North 
American performance, where inventory turns in 1992 
were around 12.

Study Questions

 1. A convenience store chain attempts to be responsive and 
provide customers with what they need, when they need it, 
where they need it. What are some different ways that a 
convenience store supply chain can be responsive? What 
are some risks in each case?

 2. Seven-Eleven’s supply chain strategy in Japan can be 
described as attempting to micro-match supply and demand 

using rapid replenishment. What are some risks associated 
with this choice?

 3. What has Seven-Eleven done in its choice of facility loca-
tion, inventory management, transportation, and informa-
tion infrastructure to develop capabilities that support its 
supply chain strategy in Japan?

 4. Seven-Eleven does not allow direct store delivery in Japan 
but has all products flow through its distribution center. 
What benefit does Seven-Eleven derive from this policy? 
When is direct store delivery more appropriate?

 5. What do you think about the 7dream concept for Seven-
Eleven Japan? From a supply chain perspective, is it 
likely to be more successful in Japan or the United 
States? Why?

 6. Seven-Eleven is attempting to duplicate the supply chain 
structure that has succeeded in Japan and the United 
States with the introduction of CDCs. What are the pros 
and cons of this approach? Keep in mind that stores are 
also replenished by wholesalers and DSD by manufac-
turers.

 7. The United States has food service distributors that also 
replenish convenience stores. What are the pros and cons to 
having a distributor replenish convenience stores versus a 
company like Seven-Eleven managing its own distribution 
function?

CASE STUDY
Financial Statements for Walmart Stores Inc. and Macy’s Inc.

Table 3-7 contains the financial results for Walmart and 
Macy’s for 2012. Evaluate the financial performance of 
each company based on the various metrics discussed 
in Section 3.1, such as ROE, ROA, profit margin, asset 
turns, APT, C2C, ART, INVT, and PPET. Can you 
explain the differences you see in their performance 

based on their supply chain strategy and structure? 
Compare the metrics for each company with similar 
metrics for Amazon and Nordstrom from Table 3-1. 
Which metrics does each company perform better on? 
What supply chain drivers and metrics might explain 
this difference in performance?
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TABLE 3-7 Selected Financial Data for Walmart Stores Inc. and Macy’s Inc.

Year ended January 31, 2013 ($ millions) Walmart Macy’s

Net operating revenues 469,162 27,686

Cost of goods sold 352,488 16,538
Gross profit 116,674 11,148
Selling, general, and administrative expense 88,873 8,482
Operating income 27,801 2,661
Interest expense 2,251 425
Other income (loss)—net 187 (134)
Income before income taxes 25,737 2,102
Income taxes 7,981 767
Net income 17,756 1,198

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 7,781 1,836
Net receivables 6,768 371
Inventories 43,803 5,308
Total current assets 59,940 7,876
Property, plant, and equipment 116,681 8,196
Goodwill 20,497 3,743
Other assets 5,987 615
Total assets 203,105 20,991

Liabilities and Stockholder Equity
Accounts payable 59,099 4,951
Short-term debt 12,719 124
Total current liability 71,818 5,075
Long-term debt 41,417 6,806
Total liabilities 126,243 14,940
Stockholder equity 76,343 6,051



In this chapter, we provide an understanding of the role of distribution within a supply chain 
and identify factors that should be considered when designing a distribution network. We 
identify several potential designs for distribution networks and evaluate the strengths and 

weaknesses of each option. We apply these ideas to discuss the evolution of distribution net-
works in various industries since the advent of online sales. Our goal is to provide managers with 
a logical framework for selecting the appropriate distribution network given product, competi-
tive, and market characteristics.

4.1 The Role of DisTRibuTion in The supply Chain

Distribution refers to the steps taken to move and store a product from the supplier stage to a 
customer stage in the supply chain. Distribution occurs between every pair of stages in the 
supply chain. Raw materials and components are moved from suppliers to manufacturers, 
whereas finished products are moved from the manufacturer to the end consumer. Distribution 
is a key driver of the overall profitability of a firm because it affects both the supply chain cost 
and the customer value directly. In the apparel retail industry, for example, distribution affects 
about 35 percent of the revenue (including its influence on markdowns and lost sales). In 
India, the outbound distribution cost of cement is about 30 percent of the cost of producing 
and selling it.

Designing Distribution 
Networks and Applications  

to Online Sales

C H A P T E R

4

Learning Objectives

after reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Identify the key factors to be considered 
when designing a distribution network.

2. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 
various distribution options.

3. Understand how online sales have affected 
the design of distribution networks in 
different industries.
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It would be no exaggeration to state that two of the world’s most profitable companies, 
Walmart	and	Seven-Eleven	Japan,	have	built	the	success	of	their	entire	business	around	outstand-
ing distribution design and operation. In the case of Walmart, distribution allows the company to 
provide high availability levels of relatively common products at a very low cost. In the case of 
Seven-Eleven	Japan,	effective	distribution	provides	a	very	high	level	of	customer	responsiveness	
at a reasonable cost.

The process of designing a distribution network has two broad phases. In the first phase, 
the broad structure of the supply chain network is visualized. This phase decides the number of 
stages in the supply chain and the role of each stage. The second phase then takes the broad 
structure and converts it into specific locations and their capability, capacity, and demand alloca-
tion. This chapter focuses on issues that affect the design of the broad distribution network. 
Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the second phase, which starts with the broad network and results in a 
specific supply chain network.

The appropriate distribution network can be used to achieve a variety of supply chain 
objectives	ranging	from	low	cost	to	high	responsiveness.	As	a	result,	companies	in	the	same	
industry	often	select	different	distribution	networks.	Next,	we	discuss	industry	examples	that	
highlight the variety of distribution network choices and the issues that arise when selecting 
among these options.

Until 2007, Dell distributed its PCs directly to end consumers, whereas companies 
such as HP distributed through resellers. Dell customers waited several days to get a PC, 
whereas	customers	could	walk	away	with	an	HP	computer	from	a	reseller.	Starting	in	June	
2007, Dell also started selling its PCs through retailers such as Walmart. In the late 1990s, 
Gateway opened Gateway Country stores, wherein customers could examine the products 
and have salespeople help them configure a PC that suited their needs. Gateway, however, 
chose to sell no products at the stores; all PCs were shipped directly from the factory to the 
customer.	By	April	2004,	Gateway	had	closed	all	its	stores	because	of	their	poor	financial	
performance.	Apple	Computer,	in	contrast,	has	opened	many	retail	stores	that	sell	comput-
ers. These companies have chosen different distribution models. How can we evaluate this 
wide range of distribution choices? Which ones serve the companies and their customers 
better?

P&G has chosen to distribute directly to large supermarket chains while obligating 
smaller players to buy P&G products from distributors. Products move directly from P&G to 
the larger chains but move through an additional stage when going to smaller supermarkets. 
Texas Instruments, which once used only direct sales, now sells about 30 percent of its vol-
ume to 98 percent of its customers through distributors, while serving the remaining 2 per-
cent of customers with 70 percent of the volume directly (Raman and Rao, 1997). What value 
do these distributors provide? When should a distribution network include an additional 
stage, such as a distributor? Distributors play a much more significant role for consumer 
goods	distribution	in	a	country	such	as	India	compared	with	the	United	States.	Why	might	
this be the case?

W.W.	Grainger	stocks	about	300,000	SKUs	that	can	be	sent	to	customers	within	a	day	of	
order placement. The remaining slower-moving products are not stocked but instead are shipped 
directly from the manufacturer when a customer places an order. It takes several days for the 
customer	to	receive	the	product	in	such	cases.	Are	these	distribution	choices	appropriate?	How	
can they be justified?

As	the	preceding	examples	illustrate,	firms	can	make	many	choices	when	designing	their	
distribution	networks.	An	inappropriate	network	can	have	a	significant	negative	effect	on	the	
profitability of the firm, as is evident in the failure of companies such as Blockbuster and  Webvan. 
The appropriate choice of distribution network grows the supply chain surplus by satisfying cus-
tomer needs at the lowest possible cost.

In the next section, we identify performance measures that must be considered when 
designing the distribution network.
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4.2 faCToRs influenCing DisTRibuTion neTwoRk Design

At	 the	highest	 level,	performance	of	a	distribution	network	should	be	evaluated	along	 two	
dimensions:

 1. Value provided to the customer
 2. Cost of meeting customer needs

Thus, as it compares different distribution network options, a firm must evaluate the impact 
on customer service and cost. The customer needs that are met influence the company’s reve-
nues, which, along with cost, decide the profitability of the delivery network.

Although	customer	value	is	affected	by	many	factors,	we	focus	on	measures	that	are	influ-
enced by the structure of the distribution network:

•	 Response	time
•	 Product	variety
•	 Product	availability
•	 Customer	experience
•	 Time	to	market
•	 Order	visibility
•	 Returnability

Response time is the amount of time it takes for a customer to receive an order. Product variety 
is the number of different products or configurations that are offered by the distribution network. Prod-
uct availability is the probability of having a product in stock when a customer order arrives. Customer 
experience includes the ease with which customers can place and receive orders and the extent to 
which this experience is customized. It also includes purely experiential aspects, such as the possibility 
of getting a cup of coffee and the value that the sales staff provides. Time to market is the time it takes 
to bring a new product to the market. Order visibility is the ability of customers to track their orders 
from placement to delivery. Returnability is the ease with which a customer can return unsatisfactory 
merchandise and the ability of the network to handle such returns.

It may seem, at first, that a customer always wants the highest level of performance along 
all these dimensions. In practice, however, this is not the case. Customers ordering a book at 
Amazon	are	willing	to	wait	longer	than	those	who	drive	to	a	nearby	Barnes	&	Noble	store	to	get	
the	same	book.	In	contrast,	customers	can	find	a	much	larger	variety	of	books	at	Amazon	com-
pared	with	the	selection	at	the	Barnes	&	Noble	store.	Thus,	Amazon	customers	trade	off	fast	
response times for high levels of variety.

Firms that target customers who can tolerate a long response time require only a few loca-
tions that may be far from the customer. These companies can focus on increasing the capacity of 
each location. In contrast, firms that target customers who value short response times need to 
locate facilities close to them. These firms must have many facilities, each with a low capacity. 
Thus, a decrease in the desired response time increases the number of facilities required in the 
network,	as	shown	in	Figure	4-1.	For	example,	Barnes	&	Noble	provides	its	customers	with	
books on the same day but requires hundreds of stores to achieve this goal for most of the United 
States.	Amazon,	in	contrast,	takes	a	few	days	to	deliver	a	book	to	its	U.S.	customers,	but	it	uses	
only about forty locations to store its books.

Changing the distribution network design affects the following supply chain costs (notice 
that these are four of the six supply chain drivers we discussed earlier):

•	 Inventories
•	 Transportation
•	 Facilities	and	handling
•	 Information

The other two drivers, sourcing and pricing, also affect the choice of the distribution sys-
tem; these links will be discussed when relevant.
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As	the	number	of	facilities	in	a	supply	chain	increases,	the	required	inventory	increases 
(see Chapter 12), as shown in Figure 4-2. To decrease inventory costs, firms try to consolidate 
and	limit	the	number	of	facilities	in	their	supply	chain	network.	For	example,	Amazon	is	able	to	
turn	its	inventory	about	twice	as	frequently	as	Barnes	&	Noble	because	it	has	far	fewer	facilities.

Inbound transportation costs are the costs incurred in bringing material into a facility. Out-
bound transportation costs are the costs of sending material out of a facility. Outbound transpor-
tation costs per unit tend to be higher than inbound costs because inbound lot sizes are typically 
larger.	For	example,	an	Amazon	warehouse	receives	full	truckload	shipments	of	books	on	the	
inbound side, but ships out small packages with only a few books per customer on the outbound 
side. Increasing the number of warehouse locations decreases the average outbound distance to 
the customer and makes outbound transportation distance a smaller fraction of the total distance 
traveled by the product. Thus, as long as inbound transportation economies of scale are main-
tained, increasing the number of facilities decreases total transportation cost, as shown in Figure 
4-3. If the number of facilities is increased to a point at which inbound lot sizes are also very 
small and result in a significant loss of economies of scale in inbound transportation, increasing 
the number of facilities increases total transportation cost, as shown in Figure 4-3.

Required 
Number
of Facilities

Desired 
Response
Time

figuRe 4-1 Relationship Between Desired Response Time and 
Number of Facilities

Inventory
Costs

Number of Facilities

figuRe 4-2 Relationship Between Number of Facilities and Inventory 
Costs
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Facility costs decrease as the number of facilities is reduced, as shown in Figure 4-4, 
because a consolidation of facilities allows a firm to exploit economies of scale.

Total logistics costs are the sum of inventory, transportation, and facility costs for a supply 
chain	network.	As	the	number	of	facilities	increases,	total	logistics	costs	first	decrease	and	then	
increase,	as	shown	in	Figure	4-5.	Each	firm	should	have	at least the number of facilities that 
minimizes	total	logistics	costs.	Amazon	has	more	than	one	warehouse	primarily	to	reduce	its	
logistics costs (and improve response time). If a firm wants to reduce the response time to its 
customers further, it may have to increase the number of facilities beyond the point that mini-
mizes	logistics	costs.	A	firm	should	add	facilities	beyond	the	cost-minimizing	point	only	if	man-
agers are confident that the increase in revenues because of better responsiveness will be greater 
than the increase in costs because of the additional facilities.

Transportation
Cost

Number of Facilities

figuRe 4-3 Relationship Between Number of Facilities and 
Transportation Cost

Facility Costs

Number of Facilities

figuRe 4-4 Relationship Between Number of Facilities and Facility 
Costs
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The customer service and cost components listed earlier are the primary measures used to 
evaluate different delivery network designs. In general, no distribution network will outperform 
others along all dimensions. Thus, it is important to ensure that the strengths of the distribution 
network fit with the strategic position of the firm.

In the next section, we discuss various distribution networks and their relative strengths 
and weaknesses.

4.3 Design opTions foR a DisTRibuTion neTwoRk

In this section, we discuss distribution network choices from the manufacturer to the end con-
sumer. When considering distribution between any other pair of stages, such as supplier to manu-
facturer or even a service company serving its customers through a distribution network, many of 
the same options still apply. Managers must make two key decisions when designing a distribu-
tion network:

 1. Will product be delivered to the customer location or picked up from a prearranged site?
 2. Will product flow through an intermediary (or intermediate location)?

Based on the firm’s industry and the answers to these two questions, one of six distinct 
distribution network designs may be used to move products from factory to customer. These 
designs are classified as follows:

 1. Manufacturer storage with direct shipping
 2. Manufacturer storage with direct shipping and in-transit merge
 3. Distributor storage with carrier delivery
 4. Distributor storage with last-mile delivery
 5. Manufacturer/distributor storage with customer pickup
 6. Retail storage with customer pickup

Manufacturer storage with Direct shipping

In this option, product is shipped directly from the manufacturer to the end customer, bypassing 
the retailer (who takes the order and initiates the delivery request). This option is also referred to 
as drop-shipping. The retailer carries no inventory. Information flows from the customer, via the 

Response Time

Number of Facilities

Total Logistics Cost 

figuRe 4-5 Variation in Logistics Cost and Response Time with 
Number of Facilities
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retailer, to the manufacturer, and product is shipped directly from the manufacturer to customers, 
as	shown	in	Figure	4-6.	Online	retailers	such	as	eBags	and	Nordstrom.com	use	drop-shipping	to	
deliver	goods	to	the	end	consumer.	eBags	holds	few	bags	in	inventory.	Nordstrom	carries	some	
products in inventory and uses the drop-ship model for slow-moving footwear. W.W. Grainger 
also uses drop-shipping to deliver slow-moving items to customers.

The biggest advantage of drop-shipping is the ability to centralize inventories at the manu-
facturer,	which	can	aggregate	demand	across	all	retailers	that	it	supplies.	As	a	result,	the	supply	
chain	is	able	to	provide	a	high	level	of	product	availability	with	lower	levels	of	inventory.	A	key	
issue with regard to drop-shipping is the ownership structure of the inventory at the manufac-
turer. If specified portions of inventory at the manufacturer are allocated to individual retailers, 
there is little benefit of aggregation even though the inventory is physically aggregated. Benefit 
of aggregation is achieved only if the manufacturer can allocate at least a portion of the available 
inventory across retailers on an as-needed basis. The benefits from centralization are highest for 
high-value,	low-demand	items	with	unpredictable	demand.	The	decision	of	Nordstrom	to	drop-
ship	low-demand	shoes	satisfies	these	criteria.	Similarly,	bags	sold	by	eBags	tend	to	have	high	
value	and	relatively	low	demand	per	SKU.	The	inventory	benefits	of	aggregation	are	small	for	
items with predictable demand and low value. Thus, drop-shipping does not offer a significant 
inventory advantage to an online grocer selling a staple item such as detergent. For slow-moving 
items, inventory turns can increase by a factor of six or higher if drop-shipping is used instead of 
storage at retail stores.

Drop-shipping also offers the manufacturer the opportunity to postpone customization 
until after a customer has placed an order. Postponement, if implemented, further lowers inven-
tories by aggregating to the component level. For example, a publisher may drop-ship books that 
have been printed on demand, thus reducing the value of inventory held.

Although	inventory	costs	are	typically	low	with	drop-shipping,	transportation	costs	are	
high because manufacturers are farther from the end consumer. With drop-shipping, a customer 
order including items from several manufacturers will involve multiple shipments to the cus-
tomer. This loss in aggregation of outbound transportation also increases cost.

Supply	chains	save	on	the	fixed	cost	of	facilities	when	using	drop-shipping	because	all	
inventories are centralized at the manufacturer. This eliminates the need for other warehousing 
space in the supply chain. There can be some savings of handling costs as well, because the 
transfer from manufacturer to retailer no longer occurs. Handling cost savings must be evaluated 
carefully, however, because the manufacturer is now required to transfer items to the factory 
warehouse in full cases and then ship out from the warehouse in single units. The inability of a 
manufacturer to develop single-unit delivery capabilities can have a significant negative effect on 
handling cost and response time. Handling costs can be reduced significantly if the manufacturer 
has the capability to ship orders directly from the production line.

Manufacturers

Customers

Retailer

Product Flow
Information Flow

figuRe 4-6 Manufacturer Storage with Direct Shipping
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A	good	information	infrastructure	is	needed	between	the	retailers	and	the	manufacturer	so	
the retailer can provide product availability information to the customer, even though the inven-
tory is located at the manufacturer. The customer should also have visibility into order process-
ing at the manufacturer, even with the order being placed with the retailer. Drop-shipping 
generally requires significant investment in information infrastructure.

Response times tend to be long when drop-shipping is used because the order must be 
transmitted from the retailer to the manufacturer and shipping distances are generally longer 
from the manufacturer’s centralized site. eBags, for example, states that order processing may 
take from 1 to 5 days and ground transportation after that may take from 3 to 11 business days. 
This implies that customer response time at eBags will be 4 to 16 days using ground transporta-
tion and drop-shipping.

Another	issue	is	that	the	response	time	need	not	be	identical	for	every	manufacturer	that	is	
part of a customer order. Given an order containing products from several sources, the customer 
will receive multiple partial shipments over time, making receiving more complicated for the 
customer.

Manufacturer storage allows a high level of product variety to be available to the customer. 
With a drop-shipping model, every product at the manufacturer can be made available to the 
customer without any limits imposed by shelf space. W.W. Grainger is able to offer hundreds of 
thousands of slow-moving items from thousands of manufacturers using drop-shipping. This 
would be impossible if each product had to be stored by W.W. Grainger. Drop-shipping allows a 
new product to be available to the market on the day the first unit is produced.

Drop-shipping provides a good customer experience in the form of delivery to the cus-
tomer location. The experience, however, suffers when a single order containing products from 
several manufacturers is delivered in partial shipments.

Order visibility is important in the context of manufacturer storage, because two stages in 
the supply chain are involved in every customer order. Failure to provide this capability is likely 
to have a significant negative effect on customer satisfaction. Order tracking, however, becomes 
harder to implement in a drop-ship system because it requires complete integration of informa-
tion systems at both the retailer and the manufacturer.

A	manufacturer	storage	network	is	likely	to	have	difficulty	handling	returns,	hurting	cus-
tomer satisfaction. The handling of returns is more expensive under drop-shipping because each 
order may involve shipments from more than one manufacturer. Returns can be handled in two 
ways. One is for the customer to return the product directly to the manufacturer. The second 
approach is for the retailer to set up a separate facility (across all manufacturers) to handle 
returns. The first approach incurs high transportation and coordination costs, whereas the second 
approach requires investment in a facility to handle returns.

The performance characteristics of drop-shipping along various dimensions are summa-
rized in Table 4-1.

Given its performance characteristics, manufacturer storage with direct shipping is best 
suited for a large variety of low-demand, high-value items for which customers are willing to 
wait for delivery and accept several partial shipments. Manufacturer storage is also suitable if it 
allows the manufacturer to postpone customization, thus reducing inventories. It is thus ideal for 
direct sellers that are able to build to order. For drop-shipping to be effective, there should be few 
sourcing locations per order.

Manufacturer storage with Direct shipping and in-Transit Merge

Unlike pure drop-shipping, under which each product in the order is sent directly from its manu-
facturer to the end customer, in-transit merge combines pieces of the order coming from different 
locations so the customer gets a single delivery. Information and product flows for the in-transit 
merge network are shown in Figure 4-7. In-transit merge has been used by Dell and can be used 
by companies implementing drop-shipping. When a customer ordered a PC from Dell along with 
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a	Sony	monitor	(during	Dell’s	direct	selling	period),	the	package	carrier	picked	up	the	PC	from	
the	Dell	factory	and	the	monitor	from	the	Sony	factory;	it	then	merged	the	two	at	a	hub	before	
making a single delivery to the customer.

As	with	drop-shipping,	the	ability	to	aggregate	inventories	and	postpone	product	custom-
ization	is	a	significant	advantage	of	in-transit	merge.	In-transit	merge	allowed	Dell	and	Sony	to	
hold all their inventories at the factory. This approach has the greatest benefits for products with 
high value whose demand is difficult to forecast, particularly if product customization can be 
postponed.

Although	an	increase	in	coordination	is	required,	in-transit	merge	decreases	transportation	
costs relative to drop-shipping by aggregating the final delivery.

Facility and processing costs for the manufacturer and the retailer are similar to those for 
drop-shipping. The party performing the in-transit merge has higher facility costs because of the 
merge capability required. Receiving costs at the customer are lower because a single delivery 
is received. Overall supply chain facility and handling costs are somewhat higher than with 
drop-shipping.

Table 4-1 Performance Characteristics of Manufacturer Storage with Direct Shipping Network

Cost Factor Performance

Inventory Lower costs because of aggregation. Benefits of aggregation are highest for low-demand, high-value 
items. Benefits are large if product customization can be postponed at the manufacturer.

Transportation Higher transportation costs because of increased distance and disaggregate shipping.

Facilities and 
handling

Lower facility costs because of aggregation. Some saving on handling costs if manufacturer can 
manage small shipments or ship from production line.

Information Significant investment in information infrastructure to integrate manufacturer and retailer.

Service Factor Performance

Response time Long response time of one to two weeks because of increased distance and two stages for order 
processing. Response time may vary by product, thus complicating receiving.

Product variety Easy to provide a high level of variety.

Product availability Easy to provide a high level of product availability because of aggregation at manufacturer.

Customer 
experience

Good in terms of home delivery but can suffer if order from several manufacturers is sent as partial 
shipments.

Time to market Fast, with the product available as soon as the first unit is produced.

Order visibility More difficult but also more important from a customer service perspective.

Returnability Expensive and difficult to implement.

Factories
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figuRe 4-7 In-Transit Merge Network
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A	sophisticated	information	infrastructure	is	needed	to	allow	in-transit	merge.	In	addition	
to information, operations at the retailer, manufacturers, and the carrier must be coordinated. The 
investment in information infrastructure is higher than that for drop-shipping.

Response times, product variety, availability, and time to market are similar to those for 
drop-shipping. Response times may be higher if the shipments from the various sources are not 
coordinated. Customer experience is likely to be better than with drop-shipping, because the 
customer receives only one delivery for an order instead of many partial shipments. Order visi-
bility	is	an	important	requirement.	Although	the	initial	setup	is	difficult	because	it	requires	inte-
gration of manufacturer, carrier, and retailer, tracking itself becomes easier given the merge that 
occurs at the carrier hub.

Returnability	is	similar	to	that	with	drop-shipping.	As	with	drop-shipping,	problems	in	
handling returns are likely, and the reverse supply chain will continue to be expensive and diffi-
cult to implement.

The performance of factory storage with in-transit merge is compared with that of drop-
shipping in Table 4-2. The main advantages of in-transit merge over drop-shipping are lower 
transportation cost and improved customer experience. The major disadvantage is the additional 
effort during the merge itself. Given its performance characteristics, manufacturer storage with 
in-transit merge is best suited for low- to medium-demand, high-value items the retailer is sourc-
ing from a limited number of manufacturers. Compared with drop-shipping, in-transit merge 
requires a higher demand from each manufacturer (not necessarily each product) to be effective. 
When there are too many sources, in-transit merge can be difficult to coordinate and implement. 
In-transit merge is best implemented if there are no more than four or five sourcing locations. 
The	in-transit	merge	of	a	Dell	PC	with	a	Sony	monitor	was	appropriate	because	product	variety	
was high, but there were few sourcing locations with relatively large total demand from each 
sourcing location.

Distributor storage with Carrier Delivery

Under this option, inventory is held not by manufacturers at the factories, but by distributors/
retailers in intermediate warehouses, and package carriers are used to transport products from the 

Table 4-2 Performance Characteristics of In-Transit Merge

Cost Factor Performance

Inventory Similar to drop-shipping.

Transportation Somewhat lower transportation costs than drop-shipping.

Facilities and 
handling

Handling costs higher than drop-shipping at carrier; receiving costs lower at 
customer.

Information Investment is somewhat higher than for drop-shipping.

Service Factor Performance

Response time Similar to drop-shipping; may be marginally higher.

Product variety Similar to drop-shipping.

Product 
availability

Similar to drop-shipping.

Customer 
experience

Better than drop-shipping because only a single delivery is received.

Time to market Similar to drop-shipping

Order visibility Similar to drop-shipping.

Returnability Similar to drop-shipping.
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intermediate	location	to	the	final	customer.	Amazon	and	industrial	distributors	such	as	W.W.	
Grainger and McMaster-Carr have used this approach combined with drop-shipping from a man-
ufacturer (or distributor). Information and product flows when using distributor storage with 
delivery by a package carrier are shown in Figure 4-8.

Relative to manufacturer storage, distributor storage requires a higher level of inventory 
because of a loss of aggregation. From an inventory perspective, distributor storage makes sense 
for	products	with	somewhat	higher	demand.	This	is	seen	in	the	operations	of	both	Amazon	and	
W.W. Grainger. They stock only the slow- to fast-moving items at their warehouses, with very-
slow-moving items stocked farther upstream. In some instances, postponement of product dif-
ferentiation can be implemented with distributor storage, but it does require that the warehouse 
develop some assembly capability. Distributor storage, however, requires much less inventory 
than	a	retail	network.	In	2013,	Amazon	used	warehouse	storage	to	turn	its	inventory	about	twice	
as	fast	as	the	retail	network	of	Barnes	&	Noble.

Transportation costs are somewhat lower for distributor storage compared with those for 
manufacturer storage because an economic mode of transportation (e.g., truckloads) can be 
employed for inbound shipments to the warehouse, which is closer to the customer. Unlike man-
ufacturer storage, under which multiple shipments may need to go out for a single customer 
order with multiple items, distributor storage allows outbound orders to the customer to be bun-
dled into a single shipment, further reducing transportation cost. Distributor storage provides 
savings on the transportation of faster-moving items relative to manufacturer storage.

Compared with those for manufacturer storage, facility costs (of warehousing) are some-
what higher with distributor storage because of a loss of aggregation. Processing and handling 
costs are comparable to those of manufacturer storage unless the factory is able to ship to the end 
customer directly from the production line. In that case, distributor storage has higher processing 
costs. From a facility cost perspective, distributor storage is not appropriate for extremely slow-
moving items.

The information infrastructure needed with distributor storage is significantly less com-
plex than that needed with manufacturer storage. The distributor warehouse serves as a buffer 
between the customer and the manufacturer, decreasing the need to coordinate the two com-
pletely. Real-time visibility between customers and the warehouse is needed, whereas real-time 
visibility between the customer and the manufacturer is not. Visibility between the distributor 
warehouse and manufacturer can be achieved at a much lower cost than real-time visibility 
between the customer and manufacturer.

Response time under distributor storage is better than under manufacturer storage because 
distributor warehouses are, on average, closer to customers, and the entire order is aggregated at 
the	warehouse	before	being	shipped.	Amazon,	for	example,	processes	most	warehouse-stored	
items within a day and then it takes three to five business days using ground transportation for 
the order to reach the customer. W.W. Grainger processes customer orders on the same day and 
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has enough warehouses to deliver most orders the next day using ground transport. Warehouse 
storage limits to some extent the variety of products that can be offered. W.W. Grainger does not 
store very-low-demand items at its warehouse, relying on manufacturers to drop-ship those prod-
ucts to the customer. Customer convenience is high with distributor storage because a single 
shipment reaches the customer in response to an order. Time to market under distributor storage 
is somewhat higher than that under manufacturer storage because of the need to stock another 
stage in the supply chain. Order visibility becomes easier than with manufacturer storage because 
there is a single shipment from the warehouse to the customer and only one stage of the supply 
chain is directly involved in filling the customer order. Returnability is better than it is with 
manufacturer storage because all returns can be processed at the warehouse itself. The customer 
also has to return only one package, even if the items are from several manufacturers.

The performance of distributor storage with carrier delivery is summarized in Table 4-3. 
Distributor storage with carrier delivery is well suited for slow- to fast-moving items. Distributor 
storage also makes sense when customers want delivery faster than is offered by manufacturer 
storage but do not need delivery immediately. Distributor storage can handle somewhat lower 
variety than manufacturer storage but can handle a much higher level of variety than a chain of 
retail stores.

Distributor storage with last-Mile Delivery

Last-mile delivery refers to the distributor/retailer delivering the product to the customer’s home 
instead	of	using	a	package	carrier.	AmazonFresh,	Peapod,	and	Tesco	have	used	last-mile	delivery	
in	the	grocery	industry.	Companies	such	as	Kozmo	and	Urbanfetch	tried	to	set	up	home-delivery	
networks for a variety of products, but they failed to survive. The automotive spare parts industry 
is one in which distributor storage with last-mile delivery is the dominant model. It is too expen-
sive for dealers to carry all spare parts in inventory. Thus, original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs)	tend	to	carry	most	spare	parts	at	a	local	distribution	center	typically	located	no	more	
than a couple of hours’ drive from their dealers and often managed by a third party. The local 

Table 4-3    Performance Characteristics of Distributor Storage with Carrier Delivery

Cost Factor Performance

Inventory Higher than manufacturer storage. Difference is not large for faster-moving 
items but can be large for very-slow-moving items.

Transportation Lower than manufacturer storage. Reduction is highest for faster-moving 
items.

Facilities and 
handling

Somewhat higher than manufacturer storage. The difference can be large for 
very-slow-moving items.

Information Simpler infrastructure compared with manufacturer storage.

Service Factor Performance

Response time Faster than manufacturer storage.

Product variety Lower than manufacturer storage.

Product 
availability

Higher cost to provide the same level of availability as manufacturer storage.

Customer 
experience

Better than manufacturer storage with drop-shipping.

Time to market Higher than manufacturer storage.

Order visibility Easier than manufacturer storage.

Returnability Easier than manufacturer storage.
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distribution center is responsible for delivering needed parts to a set of dealers and makes multi-
ple deliveries per day. Unlike package carrier delivery, last-mile delivery requires the distributor 
warehouse to be much closer to the customer. Given the limited radius that can be served with 
last-mile delivery, more warehouses are required compared to when package delivery is used. 
The warehouse storage with last-mile delivery network is as shown in Figure 4-9.

Distributor storage with last-mile delivery requires higher levels of inventory than the other 
options (except for retail stores) because it has a lower level of aggregation. From an inventory 
perspective, warehouse storage with last-mile delivery is suitable for relatively fast-moving items 
that	are	needed	quickly	and	for	which	some	level	of	aggregation	is	beneficial.	Auto	parts	required	
by car dealers fit this description.

Among	all	the	distribution	networks,	transportation	costs	are	highest	for	last-mile	deliv-
ery, especially when delivering to individuals. This is because package carriers aggregate deliv-
ery across many retailers and are able to obtain better economies of scale than are available to a 
 distributor/retailer attempting last-mile delivery. Delivery costs (including transportation and 
processing) can be more than $20 per home delivery in the grocery industry. Last-mile delivery 
may be somewhat less expensive in large, dense cities, especially if the distributor has very large 
sales	and	carries	a	wide	range	of	products.	Amazon,	with	high	sales	across	a	wide	variety	of	
product categories, seems better equipped for last-mile delivery than Peapod, which carries only 
grocery	items.	A	third	party	serving	a	wide	variety	of	retailers	may	also	be	able	to	provide	last-
mile delivery effectively, given its ability to amortize its distribution costs across a large stream 
of deliveries. Transportation costs may also be justifiable for bulky products for which the cus-
tomer is willing to pay for home delivery. Home delivery of water and large bags of rice has 
proved quite successful in China, where the high population density has helped decrease deliv-
ery costs. Transportation costs of last-mile delivery are best justified in settings where the cus-
tomer is purchasing in large quantities. This is rare for individual customers, but businesses such 
as auto dealerships purchase large quantities of spare parts on a daily basis and can thus justify 
daily delivery. Home delivery to individual customers can be justified for bulky items such as 
five-gallon	jugs	of	water	in	the	United	States	and	large	bags	of	rice	in	China.	In	each	instance,	
last-mile delivery is cheaper and more convenient than customers picking up their own bottles 
or bags.

Using this option, facility costs are somewhat lower than those for a network with retail 
stores but much higher than for either manufacturer storage or distributor storage with package 
carrier delivery. Processing costs, however, are much higher than those for a network of retail 
stores	because	all	customer	participation	is	eliminated.	A	grocery	store	using	last-mile	delivery	
performs all the processing until the product is delivered to the customer’s home, unlike a super-
market, where the customer does much more work.

The information infrastructure with last-mile delivery is similar to that for distributor stor-
age with package carrier delivery. However, it requires the additional capability of scheduling 
deliveries.
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Response	times	for	last-mile	delivery	are	faster	than	those	for	package	carriers.	Kozmo	and	
Urbanfetch tried to provide same-day delivery, whereas online grocers typically provide next-
day delivery. Product variety is generally lower than for distributor storage with carrier delivery. 
The cost of providing product availability is higher than for every option other than retail stores. 
The customer experience can be good using this option, particularly for bulky, hard-to-carry 
items. Time to market is even higher than for distributor storage with package carrier delivery 
because the new product has to penetrate deeper before it is available to the customer. Order vis-
ibility is less of an issue, given that deliveries are made within 24 hours. The order-tracking fea-
ture does become important to handle exceptions in case of incomplete or undelivered orders. Of 
all the options discussed, returnability is best with last-mile delivery, because trucks making 
deliveries can also pick up returns from customers. Returns are still more expensive to handle in 
this manner than at a retail store, where a customer can bring the product back.

The performance characteristics of distributor storage with last-mile delivery are summa-
rized in Table 4-4. In areas with high labor costs, it is hard to justify last-mile delivery to indi-
vidual consumers on the basis of efficiency or improved margin. Last-mile delivery may be 
justifiable if customer orders are large enough to provide some economies of scale and custom-
ers are willing to pay for this convenience. Peapod has changed its pricing policies to reflect this 
idea. Its minimum order size is $60 (with a delivery charge of $9.95), and delivery charges drop 
to $6.95 for orders totaling more than $100. Peapod offers discounts for deliveries during slower 
periods based on what its schedule looks like. Last-mile delivery is easier to justify when the 
customer is a business like an auto dealer purchasing large quantities.

Manufacturer or Distributor storage with Customer pickup

In this approach, inventory is stored at the manufacturer or distributor warehouse, but customers 
place their orders online or on the phone and then travel to designated pickup points to collect their 

Table 4-4 Performance Characteristics of Distributor Storage with Last-Mile Delivery

Cost Factor Performance

Inventory Higher than distributor storage with package carrier delivery.

Transportation Very high cost, given minimal scale economies. Higher than any other 
distribution option.

Facilities and 
handling

Facility costs higher than manufacturer storage or distributor storage with 
package carrier delivery, but lower than a chain of retail stores.

Information Similar to distributor storage with package carrier delivery.

Service Factor Performance

Response time Very quick. Same-day to next-day delivery.

Product variety Somewhat less than distributor storage with package carrier delivery but 
larger than retail stores.

Product availability More expensive to provide availability than any other option except retail 
stores.

Customer 
experience

Very good, particularly for bulky items.

Time to market Slightly higher than distributor storage with package carrier delivery.

Order visibility Less of an issue and easier to implement than manufacturer storage or 
distributor storage with package carrier delivery.

Returnability Easier to implement than other previous options. Harder and more expensive 
than a retail network.
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merchandise.	Orders	are	shipped	from	the	storage	site	to	the	pickup	points	as	needed.	Examples	
include	7dream.com	and	Otoriyose-bin,	operated	by	Seven-Eleven	Japan,	which	allow	customers	
to pick up online orders at a designated store. Tesco has implemented such a service in the United 
Kingdom,	where	customers	can	pick	up	orders	they	have	placed	online.	Amazon	is	also	experi-
menting	with	Amazon	 lockers,	where	customers	can	pick	up	 their	 shipments.	A	business-to-	
business (B2B) example is W.W. Grainger, whose customers can pick up their orders at one of the 
W.W.	Grainger	retail	outlets.	Some	items	are	stored	at	the	pickup	location,	whereas	others	may	
come from a central location. In the case of 7dream.com, the order is delivered from a manufacturer 
or	distributor	warehouse	to	the	pickup	location.	In	2007,	Walmart	launched	its	“Site	to	Store”	ser-
vice, which allows customers to order thousands of products online at Walmart.com and have them 
shipped free to a local Walmart store. Items arrive in stores 7 to 10 business days after the order is 
processed, and customers receive an e-mail notification when their order is ready for pickup.

The	information	and	product	flows	shown	in	Figure	4-10	are	similar	to	those	in	the	Seven-
Eleven	Japan	network.	Seven-Eleven	has	distribution	centers	where	product	from	manufacturers	
is	cross-docked	and	sent	to	retail	outlets	on	a	daily	basis.	An	online	retailer	delivering	an	order	
through	Seven-Eleven	can	be	treated	as	one	of	the	manufacturers,	with	deliveries	cross-docked	
and	sent	to	the	appropriate	Seven-Eleven	outlet.	Serving	as	an	outlet	for	online	orders	allows	
Seven-Eleven	to	improve	utilization	of	its	existing	logistical	assets.

Inventory costs using this approach can be kept low, with either manufacturer or distributor 
storage to exploit aggregation. W.W. Grainger keeps its inventory of fast-moving items at pickup 
locations, whereas slow-moving items are stocked at a central warehouse or in some cases at the 
manufacturer.

Transportation cost is lower than for any solution using package carriers because signifi-
cant aggregation is possible when delivering orders to a pickup site. This allows the use of truck-
load or less-than-truckload carriers to transport orders to the pickup site. For a company such as 
Seven-Eleven	Japan	or	Walmart,	the	marginal	increase	in	transportation	cost	is	small	because	
trucks are already making deliveries to the stores, and their utilization can be improved by includ-
ing	online	orders.	As	a	result,	Seven-Eleven	Japan	and	Walmart	allow	customers	to	pick	up	
orders without a shipping fee.

Facility	costs	are	high	if	new	pickup	sites	have	to	be	built.	A	solution	using	existing	sites	can	
lower the additional facility costs. This, for example, is the case with 7dream.com, Walmart, and 
W.W. Grainger, for which the stores already exist. Processing costs at the manufacturer or the 
warehouse are comparable to those of other solutions. Processing costs at the pickup site are high 
because each order must be matched with a specific customer when he or she arrives. Creating this 
capability can increase processing costs significantly if appropriate storage and information 
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 systems are not provided. Increased processing cost and potential errors at the pickup site are the 
biggest hurdle to the success of this approach.

A	significant	information	infrastructure	is	needed	to	provide	visibility	of	the	order	until	the	
customer picks it up. Good coordination is needed among the retailer, the storage location, and 
the pickup location.

In this case, a response time comparable to that using package carriers can be achieved. Vari-
ety and availability comparable to any manufacturer or distributor storage option can be provided. 
There is some loss of customer experience, because unlike the other options discussed, customers 
must pick up their own orders. On the other hand, customers who do not want to pay online can pay 
by	cash	using	this	option.	In	countries	like	Japan,	where	Seven-Eleven	has	more	than	15,000	out-
lets, it can be argued that the loss of customer convenience is small, because most customers are 
close to a pickup site and can collect an order at their convenience. In some cases, this option is 
considered more convenient because it does not require the customer to be at home at the time of 
delivery. Time to market for new products can be as short as with manufacturer storage.

Order visibility is extremely important for customer pickups. The customer must be informed 
when the order has arrived, and the order should be easily identified once the customer arrives to 
pick	it	up.	Such	a	system	is	hard	to	implement	because	it	requires	integration	of	several	stages	in	the	
supply chain. Returns can potentially be handled at the pickup site, making it easier for customers. 
From a transportation perspective, return flows can be handled using the delivery trucks.

The performance characteristics of manufacturer or distributor storage with consumer 
pickup sites are summarized in Table 4-5. The main advantages of a network with consumer 
pickup sites are that it can lower the delivery cost and expand the set of products sold and cus-
tomers served online. The major hurdle is the increased handling cost and complexity at the 
pickup	site.	Such	a	network	is	likely	to	be	most	effective	if	existing	retail	locations	are	used	as	
pickup sites, because this type of network improves the economies from existing infrastructure. 
In	particular,	such	a	network	can	be	effective	for	firms	like	Seven-Eleven	Japan,	Walmart,	and	
W.W. Grainger, which have both a network of stores and an online business. Unfortunately, such 

Table 4-5 Performance Characteristics of Network with Consumer Pickup Sites

Cost Factor Performance

Inventory Can match any other option, depending on the location of inventory.

Transportation Lower than the use of package carriers, especially if using an existing delivery 
network.

Facilities and 
handling

Facility costs can be high if new facilities have to be built. Costs are lower if 
existing facilities are used. The increase in handling cost at the pickup site can 
be significant.

Information Significant investment in infrastructure is required.

Service Factor Performance

Response time Similar to package carrier delivery with manufacturer or distributor storage. 
Same-day delivery is possible for items stored locally at pickup site.

Product variety Similar to other manufacturer or distributor storage options.

Product 
availability

Similar to other manufacturer or distributor storage options.

Customer 
experience

Lower than other options because of the lack of home delivery. Experience is 
sensitive to capability of pickup location.

Time to market Similar to manufacturer storage options.

Order visibility Difficult but essential.

Returnability Somewhat easier, given that pickup location can handle returns.
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retail sites are typically designed to allow the customer to do the picking and need to develop the 
capability of picking a customer-specific order.

Retail storage with Customer pickup

In this option, often viewed as the most traditional type of supply chain, inventory is stored 
locally at retail stores. Customers walk into the retail store or place an order online or by phone 
and	pick	it	up	at	the	retail	store.	Examples	of	companies	that	offer	multiple	options	of	order	
placement include Walmart and Tesco. In either case, customers can walk into the store or order 
online.	A	B2B	example	is	W.W.	Grainger:	Customers	can	order	online,	by	phone,	or	in	person	
and pick up their order at one of W.W. Grainger’s retail outlets.

Local storage increases inventory costs because of the lack of aggregation. For fast- to very-
fast-moving items, however, there is marginal increase in inventory, even with local storage. Walmart 
uses local storage for its fast-moving products while delivering a wider variety of products from its 
central	location	for	pickup	at	the	store.	Similarly,	W.W.	Grainger	keeps	its	inventory	of	fast-moving	
items at pickup locations, whereas slow-moving items are stocked at a central warehouse.

Transportation cost is much lower than with other solutions because inexpensive modes of 
transport can be used to replenish product at the retail store. Facility costs are high because many 
local	facilities	are	required.	A	minimal	information	infrastructure	is	needed	if	customers	walk	
into the store and place orders. For online orders, however, a significant information infrastruc-
ture is needed to provide visibility of the order until the customer picks it up.

Good response times can be achieved with this system because of local storage. For example, 
both Tesco and W.W. Grainger offer same-day pickup from their retail locations. Product variety 
stored locally is lower than that under other options. It is more expensive than with all other options 
to provide a high level of product availability. Customer experience depends on whether or not the 
customer likes to shop. Time to market is the highest with this option because the new product must 
penetrate through the entire supply chain before it is available to customers. Order visibility is 
extremely important for customer pickups when orders are placed online or by phone. Returns can 
be handled at the pickup site. Overall, returnability is fairly good using this option.

The performance characteristics of a network with customer pickup sites and local retail 
storage are summarized in Table 4-6. The main advantage of a network with retail storage is that 

Table 4-6 Performance Characteristics of Retail Storage at Consumer Pickup Sites

Cost Factor Performance

Inventory Higher than all other options.

Transportation Lower than all other options.

Facilities and 
handling

Higher than other options. The increase in handling cost at the pickup site 
can be significant for online and phone orders.

Information Some investment in infrastructure required for online and phone orders.

Service Factor Performance

Response time Same-day (immediate) pickup possible for items stored locally at pickup site.

Product variety Lower than all other options.

Product availability More expensive to provide than all other options.

Customer 
experience

Related to whether shopping is viewed as a positive or negative experience 
by customer.

Time to market Highest among distribution options.

Order visibility Trivial for in-store orders. Difficult, but essential, for online and phone orders.

Returnability Easier than other options because retail store can provide a substitute.
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it can lower delivery costs and provide a faster response than other networks. The major disad-
vantage	is	the	increased	inventory	and	facility	costs.	Such	a	network	is	best	suited	for	fast-	moving	
items or items for which customers value rapid response.

selecting a Distribution network Design

A	network	designer	needs	to	consider	product	characteristics	as	well	as	network	requirements	
when deciding on the appropriate delivery network. The various networks considered earlier 
have different strengths and weaknesses. In Table 4-7, the various delivery networks are ranked 
relative	to	one	another	along	different	performance	dimensions.	A	ranking	of	1	indicates	the	best	
performance along a given dimension; as the relative performance worsens, the ranking number 
increases.

Only niche companies end up using a single distribution network. Most companies are best 
served by a combination of delivery networks. The combination used depends on product char-
acteristics and the strategic position that the firm is targeting. The suitability of different delivery 
designs (from a supply chain perspective) in various situations is shown in Table 4-8.

An	excellent	example	of	a	hybrid	network	is	that	of	W.W.	Grainger,	which	combines	all	the	
aforementioned options in its distribution network. The network, however, is tailored to match 
the characteristics of the product and the needs of the customer. Fast-moving and emergency 
items are stocked locally, and customers can either pick them up or have them shipped, depend-
ing	on	the	urgency.	Slower-moving	items	are	stocked	at	a	national	DC	and	shipped	to	the	cus-
tomer within a day or two. Very-slow-moving items are typically drop-shipped from the 
manufacturer	and	carry	a	longer	lead	time.	Another	hybrid	network	is	used	by	Amazon,	which	
stocks fast-moving items at most of its warehouses and slower-moving items at fewer ware-
houses; very-slow-moving items may be drop-shipped from suppliers.

We can now revisit the examples from the computer industry discussed at the beginning of 
the chapter. Gateway’s decision to create a network of retail stores without exploiting any of the 

Table 4-7 Comparative Performance of Delivery Network Designs

  
Retail 

Storage with 
Customer 

Pickup

 
Manufacturer 

Storage 
with Direct 
Shipping

 
Manufacturer 
Storage with 

In-Transit 
Merge

Distributor 
Storage with 

Package 
Carrier 

Delivery

 
Distributor 

Storage with 
Last-Mile 
Delivery

 
 

Manufacturer 
Storage with 

Pickup

Response time 1 4 4 3 2 4

Product variety 4 1 1 2 3 1

Product 
availability

4 1 1 2 3 1

Customer 
experience

Varies from 1 
to 5

4 3 2 1 5

Time to market 4 1 1 2 3 1

Order visibility 1 5 4 3 2 6

Returnability 1 5 5 4 3 2

Inventory 4 1 1 2 3 1

Transportation 1 4 3 2 5 1

Facility and 
handling

6 1 2 3 4 5

Information 1 4 4 3 2 5

Key: 1 corresponds to the strongest performance and 6 the weakest performance.
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supply chain advantages such a network offers was flawed. To fully exploit the benefits of the 
retail network, Gateway should have stocked its standard configurations (likely to have high 
demand) at the retail stores, with all other configurations drop-shipped from the factory (perhaps 
with local pickup at the retail stores if that was economical). Instead, it drop-shipped all configu-
rations	from	the	factory.	Apple	has	opened	several	retail	stores	and	actually	carries	products	for	
sale	at	these	stores.	This	makes	sense,	given	the	low	variety	and	high	demand	for	Apple	products.	
In	fact,	Apple	has	seen	consistent	growth	in	sales	and	profits	through	its	retail	outlets.

4.4 online sales anD The DisTRibuTion neTwoRk

In this section, we use ideas discussed earlier in the chapter to see how the Internet has affected 
the structure and performance of various distribution networks. The goal is to understand what 
drove the successful introduction of online sales in some networks and not others, and how these 
networks are likely to evolve.

Similar	to	our	consideration	with	distribution	networks,	we	build	a	scorecard	based	on	how	
online sales affect a supply chain’s ability to meet customer needs and the cost of meeting those 
needs. We now detail the contents of each scorecard category.

impact of online sales on Customer service

As	with	distribution	networks	considered	earlier,	we	start	by	studying	how	online	sales	affect	
customer service elements such as response time, product variety, availability, customer experi-
ence, time to market, visibility, and returnability. We also look at factors such as direct sales and 
the ability to offer flexible pricing that help companies selling online.

Table 4-8 Performance of Delivery Networks for Different Product/Customer Characteristics

 

Retail 
Storage with 

Customer 
Pickup

Manufacturer 
Storage 

with Direct 
Shipping

Manufacturer 
Storage with 

In-Transit 
Merge

Distributor 
Storage with 

Package 
Carrier 

Delivery

Distributor 
Storage with 

Last-Mile 
Delivery

Manufacturer 
Storage with 

Pickup

High-demand 
product

+2 -2 -1 0 +1 -1

Medium-demand 
product

+1 -1 0 +1 0 0

Low-demand 
product

-1 +1 0 +1 -1 +1

Very-low-demand 
product

-2 +2 +1 0 -2 +1

Many product 
sources

+1 -1 -1 +2 +1 0

High product 
value

-1 +2 +1 +1 0 +2

Quick desired 
response

+2 -2 -2 -1 +1 -2

High product 
variety

-1 +2 0 +1 0 +2

Low customer 
effort

-2 +1 +2 +2 +2 -1

Key: +2 = very suitable; +1 = somewhat suitable; 0 = neutral; -1 = somewhat unsuitable; -2 = very unsuitable.
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Response TiMe To CusToMeRs When selling physical products that cannot be downloaded, 
customer requests take longer to fulfill through online sales than in a retail store because of the 
shipping time involved. Thus, customers who require a short response time may not use the 
Internet to order a product. There is no such delay, however, for information goods. The Internet 
has facilitated almost instantaneous access to movies, music, and books in digital form.

pRoDuCT VaRieTy A	company	selling	online	finds	it	easier	to	offer	a	larger	selection	of	prod-
ucts than a bricks-and-mortar store. For example, Walmart.com offers a much larger selection of 
products than Walmart stores do. Offering the same selection at a store would require a huge 
location with a correspondingly large amount of inventory.

pRoDuCT aVailabiliTy By aggregating its inventory, a company selling online improves 
product availability. Better information on customer preferences also allows firms selling online 
to improve availability.

CusToMeR expeRienCe Online sales affect customer experience in terms of access, custom-
ization, and convenience. Unlike most retail stores that are open only during business hours, the 
Internet allows a customer to place an order at any convenient time. In fact, W.W. Grainger has 
observed a surge in online orders after its bricks-and-mortar stores close. Online sales also allow 
a firm to access customers who are geographically distant. Using the Internet, a small specialty 
retail	store	located	near	Chicago	can	reach	customers	all	over	the	United	States—or	even	the	
world.	Access	to	online	sales	is	limited	only	by	the	customers’	access	to	the	Internet.

The Internet offers an opportunity to create a personalized buying experience for each cus-
tomer.	For	example,	Amazon	displays	products	that	are	related	to	what	customers	have	recently	
purchased or browsed. Firms that focus on mass customization can use the Internet to help cus-
tomers select a product that suits their needs. For example, Pella allows customers to design their 
windows on the Pella website.

For both consumers and companies, online sales can increase the ease with which one does 
business. Customers do not have to leave home or work to make a purchase. For many compa-
nies selling online, such as Peapod, information from past purchases is used to significantly 
speed up order placement for the customer.

fasTeR TiMe To MaRkeT A	firm	can	introduce	a	new	product	much	more	quickly	online	as	
compared	with	doing	so	via	physical	channels.	A	firm	that	sells	electronics	through	physical	
channels must produce enough units to stock the shelves at its distributors and retailers before it 
starts	to	see	revenue	from	the	new	product.	A	firm	selling	online,	in	contrast,	makes	a	new	prod-
uct available online as soon as the first unit is ready to be produced. This is evident at Walmart.
com, where larger new TVs go on sale well before they are sold at Walmart stores.

oRDeR VisibiliTy The Internet makes it possible to provide visibility of order status. From a 
customer’s perspective, it is crucial to provide this visibility because an online order has no 
physical equivalent to a customer shopping for an item at a retail store.

ReTuRnabiliTy Returnability is harder with online orders, which typically arrive from a cen-
tralized location. It is much easier to return a product purchased at a retail store. The proportion of 
returns is also likely to be much higher for online orders because customers are unable to touch 
and feel the product before their purchase. Going online thus increases the cost of reverse flows.

DiReCT sales To CusToMeRs The Internet allows manufacturers and other members of the 
supply chain that do not have direct contact with customers in traditional channels to get cus-
tomer	feedback	and	build	a	relationship	with	the	customer.	Social	networking	channels	such	as	
Facebook and Twitter allow firms to pitch products and promotions directly to customers.
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flexible pRiCing, pRoDuCT poRTfolio, anD pRoMoTions Given the ease of changing 
prices and assortments online, the Internet allows a company selling online to manage revenues 
from its available product portfolio much more effectively than do traditional channels. Promo-
tion information can be conveyed to customers quickly and inexpensively using the Internet as 
long as the business has access to its customer network. Groupon is one company that has used 
social networking online to push promotions to customers.

effiCienT funDs TRansfeR The Internet and cell phones can enhance the convenience and 
lower the cost of revenue collection, especially in small amounts. For example, after the earth-
quake in Haiti in 2010, Mercy Corps transferred $40 automatically into each Haitian person’s 
account, allowing him or her to buy food at local merchants. This was much more efficient than 
handing out cash or vouchers.

impact of online sales on Cost

Online sales affect the cost of inventory, facilities, transportation, and information. It is important 
to observe that the impact in each case is not necessarily positive.

inVenToRy Online sales can lower inventory levels by aggregating inventories far from cus-
tomers	if	most	customers	are	willing	to	wait	for	delivery.	For	example,	Amazon	is	able	to	aggre-
gate	 its	 inventory	of	books	at	 a	 few	warehouses.	Barnes	&	Noble,	 in	 contrast,	needs	more	
inventory	because	it	must	carry	a	significant	portion	of	its	stock	at	retail	stores.	A	key	point	to	
note is that the relative benefit of aggregation is small for high-demand items with low variability 
but large for low-demand items with high variability.

Online sales can lower a firm’s inventories if it can postpone the introduction of variety until 
after the customer order is received. The time lag between when a customer places the order and 
when he or she expects delivery offers a company selling online a window of opportunity to imple-
ment postponement. For example, for its online business, Dell keeps its inventory as components 
and assembles its servers after receiving the customer order. The amount of component inventory 
required is much lower than it would be if Dell kept its inventories in the form of assembled servers. 
Similarly,	Amazon	prints	some	low-volume	books	to	order,	allowing	it	to	reduce	inventories.

faCiliTies Two basic types of facilities costs must be included in the analysis: (1) costs related 
to the number and location of facilities in a network and (2) costs associated with the operations 
that	take	place	in	these	facilities.	A	company	selling	online	can	reduce	network	facility	costs	by	
centralizing operations, thereby decreasing the number of facilities required. For example, 
	Netflix	is	able	to	satisfy	demand	for	DVD	rentals	from	about	50	warehouses,	whereas		Blockbuster	
needed thousands of retail outlets to serve customers.

With regard to ongoing operating costs, customer participation in selection and order 
placement allows a company selling online to lower its resource costs relative to staffing retail 
stores. Online sales can also lower a firm’s order fulfillment costs because it does not have to fill 
an	order	as	soon	as	it	arrives.	A	retail	store	or	supermarket	must	staff	its	sales	counters	so	more	
cashiers	are	available	when	more	customers	are	shopping.	As	a	result,	these	stores	require	greater	
staffing during peak periods. With online sales, if a reasonable buffer of unfilled orders is main-
tained, the rate of order fulfillment can be made significantly smoother than the rate at which 
orders arrive, which reduces the peak load for order fulfillment and thus reduces resource require-
ments and cost.

On the downside, however, for some products, such as groceries, online sales require the 
firm to perform tasks currently performed by the customer at retail stores, affecting both han-
dling and transportation costs. In such situations, companies selling online will incur higher 
handling and delivery costs than a retail store. For example, whereas a customer picks out the 
required items at a grocery store, an online seller such as Peapod incurs higher handling costs 
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because its employees must pick a customer’s order from the warehouse shelves and deliver it to 
the customer’s home.

TRanspoRTaTion The	Internet	has	significantly	lowered	the	cost	of	“transporting”	information	
goods in digital form, such as movies, music, and books. For nondigital products, aggregating inven-
tories increases outbound transportation relative to inbound transportation. Compared to a business 
with many retail outlets, an online seller with aggregated inventories tends to have higher transporta-
tion costs (across the entire supply chain) per unit because of the increased outbound costs.

infoRMaTion An	online	seller	can	share	demand	information	throughout	its	supply	chain	to	
improve visibility. The Internet may also be used to share planning and forecasting information 
within the supply chain, further improving coordination. This helps reduce overall supply chain 
costs and better match supply and demand. Here we see that information is an enabler of many 
of the benefits of online sales discussed so far.

A	company	selling	online	incurs	additional	information	costs,	however,	to	build	and	main-
tain	the	information	infrastructure.	For	example,	when	Amazon	purchased	Zappos,	it	had	to	add	
about 120,000 product descriptions and more than 2 million photographs to its website.

The blank B2C online sales scorecard shown in Table 4-9 can be used by a firm to sum-
marize the impact of online sales on each of the areas identified earlier.

The	value	of	setting	up	online	sales	is	not	the	same	in	every	industry.	Whereas	Amazon	and	
Blue	Nile	have	shown	increased	profits	after	going	online,	Webvan	and	many	other	online	gro-
cers have gone out of business. The scorecard in Table 4-9 can be used to understand how online 
sales affect the performance of different supply chain networks. In the next section, we apply the 
online sales scorecard to several examples.

using online sales to sell Computer hardware: Dell

After	more	than	a	decade	of	tremendous	success	selling	its	products	only	online,	Dell	started	to	
sell its consumer products through retail stores such as Walmart in 2007. However, it continued 

Table 4-9 The Online Sales Scorecard

Area Impact

Response time  

Product variety  

Product availability  

Customer experience  

Time to market  

Order visibility  

Direct sales  

Flexible pricing, 
portfolio, promotions

 

Efficient funds 
transfer

 

Inventory  

Facilities  

Transportation  

Information  

Key: +2 = very positive; +1 = positive; 0 = neutral; -1 = negative; -2 = very negative.
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to	sell	its	servers	only	online.	Since	about	2005,	Apple	has	had	considerable	success	selling	its	
phones and computers through retail stores. This raises the question of the relative value of the 
online channel and retail stores for selling computer hardware.

To make this comparison, we compare Dell’s supply chain for servers and laptops. Prior to 
2007, both servers and laptops were configured to order in Dell factories. By 2014, servers were 
configured to order, but laptops, whether sold through retail stores or online, were typically 
assembled well in advance of the final sale. We use our framework to understand why servers 
and laptops are better handled through different channels.

iMpaCT of online sales on CusToMeR seRViCe foR CoMpuTeR haRDwaRe One dis-
advantage for Dell of selling hardware over the Internet is the delay in fulfilling the customer 
request. Whereas a longer response time is not a big negative for customized servers, it is a dis-
advantage for Dell when trying to sell its standardized laptops online.

Dell is able to exploit most of the responsiveness-enhancing opportunities offered by the 
Internet for customized servers. The company uses the Internet to offer a wide variety of custom-
ized server configurations with the desired chassis, processor, memory, and operating system. 
Customization allows Dell to satisfy customers by giving them a product that is close to their 
specific requirements. The customization options are easy to display over the Internet, allowing 
Dell to attract customers who value this choice. Clearly, all these capabilities are not as valuable 
for standardized laptops.

The	Internet	allows	companies	such	as	Dell	and	Apple	to	bring	new	products	to	market	
quickly. This is particularly important in the computer and cell phone industries, in which many 
products have short life cycles of a few months. Whereas the Internet allows a new product to be 
offered as soon as it is produced, the retail channel requires the entire supply chain to be stocked 
before customers can access the product.

The Internet channel has allowed companies like Dell to make price changes quickly and 
efficiently based on product availability and demand. By being available all day, the online chan-
nel allows Dell to serve customers at a much lower cost than retail stores.

iMpaCT of online sales on CosT in The haRDwaRe inDusTRy 
inventory Costs. Its online sale of servers offers Dell the ability to reduce its invento-

ries by aggregating them in a few geographic locations. Dell is able to further reduce inventories 
by postponing assembly of servers until after the order arrives. This allows Dell to hold invento-
ries of components instead of finished goods.

Observe that inventory reduction through aggregation and postponement is much more 
valuable for customized servers with low and unpredictable demand compared with standardized 
laptops with large and predictable demand.

facility Costs. The online channel allows the Dell supply chain to lower facility costs 
relative to the retail channel because Dell incurs only the cost of the manufacturing facility and 
warehousing	space	for	components.	A	bricks-and-mortar	retail	chain	must	pay	for	the	distribu-
tion warehouses and retail stores as well.

Dell is also able to take advantage of customer participation and save on the cost of call 
center representatives because customers do all the work when they place an order online. Once 
again, the overall savings are greater for customized servers compared with standardized laptops.

Transportation Costs. As	a	result	of	online	sales,	total	transportation	costs	in	the	Dell	
supply chain are higher than in a supply chain selling hardware through distributors and retailers. 
Whereas the transportation cost increase is a small fraction of the cost of a high-end customized 
server, it can be a large fraction of the cost of a low-end standardized laptop.

information Costs. Although	Dell	has	made	a	significant	investment	in	information	
technology (IT) to implement its build-to-order model, the majority of these IT costs would be 
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incurred regardless of Dell’s online sales status. Therefore, online sales do add incrementally to 
Dell’s information costs, but this is not a significant factor given the benefits. The value of the 
information infrastructure, however, is greater for a customized server relative to a standardized 
laptop.

iMpaCT of online sales on peRfoRManCe aT Dell As	summarized	in	the	online	sales	
scorecard in Table 4-10, online sales allow Dell to significantly improve its performance for cus-
tomized servers in terms of both responsiveness and cost. For standardized laptops, however, the 
online	channel	is	significantly	less	attractive	because	its	main	strength—inventory	reduction	
through	aggregation—is	not	as	valuable	for	standardized	configurations.	Simultaneously,	 the	
weaknesses	of	 the	online	channel—poorer	responsiveness	and	higher	 transportation	costs—
become more significant for standardized configurations.

a TailoReD supply Chain neTwoRk foR haRDwaRe using ReTail sToRes anD The 
inTeRneT It may seem, at first glance, that selling hardware online has significant advantages. 
A	careful	study,	however,	indicates	that	a	hybrid	model	combining	retail	stores	and	the	online	
channel can be very effective. The online channel is most effective for selling new products or 
customized hardware configurations whose demand is hard to forecast, with the retail channel 
selling	low-cost,	standard	configurations	whose	demand	is	easier	to	forecast.	Even	for	standard-
ized products, manufacturers should introduce new models on the Internet; as demand for some 
of	them	grows,	these	models	should	be	added	to	the	retail	channel.	Another	option	is	to	introduce	
recommended configurations of new models at retail stores, while selling all customized con-
figurations on the Internet. The manufacturer is thus able to decrease inventories by aggregating 
all high-variability production and satisfying that demand online. These models should be built 
to order using as many common components as is feasible. The standard models can be produced 
using	a	low-cost	approach	even	if	it	 involves	longer	lead	times.	Selling	standardized	models	
through distributors and retail stores allows the supply chain to be more responsive and save on 
transportation costs, which are more significant for these configurations.

Table 4-10 Impact of Online Sales on Performance at Dell

 
Area

Impact for  
Customized Servers

Impact for  
Standard Laptops

Response time -1 -2

Product variety +2 0

Product availability +1 +1

Customer experience +2 +1

Time to market +2 +1

Order visibility +1 0

Direct sales +2 +1

Flexible pricing, portfolio, 
promotions

+2 +1

Efficient funds transfer +2 +2

Inventory +2 +1

Facilities +2 +1

Transportation -1 -2

Information +1 0

Key: +2 = very positive; +1 = positive; 0 = neutral; -1 = negative; -2 = very negative.
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A	hardware	manufacturer	can	use	the	tailored	approach	outlined	earlier	to	take	advantage	
of the strengths of both online sales and traditional retail and distribution channels. Gateway 
failed in its effort with retail stores because it did not use any of the supply chain strengths of the 
bricks-and-mortar channel. Instead of just helping people with configuration at its retail stores, 
Gateway would have served its customers better by also carrying recommended configurations 
of its computers in the stores. This would have immediately satisfied customers who wanted the 
recommended configuration, while allowing Gateway to produce the more customized configu-
rations	efficiently.	In	contrast,	Apple	has	been	very	successful	with	its	retail	channel	because	it	
sells a relatively low variety of standardized hardware in large volumes at its stores. Dell has also 
started using the tailored approach with customized hardware such as servers built to order, 
whereas standardized hardware, such as laptops, is produced in low-cost countries and sold 
through retail stores such as Walmart. In the long run, a tailored approach is likely to prevail in 
the computer hardware and cell phone industry.

using online sales to sell books: amazon

Book supply chains have been transformed with the advent of online sales and the launching of 
Amazon.com	in	July	1995.	Since	then,	Amazon	has	added	many	categories	to	its	product	offer-
ings, including music, toys, electronics, software, and home improvement equipment. Whereas 
the	Internet	provided	some	advantage	to	Amazon	for	the	sale	of	physical	books,	this	advantage	
has magnified with the growth in electronic books (e-books).

iMpaCT of online sales on CusToMeR seRViCe in The book inDusTRy Online sales 
have not helped profits for traditional books to the same extent as in the customized hardware 
industry. Unlike the hardware industry, in which online sales facilitate direct sales by manufac-
turers, the Internet has not shortened supply chains in the book industry.

For	traditional	books,	Amazon	can	attract	only	customers	who	are	willing	to	wait	a	few	
days	to	get	a	book.	Amazon	also	cannot	attract	customers	who	value	the	ability	to	leaf	through	
books. The company tries to counter this problem by providing reviews and other information on 
books to allow customers to get a feel for the book online.

To	counter	these	drawbacks,	Amazon	has	exploited	several	opportunities	on	the	Internet	to	
attract	customers	and	increase	revenues.	Amazon	attracts	many	customers	by	offering	a	selection	
of	millions	of	books.	Customers	can	search	for	hard-to-find	books	or	those	of	special	interest.	A	
large	physical	bookstore,	in	contrast,	can	carry	fewer	than	a	hundred	thousand	titles.	Amazon	
also	uses	the	Internet	to	recommend	books	to	customers	based	on	their	purchase	history.	Amazon	
also	provides	reviews	and	comments	from	other	customers	on	the	titles	available.	New	titles	are	
quickly introduced and made available online, whereas in a bricks-and-mortar bookstore chain, 
all retail stores must be stocked.

Amazon	uses	the	Internet	to	allow	customers	to	order	a	book	at	any	time	from	the	comfort	
of	their	own	homes	and	have	it	delivered	to	their	door.	This	fact	allows	Amazon	to	attract	cus-
tomers who value this convenience and are willing to wait for delivery.

For	e-books,	Amazon	is	able	to	gain	greater	advantage	using	the	online	channel.	For	exam-
ple, customers can download a book in seconds without having to leave home. For people who 
value time, this experience is superior to buying a traditional book either online or at a bookstore. 
Product availability is never an issue with e-books, and variety can be added at low marginal 
cost. In fact, the Internet has allowed the availability of books that are not guaranteed a high 
enough demand to make them viable for traditional publishers. For very-low-volume books, 
there is no better channel than online as e-books.

CosT iMpaCT of online sales on The book inDusTRy Amazon	also	uses	online	sales	to	
lower its inventory and some of its facility costs. For traditional books, transportation costs 
increase as a result of selling books online. For e-books, however, transportation cost is not a 
factor given that they can be downloaded efficiently on the Internet.
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inventory Costs. Amazon	is	able	to	decrease	inventories	by	aggregating	physical	inven-
tories	in	a	few	geographical	locations.	A	bookstore	chain,	in	contrast,	has	higher	inventories	because	
titles are carried at every store. The reduction of inventories from aggregation is most significant for 
low-demand books with high demand uncertainty. The benefit is less significant for best sellers, for 
which	demand	is	more	predictable.	Amazon	carries	medium-	to	high-demand	titles	in	inventory,	
but it purchases low-demand titles from publishers in response to a customer order. In some 
instances,	Amazon	also	prints	very-low-volume	 titles	with	print-on-demand	 technology.	This	
allows	the	Amazon	supply	chain	to	further	reduce	inventories	of	low-demand	titles.	For	e-books,	
Amazon	incurs	no	inventory	costs	because	e-books	do	not	have	to	be	stored	physically.

facility Costs. Its	online	sales	allow	Amazon	to	lower	facility	costs	because	it	does	not	
need	the	retail	infrastructure	that	a	bookstore	chain	such	as	Barnes	&	Noble	must	have.	Initially,	
Amazon	did	not	have	a	warehouse,	purchasing	all	books	from	distributors.	When	demand	vol-
umes were low, the distributor was a better location to carry inventories because it aggregated 
demand	across	other	booksellers	besides	Amazon.	As	demand	has	grown,	however,	Amazon	has	
opened	its	own	warehouses,	where	it	stocks	books.	Thus,	facility	costs	at	Amazon	are	growing,	
although they are still much lower than the facility costs for a bookstore chain. For e-books, 
Amazon	needs	server	capacity	to	ensure	that	downloads	are	quick,	but	the	investment	in	server	
capacity is likely to be cheaper than that for the warehousing required to serve physical demand.

Transportation Costs. The	Amazon	supply	chain	incurs	higher	transportation	costs	
than does a bookstore chain selling through retail stores. Local bookstores do not have the cost of 
individually	shipping	books	to	customers.	Amazon,	in	contrast,	incurs	the	cost	of	shipping	books	
to	its	customers	from	warehouses.	The	shipping	cost	from	an	Amazon	warehouse	represents	a	
significant fraction of the cost of a book (it can be even higher than 100 percent for an inexpen-
sive	book).	As	demand	has	grown,	Amazon	has	opened	several	warehouses	in	an	effort	to	get	
closer to customers, decrease its transportation costs, and improve response time. Transportation 
costs	at	Amazon	in	2012	were	more	than	$5	billion;	after	accounting	for	transportation	revenue,	
the net loss on outbound transportation was $2.85 billion, a very significant amount. In contrast, 
the cost of delivering e-books and other digital content to customers is negligible in comparison.

information Costs. Setting	up	online	sales	for	books	takes	some	additional	investment	
in IT, but is not prohibitively expensive. The cost of IT infrastructure to support download of 
e-books, however, is more expensive.

impact of online sales on performance at amazon. Amazon’s	online	sales	score-
card	is	summarized	in	Table	4-11.	A	comparison	of	Tables	4-10	and	4-11	shows	that	online	sales	
offer far greater advantages when selling customized computer hardware than when selling 
physical books. This fact is explained by the following key differences between the two prod-
ucts: (1) product differentiation in hardware can be postponed until after the customer has placed 
an order, whereas physical books are currently published well in advance of a sale and (2) trans-
portation cost represents a much higher portion of the cost of books and a relatively small portion 
of the cost of hardware. For e-books, however, the Internet offers tremendous advantage relative 
to	traditional	bookstores.	Amazon	has	pushed	hard	after	the	release	of	the	Kindle,	its	e-reader,	to	
encourage customers to buy books online.

Other	digital	content	that	Amazon	sells	includes	movies,	software,	and	music.	In	each	
instance, the Internet channel offers tremendous advantage relative to physical distribution. With 
the	growth	of	iTunes	at	Apple	and	online	sales	at	Amazon,	retail	chains	built	on	selling	physical	
formats of music had a difficult time surviving, with most closing by 2010. In the movie busi-
ness, large DVD retailers like Walmart have continued to do well, but smaller retail formats such 
as Blockbuster have not survived selling and renting physical DVDs.

a TailoReD supply Chain neTwoRk foR books using ReTail sToRes anD The 
 inTeRneT In	the	1980s,	large	bookstore	chains	such	as	Borders	and	Barnes	&	Noble		established	
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themselves at the expense of mom-and-pop bookstores primarily through aggregation. Large 
retail footprints allowed the two chains to carry a greater variety of books while often achieving 
lower	costs	than	the	small	bookstores.	Both	Borders	and	Barnes	&	Noble	carried	a	greater	vari-
ety but charged full price for low-demand books, while they offered a discount on best sellers. 
Such	an	approach	was	effective	until	Amazon	established	a	dominant	position.	Amazon	uses	the	
Internet to sell low-volume books much more efficiently than either bookstore chain. With the 
growth in e-books and other retail formats such as Walmart and Costco selling best sellers, 
the large bookstore chains are stuck in the middle without any area of dominance. Large book-
store chains are being squeezed from both ends: other retail formats for best-selling books and 
online sales for other low-volume books and e-books. Borders was shut down and liquidated in 
2011	and	Barnes	&	Noble	was	facing	significant	challenges.

using the internet to sell groceries: peapod

The grocery industry saw a spurt in new online sellers in 1998 and l999, although virtually all have 
gone out of business. Peapod, one of the oldest online grocers, is one of the few left. Given this 
industry’s poor track record, one might surmise that this is an industry not well suited for online 
sales.	Despite	the	lack	of	success	in	this	industry,	though,	Amazon	has	launched	AmazonFresh	and	
Tesco	has	pushed	hard	into	online	sales	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	South	Korea.	Let	us	take	a	look	
with our scorecard to see where, if at all, the Internet offers an advantage in this industry.

Peapod started by using employees at grocery stores to pick and deliver orders. The com-
pany has now moved to supplying orders from centralized fulfillment centers in Chicago and 
Washington,	D.C.,	and	from	large	supermarkets	with	adjacent	“warerooms”	in	other	areas.	Each	
fulfillment center is much larger than a supermarket and is comparable to a warehouse. The 
 Peapod and supermarket supply chains are comparable except that Peapod must deliver goods to 
the customer, whereas the customer comes to a supermarket.

iMpaCT of online sales on CusToMeR seRViCe in The gRoCeRy inDusTRy Peapod 
and other online groceries have tried to sell convenience and time savings to potential custom-
ers. For many people, grocery shopping is a chore that is time consuming and rarely enjoyable. 

Table 4-11 Impact of Online Sales on Performance at Amazon

Area Physical books e-books

Response time -1 11

Product variety +2 +2

Product availability +1 +2

Customer experience +1 +1

Time to market +1 +2

Order visibility 0 0

Direct sales 0 +1

Flexible pricing, portfolio, 
promotions

+1 +1

Efficient funds transfer 0 0

Inventory +1 +2

Facilities +1 +1

Transportation -2 +1

Information -1 -1

Key: +2 = very positive; +1 = positive; 0 = neutral; -1 = negative; -2 = very negative.
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Peapod allows customers to place orders at any time and have them delivered at home, eliminat-
ing a trip to the supermarket. This can be a significant convenience, especially in urban areas, 
where customers must walk to a supermarket and carry all their groceries home. In a suburban 
area, the benefit is smaller because people tend to batch their shopping and can drive to super-
markets with relative ease. The convenience of saving time, however, remains quite valuable.

The convenience factor related to access is even more significant if a specialty-food pro-
vider	goes	online.	Specialty	and	ethnic	food	stores	are	not	as	accessible	as	supermarkets,	and	
people often drive long distances to reach them. Offering these foods on the Internet provides 
easy access to customers and saves a long drive. Most large supermarkets offer sufficiently large 
variety to cover the needs of most households. Peapod, however, offers less variety than a typical 
supermarket.

Peapod is able to increase revenues by creating a personalized shopping experience for 
customers and delivering customized, one-to-one advertising and promotions. This is done using 
extensive member profiles that Peapod creates based on online shopping behavior, purchase his-
tories, and surveys. Unlike a supermarket, in which the store does not know what customers have 
selected until they check out, Peapod can guide online customers based on what they purchase. 
For example, if a customer buys some pasta, Peapod can suggest a type of pasta sauce or some 
Parmesan cheese. Over longer periods, Peapod can collect shopping patterns and suggest prod-
ucts	that	match	a	customer’s	preferences.	Such	suggestions	enhance	revenues	by	increasing	cus-
tomers’ impulse purchases.

Peapod also adds to its revenues by giving consumer goods companies a forum for targeted 
interactive advertising and electronic coupons. Consumer choice data available to an online gro-
cer is more valuable than scanner data from a supermarket because scanner data reveals only the 
customer’s	final	purchases.	An	online	grocer,	in	contrast,	can	record	the	customer’s	decision	
process by, for example, recording a customer’s substitution patterns for items that are out of 
stock. With scanner data, a supermarket cannot record substitutions because it has no way of 
finding out whether the customer looked for something that is out of stock.

iMpaCT of online sales on CosTs in The gRoCeRy inDusTRy Peapod and other online 
grocers use online sales to lower some facility costs and, to an extent, inventory costs. Picking 
costs and transportation costs, however, are much higher than for traditional supermarkets.

inventory Costs. Compared with a supermarket chain, an online grocer such as Peapod 
can lower inventories by aggregating the inventory in a few large replenishment centers. The 
degree	of	aggregation,	however,	is	less	than	that	achieved	by	Amazon	for	books	or	Dell	for	hard-
ware, because Peapod needs fulfillment centers in every urban area it serves to get food to cus-
tomers in acceptable condition.

The benefits of aggregation are further diminished by the fact that the majority of products 
sold at a supermarket are staple items with steady demand. Thus, aggregation provides a small 
benefit in terms of improved forecast accuracy and reduced inventories (see Chapter 12). The 
benefits of aggregation are higher for specialty, low-demand items with high demand uncer-
tainty. These products constitute a small fraction of overall sales at a supermarket. Thus, aggre-
gation allows e-grocers to lower their inventory costs only marginally compared with a typical 
supermarket. If online grocers focused primarily on specialty items such as ethnic foods, the 
inventory benefits of aggregation would be larger.

facility Costs. Peapod’s online sales allow it to lower facility costs because it needs only 
warehouse facilities and can save on the cost of retail outlets such as supermarkets. Processing 
costs at Peapod to fulfill an order, however, are significantly higher than those for a supermarket 
and overwhelm the savings from needing fewer facilities. Peapod saves on checkout clerks com-
pared with a supermarket but must pick the customer order, a task the customer performs at a 
supermarket and one that is much more time consuming than checkout. Thus, online sales result 
in a loss of customer participation compared to a supermarket and raise overall facility costs.
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Transportation. An	online	grocer	such	as	Peapod	has	significantly	higher	transporta-
tion	costs	than	a	supermarket.	Supermarkets	have	the	advantage	of	having	to	bear	only	inbound	
transportation cost for products, with customers providing transportation from the supermarket 
to their homes. Inbound transportation costs tend to be low because supermarkets have large 
deliveries that enable them to exploit economies of scale in transportation. Peapod, in contrast, 
must bear inbound transportation cost to its fulfillment centers and then outbound delivery costs 
from the fulfillment centers to customer homes. Outbound delivery costs are high, because indi-
vidual orders must be delivered to each customer’s home. The task becomes all the more prob-
lematic given the different temperature requirements for different types of food.

Compared with computers and even books, groceries have a low value-to-weight/volume 
ratio. For example, paper towels and bathroom tissues have very low value but occupy a lot of 
space in a truck. Thus, transportation costs are a significant fraction of the cost incurred by 
online grocers. This makes it difficult for an online grocer to compete with a supermarket on 
prices.

information Costs. Again,	 the	IT	infrastructure	required	for	online	sales	increases	
costs. In the case of an online grocer, this is somewhat more significant than with the other online 
channels, because an online grocer takes on a wider range of functions that shoppers do them-
selves.	Therefore,	IT	costs	are	higher	for	an	online	grocer.	As	in	the	other	examples,	however,	IT	
costs are not a deal breaker for this business model.

iMpaCT of online sales on peRfoRManCe aT peapoD Online sales offer some reve-
nue-enhancement opportunities in the grocery industry. Costs, however, are significantly higher 
for	an	online	grocer	than	for	a	supermarket,	as	we	can	see	from	Table	4-12.	A	comparison	of	
Tables 4-10, 4-11, and 4-12 shows that online sales offer fewer benefits when selling groceries 
compared	with	books	and	computer	hardware.	Supermarkets	are	large	enough	to	enjoy	most	of	
the inventory benefits that aggregation offers, without having the additional delivery cost incurred 
by an online grocer. Online grocers cannot compete with supermarkets on price and can succeed 
only if there are enough people willing to pay a premium for the convenience of home delivery. 
Online grocers, however, can provide some cost advantage when selling specialty groceries, 
whose demand tends to be low and uncertain.

Table 4-12 Impact of Online Sales on Performance at Peapod

Area Impact

Response time -1

Product variety 0

Product availability 0

Customer experience +1

Time to market 0

Order visibility -1

Direct sales 0

Flexible pricing, portfolio, promotions +1

Efficient funds transfer 0

Inventory 0

Facilities -1

Transportation -2

Information -1

Key: +2 = very positive; +1 = positive; 0 = neutral; -1 = negative; -2 = very negative.
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a TailoReD supply Chain foR gRoCeRies Traditional supermarket chains can benefit by 
using the online channel to complement the strengths of their existing networks. The online 
channel	can	be	used	to	offer	convenience	to	customers	who	are	willing	to	pay	for	it.	Supermar-
kets can be used to target customers who value lower prices.

A	supermarket	chain	with	online	sales	has	the	opportunity	to	offer	an	entire	array	of	services	
at differing prices based on the amount of work the customer does. The cheapest service involves 
customers walking into the supermarket and shopping for the products they want. In this case, the 
customer picks the order from the shelves and provides outbound transportation for it. For an addi-
tional charge, a supermarket might allow customers to place orders online to be picked up at a later 
time. The supermarket personnel would pick the order from the shelves, but the customer would 
provide outbound transportation. The most expensive service involves the customer placing orders 
online for home delivery. In this case, the supermarket chain is responsible for both picking the 
order from the shelves and delivering it to the customer’s home. The varying services and prices 
would allow supermarket chains to efficiently satisfy the needs of a variety of customers.

Among	the	supermarket	chains,	Tesco	has	taken	the	lead	in	combining	online	sales	with	
physical supermarkets to serve customers in a variety of ways. Customers could shop at a super-
market, order online for home delivery, or pick up from a designated location. Traditionally, Tesco 
picked groceries at existing supermarkets for home delivery. By 2012, however, Tesco had opened 
several	“dark	stores”	in	London	that	were	not	open	to	the	public	but	were	used	primarily	to	fill	
online orders. Rather than open large warehouses, Tesco preferred to serve online orders from 
these dark stores. Tesco intended to open more dark stores in London and other cities. Tesco had 
also	experimented	with	other	innovative	models	in	Asia.	In	South	Korea,	Tesco	targeted	the	large	
number	of	smartphone	users	by	opening	its	first	virtual	store	in	the	Seoul	subway	in	August	2011.	
The glass walls of subway stations were covered with pictures of products laid out as they would 
be	in	a	traditional	supermarket.	The	“shelves”	contained	QR	codes	that	could	be	scanned	by	a	
smartphone to build up a shopping basket quickly. If the train arrived before shopping was com-
plete, commuters could continue to fill their shopping basket using a traditional mobile app. 
Deliveries were arranged to arrive in time for the commuter to cook dinner that evening.

using the internet to Rent Movies: netflix

Founded	in	1997,	Netflix	had	grown	to	more	than	35	million	subscribers	by	2013	and	was	the	
world’s largest subscription service sending DVDs by mail and streaming movies and television 
episodes over the Internet. For $7.99 a month, customers could obtain unlimited streaming of 
Netflix’s	digital	 library,	and	for	another	$7.99	per	month,	 they	could	have	any	of	more	than	
100,000	DVD	titles	delivered	to	their	home	by	mail.	The	growth	of	Netflix	was	one	of	the	major	
factors that drove DVD rental chain Blockbuster into bankruptcy in 2010.

iMpaCT of online sales on CusToMeR seRViCe foR neTflix Netflix	attracted	customers	
with its staggering selection and an excellent recommendation engine that allowed customers to 
access a list of titles they were likely to enjoy. Whereas a typical Blockbuster store offered 3,000 
titles,	Netflix	had	more	than	100,000	titles	available.	Netflix	claimed	that	95	percent	of	its	customers	
received	their	DVDs	within	24	hours	of	shipping.	In	February	2000,	Netflix	introduced	CineMatch,	
a program that made recommendations based on a customer’s rental history and preferences coupled 
with	ratings	from	other	users	with	similar	interests.	Netflix	had	more	than	3	billion	movie	ratings	
from members, with about 4 million movies being rated per day. The rating system had proved to be 
especially	accurate,	and	60	percent	of	all	Netflix	users	selected	their	movies	based	on	recommenda-
tions tailored to their individual tastes.1 The company used its recommendation technology to keep 
the DVD shipments moving and a greater number of its older DVD titles in circulation.

1Clive	Thompson,	“If	You	Liked	This,	You're	Sure	to	Love	That,”	New York Times,	November	21,	2008,	http://www.
nytimes.com/2008/11/23/magazine/23Netflix-t.html.
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For	 its	digital	 content,	Netflix	 allowed	video	 streaming	 through	a	variety	of	devices,	
including	set-top	boxes	from	Roku,	Microsoft	Xbox,	Sony	Play	Station	3,	and	high-definition	
televisions	from	Sony	and	LG.	The	use	of	the	Internet	to	view	digital	content	had	grown	at	a	
considerable rate. It was estimated that 48 percent of customers watched more than 15 minutes 
of streaming content in the fourth quarter of 2009, up from 28 percent the previous year.2 This 
proportion was likely to grow in the future.

A	challenge	for	Netflix	was	the	delay	the	studios	wanted	to	build	in	before	allowing	new	
movies	to	be	available	from	Netflix.	Given	that	the	studios	gained	more	revenue	from	DVD	sales	
than from rentals, they had negotiated a four-week delay from when the DVD was first available 
for	sale	to	when	it	was	available	on	Netflix.	This	was	an	artificial	delay	designed	to	support	DVD	
sales through outlets like Walmart.

iMpaCT of online sales on CosTs aT neTflix Netflix	used	the	Internet	to	significantly	
lower its facility and inventory costs relative to Blockbuster.

inventory Costs. Netflix	aggregated	its	inventory	at	about	60	distribution	centers	in	
2010.	This	allowed	Netflix	to	hold	significantly	less	inventory	than	Blockbuster,	which	held	
most of its inventory at thousands of retail stores. In 2009, about 70 percent of the DVDs shipped 
by	Netflix	were	titles	with	release	dates	older	than	13	weeks.3 Movie studios were happy that 
customers could view their older catalogs (which otherwise provided little revenue) and thus 
offered	Netflix	these	DVDs	at	cost	and	shared	in	the	revenue	that	Netflix	earned.	Not	having	to	
pay	for	older	DVDs	further	lowered	inventory	costs	at	Netflix.	In	2009,	Netflix	carried	only	
$37 million in inventories (on sales of $1.67 billion), whereas Blockbuster carried $639 million 
in inventories (on sales of $4.06 billion).

facility Costs. Netflix	had	significantly	lower	facility	costs	than	Blockbuster	because	it	
aggregated its operations in fewer than 60 distribution centers, whereas Blockbuster had thou-
sands	of	stores	it	had	to	pay	for.	Whereas	$266	million	in	property	and	equipment	at	Netflix	sup-
ported $1.67 billion of sales in 2009, Blockbuster required $2.37 billion in property and 
equipment to support $4.06 billion of sales.

Transportation Costs. Transportation	costs	at	Netflix	were	considerably	higher	than	
at	Blockbuster.	The	Netflix	CFO	was	quoted	as	stating	that	the	company	spent	about	$600	mil-
lion	in	shipping	DVDs	in	2010.	As	people	moved	from	DVDs	to	streaming,	transportation	costs	
were	likely	to	decrease.	In	fact,	Netflix’s	strategy	was	to	buy	more	digital	content,	using	its	sav-
ings in transportation costs as subscribers moved toward watching more content online.

information Costs. Information	costs	are	higher	to	support	the	Netflix	operations	rela-
tive to Blockbuster. With the growth in digital streaming, information costs are likely to increase.

iMpaCT of online sales on peRfoRManCe aT neTflix Netflix	has	significant	advan-
tages in renting movies compared with physical distribution channel of Blockbuster as shown in 
Table 4-13. These advantages are most pronounced for the wide selection of older movies that 
studios have in their catalogs. These advantages could become bigger as more content is 
streamed.	However,	as	Netflix	switches	to	being	primarily	a	streaming	service,	it	will	face	strong	
competition	from	the	likes	of	Amazon,	Apple,	Google,	and	Hulu.	The	primary	challenge	for	the	
streaming supply chain is sourcing content because the supply chain has relatively low invest-
ment	in	other	assets.	Netflix	will	find	it	harder	to	maintain	a	competitive	advantage	in	this	space,	
unlike its competition with Blockbuster.

2Netflix	2009	Annual	Report.
3Ibid.
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a TailoReD supply Chain foR RenTing MoVies Whereas	Netflix	 is	 ideally	designed	
through its centralized model to supply a wide variety of older movies (either by DVD or stream-
ing), Redbox has used DVD vending machines to provide a low-cost channel for recent releases. 
These vending machines carry only a few hundred titles, consisting of new movies and popular 
children’s videos. They allow customers to go online and reserve movies at specific machines 
using a credit card. The result is a virtual aggregation of inventories, which improves the match-
ing of supply and demand and reduces inventory expense. The vending machines are typically 
installed in existing retail infrastructure, such as grocery stores. Thus, the marginal increase in 
PP&E	is	small.	The	tailored	combination	of	Redbox	providing	recent	releases	from	vending	
machines	and	Netflix	providing	a	wide	variety	of	titles	from	a	centralized	model	was	able	to	
provide both recent releases and a wide assortment at a much lower cost than Blockbuster’s try-
ing to do both at its stores.

4.5 inDian agRiCulTuRal pRoDuCe DisTRibuTion Channels: 
Ripe foR MaJoR TRansfoRMaTion

Distribution systems in different regions of the world differ widely due to geographic, historic, 
socioeconomic, and demographic differences. These distribution systems, evolved over centu-
ries, impact directly the performance of supply chains in those regions. It is therefore necessary 
for students of supply chain management to acquaint themselves with the peculiarities of distri-
bution systems prevalent in the region that is being studied.

The distribution channels existing in most of the developed world are well-integrated, giv-
ing them considerable muscle to influence the design and operation of supply chains. The same 
does not hold true in the case of the developing world where small and medium size operators 
populate the distribution networks in almost all industry verticals with little or no control over 
the	design	and	operation	of	supply	networks.	A	whole	range	of	intermediaries	connect	the	pro-

Table 4-13 Impact of Online Sales on Netflix Performance Relative to Blockbuster

Area Impact for DVDs Impact for Digital Content

Response time –1 +2

Product variety +2 +2

Product availability +1 +2

Customer experience +1 +1

Time to market –1 –1

Order visibility 0 0

Direct sales 0 0

Flexible pricing, portfolio, 
promotions

+1 +1

Efficient funds transfer 0 0

Inventory +2 +2

Facilities +1 +1

Transportation –2 0

Information –1 –1

Key: +2 = very positive; +1 = positive; 0 = neutral; –1 = negative; –2 = very negative.
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ducers of goods to the consumers to move the material through the channel, adding to costs and 
time delays.

India ranks among the largest producers of a large variety of agricultural produce in 
the world. However, it also records one of the highest percentages of wastage of the pro-
duce (estimated at ` 580 billion per year) mainly due to the lack of proper storage facilities 
and transportation, and the absence of adequate supply chains. The concepts of frozen 
foods	and	cold	chains	are	in	their	infancy	and	have	limited	acceptance	and	reach.	No	more	
than 2 percent of the produce is processed, making the value addition among the lowest. 
Traditional distribution channels are riddled with excessive intermediaries. These add costs 
and delays, thereby adversely affecting the returns to farmers and lowering the value deliv-
ered to consumers.

To correct these problems in the distribution system, the Government of India has initiated 
a	slew	of	measures	to	build	infrastructure	both	for	distribution	and	food	processing.	Emphasis	is	
heing laid on the development or cold chains, refrigerated transportation, and storage facilities. 
Agmarknets,	a	marketing	information	system,	is	being	established	to	provide	market	intelligence	
to	farmers.	Additionally,	e-trading	through	electronic	spot	exchanges	is	being	promoted.	A	num-
ber of collection centers having linkages with farmers, farmer groups, farmer federations, etc., 
are	being	established	at	farm	gate	level.	Additionally,	5–10	farm-proximate	sorting,	grading,	and	
prc-cooling	units	called	primary	processing	centers	are	being	located	at	that	level.	Around	8–10	
such primary processing centers are planned to be linked with central processing centers having 
forward linkages with the markets. We can thus expect major transformation in these channels in 
the near future.

In	the	following	caselet,	we	show	how	a	successful	intervention	by	the	State	helped	ginger	
cultivators	of	Karbi	Anglong	in	Assam	build	a	co-operative	venture	and	realize	the	proper	value	
of the high-quality produce.

Linking Tribal Farmers with the Market4 Integration of Supply Chain in Karbi 
Anglong—Assam*

General

Karbi Anglong, a hilly area situated in the central part of Assam, has different climates in different parts. It is bounded by 
Golaghat dis trict in the east, Meghalaya and Morigaon dis trict in the west, Nagaon and Golaghat district in the north, and 
N.C. Hills district and Nagaland in the south. The population of the district is largely tribal. Karbi Anglong is predominantly 
an agriculture-dominated district with a unique climate suitable for the cultivation of orange, medicinal plants, and mus-
tard. It is a leading producer of fine quality of organic ginger. Ginger grown in Karbi Anglong are of Nadia, Rio de Janeiro, 
and Aizol variety and most of these are low fiber type. Varieties having high dry rhizome with less fiber and high recovery 
of oleoresin oil are preferred.

The Problem

Farmers were facing losses because the produce was getting wasted after being harvested due to lack of transportation 
and storage facilities. The small and mar ginal farmers did not have economies of scale to opt for proper grading, sorting, 
pack aging, and transportation. The producers had to often resort to distress sale due to lack of market channel, market 
support, and market information. Inspite of the high quality of the produce and high demand for the product in industry, 
the price that the farmer was receiv ing was not commensurate with the quality.

The share received by the farmer was a negligible fraction of the final price of the product. Land holdings being 
small, made the commercialization of the crop problematic. The small and mar ginal farmers lacked funds and did not 

*This caselet is based on inputs provided and by Dr. Hema Yadav, Deputy Director, National Institute of Agricultural Marketing, Jaipur.
4 Based on input provided and permission granted by Dr Hema Yadav, Deputy Director, National Institute of Agricultural Marketing, Jaipur.
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have holding power. Further, marketing and transport facilities were woe fully inadequate. There were hardly any cold 
storage facilities and the few processing units that existed seldom functioned to capac ity. The farmers also suffered losses 
due to faulty storage method and diseases like rhi zome rot. Nonavailability of trained person nel with sound knowledge of 
production and post-harvest technologies further aggravated the problems. At the same time, marketing of ginger had 
become difficult due to factors such as rapidly fluctuating market price, stiff competition from producers of other states 
(Karnataka, Kerala, Sikkim, Meghalaya, Mizoram) and neigbouring countries such as China and Nepal. High transporta-
tion costs and nonavailability of suitable infrastructure for value addition further exacerbated the problems.

State Intervention

Sensing the helplessness of the poor farmers and their exploitation by the middlemen, the District Collector of Karbi 
Anglong conceived and introduced innovative mar keting practices in 2007 by organizing the growers as federation and 
facilitating the producers to gain better advantage. Karbi Anglong produces 12,000 metric tons of ginger per annum 
which is valued at about ` 10 crore. The farmers created a co-operative, Marketing Federation limited (GINFED) in 2007 
under Rashtriya Sama VikashYojana (RSVY). It is an association of 3,500 small and marginal tribal ginger cultivators.It aims 
to bring all the producers under one umbrella and provide better returns.

Transportation of ginger is a major bottleneck due to hilly and remote locations. It used to be transported by road 
from Diphu to Guwahati and from Guwahati to Delhi, increasing costs. The transportation cost of ginger by road from 
Diphu to Azadpur Mandi in Delhi being between ` 3 to ` 5 per Kg. GINFED now has an agreement between North East 
Frontier Railways (NEF) and Karbi Anglong dis trict administration. The Lumding railway division of NEF Railway decided to 
attach a wagon to an express train to transport ginger from different locations bringing the trans portation cost down to 20 
to 30 paisa per kg. With this agreement, the transport cost of supplying ginger to Delhi got reduced by 90 percent.

Storage and Post Harvest Handling

Apart from transportation, GINFED is also expect to provide post-harvest support like, facilities with storehouse, packag-
ing, clean ing, and grading. The producers will now be able to store the produce and take marketing decisions as well as 
supply ginger to international mar kets. The GINFED is also registered with SGS Sweden for getting organic certifica tion 
with the help of NABARD.

Besides this, the Federation has also fixed a uniform price of ` 8 per kg (` 13–15 per kg in 2015) for procur ing ginger. 
This has brought relief to pro ducers who initially suffered from lack of marketing avenues, realisation of proper price, and 
distress sale. Before the GINFED intervention, the farmers used to sell at ` 4–5 per kg. The assured price support, as pro-
vided by GINFED, has led to higher returns to the growers.

Financial Support

Ginger farmers are provided with a special credit-cum-debit card to avail of bank loans. The ginger card (G card) holder 
can obtain a loan of ` 10,000 for crop production from State Bank of India. The system is being seen as a major boost to 
the marginal tribal farmers of the hill district.

Forward Linkages

These solution to logistic bottlenecks coupled with access to value added services will now help to supply good quality 
ginger to ITC Ltd., Rayfam New Delhi, Sresla Bio Products (Hyderabad), North Eastern Regional Agricultural Marketing 
Corporation (NERAMAC), and National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED). These buying 
agencies will now make efforts for further integration of the supply chain and cost reduction in the pro curement process 
by bringing about both market and pricing efficiencies in the mar ket channel. GINFED and ginger of Karbi Anglong have 
enough potential to process ginger for oleoresin which has a high demand in international market.

The integration of logistic and business services will help in delivering benefits to all the players of a supply chain 
and will hopefully link the tribal ginger growers of Karbi Anglong with the world markets, and deliver to their workers 
anywhere.
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In another effort to minimise wastage of fruits and make the same available to consumers 
throughout the year, the government  has established Fresh and Healthy Enterprises Limited as a 
fully owned subsidiary of the Container Corporation of India (CONCOR). We have described  
the operation of this venture the end of the chapter.

Why Vadodara APMC is a hit among farmers?4

Better infrastructure helps to attract regular flow of produce, reduce variability in prices and arrival

The underutilization of agricultural potential of the country can be attributed to the lack of services 
that are essential for development. Lack of innovations in marketing practices has been a major curse 
till the recent past. In India, institutional innovations have emerged recently to overcome the issues 
which farmers face. These innovative organisations/ practices can provide growers an array of 
services, including better management of their produce, better market access, negotiating power 
and access to information and knowledge.

4 http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/markets/commodities/why-vadodara-apmc-is-a-hit-among-
farmers/article6497635.ece, accessed December 25, 2015.
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Institutional innovation has a deeper and fundamental meaning which defines the ratio-
nale for the existence of such bodies in developing an environment which is more democratic. 
Such	innovation	should	not	only	be	a	supportive	mechanism	for	the	stakeholders	but	also	a	
model that can be replicated.

There	is	a	need	to	bring	institutional	innovations	in	APMC	by	redefining	the	roles	of	
stakeholder through information technology, dismantling the present trade-offs. The domain 
of	APMC	can	also	be	extended	to	being	a	service	organization	as	these	would	make	it	eco-
nomically viable for the farmers. There is also a necessity to make the agricultural markets 
environmentally sustainable by making them responsive toward the recycling of waste and 
maintaining the energy of the ecosystem of market.

Though	the	APMCs	in	the	country	are	being	criticized	and	are	facing	a	bleak	future,	the	
APMC	at	Vadodara	has	established	itself	as	a	centre	of	excellence	in	catering	to	the	need	of	
farmers	 by	 promoting	 three	 market	 yards—Sayajipura,	 Hathikhana,	 and	 Kewdabaug.	
Hathikhana	market	of	the	APMC	is	the	oldest	established	in	1958	while	Sayajipura	is	the	lat-
est.

Sayajipura	market	yard	has	been	developed	on	30	acres	consisting	of	259	shops-cum-
warehouse	for	grains,	vegetables,	and	pulses.	The	auction	takes	place	in	a	covered	place.	All	
the vegetables that enter the market are packed in different sizes and packing material. The 
market is well-equipped with a cold storage of 3,750 tonnes enabling farmers to store their 
produce in the market itself.

Other features of the yard are wide approach roads, private telephone exchange, 100-
tonne ripening chamber for bananas, mangoes and papaya, organic waste converter, and an 
information system to address issues relating to farmers and soil health laboratory.

The post-harvest facilities such as cold storage and ripening chambers for perishable 
horticulture produce serve as an effective tool for getting better return for the produce and also 
help	in	avoiding	wastage	at	markets.	The	APMC	has	the	right	focus	in	explaining	the	concept	
of environmental sustainability of a market yard.

Prior	to	establishment	of	Sayajipura	market,	the	yearly	average	income	of	APMC	Vado-
dara was limited to 149 lakh while the same was worked out to 493 lakh in post-establishment 
period	of	Sayajipura	market.	During	2011,	when	the	cold	storage	facility	was	started,	arrivals	
grew	by	12	percent.	Against	this	during	the	same	year,	the	arrival	has	halved	in	Hathikhana	
market	yard.	Similarly	during	2012,	the	Sayajipura	market	yard	started	the	facility	of	the	rip-
ening chamber. The market again witnessed a growth of 11 percent whereas the pace of growth 
in Hathikhana market yard was 8 percent only.

Currently, study indicates that with establishment of modern infrastructure, the income 
and	arrival	of	the	APMC	Vadodara	has	increased	manifold.	The	modern	infrastructure	helped	
in attracting regular flow of produce, and thus, reduced variability both in prices and arrival. It 
is	recommended	that	based	on	the	produce	pattern	in	the	market	area	of	APMC,	the	modern	
infrastructure should be promoted at yard level so that produce flows are regular in the yard 
and markets are more stabilized.

4.6 inDian fMCg seCToR-DisTRibuTion Channels

Indian FMCG distribution channels are among the longest in the country. The products move 
from manufacturers through Carrying and Forwarding (C&F) agents or warehouses to dis-
tributors for further sale to wholesalers or stockiest. From here it is sent to retailers to reach 
eventual consumers. In the process, a variety of modes of transport come into play, includ ing 
animal transport in some remote areas,

The above characteristics have given the Indian distribution system a web-like struc ture, 
with industrial products traveling through myriad channels populated by a variety of intermedi-
aries delivering consumer needs in ever-decreasing ranges and quantities at the end of long and 
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tenuous supply lines. The resultant pattern is to be seen in the shape of world’s highest retail 
density with over 12 million retail outlets of microscopic sites dotted all over the country. The 
distribution system is accordingly highly fragmented and almost completely unorganized. Yet it 
is deeply entrenched in the social milieu of the country as it provides employment to the unskilled 
and semiskilled workforce and serving the basic needs of the rural population,

The advent of organized retailing, which has spread rather swiftly in the urban areas where 
infrastructural facilities are relatively more favourable, is now beginning to penetrate the semiur-
ban and rural markets. This has led to the development of new formats to meet the comparatively 
more basic requirements of the rural population. The number service type of intermediaries 
involved in the end-to-end supply chains are both large and diverse. FMCG companies, includ-
ing multinationals, find it difficult to provide the desired levels of customer service in all markets 
through their exclusive outlets because of insufficiently developed distribution networks. They 
find it easier to depend upon existing traditional distribution channels, albeit with a certain loss 
of control on the distribution and customer service processes. This leads to distributors, whole-
salers, and retail ers driven by their individual profit motives to local optimization, to the detri-
ment	of	total	supply	chain	performance.	A	working	model	of	such	hybrid	FMCG	distribution	
channels, reaching right down to the remote villages, is to be found in the case of Hindustan 
Levers Limited (HLL) which has established a village-based network of sub-stockists and mobi-
lized	self-help	groups	of	rural	women	as	partners	in	its	project	named	“Shakti.’’5

4.7 inDian CoMMoDiTies DisTRibuTion Channels

Existing	distribution	networks	of	commodity	products	like	cement	also	involve	C&F	public	or	
private warehouses, distributors, sub-dealers, and retailers to reach customers. Ultra Tech’s 
cement distribution network, for instance, comprises over 5,500 dealers and 30,000 retailers. 

Transforming Traditional supply Chains

One range of items no Indian buyer would ever like to buy without a thorough search and sev-
eral rounds of viewing is jewelry. In India at least, traditional and modern jewelry presents a 
range of choice which is truly mind boggling. The buyer is faced not only with endless designs 
but	degrees	of	purity	of	gold	and	precious	metals.	A	classic	case	of	“embarrass de riches”	(an	
overabundance of choice). The entire buying process involves detailed dialogue with advice 
and recommendation of the jeweler and mutual trust. Under the circumstances, it appeared 
quite unlikely that Indian ladies would ever contemplate buying jewelry online. 

Yet, the enterprising jewelers have come up with solution whereby the power of IT is 
used to promote online sale and almost entirely transform the supply chains. The trend is 
catching on fast, and jewelers big and small are in the race. 

4.8 DisTRibuTion neTwoRks in pRaCTiCe

1. The ownership structure of the distribution network can have as big an impact as 
the type of distribution network. The bulk of this chapter deals with different types of phys-
ical networks and subsequent flows to distribute products successfully. However, equally 

5Project shakti.	This	distribution	system	covers	over	5.000	village	in	52	districts	in	Artdhra	Pradesh,	Kar-
nataka, Gujarat, and Madhya Pradesh. It is planned to be extended across the country by 2010. with about 
11,000	Shakti	entrepreneurs,	covering	100,000	villages.	A	typical	Shakti	entrepreneur	conducts	business	of	
around ` 15,000 per month. which give her an encome in excess of ` 1,000 per month on a sustainable basis.
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important is who owns each stage in the distribution network. Distribution networks that have 
exactly the same physical flow but different ownership structures can have vastly different 
performance. For example, a manufacturer that owns its distribution network can control the 
network’s actions. However, if the manufacturer does not own the distribution network, as is 
more often the case, a wide variety of issues must be taken into account to optimize over the 
network. Obviously, an independent distributor wants to optimize its own enterprise, not nec-
essarily	the	entire	supply	chain.	Attempting	to	optimize	over	a	distribution	network	with	mul-
tiple enterprises requires great skill in coordinating the incentives of each of the players and in 
creating the right relationships.

2. It is important to have adaptable distribution networks. Distribution networks must 
be	able	to	adapt	to	changing	technology	and	environments.	An	inability	to	adapt	can	be	very	
damaging in these times of rapid change. For example, Blockbuster in the movie rental business 
and Borders in the bookselling business had great success with a network of retail stores. Their 
inability	to	adapt	to	the	arrival	of	the	Internet,	however,	allowed	competitors	such	as	Amazon	and	
Netflix	to	gain	market	share	at	their	expense.	If	either	Blockbuster	or	Borders	had	adapted	to	take	
advantage of the Internet to create a tailored distribution network, it can be argued that they could 
have continued their dominance. Walmart is an example of a company that, through trial and 
error, adapted its distribution network to take advantage of the Internet along with its existing 
retail store network.

3. Product price, commoditization, and criticality affect the type of distribution sys-
tem preferred by customers. Interactions between a buyer and a seller take time and 
resources.	As	a	result,	it	is	much	more	convenient	for	a	buyer	to	deal	with	a	single	enterprise	
that can deliver a full line of products. For high-value, specialized, or critical products, cus-
tomers are willing to have a relationship solely around that particular product. For low-value, 
commoditized products like office supplies, however, most customers prefer a one-stop shop. 
Whereas	Apple	has	been	 successful	with	 stores	 selling	only	Apple	products,	 it	 is	 highly	
unlikely that a stapler manufacturer could succeed without distributing through general sta-
tionery	stores.	As	hardware	has	become	more	commoditized,	customers	have	shifted	purchase	
to locations that are not manufacturer specific even for products such as computers and smart-
phones.

4. Integrate the Internet with the existing physical network. To extract maximum ben-
efit from the online channel for physical goods, firms should integrate it with their existing 
supply	chain	networks.	Separating	the	two	networks	often	results	in	inefficiencies	within	the	
supply chain. They should be coupled in a tailored manner that exploits the strengths of each 
channel.

Tesco’s use of its physical assets to satisfy both online orders and people who want to shop 
in	a	supermarket	is	an	effective	integration	of	online	sales	within	a	supply	chain	network.	Another	
example of an effective tailored strategy is Walmart, which allows customers to pick up online 
orders at its retail stores. The Internet is used to expand the variety available to customers at a 
Walmart store. Walmart stores stock popular items, whereas customers can order online the col-
ors or sizes that may not be available in the store. This allows Walmart to centralize low-demand 
items	while	increasing	the	variety	available	to	customers.	Each	channel	is	tailored	to	carry	the	
products it handles best.

4.9 suMMaRy of leaRning obJeCTiVes

1. Identify the key factors to be considered when designing a distribution network. A	
manager must consider the customer needs to be met and the cost of meeting these needs when 
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designing	the	distribution	network.	Some	key	customer	needs	to	be	considered	include	response	
time, product variety/availability, convenience, order visibility, and returnability. Important costs 
that managers must consider include inventories, transportation, facilities and handling, and 
information. Increasing the number of facilities decreases the response time and transportation 
cost but increases inventory and facility cost.

2. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of various distribution options. Distribution 
networks that ship directly to the customer are better suited for a large variety of high-value 
products that have low and uncertain demand. These networks carry low levels of inventory but 
incur high transportation cost and provide a slow response time. Distribution networks that carry 
local inventory are suitable for products with high demand, especially if transportation is a large 
fraction of total cost. These networks incur higher inventory cost but lower transportation cost 
and provide a faster response time.

3. Understand how online sales have affected the design of distribution networks in 
different industries. The rise of online sales has affected both customer service and costs in 
supply chains. Online sales allow a firm to offer greater product variety and improve product 
availability by centralizing inventories. This is especially beneficial for low-volume, high-
variety products. The online channel also improves the customer experience by providing 
24-hour	access	and	allowing	a	more	customized	experience.	Selling	a	product	online,	however,	
increases	the	response	time	relative	to	a	retail	store.	A	company	selling	online	reduces	facility	
costs if there is no significant loss of customer participation. Transportation costs increase, 
however; this is particularly significant for low-value products with predictable demand. 
Online sales have been most effective for high-value products with uncertain demand, when 
customers are willing to wait some time before delivery. The Internet is particularly effective 
for products such as music, movies, and books that can be digitized because the two major 
disadvantages	of	distributing	physical	products	online—long	response	times	and	high	trans-
portation	cost—disappear.

Discussion Questions
 1. What differences in the retail environment may justify the 

fact that the fast-moving consumer goods supply chain in 
India has far more distributors than it has in the United 
States?

 2. A	specialty	chemical	company	is	considering	expanding	its	
operations into Brazil, where five companies dominate the 
consumption of specialty chemicals. What sort of distribu-
tion network should this company use?

 3. A	distributor	has	heard	that	one	of	the	major	manufacturers	
from which it buys is considering going direct to the con-
sumer. What can the distributor do about this? What advan-
tages can it offer the manufacturer that the manufacturer is 
unlikely to be able to reproduce?

 4. What types of distribution networks are typically best suited 
for commodity items?

 5. What type of network is best suited to highly differentiated 
products?

 6. In the future, do you see the value added by distributors 
decreasing, increasing, or staying about the same?

 7. Why has the online channel been more successful in the 
computer hardware industry compared with the grocery 
industry? In the future, how valuable is the online channel 
likely to be in the computer hardware industry?

 8. Is the online channel likely to be more beneficial in the early 
part or the mature part of a product’s life cycle? Why?

 9. Consider the sale of home improvement products at Home 
Depot or a chain of hardware stores such as True Value. 
Which can extract the greater benefit from going online? 
Why?

 10. Amazon	sells	books,	music,	electronics,	software,	toys,	and	
home improvement products online. In which product cate-
gory does going online offer the greatest advantage com-
pared with a retail store chain? In which product category 
does the online channel offer the smallest advantage (or a 
potential cost disadvantage) compared with a retail store 
chain? Why?

 11. Why	 should	 an	online	 seller	 such	 as	Amazon	build	more	
warehouses as its sales volume grows?
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Case stuDy
Blue Nile and Diamond Retailing1

A	customer	walks	into	your	jewelry	store	with	printouts	
of	diamond	selections	from	Blue	Nile,	a	company	that	is	
the largest online retailer of diamonds. The list price for 
the customer’s desired diamond is only $100 above your 
total cost for a stone of the same characteristics. Do you 
let the customer walk, or come down in price to compete?2

This	 dilemma	 has	 faced	 many	 jewelers.	 Some	
argue that jewelers should lower prices on stones to keep 
the customer. Future sales and add-on sales such as cus-
tom designs, mountings, and repairs can then be used to 
make additional margins. Others argue that cutting 
prices to compete sends a negative signal to loyal cus-
tomers from the past who may be upset by the fact that 
they were not given the best price.

As	the	economy	tightened	during	the	holiday	sea-
son of 2007, the differences in performance between 
Blue	Nile	and	bricks-and-mortar	retailers	were	startling.	
In	January	2008,	Blue	Nile	reported	a	24	percent	jump	in	
sales during its fourth quarter. For the same quarter, Tif-
fany posted a 2 percent drop in domestic same-store 

sales,	 and	Zales	 reported	a	9	percent	drop.	The	chief	
operating	 officer	 of	 Blue	 Nile,	 Diane	 Irvine,	 stated,	
“This business is all about taking market share. We look 
at	this	type	of	environment	as	one	of	opportunity.”

The Diamond Retailing Industry

For both wholesalers and retailers in the diamond indus-
try, 2008 was a very difficult year. It was so bad at the 
supply end that the dealers’ trade association, the World 
Federation of Diamond Bourses, issued an appeal for the 
diamond producers to reduce the supply of new gems 
entering the market in an effort to reduce supply.

However, the world’s largest producer, De Beers, 
appeared unmoved, refusing to give any commitment to 
curtail production. The company had recently opened 
the	Voorspoed	mine	in	South	Africa,	which,	when	fully	
operational, could add 800,000 carats a year into an 
already oversupplied market. Historically, De Beers had 
exerted tremendous control over the supply of diamonds, 
going so far as to purchase large quantities of rough dia-

1This	case	was	written	jointly	with	Professor	Roby	Thomas	of	Elmhurst	College.
2Stacey	King,	“The	Internet:	Retailers'	New	Challenge,”	Professional Jeweller Magazine,	August	1999.
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monds	 from	 other	 producers.	 In	 2005,	 the	 European	
Commission forced De Beers to phase out its agreement 
to	 buy	 diamonds	 from	ALROSA,	 the	world’s	 second	
largest diamond producer, which accounted for most of 
the diamond production in Russia. Russia was the sec-
ond largest producer of diamonds in the world after 
Botswana.

Although	discount	 retailers	 such	as	Walmart	 and	
Costco continued to thrive, the situation was difficult for 
traditional jewelry retailers. Friedman’s filed for Chapter 
11	bankruptcy	protection	in	January	2008,	followed	by	
	Chicago-based	Whitehall	 in	 June.	When	 it	 filed	 for	
bankruptcy, Friedman was the third largest jewelry 
chain	 in	 North	 America,	 with	 455	 stores,	 whereas	
Whitehall	ranked	fifth,	with	375	stores	in	April	2008.	In	
February	2008,	Zales	announced	a	plan	to	close	more	
than 100  stores that year. This shakeup offered an 
opportunity for other players to move in and try to gain 
market share.

With the weakening economy, the third and fourth 
quarters of 2008 were particularly hard on diamond 
retailers.	Even	historically	 successful	players	 such	as	
Blue	Nile,	Tiffany,	and	Zales	saw	a	decline	in	sales	and	a	
significant	drop	in	their	share	price.	As	customers	tight-
ened their belts and cut back on discretionary spending, 
high-cost purchases such as diamond jewelry were often 
the first to be postponed. The situation worsened as 
competition for the shrinking number of customers 
became fiercer. In such a difficult environment, it was 
hard to judge which factors could best help different 
jewelry retailers succeed.

Blue Nile

In December 1998, Mark Vadon, a young consultant, 
was shopping for an engagement ring and stumbled 
across a company called Internet Diamonds, run by 
Seattle	jeweler	Doug	Williams.	Vadon	not	only	bought	a	
ring but also went into business with Williams in early 
1999.	The	company	changed	its	name	to	Blue	Nile	by	
the end of 1999 because the new name “sounded elegant 
and	upscale,”	according	to	Vadon.

On	its	website,	Blue	Nile	articulated	its	philoso-
phy as follows: “Offer high-quality diamonds and fine 
jewelry at outstanding prices. When you visit our web-
site, you’ll find extraordinary jewelry, useful guidance, 

and easy-to-understand jewelry education that’s perfect 
for	your	occasion.”

Many customers (especially men) liked the low-
pressure selling tactics that focused on education. 
Besides	explaining	the	four	Cs—cut,	color,	clarity,	and	
carat—Blue	Nile	allowed	customers	to	“build	your	own	
ring.”	Starting	with	 the	cut	 they	preferred,	 customers	
could determine ranges along each of the four Cs and 
price.	Blue	Nile	then	displayed	all	stones	in	inventory	
that fit the customer’s desired profile. Customers 
selected the stone of their choice, followed by the setting 
they	 liked	 best.	Blue	Nile	 also	 allowed	 customers	 to	
have their questions resolved on the phone by sales reps 
who did not work on commission. This low-pressure 
selling approach had great appeal to a segment of the 
population. In a BusinessWeek article in 2008, Internet 
entrepreneur	Jason	Calacanis	was	quoted	as	saying	that	
shopping for his engagement ring (for which he spent 
“tens	of	thousands	of	dollars”)	on	Blue	Nile	“was	the	
best	shopping	experience	he	never	had.”3

The company focused on providing good value to 
its customers. Whereas retail jewelers routinely marked 
up	diamonds	by	up	to	50	percent,	Blue	Nile	kept	a	lower	
markup	of	around	20	percent.	Blue	Nile	believed	that	it	
could afford the lower markup because of lower inven-
tory and warehousing expense. Unlike jewelry retailers 
who	maintained	stores	in	high-priced	areas,	Blue	Nile	
had	a	single	warehouse	in	the	United	States	in	which	it	
stocked its entire inventory.

The company strategy was not without hurdles 
because some customers did not care as much about 
underpricing the competition. For example, some cus-
tomers preferred “a piece of fine jewelry in a robin’s egg 
blue	box	with	Tiffany	on	it”4 to getting a price discount. 
Also,	it	was	not	entirely	clear	that	customers	would	be	
willing to spend thousands of dollars on an item they had 
not	 seen	or	 touched.	To	counter	 this	 issue,	Blue	Nile	
offered a 30-day money back guarantee on items in orig-
inal condition.

In 2007, the company launched websites in 
	Canada	and	the	United	Kingdom	and	opened	an	office	
in Dublin with local customer service and fulfillment 
operations. The Dublin office offered free shipping to 
several	countries	in	Western	Europe.	The	U.S.	facility	
handled international shipping to some countries in the 

3Jay	Greene,	“Blue	Nile:	No	Diamond	in	the	Rough,”	BusinessWeek e.biz, May 2000.
4King,	“The	Internet:	Retailers'	New	Challenge.”
5Victoria	Murphy	Barret,	“The	Digital	Diamond	District,”	Forbes.com, October 2007.
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Asia–Pacific	region.	International	sales	had	increased	
from $17 million in 2007 to more than $62 million in 
2012.

By	2007,	Blue	Nile	had	 sold	more	 than	70,000	
rings larger than a carat, with 25 orders totaling more 
than	$100,000.	In	June	2007,	the	company	sold	a	single	
diamond for $1.5 million. Forbes called it perhaps “the 
largest	consumer	purchase	in	Web	history—and	also	the	
most	unlikely.”5 The stone, larger than 10 carats, had a 
diameter	roughly	the	size	of	a	penny.	Blue	Nile	did	not	
have the stone in inventory, but its network of suppliers 
quickly located one on a plane en route from a dealer in 
New	York	to	a	retailer	in	Italy.	The	stone	was	rerouted	to	
Blue	Nile	headquarters	in	Seattle	and	transported	in	a	
Brinks	armored	carrier	to	the	buyer—and	the	whole	pro-
cess took only three days.

In	February	2014,	Blue	Nile	offered	more	 than	
140,000 diamonds on its site. Of these diamonds, more 
than 50,000 were one carat or larger, with prices up to 
$2.9	million.	Almost	76,000	diamonds	on	the	Blue	Nile	
website were priced higher than $2,500. In 2010, com-
pany	CEO	Diane	Irvine	said,	“We’re	not	positioned	as	
a discounter. We are selling a very high-end product 
but	selling	it	 for	much	less.”	The	2012	annual	report	
stated that “we aim to limit our diamond offerings to 
those possessing characteristics associated with high 
quality.”

In 2012, the company had sales of about $400 mil-
lion	with	a	net	income	of	$8.4	million.	Although	sales	
had risen, income had dropped relative to 2011. The 
company had also started to offer a broad range of non-
engagement products, including rings, wedding bands, 
necklaces, pendants, bracelets, and gifts and accessories 
containing precious metals, diamonds, gemstones, or 
pearls. The company, however, maintained that the 
engagement category was its core business.

Zales

The	 first	 Zales	 Jewelers	 was	 established	 by	 Morris	
(M. B.)	Zale,	William	Zale,	and	Ben	Lipshy	 in	1924.	
Their marketing strategy was to offer a credit plan of “a 
penny	down	and	a	dollar	a	week.”	Their	success	allowed	
them to grow to twelve stores in Oklahoma and Texas by 
1941. Over the next four decades, the company grew to 
hundreds of stores by buying up other stores and smaller 
chains.

In 1986, the company was purchased in a lever-
aged	 buyout	 by	 Peoples	 Jewelers	 of	 Canada	 and	
Swarovski	International.	In	1992,	its	debt	pushed	Zales	
into Chapter 11 bankruptcy for a year. It became a public 
company again in that decade and operated nearly 2,400 
stores by 2005. The company’s divisions included Pierc-
ing Pagoda, which ran mall-based kiosks selling jewelry 
to	teenagers;	Zales	Jewelers,	which	sold	diamond	jew-
elry for working-class mall shoppers; and the upscale 
Gordon’s.	Bailey	Banks	&	Biddle	Fine	Jewelers,	which	
offered even pricier products out of fancier malls, was 
sold	by	Zale	Corporation	in	November	2007.

Three years of declining market share, lost mostly 
to discounters such as Walmart and Costco, put pressure 
on	Zales	to	decide	on	a	makeover	by	2005.	Zales	dumped	
its lower-value 10-karat gold jewelry and modest-quality 
diamonds. The goal was to make the jeweler more 
upscale and fashion conscious, moving away from its 
promotion-driven, lower-end reputation. Unfortunately, 
the move was a disaster. There were delays in bringing 
in new merchandise, and same-store sales dropped. The 
company lost many of its traditional customers without 
winning the new ones it desired. It was soon passed by 
Akron,	Ohio-based	Sterling	(a	subsidiary	of	the	Signet	
Group)	as	the	largest	jeweler	in	the	United	States.	The	
chief	executive	officer	of	Zale	Corporation	was	forced	to	
resign by early 2006.

In	August	2006,	under	a	new	CEO,	Zales	started	a	
transition to return to its role as a promotional retailer 
focused on diamond fashion jewelry and diamond rings. 
The transition involved selling nearly $50 million in dis-
continued inventory from its upscale strategy and an 
expenditure	 of	 $120	million	 on	 new	 inventory.	As	 a	
result	 of	 the	 inventory	write-downs,	Zales	 lost	 $26.4	
million	in	its	quarter	ending	July	31,	2006.

The company had some success with its new 
strategy but was hurt by the rise in fuel prices and fall-
ing home prices in 2007 that made its middle-class 
customers feel less secure. Its core customers hesitated 
to buy jewelry as they battled higher prices for food 
and	fuel.	Zales	reported	a	profit	of	$1.5	million	in	the	
quarter	ending	July	31,	2007,	but	same-store	sales	fell	
by 0.5 percent. In February 2008, the company 
announced a plan to close approximately 105 stores, 
reduce inventory by $100 million, and reduce staff in 
company headquarters by about 20 percent. The goal 
of this plan was to enhance the company’s profitability 
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and	improve	its	overall	effectiveness.	After	many	years	
of losses, the company finally reported a profit for 
2012 (see Table 4-14).

Tiffany

Tiffany opened in 1837 as a stationery and fancy goods 
emporium	in	New	York	City.	It	published	its	first	catalog	
in 1845. The company enjoyed tremendous success, 
with its silver designs in particular becoming popular all 
over the world. In 1886, Tiffany introduced its now 
famous	“Tiffany	setting”	for	solitaire	engagement	rings.	
The Tiffany brand was so strong that it helped set dia-
mond and platinum purity standards used all over the 
world. In 1950, Truman Capote published his best seller 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s, which was released as a success-
ful	film	in	1961.	After	more	than	a	century	of	tremen-
dous success with its jewelry and other products, the 
company went public in 1987.

Tiffany’s high-end products included diamond 
rings, wedding bands, gemstone jewelry, and gemstone 

bands with diamonds as the primary gemstone. The 
company also sold non-gemstone gold, platinum, and 
sterling silver jewelry. Other products included watches 
and high-end items for the home, such as crystal and 
sterling silver serving trays. Besides its own designs, 
Tiffany	 also	 sold	 jewelry	 designed	 by	 Elsa	 Peretti,	
Paloma	Picasso,	the	late	Jean	Schlumberger,	and	archi-
tect Frank Gehry.

By 2012, Tiffany had 275 stores and boutiques all 
over the world, with about 90 of them in the United 
States.	Of	its	global	outlets,	Tiffany	had	more	than	50	in	
Japan	and	more	than	65	in	the	rest	of	the	Asia-Pacific	
region.	Stores	ranged	from	1,300	to	18,000	square	feet,	
with an average of 7,100 square feet. Its flagship store in 
New	York	contributed	about	10	percent	of	the	company’s	
sales in 2007. Besides retail outlets, Tiffany also sold 
products through a website and catalogs. The company, 
however, did not offer any engagement jewelry through 
its website as of 2012. Its high-end products, including 
jewelry, were sold primarily through the retail stores. 
The direct channel focused on what Tiffany referred to 

Table 4-14  Select Financial Data for Blue Nile, Inc., Zale Corporation, and Tiffany & Co. (in millions 
  of dollars) for 2012

 Blue Nile Zale Tiffany

Net sales 400.0 1,888.0 3,794.2

Cost of sales 325.0 903.6 1,631.0

Gross profit 75.1 984.4 2,163.2

Selling, general, and 
administrative expenses

62.8 915.5 1,466.1

Operating income 12.3 35.1 697.2

Net income 8.4 10.0 416.1

Cash and cash equivalents 87.0 17.1 504.8

Net receivables 4.4 – 253.5

Inventories 33.3 767.5 2,234.3

Total current assets 125.9 837.2 3,151.6

Property and equipment 7.9 108.9 818.8

Other assets 89 35.7 354.0

Total assets 145.9 1,187.3 4,630.9

Accounts payable 128.6 327.6 325.9

Stockholder equity 14.1 183.3 2,598.7
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7Based	on	inputs	provided	and	permission	granted	by	Shri	N	K	Jawa,	CEO	Fresh	and	Healthy	Enterprises	Limited,	Rai,	
Haryana.

as	“D”	items,	which	consisted	primarily	of	non-	gemstone	
sterling silver jewelry with an average price of $200 in 
2007. Category D sales represented about 58 percent of 
total sales for the direct channel. In contrast, more than 
half the retail sales came from high-end products such as 
diamond rings and gemstone jewelry with an average 
sale price in 2007 higher than $3,000.

Tiffany maintained its own manufacturing facili-
ties	in	Rhode	Island	and	New	York	but	also	continued	to	
source from third parties. In 2007, the company sourced 
almost 60 percent of its jewelry from internal manufac-
turing facilities. Tiffany had a retail service center in 
New	Jersey	that	focused	on	receiving	product	from	all	
over the world and replenishing its retail stores. The 
company had a separate customer fulfillment center for 
processing direct-to-customer orders.

Until 2003, the company did not purchase any 
rough diamonds, focusing entirely on the purchase of 
polished	stones.	Since	then,	 the	company	established	
diamond-processing	 operations	 in	 Canada,	 South	
Africa,	Botswana,	Namibia,	Belgium,	China,	and	Viet-
nam. In 2007, approximately 40 percent of the dia-
monds used by Tiffany were produced from rough 
diamonds	purchased	by	 the	 company.	Not	 all	 rough	
diamonds could be cut and polished to the quality 
standards of Tiffany. Diamonds that failed to meet Tif-
fany’s standards were then sold to third parties at mar-
ket price, sometimes at a loss.

In 2012, 90 percent of Tiffany’s net sales came 
from jewelry, with approximately 48 percent of net sales 
coming from products containing diamonds of various 

sizes.6 Products containing one or more diamonds of one 
carat or larger accounted for more than 10 percent of net 
sales	in	2007.	Select	financial	details	of	Tiffany’s	perfor-
mance in 2012 are shown in Table 4-14.

The Tiffany brand’s association with quality, lux-
ury, and exclusivity was an important part of its success. 
No	other	diamond	and	jewelry	retailer	enjoyed	margins	
anywhere near those enjoyed by Tiffany. In its annual 
reports, the company listed the strong brand as a major 
risk factor because any dilution in its brand image would 
have a significant negative impact on its margins.

Study Questions

 1. What are some key success factors in diamond retailing? 
How	do	Blue	Nile,	Zales,	and	Tiffany	compare	on	those	
dimensions?

 2. What	do	you	think	of	the	fact	that	Blue	Nile	carries	many	
stones priced at $2,500 or higher, whereas a large fraction 
of the products sold from the Tiffany website are priced at 
around $200? Which of the two product categories is bet-
ter suited to the strengths of the online channel?

 3. What do you think of Tiffany’s decision to not sell engage-
ment	 rings	 online?	What	 do	 you	 think	 of	 Blue	 Nile’s	
growth into the non-engagement category?

 4. Given that Tiffany stores have thrived with their focus on 
selling high-end jewelry, what do you think caused the 
failure	of	Zales’	upscale	strategy	in	2006?	What	products	
should	Zale	focus	on?

 5. Which of the three companies do you think is best struc-
tured to deal with weak economic times?

 6. What advice would you give to each of the three compa-
nies regarding its strategy and structure?

annexuRe

fresh & healthy enterprises ltd. (fhel)7 background/Company profile

•	 India	is	the	second	largest	producer	of	fruit	and	vegetables	in	the	world	with	production	of	
over	240	million	MT	per	annum.	At	present	the	total	value	of	produce	is	estimated	to	the	tune	
of Rs. 2,80,000 crore. It is also estimated that 30–40% of the fruit and vegetables production 
is lost due to poor post-harvest management and absence of associated logistics. Given the 
above situation, there exists a tremendous business opportunity in this particular area.

•	 Realizing	the	potential	in	this	area	Container	Corporation	of	India	(CONCOR),	a	PSU	under	
Ministry of Railways, Government of India decided to set up its fully owned subsidiary 

6Tiffany	Annual	Report,	March	2013.
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called	“Fresh	&	Healthy	Enterprises	Ltd	(FHEL)”	in	February	2006.	It	has	been	set	up	to	
create a state-of-the-art cold chain infrastructure in the country and to provide complete cold 
chain	logistic	solution	to	the	various	stake	holders	in	this	area.	FHEL	intends	to	derive	its	
strength	from	CONCOR,	its	holding	company	that	has	a	track	record	of	excellence	in	the	
logistic services sector.

•	 The	company	set	up	a	Controlled	Atmosphere	(CA)	Store	at	Rai	in	Sonepat	(in	operation	
from	August,	2007),	having	storage	capacity	of	12,000	MT	which	started	functioning	in	
August,	2007.

•	 The	company’s	main	function	at	present	is	to	procure	apples	from	Shimla	and	Kinnaur	
districts	of	Himachal	Pradesh,	transport	them	by	trucks	to	CA	store	at	Rai	sorting,	grading,	
packing, and storage. These apples are sold either through marketing associates in Delhi, 
Mumbai,	Chennai,	Ahmedabad	and	other	fruit	markets	 throughout	India	or	directly	to	
retail	chains	like	Bharti	Wal-Mart,	Big	Bazaar,	Aditya	Birla	retail,	etc.

•	 In	its	development	over	the	last	5	years,	FHEL	has	established	itself	as	a	leading	player	in	
premium quality apples.

•	 In	the	facility	there	are	78	chambers,	each	with	a	capacity	of	approx.	150	MT.	Each	cham-
ber can be individually controlled for temperature, humidity, oxygen, and carbon dioxide 
levels to extend life of the perishable fruits and vegetables. The facility also has automatic 
sorting/grading/packing line to minimize damage to fruit during handling.

•	 The	table	below	depicts	FHEL’s	physical	volume	year-on-year	over	the	last	four	years.

year procurement (MT)

2007–08 10920
2008–09 7720
2009–10 2856
2010–11 9361
2011–12 6898

The reduction in procurement of apples in 2009–10 and 2011–12 was due to very poor crop in 
these years. For the first time in the year 2010–11, the company turned around by making net 
profit of ` 0.42 cr., even though it competes with the un-organized sector.  

fhel—a game Changer

Ever	since	FHEL	entered	the	apple	business,	there	have	been	many	changes	in	the	sector,	even	
though	the	procurement	of	FHEL	is	much	smaller	as	compared	to	the	total	production	(over 
2	million	MT	per	annum).	First,	FHEL	works	in	an	open	and	transparent	manner	when	it	comes	
to transactions with farmers, especially rate at which apples are procured. This acts as a bench-
mark	and	all	the	farmers	are	able	to	bargain	well	with	the	traders.	Secondly,	FHEL	at	its	own	cost	
arranges scientists’ visits to the villages to interact with the farmers and solve their problems 
regarding	quality	and	productivity.	Thirdly,	FHEL	also	arranges	all	inputs	required	by	the	farm-
ers	like	nutrient	packages,	pesticides/fungicides,	packing	materials,	farm	implements,	etc.	FHEL	
has	acted	as	a	catalyst	for	growth	in	investment	in	the	sector.	FHEL	was	the	first	company	to	
enter	into	CA	storage	of	apples	and	within	four	years	of	its	establishment,	the	country	now	has	
almost	50,000	MT	of	CA	storage	capacity	for	apples.	Due	to	the	presence	of	FHEL	in	Himachal	
Pradesh, the farmers have benefitted immensely by way of increased realization of their produce.

fhel—a national-level agency under national horticulture Mission

The organization strives to remain the leading player in the apple business and has a well-prepared 
strategy	for	achieving	“Mission	&	Objectives”	which	are	summarized	in	the	Annexure.	In	August	
2011,	National	Horticulture	Mission—under	 the	Department	of	Agriculture	and	Cooperation	
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(DAC)—declared	FHEL	as	a	National	Level	Agency.	The	company	submitted	plans	for	expan-
sion of activities and some of these have already been approved. They are in the process of work-
ing on those plans and these are discussed below:

•	 Procurement center in Himachal Pradesh: The company has planned a procurement cen-
ter	with	2000	MT	Controlled	Atmosphere	(CA)	Store	at	a	cost	of	approximately	` 20 crore. 
The land for the project has already been identified and the funds have been earmarked.

•	 CA Store of 2000 MT capacity in J&K: The project has already been approved by Depart-
ment	of	Agriculture	&	Cooperation	and	subsequently	by	FHEL	and	CONCOR	Board	of	
Directors.	It	is	awaiting	approval	from	the	government	of	Jammu	and	Kashmir.	Waiting	for	
approval	from	Government	of	J&K.

•	 Techno-feasibility study on storage of onions, kinnows, and oranges: The study has been 
fully	funded	by	DAC.	The	objective	is	to	study	the	best	practices	in	the	world	for	storage	
and distribution of these fruits and vegetables. Once the study identifies the required 
resources, the company will work on these projects.

Core Competence

•	 Direct procurement of apples from farmers:	FHEL	was	among	the	first	companies	to	
procure apples directly from the farmers and has now refined the procurement system. This 
has eliminated the presence of middlemen in the chain.

•	 Transportation:	FHEL	is	able	to	organize	the	transportation	of	produce	from	orchard	areas	
of Himachal Pradesh to the facility at Rai. The apples harvested in a day are transported to 
Rai. This is necessary to ensure longevity of apples during storage.

•	 Controlled atmosphere storage technology: The company has state-of-the-art storage 
technology to ensure that the apples last up to 8 months in the storage.

•	 Pre-harvest care and post-harvest management: The company has been regularly engag-
ing experts to advise farmers about pre-harvest care and post-harvest management of the 
produce to ensure the presence of improvement in quality of produce and productivity of 
orchards.

•	 Marketing and distribution: The company directly markets fruit to most of the retail 
chains. Further, it also supplies fruit directly to markets outside Delhi. With the above mar-
keting and distribution, the company is able to shorten the supply chain, thereby making 
the	fruit	availble	at	lesser	rates.	It	can	be	observed	from	above	that	CONCOR’s	pioneering	
initiative	in	establishing	a	CA	Storage	facility	at	Rai	has	almost	completely	revolutionised	
the	agricultural	produce	supply	chain	 in	India.	Expert	advice	provided	to	 the	farmers,	
including those in the remote villages, has helped improve quality of the produce and its 
postharvest	care.	Small	quantities	collected	from	individual	farmers	were	easily	and	speed-
ily transported through consolidation at its collection centers. This not only lowers the 
transportation	costs	but	also	reduces	transit	losses	through	degradation	of	quality.	FHEL	
supplies are planned to be extended to all parts of the country through the introduction of 
reefer	containers	which	will	be	transported	by	rail	under	CONCOR	arrangements.	The	
dual purpose of an effective supply chain is to deliver maximum value to the consumer 
while assuring the right price to the farmer. Once these practices are extended to other 
varieties of fruits like kinnows and oranges, we can expect major reduction in the wastages 
that are being experienced at present.

Mission and objectives of fhel

•	 To	develop	into	a	world-class	organisation	using	state-of-the-art	technologies	for	procure-
ment, transportation, storage, and distribution of fruits and vegetables in the country.

•	 This	is	to	be	achieved	by	setting	up	modern	and	controlled	atmosphere	storage	facilities	
and by developing strong long-term linkages with farmers, agricultural institutes logistics 
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operators, and governmental agencies with emphasis on information technology solutions 
for all activities.

•	 The	company	will	strive	to	provide	value	for	money	to	its	customers	and	fulfill	aspiration	
of its stakeholders by providing qualitative and efficient services.

fhel—Corporate objectives

•	 To	set	up	an	integrated	cold	supply	chain	in	India	for	fruits	and	vegetables	using	state-of-
the-art technology.

•	 To	establish	standards	of	quality	for	fruits	and	vegetables	procured	and	marketed	by	the	
company.

•	 To	strive	for	providing	value	for	money	to	farmers	and	customers.
•	 To	follow	highest	standards	of	business	ethics	and	be	responsible	to	its	social	obligations.
•	 To	maintain	absolute	integrity,	honesty,	transparency,	and	fairplay	in	all	its	public	dealings.



In this chapter, we start with the broad supply chain design discussed in Chapter 4 and 
focus on the fundamental questions of facility location, capacity allocation, and market 
allocation when designing a supply chain network. We identify and discuss the various 

factors that influence the facility location, capacity, and market allocation decisions. We then 
establish a framework and discuss various solution methodologies for network design deci-
sions in a supply chain.

5.1 The Role of NeTwoRk DesigN iN The supply ChaiN

Supply chain network design decisions include the assignment of facility role; location of manu-
facturing-, storage-, or transportation-related facilities; and the allocation of capacity and mar-
kets to each facility. Supply chain network design decisions are classified as follows:

 1. Facility role: What role should each facility play? What processes are performed at each 
facility?

 2. Facility location: Where should facilities be located?
 3. Capacity allocation: How much capacity should be allocated to each facility?
 4. Market and supply allocation: What markets should each facility serve? Which supply 

sources should feed each facility?

Network design decisions have a significant impact on performance because they deter-
mine the supply chain configuration and set constraints within which the other supply chain 
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 drivers can be used either to decrease supply chain cost or to increase responsiveness. All net-
work design decisions affect one another and must be made taking this fact into consideration. 
Decisions concerning the role of each facility are significant because they determine the amount 
of flexibility the supply chain has in changing the way it meets demand. For example, Toyota has 
plants located worldwide, in each market that it serves. Before 1997, each plant was capable of 
serving only its local market. This hurt Toyota when the Asian economy went into a recession in 
the late 1990s. The local plants in Asia had idle capacity that could not be used to serve other 
markets that were experiencing excess demand. Toyota has added flexibility to each plant to be 
able to serve markets other than the local one. This additional flexibility helps Toyota deal more 
effectively with changing global market conditions. Similarly, the flexibility of Honda’s U.S. 
plants to produce both SUVs and cars in the same plant was helpful in 2008 when SUV demand 
dropped but small-car demand did not.

Facility location decisions have a long-term impact on a supply chain’s performance 
because it is expensive to shut down a facility or move it to a different location. A good location 
decision can help a supply chain be responsive while keeping its costs low. Toyota, for example, 
built its first U.S. assembly plant in Lexington, Kentucky, in 1988, and has continued to build 
new plants in the United States since then. The U.S. plants proved profitable for Toyota when the 
yen strengthened and cars produced in Japan were too expensive to be cost competitive with cars 
produced in the United States. Local plants allowed Toyota to be responsive to the U.S. market 
while keeping costs low.

Capacity allocation can be altered more easily than location, but capacity decisions do tend 
to stay in place for several years. Allocating too much capacity to a location results in poor utili-
zation and, as a result, higher costs. Allocating too little capacity results in poor responsiveness 
if demand is not satisfied or high cost if demand is filled from a distant facility.

The allocation of supply sources and markets to facilities has a significant impact on per-
formance because it affects total production, inventory, and transportation costs incurred by the 
supply chain to satisfy customer demand. This decision should be reconsidered on a regular basis 
so the allocation can be changed as production and transportation costs, market conditions, or 
plant capacities change. Of course, the allocation of markets and supply sources can be changed 
only if the facilities are flexible enough to serve different markets and receive supply from differ-
ent sources.

Network design decisions must be revisited as market conditions change or when two 
companies merge. For example, as its subscriber base grew, Netflix had 58 DCs by 2010 across 
the United States to lower transportation cost and improve responsiveness. With the growth in 
video streaming and the corresponding drop in DVD rentals, Netflix closed almost 20 DCs by 
the end of 2013. In contrast, Amazon increased the number of DCs in the United States from 
about 20 in 2009 to about 40 in 2013. Changing the number, location, and demand allocation of 
DCs with changing demand has been critical to maintaining low cost and responsiveness at both 
Netflix and Amazon.

Following a merger, consolidating some facilities and changing the location and role of 
others can often help reduce cost and improve responsiveness because of the redundancies and 
differences in markets served by either of the two separate firms. Network design decisions may 
also need to be revisited if factor costs such as transportation have changed significantly. In 
2008, P&G announced that it would rethink its distribution network, which was implemented 
when the “cost of oil was $10 per barrel.”

We focus on developing a framework as well as methodologies that can be used for net-
work design in a supply chain.

5.2 faCToRs iNflueNCiNg NeTwoRk DesigN DeCisioNs

In this section we examine a wide variety of factors that influence network design decisions in 
supply chains.
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strategic factors

A firm’s competitive strategy has a significant impact on network design decisions within the 
supply chain. Firms that focus on cost leadership tend to find the lowest cost location for their 
manufacturing facilities, even if that means locating far from the markets they serve. Electronic 
manufacturing service providers such as Foxconn and Flextronics have been successful in pro-
viding low-cost electronics assembly by locating their factories in low-cost countries such as 
China. In contrast, firms that focus on responsiveness tend to locate facilities closer to the market 
and may select a high-cost location if this choice allows the firm to react quickly to changing 
market needs. Zara, the Spanish apparel manufacturer, has a large fraction of its production 
capacity in Portugal and Spain despite the higher cost there. The local capacity allows the com-
pany to respond quickly to changing fashion trends. This responsiveness has allowed Zara to 
become one of the largest apparel retailers in the world.

Convenience store chains aim to provide easy access to customers as part of their competi-
tive strategy. Convenience store networks thus include many stores that cover an area, with each 
store being relatively small. In contrast, discount stores such as Sam’s Club or Costco use a com-
petitive strategy that focuses on providing low prices. Thus, their networks have large stores, and 
customers often have to travel many miles to get to one. The geographic area covered by one 
Sam’s Club store may include dozens of convenience stores.

Global supply chain networks can best support their strategic objectives with facilities in 
different countries playing different roles. For example, Zara has production facilities in Europe 
as well as Asia. Its production facilities in Asia focus on low cost and produce primarily stan-
dardized, low-value products that sell in large amounts. The European facilities focus on being 
responsive and produce primarily trendy designs whose demand is unpredictable. This combina-
tion of facilities allows Zara to produce a wide variety of products in the most profitable manner.

Technological factors

Characteristics of available production technologies have a significant impact on network design 
decisions. If production technology displays significant economies of scale, a few high-capacity 
locations are most effective. This is the case in the manufacture of computer chips, for which 
factories require a large investment and the output is relatively inexpensive to transport. As a 
result, most semiconductor companies build a few high-capacity facilities.

In contrast, if facilities have lower fixed costs, many local facilities are preferred because 
this helps lower transportation costs. For example, bottling plants for Coca-Cola do not have a 
high fixed cost. To reduce transportation costs, Coca-Cola sets up many bottling plants all over 
the world, each serving its local market.

Macroeconomic factors

Macroeconomic factors include taxes, tariffs, exchange rates, and shipping costs that are not 
internal to an individual firm. As global trade has increased, macroeconomic factors have had a 
significant influence on the success or failure of supply chain networks. Thus, it is imperative 
that firms take these factors into account when making network design decisions.

TaRiffs aND Tax iNCeNTives Tariffs refer to any duties that must be paid when products 
and/or equipment are moved across international, state, or city boundaries. Tariffs have a strong 
influence on location decisions within a supply chain. If a country has high tariffs, companies 
either do not serve the local market or set up manufacturing plants within the country to save on 
duties. High tariffs lead to more production locations within a supply chain network, with each 
location having a lower allocated capacity. As tariffs have decreased with the World Trade Orga-
nization and regional agreements such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 
the European Union, and Mercosur (South America), global firms have consolidated their global 
production and distribution facilities.
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Tax incentives are a reduction in tariffs or taxes that countries, states, and cities often provide 
to encourage firms to locate their facilities in specific areas. Many countries vary incentives from 
city to city to encourage investments in areas with lower economic development. Such incentives are 
often a key factor in the final location decision for many plants. BMW, for instance, built its U.S. 
factory in Spartanburg, South Carolina, mainly because of the tax incentives offered by that state.

Developing countries often create free trade zones in which duties and tariffs are relaxed as 
long as production is used primarily for export. This creates a strong incentive for global firms to 
set up plants in these countries to be able to exploit their low labor costs. In China, for example, 
the establishment of a free trade zone near Guangzhou led to many global firms locating facili-
ties there in the 1990s.

A large number of developing countries also provide additional tax incentives based on 
training, meals, transportation, and other facilities offered to the workforce. Tariffs may also vary 
based on the product’s level of technology. China, for example, waived tariffs entirely for high-
tech products in an effort to encourage companies to locate there and bring in state-of-the-art 
technology. Motorola located a large chip manufacturing plant in China to take advantage of the 
reduced tariffs and other incentives available to high-tech products.

Many countries also place minimum requirements on local content and limits on imports to 
help develop local manufacturers. Such policies lead global companies to set up local facilities and 
source from local suppliers. For example, the Spanish company Gamesa was a dominant supplier of 
wind turbines to China, owning about a third of the market share in 2005. In that year, China declared 
that wind farms had to buy equipment in which at least 70 percent of content was local. This forced 
players such as Gamesa and GE, which wanted a piece of the Chinese market, to train local suppliers 
and source from them. In 2009, China revoked the local content requirements. By then, Chinese sup-
pliers had sufficiently large scale to achieve some of the lowest costs in the world. These suppliers 
also sold parts to Gamesa’s Chinese competitors, which developed into dominant global players.

exChaNge-RaTe aND DeMaND Risk Fluctuations in exchange rates are common and have 
a significant impact on the profits of any supply chain serving global markets. For example, the 
dollar fluctuated between a high of 124 yen in 2007 and a low of 81 yen in 2010, then back to 
over 100 yen in 2014. A firm that sells its product in the United States with production in Japan 
is exposed to the risk of appreciation of the yen. The cost of production is incurred in yen, 
whereas revenues are obtained in dollars. Thus, an increase in the value of the yen increases the 
production cost in dollars, decreasing the firm’s profits. In the 1980s, many Japanese manufac-
turers faced this problem when the yen appreciated in value, because most of their production 
capacity was located in Japan. The appreciation of the yen decreased their revenues (in terms of 
yen) from large overseas markets, and they saw their profits decline. Most Japanese manufactur-
ers responded by building production facilities all over the world. The dollar fluctuated between 
0.63 and 1.15 euros between 2002 and 2008, dropping to 0.63 euro in July 2008. The drop in the 
dollar was particularly negative for European automakers such as Daimler, BMW, and Porsche, 
which export many vehicles to the United States. It was reported that every one-cent rise in the 
euro cost BMW and Mercedes roughly $75 million each per year.

Exchange-rate risks may be handled using financial instruments that limit, or hedge 
against, the loss due to fluctuations. Suitably designed supply chain networks, however, offer the 
opportunity to take advantage of exchange-rate fluctuations and increase profits. An effective 
way to do this is to build some overcapacity into the network and make the capacity flexible so it 
can be used to supply different markets. This flexibility allows the firm to react to exchange-rate 
fluctuations by altering production flows within the supply chain to maximize profits.

Companies must also take into account fluctuations in demand caused by changes in the 
economies of different countries. For example, 2009 was a year in which the economies of the 
United States and Western Europe shrank (real GDP in the United States decreased by 2.4 percent), 
while that in China grew by more than 8 percent and in India by about 7 percent. During this 
period, global companies with presence in China and India and the flexibility to divert resources 
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from shrinking to growing markets did much better than those that did not have either presence 
in these markets or the flexibility. As the economies of Brazil, China, and India continue to grow, 
global supply chains will have to build more local presence in these countries along with the 
flexibility to serve multiple markets.

fReighT aND fuel CosTs Fluctuations in freight and fuel costs have a significant impact on 
the profits of any global supply chain. For example, in 2010 alone, the Baltic Dry Index, which 
measures the cost to transport raw materials such as metals, grains, and fossil fuels, peaked at 
4,187 in May and hit a low of 1,709 in July. Crude oil prices were as low as about $31 per barrel 
in February 2009 and increased to about $90 per barrel by December 2010. It can be difficult to 
deal with this extent of price fluctuation even with supply chain flexibility. Such fluctuations are 
best dealt with by hedging prices on commodity markets or signing suitable long-term contracts. 
During the first decade of the twenty-first century, for example, a significant fraction of South-
west Airlines’ profits were attributed to fuel hedges it had purchased at good prices.

When designing supply chain networks, companies must account for fluctuations in 
exchange rates, demand, and freight and fuel costs.

political factors

The political stability of the country under consideration plays a significant role in location 
choice. Companies prefer to locate facilities in politically stable countries where the rules of 
commerce and ownership are well defined. While political risk is hard to quantify, there are some 
indices, such as the Global Political Risk Index (GPRI), that companies can use when investing 
in emerging markets. The GPRI is evaluated by a consulting firm (Eurasia Group) and aims to 
measure the capacity of a country to withstand shocks or crises along four categories: govern-
ment, society, security, and economy.

infrastructure factors

The availability of good infrastructure is an important prerequisite to locating a facility in a given 
area. Poor infrastructure adds to the cost of doing business from a given location. In the 1990s, 
global companies located their factories in China near Shanghai, Tianjin, or Guangzhou—even 
though these locations did not have the lowest labor or land costs—because these locations had 
good infrastructure. Key infrastructure elements to be considered during network design include 
availability of sites and labor, proximity to transportation terminals, rail service, proximity to 
airports and seaports, highway access, congestion, and local utilities.

Competitive factors

Companies must consider competitors’ strategy, size, and location when designing their supply 
chain networks. A fundamental decision firms make is whether to locate their facilities close to 
or far from competitors. The form of competition and factors such as raw material or labor avail-
ability influence this decision.

posiTive exTeRNaliTies BeTweeN fiRMs Positive externalities occur when the collocation 
of multiple firms benefits all of them. Positive externalities lead to competitors locating close to 
each other. For example, retail stores tend to locate close to each other because doing so increases 
overall demand, thus benefiting all parties. By locating together in a mall, competing retail stores 
make it more convenient for customers, who need drive to only one location to find everything 
they are looking for. This increases the total number of customers who visit the mall, increasing 
demand for all stores located there.

Another example of positive externality occurs when the presence of a competitor leads to 
the development of appropriate infrastructure in a developing area. In India, Suzuki was the first 
foreign auto manufacturer to set up a manufacturing facility. The company went to considerable 
effort and built a local supplier network. Given the well-established supplier base in India, Suzuki’s 
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competitors have also built assembly plants there, because they now find it more effective to 
build cars in India rather than import them to the country.

loCaTiNg To spliT The MaRkeT When there are no positive externalities, firms locate to be 
able to capture the largest possible share of the market. A simple model first proposed by Hotel-
ling explains the issues behind this decision (Tirole, 1997).

When firms do not control price but compete on distance from the customer, they can max-
imize market share by locating close to each other and splitting the market. Consider a situation in 
which customers are uniformly located along the line segment between 0 and 1 and two firms 
compete based on their distance from the customer as shown in Figure 5-1. A customer goes to the 
closer firm and customers who are equidistant from the two firms are evenly split between them.

If total demand is 1, Firm 1 locates at point a, and Firm 2 locates at point 1– b, the demand 
at the two firms, d1 and d2, is given by

Both firms maximize their market share if they move closer to each other and locate at  
a = b = 1/2.

Observe that when both firms locate in the middle of the line segment (a = b = 1/2), the aver-
age distance that customers have to travel is 1/4. If one firm locates at 1/4 and the other at 3/4, the 
average distance customers have to travel drops to 1/8 (customers between 0 and 1/2 come to Firm 
1, located at 1/4, whereas customers between 1/2 and 1 come to Firm 2, located at 3/4). This set of 
locations, however, is not an equilibrium because it gives both firms an incentive to try to increase 
market share by moving to the middle (closer to 1/2). The result of competition is for both firms to 
locate close together, even though doing so increases the average distance to the customer.

If the firms compete on price and the customer incurs the transportation cost, it may be 
optimal for the two firms to locate as far apart as possible, with Firm 1 locating at 0 and Firm 2 
locating at 1. Locating far from each other minimizes price competition and helps the firms split 
the market and maximize profits.

socioeconomic factors

The Government of India has, as a matter of state policy, promoted industrial development of 
industrially backward areas in the country concentrating in particular on the northeastern region, 
Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and Uttarakhand. Balanced regional  development through 
locational dispersal of industries has been one of the principal objectives of the successive Five-
Year Plans and government’s industrial policy.

The industrial policy aims to spread industrialization to backward areas of the country 
through institutions, appropriate initiatives, and infrastructure investments that would facilitate 
private investment. Toward this end, various schemes and incentives are regularly launched for 
upgradation of industrial clusters through technology modernization schemes as a part of the 
planned development.

Customer Response Time and local presence

Firms that target customers who value a short response time must locate close to them. Custom-
ers are unlikely to come to a convenience store if they have to travel a long distance to get there. 

a 1– b

0 1
figuRe 5-1 Two Firms Locating on a Line
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It is thus best for a convenience store chain to have many stores distributed in an area so most 
people have a convenience store close to them. In contrast, customers shop for larger quantity of 
goods at supermarkets and are willing to travel longer distances to get to one. Thus, supermarket 
chains tend to have stores that are larger than convenience stores and not as densely distributed. 
Most towns have fewer supermarkets than convenience stores. Discounters such as Sam’s Club 
target customers who are even less time sensitive. These stores are even larger than supermarkets 
and there are fewer of them in an area. W.W. Grainger uses about 400 facilities all over the 
United States to provide same-day delivery of maintenance and repair supplies to many of its 
customers. McMaster-Carr, a competitor, targets customers who are willing to wait for next-day 
delivery. McMaster-Carr has only five facilities throughout the United States and is able to pro-
vide next-day delivery to a large number of customers.

If a firm is delivering its product to customers, use of a rapid means of transportation 
allows it to build fewer facilities and still provide a short response time. This option, however, 
increases transportation cost. Moreover, there are many situations in which the presence of a 
facility close to a customer is important. A coffee shop is likely to attract customers who live or 
work nearby. No faster mode of transport can serve as a substitute and be used to attract custom-
ers who are far away from the coffee shop.

logistics and facility Costs

Logistics and facility costs incurred within a supply chain change as the number of facilities, 
their location, and capacity allocation change. Companies must consider inventory, transporta-
tion, and facility costs when designing their supply chain networks.

Inventory and facility costs increase as the number of facilities in a supply chain increases. 
Transportation costs decrease as the number of facilities increases. If the number of facilities 
increases to the point at which inbound economies of scale are lost, then transportation costs increase. 
For example, with few facilities, Amazon has lower inventory and facility costs than Barnes & 
Noble, which has hundreds of stores. Barnes & Noble, however, has lower transportation costs.

The supply chain network design is also influenced by the transformation occurring at 
each facility. When there is a significant reduction in material weight or volume as a result of 
processing, it may be better to locate facilities closer to the supply source rather than the cus-
tomer. For example, when iron ore is processed to make steel, the amount of output is a small 
fraction of the amount of ore used. Locating the steel factory close to the supply source is pre-
ferred because it reduces the distance that the large quantity of ore has to travel.

Total logistics costs are the sum of the inventory, transportation, and facility costs. The 
facilities in a supply chain network should at least equal the number that minimizes total logistics 
cost. A firm may increase the number of facilities beyond this point to improve the response time 
to its customers. This decision is justified if the revenue increase from improved response out-
weighs the increased cost from additional facilities.

In the next section we discuss a framework for making network design decisions.

5.3 fRaMewoRk foR NeTwoRk DesigN DeCisioNs

The goal when designing a supply chain network is to maximize the firm’s profits while satisfy-
ing customer needs in terms of demand and responsiveness. To design an effective network, a 
manager must consider all the factors described in Section 5.2 and those discussed in Chapter 4. 
Global network design decisions are made in four phases, as shown in Figure 5-2. We describe 
each phase in greater detail.

phase i: Define a supply Chain strategy/Design

The objective of the first phase of network design is to define a firm’s broad supply chain design. 
This includes determining the stages in the supply chain and whether each supply chain function 
will be performed in-house or outsourced (see Chapter 4).
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Phase I starts with a clear definition of the firm’s competitive strategy as the set of cus-
tomer needs that the supply chain aims to satisfy. The supply chain strategy then specifies what 
capabilities the supply chain network must have to support the competitive strategy (see Chapter 
2). Next, managers must forecast the likely evolution of global competition and whether com-
petitors in each market will be local or global players. Managers must also identify constraints 
on available capital and whether growth will be accomplished by acquiring existing facilities, 
building new facilities, or partnering.

Based on the competitive strategy of the firm, its resulting supply chain strategy, an analy-
sis of the competition, any economies of scale or scope, and any constraints, managers must 
determine the broad supply chain design for the firm.

phase ii: Define the Regional facility Configuration

The objective of the second phase of network design is to identify regions where facilities will be 
located, their potential roles, and their approximate capacity.

An analysis of Phase II starts with a forecast of the demand by country or region. Such a 
forecast must include a measure of the size of the demand and a determination of the homogene-
ity or variability of customer requirements across different regions. Homogeneous requirements 
favor large consolidated facilities, whereas requirements that vary across countries favor flexible 
facilities or smaller, localized, dedicated facilities.

The next step is for managers to identify whether economies of scale or scope can play a 
significant role in reducing costs, given available production technologies. If economies of scale 
or scope are significant, it may be better to have a few facilities serving many markets. For 
example, semiconductor manufacturers such as Advanced Micro Devices have few plants for 
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their global markets, given the economies of scale in production. If economies of scale or scope 
are not significant, it may be better for each market to have its own facility.

Next, managers must identify demand risk, exchange-rate risk, and political risk associated 
with regional markets. They must also identify regional tariffs, any requirements for local pro-
duction, tax incentives, and any export or import restrictions for each market. The goal is to 
design a network that maximizes after-tax profits.

Managers must identify competitors in each region and make a case for whether a facility 
needs to be located close to or far from a competitor’s facility. The desired response time for each 
market and logistics costs at an aggregate level in each region must also be identified.

Based on all this information, managers identify the regional facility configuration for the 
supply chain network using network design models discussed in the next section. The regional 
configuration defines regions where facilities will be set up, the approximate number of facilities 
in the network, and whether a facility will produce all products for a given market or a few prod-
ucts for all markets in the network.

phase iii: select a set of Desirable potential sites

The objective of Phase III is to select a set of desirable potential sites within each region where 
facilities are to be located. Sites should be selected based on an analysis of infrastructure avail-
ability to support the desired production methodologies. Hard infrastructure requirements 
include the availability of suppliers, transportation services, communication, utilities, and ware-
housing facilities. Soft infrastructure requirements include the availability of a skilled workforce, 
workforce turnover, and the community receptivity to business and industry.

phase iv: location Choices

The objective of Phase IV is to select, from among the potential sites, a precise location and 
capacity allocation for each facility. The network is designed to maximize total profits, taking 
into account the expected margin and demand in each market, various logistics and facility costs, 
and the taxes and tariffs at each location.

In the next section, we discuss methodologies for making facility location and capacity 
allocation decisions during Phases II through IV.

governmental incentives and Choice of locations

In line with the policies of the Government of India, the state of Himachal Pradesh, for instance, 
offers an array of incentives to include tax relief on fixed capital investments, sales tax relief, 
electricity duty waiver, land at a concessional rate, investment subsidy, and term loans from state 
financial institutions and banks at lower rates besides an interest subsidy. Indian companies there-
fore often choose such locations for their manufacturing units, warehouses, and depots.

With the state aggressively promoting industrialization through infrastructural  developments 
and incentive schemes, Baddi–Barotiwala region and Kala Amb in Himachal Pradesh are devel-
oping into major industrial townships.

Similarly, Guwahati in Assam has been a preferred location for several industries because of 
very attractive tax incentives in line with the government’s policy of exemption from income tax and 
excise in the North East. These benefits more than make up for the higher transportation costs to 
markets within the country. Modi Revlon, manufacturer of popular brands of  cosmetics with larger 
demand in the northern and western Indian states than the eastern region, has its production unit in 
Guwahati in the East where, utilizing just about 50 percent of their capacity, they produce 80 percent 
of their products. The distance of over 1,000 kilometers from the main markets does not seem to dent 
the bottom-line. Godrej Consumer Products Ltd (GCPL), another company in the Indian FMCG 
sector manufacturing personal, hair, and fabric care products, has plants in Guwahati and Baddi 
(Himachal Pradesh) essentially to avail of tax benefits. 
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5.4 MoDels foR faCiliTy loCaTioN aND CapaCiTy alloCaTioN

A manager’s goal when locating facilities and allocating capacity should be to maximize the 
overall profitability of the resulting supply chain network while providing customers with the 
appropriate responsiveness. Revenues come from the sale of product, whereas costs arise from 
facilities, labor, transportation, material, and inventories. The profits of the firm are also affected 
by taxes and tariffs. Ideally, profits after tariffs and taxes should be maximized when designing a 
supply chain network.

A manager must consider many trade-offs during network design. For example, building 
many facilities to serve local markets reduces transportation cost and provides a fast response 
time, but it increases the facility and inventory costs incurred by the firm.

Managers use network design models in two situations. First, these models are used to 
decide on locations where facilities will be established and determine the capacity to be assigned 
to each facility. Managers must make this decision considering a time horizon over which loca-
tions and capacities will not be altered (typically in years). Second, these models are used to 
assign current demand to the available facilities and identify lanes along which product will be 
transported. Managers must consider this decision at least on an annual basis as demand, prices, 
exchange rates, and tariffs change. In both cases, the goal is to maximize the profit while satisfy-
ing customer needs. The following information ideally is available in making the design decision:

•	 Location	of	supply	sources	and	markets
•	 Location	of	potential	facility	sites
•	 Demand	forecast	by	market
•	 Facility,	labor,	and	material	costs	by	site
•	 Transportation	costs	between	each	pair	of	sites
•	 Inventory	costs	by	site	and	as	a	function	of	quantity
•	 Sale	price	of	product	in	different	regions
•	 Taxes	and	tariffs
•	 Desired	response	time	and	other	service	factors

Given this information, either gravity models or network optimization models may be used 
to design the network. We organize the models according to the phase of the network design 
framework at which each model is likely to be useful.

phase ii: Network optimization Models

During Phase II of the network design framework (see Figure 5-2), a manager considers regional 
demand, tariffs, economies of scale, and aggregate factor costs to decide the regions where 
facilities are to be located. As an example, consider SunOil, a manufacturer of petrochemical 
products with worldwide sales. The vice president of supply chain is considering several options 
to meet demand. One possibility is to set up a facility in each region. The advantage of such an 
approach is that it lowers transportation cost and also helps avoid duties that may be imposed if 
product is imported from other regions. The disadvantage of this approach is that plants are 

figuRe 5-3 Cost Data (in Thousands of Dollars) and Demand Data (in Millions of Units) for SunOil
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sized to meet local demand and may not fully exploit economies of scale. An alternative 
approach is to consolidate plants in just a few regions. This improves economies of scale but 
increases transportation cost and duties. During Phase II, the manager must consider these 
quantifiable trade-offs along with nonquantifiable factors such as the competitive environment 
and political risk.

Network optimization models are useful for managers considering regional configuration 
during Phase II. The first step is to collect the data in a form that can be used for a quantitative 
model. For SunOil, the vice president of supply chain decides to view the worldwide demand in 
terms of five regions—North America, South America, Europe, Africa, and Asia. The data col-
lected are shown in Figure 5-3.

Annual demand for each of the five regions is shown in cells B9:F9. Cells B4:F8 contain 
the variable production, inventory, and transportation cost (including tariffs and duties) of pro-
ducing in one region to meet demand in each individual region. All costs are in thousands of 
dollars. For example, as shown in cell C4, it costs $92,000 (including duties) to produce 1 mil-
lion units in North America and sell them in South America. As shown in cell G4, it costs   
$6 million in annualized fixed cost to build a low-capacity plant in North America. Observe that 
the data collected at this stage are at a fairly aggregate level.

There are fixed as well as variable costs associated with facilities, transportation, and 
inventories at each facility. Fixed costs are those that are incurred no matter how much is pro-
duced or shipped from a facility. Variable costs are those that are incurred in proportion to the 
quantity produced or shipped from a given facility. Facility, transportation, and inventory costs 
generally display economies of scale, and the marginal cost decreases as the quantity produced 
at a facility increases. In the models we consider, however, all variable costs grow linearly with 
the quantity produced or shipped.

SunOil is considering two plant sizes in each location. Low-capacity plants can produce 
10 million units a year, whereas high-capacity plants can produce 20 million units a year, as 
shown in cells H4:H8 and J4:J8, respectively. High-capacity plants exhibit some economies of 
scale and have fixed costs that are less than twice the fixed costs of a low-capacity plant, as 
shown in cells I4:I8. All fixed costs are annualized. The vice president wants to know what the 
lowest-cost network should look like. To answer this question, we next discuss the capacitated 
plant location model, which can be used in this setting.

The CapaCiTaTeD plaNT loCaTioN MoDel The capacitated plant location network optimi-
zation model requires the following inputs:

 n  number of potential plant locations/capacity (each level of capacity will count as a 
separate location)

 m number of markets or demand points

 Dj annual demand from market j

 Ki potential capacity of plant i

 fi annualized fixed cost of keeping plant i open

 cij  cost of producing and shipping one unit from plant i to market j (cost includes pro-
duction, inventory, transportation, and tariffs)

The supply chain team’s goal is to decide on a network design that maximizes profits after 
taxes. For the sake of simplicity, however, we assume that all demand must be met and taxes on 
earnings are ignored. The model thus focuses on minimizing the cost of meeting global demand. 
It can be modified, however, to include profits and taxes. Define the following decision variables:

yi1 if plant i is open, 0 otherwise

xijquantity shipped from plant i to market j
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The problem is then formulated as the following mixed integer program:

The objective function minimizes the total cost (fixed + variable) of setting up and operat-
ing the network. The constraint in Equation 5.1 requires that the demand at each regional market 
be satisfied. The constraint in Equation 5.2 states that no plant can supply more than its capacity. 
(Clearly, the capacity is 0 if the plant is closed and Ki if it is open. The product of terms, Kiyi, 
captures this effect.) The constraint in Equation 5.3 enforces that each plant is either open (yi = 1) 
or closed (yi = 0). The solution identifies the plants that are to be kept open, their capacity, and 
the allocation of regional demand to these plants.

The model is solved using the Solver tool in Excel (see spreadsheet Figures 5-3 to 7). Given 
the data, the next step in Excel is to identify cells corresponding to each decision variable, as shown 
in Figure 5-4. Cells B14:F18 correspond to the decision variables xij and determine the amount 
produced in a supply region and shipped to a demand region. Cells G14:G18 contain the decision 
variables yi corresponding to the low-capacity plants, and cells H14:H18 contain the decision vari-
ables yi corresponding to the high-capacity plants. Initially, all decision variables are set to be 0.

The next step is to construct cells for the constraints in Equations 5.1 and 5.2 and the 
objective function. The constraint cells and objective function are shown in Figure 5-5. Cells 
B22:B26 contain the capacity constraints in Equation 5.2, and cells B28:F28 contain the demand 
constraints in Equation 5.1. The objective function is shown in cell B31 and measures the total 
fixed cost plus the variable cost of operating the network.

The next step is to use Data to invoke Solver, as shown in Figure 5-6. Within Solver, the 
goal is to minimize the total cost in cell B31. The variables are in cells B14:H18. The constraints 

figuRe 5-4 Spreadsheet Area for Decision Variables for SunOil
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are as follows:

Within the Solver Parameters dialog box, select Simplex LP and then click on Solve to 
obtain the optimal solution, as shown in Figure 5-7. From Figure 5-7, the supply chain team 
concludes that the lowest-cost network will have facilities located in South America (cell H15 = 1), 
Asia (cell H17 = 1), and Africa (cell H18 = 1). Further, a high-capacity plant should be planned 
in each region. The plant in South America meets the North American demand (cell B15), 
whereas the European demand is met from plants in Asia (cell D17) and Africa (cell D18).

The model discussed earlier can be modified to account for strategic imperatives that 
require locating a plant in some region. For example, if SunOil decides to locate a plant in 

—Objective
Function

=SUMPRODUCT(B14:F18,B4:F8) +
SUMPRODUCT(G14:G18,G4:G8) +
SUMPRODUCT(H14:H18,I4:I8)

B31

B23:B265.2=G14*H4 + H14*J4 - SUM(B14:F14)B22

C28:F285.1=B9 - SUM(B14:B18)B28

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

figuRe 5-5 Spreadsheet Area for Constraints and Objective Function for SunOil
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Europe for strategic reasons, we can modify the model by adding a constraint that requires one 
plant to be located in Europe. At this stage, the costs associated with a variety of options incor-
porating different combinations of strategic concerns such as local presence should be evaluated. 
A suitable regional configuration is then selected.

Next we consider a model that can be useful during Phase III.

phase iii: gravity location Models

During Phase III (see Figure 5-2), a manager identifies potential locations in each region where the 
company has decided to locate a plant. As a preliminary step, the manager needs to identify the 
geographic location where potential sites may be considered. Gravity location models can be useful 
when identifying suitable geographic locations within a region. Gravity models are used to find 
locations that minimize the cost of transporting raw materials from suppliers and finished goods to 
the markets served. Next, we discuss a typical scenario in which gravity models can be used.

Consider, for example, Steel Appliances (SA), a manufacturer of high-quality refrigerators 
and cooking ranges. SA has one assembly factory located near Denver, from which it has supplied 
the entire United States. Demand has grown rapidly and the CEO of SA has decided to set up 
another factory to serve its eastern markets. The supply chain manager is asked to find a suitable 
location for the new factory. Three parts plants, located in Buffalo, Memphis, and St. Louis, will 
supply parts to the new factory, which will serve markets in Atlanta, Boston, Jacksonville, Philadel-
phia, and New York. The coordinate location, the demand in each market, the required supply from 
each parts plant, and the shipping cost for each supply source or market are shown in Table 5-1.

Gravity models assume that both the markets and the supply sources can be located as grid 
points on a plane. All distances are calculated as the geometric distance between two points on the 

figuRe 5-6 Using Solver to Set Regional Configuration for SunOil
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plane. These models also assume that the transportation cost grows linearly with the quantity 
shipped. We discuss a gravity model for locating a single facility that receives raw material from 
supply sources and ships finished product to markets. The basic inputs to the model are as follows:

xn, yn: coordinate location of either a market or supply source n

Fn: cost of shipping one unit (a unit could be a piece, pallet, truckload or ton) for one mile 
between the facility and either market or supply source n

Dn: quantity to be shipped between facility and market or supply source n

figuRe 5-7 Optimal Regional Network Configuration for SunOil

TABLE 5-1 Locations of Supply Sources and Markets for Steel Appliances

Sources/Markets
Transportation  

Cost $/Ton Mile (Fn)
Quantity in 
Tons (Dn)

Coordinates
xn yn

Supply Sources

Buffalo 0.90 500 700 1,200

Memphis 0.95 300 250 600

St. Louis 0.85 700 225 825

Markets

Atlanta 1.50 225 600 500

Boston 1.50 150 1,050 1,200

Jacksonville 1.50 250 800 300

Philadelphia 1.50 175 925 975

New York 1.50 300 1,000 1,080
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If (x, y) is the location selected for the facility, the distance dn between the facility at loca-
tion (x, y) and the supply source or market n is given by

  (5.4)

and the total transportation cost (TC) is given by

 
 (5.5)

The optimal location is one that minimizes the total TC in Equation 5.5. The optimal solution 
for SA is obtained using the Solver tool in Excel (see spreadsheet Figure 5-8), as shown in Figure 5-8. 
The first step is to enter the problem data as shown in cells B5:F12. Next, we set the decision variables 
(x, y) corresponding to the location of the new facility in cells B16 and B17, respectively. In cells 
G5:G12, we then calculate the distance dn from the facility location (x, y) to each source or market, 
using Equation 5.4. The total TC is then calculated in cell B19 using Equation 5.5.

The next step is to to invoke Solver (Data | Solver). Within the Solver Parameters dialog 
box (see Figure 5-8), the following information is entered to represent the problem:

Set Cell: B19
Equal To: Select Min
By Changing Variable Cells: B16:B17

—5.2=SUMPRODUCT(G5:G12,D5:D12,C5:
C12)

B19

G6:G125.1=SQRT(($B$16-E5)^2+($B$17-F5)^2)G5

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

figuRe 5-8 Using Solver to Optimize Location for Steel Appliances
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Select GRG Nonlinear and click on the Solve button. The optimal solution is returned in 
cells B16 and B17 to be 681 and 882, respectively.

The manager thus identifies the coordinates (x, y) = (681, 882) as the location of the fac-
tory that minimizes total cost TC. From a map, these coordinates are close to the border between 
North Carolina and Virginia. The precise coordinates provided by the gravity model may not 
correspond to a feasible location, though. The manager should look for desirable sites close to 
the optimal coordinates that have the required infrastructure as well as the appropriate worker 
skills available.

The gravity model can also be solved using the following iterative procedure.

 1. For each supply source or market n, evaluate dn as defined in Equation 5.4.
 2. Obtain a new location (x9, y9) for the facility, where

 3. If the new location (x9, y9) is almost the same as (x, y) stop. Otherwise, set (x, y) = (x9, y9) 
and go back to step 1.

phase iv: Network optimization Models

During Phase IV (see Figure 5-2), a manager decides on the location and capacity allocation for 
each facility. Besides locating the facilities, a manager also decides how markets are allocated 
to facilities. This allocation must account for customer service constraints in terms of response 
time. The demand allocation decision can be altered on a regular basis as costs change and mar-
kets evolve. When designing the network, both location and allocation decisions are made 
jointly.

We illustrate the relevant network optimization models using the example of TelecomOne 
and HighOptic, two manufacturers of telecommunication equipment. TelecomOne has focused 
on the eastern half of the United States. It has manufacturing plants located in Baltimore, Mem-
phis, and Wichita and serves markets in Atlanta, Boston, and Chicago. HighOptic has targeted 
the western half of the United States and serves markets in Denver, Omaha, and Portland from 
plants located in Cheyenne and Salt Lake City.

Plant capacities, market demand, variable production and transportation cost per thousand 
units shipped, and fixed costs per month at each plant are shown in Table 5-2.

TABLE 5-2 Capacity, Demand, and Cost Data for TelecomOne and HighOptic

Supply City

Demand City  
Production and Transportation  

Cost per Thousand Units (Thousand $)

Monthly 
Capacity 

(Thousand 
Units), K

Monthly 
Fixed Cost 
(Thousand 

$) fAtlanta Boston Chicago Denver Omaha Portland

Baltimore 1,675 400 685 1,630 1,160 2,800 18 7,650
Cheyenne 1,460 1,940 970 100 495 1,200 24 3,500
Salt Lake City 1,925 2,400 1,425 500 950 800 27 5,000
Memphis 380 1,355 543 1,045 665 2,321 22 4,100
Wichita 922 1,646 700 508 311 1,797 31 2,200
Monthly demand 
(thousand units), Dj

10 8 14 6 7 11
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alloCaTiNg DeMaND To pRoDuCTioN faCiliTies From Table 5-2 we calculate that Tele-
comOne has a total production capacity of 71,000 units per month and a total demand of 32,000 
units per month, whereas HighOptic has a production capacity of 51,000 units per month and a 
demand of 24,000 units per month. Each year, managers in both companies must decide how to 
allocate the demand to their production facilities as demand and costs change.

The demand allocation problem can be solved using a demand allocation model. The 
model requires the following inputs:

nnumber of factory locations
mnumber of markets or demand points
Djannual demand from market j
Kicapacity of factory i
cij cost of producing and shipping one unit from factory i to market j (cost includes produc-

tion, inventory, and transportation)

The goal is to allocate the demand from different markets to the various plants to minimize 
the total cost of facilities, transportation, and inventory. Define the decision variables:

xijquantity shipped from factory i to market j

The problem is formulated as the following linear program:

The constraints in Equation 5.6 ensure that all market demand is satisfied, and the con-
straints in Equation 5.7 ensure that no factory produces more than its capacity.

For both TelecomOne and HighOptic, the demand allocation problem can be solved using 
the Solver tool in Excel. The optimal demand allocation is presented in Table 5-3 (see spread-
sheet Figures 5-9 to 12). Observe that it is optimal for TelecomOne not to produce anything in 
the Wichita facility because of high costs of production and shipping even though the facility is 
operational and the fixed cost is incurred. With the demand allocation as shown in Table 5-3, 
TelecomOne incurs a monthly variable cost of $14,886,000 and a monthly fixed cost of 
$13,950,000, for a total monthly cost of $28,836,000. HighOptic incurs a monthly variable cost 
of $12,865,000 and a monthly fixed cost of $8,500,000, for a total monthly cost of $21,365,000.

loCaTiNg plaNTs: The CapaCiTaTeD plaNT loCaTioN MoDel Management executives at 
both TelecomOne and HighOptic have decided to merge the two companies into a single entity to be 

TABLE 5-3 Optimal Demand Allocation for TelecomOne and HighOptic

Atlanta Boston Chicago Denver Omaha Portland

TelecomOne Baltimore 0 8 2
Memphis 10 0 12
Wichita 0 0 0

HighOptic Salt Lake 0 0 11
Cheyenne 6 7  0
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called TelecomOptic. Management believes that significant benefits will result if the two networks 
are merged appropriately. TelecomOptic will have five factories from which to serve six markets. 
Management is debating whether all five factories are needed. It has assigned a  supply chain team to 
study the network for the combined company and identify the plants that could be shut down.

The problem of selecting the optimal location and capacity allocation is very similar to the 
regional configuration problem we have already studied in Phase II. The only difference is that 
instead of using costs and duties that apply over a region, we now use location-specific costs and 
duties. The supply chain team thus decides to use the capacitated plant location model discussed 
earlier to solve the problem in Phase IV.

Ideally, the problem should be formulated to maximize total profits, taking into account costs, 
taxes, and duties by location. Given that taxes and duties do not vary among locations, the supply 
chain team decides to locate factories and then allocate demand to the open factories to minimize the 
total cost of facilities, transportation, and inventory. Define the following decision variables:

yi1 if factory i is open, 0 otherwise

xijquantity shipped from factory i to market j

Recall that the problem is then formulated as the following mixed integer program:

subject to x and y satisfying the constraints in Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
The capacity and demand data, along with production, transportation, and inventory costs 

at different factories for the merged firm TelecomOptic, are given in Table 5-2. The supply chain 
team decides to solve the plant location model using the Solver tool in Excel.

The first step in setting up the Solver model is to enter the cost, demand, and capacity 
information as shown in Figure 5-9 (see sheet Figure 5-12 in spreadsheet Figures 5-9 to 12). The 
fixed costs fi for the five plants are entered in cells H4 to H8. The capacities Ki of the five plants 
are entered in cells I4 to I8. The variable costs from each plant to each demand city, cij, are 
entered in cells B4 to G8. The demands Dj of the six markets are entered in cells B9 to G9. Next, 
corresponding to decision variables xij and yi, cells B14 to G18 and H14 to H18, respectively, are 
assigned as shown in Figure 5-9. Initially, all variables are set to be 0.

The next step is to construct cells for each of the constraints in Equations 5.1 and 5.2. The 
constraint cells are as shown in Figure 5-10. Cells B22 to B26 contain the capacity constraints in 
Equation 5.1, whereas cells B29 to G29 contain the demand constraints in Equation 5.2. The cell 

figuRe 5-9 Spreadsheet Area for Decision Variables for TelecomOptic
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B29 corresponds to the demand constraint for the market in Atlanta. The constraint in cell B22 
corresponds to the capacity constraint for the factory in Baltimore. The capacity constraints 
require that the cell value be greater than or equal to () 0, whereas the demand constraints require 
the cell value be equal to 0.

The objective function measures the total fixed and variable cost of the supply chain net-
work and is evaluated in cell B32. The next step is to invoke Solver, as shown in   Figure 5-11.

Within Solver, the goal is to minimize the total cost in cell B32. The variables are in cells 
B14:H18. The constraints are as follows:

Within the Solver Parameters dialog box, select Simplex LP and click on Solve to obtain 
the optimal solution, as shown in Figure 5-12. From Figure 5-12, the supply chain team concludes 

—Objective
function

= SUMPRODUCT(B4:G8, B14:G18) +
SUMPRODUCT(H4:H8, H14:H18)

B32

C29:G295.2= B9 - SUM(B14:B18)B29

B23:B265.1= I4*H14 - SUM(B14:G14)B22

Copied toEquationFormulaCell

figuRe 5-10 Spreadsheet Area for Constraints for TelecomOptic
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figuRe 5-11 Solver Dialog Box for TelecomOptic

figuRe 5-12 Optimal Network Design for TelecomOptic
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that it is  optimal for TelecomOptic to close the plants in Salt Lake City and Wichita, while keeping 
the plants in Baltimore, Cheyenne, and Memphis open. The total monthly cost of this network and 
operation is $47,401,000. This cost represents savings of about $3 million per month compared 
with the situation in which TelecomOne and HighOptic operate separate supply chain networks.

loCaTiNg plaNTs: The CapaCiTaTeD plaNT loCaTioN MoDel wiTh siNgle souRCiNg  
In some cases, companies want to design supply chain networks in which a market is supplied 
from only one factory, referred to as a single source. Companies may impose this constraint 
because it lowers the complexity of coordinating the network and requires less flexibility from 
each facility. The plant location model discussed earlier needs some modification to accommo-
date this constraint. The decision variables are redefined as follows:

yi1 if factory is located at site i, 0 otherwise

xij1 if market j is supplied by factory i, 0 otherwise

The problem is formulated as the following integer program:

 

The constraints in Equations 5.8 and 5.10 enforce that each market is supplied by exactly 
one factory.

We do not describe the solution of the model in Excel because it is very similar to the 
model discussed earlier. The optimal network with single sourcing for TelecomOptic is shown in 
Table 5-4 (see sheet Table 5-4 Single Sourcing in spreadsheet Figures 5-9 to 12).

If single sourcing is required, it is optimal for TelecomOptic to close the factories in Balti-
more and Cheyenne. This is different from the result in Figure 5-12, in which factories in Salt 
Lake City and Wichita were closed. The monthly cost of operating the network in Table 5-4 is 
$49,717,000. This cost is about $2.3 million higher than the cost of the network in Figure 5-12, 
in which single sourcing was not required. The supply chain team thus concludes that single 
sourcing adds about $2.3 million per month to the cost of the supply chain network, although it 
makes coordination easier and requires less flexibility from the plants.

loCaTiNg plaNTs aND waRehouses siMulTaNeously A much more general form of 
the plant location model needs to be considered if the entire supply chain network from the 

TABLE 5-4 Optimal Network Configuration for TelecomOptic with Single Sourcing

Open/Closed Atlanta Boston Chicago Denver Omaha Portland

Baltimore Closed 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cheyenne Closed 0 0 0 0 0 0

Salt Lake Open 0 0 0 6 0 11

Memphis Open 10 8 0 0 0 0

Wichita Open 0 0 14 0 7 0
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 supplier to the customer is to be designed. We consider a supply chain in which suppliers send 
material to factories that supply warehouses that supply markets, as shown in Figure 5-13. Loca-
tion and capacity allocation decisions must be made for both factories and warehouses. Multiple 
warehouses may be used to satisfy demand at a market, and multiple factories may be used to 
replenish warehouses. It is also assumed that units have been appropriately adjusted such that 
one unit of input from a supply source produces one unit of the finished product. The model 
requires the following inputs:

 m number of markets or demand points

 n number of potential factory locations

 l number of suppliers

 t number of potential warehouse locations

 Dj annual demand from customer j

 Ki potential capacity of factory at site i

 Sh supply capacity at supplier h

 We potential warehouse capacity at site e

 Fi fixed cost of locating a plant at site i

 fe fixed cost of locating a warehouse at site e

 chi cost of shipping one unit from supply source h to factory i

 cie cost of producing and shipping one unit from factory i to warehouse e

 cej cost of shipping one unit from warehouse e to customer j

The goal is to identify plant and warehouse locations, as well as quantities shipped between 
various points, that minimize the total fixed and variable costs. Define the following decision 
variables:

 yi 1 if factory is located at site i, 0 otherwise

 ye 1 if warehouse is located at site e, 0 otherwise

 xej quantity shipped from warehouse e to market j

 xie quantity shipped from factory at site i to warehouse e

 xhi quantity shipped from supplier h to factory at site i

The problem is formulated as the following integer program:

Suppliers Plants Warehouses Markets

figuRe 5-13 Stages in a Supply Network
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The objective function minimizes the total fixed and variable costs of the supply chain 
network subject to the following constraints:

The constraint in Equation 5.17 enforces that each factory or warehouse is either open or 
closed.

The model discussed earlier can be modified to allow direct shipments between factories 
and markets. All the models discussed previously can also be modified to accommodate econo-
mies of scale in production, transportation, and inventory costs. However, these requirements 
make the models more difficult to solve.

accounting for Taxes, Tariffs, and Customer Requirements

Network design models should be structured such that the resulting supply chain network maxi-
mizes profits after tariffs and taxes while meeting customer service requirements. The models 
discussed earlier can be modified to maximize profits accounting for taxes, even when revenues 
are in different currencies. If rj is the revenue from selling one unit in market j, the objective 
function of the capacitated plant location model can be modified to be
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This objective function maximizes profits for the firm. When using a profit maximization objec-
tive function, a manager should modify the constraint in Equation 5.1 to be

 
 (5.18)

The constraint in Equation 5.18 is more appropriate than the constraint in Equation 5.1 
because it allows the network designer to identify the demand that can be satisfied profitably 
and the demand that is satisfied at a loss to the firm. The plant location model with Equation 
5.18 instead of Equation 5.1 and a profit maximization objective function will serve only that 
portion of demand that is profitable to serve. This may result in some markets in which a por-
tion of the demand is dropped, unless constrained otherwise, because it cannot be served 
profitably.

Customer preferences and requirements may be in terms of desired response time and the 
choice of transportation mode or transportation provider. Consider, for example, two modes of 
transportation available between plant location i and market j. Mode 1 may be sea and mode 2 
may be air. The plant location model is modified by defining two distinct decision variables  and 
 corresponding to the quantity shipped from location i to market j using modes 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The desired response time using each transportation mode is accounted for by allowing 
shipments only when the time taken is less than the desired response time. For example, if the 
time from location i to market j using mode 1 (sea) is longer than would be acceptable to the 
customer, we simply drop the decision variable  from the plant location model. The option among 
several transportation providers can be modeled similarly.

5.5 JaipuR Rugs – NeTwoRkiNg TRaDiTioN wiTh MoDeRNiTy

To understand a unique supply chain network in India, we will study the processes followed at 
Jaipur Rugs, a company specializing in manufacturing and distributing indigenous rugs all 
across the globe. It brings together the ancient skills of master weavers (over 35,000 weavers) 
living in remote Indian villages and some of the cutting-edge modern technologies to deliver 
exquisite hand-knotted carpets to connoisseurs of classic designs in over 20 countries. Head-
quartered in Jaipur (Rajasthan), the company has over 22 branches in 10 states of India and is 
represented in the United States through its sister concern, Jaipur Rugs Inc. in Atlanta, which 
undertakes its global distribution functions.

sourcing and production

The sourcing and production base of the company covers eight Indian states of Rajasthan, 
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Jharkhand, Orissa, Nagaland, and Bihar. The markets 
include the United States, Australia, Canada, Greece, Germany, and Spain besides several 
other countries. The production and distribution move seamlessly from more than 7,000 looms 
in remote Indian villages, through some of the leading retail chains to reach elegant homes 
world over. An enterprise resource planning (ERP) software application is in place to provide 
both visibility and control over widely dispersed production operations. The application of 
computer-aided design (CAD) to develop innovative designs and the practice of scientific 
inventory control to reduce costs are the other features of this network which makes a fine 
blend of traditional and modern practices, resulting in a typically Indian brand of supply chain 
network.

In the process, Jaipur Rugs has grown to become ` 660 million company in a few years and 
is expecting to touch a figure of ` 1,500 million in the next three years. It has emerged as one of 
the leading providers of hand-woven rugs from India and has bagged, ‘America’s Magnificent 
Carpet Award’ (2006).

The production network of the company, covering just one cluster of villages in Rajasthan 
is illustrated in the flow chart below:
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Distribution

A typical distribution channel connecting the production with foreign markets, showing value 
captured at each stage, is illustrated in figure above.
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Jaipur Rugs have progressively been upgrading their ERP to extend their linkages both 
backward and forward, it is reaching out to the weavers in the villages where the interface is in 
the local languages and forward to integrate all the functional activities geographically. The 
quest to continually harness and exploit the power of IT is visible in the ongoing up gradation, as 
seen in above figure.

To bring about further operational efficiency and simplify the production  processes, the 
company is  in the process of instituting a Central Support System (CSS) outlined below.

Central support system

oveRview Jaipur Rugs has been managing a unique supply chain that links grassroot weavers 
with global customers. To bring about operational efficiency and simplify the production pro-
cesses, it is in the process of instituting a Central Support System (CSS) that will make the life of 
its frontline personnel easier, thereby making them serve the weavers more effectively. Such 
frontline personnel include Branch Managers, select branch functionaries, quality supervisors 
and weaver mentors (Bunkar Sakhi). The Central Support System is expected to provide an all-
encompassing framework of action for guiding and aligning the work being carried out at the 
Head Office as well as the field level.

scope of Central support system

•	 Streamlining	and	improving	various	processes	at	the	Head	Office	(HO)	so	that	there	is	no	room	
for error in the information, communication, and material that gets dispatched to the field.

•	 Identification	of	unnecessary	and	burdensome	activities	being	carried	out	at	the	branch	
level/field level and transferring those into the HO, thus relieving the Branch Managers, 
branch functionaries, and quality supervisors of the work that carries no direct relevance to 
quality assurance, wastage reduction, and timely delivery.

PHASE OF ERP IN JAIPUR RUGS

Pre 2006
• Standalone software
   for managing the
   orders and inventory.
• Separate accounts
   software.
• No connectivity to
   branches.

2006–2011
• Implementation of
   ERP package from
   microsoft (Microsoft
   Dynamics Navision
   4.0 SP3) to integrate
   all the functional
   activities
   geographically.

2011...
• Upgrading the 
   current ERP to the
   advanced ERP 
   system (Microsoft
   Dynamics AX 2009)
   for improving the
   efficiency and
   planning and
   decision making
   capabilities.
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•	 Optimal	work	distribution	among	different	quality	supervisors	and	bunkar sakhis in accor-
dance with their capacities and geographic location of weaving looms. Such work distribu-
tion should also take into account the distance between various weaving looms spread 
across different villages and the time taken to commute between such locations. 

•	 Continuous	and	effective	monitoring	of	the	progress	of	work	at	all	levels	throughout	the	
production units using suitable IT Tools and training the operators to avoid errors. 

Design of Central support system support system

H. O.

BM

Branch

QS

BS

Weavers

Repairing 
Centre

focus of Central support system

heaD offiCe All the raw material, design maps, rug weaving instructions, job card, priority 
level of a particular rug, and the like get determined at the HO. CSS will streamline all the func-
tions of the HO that have a direct bearing on the performance of the frontline. Such streamlining 
will be taken up in a phased manner. Necessary human, technological, and financial resources 
will be made available by HO. A dashboard will be developed by the HO team to capture all the 
work being carried out under CSS.

Branch Manager

They have mostly evolved from being weavers to quality supervisors, and finally branch man-
agers. They can play a significant role in successful implementation of Central Support Sys-
tem for promoting weaver engagement. They will enable the new incentive structure based on 
“ownership” and “customer orientation” to be rolled out through quality supervisors and 
bunkar sakhis. They will play a lead role in instituting the central support system by sharing 
their rich experience from field during the design stage as well as the implementation and 
review stage.

Branches 

These branches serve as nodal points for serving the field. These are headed by branch managers 
and have functionaries like accountant-cum-computer operator, store keepers and other support 
staff. These key branch functionaries will enhance coordination between frontline and HO.
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Quality supervisors

They have been working with Jaipur Rugs and have been trained to engage with weavers corre-
sponding to the overall values of Jaipur Rugs. So far their focus had been on quality aspects, but 
now with the new Founders Mentality approach, they are expected to change their ways of 
engaging with weavers and in facilitating the incentive structure for better performance of the 
weavers. 

Bunkar sakhi

This is going to be a new cadre in Jaipur Rugs and is expected to play a major role in weaver 
engagement—weaver transformation on the one hand and in facilitating the incentive structure 
for better performance on the other hand. Their popular name is ‘Bunkar Sakhi’. In future, 
these grassroot communicators will become quality supervisors and branch managers, thus 
excelling in the ladder and setting a unique example of grassroot entrepreneurship and women 
empowerment. 

weaver

Weaver engagement includes reaching out to the weavers, explaining them about the important 
role that they play, apprising them of the larger supply chain, and inculcating customer focus in 
them so that they may work as partners and not merely wage earners. During May–August 2014, 
close to 500 weavers of Thanagazi, Shahpura, and Dhanota branches of Jaipur Rugs have been 
provided with exposure and training on this. An incentivization structure has also been devel-
oped to motivate them in to undertake better weaving practices and maintain the highest stan-
dard. Weaver engagement has following broad objectives:

•	 Transforming	the	weavers	into	optimal	weavers:	Incentive	structure	can	motivate	them	
to take better ownership of their work, thereby reducing errors, timely delivery, and 
waste minimization.

•	 Identifying	the	active	(leaders)	weavers	who	can	be	promoted	as	“Grassroot	Communica-
tors” and can serve as grassroot ambassadors to motivate weavers to become “owners” of 
their work.

•	 Discovering	“creativity”	and	“innovation”	in	design	aspects	of	weavers	so	that	they	create	
original designs of their own. This will create a eventually there can be a dedicated cus-
tomer connection who can appreciate such designs.

Repairing Centre

The repairing centre plays a crucial role and addresses the errors left after rug weaving is com-
pleted. CSS will use the wisdom of the repairing centre and infuse it in the weavers, and Bunkar 
Sakhis and QS to improve the quality of weaving. HO will evolve a process—in consultation 
with the repairing centre—to review the quality of weaving/ inspection during the weaving.

Company Culture

With a firm commitment to corporate social responsibility, and in the true Indian sensibility, 
Jaipur Rugs operates as a large extended family. With over 35,000 artisans and weavers 
associated with it, the company undertakes the responsibility of their social and economic 
development. Through its welfare initiative, Jaipur Rugs Foundation (http://www.jaipur-
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rugs.org), the company has been identifying the exploited artisans and striving to improve 
their standard of living, offering rightful payments, working towards women empowerment, 
enhancing the skill of workers through guided training, and eliminating the middlemen to 
eradicate artisan exploitation.

5.6 MakiNg NeTwoRk DesigN DeCisioNs iN pRaCTiCe

Managers should keep the following issues in mind when making network design decisions for a 
supply chain.

Do not underestimate the life span of facilities. It is important to think through the long-
term consequences of facility decisions because facilities last a long time and have an enduring 
impact on a firm’s performance. Managers must consider not only future demand and costs but 
also scenarios in which technology may change. Otherwise, facilities may become useless within 
a few years. For example, an insurance company moved its clerical labor from a metropolitan 
location to a suburban location to lower costs. With increasing automation, however, the need for 
clerical labor decreased significantly, and within a few years the facility was no longer needed. 
The company found it difficult to sell the facility, given its distance from residential areas and 
airports (Harding, 1988). Within most supply chains, production facilities are harder to change 
than storage facilities. Supply chain network designers must consider that any factories that they 
put in place will stay there for an extended period of a decade or more. Warehouses or storage 
facilities, though, particularly those that are not owned by the company, can be changed within a 
year of making the decision.

Do not gloss over the cultural implications. Network design decisions regarding facility 
location and facility role have a significant impact on the culture of each facility and the firm. 
The culture at a facility will be influenced by other facilities in its vicinity. Network designers 
can use this fact to influence the role of the new facility and the focus of people working there. 
For example, when Ford Motor Company introduced the Lincoln Mark VIII model, management 
was faced with a dilemma. At that time, the Mark VIII shared a platform with the Mercury Cou-
gar. However, the Mark VIII was part of Ford’s luxury Lincoln division. Locating the Mark VIII 
line with the Cougar would have obvious operational advantages because of shared parts and 
processes. However, Ford decided to locate the Mark VIII line in the Wixom, Michigan, plant, 
where other Lincoln cars were produced. The primary reason for doing so was to ensure that the 
focus on quality for the Mark VIII would be consistent with that of other Ford luxury cars that 
were produced in Wixom.

Do not ignore quality-of-life issues. The quality of life at selected facility locations has a 
significant impact on performance because it influences the available workforce and its morale. 
In many instances, a firm may be better off selecting a higher-cost location if it provides a much 
better quality of life. Failure to do so can have dire consequences. For example, an aerospace 
supplier decided to relocate an entire division to an area with a lower standard of living in order 
to reduce costs. Most of the marketing team, however, refused to relocate. As a result, customer 
relations deteriorated, and the company had a very difficult transition. The effort to save costs 
hurt the company and effectively curtailed the firm’s status as a major player in its market 
(Harding, 1988).

Focus on tariffs and tax incentives when locating facilities. Managers making facility 
location decisions should consider tariffs and tax incentives carefully. When considering 
international locations, it is astounding how often tax incentives drive the choice of location, 
often overcoming all of the other cost factors combined. For instance, Ireland has developed 
a large high-tech industry by enticing companies with low taxes. Even within nations, local 
governments may offer generous packages of low to no taxes and free land when firms decide 
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to locate facilities within their jurisdiction. Toyota, BMW, and Mercedes have all chosen their 
facility locations in the United States due in large part to tax incentives offered by different 
states.

5.7 The iMpaCT of uNCeRTaiNTy oN NeTwoRk DesigN

Supply chain design decisions such as the number and size of plants to build, size, and scope of 
a distribution system, and whether to buy or lease one’s facilities involve significant investment. 
These decisions, once made, cannot be altered in the short term. They remain in place for several 
years and define the constraints within which the supply chain must compete. Thus, it is impor-
tant that these decisions be evaluated as accurately as possible.

Over the life of a supply chain network, a company experiences fluctuations in demand, 
prices, exchange rates, and the competitive environment. A decision that looks very good under 
the current environment may turn out to be quite poor if the situation changes. For example, 
long-term contracts for warehousing are more attractive if demand and price of warehousing do 
not change in future or if the price goes up. In contrast, a short-term contract is more attractive 
if either demand or price of warehousing drops in future. The degree of demand and price 
uncertainty has a significant influence on the appropriate portfolio of long- and short-term 
warehousing space that a firm should carry. Uncertainty of demand and price drives the value of 
building flexible production capacity at a plant. If price and demand do vary over time in a 
global network, flexible production capacity can be reconfigured to maximize profits in the new 
environment. In the late 1990s, Toyota made its global assembly plants more flexible so that 
each plant could supply multiple markets. One of the main benefits of this flexibility is that it 
allows Toyota to react to fluctuations in demand, exchange rates, and local prices by altering 
production to maximize profits. A firm may choose to build a flexible global supply chain even 
in the presence of little demand or supply uncertainty if uncertainty exists in exchange rates or 
prices. Thus, supply, demand, and financial uncertainty must be considered when making net-
work design decisions.

In the next section we discuss a methodology for evaluating any supply chain decision 
that will be in place for an extended duration.

Distribution Network Design in uncertain environment

iNDiaN expeRieNCes Distribution network designs, as explained in the earlier paragraphs, 
involve strategic-level decisions and require careful consideration about facilities like transporta-
tion and warehousing, location, capacity creation, and channel configuration. As these involve 
long-term investments of substantial magnitude, management needs to take long-term view of 
the market environments and the uncertainties attending upon the same to minimize the need for 
relocation, reconfiguration, diversification, reformatting, resizing, and reshaping—all of which 
can result in dislocation and additional expense, and also create credibility issues for the brand 
besides a slur on a brand name. Indian businesses and industries have, in several cases, shown 
both an oversight and weakness in such decision-making. Indian firms venturing into organized 
retailing have shown a marked propensity for rolling out ambitious plans of large investments 
into their elaborate distribution channels with little consideration for uncertainties looming upon 
their projected operations. The primary consideration of regulatory provisions has not been taken 
into account. Other factors like size of markets, consumer preferences, and the reaction from the 
competitors seem to have been ignored as well. 

The following experiences hold lessons in designing distribution networks under condi-
tions of uncertainty in the developing markets.
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Reliance fresh Retail venture

Reliance Retail, with its penchant for mega ventures, planned an investment of ` 8,000 crore, 
representing over 25 percent of its total investment of ` 30,000 crore in the venture for devel-
oping its pan India supply chain network. This includes linking farms in various Indian states 
with Reliance Fresh Retail outlets to serve consumers throughout the country. The plan 
included building cold chains and warehouses linked through its own dedicated transport 
services. This network was to become the main differentiator in making Reliance Fresh Retail 
both competitive and responsive by providing benefits simultaneously to the farmers and the 
consumers. The main objective was the elimination of the numerous intermediaries in the 
existing distribution channels, thereby increasing costs and wastages due to multiple han-
dling points. and involved multiple handling resulting in wastages.

Reliance Fresh Retail, however, ran into trouble with the local traders and vendors in sev-
eral states right from its inception—a reaction which should have been anticipated. It attracted 
political intervention with some state governments ordering closure of these and other similar 
stores. Lately, Reliance Fresh is closing down 25 to 30 of its stores as the same have proved to be 
economically unviable. Some of the reasons contributing to inefficient performance are:

•	 Declining	sales	due	to	inadequate	differentiation
•	 Thin	retail	margins
•	 Uncontrolled	shrinkages
•	 Inappropriate	choice	of	locations	of	outlets
•	 High	rental:	up	to	40	to	50	percent	of	the	total	operating	costs
•	 Insufficiently	trained	front-line	staff
•	 High	overhead	costs,	electricity	bills,	and	staff	salaries
•	 Collective	competition	from	small	shop	keepers
•	 Cumbersome	and	deficient	physical	inventory	counting	process
•	 Lack	of	city-	and	store-specific	formats	and	replenishment	practices

Along with the closure of economically unviable stores, Reliance Retail is making strategic- 
level re-adjustments by clubbing its value chain operations across different formats and compa-
nies. It is in the wake of these experiences that in December 2011, Reliance Industries Limited 
(RIL) merged nine of its loss-making subsidiaries (a combined loss of  360.47 crore on a revenue 
of 3,380.16 crore  in 2011) with Reliance Fresh Ltd. This integration is expected to enable the 
company to focus on single area of business. The nine companies merged with Reliance Fresh 
are:

•	 Reliance	Agri	Products	Distribution	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Food	Processing	Solutions	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Home	Store	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Hypermart	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Integrated	Agri	Solutions	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Lifestyle	Holdings	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Supply	Chain	Solutions	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Wellness	Limited.
•	 Reliance	Concepts	and	Services	India	Limited.

Reliance fuel Retailing

RIL established a network of 1,432 petrol pumps across the country an investment of over 
` 5,000 crore, but in March 2008, it had to close over 900 company-owned and company-
operated (COCO) petrol pumps as it could not compete with the state-subsidized firms such 
as Indian Oil Corporation, Bharat Petroleum Corporation, and Hindustan Petroleum which 
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collectively control over 33,000 petrol stations. The state policies did not extend the subsi-
dies to the private companies as was expected, which made their operations uncompetitive 
and uneconomical. Reliance Industries have now approached state-owned oil companies to 
buy out or jointly operate these petrol pumps, marking an end to their planned foray into 
fuel retailing. Failure to ascertain state views of such private sector initiatives and ensure 
state support prior to launching the distribution network is indicative of insufficient appre-
ciation of uncertainties involved in supply chain operations.

With relaxation of petrol pricing in 2010, RIL reopened 750 of their 1,433 outlets only to 
shelve their plans for further operationalisation in 2011 due to increasing losses on the sale of 
petrol and diesel. 

5.8 suMMaRy of leaRNiNg oBJeCTives

1. Understand the role of network design in a supply chain. Network design decisions 
include identifying facility roles, locations, and capacities and allocating markets to be served by 
different facilities. These decisions define the physical constraints within which the network 
must be operated as market conditions change. Good network design decisions increase supply 
chain profits.

2. Identify factors influencing supply chain network design decisions. Broadly speak-
ing, network design decisions are influenced by strategic, technological, macroeconomic, politi-
cal, infrastructure, competitive, and operational factors.

3. Develop a framework for making network design decisions. The goal of network design 
is to maximize the supply chain’s long-term profitability. The process starts by defining the supply 
chain strategy, which must be aligned with the competitive strategy of the firm. The supply chain 
strategy, regional demand, costs, infrastructure, and competitive environment are used to define a 
regional facility configuration. For regions where facilities are to be located, potentially attractive 
sites are then selected based on available infrastructure. The optimal configuration is determined 
from the potential sites using demand, logistics cost, factor costs, taxes, and margins in different 
markets.

4. Use optimization for facility location and capacity allocation decisions. 
Gravity location models identify a location that minimizes inbound and outbound transpor-
tation costs. They are simple to implement but do not account for other important costs. 
Network optimization models can include contribution margins, taxes, tariffs, production, 
transportation, and inventory costs and are used to maximize profitability. These models 
are useful when locating facilities, allocating capacity to facilities, and allocating markets 
to facilities.

Discussion Questions
 1. How do the location and size of warehouses affect the perfor-

mance of a firm such as Amazon? What factors should Ama-
zon take into account when deciding where and how big its 
warehouses should be?

 2. How do import duties and exchange rates affect the location 
decision in a supply chain?

 3. How is the rise in transportation costs likely to affect global 
supply chain networks?

 4. Amazon has built new warehouses as it has grown. How does 
this change affect various cost and response times in the 
Amazon supply chain?

 5. McMaster-Carr sells MRO equipment from five warehouses 
in the United States. W.W. Grainger sells products from more 
than 350 retail locations, supported by several warehouses. In 
both cases, customers place orders using the Internet or on 
the phone. Discuss the pros and cons of the two strategies.
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 6. Consider a firm such as Apple or Dell, with few production 
facilities worldwide. List the pros and cons of this approach 
and why it may or may not be suitable for the computer 
industry.

 7. Consider a firm such as Ford, with more than 150 facilities 
worldwide. List the pros and cons of having many facilities 
and why this model may or may not be suitable for the auto-
mobile industry.

Exercises
 1. SC Consulting, a supply chain consulting firm, must decide 

on the location of its home offices. Its clients are located pri-
marily in the 16 states listed in Table 5-5. There are four 
potential sites for home offices: Los Angeles, Tulsa, Denver, 
and Seattle. The annual fixed cost of locating an office in Los 
Angeles is $165,428, Tulsa is $131,230, Denver is $140,000, 
and Seattle is $145,000. The expected number of trips to each 
state and the travel costs from each potential site are shown in 
Table 5-5. Each consultant is expected to take at most 25 trips 
each year.
a. If there are no restrictions on the number of consultants at 

a site and the goal is to minimize costs, where should the 
home offices be located and how many consultants should 
be assigned to each office? What is the annual cost in 
terms of the facility and travel?

b. If 10 consultants are to be assigned to a home office, at 
most, where should the offices be set up? How many con-
sultants should be assigned to each office? What is the 
annual cost of this network?

c. What do you think of a rule by which all consulting proj-
ects out of a given state are assigned to one home office? 
How much is this policy likely to add to cost compared to 
allowing multiple offices to handle a single state?

 2. DryIce, Inc., is a manufacturer of air conditioners that has 
seen its demand grow significantly. The company anticipates 
nationwide demand for the next year to be 180,000 units in 
the South, 120,000 units in the Midwest, 110,000 units in the 
East, and 100,000 units in the West. Managers at DryIce are 
designing the manufacturing network and have selected four 
potential sites—New York, Atlanta, Chicago, and San Diego. 

TABLE 5-5 Travel Costs and Number of Trips for SC Consulting

Travel Costs ($)
Number 
of TripsState Los Angeles Tulsa Denver Seattle

Washington 150 250 200 25 40

Oregon 150 250 200 75 35

California 75 200 150 125 100

Idaho 150 200 125 125 25

Nevada 100 200 125 150 40

Montana 175 175 125 125 25

Wyoming 150 175 100 150 50

Utah 150 150 100 200 30

Arizona 75 200 100 250 50

Colorado 150 125 25 250 65

New Mexico 125 125 75 300 40

North Dakota 300 200 150 200 30

South Dakota 300 175 125 200 20

Nebraska 250 100 125 250 30

Kansas 250 75 75 300 40

Oklahoma 250 25 125 300 55
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TABLE 5-6 Production and Transport Costs for DryIce, Inc.

New York Atlanta Chicago San Diego

Annual fixed cost 
of 200,000 plant

$6 million $5.5 million $5.6 million $6.1 million

Annual fixed cost 
of 400,000 plant

$10 million $9.2 million $9.3 million $10.2 million

East $211 $232 $238 $299

South $232 $212 $230 $280

Midwest $240 $230 $215 $270

West $300 $280 $270 $225

TABLE 5-7 Capacity, Demand, Production, and Transportation Costs for Sunchem

North 
America Europe Japan

South 
America Asia

Capacity 
Tons/Year

Production 
Cost/Ton

United States $600 $1,300 $2,000 $1,200 $1,700 185 $10,000

Germany $1,300 $600 $1,400 $1,400 $1,300 475 15,000 euro

Japan $2,000 $1,400 $300 $2,100 $900 50 1,800,000 yen

Brazil $1,200 $1,400 $2,100 $800 $2,100 200 13,000 real

India $2,200 $1,300 $1,000 $2,300 $800 80 400,000 rupees

Demand  
 (tons/year)

270 200 120 190 100

TABLE 5-8  Anticipated Exchange Rates for the 
Next Year

US$ Euro Yen Real Rupee

US$ 1.000 1.993 107.7 1.78 43.55

Euro 0.502 1 54.07 0.89 21.83

Yen 0.0093 0.0185 1 0.016  0.405

Real 0.562 1.124 60.65 1 24.52

Rupee 0.023 0.046 2.47 0.041  1

Plants could have a capacity of either 200,000 or 400,000 
units. The annual fixed costs at the four locations are shown 
in Table 5-6, along with the cost of producing and shipping 
an air conditioner to each of the four markets. Where should 
DryIce build its factories and how large should they be?

 3. Sunchem, a manufacturer of printing inks, has five manufac-
turing plants worldwide. Their locations and capacities are 
shown in Table 5-7 along with the cost of producing 1 ton of 
ink at each facility. The production costs are in the local cur-
rency of the country where the plant is located. The major 
markets for the inks are North America, South America, 
Europe, Japan, and the rest of Asia. Demand at each market 
is shown in Table 5-7. Transportation costs from each plant to 
each market in U.S. dollars are shown in Table 5-7. Manage-
ment must come up with a production plan for the next year.
a. If exchange rates are expected as in Table 5-8, and no 

plant can run below 50 percent of capacity, how much 
should each plant produce and which markets should each 
plant supply?

b. If there are no limits on the amount produced in a plant, 
how much should each plant produce?

c. Can adding 10 tons of capacity in any plant reduce costs?
d. How should Sunchem account for the fact that exchange 

rates fluctuate over time?
 4. Sleekfon and Sturdyfon are two major cell phone manufac-

turers that have recently merged. Their current market sizes 
are as shown in Table 5-9. All demand is in millions of units.
  Sleekfon has three production facilities in Europe (EU), 
North America, and South America. Sturdyfon also has three 
production facilities in Europe (EU), North America, and the 
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TABLE 5-9 Global Demand and Duties for Sleekfon and Sturdyfon

Market N. America S. America
Europe 

(EU)
Europe 

(Non-EU) Japan
Rest of Asia/ 

Australia Africa

Sleekfon demand 10 4 20 3 2 2 1

Sturdyfon demand 12 1 4 8 7 3 1

Import duties (%)  3 20 4 15 4 22 25

TABLE 5-10 Plant Capacities and Costs for Sleekfon and Sturdyfon

Capacity Fixed Cost/Year Variable Cost/Unit

Sleekfon Europe (EU) 20 100 6.0

N. America 20 100 5.5

S. America 10 60 5.3

Sturdyfon Europe (EU) 20 100 6.0

N. America 20 100 5.5

Rest of Asia 10 50 5.0

rest of Asia/Australia. The capacity (in millions of units), 
annual fixed cost (in millions of $), and variable production 
costs ($ per unit) for each plant are as shown in Table 5-10.
 Transportation costs between regions are as shown in 
Table 5-11. All transportation costs are shown in dollars per unit.
 Duties are applied on each unit based on the fixed cost 
per unit capacity, variable cost per unit, and transportation 
cost. Thus, a unit currently shipped from North America to 
Africa has a fixed cost per unit of capacity of $5.00, a vari-
able production cost of $5.50, and a transportation cost of 
$2.20. The 25 percent import duty is thus applied on $12.70 
(5.00 + 5.50 + 2.20) to give a total cost on import of $15.88. 
For the questions that follow, assume that market demand is 
as in Table 5-9.

 The merged company has estimated that scaling back a 
20-million-unit plant to 10 million units saves 30 percent in 
fixed costs. Variable costs at a scaled-back plant are 
 unaffected. Shutting a plant down (either 10 million or 20 
million units) saves 80 percent in fixed costs. Fixed costs are 
only partially recovered because of severance and other costs 
associated with a shutdown.
a. What is the lowest cost achievable for the production and 

distribution network prior to the merger? Which plants 
serve which markets?

b. What is the lowest cost achievable for the production and 
distribution network after the merger if none of the plants 
is shut down? Which plants serve which markets?

TABLE 5-11 Transportation Costs Between Regions ($ per Unit)

N. America S. America
Europe 

(EU)
Europe 

(Non-EU) Japan
Rest of Asia/ 

Australia Africa

N. America 1.00 1.50 1.50 1.80 1.70 2.00 2.20

S. America 1.50 1.00 1.70 2.00 1.90 2.20 2.20

Europe (EU) 1.50 1.70 1.00 1.20 1.80 1.70 1.40

Europe (Non-EU) 1.80 2.00 1.20 1.00 1.80 1.60 1.50

Japan 1.70 1.90 1.80 1.80 1.00 1.20 1.90

Rest of Asia/Australia 2.00 2.20 1.70 1.60 1.20 1.00 1.80

Africa 2.20 2.20 1.40 1.50 1.90 1.80 1.00
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c. What is the lowest cost achievable for the production and 
distribution network after the merger if plants can be 
scaled back or shut down in batches of 10 million units of 
capacity? Which plants serve which markets?

d. How is the optimal network configuration affected if all 
duties are reduced to 0?

e. How should the merged network be configured?
 5. Return to the Sleekfon and Sturdyfon data in Exercise 4. 

Management has estimated that demand in global markets is 
likely to grow. North America, Japan, and Europe (EU) are 
relatively saturated and expect no growth. South America, 
Africa, and Europe (Non-EU) markets expect a growth of 20 
percent. The rest of Asia/Australia anticipates a growth of 
200 percent.
a. How should the merged company configure its network to 

accommodate the anticipated growth? What is the annual 
cost of operating the network?

b. There is an option of adding capacity at the plant in the 
rest of Asia/Australia. Adding 10 million units of capacity 
incurs an additional fixed cost of $40 million per year. 
Adding 20 million units of additional capacity incurs an 
additional fixed cost of $70 million per year. If shutdown 
costs and duties are as in Exercise 4, how should the 
merged company configure its network to accommodate 
anticipated growth? What is the annual cost of operating 
the new network?

c. If all duties are reduced to 0, how does your answer to 
Exercise 5(b) change?

d. How should the merged network be configured given 
the option of adding to the plant in the rest of Asia/ 
Australia?

 6. StayFresh, a manufacturer of refrigerators in India, has two 
plants—one in Mumbai and the other in Chennai. Each plant 
has a capacity of 300,000 units. The two plants serve the 
entire country, which is divided into four regional markets: 
the north, with a demand of 100,000 units; the west, with a 
demand of 150,000 units; the south, with a demand of 
150,000 units; and the east, with a demand of 50,000 units. 
Two other potential sites for plants include Delhi and Kolk-
ata. The variable production and transport costs (in thousands 
of rupees; 1 U.S. dollar is worth about 65 rupees) per refrig-
erator from each potential production site to each market are 
as shown in Table 5-12.
 StayFresh is anticipating a compounded growth in 
demand of 20 percent per year for the next five years and 
must plan its network investment decisions. Demand is 
anticipated to stabilize after five years of growth. Capacity 
can be added in increments of either 150,000 or 300,000 
units. Adding 150,000 units of capacity incurs a one-time 
cost of 2 billion rupees, whereas adding 300,000 units of 
capacity incurs a one-time cost of 3.4 billion rupees. 
Assume that StayFresh plans to meet all demand (prices 
are sufficiently high) and that capacity for each year must 
be in place by the beginning of the year. Also assume that 
the cost for the fifth year will continue for the next 

10 years—that is, years 6 to 15. The problem can now be 
solved for different discount factors. To begin with, assume 
a discount factor of 0.2—that is, 1 rupee spent next year is 
worth 10.20.8 rupee this year.
a. How should the production network for the company 

evolve over the next five years?
b. How does your answer change if the anticipated growth is 

15 percent? 25 percent?
c. How does your decision change for a discount factor of 

0.25? 0.15?
d. What investment strategy do you recommend for the 

company?
 7. Blue Computers, a major server manufacturer in the United 

States, currently has plants in Kentucky and Pennsylvania. 
The Kentucky plant has a capacity of 1 million units a year, 
and the Pennsylvania plant has a capacity of 1.5 million 
units a year. The firm divides the United States into five 
markets: northeast, southeast, midwest, south, and west. 
Each server sells for $1,000. The firm anticipates a 50 per-
cent growth in demand (in each region) this year (after 
which demand will stabilize) and wants to build a plant 
with a capacity of 1.5 million units per year to accommo-
date the growth. Potential sites being considered are in 
North Carolina and California. Currently the firm pays fed-
eral, state, and local taxes on the income from each plant. 
Federal taxes are 20 percent of income, and all state and 
local taxes are 7 percent of income in each state. North Car-
olina has offered to reduce taxes for the next 10 years from 
7 percent to 2 percent. Blue Computers would like to take 
the tax break into consideration when planning its network. 
Consider income over the next 10 years in your analysis. 
Assume that all costs remain unchanged over the 10 years. 
Use a discount factor of 0.1 for your analysis. Annual fixed 
costs, production and shipping costs per unit, and current 
regional demand (before the 50 percent growth) are shown 
in Table 5-13.
a. If Blue Computers sets an objective of minimizing total 

fixed and variable costs, where should it build the new 
plant? How should the network be structured?

b. If Blue Computers sets an objective of maximizing after-
tax profits, where should it build the new plant? How 
should the network be structured?

TABLE 5-12  Production and Transport Cost 
(Thousands of Rupees) per Refrigerator

North East West South

Chennai 20 19 17 15

Delhi 15 18 17 20

Kolkata 18 15 20 19

Mumbai 17 20 15 17
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TABLE 5-13 Variable Production and Shipping Costs for Blue Computers

Variable Production and Shipping Cost ($/Unit)
Annual Fixed 

Cost (Million $)Northeast Southeast Midwest South West

Kentucky 185 180 175 175 200 150

Pennsylvania 170 190 180 200 220 200

N. Carolina 180 180 185 185 215 150

California 220 220 195 195 175 150

Demand (thousands of units/month) 700 400 400 300 600

 8. Hot&Cold and CaldoFreddo are two European manufactur-
ers of home appliances that have merged. Hot&Cold has 
plants in France, Germany, and Finland, whereas Caldo-
Freddo has plants in the United Kingdom and Italy. The 
European market is divided into four regions: north, east, 
west, and south. Plant capacities (millions of units per year), 
annual fixed costs (millions of euros per year), regional 
demand (millions of units), and variable production and 
shipping costs (euros per unit) are as shown in Table 5-14.
 Each appliance sells for an average price of 300 euros. 
All plants are currently treated as profit centers, and the 
 company pays taxes separately for each plant. Tax rates in the 
various countries are as follows: France, 0.25; Germany, 
0.25; Finland, 0.3; UK, 0.2; and Italy, 0.35.

a. Before the merger, what is the optimal network for each 
of the two firms if their goal is to minimize costs? What is 
the optimal network if the goal is to maximize after-tax 
profits?

b. After the merger, what is the minimum cost configuration 
if none of the plants is shut down? What is the configura-
tion that maximizes after-tax profits if none of the plants 
is shut down?

c. After the merger, what is the minimum cost configuration 
if plants can be shut down (assume that a shutdown saves 
100 percent of the annual fixed cost of the plant)? What is 
the configuration that maximizes after-tax profits?

TABLE 5-14 Capacity, Cost, and Demand Data for Hot&Cold and CaldoFreddo

Variable Production and Shipping Costs
Annual 

Fixed CostNorth East South West Capacity

Hot&Cold France 100 110 105 100 50 1,000

Germany 95 105 110 105 50 1,000

Finland 90 100 115 110 40 850

Demand 30 20 20 35

CaldoFreddo U.K. 105 120 110 90 50 1,000

Italy 110 105 90 115 60 1,150

Demand 15 20 30 20
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In December 2008, Sanjay Gupta and his management 
team were busy evaluating the performance at Sport-
Stuff.com over the previous year. Demand had grown by 
80 percent. This growth, however, was a mixed blessing. 
The venture capitalists supporting the company were 
very pleased with the growth in sales and the resulting 
increase in revenue. Sanjay and his team, however, could 
clearly see that costs would grow faster than revenues if 
demand continued to grow and the supply chain network 
was not redesigned. They decided to analyze the perfor-
mance of the current network to see how it could be 
redesigned to best cope with the rapid growth antici-
pated over the next three years.

SportStuff.com

Sanjay Gupta founded SportStuff.com in 2004 with a 
mission of supplying parents with more affordable sports 
equipment for their children. Parents complained about 
having to discard expensive skates, skis, jackets, and 
shoes because children outgrew them rapidly. Sanjay’s 
initial plan was for the company to purchase used equip-
ment and jackets from families and surplus equipment 
from manufacturers and retailers and sell these over the 

Internet. The idea was well received in the marketplace, 
demand grew rapidly, and, by the end of 2004, the com-
pany had sales of $0.8 million. By this time, a variety of 
new and used products were being sold, and the com-
pany received significant venture capital support.

In June 2004, Sanjay leased part of a warehouse in 
the outskirts of St. Louis to manage the large amount of 
product being sold. Suppliers sent their product to the 
warehouse. Customer orders were packed and shipped 
by UPS from there. As demand grew, SportStuff.com 
leased more space within the warehouse. By 2007, 
SportStuff.com leased the entire warehouse and orders 
were being shipped to customers all over the United 
States. Management divided the United States into six 
customer zones for planning purposes. Demand from 
each customer zone in 2007 was as shown in Table 5-15. 
Sanjay estimated that the next three years would see a 
growth rate of about 80 percent per year, after which 
demand would level off.

The Network Options

Sanjay and his management team could see that they 
needed more warehouse space to cope with the antici-

TABLE 5-15 Regional Demand at SportStuff.com for 2007

Zone Demand in 2007 Zone Demand in 2007

Northwest 320,000 Lower Midwest 220,000

Southwest 200,000 Northeast 350,000

Upper Midwest 160,000 Southeast 175,000
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pated growth. One option was to lease more warehouse 
space in St. Louis itself. Other options included leas-
ing warehouses all over the country. Leasing a ware-
house involved fixed costs based on the size of the 
warehouse and variable costs that depended on the 
quantity shipped through the warehouse. Four poten-
tial locations for warehouses were identified in Den-
ver, Seattle, Atlanta, and Philadelphia. Leased 
warehouses could be either small (about 100,000 sq. 
ft.) or large (200,000 sq. ft.). Small warehouses could 
handle a flow of up to 2 million units per year, whereas 
large warehouses could handle a flow of up to 4 mil-
lion units per year. The current warehouse in St. Louis 
was small. The fixed and variable costs of small and 
large warehouses in different locations are shown in 
Table 5-16.

Sanjay estimated that the inventory holding costs 
at a warehouse (excluding warehouse expense) was 
about $600 √

_
F where F is the number of units flowing 

through the warehouse per year. This relationship is 
based on the theoretical observation that the inventory 
held at a facility (not across the network) is proportional 
to the square root of the throughput through the facility. 
As a result, aggregating throughput through a few facili-
ties reduces the inventory held as compared with disag-
gregating throughput through many facilities. Thus, a 

warehouse handling 1 million units per year incurred an 
inventory holding cost of $600,000 in the course of the 
year. If your version of Excel has problems solving the 
nonlinear objective function, use the following inventory 
costs:

Range of F Inventory Cost

0–2 million $250,000Y + 0.310F

2–4 million $530,000Y + 0.170F

4–6 million $678,000Y + 0.133F

More than 6 million $798,000Y + 0.113F

If you can handle only a single linear inventory 
cost, you should use $475,000Y + 0.165F. For each facil-
ity, Y = 1 if the facility is used, 0 otherwise.

SportStuff.com charged a flat fee of $3 per ship-
ment sent to a customer. An average customer order con-
tained four units. SportStuff.com, in turn, contracted 
with UPS to handle all its outbound shipments. UPS 
charges were based on both the origin and the destina-
tion of the shipment and are shown in Table 5-17. Man-
agement estimated that inbound transportation costs for 
shipments from suppliers were likely to remain 
unchanged, no matter what warehouse configuration 
was selected.

TABLE 5-16 Fixed and Variable Costs of Potential Warehouses

Small Warehouse Large Warehouse

Location
Fixed Cost 

($/year)
Variable Cost 
($/Unit Flow)

Fixed Cost 
($/year)

Variable Cost 
($/Unit Flow)

Seattle 300,000 0.20 500,000 0.20

Denver 250,000 0.20 420,000 0.20

St. Louis 220,000 0.20 375,000 0.20

Atlanta 220,000 0.20 375,000 0.20

Philadelphia 240,000 0.20 400,000 0.20

TABLE 5-17 UPS Charges per Shipment (Four Units)

Northwest Southwest Upper Midwest Lower Midwest Northeast Southeast

Seattle $2.00 $2.50 $3.50 $4.00 $5.00 $5.50

Denver $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $3.00 $4.00 $4.50

St. Louis $3.50 $3.50 $2.50 $2.50 $3.00 $3.50

Atlanta $4.00 $4.00 $3.00 $2.50 $3.00 $2.50

Philadelphia $4.50 $5.00 $3.00 $3.50 $2.50 $4.00
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TABLE 5-18 Regional Demand at CoolWipes (in thousands)

Zone
Wipes 

Demand
Ointment 
Demand Zone

Wipes 
Demand

Ointment 
Demand

Northwest 500 50 Lower Midwest 800 65

Southwest 700 90 Northeast 1,000 120

Upper Midwest 900 120 Southeast 600 70

TABLE 5-19 Transportation Costs per Unit

Northwest Southwest
Upper 

Midwest
Lower 

Midwest Northeast Southeast

Chicago $6.32 $6.32 $3.68 $4.04 $5.76 $5.96

Princeton $6.60 $6.60 $5.76 $5.92 $3.68 $4.08

Atlanta $6.72 $6.48 $5.92 $4.08 $4.04 $3.64

Los Angeles $4.36 $3.68 $6.32 $6.32 $6.72 $6.60

Study Questions

 1. What is the cost SportStuff.com incurs if all warehouses 
leased are in St. Louis?

 2. What supply chain network configuration do you recom-
mend for SportStuff.com? Why?

 3. How would your recommendation change if transportation 
costs were twice those shown in Table 5-17?

CasE stuDy
Designing the Production Network at CoolWipes

Matt O’Grady, vice president of supply chain at Cool-
Wipes, thought that his current production and distribu-
tion network was not appropriate, given the significant 
increase in transportation costs over the past few years. 
Compared to when the company had set up its produc-
tion facility in Chicago, transportation costs had 
increased by a factor of more than four and were 
expected to continue growing in the next few years. A 
quick decision on building one or more new plants could 
save the company significant amounts in transportation 
expense in the future.

CoolWipes

CoolWipes was founded in the late 1980s and produced 
baby wipes and diaper ointment. Demand for the two 
products was as shown in Table 5-18. The company cur-

rently had one factory in Chicago that produced both 
products for the entire country. The wipes line in the 
Chicago facility had a capacity of 5 million units, an 
annualized fixed cost of $5 million a year, and a vari-
able cost of $10 per unit. The ointment line in the Chi-
cago facility had a capacity of 1 million units, an 
annualized fixed cost of $1.5 million a year, and a vari-
able cost of $20 per unit. The current transportation 
costs per unit (for both wipes and ointment) are shown 
in Table 5-19.

New Network Options

Matt had identified Princeton, New Jersey; Atlanta; and 
Los Angeles as potential sites for new plants. Each new 
plant could have a wipes line, an ointment line, or both. 
A new wipes line had a capacity of 2 million units, an 
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annual fixed cost of $2.2 million, and a variable produc-
tion cost of $10 per unit. A new ointment line had a 
capacity of 1 million units, an annual fixed cost of $1.5 
million, and a variable cost of $20 per unit. The current 
transportation costs per unit are shown in Table 5-19. 
Matt had to decide whether to build a new plant and if 
so, which production lines to put into the new plant.

Study Questions

 1. What is the annual cost of serving the entire nation from 
Chicago?

 2. Do you recommend adding any plant(s)? If so, where 
should the plant(s) be built and what lines should be 

included? Assume that the Chicago plant will be main-
tained at its current capacity but could be run at lower uti-
lization. Would your decision be different if transportation 
costs are half of their current value? What if they were 
double their current value?

 3. If Matt could design a new network from scratch (assume 
he did not have the Chicago plant but could build it at the 
cost and capacity specified in the case), what production 
network would you recommend? Assume that any new 
plants built besides Chicago would be at the cost and 
capacity specified under the new network options. Would 
your decision be different if transportation costs were half 
of their current value? What if they were double their cur-
rent value?



Globalization has offered tremendous opportunity, as well as increased risk, in the devel-
opment of supply chains. High-performance supply chains such as Samsung and Zara 
have taken full advantage of globalization. In contrast, several supply chains have found 

themselves unprepared for the increased risk that has accompanied globalization. As a result, 
managers must account for both opportunities and uncertainties over the long term when design-
ing a global supply chain network. In this chapter, we identify sources of risk for global supply 
chains, discuss risk mitigation strategies, detail the methodologies used to evaluate network 
design decisions under uncertainty, and show how they improve global supply chain decisions.

6.1 THE IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS

Globalization offers companies opportunities to simultaneously increase revenues and decrease 
costs. In its 2008 annual report, P&G reported that more than a third of the company’s sales 
growth was from developing markets with a profit margin that was comparable to developed mar-
ket margins. By 2010, sales for the company in developing markets represented almost 34 percent 
of global sales. Most of Samsung’s sales were outside its home country of Korea. In 2012, over-
seas revenue represented 86 percent of sales for Samsung. While maintaining a dominant position 
in developed markets like the United States, it had also penetrated effectively into emerging mar-
kets such as China and India. By 2012, Samsung was the leading vendor of smartphones in both 

Designing Global Supply 
Chain Networks

C H A P T E R 

6

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Identify factors that need to be included 
in total cost when making global sourcing 
decisions.

2. Define uncertainties that are particularly 
relevant when designing global supply 
chains.

3. Explain different strategies that may be 
used to mitigate risk in global supply 
chains.

4. Understand decision tree methodologies 
used to evaluate supply chain design 
decisions under uncertainty.
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markets. Clearly, globalization has offered both P&G and Samsung a significant revenue enhance-
ment opportunity.

Apparel and consumer electronics are two industries for which globalization has offered 
significant cost reduction opportunities. Consumer electronics focuses on small, lightweight, 
high-value items that are relatively easy and inexpensive to ship. Companies have exploited large 
economies of scale by consolidating production of standardized electronics components in a 
single location for use in multiple products across the globe. Contract manufacturers such as 
Foxconn and Flextronics have become giants with facilities in low-cost countries. Apparel manu-
facture has high labor content, and the product is relatively lightweight and cost effective to 
transport. Companies have exploited globalization by shifting much apparel manufacturing to 
low-labor-cost countries, especially China. In the first half of 2009, about 33 percent of U.S. 
apparel imports were from China. The net result is that both industries have benefited tremen-
dously from cost reduction as a result of globalization.

One must keep in mind, however, that the opportunities from globalization are often accom-
panied by significant additional risk. In a survey conducted by the consulting company Accenture 
in 2006, more than 50 percent of the executives surveyed believed that supply chain risk had 
increased as a result of their global operations strategy. For example, in 2005, hurricane damage to 
40,000 acres of plantations decreased Dole’s global banana production by about 25 percent. Com-
ponent shortage when Sony introduced the PlayStation 3 game console hurt revenues and Sony’s 
stock price. The ability to incorporate suitable risk mitigation into supply chain design has often 
been the difference between global supply chains that have succeeded and those that have not.

The Accenture survey categorized risk in global supply chains, as shown in Table 6-1, and 
asked respondents to indicate the factors that affected them. More than a third of the respondents were 
affected by natural disasters, volatility of fuel prices, and the performance of supply chain partners.

Crude oil spot price and exchange rate fluctuations in 2008 illustrate the extreme volatility 
that global supply chains must deal with. Crude started 2008 at about $90 per barrel, peaked in 
July at more than $140 per barrel, and plummeted to below $40 per barrel in December. The euro 
started 2008 at about $1.47, peaked in July at almost $1.60, dropped to about $1.25 at the end of 
October, and then rose back to $1.46 toward the end of December. One can only imagine the 

TABLE 6-1 Results of Accenture Survey on Sources of Risk That Affect Global 
 Supply Chain Performance

Risk Factors Percentage of Supply Chains Affected

Natural disasters 35

Shortage of skilled resources 24

Geopolitical uncertainty 20

Terrorist infiltration of cargo 13

Volatility of fuel prices 37

Currency fluctuation 29

Port operations/custom delays 23

Customer/consumer preference shifts 23

Performance of supply chain partners 38

Logistics capacity/complexity 33

Forecasting/planning accuracy 30

Supplier planning/communication issues 27

Inflexible supply chain technology 21

Source: Adapted from Jaume Ferre, Johann Karlberg, and Jamie Hintlian, “Integration: The Key to Global Success.” 
Supply Chain Management Review (March 2007): 24–30.
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havoc such fluctuation played on supply chain performance in 2008! Similar fluctuations in 
exchange rates and crude prices have continued since then.

The only constant in global supply chain management seems to be uncertainty. Over the 
life of a supply chain network, a company experiences fluctuations in demand, prices, exchange 
rates, and the competitive environment. A decision that looks good under the current environ-
ment may be quite poor if the situation changes. Between 2000 and 2008, the euro fluctuated 
from a low of $0.84 to a high of almost $1.60. Clearly, supply chains optimized to $0.84 per euro 
would have difficulty performing well when the euro reached $1.60.

Uncertainty of demand and price drives the value of building flexible production capacity 
at a plant. If price and demand do vary over time in a global network, flexible production capac-
ity can be reconfigured to maximize profits in the new environment. Between 2007 and 2008, 
auto sales in the United States dropped by more than 30 percent. Whereas all vehicle categories 
were affected, the drop in SUV sales was much more significant than the drop in sales of small 
cars and hybrids. SUV sales dropped by almost 35 percent, but small car sales actually increased 
by about 1 percent. Honda dealt with this fluctuation more effectively than its competitors 
because its plants were flexible enough to produce both vehicle types. This flexibility to produce 
both SUVs and cars in the same facility kept Honda plants operating at reasonably high levels of 
utilization. In contrast, companies with plants dedicated to SUV production had no option but to 
leave a lot of idle capacity. In the late 1990s, Toyota made its global assembly plants more flex-
ible so each plant could supply multiple markets. One of the main benefits of this flexibility is 
that it allowed Toyota to react to fluctuations in demand, exchange rates, and local prices by 
altering production to maximize profits. Thus, supply, demand, and financial uncertainty must be 
considered when making global network design decisions.

6.2 THE OFFSHORING DECISION: TOTAL COST

This importance of comparative advantage in global supply chains was recognized by Adam Smith 
in The Wealth of Nations when he stated, “If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity 
cheaper than we ourselves can make it, better buy it of them with some part of the produce of our 
own industry, employed in a way in which we have some advantage.” Cost reduction by moving 
production to low-cost countries is typically mentioned among the top reasons for a supply chain to 
become global. The challenge, however, is to quantify the benefits (or comparative advantage) of 
offshore production along with the reasons for this comparative advantage. Whereas many compa-
nies have taken advantage of cost reduction through offshoring, others have found the benefits of 
offshoring to low-cost countries to be far less than anticipated—and, in some cases, nonexistent. 
The increases in transportation costs between 2000 and 2011 have had a significant negative impact 
on the perceived benefits of offshoring. Companies have failed to gain from offshoring for two 
primary reasons: (1) focusing exclusively on unit cost rather than total cost when making the off-
shoring decision and (2) ignoring critical risk factors. In this section, we focus on dimensions along 
which total landed cost needs to be evaluated when making an offshoring decision.

The significant dimensions of total cost can be identified by focusing on the complete 
sourcing process when offshoring. It is important to keep in mind that a global supply chain with 
offshoring increases the length and duration of information, product, and cash flows. As a result, 
the complexity and cost of managing the supply chain can be significantly higher than antici-
pated. Table 6-2 identifies dimensions along which each of the three flows should be analyzed 
for the impact on cost and product availability.

Ferreira and Prokopets (2009) suggest that companies should evaluate the impact of off-
shoring on the following key elements of total cost:

 1. Supplier price: should link to costs from direct materials, direct labor, indirect labor, man-
agement, overhead, capital amortization, local taxes, manufacturing costs, and local regu-
latory compliance costs.
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 2. Terms: costs are affected by net payment terms and any volume discounts.
 3. Delivery costs: include in-country transportation, ocean/air freight, destination transport, 

and packaging.
 4. Inventory and warehousing: include in-plant inventories, in-plant handling, plant ware-

house costs, supply chain inventories, and supply chain warehousing costs.
 5. Cost of quality: includes cost of validation, cost of performance drop due to poorer quality, 

and cost of incremental remedies to combat quality drop.
 6. Customer duties, value-added taxes, local tax incentives.
 7. Cost of risk, procurement staff, broker fees, infrastructure (IT and facilities), and tooling 

and mold costs.
 8. Exchange rate trends and their impact on cost.

It is important to both quantify these factors carefully when making the offshoring deci-
sion and track them over time. As Table 6-2 indicates, unit cost reduction from low labor and 

TABLE 6-2 Dimensions to Consider When Evaluating Total Cost from Offshoring

 
Performance Dimension

Activity Affecting 
Performance

 
Impact of Offshoring

Order communication Order placement More difficult communication

Supply chain visibility Scheduling and expediting Poorer visibility

Raw material costs Sourcing of raw material Could go either way 
depending on raw material 
sourcing

Unit cost Production, quality (production 
and transportation)

Labor/fixed costs decrease; 
quality may suffer

Freight costs Transportation modes and 
quantity

Higher freight costs

Taxes and tariffs Border crossing Could go either way

Supply lead time Order communication, supplier 
production scheduling, 
production time, customs, 
transportation, receiving

Lead time increase results in 
poorer forecasts and higher 
inventories

On-time delivery/lead time 
uncertainty

Production, quality, customs, 
transportation, receiving

Poorer on-time delivery and 
increased uncertainty resulting 
in higher inventory and lower 
product availability

Minimum order quantity Production, transportation Larger minimum quantities 
increase inventory

Product returns Quality Increased returns likely

Inventories Lead times, inventory in transit 
and production

Increase

Working capital Inventories and financial 
reconciliation

Increase

Hidden costs Order communication, 
invoicing errors, managing 
exchange rate risk

Higher hidden costs

Stockouts Ordering, production, 
transportation with poorer 
visibility

Increase
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fixed costs, along with possible tax advantages, are likely to be the major benefit from offshor-
ing, with almost every other factor being negative. In some instances, the substitution of labor for 
capital can provide a benefit when offshoring. For example, auto and auto parts plants in India 
are designed with much greater labor content than similar manufacturing in developed countries 
to lower fixed costs. The benefit of lower labor cost, however, is unlikely to be significant for a 
manufactured product if labor cost is a small fraction of total cost. It is also the case that in sev-
eral low-cost countries, such as China and India, labor costs have escalated significantly. As 
mentioned by Goel et al. (2008), wage inflation in China averaged 19 percent in dollar terms 
between 2003 and 2008 compared to around 3 percent in the United States. During the same 
period, transportation costs increased by a significant amount (ocean freight costs increased  
135 percent between 2005 and 2008) and the Chinese yuan strengthened relative to the dollar (by 
about 18 percent between 2005 and 2008). The net result was that offshoring manufactured prod-
ucts from the United States to China looked much less attractive in 2008 than in 2003.

In general, offshoring to low-cost countries is likely to be most attractive for products with 
high labor content, large production volumes, relatively low variety, and low transportation costs 
relative to product value. For example, a company producing a large variety of pumps is likely to 
find that offshoring the production of castings for a common part across many pumps is likely to 
be much more attractive than the offshoring of highly specialized engineered parts.

Given that global sourcing tends to increase transportation costs, it is important to focus on 
reducing transportation content for successful global sourcing. Suitably designed components 
can facilitate much greater density when transporting products. IKEA has designed modular 
products that are assembled by the customer. This allows the modules to be shipped flat in high 
density, lowering transportation costs. Similarly, Nissan redesigned its globally sourced compo-
nents so that they can be packed more tightly when shipping. The use of supplier hubs can be 
effective if several components are being sourced globally from different locations. Many manu-
facturers have created supplier hubs in Asia that are fed by each of their Asian suppliers. This 
allows for a consolidated shipment to be sent from the hub rather than several smaller shipments 
being sent from each supplier. More sophisticated flexible policies that allow for direct shipping 
from the supplier when volumes are high, coupled with consolidated shipping through a hub 
when volumes are low, can be effective in lowering transportation cost.

It is also important to perform a careful review of the production process to decide which 
parts are to be offshored. For example, a small American jewelry manufacturer wanted to off-
shore manufacturing to Hong Kong for a piece of jewelry. Raw material in the form of gold sheet 
was sourced in the United States. The first step in the manufacturing process was the stamping of 
the gold sheet into a suitable-sized blank. This process generated about 40 percent waste, which 
could be recycled to produce more gold sheet. The manufacturer faced the choice of stamping in 
the United States or Hong Kong. Stamping in Hong Kong would incur lower labor cost but 
higher transportation cost and would require more working capital because of the delay before 
the waste gold could be recycled. A careful analysis indicated that it was cheaper for the stamp-
ing tools to be installed at the gold sheet supplier in the United States. Stamping at the gold sheet 
supplier reduced transportation cost because only usable material was shipped to Hong Kong. 
More importantly, this decision reduced working capital requirement because the waste gold 
from stamping was recycled within two days.

One of the biggest challenges with offshoring is the increased risk and its potential impact on 
cost. This challenge is exacerbated if a company uses an offshore location that is primarily targeting 
low costs to absorb all the uncertainties in its supply chain. In such a context, it is often much more 
effective to use a combination of an offshore facility that is given predictable, high-volume work 
along with an onshore or near-shore facility that is designed specifically to handle most of the fluc-
tuation. Companies using only an offshore facility often find themselves carrying extra inventory 
and resorting to air freight because of the long and variable lead times. The presence of a flexible 
onshore facility that absorbs all the variation can often lower total landed cost by eliminating 
expensive freight and significantly reducing the amount of inventory carried in the supply chain.
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6.3 RISK MANAGEMENT IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS

Global supply chains today are subject to more risk factors than localized supply chains of the 
past. These risks include supply disruption, supply delays, demand fluctuations, price fluctua-
tions, and exchange rate fluctuations. As was evident in the financial crisis of 2008, underesti-
mating risks in global supply chains and not having suitable mitigation strategies in place can 
result in painful outcomes. For example, contamination at one of the two suppliers of flu vaccine 
to the United States led to a severe shortage at the beginning of the 2004 flu season. This short-
age led to rationing in most states and severe price gouging in some cases. Similarly, the signifi-
cant strengthening of the euro in 2008 hurt firms that had most of their supply sources located in 
Western Europe. In another instance, failure to buffer supply uncertainty with sufficient inven-
tory resulted in high costs rather than savings. An automotive component manufacturer had 
hoped to save $4 million to $5 million a year by sourcing from Asia instead of Mexico. As a 
result of port congestion in Los Angeles–Long Beach, the company had to charter aircraft to fly 
the parts in from Asia because it did not have sufficient inventory to cover the delays. A charter 
that would have cost $20,000 per aircraft from Mexico ended up costing the company $750,000. 
The anticipated savings turned into a $20 million loss.

It is thus critical for global supply chains to be aware of the relevant risk factors and build 
in suitable mitigation strategies. Table 6-3 contains a categorization of supply chain risks and 
their drivers that must be considered during network design.

Good network design can play a significant role in mitigating supply chain risk. For 
instance, having multiple suppliers mitigates the risk of disruption from any one supply source. 
An excellent example is the difference in impact on Nokia and Ericsson when a plant owned by 
Royal Philips Electronics, located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, caught fire in March 2000. 
Nokia adjusted to the disruption quickly, using several other supply plants in its network. In con-
trast, Ericsson had no backup source in its network and was unable to react. Ericsson estimated 
that it lost revenues of $400 million as a result. Similarly, having flexible capacity mitigates the 
risks of global demand, price, and exchange rate fluctuations. For example, Hino Trucks uses 
flexible capacity at its plants to change production levels for different products by shifting work-
force among lines. As a result, the company keeps a constant workforce in the plant even though 
the production at each line varies to best match supply and demand. As illustrated by these 
examples, designing mitigation strategies into the network significantly improves a supply 
chain’s ability to deal with risk.

Every mitigation strategy comes at a price, however, and may increase other risks. For 
example, increasing inventory mitigates the risk of delays but increases the risk of obsolescence. 
Acquiring multiple suppliers mitigates the risk of disruption but increases costs because each 
supplier may have difficulty achieving economies of scale. Thus, it is important to develop tai-
lored mitigation strategies during network design that achieve a good balance between the 
amount of risk mitigated and the increase in cost. Some tailored mitigation strategies are outlined 
in Table 6-4. Most of these strategies are discussed in greater detail later in the book.

Global supply chains should generally use a combination of mitigation strategies designed 
into the supply chain along with financial strategies to hedge uncovered risks. A global supply 
chain strategy focused on efficiency and low cost may concentrate global production in a few 

Key Point

It is critical that offshoring decisions be made while accounting for total cost. Offshoring typically low-
ers labor and fixed costs but increases risk, freight costs, and working capital. Before offshoring, product 
design and process design should be carefully evaluated to identify steps that may lower freight content 
and the need for working capital. Including an onshore option can lower the cost associated with cover-
ing risk from an offshore facility.
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low-cost countries. Such a supply chain design, however, is vulnerable to the risk of supply dis-
ruption along with fluctuations in transportation prices and exchange rates. In such a setting, it is 
crucial that the firm hedge fuel costs and exchange rates because the supply chain design itself 
has no built-in mechanisms to deal with these fluctuations. In contrast, a global supply chain 
designed with excess, flexible capacity allows production to be shifted to whatever location is 
most effective in a given set of macroeconomic conditions. The ability of such a flexible design 
to react to fluctuations decreases the need for financial hedges. Operational hedges such as flex-
ibility are more complex to execute than financial hedges, but they have the advantage of being 
reactive because the supply chain can be reconfigured to best react to the macroeconomic state of 
the world.

It is important to keep in mind that any risk mitigation strategy is not always “in the 
money.” For example, flexibility built into Honda plants proved effective only when demand for 
vehicles shifted in an unpredictable manner in 2008. If there had been no fluctuation in demand, 

TABLE 6-3 Supply Chain Risks to Be Considered During Network Design

Category Risk Drivers

Disruptions Natural disaster, war, terrorism

Labor disputes

Supplier bankruptcy

Delays High capacity utilization at supply source

Inflexibility of supply source

Poor quality or yield at supply source

Systems risk Information infrastructure breakdown

System integration or extent of systems being networked

Forecast risk Inaccurate forecasts due to long lead times, seasonality, product variety, 
short life cycles, small customer base

Information distortion

Intellectual 
property risk

Vertical integration of supply chain

Global outsourcing and markets

Procurement risk Exchange rate risk

Price of inputs

Fraction purchased from a single source

Industrywide capacity utilization

Receivables risk Number of customers

Financial strength of customers

Inventory risk Rate of product obsolescence

Inventory holding cost

Product value

Demand and supply uncertainty

Capacity risk Cost of capacity

Capacity flexibility

Source: Adapted from Sunil Chopra and Manmohan S. Sodhi, “Managing Risk to Avoid Supply Chain Breakdown.” 
Sloan Management Review (Fall 2004): 53–61.
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the flexibility would have gone unutilized. Flexibility in the form of the intelligent body assem-
bly system (IBAS) built by Nissan in the early 1990s almost bankrupted the company because 
the state of the automotive markets was relatively stable at that time. Similarly, the use of fuel 
hedges that made billions for Southwest Airlines cost it money toward the end of 2008 when 
crude oil prices dropped significantly.

It is thus critical that risk mitigation strategies be evaluated rigorously as real options in 
terms of their expected long-term value before they are implemented. In the following sections, 
we discuss methodologies that allow for the financial evaluation of risk mitigation strategies 
designed into a global supply chain.

Flexibility, Chaining, and Containment

Flexibility plays an important role in mitigating different risks and uncertainties faced by a global 
supply chain. Flexibility can be divided into three broad categories—new product flexibility, mix 
flexibility, and volume flexibility. New product flexibility refers to a firm’s ability to introduce 
new products into the market at a rapid rate. New product flexibility is critical in a competitive 
environment wherein technology is evolving and customer demand is fickle. New product flexi-
bility may result from the use of common architectures and product platforms with the goal of 
providing a large number of distinct models using as few unique platforms as possible. The con-
sumer electronics industry has historically followed this approach to introduce a continuous 
stream of new products. New product flexibility may also result if a fraction of the production 
capacity is flexible enough to be able to produce any product. This approach has been used in the 
pharmaceutical industry, in which a fraction of the capacity is very flexible with all new products 
first manufactured there. Only once the product takes off is it moved to a dedicated capacity with 
lower variable costs.

TABLE 6-4 Tailored Risk Mitigation Strategies During Network Design

Risk Mitigation 
Strategy

 
Tailored Strategies

Increase capacity Focus on low-cost, decentralized capacity for predictable demand.
Build centralized capacity for unpredictable demand. Increase 
decentralization as cost of capacity drops.

Get redundant 
suppliers

More redundant supply for high-volume products, less redundancy for low-
volume products. Centralize redundancy for low-volume products in a few 
flexible suppliers.

Increase 
responsiveness

Favor cost over responsiveness for commodity products. Favor 
responsiveness over cost for short–life cycle products.

Increase inventory Decentralize inventory of predictable, lower-value products. Centralize 
inventory of less predictable, higher-value products.

Increase flexibility Favor cost over flexibility for predictable, high-volume products. Favor 
flexibility for unpredictable, low-volume products. Centralize flexibility in a 
few locations if it is expensive.

Pool or aggregate 
demand

Increase aggregation as unpredictability grows.

Increase source 
capability

Prefer capability over cost for high-value, high-risk products. Favor cost over 
capability for low-value commodity products. Centralize high capability in 
flexible source if possible.

Source: Adapted from Sunil Chopra and Manmohan S. Sodhi, “Managing Risk to Avoid Supply Chain Breakdown.” 
Sloan Management Review (Fall 2004): 53–61.
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Mix flexibility refers to the ability to produce a variety of products within a short period of 
time. Mix flexibility is critical in an environment in which demand for individual products is 
small or highly unpredictable, supply of raw materials is uncertain, and technology is evolving 
rapidly. The consumer electronics industry is a good example for which mix flexibility is essen-
tial in production environments, especially as more production has moved to contract manufac-
turers. Modular design and common components facilitate mix flexibility. Zara’s European 
facilities have significant mix flexibility, allowing the company to provide trendy apparel with 
highly unpredictable demand.

Volume flexibility refers to a firm’s ability to operate profitably at different levels of output. 
Volume flexibility is critical in cyclical industries. Firms in the automotive industry that lacked 
volume flexibility were badly hurt in 2008 when demand for automobiles in the United States 
shrank significantly. The steel industry is an example in which some volume flexibility and con-
solidation have helped performance. Prior to 2000, firms had limited volume flexibility and did 
not adjust production volumes when demand started to fall. The result was a buildup of invento-
ries and a significant drop in the price of steel. In the early 2000s, a few large firms consolidated 
and developed some volume flexibility. As a result, they were able to cut production as demand 
fell. The result has been less buildup of inventory and smaller drops in price during downturns, 
followed by a quicker recovery for the steel industry.

Given that some form of flexibility is often used to mitigate risks in global supply chains, 
it is important to understand the benefits and limitations of this approach. When dealing with 
demand uncertainty, Jordan and Graves (1995) make the important observation that as flexibility 
is increased, the marginal benefit derived from the increased flexibility decreases. They suggest 
operationalizing this idea in the concept of chaining, which is illustrated as follows. Consider a 
firm that sells four distinct products. A dedicated supply network with no flexibility would have 
four plants, each dedicated to producing a single product, as shown in Figure 6-1. A fully flexible 
network configuration would have each plant capable of producing all four products. The pro-
duction flexibility of plants is beneficial when demand for each of the four products is unpredict-
able. With dedicated plants, the firm is not able to meet demand in excess of plant capacity. With 
flexible plants, the firm is able to shift excess demand for a product to a plant with excess capac-
ity. Jordan and Graves define a chained network with one long chain (limited flexibility), config-
ured as shown in Figure 6-1. In a chained configuration, each plant is capable of producing two 
products with the flexibility organized so that the plants and their products form a chain. Jordan 
and Graves show that a chained network mitigates the risk of demand fluctuation almost as effec-
tively as a fully flexible network. Given the higher cost of full flexibility, the results of Jordan 
and Graves indicate that chaining is an excellent strategy to lower cost while gaining most of the 
benefits of flexibility.

The desired length of chains is an important question to be addressed when designing chained 
networks. When dealing with demand uncertainty, longer chains have the advantage of effectively 
pooling available capacity to a greater extent. Long chains, however, do have a few disadvantages. 
The fixed cost of building a single long chain can be higher than the cost of multiple smaller chains. 
With a single long chain, the effect of any fluctuation ripples to all facilities in the chain, making 
coordination more difficult across the network. It has also been observed by several researchers that 
flexibility and chaining are effective when dealing with demand fluctuation but less effective when 

Dedicated
Network

Chained Network
with One Long

Chain

Chained Network
with Two Short

Chains

Fully Flexible
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FIGURE 6-1 Different Flexibility Configurations in Network
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dealing with supply disruption. In the presence of supply disruption, Lim et al. (2008) have observed 
that designing smaller chains that contain or limit the impact of a disruption can be more effective 
than designing a network with one long chain. An example of containment is shown in the last 
example in Figure 6-1, which shows four plants with the flexibility to produce the four products in 
the form of two short chains. In this design, any disruption in one of the chains does not affect the 
other chain. A simple example of containment is hog farming: The farms are large to gain econo-
mies of scale, but the hogs are kept separated in small groups to ensure that the risk of disease is 
contained within a group and does not spread to the entire farm.

Key Point

Appropriate flexibility is an effective approach for a global supply chain to deal with a variety of risks 
and uncertainties. Whereas some flexibility is valuable, too much flexibility may not be worth the cost. 
Strategies such as chaining and containment should be used to maximize the benefit from flexibility 
while keeping costs low.

6.4 DISCOUNTED CASH FLOWS

Global supply chain design decisions should be evaluated as a sequence of cash flows over the 
duration of time they will be in place. This requires the evaluation of future cash flows account-
ing for risks and uncertainties likely to arise in the global supply chain. In this section, we dis-
cuss the basics of analysis to evaluate future cash flows before introducing uncertainty in the 
next section.

The present value of a stream of cash flows is what that stream is worth in today’s dollars. 
Discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis evaluates the present value of any stream of future cash 
flows and allows management to compare two streams of cash flows in terms of their financial 
value. DCF analysis is based on the fundamental premise that “a dollar today is worth more than 
a dollar tomorrow” because a dollar today may be invested and earn a return in addition to the 
dollar invested. This premise provides the basic tool for comparing the relative value of future 
cash flows that will arrive during different time periods.

The present value of future cash flow is found by using a discount factor. If a dollar today 
can be invested and earn a rate of return k over the next period, an investment of $1 today will 
result in 1 + k dollars in the next period. An investor would therefore be indifferent between 
obtaining $1 in the next period or $1(1 + k) in the current period. Thus, $1 in the next period is 
discounted by the

  (6.1)

to obtain its present value.
The rate of return k is also referred to as the discount rate, hurdle rate, or opportunity cost 

of capital. Given a stream of cash flows C0, C1, … , CT over the next T periods, and a rate of 
return k, the net present value (NPV) of this cash flow stream is given by

  (6.2)
The NPV of different options should be compared when making supply chain decisions. A 

negative NPV for an option indicates that the option will lose money for the supply chain. The 
decision with the highest NPV will provide a supply chain with the highest financial return.
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EXAMPLE 6-1 

Trips Logistics, a third-party logistics firm that provides warehousing and other logistics ser-
vices, is facing a decision regarding the amount of space to lease for the upcoming three-year 
period. The general manager has forecast that Trips Logistics will need to handle a demand of 
100,000 units for each of the next three years. Historically, Trips Logistics has required 1,000 
square feet of warehouse space for every 1,000 units of demand. For the purposes of this discus-
sion, the only cost Trips Logistics faces is the cost for the warehouse.

Trips Logistics receives revenue of $1.22 for each unit of demand. The general manager 
must decide whether to sign a three-year lease or obtain warehousing space on the spot market 
each year. The three-year lease will cost $1 per square foot per year, and the spot market rate is 
expected to be $1.20 per square foot per year for each of the three years. Trips Logistics has a 
discount rate of k = 0.1.

Analysis

The general manager decides to compare the NPV of signing a three-year lease for 100,000 
square feet of warehouse space with obtaining the space from the spot market each year. If the 
general manager obtains warehousing space from the spot market each year, Trips Logistics will 
earn $1.22 for each unit and pay $1.20 for one square foot of warehouse space required. The 
expected annual profit for Trips Logistics in this case is given by the following:

Based on this simple analysis, a manager may opt to sign the lease. However, this does 
not tell the whole story because we have not yet included the uncertainty in spot prices and 
valued the greater flexibility to adjust to uncertainty that the spot market provides the man-
ager. In the next section, we introduce methodology that allows for uncertainty and discuss 
how the inclusion of uncertainty of future demand and costs may cause the manager to rethink 
the decision.
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6.5 EVALUATING NETWORK DESIGN DECISIONS  
USING DECISION TREES

In any global supply chain, demand, prices, exchange rates, and several other factors are uncer-
tain and are likely to fluctuate during the life of any supply chain decision. In an uncertain envi-
ronment, the problem with using a simple DCF analysis is that it typically undervalues flexibility. 
The result is often a supply chain that performs well if everything goes according to plan but 
becomes terribly expensive if something unexpected happens. A manager makes several differ-
ent decisions when designing a supply chain network. For instance:

• Should the firm sign a long-term contract for warehousing space or get space from the spot 
market as needed?

• What should the firm’s mix of long-term and spot market be in the portfolio of transporta-
tion capacity?

• How much capacity should various facilities have? What fraction of this capacity should 
be flexible?

If uncertainty is ignored, a manager will always sign long-term contracts (because they are 
typically cheaper) and avoid all flexible or backup capacity (because it is more expensive). Such 
decisions can hurt the firm, however, if future demand or prices are not as forecast at the time of 
the decision. Executives participating in the Accenture 2013 Global Manufacturing Study “cited 
a variety of volatility-related factors as potential impediments to their ability to grow—including 
global currency instability, unpredictable commodities costs, uncertainty about customer 
demand, political or social unrest in key markets, and potential changes in government regula-
tions.” It is thus important to provide a methodology that allows managers to incorporate this 
uncertainty into their network design process. In this section, we describe such a methodology 
and show that accounting for uncertainty can have a significant impact on the value of network 
design decisions.

The Basics of Decision Tree Analysis

A decision tree is a graphic device used to evaluate decisions under uncertainty. Decision trees 
with DCFs can be used to evaluate supply chain design decisions given uncertainty in prices, 
demand, exchange rates, and inflation.

The first step in setting up a decision tree is to identify the number of time periods into the 
future that will be considered when making the decision. The decision maker should also iden-
tify the duration of a period—a day, a month, a quarter, or any other time period. The duration of 
a period should be the minimum period of time over which factors affecting supply chain deci-
sions may change by a significant amount. “Significant” is hard to define, but in most cases it is 
appropriate to use as a period the duration over which an aggregate plan holds. If planning is 
done monthly, for example, we set the duration of a period at a month. In the following discus-
sion, T will represent the number of time periods over which the supply chain decision is to be 
evaluated.

The next step is to identify factors that will affect the value of the decision and are likely to 
fluctuate over the next T periods. These factors include demand, price, exchange rate, and infla-
tion, among others. Having identified the key factors, the next step is to identify probability dis-
tributions that define the fluctuation of each factor from one period to the next. If, for instance, 
demand and price are identified as the two key factors that affect the decision, the probability of 
moving from a given value of demand and price in one period to any other value of demand and 
price in the next period must be defined.

The next step is to identify a periodic discount rate k to be applied to future cash flows. It 
is not essential that the same discount rate apply to each period or even at every node in a period. 
The discount rate should take into account the inherent risk associated with the investment. In 
general, a higher discount rate should apply to investments with higher risk.
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The decision is now evaluated using a decision tree, which contains the present and T 
future periods. Within each period, a node must be defined for every possible combination of 
factor values (say, demand and price) that can be achieved. Arrows are drawn from origin nodes 
in Period i to end nodes in Period i + 1. The probability on an arrow is referred to as the transi-
tion probability and is the probability of transitioning from the origin node in Period i to the end 
node in Period i + 1.

The decision tree is evaluated starting from nodes in Period T and working back to Period 
0. For each node, the decision is optimized, taking into account current and future values of vari-
ous factors. The analysis is based on Bellman’s principle, which states that for any choice of 
strategy in a given state, the optimal strategy in the next period is the one that is selected if the 
entire analysis is assumed to begin in the next period. This principle allows the optimal strategy 
to be solved in a backward fashion starting at the last period. Expected future cash flows are 
discounted back and included in the decision currently under consideration. The value of the 
node in Period 0 gives the value of the investment, as well as the decisions made during each 
time period. (Tools such as Treeplan are available that help solve decision trees on spreadsheets.)

The decision tree analysis methodology is summarized as follows:

 1. Identify the duration of each period (month, quarter, etc.) and the number of periods T over 
which the decision is to be evaluated.

 2. Identify factors such as demand, price, and exchange rate whose fluctuation will be con-
sidered over the next T periods.

 3. Identify representations of uncertainty for each factor; that is, determine what distribution 
to use to model the uncertainty.

 4. Identify the periodic discount rate k for each period.
 5. Represent the decision tree with defined states in each period, as well as the transition 

probabilities between states in successive periods.
 6. Starting at period T, work back to Period 0, identifying the optimal decision and the 

expected cash flows at each step. Expected cash flows at each state in a given period should 
be discounted back when included in the previous period.

Evaluating Flexibility at Trips Logistics

We illustrate the decision tree analysis methodology by using the lease decision facing the general 
manager at Trips Logistics. The manager must decide whether to lease warehouse space for the com-
ing three years and the quantity to lease. The manager anticipates uncertainty in demand and spot 
prices for warehouse space over the coming three years. The long-term lease is cheaper but the space 
could go unused if demand is lower than anticipated. The long-term lease may also end up being 
more expensive if future spot market prices come down. The manager is considering three options:

 1. Get all warehousing space from the spot market as needed.
 2. Sign a three-year lease for a fixed amount of warehouse space and get additional require-

ments from the spot market.
 3. Sign a flexible lease with a minimum charge that allows variable usage of warehouse space 

up to a limit, with additional requirements from the spot market.

We now discuss how the manager can evaluate each decision, taking uncertainty into account.
One thousand square feet of warehouse space is required for every 1,000 units of demand, 

and the current demand at Trips Logistics is for 100,000 units per year. The manager forecasts 
that from one year to the next, demand may go up by 20 percent, with a probability of 0.5, or go 
down by 20 percent, with a probability of 0.5. The probabilities of the two outcomes are indepen-
dent and unchanged from one year to the next.

The general manager can sign a three-year lease at a price of $1 per square foot per year. 
Warehouse space is currently available on the spot market for $1.20 per square foot per year. 
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From one year to the next, spot prices for warehouse space may go up by 10 percent, with prob-
ability 0.5, or go down by 10 percent, with probability 0.5. The probabilities of the two outcomes 
are independent and unchanged from one year to the next.

The general manager believes that prices of warehouse space and demand for the product 
fluctuate independently. Each unit Trips Logistics handles results in revenue of $1.22, and Trips 
Logistics is committed to handling all demand that arises. Trips Logistics uses a discount rate of 
k = 0.1 for each of the three years.

The general manager assumes that all costs are incurred at the beginning of each year and 
thus constructs a decision tree with T = 2. The decision tree is shown in Figure 6-2, with each 
node representing demand (D) in thousands of units and price (p) in dollars. The probability of 
each transition is 0.5 3 0.5 5 0.25 because price and demand fluctuate independently.

Evaluating the Spot Market Option

Using the decision tree in Figure 6-2, the manager first analyzes the option of not signing a lease 
and obtaining all warehouse space from the spot market. He starts with Period 2 and evaluates 

Period 0 Period 1 Period 2

D = 100
p = $1.20

D = 120
p = $1.32

D = 120
p = $1.08

D = 80
p = $1.32

D = 80
p = $1.08

D = 144
p = $1.45

D = 144
p = $1.19

D = 96
p = $1.45

D = 144
p = $0.97

D = 96
p = $1.19

D = 96
p = $0.97

D = 64
p = $1.45

D = 64
p = $1.19

D = 64
p = $0.97

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

FIGURE 6-2 Decision Tree for Trips Logistics, Considering Demand and Price Fluctuation
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TABLE 6-5 Period 2 Calculations for Spot Market Option

Revenue Cost C(D 5, p 5, 2) Profit P(D 5, p 5, 2)

D = 144, p = 1.45 144,000 : 1.22 144,000 : 1.45 -$33,120

D = 144, p = 1.19 144,000 : 1.22 144,000 : 1.19 $4,320

D = 144, p = 0.97 144,000 : 1.22 144,000 : 0.97 $36,000

D = 96, p = 1.45 96,000 : 1.22 96,000 : 1.45 -$22,080

D = 96, p = 1.19 96,000 : 1.22 96,000 : 1.19 $2,880

D = 96, p = 0.97 96,000 : 1.22 96,000 : 0.97 $24,000

D = 64, p = 1.45 64,000 : 1.22 64,000 : 1.45 -$14,720

D = 64, p = 1.19 64,000 : 1.22 64,000 : 1.19 $1,920

D = 64, p = 0.97 64,000 : 1.22 64,000 : 0.97 $16,000

the profit for Trips Logistics at each node. At the node D = 144, p = $1.45, Trips Logistics must 
satisfy a demand of 144,000 and faces a spot price of $1.45 per square foot for warehouse space 
in Period 2. The cost incurred by Trips Logistics in Period 2 at the node D = 144, p = $1.45 is rep-
resented by C(D = 144, p =1.45, 2) and is given by

The manager obtains the total expected profit P(D = 120, p = 1.32, 1) at node D = 120, p = 1.32 
in Period 1 to be the sum of the profit in Period 1 at this node and the present value of future 
expected profits.
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Evaluating the Fixed Lease Option

The manager next evaluates the alternative whereby the lease for 100,000 sq. ft. of warehouse 
space is signed. The evaluation procedure is very similar to that for the previous case, but the 
outcome changes in terms of profit. For example, at the node D = 144, p = 1.45, the manager will 
require 44,000 square feet of warehouse space from the spot market at $1.45 per square foot 
because only 100,000 square feet have been leased at $1 per square foot. If demand happens to 
be less than 100,000 units, Trips Logistics still has to pay for the entire 100,000 square feet of 
leased space. For Period 2, the manager obtains the profit at each of the nine nodes, as shown in 
Table 6-7.

The manager next evaluates the total expected profit for each node in Period 1. Again, the 
expected profit EP(D =, p =, 1) at a node is the expected profit of all four nodes in Period 2 that 
may result from this node (see Figure 6-2), and P(D =, p =, 1) is the total expected profit from 
both Periods 1 and 2. The manager thus obtains the results in Table 6-8.

For Period 0, the expected profit EP(D = 100, p = 1.20, 0) over the four nodes in Period 1 
is given by

TABLE 6-6 Period 1 Calculations for Spot Market Option

 
Node

 
EP(D 5, p 5, 1)

p(D 5, p 5, 1) 5 D 3 1.22 2 D 3 p 
1 EP(D 5, p 5, 1)/(1 1 k)

D = 120, p = 1.32 -$12,000 -$22,909

D = 120, p = 1.08 $16,800 $32,073

D = 80, p = 1.32 -$8,000 -$15,273

D = 80, p = 1.08 $11,200 $21,382
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The present value of the expected profit in Period 0 is given by

Observe that the NPV of the lease option under uncertainty is considerably less compared to 
when uncertainty is ignored ($60,182 from Example 6-1). This is because the lease is a fixed 
decision, and Trips Logistics is unable to react to market conditions by leasing less space if 
demand is lower. Rigid contracts are less attractive in the presence of uncertainty.

TABLE 6-7 Period 2 Profit Calculations at Trips Logistics for Fixed Lease Option

 
 
Node

 
 

Leased Space

 
Warehouse Space  
at Spot Price (S)

Profit P(D 5,  
p 5, 2) 5 D : 1.22 2 
(100,000 : 1 1 S 3 p)

D = 144, p = 1.45 100,000 sq. ft. 44,000 sq. ft.   $11,880

D = 144, p = 1.19 100,000 sq. ft. 44,000 sq. ft.   $23,320

D = 144, p = 0.97 100,000 sq. ft. 44,000 sq. ft.   $33,000

D = 96, p = 1.45 100,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft.   $17,120

D = 96, p = 1.19 100,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft.   $17,120

D = 96, p = 0.97 100,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft.   $17,120

D = 64, p = 1.45 100,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. -$21,920

D = 64, p = 1.19 100,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. -$21,920

D = 64, p = 0.97 100,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. -$21,920

TABLE 6-8 Period 1 Profit Calculations at Trips Logistics for Fixed Lease Option

 
 
Node

 
 

EP(D 5, p 5, 1)

Warehouse  
Space at Spot  

Price (S)

P(D 5, p 5, 1) 5 D 3 1.22 
2 (100,000 3 1 1 S 3 p) 
1 EP(D 5, p 5, 1)(1 1 k)

D = 120, p = 1.32 0.25 : [P(D = 144, p = 1.45, 2) 
+ P(D = 144, p = 1.19, 2)  
+ P(D = 96, p = 1.45, 2)  
+ P(D = 96, p = 1.19, 2)]  
= 0.25 : (11,880 + 23,320  
+ 17,120 +17,120) = $17,360

20,000 $35,782

D = 120, p = 1.08 0.25 : [23,320 + 33,000  
+ 17,120 + 17,120] = $22,640

20,000 $45,382

D = 80, p = 1.32 0.25 : [17,120 + 17,120  
- 21,920 - 21,920] = -$2,400

0 -$4,582

D = 80, p = 1.08 0.25 : [17,120 + 17,120 
-21,920 -21,920] = -$2,400

0 -$4,582
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Evaluating the Flexible Lease Option

The general manager at Trips Logistics has been offered a contract in which, for an upfront pay-
ment of $10,000, Trips Logistics will have the flexibility of using between 60,000 square feet 
and 100,000 square feet of warehouse space at $1 per square foot per year. Trips Logistics must 
pay $60,000 per year for the first 60,000 square feet and can then use up to another 40,000 square 
feet on demand at $1 per square foot. The general manager decides to use decision trees to evalu-
ate whether this flexible contract is preferable to a fixed contract for 100,000 square feet.

The underlying decision tree for evaluating the flexible contract is exactly as in Figure 6-2. The 
profit at each node, however, changes because of the flexibility in space used as shown in Table 6-9. If 
demand is larger than 100,000 units, Trips Logistics uses all 100,000 square feet of warehouse space 
at $1 and gets the rest at the spot price. If demand is between 60,000 and 100,000 units, Trips Logis-
tics uses and pays $1 only for the exact amount of warehouse space required. The profit at all nodes 
where demand is 100,000 or higher remains the same as in Table 6-7. The profit in Period 2 at all 
nodes where demand is less than 100,000 units increases as shown in Table 6-9.

The general manager evaluates the expected profit EP(D =, p =, 1) from Period 2 and the total 
expected profit for each node in Period 1, as discussed earlier. The results are shown in Table 6-10.

The total expected profit in Period 0 is the sum of the profit in Period 0 and the present 
value of the expected profit in Period 1. The manager thus obtains

Key Point

Uncertainty in demand and economic factors should be included in the financial evaluation of supply 
chain design decisions. The inclusion of uncertainty typically decreases the value of rigidity and 
increases the value of flexibility.

TABLE 6-9 Period 2 Profit Calculations at Trips Logistics with Flexible Lease Contract

 
Node

Warehouse Space 
at $1 (W)

Warehouse Space 
at Spot Price (S)

Profit P(D 5, p 5, 2) 5 D 3 
1.22 2 (W 3 1 1 S 3 p)

D = 144, p = 1.45 100,000 sq. ft. 44,000 sq. ft. $11,880

D = 144, p = 1.19 100,000 sq. ft. 44,000 sq. ft. $23,320

D = 144, p = 0.97 100,000 sq. ft. 44,000 sq. ft. $33,000

D = 96, p = 1.45 96,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. $21,120

D = 96, p = 1.19 96,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. $21,120

D = 96, p = 0.97 96,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. $21,120

D = 64, p = 1.45 64,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. $14,080

D = 64, p = 1.19 64,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. $14,080

D = 64, p = 0.97 64,000 sq. ft. 0 sq. ft. $14,080
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With an upfront payment of $10,000, the net expected profit is $46,545 under the flexible 
lease. Accounting for uncertainty, the manager at Trips Logistics values the three options as 
shown in Table 6-11.

The flexible contract is thus beneficial for Trips Logistics because it is $8,181 more valu-
able than the rigid contract for three years.

6.6 TO ONSHORE OR TO OFFSHORE: EVALUATION OF GLOBAL SUPPLY 
CHAIN DESIGN DECISIONS UNDER UNCERTAINTY

In this section, we discuss a supply chain design decision at D-Solar, a German manufacturer of 
solar panels, to illustrate the power of the decision tree analysis methodology for designing 
global supply chain networks while accounting for uncertainty. D-Solar faces a plant location 
decision in a global network with fluctuating exchange rates and demand uncertainty.

TABLE 6-10 Period 1 Profit Calculations at Trips Logistics with Flexible Lease Contract

 
 
Node

 
 

EP(D5, p 5, 1)

 
Warehouse 

Space at $1 (W)

 
Warehouse Space 
at Spot Price (S)

P(D 5, p 5, 1) 5 D 3 
1.22 2 (W 3 1 1 S 3 p) 

1 EP(D 5, p 5, 1) (1 1 k)

D = 120, p = 1.32 0.25 : [11,880 + 23,320  
+ 21,120 + 21,120] = $19,360

100,000 20,000 $37,600

D = 120, p = 1.08 0.25 : [23,320 + 33,000  
+ 21,120 + 21,120] = $24,640

100,000 20,000 $47,200

D = 80, p = 1.32 0.25 : [21,120 + 21,120  
+ 14,080 + 14,080] = $17,600

80,000 0 $33,600

D = 80, p = 1.08 0.25 : [21,120 + 21,120  
+ 14,080 + 14,200] = $17,600

80,000 0 $33,600

TABLE 6-11 Comparison of Different Lease Options for Trips Logistics

Option Value

All warehouse space from the spot market $5,471

Lease 100,000 sq. ft. for three years $38,364

Flexible lease to use between 60,000 and 100,000 sq. ft. $46,545

Key Point

Flexibility should be valued by taking into account uncertainty in demand and economic factors. In 
general, the value of flexibility increases with an increase in uncertainty.

D-Solar sells its products primarily in Europe. Demand in the Europe market is cur-
rently 100,000 panels per year, and each panel sells for €70. Although panel demand is 
expected to grow, there are some downside risks if the economy slides. From one year to the 
next, demand may increase by 20 percent, with probability 0.8, or decrease by 20 percent, 
with probability 0.2.

D-Solar has to decide whether to build a plant in Europe or China. In either case, D-Solar 
plans to build a plant with a rated capacity of 120,000 panels. The fixed and variable costs of the 
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two plants are shown in Table 6-12. Observe that the fixed costs are given per year rather than as 
a one-time investment. The European plant is more expensive but will also have greater volume 
flexibility. The plant will be able to increase or decrease production anywhere in the range of 
60,000 to 150,000 panels while maintaining its variable cost. In contrast, the Chinese plant is 
cheaper (at the current exchange rate of 9 yuan/euro) but will have limited volume flexibility and 
can produce only between 100,000 and 130,000 panels. If the Chinese plant is built, D-Solar will 
have to incur variable cost for 100,000 panels even if demand drops below that level and will lose 
sales if demand increases above 130,000 panels. Exchange rates are volatile; each year, the yuan 
is expected to rise 10 percent, with a probability of 0.7, or drop 10 percent, with a probability of 
0.3. We assume that the sourcing decision will be in place over the next three years and the dis-
count rate used by D-Solar is k = 0.1. All costs and revenues are assumed to accrue at the begin-
ning of the year, allowing us to consider the first year as period 0 and the following two years as 
periods 1 and 2.

Evaluating the Options Using Expected Demand  
and Exchange Rate

A simplistic approach often taken is to consider the expected movement of demand and exchange 
rates in future periods when evaluating discounted cash flows. The weakness of such an approach 
is that it averages the trends while ignoring the uncertainty. We start by considering such a sim-
plistic approach for the onshoring and offshoring options. On average, demand is expected to 
increase by 12 percent [(20 : 0.8) - (20 : 0.2) = 12], whereas the yuan is expected to strengthen 
by 4 percent [(10 : 0.7) - (10 : 0.3) = 4] each year. The expected demand and exchange rates in 
the two future periods are shown in Table 6-13.

We now evaluate the discounted cash flows for both options assuming the average expected 
change in demand and exchange rates over the next two periods.

For the onshoring option, we have the following:

TABLE 6-12 Fixed and Variable Production Costs for D-Solar

European Plant Chinese Plant

Fixed Cost (euro) Variable Cost (euro) Fixed Cost (yuan) Variable Cost (yuan)

1 million/year 40/panel 8 million/year 340/panel

TABLE 6-13 Expected Future Demand and Exchange Rate

Period 1 Period 2

Demand Exchange Rate Demand Exchange Rate

112,000 8.64 yuan/ euro 125,440 8.2944 yuan /euro
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          For the offshoring option, we have the following:

Thus, the DCF for the offshoring option is obtained as follows:

Based on performing a simple DCF analysis and assuming the expected trend of demand 
and exchange rates over the next two periods, it seems that offshoring should be preferred to 
onshoring because it is expected to provide additional profits of almost €393,000.

The problem with the preceding analysis is that it has ignored uncertainty. For example, 
even though the demand is expected to grow, there is some probability that it will decrease. If 
demand drops below 100,000 panels, the offshore option could end up costing more because of 
the lack of flexibility. Similarly, if demand increases more than expected (for example, if it grows 
by 20 percent in each of the two years), the offshore facility will not be able to keep up with the 
increase. An accurate analysis must reflect the uncertainties and should ideally be performed 
using a decision tree.

Evaluating the Options Using Decision Trees

For this analysis we construct a decision tree, as shown in Figure 6-3. Each node in a given 
period leads to four possible nodes in the next period because demand and the exchange rate may 
go up or down. The detailed links and transition probabilities are shown in Figure 6-3. Demand 
is in thousands and is represented by D. The exchange rate is represented by E, where E is the 
number of yuan to a euro. For example, starting with the node D = 100, E = 9.00 in Period 0, one 
can transition to any of four nodes in Period 1. The transition to the node D = 120, E = 9.90 in 
Period 1 occurs if demand increases (probability of 0.8) and the yuan weakens (probability of 
0.3). Thus, the transition from node D = 100, E = 9.00 in Period 0 to node D = 120, E = 9.90 in 
Period 1 occurs with probability 0.8 : 0.3 = 0.24. All other transition probabilities in Figure 6-3 
are calculated in a similar manner. The main advantage of using a decision tree is that it allows 
for the true evaluation of profits in each scenario that D-Solar may find itself.

Evaluating the Onshore Option

Recall that the onshore option is flexible and can change production levels (and thus variable 
costs) to match demand levels between 60,000 and 150,000. In the following analysis, we cal-
culate the expected profits at each node in the decision tree (represented by the corresponding 
values of D and E) starting in Period 2 and working back to the present (Period 0). With the 
onshore option, exchange rates do not affect profits in euro because both revenue and costs are 
in euro.

PERIOD 2 EVALUATION We provide a detailed analysis for the node D = 144 (solar panel 
demand of 144,000), E = 10.89 (exchange rate of 10.89 yuan per euro). Given its flexibility, the 
onshore facility is able to produce the entire demand of 144,000 panels at a variable cost of €40 
and sell each panel for revenue of €70. Revenues and costs are evaluated as follows:
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In Period 2, the total profit for D-Solar at the node D = 144, E = 10.89 for the onshore option is 
thus given by

Using the same approach, we can evaluate the profit in each of the nine states (represented by the 
corresponding value of D and E) in Period 2, as shown in Table 6-14.

PERIOD 1 EVALUATION Period 1 contains four outcome nodes to be analyzed. A detailed anal-
ysis for one of the nodes, D = 120, E = 9.90, is presented here. In addition to the revenue and 
cost at this node, we also need to consider the present value of the expected profit in Period 2 
from the four nodes that may result. The transition probability into each of the four nodes is as 
shown in Figure 6-3. The expected profit in Period 2 for the four potential outcomes resulting 
from the node D = 120, E = 9.90 is thus given by

D = 100
E = 9.00

D = 120
E = 9.90

D = 120
E = 8.10

D = 80
E = 9.90

D = 80
E = 8.10

D = 144
E = 10.89

D = 144
E = 8.91

D = 96
E = 10.89

D = 96
E = 8.91

D = 144
E = 7.29

D = 96
E = 7.29

D = 64
E = 10.89

D = 64
E = 8.91

D = 64
E = 7.29

0.8
 × 0.

3

0.8 × 0.3

0.2 × 0.3

0.2 × 0.3

0.8
 × 0.

3
0.8 × 0.7

0.2 × 0.7

0.8 × 0.7

0.8 × 0.7

0.2 × 0.7

0.8
 × 0.

3

0.2 × 0.3

0.2 × 0.7

0.2 × 0.7

0.8 × 0.3

0.8 × 0.7

0.8 × 0.7

0.2 × 0.3

0.2 × 0.7

0.2 × 0.3

Period 0 Period 1 Period 2

FIGURE 6-3 Decision Tree for D-Solar
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TABLE 6-14 Period 2 Profits for Onshore Option

 
 
D

 
 
E

 
 

Sales

Production 
Cost 

Quantity

 
Revenue 

(euro)

 
 

Cost (euro)

 
Profit 
(euro)

144 10.89 144,000 144,000 10,080,000 6,760,000 3,320,000

144    8.91 144,000 144,000 10,080,000 6,760,000 3,320,000

  96 10.89   96,000   96,000   6,720,000 4,840,000 1,880,000

  96    8.91   96,000   96,000   6,720,000 4,840,000 1,880,000

144   7.29 144,000 144,000 10,080,000 6,760,000 3,320,000

  96   7.29   96,000   96,000   6,720,000 4,840,000 1,880,000

  64 10.89   64,000   64,000   4,480,000 3,560,000    920,000

  64    8.91   64,000   64,000   4,480,000 3,560,000    920,000

  64   7.29   64,000   64,000   4,480,000 3,560,000    920,000
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Next, we evaluate the profits from the onshore plant’s operations in Period 0 from the manufacture 
and sale of 100,000 panels.

Thus, building the onshore plant has an expected payoff of €6,429,091 over the evaluation period. 
This number accounts for uncertainties in demand and exchange rates and the ability of the 
onshore facility to react to these fluctuations.

Evaluating the Offshore Option

As with the onshore option, we start by evaluating profits at each node in Period 2 and then back 
our evaluation up to Periods 1 and 0. Recall that the offshore option is not fully flexible and can 
change production levels (and thus variable costs) only between 100,000 and 130,000 panels. 
Thus, if demand falls below 100,000 panels, D-Solar still incurs the variable production cost of 
100,000 panels. If demand increases above 130,000 panels, the offshore facility can meet demand 
only up to 130,000 panels. At each node, given the demand, we calculate the expected profits 
accounting for the exchange rate that influences offshore costs evaluated in euro.

PERIOD 2 EVALUATION The detailed analysis for the node D = 144 (solar panel demand of 
144,000), E = 10.89 (exchange rate of 10.89 yuan per euro) is as follows. Even though demand 
is for 144,000 panels, given its lack of volume flexibility, the offshore facility is able to produce 
only 130,000 panels at a variable cost of 340 yuan each and sell each panel for a revenue of €70. 
Revenues and costs are evaluated as follows:

Using the same approach, we can evaluate the profit in each of the nine states (represented 
by the corresponding values of D and E) in Period 2 as shown in Table 6-16. Observe that the 

TABLE 6-15 Period 1 Profits for Onshore Option

 
D

 
E

 
Sales

Production 
Cost Quantity

Revenue 
(euro)

Cost  
(euro)

Expected 
Profit (euro)

120 9.90 120,000 120,000 8,400,000 5,800,000 5,356,364

120 8.10 120,000 120,000 8,400,000 5,800,000 5,356,364

  80 9.90   80,000   80,000 5,600,000 4,200,000 2,934,545

  80 8.10   80,000   80,000 5,600,000 4,200,000 2,934,545
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lack of flexibility at the offshore facility hurts D-Solar whenever demand is above 130,000 (lost 
margin) or below 100,000 (higher costs). For example, when the demand drops to 64,000 panels, 
the offshore facility continues to incur variable production costs for 100,000 panels. Profits are 
also hurt when the yuan is stronger than expected.

PERIOD 1 EVALUATION In Period 1, there are four outcome nodes to be analyzed. As with the 
onshore option, a detailed analysis for the node D = 120, E = 9.90 is presented here. In addition 
to the revenue and cost from operations at this node, we also need to consider the present value 
of the expected profit in Period 2 from the four nodes that may result. The transition probability 
into each of the four nodes is as shown in Figure 6-3. The expected profit in Period 2 from the 
node D = 120, E = 9.90 is thus given by

Next, we evaluate the profits at the offshore plant at the node D = 120, E = 9.90 from its opera-
tions in Period 1. The offshore plant produces 120,000 panels at a variable cost of 340 yuan and 
obtains revenue of €70 per panel. Revenues and costs are evaluated as follows:

The expected profit for D-Solar at the node D = 120, E = 9.90 in Period 1 is given by

TABLE 6-16 Period 2 Profits for Offshore Option

 
 
D

 
 
E

 
 

Sales

Production 
Cost 

Quantity

 
Revenue 

(euro)

 
Cost  

(yuan)

 
Profit  
(euro)

144 10.89 130,000 130,000 9,100,000 52,200,000   4,306,612
144    8.91 130,000 130,000 9,100,000 52,200,000   3,241,414
  96 10.89   96,000 100,000 6,720,000 42,000,000    2,863,251
  96    8.91   96,000 100,000 6,720,000 42,000,000   2,006,195
144   7.29 130,000 130,000 9,100,000 52,200,000   1,939,506
  96   7.29   96,000 100,000 6,720,000 42,000,000      958,683
  64 10.89   64,000 100,000 4,480,000 42,000,000       623,251
  64   8.91   64,000 100,000 4,480,000 42,000,000    -233,805
  64   7.29   64,000 100,000 4,480,000   3,560,000 -1,281,317

For the offshore option, the expected profits for all nodes in Period 1 are shown in Table 6-17.
Observe that for the node D = 80, E = 8.10, D-Solar has a lower expected profit from the 

offshore option (Table 6-17) relative to the onshore option (see Table 6-15) because the offshore 
plant incurs high variable cost, given its lack of flexibility (cost is incurred for 100,000 units even 
though only 80,000 are sold), and all offshore costs become expensive, given the strong yuan.
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PERIOD 0 EVALUATION In Period 0, the demand and exchange rate are given by D = 100, E = 9. In 
addition to the revenue and cost at this node, we also need to consider the present value of expected 
profit from the four nodes in Period 1. The expected profit for the offshore option is given by

Thus, building the offshore plant has an expected payoff of €6,247,497 over the evaluation period.
Observe that the use of a decision tree that accounts for both demand and exchange rate 

fluctuation shows that the onshore option, with its flexibility, is in fact more valuable (worth 
€6,429,091) than the offshore facility (worth €6,247,497), which is less flexible. This is in direct 
contrast to the decision that would have resulted if we had simply used the expected demand and 
exchange rate for each year. When using the expected demand and exchange rate, the onshore 
option provided expected profits of €6,429,091, whereas the offshore option provided expected 
profits of €6,822,302. The offshore option is overvalued in this case because the potential fluc-
tuations in demand and exchange rates are wider than the expected fluctuations. Using the 
expected fluctuation thus does not fully account for the lack of flexibility in the offshore facility 
and the big increase in costs that may result if the yuan strengthens more than the expected value.

De Treville and Trigeorgis (2010) discuss the importance of evaluating all global supply 
chain design decisions using the decision tree or real options methodology. They give the exam-
ple of Flexcell, a Swiss company that offered lightweight solar panels. In 2006, the company was 
looking to expand its operations by building a new plant. The three locations under discussion 

TABLE 6-17 Period 1 Profits for Offshore Option
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Sales

Production 
Cost 

Quantity
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(euro)

 
 

Cost (yuan)

 
Expected 

Profit (euro)

120 9.90 120,000 120,000 8,400,000 48,800,000 6,472,017

120 8.10 120,000 120,000 8,400,000 48,800,000 4,301,354

  80 9.90   80,000 100,000 5,600,000 42,000,000 3,007,859

  80 8.10   80,000 100,000 5,600,000 42,000,000 1,164,757
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were China, eastern Germany, and near the company headquarters in Switzerland. Even though 
the Chinese and eastern German plants were cheaper than the Swiss plant, Flexcell management 
justified building the high-cost Swiss plant because of its higher flexibility and ability to react to 
changing market conditions. If only the expected values of future scenarios had been used, the 
more expensive Swiss plant could not be justified. This decision paid off for the company because 
the Swiss plant was flexible enough to handle the considerable variability in demand that resulted 
during the downturn in 2008.

When underlying decision trees are complex and explicit solutions for the underlying 
decision tree are difficult to obtain, firms should use simulation for evaluating decisions (see 
Chapter 13). In a complex decision tree, thousands or even millions of possible paths may arise 
from the first period to the last. Transition probabilities are used to generate probability-
weighted random paths within the decision tree. For each path, the stage-by-stage decision and 
the present value of the payoff are evaluated. The paths are generated in such a way that the 
probability of a path being generated during the simulation is the same as the probability of the 
path in the decision tree. After generating many paths and evaluating the payoffs in each case, 
the payoffs obtained during the simulation are used as a representation of the payoffs that would 
result from the decision tree. The expected payoff is then found by averaging the payoffs 
obtained in the simulation.

6.7 MAKING GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN DECISIONS UNDER 
UNCERTAINTY IN PRACTICE

Managers should consider the following ideas to help them make better network design decisions 
under uncertainty.

 1. Combine strategic planning and financial planning during global network design. In 
most organizations, financial planning and strategic planning are performed independently. 
Strategic planning tries to prepare for future uncertainties but often without rigorous quan-
titative analysis, whereas financial planning performs quantitative analysis but assumes a 
predictable or well-defined future. This chapter presents methodologies that allow integra-
tion of financial and strategic planning. Decision makers should design global supply chain 
networks considering a portfolio of strategic options—the option to wait, build excess 
capacity, build flexible capacity, sign long-term contracts, purchase from the spot market, 
and so forth. The various options should be evaluated in the context of future uncertainty.

 2. Use multiple metrics to evaluate global supply chain networks. Because one 
metric can give only part of the picture, it is beneficial to examine network design deci-
sions using multiple metrics such as firm profits, supply chain profits, customer service 
levels, and response times. Good decisions perform well along most relevant metrics.

 3. Use financial analysis as an input to decision making, not as the decision-making  
process. Financial analysis is a great tool in the decision-making process, as it often pro-
duces an answer and an abundance of quantitative data to back up that answer. However, 
financial methodologies alone do not provide a complete picture of the alternatives, and 
other nonquantifiable inputs should also be considered.

 4. Use estimates along with sensitivity analysis. Many of the inputs into financial analysis 
are difficult, if not impossible, to obtain accurately. This can cause financial analysis to be 
a long, drawn-out process. One of the best ways to speed the process along and arrive at a 
good decision is to use estimates of inputs when it appears that finding an accurate input 
would take an inordinate amount of time. As we discuss in some of the other practice-ori-
ented sections, using estimates is fine when the estimates are backed up by sensitivity 
analysis. By performing sensitivity analysis on the input’s range, managers can often show 
that no matter where the true input lies within the range, the decision remains the same. 
When this is not the case, they have highlighted a key variable to making the decision and 
it likely deserves more attention to arrive at a more accurate answer.
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6.8  UNCERTAINTY IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN 
OPERATIONS-AN INDIAN EXPERIENCE

Dr Reddy’s Laboratories

Indian Pharmaceutical Industry, which has carved for itself a niche as a top line generic pharma 
player in the world, is, by the same token, among the more globalised Indian industry verticals. 
It is presently the most exposed of all Indian industries to uncertainties and  challenges of global 
trade and risks inherent in global distribution, network design decisions, and operations. The 
main issues that confront the industry today and contribute to uncertainties are the impact of 
product patents regime which poses serious challenges to the industry on account of insufficient 
investment in research and development; not to mention the escalating R&D costs coupled with 
uncertainty about returns, stringent drug price control ceilings, infirmities of infrastructure which 
have long been identified as the principal causes for Indian products becoming noncompetitive 
in the world market despite low labor wages, issues of quality management and conformance to 
global standards. Together with increased price competition, these challenges are resulting in 
strategic transformation in the global operations of Indian pharma majors while impacting both 
their overseas distribution networks and their research ventures. 

Dr Reddy’s Laboratories, one of India’s top medicine companies with presence in 40 coun-
tries worldwide, has, in an attempt to rationalize costs and operations as well as volatility in 
global currency markets, decided to wind up its operations in nearly 25 very small distributor 
driven markets where it was selling its low cost generic medicines and which collectively contrib-
uted only about 1% to its top-line. The resources released from these markets are to be rede-
ployed in the remaining 10–15 markets wherein the company’s finished dosages sales are growing 
significantly. In the area of research, the restructuring involved closing down of their existing 
facility in Atlanta, US and moving these operations to Hyderabad in India where it now operates 
under the name of Aurigene Research Facility Hyderabad-India. 

In the same vein, Dr Reddy’s have shifted the sourcing to their internal supply network in 
Europe and India and also successfully completed the transfer of the manufacturing processes for 
a large part of their active pharmaceutical ingredient requirements, to their manufacturing facility 
in India. The reason, besides cost reduction, being assured supplies. 

6.8 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

 1. Identify factors that need to be included in total cost when making global sourcing  
decisions. Besides unit cost, total cost should include the impact of global sourcing on 
freight, inventories, lead time, quality, on-time delivery, minimum order quantity, working 
capital, and stockouts. Other factors to be considered include the impact on supply chain 
visibility, order communication, invoicing errors, and the need for currency hedging.

 2. Define uncertainties that are particularly relevant when designing global supply 
chains. The performance of a global supply chain is affected by uncertainty in a num-
ber of input factors such as demand, price, exchange rates, and other economic factors. 
These uncertainties and any flexibility in the supply chain network must be taken into 
account when evaluating alternative designs of a supply chain.

 3. Explain different strategies that may be used to mitigate risk in global supply 
chains. Operational strategies that help mitigate risk in global supply chains include car-
rying excess capacity and inventory, flexible capacity, redundant suppliers, improved 
responsiveness, and aggregation of demand. Hedging fuel costs and currencies are finan-
cial strategies that can help mitigate risk. It is important to keep in mind that no risk mitiga-
tion strategy will always pay off. These mitigation strategies are designed to guard against 
certain extreme states of the world that may arise in an uncertain global environment.

 4. Understand decision tree methodologies used to evaluate supply chain design decisions 
under uncertainty. When valuing the streams of cash flows resulting from the perfor-
mance of a supply chain, decision trees are a basic approach to valuing alternatives under 
uncertainty. Uncertainty along different dimensions over the evaluation period is repre-
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Discussion Questions
 1. Why is it important to consider uncertainty when evaluating 

supply chain design decisions?
 2. What are the major sources of uncertainty that can affect the 

value of supply chain decisions?
 3. Describe the basic principle of DCFs and how they can be 

used to compare different streams of cash flows.
 4. Summarize the basic steps in the decision tree analysis meth-

odology.

 5. Discuss why using expected trends for the future can lead to 
different supply chain decisions relative to decision tree anal-
ysis that accounts for uncertainty.

 6. What are the major financial uncertainties faced by an elec-
tronic components manufacturer deciding whether to build a 
plant in Thailand or the United States?

 7. What are some major nonfinancial uncertainties that a com-
pany should consider when making decisions on where to 
source product?

Exercises
 1. Moon Micro is a small manufacturer of servers that currently 

builds its entire product in Santa Clara, California. As the market 
for servers has grown dramatically, the Santa Clara plant has 
reached capacity of 10,000 servers per year. Moon is consider-
ing two options to increase its capacity. The first option is to add 
10,000 units of capacity to the Santa Clara plant at an annualized 
fixed cost of $10 million plus $500 labor per server. The second 
option is to have Molectron, an independent assembler, manu-
facture servers for Moon at a cost of $2,000 for each server 
(excluding raw materials cost). Raw materials cost $8,000 per 
server, and Moon sells each server for $15,000.

Moon must make this decision for a two-year time hori-
zon. During each year, demand for Moon servers has an 80 per-
cent chance of increasing 50 percent from the year before and a 20 
percent chance of remaining the same as the year before. Molec-
tron’s prices may change as well. They are fixed for the first year 
but have a 50 percent chance of increasing 20 percent in the sec-
ond year and a 50 percent chance of remaining where they are.

Use a decision tree to determine whether Moon should 
add capacity to its Santa Clara plant or if it should outsource to 
Molectron. What are some other factors that we have not dis-
cussed that would affect this decision?

 2. Unipart, a manufacturer of auto parts, is considering two B2B 
marketplaces to purchase its MRO supplies. Both marketplaces 
offer a full line of supplies at very similar prices for products and 
shipping. Both provide similar service levels and lead times.

However, their fee structures are quite different. The first 
marketplace, Parts4u.com, sells all of its products with a 5 per-
cent commission tacked on top of the price of the product (not 
including shipping). AllMRO.com’s pricing is based on a sub-
scription fee of $10 million that must be paid up front for a two-
year period and a commission of 1 percent on each transaction’s 
product price.

Unipart spends about $150 million on MRO supplies 
each year, although this varies with their utilization. Next year 
will likely be a strong year, in which high utilization will keep 
MRO spending at $150 million. However, there is a 25 percent 
chance that spending will drop by 10 percent. The second year, 

there is a 50 percent chance that the spending level will stay 
where it was in the first year and a 50 percent chance that it will 
drop by another 10 percent. Unipart uses a discount rate of 20 
percent. Assume all costs are incurred at the beginning of each 
year (so Year 1 costs are incurred now and Year 2 costs are 
incurred in a year).

From which B2B marketplace should Unipart buy its 
parts?

 3. Alphacap, a manufacturer of electronic components, is trying to 
select a single supplier for the raw materials that go into its main 
product, the doublecap. This is a new capacitor that is used by 
cellular phone manufacturers to protect microprocessors from 
power spikes. Two companies can provide the necessary materi-
als—MultiChem and Mixemat.

MultiChem has a solid reputation for its products and 
charges a higher price on account of its reliability of supply and 
delivery. MultiChem dedicates plant capacity to each customer, 
and therefore supply is ensured. This allows MultiChem to 
charge $1.20 for the raw materials used in each doublecap.

Mixemat is a small raw materials supplier that has lim-
ited capacity but charges only $0.90 for a unit’s worth of raw 
materials. Its reliability of supply, however, is in question. Mix-
emat does not have enough capacity to supply all its customers 
all the time. This means that orders to Mixemat are not guaran-
teed. In a year of high demand for raw materials, Mixemat will 
have 90,000 units available for Alphacap. In low-demand years, 
all product will be delivered.

If Alphacap does not get raw materials from suppliers, it 
needs to buy them on the spot market to supply its customers. 
Alphacap relies on one major cell phone manufacturer for the 
majority of its business. Failing to deliver could lead to losing 
this contract, essentially putting the firm at risk. Therefore, 
Alphacap will buy raw material on the spot market to make up 
for any shortfall. Spot prices for single-lot purchases (such as 
Alphacap would need) are $2.00 when raw materials demand is 
low and $4.00 when demand is high.

Demand in the raw materials market has a 75 percent 
chance of being high each of the next two years. Alphacap sold 

sented as a tree with each node corresponding to a possible scenario. Starting at the last 
period of the evaluation interval, the decision tree analysis works back to Period 0, identi-
fying the optimal decision and the expected cash flows at each step.
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100,000 doublecaps last year and expects to sell 110,000 this 
year. However, there is a 25 percent chance it will sell only 
100,000. Next year, the demand has a 75 percent chance of rising 
20 percent over this year and a 25 percent chance of falling 10 
percent. Alphacap uses a discount rate of 20 percent. Assume all 
costs are incurred at the beginning of each year (Year 1 costs are 
incurred now and Year 2 costs are incurred in a year) and that 
Alphacap must make a decision with a two-year horizon. Only 
one supplier can be chosen, as these two suppliers refuse to sup-
ply someone who works with their competitor.

Which supplier should Alphacap choose? What other 
information would you like to have to make this decision?

 4. Bell Computer is reaching a crossroads. This PC manufacturer has 
been growing at a rapid rate, causing problems for its operations as 
it tries to keep up with the surging demand. Bell executives can 
plainly see that within the next half year, the systems used to coor-
dinate its supply chain are going to fall apart because they will not 
be able to handle the volume of Bell projects they will have.

To solve this problem, Bell has brought in two supply 
chain software companies that have made proposals on systems 
that could cover the volume and the complexity of tasks Bell 
needs to have handled. These two software companies are offer-
ing different types of products, however.

The first company, SCSoftware, proposes a system for 
which Bell will purchase a license. This will allow Bell to use the 
software as long as it wants. However, Bell will be responsible 
for maintaining this software, which will require significant 
resources.

The second company, SC–ASP, proposes that Bell pay a 
subscription fee on a monthly basis for SC–ASP to host Bell’s sup-
ply chain applications on SC–ASP’s machines. Bell employees will 
access information and analysis via a web browser. Information will 
be fed automatically from the ASP servers to the Bell servers when-
ever necessary. Bell will continue to pay the monthly fee for the 
software, but all maintenance will be performed by SC–ASP.

How should Bell go about making a decision regarding 
which software company to choose? What specific pieces of 
information does Bell need to know (both about the software and 
about the future conditions Bell will experience) to make a deci-
sion? What are some of the qualitative issues Bell must think 
about when making this decision?

 5. Reliable is a cell phone manufacturer serving the Asian and 
North American markets. Current annual demand of its product 
in Asia is 2 million, whereas the demand in North America is 4 
million. Over the next two years, demand in Asia is expected to 

go up either by 50 percent, with a probability of 0.7, or by 20 
percent, with a probability of 0.3. Over the same period, demand 
in North America is expected to go up by 10 percent, with a prob-
ability of 0.5, or go down 10 percent, with a probability of 0.5. 
Reliable currently has a production facility in Asia with a capac-
ity of 2.4 million units per year and a facility in North America 
with a capacity of 4.2 million per year. The variable production 
cost per phone in Asia is $15, and the variable cost per phone in 
North America is $17. It costs $3 to ship a phone between the two 
markets. Each phone sells for $40 in both markets.

Reliable is debating whether to add 2 million units or 1.5 
million units of capacity to the Asia plant. The larger plant 
increase will cost $18 million, whereas the smaller addition will 
cost $15 million. Assume that Reliable uses a discount factor of 
10 percent. What do you recommend?

 6. A European apparel manufacturer has production facilities in 
Italy and China to serve its European market, where annual 
demand is for 1.9 million units. Demand is expected to stay at the 
same level over the foreseeable future. Each facility has a capac-
ity of 1 million units per year. With the current exchange rates, 
the production and distribution cost from Italy is 10 euro per unit, 
whereas the production and distribution cost from China is 7 
euro. Over each of the next three years, the Chinese currency 
could rise relative to the euro by 15 percent with a probability of 
0.5 or drop by 5 percent with a probability of 0.5. An option 
being considered is to shut down 0.5 million units of capacity in 
Italy and move it to China at a one-time cost of 2 million euro. 
Assume a discount factor of 10 percent over the three years. Do 
you recommend this option?

 7. A chemical manufacturer is setting up capacity in Europe and 
North America for the next three years. Annual demand in each 
market is 2 million kilograms (kg) and is likely to stay at that 
level. The two choices under consideration are building 4 million 
units of capacity in North America or building 2 million units of 
capacity in each of the two locations. Building two plants will 
incur an additional one-time cost of $2 million. The variable cost 
of production in North America (for either a large or a small 
plant) is currently $10/kg, whereas the cost in Europe is 9 euro/
kg. The current exchange rate is 1 euro for U.S. $1.33. Over each 
of the next three years, the dollar is expected to strengthen by 10 
percent, with a probability of 0.5, or weaken by 5 percent, with a 
probability of 0.5. Assume a discount factor of 10 percent. What 
should the chemical manufacturer do? At what initial cost differ-
ential from building the two plants will the chemical manufac-
turer be indifferent between the two options?
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CASE STUDY
BioPharma, Inc.1

In 2013, Phillip (Phil) Landgraf faced several glaring 
problems in the financial performance of his company, 
BioPharma, Inc. The firm had experienced a steep 
decline in profits and high costs at its plants in Germany 
and Japan. Landgraf, the company’s president for world-
wide operations, knew that demand for the company’s 
products was stable across the globe. As a result, the sur-
plus capacity in his global production network looked 
like a luxury he could no longer afford.

Any improvement in financial performance was 
dependent on having the most efficient network in place, 
because revenues were unlikely to grow. Cutting costs 
was thus a top priority for the coming year. To help 
design a more cost-effective network, Landgraf assigned 
a task force to recommend a course of action.

Background

BioPharma, Inc. is a global manufacturer of bulk chemi-
cals used in the pharmaceutical industry. The company 
holds patents on two chemicals that are called Highcal 

and Relax internally. These bulk chemicals are used by 
the company’s pharmaceutical division and are also sold 
to other drug manufacturers. There are distinctions in the 
precise chemical specifications to be met in different parts 
of the world. All plants, however, are currently set up to be 
able to produce both chemicals for any part of the world.

For 2013, sales of each product by region and the 
production and capacity at each plant are shown in  
Table 6-18. The plant capacity, measured in millions of 
kilograms of production, can be assigned to either chem-
ical, as long as the plant is capable of producing both. 
BioPharma has forecast that its sales for the two chemi-
cals are likely to be stable for all parts of the world, 
except for Asia without Japan, where sales are expected 
to grow by 10 percent annually for each of the next five 
years before stabilizing.

The Japanese plant is a technology leader within 
the BioPharma network in terms of its ability to handle 
regulatory and environmental issues. Some develop-
ments in the Japanese plant had been transferred to other 
plants in the network. The German plant is a leader in 

1This case was inspired by Applichem (A), Harvard Business School Case 9-685-051, 1985.
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terms of its production ability. The plant has routinely 
had the highest yields within the global network. The 
Brazilian, Indian, and Mexican plants have somewhat 
outdated technology and are in need of an update.

Current Plant Costs at BioPharma

After considerable debate, the task force identified the 
cost structure at each plant in 2013 as shown in  
Table 6-19. Each plant incurs an annual fixed cost that 
is independent of the level of production in the plant. 
The fixed cost includes depreciation, utilities, and the 
salaries and fringe benefits of employees involved in 
general management, scheduling, expediting, account-
ing, maintenance, and so forth. Each plant that is capa-
ble of producing either Highcal or Relax also incurs a 
product-related fixed cost that is independent of the 
quantity of each chemical produced. The product-
related fixed cost includes depreciation of equipment 
specific and other fixed costs that are specific to a 
chemical. If a plant maintains the capability to produce 
a particular chemical, it incurs the corresponding  
product-related fixed cost even if the chemical is not 
produced at the plant.

The variable production cost of each chemical con-
sists of two components: raw materials and production 
costs. The variable production cost is incurred in propor-
tion to the quantity of chemical produced and includes 
direct labor and scrap. The plants themselves can handle 
varying levels of production. In fact, they can also be 
idled for the year, in which case they incur only the fixed 
cost and none of the variable cost.

BioPharma transports the chemicals in specialized 
containers by sea and in specialized trucks on land. The 
transportation costs between plants and markets are as 
shown in Table 6-20. Historical exchange rates are 
shown in Table 6-21 and the regional import duties in 
Table 6-22. Given regional trade alliances, import duties 
in reality vary based on the origin of the chemical. For 
simplicity’s sake, however, the task force has assumed 
that the duties are driven only by the destination. Local 
production within each region is assumed to result in no 
import duty. Thus, production from Brazil, Germany, 
and India can be sent to Latin America, Europe, and the 
rest of Asia excluding Japan, respectively, without incur-
ring any import duties. Duties apply only to the raw 
material, production, and transportation cost component 

TABLE 6-18 Sales by Region and Production/Capacity by Plant of Highcal and Relax (in Millions of Kilograms)

Highcal Relax

 
Region

 
Plant

 
Capacity

2013  
Sales

2013 
Production

2013  
Sales

2013 
Production

Latin America Brazil 18.0   7.0 11.0   7.0   7.0

Europe Germany 45.0 15.0 15.0 12.0   0.0

Asia w/o Japan India 18.0   5.0 10.0   3.0   8.0

Japan Japan 10.0   7.0   2.0   8.0   0.0

Mexico Mexico 30.0   3.0 12.0   3.0 18.0

U.S. U.S. 22.0 18.0   5.0 17.0 17.0

TABLE 6-19 Fixed and Variable Production Costs at Each BioPharma Plant in 2013 (U.S.$)

Highcal Relax

 
 
Plant

Plant 
Fixed Cost 
(million $)

Highcal 
Fixed Cost 
(million $)

Relax 
Fixed Cost 
(million $)

Raw 
Material  

($/kg)

Production 
cost  

($/kg)

Raw 
Material  

($/kg)

Production 
cost  

($/kg)

Brazil 20.0   5.0   5.0 3.6 5.1 4.6 6.6

Germany 45.0 13.0 13.0 3.9 6.0 5.0 7.0

India 14.0   3.0   3.0 3.6 4.5 4.5 6.0

Japan 13.0   4.0   4.0 3.9 6.0 5.1 7.0

Mexico 30.0   6.0   6.0 3.6 5.0 4.6 6.5

U.S. 23.0   5.0   5.0 3.6 5.0 4.5 6.5
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and not to the fixed cost component. Thus, a product 
entering Latin America with a raw material, production, 
and transportation cost of $10 incurs import duties of $3.

Network Options Under Consideration

The task force is considering a variety of options for its 
analysis. One option is to keep the global network with 
its current structure and capabilities. Other options 
include shutting down some plants or limiting the capa-
bility of some plants to producing only one chemical. 
Closing down a plant eliminates all variable costs and 
saves 80 percent of the annual fixed costs (the remain-
ing 20 percent accounts for costs that are incurred 
related to the plant shutdown). Similarly, if a plant is 
limited to producing only one chemical, the plant saves 
80 percent of the fixed cost associated with the chemi-
cal that is no longer produced. The two options being 
seriously considered are shutting the Japanese plant 
and limiting the German plant to a single chemical.

Study Questions

 1. How should BioPharma have used its production network 
in 2013? Should any of the plants have been idled? What 
is the annual cost of your proposal, including import 
duties?

 2. How should Landgraf structure his global production net-
work? Assume that the past is a reasonable indicator of the 
future in terms of exchange rates.

 3. Is there any plant for which it may be worth adding a mil-
lion kilograms of additional capacity at a fixed cost of  
$3 million per year?

 4. How are your recommendations affected by the reduction 
of duties?

 5. The analysis has assumed that each plant has a 100 percent 
yield (percentage output of acceptable quality). How would 
you modify your analysis to account for yield differences 
across plants?

 6. What other factors should be accounted for when making 
your recommendations?

TABLE 6-20 Transportation Costs from Plants to Markets (U.S.$/kg)

From/To Latin America Europe Asia w/o Japan Japan Mexico U.S.

Brazil 0.20 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.45

Germany 0.45 0.20 0.35 0.40 0.30 0.30

India 0.50 0.35 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.45

Japan 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.10 0.45 0.45

Mexico 0.40 0.30 0.50 0.45 0.20 0.25

U.S. 0.45 0.30 0.45 0.45 0.25 0.20

TABLE 6-21 History of Exchange Rates in Currency/U.S.$1 (at the Beginning of Each Year)

Brazilian Real Euro Indian Rupee Japanese Yen Mexican Peso U.S. Dollar

2013 2.15 0.75 58.44   97.58 12.75 1.00

2012 1.95 0.78 53.46   79.79 13.15 1.00

2011 1.67 0.72 46.85   79.70 12.42 1.00

2010 1.75 0.75 45.72   87.78 12.63 1.00

2009 1.99 0.72 48.42   93.58 13.48 1.00

2008 1.83 0.68 43.62 103.42 11.13 1.00

2007 1.94 0.73 41.34 117.77 10.92 1.00

2006 2.17 0.80 45.18 116.29 10.89 1.00

TABLE 6-22 Import Tariffs (Percentage of Value of Product Imported, Including Transportation)

Latin America Europe Asia w/o Japan Japan Mexico U.S.

30% 3% 27% 6% 35% 4%
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CASE STUDY
The Sourcing Decision at Forever Young

Forever Young is a retailer of trendy and low-cost apparel 
in the United States. The company divides the year into 
four sales seasons of about three months each and brings 
in new merchandise for each season. The company has 
historically outsourced production to China, given the 
lower costs there. Sourcing from the Chinese supplier 
costs 55 yuan/unit (inclusive of all delivery costs), which 
at the current exchange rate of 6.5 yuan/$ gives a vari-
able cost of under $8.50/unit. The Chinese supplier, 
however, has a long lead time, forcing Forever Young to 
pick an order size well before the start of the season. 
This does not leave the company any flexibility if actual 
demand differs from the order size.

A local supplier has come to management with a 
proposal to supply product at a cost of $10/unit but to do 
so quickly enough that Forever Young will be able to 
make supply in the season exactly match demand. Man-
agement is concerned about the higher variable cost but 
finds the flexibility of the onshore supplier very attrac-
tive. The challenge is to value the responsiveness pro-
vided by the local supplier.

Uncertainties Faced by Forever Young

To better compare the two suppliers, management identifies 
demand and exchange rates as the two major uncertainties 
faced by the company. Over each of the next two periods 
(assume them to be a year each), demand may go up by 10 
percent, with a probability of 0.5, or down by 10 percent, 
with a probability of 0.5. Demand in the current period was 
1,000 units. Similarly, over each of the next two periods, 
the yuan may strengthen by 5 percent, with a probability of 
0.5, or weaken by 5 percent, with a probability of 0.5. The 
exchange rate in the current period was 6.5 yuan/$.

Ordering Policies with the Two Suppliers

Given the long lead time of the offshore supplier, For-
ever Young commits to an order before observing any 
demand signal. Given the demand uncertainty over 
the next two periods and the fact that the margin from 
each unit (about $11.50) is higher than the loss if the 
unit remains unsold at the end of the season (loss of 
about $8.50), management decides to commit to an 
order that is somewhat higher than expected demand. 
Given that expected demand is 1,000 units over each 
of the next two periods, management decides to order 
1,040 units from the Chinese supplier for each of the 

next two periods. If demand in a period turns out to be 
higher than 1,040 units, Forever Young will sell 1,040 
units. However, if demand turns out to be lower than 
1,040, the company will have leftover product for 
which it will not be able to recover any revenue.

The short lead time of the local supplier allows 
Forever Young to keep bringing product in a little bit at 
a time, based on actual sales. Thus, if the local supplier 
is used, the company is able to meet all demand in each 
period without having any unsold inventory or lost 
sales. In other words, the final order from the local sup-
plier will exactly equal the demand observed by Forever 
Young.

A Potential Hybrid Strategy

The local supplier has also offered another proposal that 
would allow Forever Young to use both suppliers, each 
playing a different role. The Chinese supplier would 
produce a base quantity for the season and the local sup-
plier would cover any shortfalls that result. The short 
lead time of the local supplier would ensure that no sales 
are lost. In other words, if Forever Young committed to a 
base load of 900 units with the Chinese supplier in a 
given period and demand was 900 units or less, nothing 
would be ordered from the local supplier. If demand, 
however, was larger than 900 units (say, 1,100), the 
shortfall of 200 units would be supplied by the local sup-
plier. Under a hybrid strategy, the local supplier would 
end up supplying only a small fraction of the season’s 
demand. For this extra flexibility and reduced volumes, 
however, the local supplier proposes to charge $11/unit 
if it is used as part of a hybrid strategy.

Study Questions

 1. Draw a decision tree reflecting the uncertainty over the 
next two periods. Identify each node in terms of demand 
and exchange rate and the transition probabilities.

 2. If management at Forever Young is to pick only one of the 
two suppliers, which one would you recommend? What is 
the NPV of expected profit over the next two periods for 
each of the two choices? Assume a discount factor of  
k = 0.1 per period.

 3. What do you think about the hybrid approach? Is it worth 
paying the local supplier extra to use it as part of a hybrid 
strategy? For the hybrid approach, assume that manage-
ment will order a base load of 900 units from the Chinese 
supplier for each of the two periods, making up any short-
fall in each period at the local supplier. Evaluate the NPV 
of expected profits for the hybrid option assuming a dis-
count factor of k = 0.1 per period.



All supply chain decisions made before demand has materialized are made to a forecast. 
In this chapter, we explain how historical demand information can be used to forecast 
future demand and how these forecasts affect the supply chain. We describe several 

methods to forecast demand and estimate a forecast’s accuracy. We then discuss how these meth-
ods can be implemented using Microsoft Excel.

7.1 THE ROLE OF FORECASTING IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

Demand forecasts form the basis of all supply chain planning. Consider the push/pull view of the 
supply chain discussed in Chapter 1. All push processes in the supply chain are performed in 
anticipation of customer demand, whereas all pull processes are performed in response to cus-
tomer demand. For push processes, a manager must plan the level of activity, be it production, 
transportation, or any other planned activity. For pull processes, a manager must plan the level of 
available capacity and inventory, but not the actual amount to be executed. In both instances, the 
first step a manager must take is to forecast what customer demand will be.

A Home Depot store selling paint orders the base paint and dyes in anticipation of customer 
orders, whereas it performs final mixing of the paint in response to customer orders. Home Depot 
uses a forecast of future demand to determine the quantity of paint and dye to have on hand (a 
push process). Farther up the supply chain, the paint factory that produces the base also needs 
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forecasts to determine its own production and inventory levels. The paint factory’s suppliers also 
need forecasts for the same reason. When each stage in the supply chain makes its own separate 
forecast, these forecasts are often very different. The result is a mismatch between supply and 
demand. When all stages of a supply chain work together to produce a collaborative forecast, 
however, the forecast tends to be much more accurate. The resulting forecast accuracy enables 
supply chains to be both more responsive and more efficient in serving their customers. Leaders in 
many supply chains, from electronics manufacturers to packaged-goods retailers, have improved 
their ability to match supply and demand by moving toward collaborative forecasting.

Consider the value of collaborative forecasting for Coca-Cola and its bottlers. Coca-Cola 
decides on the timing of promotions based on the demand forecast over the coming quarter. Pro-
motion decisions are then incorporated into an updated demand forecast. The updated forecast is 
essential for the bottlers to plan their capacity and production decisions. A bottler operating 
without an updated forecast based on the promotion is unlikely to have sufficient supply avail-
able for Coca-Cola, thus hurting supply chain profits.

Mature products with stable demand, such as milk or paper towels, are usually easiest to 
forecast. Forecasting and the accompanying managerial decisions are extremely difficult when 
either the supply of raw materials or the demand for the finished product is highly unpredictable. 
Fashion goods and many high-tech products are examples of items that are difficult to forecast. 
In both instances, an estimate of forecast error is essential when designing the supply chain and 
planning its response.

Before we begin an in-depth discussion of the components of forecasts and forecasting 
methods in the supply chain, we briefly list characteristics of forecasts that a manager must 
understand to design and manage his or her supply chain effectively.

7.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF FORECASTS

Companies and supply chain managers should be aware of the following characteristics of forecasts.

1. Forecasts are always inaccurate and should thus include both the expected value of the 
forecast and a measure of forecast error. To understand the importance of forecast error, consider 
two car dealers. One of them expects sales to range between 100 and 1,900 units, whereas the other 
expects sales to range between 900 and 1,100 units. Even though both dealers anticipate average 
sales of 1,000, the sourcing policies for each dealer should be very different, given the difference in 
forecast accuracy. Thus, the forecast error (or demand uncertainty) is a key input into most supply 
chain decisions. Unfortunately, most firms do not maintain any estimates of forecast error.

2. Long-term forecasts are usually less accurate than short-term forecasts; that is, long-
term forecasts have a larger standard deviation of error relative to the mean than short-term fore-

company has instituted a replenishment process that enables it to respond to an order within 
hours. For example, if a store manager places an order by 10 a.m., the order is delivered by  
7 p.m. the same day. Therefore, the manager has to forecast what will sell that night only less 
than 12 hours before the actual sale. The short lead time allows a manager to take into account 
current information that could affect product sales, such as the weather. This forecast is likely to 
be more accurate than if the store manager had to forecast demand a week in advance.

3. Aggregate forecasts are usually more accurate than disaggregate forecasts, as they tend to 
have a smaller standard deviation of error relative to the mean. For example, it is easy to forecast 

error. However, it is much more difficult to forecast yearly revenue for a company with less than a 
2 percent error, and it is even harder to forecast revenue for a given product with the same degree of 
accuracy. The key difference among the three forecasts is the degree of aggregation. The GDP is an 
aggregation across many companies, and the earnings of a company are an aggregation across sev-
eral product lines. The greater the aggregation, the more accurate the forecast.
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4. In general, the farther up the supply chain a company is (or the farther it is from the 
consumer), the greater the distortion of information it receives. One classic example of this phe-
nomenon is the bullwhip effect (see Chapter 10), in which order variation is amplified as orders 
move farther from the end customer. Collaborative forecasting based on sales to the end cus-
tomer helps upstream enterprises reduce forecast error.

In the next section, we discuss the basic components of a forecast, explain the four classi-
fications into which forecasting methods fall, and introduce the notion of forecast error.

7.3 COMPONENTS OF A FORECAST AND FORECASTING METHODS

Yogi Berra, the former New York Yankees catcher who is famous for his malapropisms, once 
said, “It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future.” One may be tempted to treat 
demand forecasting as magic or art and leave everything to chance. What a firm knows about its 
customers’ past behavior, however, sheds light on their future behavior. Demand does not arise in 
a vacuum. Rather, customer demand is influenced by a variety of factors and can be predicted, at 
least with some probability, if a company can determine the relationship between these factors 
and future demand. To forecast demand, companies must first identify the factors that influence 
future demand and then ascertain the relationship between these factors and future demand.

Companies must balance objective and subjective factors when forecasting demand. 
Although we focus on quantitative forecasting methods in this chapter, companies must include 

system that makes a demand forecast and provides a recommended order. The store manager, 
however, is responsible for making the final decision and placing the order, because he or she 
may have access to information about market conditions that are not available in historical 
demand data. This knowledge of market conditions is likely to improve the forecast. For exam-
ple, if the store manager knows that the weather is likely to be rainy and cold the next day, he or 
she can reduce the size of an ice cream order to be placed with an upstream supplier, even if 
demand was high during the previous few days when the weather was hot. In this instance, a 
change in market conditions (the weather) would not have been predicted using historical 
demand data. A supply chain can experience substantial payoffs from improving its demand 
forecasting through qualitative human inputs.

A company must be knowledgeable about numerous factors that are related to the demand 
forecast, including the following:

A company must understand such factors before it can select an appropriate forecasting 
methodology. For example, historically a firm may have experienced low demand for chicken 

Forecasting methods are classified according to the following four types:

1. Qualitative: Qualitative forecasting methods are primarily subjective and rely on 
human judgment. They are most appropriate when little historical data are available or when 

-
sary to forecast demand several years into the future in a new industry.
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2. Time series: Time-series forecasting methods use historical demand to make a fore-
cast. They are based on the assumption that past demand history is a good indicator of future 
demand. These methods are most appropriate when the basic demand pattern does not vary sig-
nificantly from one year to the next. These are the simplest methods to implement and can serve 
as a good starting point for a demand forecast.

3. Causal: Causal forecasting methods assume that the demand forecast is highly cor-
related with certain factors in the environment (the state of the economy, interest rates, etc.). 
Causal forecasting methods find this correlation between demand and environmental factors and 
use estimates of what environmental factors will be to forecast future demand. For example, 
product pricing is strongly correlated with demand. Companies can thus use causal methods to 
determine the impact of price promotions on demand.

4. Simulation: 
rise to demand to arrive at a forecast. Using simulation, a firm can combine time-series and 
causal methods to answer such questions as: What will be the impact of a price promotion? 
What will be the impact of a competitor opening a store nearby? Airlines simulate customer 
buying behavior to forecast demand for higher-fare seats when no seats are available at lower 
fares.

A company may find it difficult to decide which method is most appropriate for forecast-
ing. In fact, several studies have indicated that using multiple forecasting methods to create a 
combined forecast is more effective than using any one method alone.

In this chapter, we deal primarily with time-series methods, which are most appropriate 
when future demand is related to historical demand, growth patterns, and any seasonal patterns. 
With any forecasting method, there is always a random element that cannot be explained by his-
torical demand patterns. Therefore, any observed demand can be broken down into a systematic 
and a random component:

Observed demand 1O2 = systematic component 1S2 +  random component 1R2
The systematic component measures the expected value of demand and consists of 

what we will call level, the current deseasonalized demand; trend, the rate of growth or 
decline in demand for the next period; and seasonality, the predictable seasonal fluctuations 
in demand.

The random component is the part of the forecast that deviates from the systematic part. A 
company cannot (and should not) forecast the direction of the random component. All a com-
pany can predict is the random component’s size and variability, which provides a measure of 
forecast error. The objective of forecasting is to filter out the random component (noise) and 
estimate the systematic component. The forecast error measures the difference between the fore-
cast and actual demand. On average, a good forecasting method has an error whose size is com-
parable to the random component of demand. A manager should be skeptical of a forecasting 
method that claims to have no forecasting error on historical demand. In this case, the method 
has merged the historical random component with the systematic component. As a result, the 
forecasting method will likely perform poorly.

7.4 BASIC APPROACH TO DEMAND FORECASTING

The following five points are important for an organization to forecast effectively:

 1. Understand the objective of forecasting.
 2. Integrate demand planning and forecasting throughout the supply chain.
 3. Identify the major factors that influence the demand forecast.
 4. Forecast at the appropriate level of aggregation.
 5. Establish performance and error measures for the forecast.
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Understand the Objective of Forecasting

Every forecast supports decisions that are based on it, so an important first step is to identify 
these decisions clearly. Examples of such decisions include how much of a particular product to 
make, how much to inventory, and how much to order. All parties affected by a supply chain 
decision should be aware of the link between the decision and the forecast. For example, 

-
facturer, the transporter, and others involved in filling demand, as they all must make decisions 
that are affected by the forecast of demand. All parties should come up with a common forecast 
for the promotion and a shared plan of action based on the forecast. Failure to make these deci-
sions jointly may result in either too much or too little product in various stages of the supply 
chain.

Integrate Demand Planning and Forecasting Throughout  
the Supply Chain

A company should link its forecast to all planning activities throughout the supply chain. These 
include capacity planning, production planning, promotion planning, and purchasing, among 
others. In one unfortunately common scenario, a retailer develops forecasts based on promo-
tional activities, whereas a manufacturer, unaware of these promotions, develops a different fore-
cast for its production planning based on historical orders. This leads to a mismatch between 
supply and demand, resulting in poor customer service. To accomplish integration, it is a good 
idea for a firm to have a cross-functional team, with members from each affected function 
responsible for forecasting demand—and an even better idea is to have members of different 
companies in the supply chain working together to create a forecast.

Identify Major Factors That Influence the Demand Forecast

Next, a firm must identify demand, supply, and product-related phenomena that influence the 
demand forecast. On the demand side, a company must ascertain whether demand is growing or 
declining or has a seasonal pattern. These estimates must be based on demand, not on sales data. 

demand for this cereal was high, whereas the demand for other, comparable cereal brands was 

demand forecast, the supermarket must understand what the demand would have been in the 
absence of promotion activity and how demand is affected by promotions and competitor actions. 
A combination of these pieces of information will allow the supermarket to forecast demand for 

On the supply side, a company must consider the available supply sources to decide on the 
accuracy of the forecast desired. If alternate supply sources with short lead times are available, a 
highly accurate forecast may not be especially important. However, if only a single supplier with 
a long lead time is available, an accurate forecast will have great value.

On the product side, a firm must know the number of variants of a product being sold 
and whether these variants substitute for or complement one another. If demand for a product 
influences or is influenced by demand for another product, the two forecasts are best made 
jointly. For example, when a firm introduces an improved version of an existing product, it is 
likely that the demand for the existing product will decline because customers will buy the 
improved version. Although the decline in demand for the original product is not indicated by 
historical data, the historical demand is still useful in that it allows the firm to estimate the 
combined total demand for the two versions. Clearly, demand for the two products should be 
forecast jointly.
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Forecast at the Appropriate Level of Aggregation

Given that aggregate forecasts are more accurate than disaggregate forecasts, it is important to 
forecast at a level of aggregation that is appropriate, given the supply chain decision that is driven 
by the forecast. Consider a buyer at a retail chain who is forecasting to select an order size for 
shirts. One approach is to ask each store manager the precise number of shirts needed and add up 
all the requests to get an order size with the supplier. The advantage of this approach is that it 
uses local market intelligence that each store manager has. The problem with this approach is 
that it makes store managers forecast well before demand arises at a time when their forecasts are 
unlikely to be accurate. A better approach may be to forecast demand at the aggregate level when 
ordering with the supplier and ask each store manager to forecast only when the shirts are to be 
allocated across the stores. In this case, the long lead time forecast (supplier order) is aggregate, 
thus lowering error. The disaggregate store-level forecast is made close to the sales season, when 
local market intelligence is likely to be most effective.

Establish Performance and Error Measures for the Forecast

Companies should establish clear performance measures to evaluate the accuracy and timeliness of 
the forecast. These measures should be linked to the objectives of the business decisions based on 
these forecasts. Consider a mail-order company that uses a forecast to place orders with its suppli-
ers, which take two months to send in the orders. The mail-order company must ensure that the 
forecast is created at least two months before the start of the sales season because of the two-month 
lead time for replenishment. At the end of the sales season, the company must compare actual 
demand to forecasted demand to estimate the accuracy of the forecast. Then plans for decreasing 
future forecast errors or responding to the observed forecast errors can be put into place.

In the next section, we discuss techniques for static and adaptive time-series forecasting.

7.5 TIME-SERIES FORECASTING METHODS

The goal of any forecasting method is to predict the systematic component of demand and esti-
mate the random component. In its most general form, the systematic component of demand data 
contains a level, a trend, and a seasonal factor. The equation for calculating the systematic com-
ponent may take a variety of forms:

Multiplicative: ystematic component = level *  trend *  seasonal factor
Additive: ystematic component = level + trend + seasonal factor
Mixed: ystematic component = 1level + trend2 * seasonal factor

The specific form of the systematic component applicable to a given forecast depends on 
the nature of demand. Companies may develop both static and adaptive forecasting methods for 
each form. We now describe these static and adaptive forecasting methods.

Static Methods

A static method assumes that the estimates of level, trend, and seasonality within the systematic 
component do not vary as new demand is observed. In this case, we estimate each of these 
parameters based on historical data and then use the same values for all future forecasts. In this 
section, we discuss a static forecasting method for use when demand has a trend as well as a 
seasonal component. We assume that the systematic component of demand is mixed; that is,

ystematic component = 1level + trend2 * seasonal factor

A similar approach can be applied for other forms as well. We begin with a few basic 
definitions:

 L = estimate of level at t = 0 (the deseasonalized demand estimate during Period t = 0)

 T = estimate of trend (increase or decrease in demand per period)
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 St = estimate of seasonal factor for Period t

 Dt = actual demand observed in Period t

 Ft = forecast of demand for Period t

In a static forecasting method, the forecast in Period t for demand in Period t + l is a prod-
uct of the level in Period t + l and the seasonal factor for Period t + l. The level in Period t + l is 
the sum of the level in Period 0 (L) and (t + l) times the trend T. The forecast in Period t for 
demand in Period t + l is thus given as

 Ft + l = 3L + 1t + l2T4St + l (7.1)

We now describe one method for estimating the three parameters L, T, and S. As an example, 
consider the demand for rock salt used primarily to melt snow. This salt is produced by a firm called 

sample of its retailers, but the company has noticed that these retailers always overestimate their 
purchases, leaving Tahoe (and even some retailers) stuck with excess inventory. After meeting with 

retailers to create a more accurate forecast based on the actual retail sales of their salt. Quarterly 
retail demand data for the past three years are shown in Table 7-1 and charted in Figure 7-1.

TABLE 7-1 Quarterly Demand for Tahoe Salt

Year Quarter Period, t Demand, Dt

1 2 1   8,000

1 3 2 13,000

1 4 3 23,000

2 1 4 34,000

2 2 5 10,000

2 3 6 18,000

2 4 7 23,000

3 1 8 38,000

3 2 9 12,000

3 3 10 13,000

3 4 11 32,000

4 1 12 41,000
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FIGURE 7-1 Quarterly Demand at Tahoe Salt
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In Figure 7-1, observe that demand for salt is seasonal, increasing from the second quarter 
of a given year to the first quarter of the following year. The second quarter of each year has the 
lowest demand. Each cycle lasts four quarters, and the demand pattern repeats every year. There 
is also a growth trend in the demand, with sales growing over the past three years. The company 
estimates that growth will continue in the coming year at historical rates. We now describe the 
following two steps required to estimate each of the three parameters—level, trend, and seasonal 
factors.

 1. Deseasonalize demand and run linear regression to estimate level and trend.
 2. Estimate seasonal factors.

ESTIMATING LEVEL AND TREND The objective of this step is to estimate the level at Period 0 
and the trend. We start by deseasonalizing the demand data. Deseasonalized demand represents 
the demand that would have been observed in the absence of seasonal fluctuations. The periodic-
ity (p
the pattern repeats every year. Given that we are measuring demand on a quarterly basis, the 
periodicity for the demand in Table 7-1 is p =

To ensure that each season is given equal weight when deseasonalizing demand, we 
take the average of p consecutive periods of demand. The average of demand from Period  
l + 1 to Period l + p provides deseasonalized demand for Period l + (p + 1)/2. If p is odd, 
this method provides deseasonalized demand for an existing period. If p is even, this method 
provides deseasonalized demand at a point between Period l + (p/2) and Period l + 1 + (p/2). 
By taking the average of deseasonalized demand provided by Periods l + 1 to l + p and l + 2 
to l + p + 1, we obtain the deseasonalized demand for Period l + 1 + (p/2) if p is even. Thus, 
the deseasonalized demand, Dt, for Period t, can be obtained as follows:

 

Dt = e
cDt - (p>2) + Dt + (p>2) + a

t - 1 + (p>2)

i = t + 1 - (p>2)
2Di d n(2p) for p even

             a
t + 3(p - 1)>24

i = t - 3(p - 1)>24
Di>p for p odd

 

(7.2)

In our example, p = t = 3, we obtain the deseasonalized demand using Equa-
tion 7.2 as follows:

D3 = cDt - (p>2) + Dt + (p>2) + a
t-1 + (p>2)

i = t + 1-(p>2)
2Di d n(2p) = D1 + D + a

i = 2
2Din8

With this procedure, we can obtain deseasonalized demand between Periods 3 and 10 as 
shown in Figures 7-2 and 7-3 (all details are available in the accompanying spreadsheet  
Chapter 7-Tahoe-salt).

The following linear relationship exists between the deseasonalized demand, Dt, and time t, 
based on the change in demand over time:

 Dt = L + Tt (7.3)

In Equation 7.3, Dt represents deseasonalized demand and not the actual demand in Period 
t, L represents the level or deseasonalized demand at Period 0, and T represents the rate of growth 
of deseasonalized demand or trend. We can estimate the values of L and T for the deseasonalized 
demand using linear regression with deseasonalized demand (see Figure 7-2) as the dependent 

Excel (Data �  Data Analysis �  Regression). This sequence of commands opens the Regression 
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enter

Input Y Range:C :C11

Input X Range:A :A11

and click the OK button. A new sheet containing the results of the regression opens up (see work-
sheet Regression-1). This new sheet contains estimates for both the initial level L and the trend T. 
The initial level, L, is obtained as the intercept coefficient, and the trend, T, is obtained as the X 
variable coefficient (or the slope) from the sheet containing the regression results. For the Tahoe 

L = T =
Regression-1 and numbers are rounded to integer values). For this example, deseasonalized 
demand Dt for any Period t is thus given by

 Dt = 18, 39 + 2 t (7.4)

It is not appropriate to run a linear regression between the original demand data and time to 
estimate level and trend because the original demand data are not linear and the resulting linear regres-
sion will not be accurate. The demand must be deseasonalized before we run the linear regression.

C5:C117.2=(B2+B6+2*SUM(B3:B5))/8C4

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 7-2 Excel Workbook with Deseasonalized Demand for Tahoe Salt
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FIGURE 7-3 Deseasonalized Demand for Tahoe Salt
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ESTIMATING SEASONAL FACTORS We can now obtain deseasonalized demand for each 
St for Period t is the ratio of 

actual demand Dt to deseasonalized demand Dt and is given as

 St =  
Dt

Dt
 (7.5)

Figure 7-4).
Given the periodicity p, we obtain the seasonal factor for a given period by averaging sea-

sonal factors that correspond to similar periods. For example, if we have a periodicity of p =

as the average of the three seasonal factors. Given r seasonal cycles in the data, for all periods of 
the form pt + i, 1 … i … p, we obtain the seasonal factor as

 Si =
a
r - 1

j = 0
Sjp + i

r
 

(7.6)

p =
are r = 3 seasonal cycles in the data. We obtain seasonal factors using Equation 7.6 as

S1 = 1S1 + S + S92 >3 = 10. 2 + 0. 7 + 0. 22 >3 = 0. 7

S2 = 1S2 + S6 + S102 >3 = 10.67 + 0.83 + 0. 2 >3 = 0.68

S3 = 1S3 + S7 + S112 >3 = 11.1 + 1.0 + 1.322 >3 = 1.17

S = 1S + S8 + S122 >3 = 11.66 + 1.68 + 1.662 >3 = 1.67

At this stage, we have estimated the level, trend, and all seasonal factors. We can now 
obtain the forecast for the next four quarters using Equation 7.1. In the example, the forecast for 
the next four periods using the static forecasting method is given by

F13 = 1L + 13T2S13 = 118, 39 + 13 * 2 20. 7 = 11,868

F1 = 1L + 1 T2S1 = 118, 39 + 1 * 2 20.68 = 17, 27

D3:D137.5=B2/C2D2

C3:C137.4=18439+A2*524C2

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 7-4 Deseasonalized Demand and Seasonal Factors for Tahoe Salt
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F1 = 1L + 1 T2S1 = 118, 39 + 1 * 2 21.17 = 30,770

F16 = 1L + 16T2S16 = 118, 39 + 16 * 2 21.67 = ,79

-
ing of sell-through information between the retailers and the manufacturer, this supply chain would 
have a less accurate forecast, and a variety of production and inventory inefficiencies would result.

Adaptive Forecasting

In adaptive forecasting, the estimates of level, trend, and seasonality are updated after each 
demand observation. The main advantage of adaptive forecasting is that estimates incorporate all 
new data that are observed. We now discuss a basic framework and several methods that can be 
used for this type of forecast. The framework is provided in the most general setting, when the 
systematic component of demand data has the mixed form and contains a level, a trend, and a 
seasonal factor. It can easily be modified for the other two cases, however. The framework can 
also be specialized for the case in which the systematic component contains no seasonality or 
trend. We assume that we have a set of historical data for n periods and that demand is seasonal, 
with periodicity p. Given quarterly data, wherein the pattern repeats itself every year, we have a 
periodicity of p =

We begin by defining a few terms:

Lt = estimate of level at the end of Period t

Tt = estimate of trend at the end of Period t

St = estimate of seasonal factor for Period t

Ft = forecast of demand for Period t (made in Period t − 1 or earlier)

Dt = actual demand observed in Period t

Et = Ft − Dt = forecast error in Period t

In adaptive methods, the forecast for Period t + l in Period t uses the estimate of level and 
trend in Period t (Lt and Tt respectively) and is given as

 Ft + l = 1Lt + lTt2St + l (7.7)

The four steps in the adaptive forecasting framework are as follows:

 1. Initialize: Compute initial estimates of the level (L0), trend (T0), and seasonal factors  
(S1, . . . , Sp) from the given data. This is done exactly as in the static forecasting method 
discussed earlier in the chapter with L0 = L and T0 = T.

 2. Forecast: Given the estimates in Period t, forecast demand for Period t + 1 using Equa-
tion 7.7. Our first forecast is for Period 1 and is made with the estimates of level, trend, and 
seasonal factor at Period 0.

 3. Estimate error: Record the actual demand Dt+1 for Period t + 1 and compute the error 
Et+1 in the forecast for Period t + 1 as the difference between the forecast and the actual 
demand. The error for Period t + 1 is stated as

 Et + 1 = Ft + 1 - Dt + 1 (7.8)

 4. Modify estimates: Modify the estimates of level (Lt+1), trend (Tt+1), and seasonal factor 
(St+p+1), given the error Et+1 in the forecast. It is desirable that the modification be such 
that if the demand is lower than forecast, the estimates are revised downward, whereas if 
the demand is higher than forecast, the estimates are revised upward.

The revised estimates in Period t + 1 are then used to make a forecast for Period t + 2, and 
n have been covered. The esti-

mates at Period n are then used to forecast future demand.
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We now discuss various adaptive forecasting methods. The method that is most appropriate 
depends on the characteristic of demand and the composition of the systematic component of 
demand. In each case, we assume the period under consideration to be t.

MOVING AVERAGE The moving average method is used when demand has no observable 
trend or seasonality. In this case,

ystematic component of demand = level

In this method, the level in Period t is estimated as the average demand over the most 
recent N periods. This represents an N-period moving average and is evaluated as follows:

 Lt = 1Dt + Dt - 1  +  g +   Dt - N + 12 >N (7.9)

The current forecast for all future periods is the same and is based on the current estimate of 
level. The forecast is stated as

 Ft + 1 = Lt       and      Ft + n = Lt (7.10)

After observing the demand for Period t + 1, we revise the estimates as follows:

Lt + 1 = 1Dt + 1 + Dt +  # # #  +  Dt - N + 22 >N,     Ft + 2 = Lt + 1

To compute the new moving average, we simply add the latest observation and drop the old-
est one. The revised moving average serves as the next forecast. The moving average corresponds 
to giving the last N periods of data equal weight when forecasting and ignoring all data older than 
this new moving average. As we increase N, the moving average becomes less responsive to the 
most recently observed demand. We illustrate the use of the moving average in Example 7-1.

EXAMPLE 7-1 Moving Average

A supermarket has experienced weekly demand of milk of D1 = 120, D2 = 127, D3 =  
D  = 

Analysis:

 
t = N =
obtain

L = 1D + D3 + D2 + D12 > = 1122 + 11 + 127 + 1202 > = 120.7

F = L = 120.7  gallons

D

E = F - D = 12 - 120.7 = .2

L = 1D + D + D3 + D22 > = 112 + 122 + 11 + 1272 > = 122

SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING The simple exponential smoothing method is appropri-
ate when demand has no observable trend or seasonality. In this case,

ystematic component of demand = level
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The initial estimate of level, L0, is taken to be the average of all historical data because 
demand has been assumed to have no observable trend or seasonality. Given demand data for 
Periods 1 through n, we have the following:

 L0 =
1
n a

n

i = 1
Di (7.11)

The current forecast for all future periods is equal to the current estimate of level and is 
given as

 Ft + 1 = Lt   and  Ft + n = Lt (7.12)

After observing the demand, Dt+1, for Period t + 1, we revise the estimate of the level as 
follows:

 Lt + 1 = aDt + 1 + 11 - a2Lt (7.13)

where a (0 6 a 6 1) is a smoothing constant for the level. The revised value of the level is a 
weighted average of the observed value of the level (Dt+1) in Period t + 1 and the old estimate of the 
level (Lt) in Period t. Using Equation 7.13, we can express the level in a given period as a function of 
the current demand and the level in the previous period. We can thus rewrite Equation 7.13 as

Lt + 1 = a
t - 1

n = 0
a11 - a2nDt + 1 - n + 11 - a2tD1

The current estimate of the level is a weighted average of all the past observations of 
demand, with recent observations weighted higher than older observations. A higher value of a 
corresponds to a forecast that is more responsive to recent observations, whereas a lower value of 
a represents a more stable forecast that is less responsive to recent observations. We illustrate the 
use of exponential smoothing in Example 7-2.

EXAMPLE 7-2 Simple Exponential Smoothing

Consider the supermarket in Example 7-1, in which weekly demand for milk has been D1 = 120, 
D2 = 127, D3 = D  = 122 gallons over the past four weeks. Forecast demand for Period 

a = 0.1.

Analysis

In this case, we have demand data for n =
level (rounded to 2 decimals) is expressed by

L0 = a
i = 1

Di> = 120.7

The forecast for Period 1 (using Equation 7.12) is thus given by

F1 = L0 = 120.7

The observed demand for Period 1 is D1 = 120. The forecast error for Period 1 is given by

E1 = F1 - D1 = 120.7 - 120 = 0.7

With a = 0.1, the revised estimate of level for Period 1 using Equation 7.13 is given by

L1 = aD1 + 11 - a2L0 = (0.1 * 120) + (0.9 * 120.7 ) = 120.68

Observe that the estimate of level for Period 1 is lower than for Period 0 because the demand 
in Period 1 is lower than the forecast for Period 1. We thus obtain F2 = L1 = 120.68. Given that  
D2 = 127, we obtain L2 = (0.1 × 127) + (0.9 × 120.68) = 121.31. This gives F3 = L2 = 121.31.  
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Given that D3 = L3 = + (0.9 × 121.31) = F  = L3 = 
D  = 122, we obtain L  = (0.1 × 122) + = 120.72. This gives  

F  = L  = 120.72.

TREND-CORRECTED EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING (HOLT’S MODEL) The trend-corrected 
exponential smoothing (Holt’s model) method is appropriate when demand is assumed to have a 
level and a trend in the systematic component, but no seasonality. In this case, we have

ystematic component of demand = level + trend

We obtain an initial estimate of level and trend by running a linear regression between 
demand, Dt, and time, Period t, of the form

Dt = at + b

In this case, running a linear regression between demand and time periods is appropriate 
because we have assumed that demand has a trend but no seasonality. The underlying relation-
ship between demand and time is thus linear. The constant b measures the estimate of demand at 
Period t = 0 and is our estimate of the initial level L0. The slope a measures the rate of change in 
demand per period and is our initial estimate of the trend T0.

In Period t, given estimates of level Lt and trend Tt, the forecast for future periods is 
expressed as

 Ft + 1 = Lt + Tt and Ft + n = Lt + nTt (7.14)

After observing demand for Period t, we revise the estimates for level and trend as follows:

 Lt + 1 = aDt + 1  + 11 - a21Lt + Tt2 (7.15)

 Tt + 1 = b1Lt + 1 - Lt2 + 11 - b2Tt (7.16)

where a(0 6 a 6 1) is a smoothing constant for the level and b (0 6 b 6 1) is a smoothing 
constant for the trend. Observe that in each of the two updates, the revised estimate (of level or 
trend) is a weighted average of the observed value and the old estimate. We illustrate the use of 
Holt’s model in Example 7-3 (see associated spreadsheet Examples 1–4 Chapter 7).

EXAMPLE 7-3 Holt’s Model

An electronics manufacturer has seen demand for its latest MP3 player increase over the past six 
months. Observed demand (in thousands) has been D1 = D2 = 8,732, D3 = D  = 
9,808, D  = D6 = 11,961. Forecast demand for Period 7 using trend-corrected expo-
nential smoothing with a = 0.1, b = 0.2.

Analysis

The first step is to obtain initial estimates of level and trend using linear regression. We first run 
a linear regression (using the Excel tool Data �  Data Analysis �  Regression) between demand 
and time periods. The estimate of initial level L0 is obtained as the intercept coefficient, and the 
trend T0 is obtained as the X variable coefficient (or the slope) in the spreadsheet Examples 1-4 
Chapter 7 (there is some variation between the spreadsheet and the results shown here because 
of rounding). For the MP3 player data, we obtain

L0 = 7,367 and T0 = 673

F1 = L0 + T0 = 7,367 + 673 = 8,0 0
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The observed demand for Period 1 is D1 =

E1 = F1 - D1 = 8,0 0 - 8, 1 = -37

With a = 0.1, b = 0.2, the revised estimate of level and trend for Period 1 using Equa-

L1 = aD1 + 11 - a21L0 + T02 = 10.1 * 8, 1 2 + 10.9 * 8,0 02 = 8,078

T1 = b1L1 - L02 + 11 - b2T0 = 30.2 * 18,078 - 7,36724 + 10.8 * 6732 = 681

Observe that the initial estimate for demand in Period 1 is too low. As a result, our 
updates have increased the estimate of level L1 -

Period 2:

F2 = L1 + T1 = 8,078 + 681 = 8,7 9

Continuing in this manner, we obtain L2 = 8,7 , T2 = 680, L3 = 9,393, T3 = 672, 
L = 10,039, T = 666, L = 10,676, T = 661, L6 = 11,399, T6 = 673. This gives us a fore-
cast for Period 7 of

F7 = L6 + T6 = 11,399 + 673 = 12,072

TREND- AND SEASONALITY-CORRECTED EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING (WINTER’S MODEL) This 
method is appropriate when the systematic component of demand has a level, a trend, and a sea-
sonal factor. In this case we have

ystematic component of demand = 1level + trend2 * seasonal factor

Assume periodicity of demand to be p. To begin, we need initial estimates of level (L0), 
trend (T0), and seasonal factors (S1, . . . , Sp). We obtain these estimates using the procedure for 
static forecasting described earlier in the chapter.

In Period t, given estimates of level, Lt, trend, Tt, and seasonal factors, St, . . . , St+p-1, the 
forecast for future periods is given by

 Ft + 1 = 1Lt + Tt2St + 1 and Ft + l = 1Lt + lTt2St + l (7.17)

On observing demand for Period t + 1, we revise the estimates for level, trend, and sea-
sonal factors as follows:

 Lt + 1 = a1Dt + 1>St + 12 + 11 - a21Lt + Tt2 (7.18)

 Tt + 1 = b1Lt + 1 - Lt2 + 11 - b2Tt (7.19)

 St + p + 1 = g1Dt + 1>Lt + 12 + 11 - g2St + 1 (7.20)

where a (0 6 a 6 1) is a smoothing constant for the level; b (0 6 b 6 1) is a smoothing con-
stant for the trend; and g (0 6 g 6 1) is a smoothing constant for the seasonal factor. Observe 
that in each of the updates (level, trend, or seasonal factor), the revised estimate is a weighted 
average of the observed value and the old estimate. We illustrate the use of Winter’s model in 

Example 7-4).

EXAMPLE 7-4 Winter’s Model

seasonality-corrected exponential smoothing with a = 0.1, b = 0.2, g = 0.1.
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Analysis

We obtain the initial estimates of level, trend, and seasonal factors exactly as in the static case. 
They are expressed as follows:

L0 = 18, 39 T0 = 2  S1 = 0. 7 S2 = 0.68 S3 = 1.17 S = 1.67

The forecast for Period 1 (using Equation 7.17) is thus given by

F1 = 1L0 + T02S1 = 118, 39 + 2 20. 7 = 8,913

The observed demand for Period 1 is D1 = 8,000. The forecast error for Period 1 is thus 
given by

E1 = F1 - D1 = 8,913 -  8,000 = 913

With a = 0.1, b = 0.2, g = 0.1, the revised estimate of level and trend for Period 1 and 

 L1 = a1D1>S12 + 11 - a21L0 + T02
 = 30.1 * 18,000>0. 724 + 30.9 * 118, 39 + 2 24 = 18,769

T1  = b1L1 - L02 + 11 - b2T0 = 30.2 * 118,769 - 18, 3924 + 10.8 * 2 2 = 8

 S = g1D1>L12 + 11 - g2S1 = 30.1 * 18,000>18,76924 + 10.9 * 0. 72 = 0. 7

The forecast of demand for Period 2 (using Equation 7.17) is thus given by

F2 = 1L1 + T12S2 = 118,769 + 8 2 * 0.68 = 13,093

The forecasting methods we have discussed and the situations in which they are generally 
applicable are as follows:

Forecasting Method Applicability

Moving average No trend or seasonality

Simple exponential smoothing No trend or seasonality

Holt’s model Trend but no seasonality

Winter’s model Trend and seasonality

its retailers, Winter’s model is the best choice, because its demand experiences both a trend and 
seasonality.

out? Forecast error helps identify instances in which the forecasting method being used is inap-
propriate. In the next section, we describe how a manager can estimate and use forecast error.

7.6 MEASURES OF FORECAST ERROR

As mentioned earlier, every instance of demand has a random component. A good forecasting 
method should capture the systematic component of demand but not the random component. The 
random component manifests itself in the form of a forecast error. Forecast errors contain valu-
able information and must be analyzed carefully for two reasons:

 1. Managers use error analysis to determine whether the current forecasting method is pre-
dicting the systematic component of demand accurately. For example, if a forecasting 
method consistently produces a positive error, the forecasting method is overestimating the 
systematic component and should be corrected.

 2. All contingency plans must account for forecast error. Consider a mail-order company with 
two suppliers. The first is in the Far East and has a lead time of two months. The second is 
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local and can fill orders with one week’s notice. The local supplier is more expensive than 
the Far East supplier. The mail-order company wants to contract a certain amount of contin-
gency capacity with the local supplier to be used if the demand exceeds the quantity the Far 
East supplier provides. The decision regarding the quantity of local capacity to contract is 
closely linked to the size of the forecast error with a two-month lead time.

As long as observed errors are within historical error estimates, firms can continue to use 
their current forecasting method. Finding an error that is well beyond historical estimates may 
indicate that the forecasting method in use is no longer appropriate or demand has fundamentally 
changed. If all of a firm’s forecasts tend to consistently over- or underestimate demand, this may 
be another signal that the firm should change its forecasting method.

As defined earlier, forecast error for Period t is given by Et, where the following holds:

Et = Ft - Dt

That is, the error in Period t is the difference between the forecast for Period t and the actual 
demand in Period t. It is important that a manager estimate the error of a forecast made at least as 
far in advance as the lead time required for the manager to take whatever action the forecast is to 
be used for. For example, if a forecast will be used to determine an order size and the supplier’s 
lead time is six months, a manager should estimate the error for a forecast made six months 
before demand arises. In a situation with a six-month lead time, there is no point in estimating 
errors for a forecast made one month in advance.

One measure of forecast error is the mean squared error
(the denominator in Equation 7.21 can also have n − 1 instead of n):

 MSEn =
1
n a

n

t = 1
E2

t  (7.21)

errors much more significantly than small errors because all errors are squared. Thus, if we select 

9 will be preferred to a method with an error sequence of 1, 3, 2, and 20. Thus, it is a good idea 

forecast error has a distribution that is symmetric about zero.
Define the absolute deviation in Period t, At, to be the absolute value of the error in Period t; 

that is,

At = �Et �

Define the mean absolute deviation (MAD) to be the average of the absolute deviation 
over all periods, as expressed by

 MADn =
1
n a

n

t = 1
At (7.22)

The MAD can be used to estimate the standard deviation of the random component assum-
ing that the random component is normally distributed. In this case the standard deviation of the 
random component is

 s = 1.2  MAD (7.23)

We then estimate that the mean of the random component is 0, and the standard deviation 
of the random component of demand is s
forecast error does not have a symmetric distribution. Even when the error distribution is sym-
metric, MAD is an appropriate choice when selecting forecasting methods if the cost of a fore-
cast error is proportional to the size of the error.
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The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is the average absolute error as a percentage 
of demand and is given by

 MAPEn =  
a

n

t = 1
` Et

Dt
` 100

n
 

(7.24)

The MAPE is a good measure of forecast error when the underlying forecast has signifi-
cant seasonality and demand varies considerably from one period to the next. Consider a sce-
nario in which two methods are used to make quarterly forecasts for a product with seasonal 

periods, Method 2 results in a MAPE of 9.9 percent, whereas Method 1 results in a much higher 

Method 1.
When a forecast method stops reflecting the underlying demand pattern (for instance, if 

demand drops considerably as it did for the automotive industry in 2008–2009), the forecast 
errors are unlikely to be randomly distributed around 0. In general, one needs a method to track 
and control the forecasting method. One approach is to use the sum of forecast errors to evaluate 
the bias, where the following holds:

 biasn = a
n

t = 1
Et (7.25)

The bias will fluctuate around 0 if the error is truly random and not biased one way or the 
other. Ideally, if we plot all the errors, the slope of the best straight line passing through should 
be 0.

The tracking signal

 TSt =
biast

MADt
 (7.26)

{6, this is a signal that the forecast is biased 
and is either underforecasting (TS 6 -6) or overforecasting (TS 7  +6). This may happen 
because the forecasting method is flawed or the underlying demand pattern has shifted. One 

manager is using a forecasting method such as moving average. Because trend is not included, 

that the forecasting method consistently underestimates demand and alerts the manager.
The tracking signal may also get large when demand has suddenly dropped (as it did for 

many industries in 2009) or increased by a significant amount, making historical data less rele-
vant. If demand has suddenly dropped, it makes sense to increase the weight on current data 
relative to older data when making forecasts. McClain (1981) recommends the “declining alpha” 
method when using exponential smoothing when the smoothing constant starts large (to give 
greater weight to recent data) but then decreases over time. If we are aiming for a long-term 
smoothing constant of a = 1 - r, a declining alpha approach would be to start with a0 = 1 and 
reset the smoothing constant as follows:

at =
at - 1

r + at - 1
=

1 - r
1 - rt

In the long term, the smoothing constant will converge to a = 1 - r with the forecasts becoming 
more stable over time.
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7.7 SELECTING THE BEST SMOOTHING CONSTANT

When using exponential smoothing, the value of the smoothing constant chosen has a direct 
impact on the sensitivity of the forecast to recent data. If a manager has a good sense of the 
underlying demand pattern, it is best to use a smoothing constant that is no larger than 0.2. In 
general, it is best to pick smoothing constants that minimize the error term that a manager is most 

We illustrate the impact of picking smoothing constants that minimize different error mea-

spreadsheet Chapter 7-Tahoe-salt and worksheet Figures 7-5, 6). The initial level is estimated 
using Equation 7.11 and is shown in cell C2. The smoothing constant a

FIGURE 7-5 Selecting Smoothing Constant by Minimizing MSE
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-
a = = =

MAPE = 2.1 percent.

MAPE at the end of 10 periods. In Figure 7-6, we show the results from minimizing MAD (cell 
G13). The forecasts and errors with the resulting a = 0.32 are shown in Figure 7-6. In this case, 

that reduces large errors, whereas minimizing MAD picks a smoothing constant that gives equal 
weight to reducing all errors even if large errors get somewhat larger.

FIGURE 7-6 Selecting Smoothing Constant by Minimizing MAD
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7.8 FORECASTING DEMAND AT TAHOE SALT

Chapter 7-Tahoe-salt

K7:K137.26=Sum($E$6:E6)/H6K6

J7:J137.24=Average($I$6:I6)J6

I7:I13=100*(F6/B6)I6

H7:H137.22=Sum($F$6:F6)/(A6-4)H6

G7:G137.21=Sumsq($E$6:E6)/(A6-4)G6

F7:F13=Abs(E6)F6

E7:E137.8=D6-B6E6

D7:D137.10=C5D6

C6:C137.9=Average(B2:B5)C5

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 7-7 Tahoe Salt Forecasts Using Four-Period Moving Average
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Demand in this case clearly has both a trend and seasonality in the systematic component. 
Thus, the team initially expects Winter’s model to produce the best forecast.

Moving Average

The forecasting team initially decides to test a four-period moving average for the forecast-
ing. All calculations are shown in Figure 7-7 (see worksheet Figure 7-7 in spreadsheet Chap-
ter 7-Tahoe-salt) and are as discussed in the section on the moving-average method earlier in 
this chapter. The team uses Equation 7.9 to estimate level and Equation 7.10 to forecast 
demand.

{6 range, which indi-
cates that the forecast using the four-period moving average does not contain any significant 
bias. It does, however, have a fairly large MAD12 of 9,719, with a MAPE12
Figure 7-7, observe that

L12 = 2 , 00

Thus, using a four-period moving average, the forecast for Periods 13 through 16 (using 
Equation 7.10) is given by

F13 = F1 = F1 = F16 = L12 = 2 , 00

Given that MAD12 is 9,719, the estimate of standard deviation of forecast error, using a 
four-period moving average, is 1.2 * 9,719 = 12,1 9. In this case, the standard deviation of 
forecast error is fairly large relative to the size of the forecast.

Simple Exponential Smoothing

The forecasting team next uses a simple exponential smoothing approach, with a = 0.1, to fore-
cast demand. This method is also tested on the 12 quarters of historical data. Using Equation 7.11, 
the team estimates the initial level for Period 0 to be the average demand for Periods 1 through 12 
(see worksheet Figure 7-8). The initial level is the average of the demand entries in cells B3 to 

L0 = 22,083

The team then uses Equation 7.12 to forecast demand for the succeeding period. The esti-
mate of level is updated each period using Equation 7.13. The results are shown in Figure 7-8.

- -
nential smoothing with a = 0.1 does not indicate any significant bias. However, it has a fairly 
large MAD12 of 10,208, with a MAPE12

L12 = 23, 90

Thus, the forecast for the next four quarters (using Equation 7.12) is given by

F13 = F1 = F1 = F16 = L12 = 23, 90

In this case, MAD12 is 10,208 and MAPE12
deviation of forecast error using simple exponential smoothing is 1.2 * 10,208 = 12,760.  
In this case, the standard deviation of forecast error is fairly large relative to the size of the 
forecast.

Trend-Corrected Exponential Smoothing (Holt’s Model)

The team next investigates the use of Holt’s model. In this case, the systematic component of 
demand is given by

ystematic component of demand = level + trend
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K4:K147.26=Sum($E$3:E3)/H3K3

J4:J147.24=Average($I$3:I3)J3

I4:I14=100*(F3/B3)I3

H4:H147.22=Sum($F$3:F3)/A3H3

G4:G147.21=Sumsq($E$3:E3)/A3G3

F4:F14=Abs(E3)F3

E4:E147.8=D3-B3E3

D4:D147.12=C2D3

C4:C147.13=0.1*B3+(1-0.1)*C2C3

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 7-8 Tahoe Salt Forecasts Using Simple Exponential Smoothing
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L4:L147.26=Sum($F$3:F3)/I3L3

K4:K147.24=Average($J$3:J3)K3

J4:J14=100*(G3/B3)J3

I4:I147.22=Sum($G$3:G3)/A3I3

H4:H147.21=Sumsq($F$3:F3)/A3H3

G4:G14=Abs(F3)G3

F4:F147.8=E3-B3F3

E4:E147.14=C2+D2E3

D4:D147.16=0.2*(C3-C2)+(1-0.2)*D2D3

C4:C147.15=0.1*B3+(1-0.1)*(C2+D2)C3

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 7-9 Trend-Corrected Exponential Smoothing

:

 F 3 = L 2 + T 2 = 30 3 + 5 = 3 98

 F = L 2 + 2T 2 = 30 3 + 2 * 5 = 33 525

 F 5 = L 2 + 3T 2 = 30 3 + 3 * 5 = 35 066

 F 6 = L 2 + T 2 = 30 3 + * 5 = 36 607

 =
a = 0 b = 0 2 25 * 8 836 = 0 5 -
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Trend- and Seasonality-Corrected Exponential Smoothing  
(Winter’s Model)

-
p =

deseasonalized

winters-regression
deseasonalized

L = 8 439 T = 5 4 S = 47 S = 68 S3 = 7 S4 = 67

a = 5 b = g =
Figure 7-10 -
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M4:M147.26=Sum($G$3:G3)/J3M3

L4:L147.24=Average($K$3:K3)L3

K4:K14=100*(H3/B3)K3

J4:J147.22=Sum($H$3:H3)/A3J3

I4:I147.21=Sumsq($G$3:G3)/A3I3

H4:H14=Abs(G3)H3

G4:G147.8=F3-B3G3

F4:F187.17=(C2+D2)*E3F3

E8:E187.20=0.1*(B3/C3)+(1-0.1)*E3E7

D4:D147.19=0.1*(C3-C2)+(1-0.1)*D2D3

C4:C147.18=0.05*(B3/E3)+(1-0.05)*(C2+D2)C3

Copied toEquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 7-10 Trend- and Seasonality-Corrected Exponential Smoothing
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obtained with any of the other methods. From Figure 7-10, observe that

L12 = 2 ,791 T12 = 32 S13 = 0. 7 S1 = 0.68 S1 = 1.17 S16 = 1.67

Using Winter’s model (Equation 7.17), the forecast for the next four periods is

 F13 = 1L12 + T122S13 = 12 ,791 + 322 * 0. 7 = 11,902

 F1 = 1L12 + 2T122S1 = 12 ,791 + 2 * 322 * 0.68 = 17, 81

 F1 = 1L12 + 3T122S1 = 12 ,791 + 3 * 322 * 1.17 = 30,873

 F16 = 1L12 + T122S16 = 12 ,791 + * 322 * 1.67 = ,9

In this case, MAD12 =
using Winter’s model with a = 0.0 , b = 0.1, and g = 0.1 is 1.2 * 1, 69 = 1,836. In this 
case, the standard deviation of forecast error relative to the demand forecast is much smaller than 
with the other methods.

The team compiles the error estimates for the four forecasting methods as shown in Table 7-2.
Based on the error information in Table 7-2, the forecasting team decides to use Winter’s 

model. It is not surprising that Winter’s model results in the most accurate forecast, because the 
demand data have both a growth trend as well as seasonality. Using Winter’s model, the team 
forecasts the following demand for the coming four quarters:

The standard deviation of forecast error is 1,836.

7.9 THE ROLE OF IT IN FORECASTING

There is a natural role for IT in forecasting, given the large amount of data involved, the fre-
quency with which forecasting is performed, and the importance of getting the highest quality 
results possible. A good forecasting package provides forecasts across a wide range of products 
that are updated in real time by incorporating any new demand information. This helps firms 
respond quickly to changes in the marketplace and avoid the costs of a delayed reaction. Good 
demand planning modules link not only to customer orders but often directly to customer sales 
information as well, thus incorporating the most current data into the demand forecast. A positive 
outcome of the investment in ERP systems has been a significant improvement in supply chain 
transparency and data integration, thus allowing potentially better forecasts. Although this tech-
nical improvement can help produce better forecasts, firms must develop the organizational 
capabilities required to take advantage of this improvement.

TABLE 7-2 Error Estimates for Tahoe Salt Forecasting

Forecasting Method MAD MAPE (%) TS Range

Four-period moving average   9,719 49 –1.52 to 2.21

Simple exponential smoothing 10,208 59 –1.38 to 2.15

Holt’s model   8,836 52 –2.15 to 2.00

Winter’s model   1,469   8 –2.74 to 4.00
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Besides providing a rich library of forecasting methodologies, a good demand planning 
module should provide support in helping select the right forecasting model for the given demand 
pattern. This has become particularly important as the available library of forecasting method-
ologies has grown.

As the name demand planning suggests, these modules facilitate the shaping of demand. 
Good demand planning modules contain tools to perform what-if analysis regarding the impact 
of potential changes in prices on demand. These tools help analyze the impact of promotions on 
demand and can be used to determine the extent and timing of promotions. This link is discussed 
in greater detail in Chapter 9 under sales and operations planning.

An important development is the use of demand correlated data (e.g. price, weather, other 
purchases, social data) to improve forecast accuracy or, in some cases, spur demand. In a well-
publicized case, Target predicted that women were pregnant based on other products they were 
purchasing. A purchase of “cocoa-butter lotion, a purse large enough to double as a diaper bag, 
zinc and magnesium supplements and a bright blue rug” was a strong predictor of the woman’s 
pregnacy.2 Target then used this information to send suitable coupons to entice these women or 

this can be used to not only improve forecast accuracy but also identify suitable marketing oppor-
tunities to spur future demand.

Keep in mind that none of these tools is foolproof. Forecasts are virtually always inaccu-
rate. A good IT system should help track historical forecast errors so they can be incorporated 
into future decisions. A well-structured forecast, along with a measure of error, can significantly 
improve decision making. Even with all these sophisticated tools, sometimes it is better to rely 
on human intuition in forecasting. One of the pitfalls of these IT tools is relying on them too 
much, which eliminates the human element in forecasting. Use the forecasts and the value they 
deliver, but remember that they cannot assess some of the more qualitative aspects about future 
demand that you may be able to do on your own.

software survey, and a discussion of each vendor is available at http://www.lionhrtpub.com/

7.10 FORECASTING IN PRACTICE

Collaborate in building forecasts. Collaboration with one’s supply chain partners 
can often create a much more accurate forecast. It takes an investment of time and effort to build 
the relationships with one’s partners to begin sharing information and creating collaborative 
forecasts. However, the supply chain benefits of collaboration are often an order of magnitude 
greater than the cost (collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment are discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter 10). The reality today, however, is that most forecasts do not even 
account for all the information available across the different functions of a firm. As a result, firms 
should aim to put a sales and operations planning process in place (discussed in Chapter 9) that 
brings together the sales and operations functions when planning.

Share only the data that truly provide value. The value of data depends on where 
one sits in the supply chain. A retailer finds point-of-sale data to be quite valuable in measuring 
the performance of its stores. However, a manufacturer selling to a distributor that, in turn, sells 
to retailers does not need all the point-of-sale detail. The manufacturer finds aggregate demand 
data to be quite valuable, with marginally more value coming from detailed point-of-sale data. 
Keeping the data shared to what is truly required decreases investment in IT and improves the 
chances of successful collaboration.

2 New York Times, February 16, 2012.
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Be sure to distinguish between demand and sales. Often, companies make the 
mistake of looking at historical sales and assuming that this is what the historical demand was. 
To get true demand, however, adjustments need to be made for unmet demand due to stockouts, 
competitor actions, pricing, and promotions. Failure to do so results in forecasts that do not rep-
resent the current reality.

7.11 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the role of forecasting for both an enterprise and a supply chain. Fore-
casting is a key driver of virtually every design and planning decision made in both an enterprise 
and a supply chain. Enterprises have always forecast demand and used it to make decisions. A 
relatively recent phenomenon, however, is to create collaborative forecasts for an entire supply 
chain and use these as the basis for decisions. Collaborative forecasting greatly increases the 
accuracy of forecasts and allows the supply chain to maximize its performance. Without collabo-
ration, supply chain stages farther from demand will likely have poor forecasts that will lead to 
supply chain inefficiencies and a lack of responsiveness.

2. Identify the components of a demand forecast. Demand consists of a systematic and 
a random component. The systematic component measures the expected value of demand. The 
random component measures fluctuations in demand from the expected value. The systematic 
component consists of level, trend, and seasonality. Level measures the current deseasonalized 

predictable seasonal fluctuations in demand.

3. Forecast demand in a supply chain given historical demand data using time-series 
methodologies. Time-series methods for forecasting are categorized as static or adaptive. In 
static methods, the estimates of parameters and demand patterns are not updated as new demand 

each time a new demand is observed. Adaptive methods include moving averages, simple expo-
nential smoothing, Holt’s model, and Winter’s model. Moving averages and simple exponential 
smoothing are best used when demand displays neither trend nor seasonality. Holt’s model is 
best when demand displays a trend but no seasonality. Winter’s model is appropriate when 
demand displays both trend and seasonality.

4. Analyze demand forecasts to estimate forecast error. Forecast error measures the 
random component of demand. This measure is important because it reveals how inaccurate a 

the forecast consistently over- or underforecasts or if demand has deviated significantly from 
historical norms.

Discussion Questions
 1. What role does forecasting play in the supply chain of a 

build-to-order server manufacturer such as Dell?
 2. How could Apple use collaborative forecasting with its sup-

pliers to improve its supply chain?
 3. What role does forecasting play in the supply chain of a mail-

order firm such as L.L. Bean?
 4. What systematic and random components would you expect 

in demand for chocolates?
 5. Why should a manager be suspicious if a forecaster claims to 

forecast historical demand without any forecast error?

 6. Give examples of products that display seasonality of 
demand.

 7. What is the problem if a manager uses last year’s sales data 
instead of last year’s demand to forecast demand for the com-
ing year?

 8. How do static and adaptive forecasting methods differ?
 9. 

a manager? How can the manager use this information?
 10. 

How can the manager use this information?
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 2. Weekly demand figures at Hot Pizza are as follows:

Week Demand ($)

  1  108

  2  116

  3  118

  4  124

  5    96

  6  119

  7    96

  8  102

  9  112

10  102

11    92

12    91

-
ing average as well as simple exponential smoothing with 
a = 0.1
in each case. Which of the two methods do you prefer? 
Why?

 3. Quarterly demand for flowers at a wholesaler are as shown.

-
tial smoothing with a = 0.1 as well as Holt’s model with 
a = 0.1 and b = 0.1. Which of the two methods do you 
prefer? Why?

Year Quarter Demand ($000)

1    I   98

  II 106

 III 109

IV 133

2    I 130

  II 116

 III 133

IV 116

3    I 138

  II 130

 III 147

IV 141

4    I 144

  II 142

 III 165

IV 173

Exercises
 1. Consider monthly demand for the ABC Corporation, as 

shown in Table 7-3. Forecast the monthly demand for Year 6 

TABLE 7-3 Monthly Demand for ABC Corporation

Sales Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

January   2,000   3,000   2,000     5,000     5,000

February   3,000   4,000   5,000     4,000     2,000

March   3,000   3,000   5,000     4,000     3,000

April   3,000   5,000   3,000     2,000     2,000

May   4,000   5,000   4,000     5,000     7,000

June   6,000   8,000   6,000     7,000     6,000

July   7,000   3,000   7,000   10,000     8,000

August   6,000   8,000 10,000   14,000   10,000

September 10,000 12,000 15,000   16,000   20,000

October 12,000 12,000 15,000   16,000   20,000

November 14,000 16,000 18,000   20,000   22,000

December   8,000 10,000   8,000   12,000     8,000

Total 78,000 89,000 98,000 115,000 113,000
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 4. Consider monthly demand for the ABC Corporation as 
shown in Table 7-3. Forecast the monthly demand for Year 6 
using moving average, simple exponential smoothing, Holt’s 
model, and Winter’s model. In each case, evaluate the bias, 

you prefer? Why?
 5. For the Hot Pizza data in Exercise 2, compare the perfor-

mance of simple exponential smoothing with a = 0.1 and 
a = 0.9. What difference in forecasts do you observe? 
Which of the two smoothing constants do you prefer?

 6. Monthly demand at A&D Electronics for flat-screen TVs are 
as follows:

Month Demand (units)

  1 1,000

  2 1,113

  3 1,271

  4 1,445

  5 1,558

  6 1,648

  7 1,724

  8 1,850

  9 1,864

10 2,076

11 2,167

12 2,191

  Estimate demand for the next two weeks using simple expo-
nential smoothing with a = 0.3 and Holt’s model with 

a = 0.0  and b = 0.1. For the simple exponential smooth-
ing model, use the level at Period 0 to be L0 =
average demand over the 12 months). For Holt’s model, use 
level at Period 0 to be L0 =
T0 = 109 (both are obtained through regression). Evaluate the 

two methods do you prefer? Why?
 7. Using the A&D Electronics data in Exercise 6, repeat Holt’s 

model with a = 0.  and b = 0. . Compare the performance 
of Holt’s model with a = 0.0  and b = 0.1. Which combi-
nation of smoothing constants do you prefer? Why?

 8. Weekly demand for dry pasta at a supermarket chain is as 
follows:

Week Demand (units)

  1 517

  2 510

  3 557

  4 498

  5 498

  6 444

  7 526

  8  441

  9  541

10 445

  Estimate demand for the next four weeks using a five-week 
moving average, as well as simple exponential smoothing 
with a = 0.2
in each case. Which of the two methods do you prefer? Why?
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CASE STUDY
Specialty Packaging Corporation

marketing vice president and staff members from their 
key customers. The goal of this team was to improve 

meet demand effectively over the previous several 

-
ager that the team’s first task was to establish a collab-

customers. This forecast would serve as the basis for 
improving the firm’s performance, as managers could 
use this more accurate forecast for their production 

improve delivery performance.

SPC

containers for the food industry. Polystyrene is pur-
chased as a commodity in the form of resin pellets. The 
resin is unloaded from bulk rail containers or overland 
trailers into storage silos. Making the food containers 
is a two-step process. First, resin is conveyed to an 
extruder, which converts it into a polystyrene sheet that 
is wound into rolls. The plastic comes in two forms—
clear and black. The rolls are either used immediately 

rolls are loaded onto thermoforming presses, which 

form the sheet into containers and trim the containers 
from the sheet. The two manufacturing steps are shown 
in Figure 7-11.

Over the past five years, the plastic packaging 
business has grown steadily. Demand for containers 
made from clear plastic comes from grocery stores, bak-
eries, and restaurants. Caterers and grocery stores use 
the black plastic trays as packaging and serving trays. 
Demand for clear plastic containers peaks in the summer 
months, whereas demand for black plastic containers 
peaks in the fall. Capacity on the extruders is not suffi-
cient to cover demand for sheets during the peak sea-
sons. As a result, the plant is forced to build inventory of 
each type of sheet in anticipation of future demand. 

demand for each of the two types of containers (clear 

accounting for lost sales to obtain true demand data. 

never have known this information, as the company did 
not keep track of lost orders.

Forecasting

As a first step in the team’s decision making, it wants to 
forecast quarterly demand for each of the two types of 
containers for years 6 to 8. Based on historical trends, 
demand is expected to continue to grow until year 8, 

appropriate forecasting method and estimate the likely 
forecast error. Which method should she choose? Why? 
Using the method selected, forecast demand for years 6 
to 8.

Resin
Storage

Extruder Roll
Storage

Thermo-
forming

Press

Step 1 Step 2

FIGURE 7-11 Manufacturing Process at SPC
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TABLE 7-4 Quarterly Historical Demand for Clear and Black Plastic Containers

 
Year

 
Quarter

Black Plastic  
Demand (000 lb)

Clear Plastic  
Demand (000 lb)

1   I   2,250   3,200

  II   1,737   7,658

 III   2,412   4,420

IV   7,269   2,384

2   I   3,514   3,654

  II   2,143   8,680

III   3,459   5,695

IV   7,056   1,953

3   I   4,120   4,742

 II   2,766 13,673

III   2,556   6,640

IV   8,253   2,737

4   I    5,491   3,486

 II   4,382 13,186

III   4,315   5,448

IV 12,035   3,485

5   I   5,648   7,728

 II   3,696  16,591

III   4,843   8,236

IV 13,097   3,316
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FIGURE 7-12 Plot of Quarterly Demand for Clear and Black Plastic Containers



In this chapter, we discuss how aggregate planning is used to make decisions about produc-
tion, outsourcing, inventory, and backlogs in a supply chain. We identify the information 
required to produce an aggregate plan and outline the basic trade-offs that must be made to 

create an optimal aggregate plan. We also describe how to formulate and solve an aggregate 
planning problem using Microsoft Excel.

8.1 The Role of AggRegATe PlAnning in A SuPPly ChAin

Imagine a world in which manufacturing, transportation, warehousing, and even information 
capacity are all limitless and free. Imagine lead times of zero, allowing goods to be produced and 
delivered instantaneously. In this world, there would be no need to plan in anticipation of demand, 
because whenever a customer demands a product, the demand would be instantly satisfied. In 
this world, aggregate planning plays no role.

In the real world, however, capacity has a cost, and lead times are often long. Therefore, 
companies must make decisions regarding capacity levels, production levels, outsourcing, and 
promotions well before demand is known. A company must anticipate demand and determine, in 
advance of that demand, how to meet it. Should a company invest in a plant with large capacity 
that is able to produce enough to satisfy demand even in the busiest months? Or should a com-
pany build a smaller plant but incur the costs of holding inventory built during slow periods in 

Aggregate Planning  
in a Supply Chain

C H A P T E R 

8

Learning Objectives

after reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Understand the importance of aggregate 
planning as a supply chain activity.

2. Describe the information needed to 
produce an aggregate plan and the outputs 
obtained.

3. Explain the basic trade-offs to consider 
when creating an aggregate plan.

4. Formulate and solve basic aggregate 
planning problems using Microsoft Excel.
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anticipation of demand in later months? These are the types of questions that aggregate planning 
helps companies answer.

Aggregate planning is a process by which a company determines planned levels of 
capacity, production, subcontracting, inventory, stockouts, and even pricing over a specified 
time horizon. The goal of aggregate planning is to build a plan that satisfies demand while 
maximizing profit. Aggregate planning, as the name suggests, solves problems involving 
aggregate decisions rather than stock-keeping unit (SKU)-level decisions. For example, aggre-
gate planning determines the total production level in a plant for a given month, but it does so 
without determining the quantity of each individual SKU that will be produced. This level of 
detail makes aggregate planning a useful tool for thinking about decisions with an intermedi-
ate time frame of between roughly 3 and 18 months. In this time frame, it is too early to deter-
mine production levels by SKU, but it is also generally too late to arrange for additional 
capacity. Therefore, aggregate planning answers the question: How should a firm best utilize 
the facilities that it currently has?

To be effective, aggregate planning requires inputs from all stages of the supply chain, 
and its results have a tremendous impact on supply chain performance. As we saw in Chapter 7, 
collaborative forecasts are created by multiple supply chain enterprises and are an important 
input for aggregate planning. In addition, many constraints that are key inputs to aggregate 
planning come from supply chain partners outside the enterprise. Without these inputs from 
both up and down the supply chain, aggregate planning cannot realize its full potential to create 
value. The output from aggregate planning is also of value to both upstream and downstream 
partners.	Production	plans	for	a	firm	define	demand	for	suppliers	and	establish	supply	con-
straints for customers. This chapter is meant to create a foundation for using aggregate planning 
both solely within an enterprise as well as across the entire supply chain. The supply chain 
implications of aggregate planning will become even clearer in Chapter 9, in which we discuss 
sales and operations planning.

As an example, consider how a premium paper supply chain uses aggregate planning to 
maximize profit. Many types of paper mills face seasonal demand that ripples up from customers 
to printers to distributors and, finally, to the manufacturers. Many types of premium paper have 
demand peaks in the spring, when annual reports are printed, and in the fall, when new-car bro-
chures are released. Building a mill with capacity to meet demand in the spring and fall on an 
as-needed basis is too costly, because of the high cost of mill capacity. On the other side of the 
supply chain, premium papers often require special additives and coatings that may be in short 
supply. The paper manufacturer must deal with these constraints and maximize profit around 
them. The mills use aggregate planning to determine production levels and inventory levels that 
they should build up in the slower months for sale in the spring and fall, when demand is greater 
than the mill’s capacity. By taking into account the inputs from throughout the supply chain, 
aggregate planning allows the mill and the supply chain to maximize profit.

The aggregate planner’s main objective is to identify the following operational parameters 
over the specified time horizon:

Production rate: The number of units to be completed per unit time (such as per week or 
per month)

Workforce: The number of workers or units of labor capacity required

Overtime: The amount of overtime production planned

Machine capacity level: The number of units of machine capacity needed for production

Subcontracting: The subcontracted capacity required over the planning horizon

Backlog: Demand not satisfied in the period in which it arises, but is carried over to 
future periods

Inventory on hand: The planned inventory carried over the various periods in the plan-
ning horizon
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The aggregate plan serves as a broad blueprint for operations and establishes the parameters 
within which short-term production and distribution decisions are made. The aggregate plan 
allows the supply chain to alter capacity allocations and change supply contracts. As mentioned 
in earlier chapters, the entire supply chain should be involved with the planning process. If a 
manufacturer has planned an increase in production over a given time period, the supplier, trans-
porter, and warehouse must be aware of this plan and incorporate the increase into their own 
plans. Ideally, all stages of the supply chain should work together on an aggregate plan that opti-
mizes supply chain performance. If each stage develops its own aggregate plan independently, it 
is extremely unlikely that all the plans will mesh in a coordinated manner. This lack of coordina-
tion results in shortages or oversupply in the supply chain. Therefore, it is important to form 
aggregate plans over a wide scope of the supply chain.

In the next section, we formally define the aggregate planning problem. We specify the 
information required for aggregate planning and discuss the decision outcomes that aggregate 
planning can provide.

8.2 The AggRegATe PlAnning PRoblem

The objective of the aggregate plan is to satisfy demand in a way that maximizes profit for the 
firm. We can state the aggregate planning problem formally as follows:

Given the demand forecast for each period in the planning horizon, determine the produc-
tion level, inventory level, capacity level (internal and outsourced), and any backlogs (unmet 
demand) for each period that maximize the firm’s profit over the planning horizon.

To create an aggregate plan, a company must specify the planning horizon. A planning 
horizon is the time period over which the aggregate plan is to produce a solution—usually 
between 3 and 18 months. A company must also specify the duration of each period within the 
planning horizon (e.g., weeks, months, or quarters). In general, aggregate planning takes place 
over months or quarters. Next, a company specifies key information required to produce an 
aggregate plan and to make the decisions for which the aggregate plan will develop recommen-
dations. In this section, this information and the recommendations are specified for a generic 
aggregate planning problem. The model we propose in the next section is flexible enough to 
accommodate situation-specific requirements.

An aggregate planner requires the following information:

•	 Aggregate	demand	forecast	Ft	for	each	Period	t in a planning horizon that extends over T 
periods

•	 Production	costs
•	 Labor	costs:	regular	time	($/hour),	and	overtime	costs	($/hour)
•	 Cost	of	subcontracting	production	($/unit	or	$/hour)
•	 Cost	of	changing	capacity;	specifically,	cost	of	hiring/laying	off	workforce	($/worker)	

and	cost	of	adding	or	reducing	machine	capacity	($/machine)
•	 Labor/machine	hours	required	per	unit
•	 Inventory	holding	cost	($/unit/period)
•	 Stockout	or	backlog	cost	($/unit/period)
•	 Constraints

•	 Limits	on	overtime
•	 Limits	on	layoffs
•	 Limits	on	capital	available
•	 Limits	on	stockouts	and	backlogs
•	 Constraints	from	suppliers	to	the	enterprise
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Using this information, a company makes the following determinations through aggregate 
planning:

Production quantity from regular time, overtime, and subcontracted time: Used to 
determine number of workers and supplier purchase levels

Inventory held: Used to determine the warehouse space and working capital required

Backlog/stockout quantity: Used to determine customer service levels

Workforce hired/laid off: Used to determine any labor issues likely to be encountered

Machine capacity increase/decrease: Used to determine whether new production equip-
ment should be purchased or available equipment idled

The quality of an aggregate plan has a significant impact on the profitability of a firm. A poor 
aggregate plan can result in lost sales and lost profits if the available inventory and capacity are 
unable to meet demand. A poor aggregate plan may also result in a large amount of excess inven-
tory and capacity, thereby raising costs. Therefore, aggregate planning is an important tool to 
optimally match supply and demand.

identifying Aggregate units of Production

An important first step in aggregate planning is the identification of a suitable aggregate unit of 
production. When planning is done at the aggregate level, it is important that the aggregate unit 
be identified in a way that when the final production schedule is built (this has to be at the disag-
gregate product level), the results of the aggregate plan reflect approximately what can be accom-
plished in practice. Given that the bottleneck is likely to be the most constraining area in any 
manufacturing facility, it is important to focus on the bottleneck when selecting the aggregate 
unit and identifying capacity as well as production times. When evaluating production times, it is 
also important to account for activities—such as setups and maintenance—that use up capacity 
but do not result in any production. Otherwise, the aggregate plan will overestimate the produc-
tion capacity available, resulting in a plan that cannot be implemented in practice. We now dis-
cuss a simple approach that can be used to identify aggregate units and also to evaluate costs, 
revenues, and times for this aggregate unit.

Consider, for example, Red Tomato Tools, a small manufacturer of gardening equipment 
with manufacturing facilities in Mexico. The company makes six product families at its manu-
facturing plant. The costs, revenues, production times, setup times, and historical batch sizes of 
production for each family are as shown in Table 8-1.

In Table 8-1 (see spreadsheet Chapter8-Table 8-1), the net production time per unit is 
obtained by adding the changeover time allocated to each unit and the production time (setup 

TABLE 8-1 Costs, Revenues, and Times at Red Tomato Tools

Family

Material  
Cost/ 

Unit ($)
Revenue/ 
Unit ($)

Setup  
Time/Batch  

(hour)

Average  
Batch  
Size

Production  
Time/Unit  

(hour)

Net  
Production  
Time/Unit  

(hour)

Percentage  
Share of  

Units Sold

A 15 54  8  50 5.60 5.76 10

B  7 30  6 150 3.00 3.04 25

C  9 39  8 100 3.80 3.88 20

D 12 49 10  50 4.80 5.00 10

E  9 36  6 100 3.60 3.66 20

F 13 48  5  75 4.30 4.37 15
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time/batch	size	+	production	time).	Thus,	the	net	production	time/unit	for	Family	A	is	obtained	
as	8/50	+	5.60	=	5.76	hours.

A simple approach to defining the aggregate unit is based on the weighted average of the 
percentage of sales represented by each family. Such an approach is meaningful if management 
is relatively confident of the mix of sales and all the product families use roughly the same set of 
resources at a plant. Taking this approach, the material cost per aggregate unit is obtained as  
(15	*	0.10)	+ (7 * 0.25)	+ (9 *	0.20)	+	(12	*	0.10)	+ (9 *	0.20)	+ (13 *	0.15)	=	$10.	Using	a	
similar evaluation, we obtain that the revenue per aggregate unit =	$40	and	the	net	production	
time per aggregate unit =	4.00	hours.

Other potential aggregate units could be tons of output (likely to be suitable for continuous 
flows, such as gasoline or paper) or dollars of sales. For example, a paper mill might produce 
papers of different thickness and quality. If tons of output is used as the aggregate unit, all capac-
ity, cost, and revenue calculations should account for the product mix.

8.3 AggRegATe PlAnning STRATegieS

The aggregate planner must make trade-offs among capacity, inventory, and backlog costs. An 
aggregate plan that increases one of these costs typically results in reduction of the other two. In 
this sense, the costs represent a trade-off: To lower inventory cost, a planner must increase capac-
ity cost or delay delivery to the customer. Thus, the planner trades inventory cost for capacity or 
backlog cost. Arriving at the most profitable combination of trade-offs is the goal of aggregate 
planning. Given that demand varies over time, the relative level of the three costs leads to one of 
them being the key lever the planner uses to maximize profits. If the cost of varying capacity is 
low, a company may not need to build inventory or carry backlogs. If the cost of varying capacity 
is high, a company may compensate by building some inventory and carrying some backlogs 
from peak demand periods to off-peak demand periods.

In general, a company attempts to use a combination of the three costs to best meet demand. 
Therefore, the fundamental trade-offs available to a planner are among the following:

•	 Capacity	(regular	time,	overtime,	subcontracted)
•	 Inventory
•	 Backlog/lost	sales	because	of	delay

There are essentially three distinct aggregate planning strategies for achieving balance 
among these costs. These strategies involve trade-offs among capital investment, workforce size, 
work	hours,	inventory,	and	backlogs/lost	sales.	Most	strategies	that	a	planner	actually	uses	are	a	
combination of these three and are referred to as tailored or hybrid strategies. The three strate-
gies are as follows:

1. Chase strategy—using capacity as the lever: With this strategy, the production rate is 
synchronized with the demand rate by varying machine capacity or hiring and laying off employ-
ees as the demand rate varies. In practice, achieving this synchronization can be problematic 
because of the difficulty of varying capacity and workforce on short notice. This strategy can be 
expensive to implement if the cost of varying machine or labor capacity over time is high. It can 
also have a significant negative impact on the morale of the workforce. The chase strategy results 
in low levels of inventory in the supply chain and high levels of change in capacity and work-
force. It should be used when the cost of carrying inventory is high and costs to change levels of 
machine and labor capacity are low.

2. Flexibility strategy—using utilization as the lever: This strategy may be used if there is 
excess	machine	capacity	(i.e.,	if	machines	are	not	used	24	hours	a	day,	seven	days	a	week)	and	the	
workforce shows scheduling flexibility. In this case, the workforce (capacity) is kept stable, but the 
number of hours worked is varied over time in an effort to synchronize production with demand. A 
planner can use variable amounts of overtime or a flexible schedule to achieve this synchronization. 
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Although this strategy does require that the workforce be flexible, it avoids some of the problems 
associated with the chase strategy—most notably, changing the size of the workforce. This strategy 
results in low levels of inventory but with lower average machine utilization. It should be used 
when inventory carrying costs are relatively high and machine capacity is relatively inexpensive.

3. Level strategy—using inventory as the lever: With this strategy, a stable machine 
capacity and workforce are maintained with a constant output rate. Shortages and surpluses 
result in inventory levels fluctuating over time. In this case, production is not synchronized with 
demand. Either inventories are built up in anticipation of future demand or backlogs are carried 
over from high- to low-demand periods. Employees benefit from stable working conditions. A 
drawback associated with this strategy is that large inventories may accumulate and customer 
orders may be delayed. This strategy keeps capacity and costs of changing capacity relatively 
low. It should be used when inventory carrying and backlog costs are relatively low.

In practice, a planner is most likely to come up with a tailored or hybrid strategy that com-
bines aspects of all three approaches.

8.4 AggRegATe PlAnning AT Red TomATo ToolS

We illustrate aggregate planning methodologies using Red Tomato Tools. Red Tomato’s products 
are sold through retailers in the United States. Red Tomato’s operations consist of the assembly 
of purchased parts into a multipurpose gardening tool. Because of the limited equipment and 
space required for its assembly operations, Red Tomato’s capacity is determined mainly by the 
size of its workforce.

For this example, we use a six-month time period because this is a long enough time hori-
zon to illustrate many of the main points of aggregate planning.

Red Tomato Tools

The demand for Red Tomato’s gardening tools from consumers is highly seasonal, peaking in the 
spring as people plant their gardens. This seasonal demand ripples up the supply chain from the 
retailer to Red Tomato, the manufacturer. The options Red Tomato has for handling the seasonal-
ity are adding workers during the peak season, subcontracting out some of the work, building up 
inventory during the slow months, or building up a backlog of orders that will be delivered late to 
customers. To determine how to best use these options through an aggregate plan, Red Tomato’s 
vice president of supply chain starts with the first task—building a demand forecast. Although 
Red Tomato could attempt to forecast this demand itself, a much more accurate forecast comes 
from a collaborative process used by both Red Tomato and its retailers to produce the forecast 
shown	in	Table	8-2.	It	is	important	that	this	demand	account	for	the	product	mix	that	is	expected	
to sell and be in terms of aggregate units defined earlier.

TABLE 8-2  Demand Forecast at  
Red Tomato Tools

Month Demand Forecast

January 1,600

February 3,000

March 3,200

April 3,800

May 2,200

June 2,200
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Red	Tomato	 sells	 each	 tool	 through	 retailers	 for	 $40.	The	 company	has	 a	 starting	
inventory	in	January	of	1,000	tools.	At	the	beginning	of	January,	the	company	has	a	work-
force	of	80	employees.	The	plant	has	a	 total	of	20	working	days	 in	each	month,	and	each	
employee	earns	$4	per	hour	 regular	 time.	Each	employee	works	eight	hours	per	day	on	
straight time and the rest on overtime. As discussed previously, the capacity of the produc-
tion operation is determined primarily by the total labor hours worked. Therefore, machine 
capacity does not limit the capacity of the production operation. Because of labor rules, no 
employee	works	more	than	10	hours	of	overtime	per	month.	The	various	costs	are	shown	in	
Table 8-3. It is important that the costs and labor hours are in aggregate units, as discussed 
in	Section	8.2.

Currently,	Red	Tomato	 has	 no	 limits	 on	 subcontracting,	 inventories,	 and	 stockouts/ 
backlog. All stockouts are backlogged and supplied from the following months’ production. 
Inventory costs are incurred on the ending inventory in the month. The supply chain manager’s 
goal is to obtain the optimal aggregate plan that allows Red Tomato to end June with at least 
500	units	(i.e.,	no	stockouts	at	the	end	of	June	and	at	least	500	units	in	inventory).

The	optimal	aggregate	plan	is	one	that	results	 in	 the	highest	profit	over	 the	6-month	
planning horizon. For now, given Red Tomato’s desire for a high level of customer service, 
assume all demand is to be met, although it can be met late. Therefore, the revenues earned 
over the planning horizon are fixed. As a result, minimizing cost over the planning horizon is 
the same as maximizing profit. In many instances, a company has the option of not meeting 
certain demand, or price itself may be a variable that a company must determine based on the 
aggregate plan. In such a scenario, minimizing cost is not equivalent to maximizing profits.

In the next two sections, we discuss methodologies commonly used for aggregate plan-
ning.	(Readers	who	are	unfamiliar	with	linear	programming	can	directly	jump	to	Section	8.6.)

8.5 AggRegATe PlAnning uSing lineAR PRogRAmming

As we discussed earlier, the goal of aggregate planning is to maximize profit while meeting 
demand. Every company, in its effort to meet customer demand, faces certain constraints, such 
as the capacity of its facilities or a supplier’s ability to deliver a component. A highly effective 
tool for a company to use when it tries to maximize profits while being subjected to a series of 
constraints is linear programming. Linear programming finds the solution that creates the 
highest profit while satisfying the constraints that the company faces. We now illustrate a lin-
ear programming approach to aggregate planning using Red Tomato Tools.

TABLE 8-3 Costs for Red Tomato

Item Cost

Material cost $10/unit

Inventory holding cost $2/unit/month

Marginal cost of stockout/backlog $5/unit/month

Hiring and training costs $300/worker

Layoff cost $500/worker

Labor hours required 4/unit

Regular time cost $4/hour

Overtime cost $6/hour

Cost of subcontracting $30/unit
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decision Variables

The first step in constructing an aggregate planning model is to identify the set of decision vari-
ables whose values are to be determined as part of the aggregate plan. For Red Tomato, the fol-
lowing decision variables are defined for the aggregate planning model:

Wt = workforce size for Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Ht = number of employees hired at the beginning of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Lt = number of employees laid off at the beginning of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Pt = number of units produced in Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

It = inventory at the end of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

St =	number	of	units	stocked	out/backlogged	at	the	end	of	Month	t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Ct = number of units subcontracted for Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Ot = number of overtime hours worked in Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

The next step in constructing an aggregate planning model is to define the objective 
function.

objective function

Denote	the	demand	in	Period	t by Dt. The values of Dt are as specified by the demand forecast in 
Table	8-2.	The	objective	function	is	to	minimize	the	total	cost	(equivalent	to	maximizing	total	
profit as all demand is to be satisfied) incurred during the planning horizon. The cost incurred 
has the following components:

•	 Regular-time	labor	cost
•	 Overtime	labor	cost
•	 Cost	of	hiring	and	layoffs
•	 Cost	of	holding	inventory
•	 Cost	of	stocking	out
•	 Cost	of	subcontracting
•	 Material	cost

These costs are evaluated as follows:

1. Regular-time labor cost: Recall that workers	are	paid	a	regular-time	wage	of	$640	
($4/hour	*	8	hours/day	*	20	days/month)	per	month.	Because	Wt is the number of workers in 
Period	t, the regular-time labor cost over the planning horizon is given by

2. Overtime labor cost: As	overtime	labor	cost	is	$6	per	hour	(see	Table	8-3)	and	Ot 
represents	the	number	of	overtime	hours	worked	in	Period	t, the overtime cost over the planning 
horizon is

3. Cost of hiring and layoffs: The	cost	of	hiring	a	worker	is	$300	and	the	cost	of	laying	
off	a	worker	is	$500	(see	Table	8-3).	Ht and Lt represent the number hired and the number laid 
off,	respectively,	in	Period	t. Thus, the cost of hiring and layoff is given by
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4. Cost of inventory and stockout: The	cost	of	carrying	inventory	is	$2	per	unit	per	
month,	and	the	cost	of	stocking	out	is	$5	per	unit	per	month	(see	Table	8-3).	It and St represent 
the	units	in	inventory	and	the	units	stocked	out,	respectively,	in	Period	t. Thus, the cost of holding 
inventory and stocking out is

5. Cost of materials and subcontracting: The	material	cost	is	$10	per	unit	and	the	sub-
contracting	cost	is	$30/unit	(see	Table	8-3).	Pt represents the quantity produced and Ct represents 
the	quantity	subcontracted	in	Period	t. Thus, the material and subcontracting cost is

The total cost incurred during the planning horizon is the sum of all the aforementioned costs and 
is given by

 

 (8.1)

Red Tomato’s objective is to find an aggregate plan that minimizes the total cost (Equation 8.1) 
incurred during the planning horizon.

The values of the decision variables in the objective function cannot be set arbitrarily. They 
are subject to a variety of constraints defined by available capacity and operating policies. The 
next step in setting up the aggregate planning model is to define clearly the constraints linking 
the decision variables.

Constraints

Red Tomato’s vice president must now specify the constraints that the decision variables must 
not violate. They are as follows:

1. Workforce, hiring, and layoff constraints: The workforce size Wt	 in	Period	 t is 
obtained by adding the number hired Ht	in	Period	t to the workforce size 	in	Period	, and subtract-
ing the number laid off Lt	in	Period	t as follows:

 
 (8.2)

The starting workforce size is given by W0 =	80.

2. Capacity constraints: In each period, the amount produced cannot exceed the avail-
able capacity. This set of constraints limits the total production by the total internally available 
capacity (which is determined based on the available labor hours, regular or overtime). Subcon-
tracted production is not included in this constraint because the constraint is limited to produc-
tion	within	the	plant.	As	each	worker	can	produce	40	units	per	month	on	regular	time	(four	hours	
per unit as specified in Table 8-3) and one unit for every four hours of overtime, we have the 
following:

 
 (8.3)

3. Inventory balance constraints: The third set of constraints balances inventory at the 
end	of	each	period.	Net	demand	for	Period	t is obtained as the sum of the current demand Dt and 
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the previous backlog St–1. This demand is either filled from current production (in-house  
production Pt or subcontracted production Ct) and previous inventory It–1 (in which case some 
inventory It may be left over) or part of it is backlogged St. This relationship is captured by the 
following equation:

  (8.4)

The starting inventory is given by I0 =	1,000,	the	ending	inventory	must	be	at	least	500	
units (i.e., I6 =	500),	and	initially	there	are	no	backlogs	(i.e.,	S0 =	0).

4. Overtime limit constraints. The fourth set of constraints requires that no employee 
work	more	than	10	hours	of	overtime	each	month.	This	requirement	limits	the	total	amount	of	
overtime hours available as follows:

  
(8.5)

In addition, each variable must be nonnegative and there must be no backlog at the end of 
Period	6	(i.e.,	S6 =	0).

When implementing the model in Microsoft Excel, which we discuss later, it is easiest if 
all	the	constraints	are	written	so	the	right-hand	side	for	each	constraint	is	0.	The	overtime	limit	
constraint	(Equation	8.5)	in	this	form	is	written	as

Observe that one can easily add constraints that limit the amount purchased from subcontrac-
tors each month or the maximum number of employees to be hired or laid off. Any other con-
straints limiting backlogs or inventories can also be accommodated. Ideally, the number of 
employees hired or laid off should be integer variables. Fractional variables may be justified if 
some employees work for only part of a month. Such a linear program can be solved using the 
tool Solver in Excel.

By optimizing the objective function (minimizing cost in Equation 8.1) subject to the listed 
constraints	(Equations	8.2	to	8.5),	the	vice	president	obtains	the	aggregate	plan	shown	in	Table	8-4.	
(Later	in	the	chapter,	we	discuss	how	to	perform	this	optimization	using	Excel	with	the	spread-
sheet Chapter8,9-examples.)

For this aggregate plan, we have the following:

Total Cost over planning horizon =	$	422,660

Red	Tomato	lays	off	a	total	of	16	employees	at	the	beginning	of	January.	After	that,	the	
company maintains the workforce and production level. It uses the subcontractor during the 
month	of	April.	Red	Tomato	carries	a	backlog	only	from	April	to	May;	in	all	other	months,	it	

TABLE 8-4 Aggregate Plan for Red Tomato

Period, 
t

No.  
Hired,  

Ht

No.  
Laid  

Off, Lt

Workforce  
Size,  
Wt

Overtime,  
Ot

Inventory, 
It

Stockout,  
St

Subcontract,  
Ct

Total  
Production,  

Pt

Demand, 
Dt

0 0 0 80 0 1,000 0 0

1 0 16 64 0 1,960 0 0 2,560 1,600

2 0 0 64 0 1,520 0 0 2,560 3,000

3 0 0 64 0 880 0 0 2,560 3,200

4 0 0 64 0 0 220 140 2,560 3,800

5 0 0 64 0 140 0 0 2,560 2,200

6 0 0 64 0 500 0 0 2,560 2,200
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plans no stockouts. In fact, it carries inventory in all other periods. We describe this inventory as 
seasonal inventory because it is carried in anticipation of a future increase in demand.

If the seasonal fluctuation of demand grows, synchronization of supply and demand 
becomes more difficult, resulting in an increase in either inventory or backlogs as well as an 
increase in the total cost to the supply chain. This is illustrated in Example 8-1, in which the 
demand forecast is more variable.

TABLE 8-5  Demand Forecast with  
Higher Seasonal Fluctuation

Month Demand Forecast

January 1,000

February 3,000

March 3,800

April 4,800

May 2,000

June 1,400

TABLE 8-6 Optimal Aggregate Plan for Demand in Table 8-5

Period,  
t

No.  
Hired, Ht

No. Laid  
Off, Lt

Workforce  
Size, Wt

Overtime,  
Ot

Inventory,  
It

Stockout,  
St

Subcontract,  
Ct

Total  
Production, Pt

Demand, 
Dt

0 0 0 80 0 1,000 0 0

1 0 16 64 0 2,560 0 0 2,560 1,000

2 0 0 64 0 2,120 0 0 2,560 3,000

3 0 0 64 0 880 0 0 2,560 3,800

4 0 0 64 0 0 1,220 140 2,560 4,800

5 0 0 64 0 0 660 0 2,560 2,000

6 0 0 64 0 500 0 0 2,560 1,400

eXAmPle 8-1 Impact of Higher Demand Variability

All the data are exactly the same as in our previous discussion of Red Tomato, except for the 
demand	forecast.	Assume	that	the	same	overall	demand	(16,000	units)	is	distributed	over	the	six	
months	in	such	a	way	that	the	seasonal	fluctuation	of	demand	is	higher,	as	shown	in	Table	8-5.	
Obtain the optimal aggregate plan in this case.

analysis

In this case, the optimal aggregate plan (using the same costs as those used before) is shown in 
Table	8-6.

Observe that monthly production remains the same, but both inventories and stockouts 
(backlogs)	go	up	compared	to	the	aggregate	plan	in	Table	8-4	for	the	demand	profile	in	Table	8-2.	
The	cost	of	meeting	the	new	demand	profile	in	Table	8-5	is	higher,	at	$433,080	(compared	to	
$422,660	for	the	previous	demand	profile	in	Table	8-2).
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From Example 8-1, we can see that the increase in demand variability at the retailer 
increases seasonal inventory as well as planned costs.

Using the Red Tomato example, we also see that the optimal trade-off changes as the costs 
change.	This	is	illustrated	in	Example	8-2,	in	which	we	show	that	as	the	costs	of	hiring	and	layoff	
decrease, it is better to vary capacity with demand while having less inventory and fewer backlogs.

eXAmPle 8-2 Impact of Lower Costs of Hiring and Layoff

Assume	that	demand	at	Red	Tomato	is	as	shown	in	Table	8-2,	and	all	other	data	are	the	same	
except	that	the	costs	of	hiring	and	layoff	are	now	$50	each.	Evaluate	the	total	cost	corresponding	
to	the	aggregate	plan	in	Table	8-4.	Suggest	an	optimal	aggregate	plan	for	the	new	cost	structure.

analysis

If	the	costs	of	hiring	and	layoff	decrease	to	$50	each,	the	cost	corresponding	to	the	aggregate	plan	in	
Table	8-4	decreases	from	$422,660	to	$412,770.	Taking	this	new	cost	into	account	and	determining	
a new optimal aggregate plan yields the plan shown in Table 8-7. Observe that the workforce size 
fluctuates	between	a	high	of	88	and	a	low	of	45,	as	opposed	to	being	stable	at	64	as	in	Table	8-4.

As expected, the workforce size is varied (because the cost of varying capacity has 
decreased), whereas inventory and stockouts have decreased compared with the aggregate plan 
in	Table	8-4.	The	 total	cost	of	 the	aggregate	plan	 in	Table	8-7	 is	$412,770,	compared	with	
$422,660	(for	the	aggregate	plan	in	Table	8-4)	if	the	costs	of	hiring	and	layoff	are	$50	each.

From	Example	8-2,	observe	that	increasing	volume	flexibility	(by	decreasing	the	cost	of	
hiring and layoff) not only decreases the total cost but also shifts the optimal balance toward 
using the volume flexibility while carrying lower inventories and allowing less stockout.

In the next section, we explain how to implement the linear programming methodology for 
aggregate planning using Microsoft Excel.

8.6 AggRegATe PlAnning in eXCel

Next	we	discuss	how	to	generate	the	aggregate	plan	for	Red	Tomato	in	Table	8-4	using	Excel.	We	
first do so by building a simple spreadsheet that allows what-if analysis and then build a more 
sophisticated model that allows optimization using linear programming.

building a basic Aggregate Planning Spreadsheet

The aggregate planner must decide on the number of people hired (Ht) or laid off (Lt) each 
month, along with any overtime (Ot) or subcontracting (Ct). Once these decisions have been 

TABLE 8-7 Optimal Aggregate Plan for Hiring and Layoff Cost of $50/Worker

Period,  
t

No.  
Hired, Ht

No. Laid  
Off, Ot

Workforce  
Size, Wt

Overtime,  
Ot

Inventory,  
It

Stockout,  
St

Subcontract,  
Ct

Total  
Production, Pt

Demand, 
Dt

0 0 0 80 0 1,000 0 0

1 0 35 45 0 1,200 0 0 1,800 1,600

2 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 1,800 3,000

3 42 0 87 0 280 0 0 3,480 3,200

4 1 0 88 0 0 0 0 3,520 3,800

5 0 27 61 0 240 0 0 2,440 2,200

6 0 0 61 0 500 0 20 2,440 2,200
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made, one can determine the workforce (Wt), production (Pt), inventory (It) and stockout (St) for 
each month (see Table 8-8), thus completing the aggregate plan. Figure 8-1 shows the final 
spreadsheet (available as Chapter8-trial-aggplan)	corresponding	to	Table	8-4.	The	planner	can	
try different inputs for each decision variable in the appropriate cells in worksheet Planning. It is 
best	to	start	with	the	number	hired	(B5:B10)	and	number	laid	off	(C5:C10)	in	each	period.	The	
maximum	overtime	available	 in	a	given	month	 is	 limited	by	10	* Wt and is shown in cells 
M5:M10.	One	can	then	enter	the	overtime	(E5:E10)	and	amount	subcontracted	(H5:H10)	for	
each period. For each set of inputs, the outputs are calculated as shown in Table 8-8.

The	total	cost	is	evaluated	in	cell	C12	as	follows:

The goal is to build an aggregate plan by changing inputs in a way that minimizes the total cost 
in	cell	C12.

building an Aggregate Planning Spreadsheet using Solver

To access Excel’s linear programming capabilities, use Solver (DataAnalysisSolver). To begin, 
we	need	 to	 create	 a	 table,	which	we	 illustrate	with	Figure	8-2	 (see	 associated	 spreadsheet	
Chapter8,9-examples), containing the following decision variables:

Wt = workforce size for Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Ht = number of employees hired at the beginning of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Lt = number of employees laid off at the beginning of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Pt = number of units produced in Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

It = inventory at the end of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

St = number of units stocked out at the end of Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Ct = number of units subcontracted for Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

Ot = number of overtime hours worked in Month t, t =	1,	.	.	.	,	6

figuRe 8-1 Basic Aggregate Planning Spreadsheet

TABLE 8-8 Building the Basic Aggregate Planning Spreadsheet

Output Cells Relationship to Inputs Formula in Row 5 Copied to Cells

Workforce D5:D10 Wt = Wt-1 + Ht - Lt = D4 + B5 - C5 D6:D10

Production I5:I10 Pt = 40 * Wt + Ot/4 = 40*D5 + (E5/4) I6:I10

Inventory F5:F10 It = max(It-1 + Pt + Ct - Dt - St-1, 0) = max(F4 + I5 + H5 - G4 - J5,0) F6:F10

Stockout G5:G10 St = max(0, St-1 + Dt - It−1 - Pt - Ct) = max(0,J5 + G4 - I5 - H5 - F4) G6:G10
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Figure	8-2	(use	worksheet	Planning) illustrates what this table should look like. The deci-
sion	variables	are	contained	in	cells	B5:I10,	with	each	cell	corresponding	to	a	decision	variable.	
For	example,	cell	D7	corresponds	to	the	workforce	size	in	Period	3.	Begin	by	setting	all	the	deci-
sion	variables	to	0,	as	shown	in	Figure	8-2.

Also note that column J contains the actual demand. The demand information is included 
because it is required to calculate the aggregate plan.

The	second	step	is	to	construct	a	table	for	the	constraints	in	Equation	8.2	to	8.5.	The	con-
straint table may be constructed as shown in Figure 8-3.

Column	M	contains	workforce	constraints	(Equation	8.2),	column	N	contains	capacity	
constraints	(Equation	8.3),	column	O	contains	inventory	balance	constraints	(Equation	8.4),	and	
column	P	contains	overtime	constraints	(Equation	8.5).	These	constraints	are	applied	to	each	of	
the six periods.

Each constraint will eventually be written in Solver as

In our case, we have constraints

figuRe 8-2 Spreadsheet Area for Decision Variables

Cell

M5

N5

O5

P5

Equation

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

Copied to

M6:M10

N6:N10

O6:O10

P6:P10

Cell Formula

=D5-D4-B5+C5

=40*D5+E5/4-I5

=F4-G4+I5+H5-J5-F5+G5

=-E5+10*D5

figuRe 8-3 Spreadsheet Area for Constraints
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The third step is to create a cell containing the objective function, which is the way each 
solution is judged. This cell need not contain the entire formula but can be written as a formula 
using cells with intermediate cost calculations. For the Red Tomato example, the spreadsheet 
area	for	cost	calculations	is	shown	in	Figure	8-4.	Cell	B15,	for	instance,	contains	the	hiring	costs	
incurred	in	Period	1.	The	formula	in	cell	B15	is	the	product	of	cell	B5	and	the	cell	containing	the	
hiring cost per worker, which is obtained from Table 8-3. Other cells are filled similarly. Cell 
C22	contains	the	sum	of	cells	B15:I20,	representing	the	total	cost.

The fourth step is to use DataAnalysisSolver	to	invoke	Solver.	Within	the	Solver	Parame-
ters dialog box, enter the following information to represent the linear programming model:

Set	Target	Cell:	C22

Equal to: Select Min

By	Changing	Cells:	B5:I10

Subject to the constraints:

B5:C10	= integer {Number of workers hired or laid off is integer}

 {All decision variables are nonnegative}

	{Inventory	at	end	of	Period	6	is	at	least	500}

	{Stockout	at	end	of	Period	6	equals	0}

The	Solver	Parameters	dialog	box	is	shown	in	Figure	8-5.	Click	on	Solve.	The	optimal	solution	
should be returned. If Solver does not return the optimal solution, solve the problem again after 
saving the solution that Solver has returned. (In some cases, multiple repetitions of this step may 
be required because of some flaws in the version of Solver that comes with Excel. Add-ins that 
do not have any of these issues are available at relatively low cost.) The optimal solution turns 
out	to	be	the	one	shown	in	Table	8-4.

forecast error in Aggregate Plans

The aggregate planning methodology we have discussed in this chapter does not take into account 
any forecast error. However, we know that all forecasts have errors. To improve the quality of 
these aggregate plans, forecasting errors must be considered. Forecasting errors are dealt with 
using either safety inventory, defined as inventory held to satisfy demand that is higher than fore-
cast	(discussed	thoroughly	in	Chapter	12), or safety capacity, defined as capacity used to satisfy 

figuRe 8-4 Spreadsheet Area for Cost Calculations
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demand that is higher than forecast. A company can create a buffer for forecast error using safety 
inventory and safety capacity in a variety of ways, some of which are listed here:

•	 Use	overtime	as	a	form	of	safety	capacity.
•	 Carry	extra	workforce	permanently	as	a	form	of	safety	capacity.
•	 Use	subcontractors	as	a	form	of	safety	capacity.
•	 Build	and	carry	extra	inventories	as	a	form	of	safety	inventory.
•	 Purchase	capacity	or	product	from	an	open	or	spot	market	as	a	form	of	safety	capacity.

8.7 building A Rough mASTeR PRoduCTion SChedule

From an aggregate plan, a planner must disaggregate the available information and build a rough 
master	production	schedule	(MPS)	that	identifies	the	batches	produced	in	each	period	at	the	level	
of each product family. We return to the Red Tomato example to illustrate a simple approach to 
disaggregate an aggregate plan. Although this approach is not necessarily optimal, it is simple to 
implement and allows for a feasibility check. More sophisticated methods (e.g., see Bitran and 
Hax, 1981) are available if a planner wants to search for better solutions. These methods, how-
ever, are difficult to implement and may not be able to reflect all the complex realities. For this 
reason, we propose this simple approach.

Consider	 the	aggregate	plan	in	Table	8-4.	The	plan	calls	for	a	workforce	of	64	and	a	
production	of	2,560	aggregate	units	 in	Period	1.	We	know	that	 the	production	constraint	 is	
feasible at the aggregate level, but we will need to check feasibility at the disaggregate level. 
The	first	step	is	to	divide	the	production	quantity	of	2,560	across	the	six	families.	We	do	so	in	
the ratio of expected sales (using percentage share from Table 8-1), as shown in Table 8-9 
(see worksheet Chapter8-Table8-9).	Thus,	 the	plan	is	 to	produce	256	units	of	Family	A	in	
Period	1	because	it	represents	10	percent	of	sales.	The	next	step	is	to	identify	the	number	of	
planned batches for each family. To get the feasibility of the plan, we divide the planned pro-
duction quantity by the average batch size and then round the answer down. For Family A, the 
planned	number	of	setups	(batches)	is	thus	256/50	=	5.12	rounded	down,	which	equals	5.	As	
a	result,	 the	average	batch	size	of	Family	A	produced	in	 this	period	will	be	 larger	 than	50	
(about	51).	We	similarly	obtain	the	planned	number	of	setups	(batches)	for	each	of	the	other	
families	in	Period	1,	as	shown	in	Table	8-9.	To	check	the	feasibility	of	the	planned	schedule,	
we calculate the setup time and the production time for the planned number of batches and 
units of each product family. From Table 8-9, the total planned production and setup time is 
10,231.4	hours	(209	for	setup	+	10,022.4	for	production).	Given	the	64	people	planned,	the	

figuRe 8-5 Solver Parameters Dialog Box
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available	production	time	in	the	period	is	64	*	160	=	10,240	hours.	The	planned	schedule	
thus seems feasible.

8.8 The Role of iT in AggRegATe PlAnning

Aggregate planning is arguably the supply chain area in which information technology has 
been used the most. The earliest IT supply chain products were aggregate planning modules, 
often called factory, production, or manufacturing planning. Some of the early modules 
focused only on obtaining a feasible production plan subject to constraints arising from 
demand	and	available	capacity.	Later	modules	provided	tools	that	chose	an	optimal	solution	
from among the feasible production plans, based on objectives such as increased output or 
lowered cost.

These classic solutions generally formulated the aggregate planning problem as a lin-
ear program to get a production schedule of products to be made in each period of time. 
Today, some planning modules incorporate nonlinear optimization to account for the fact 
that not all constraints or reasonable objective functions are linear functions. However, given 
the large amount of data considered in producing aggregate plans—which can render non-
linear problems computationally prohibitive—and the ability to create linear approxima-
tions of nonlinear functions, linear programming is often the best way to solve these 
problems.

Many	software	vendors	 (including	SAP	and	Oracle)	offer	advanced	planning	systems	
(APSs)	to	help	firms	create	aggregate	plans.	The	biggest	challenge	when	using	APSs	is	that	the	
results can be fairly unstable relative to inputs. A small change in an input such as demand can 
produce a new optimal plan that is quite different from the original plan. If plans become too 
volatile, the entire supply chain quickly begins to distrust them, effectively rendering them use-
less. It is thus important to ensure that as new data arrive, plans are modified while trying to 
ensure some degree of stability.

Data	accuracy	is	critical	if	APSs	are	to	deliver	their	full	potential.	If	the	APS	is	using	lead	
times or capacities that are different from reality, the resulting aggregate plan is likely to lead to 
unhappy customers and high costs. It is thus important to track the accuracy of these parameters 
and ensure that people are held accountable for these inputs.

8.9 inVenToRy PlAnning And eConomiC TheoRy AbeRRATionS

The entire discussion relating to aggregate planning for creation of manufacturing capacities and 
determining inventory levels in the system is predicated upon the belief that supply chain 
variability is largely predictable.

TABLE 8-9 Disaggregating the Aggregate Plan at Red Tomato Tools for Period 1

Family

Setup  
Time/Batch  

(hour)
Average  

Batch Size

Production  
Time/Unit  

(hour)
Production  
Quantity

Number of  
Setups

Setup Time  
(hours)

Production Time  
(hours)

A 8 50 5.60 256 5 40 1,433.6

B 6 150 3.00 640 4 24 1,920.0

C 8 100 3.80 512 5 40 1,945.6

D 10 50 4.80 256 5 50 1,228.8

E 6 100 3.60 512 5 30 1,843.2

F 5 75 4.30 384 5 25 1,651.2
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Just as the hypothetical situation presented in Section 8.1 does not represent the real-world 
position, it is near impossible to be able to foresee all forms of variability and make allowances 
for the same. Real-world situations are far more complex and uncertainties abound. Impondera-
bles and unforeseen situations arise, making planning a difficult and complex exercise. Such 
uncertainties are further compounded when we deal with regions of the world, where scientific 
temperament has not trickled down to the grassroots levels.

Inventory management remains, even under the best of conditions, a challenging exercise. 
Businesses admit that in an environment of uncertainty, it is naive to expect to manage with zero 
inventories. Even Dell—which represents the finest example in supply chain management—is 
obliged to carry around a week’s inventory to ensure that its operations do not suffer. No orga-
nization in the world can or does really work on zero inventories. Equally, it is well-nigh impos-
sible to make forecasts with any degree of exactitude. In fact, forecast and exactitude are an 
incongruous combination of terms. An accurate forecast, if ever one is possible, is more a mat-
ter of chance than ingenuity.

Conventional wisdom and management literature maintain that the performance of a man-
ufacturing firm can best be judged from its throughput (output per unit of time), inventory hold-
ings, and operating costs. Businesses should therefore strive to minimize inventory holdings, 
reduce operating costs, and increase throughput that in turn would add to the company bottom-
line. The realities in the Indian conditions are somewhat different. Companies carry stocks to 
guard	against	situations	like	delay	in	supply/production	or	delivery	of	poor	quality	goods	or	both.	
Mathematically worked out safety stocks do not always meet these situations because both the 
frequency and duration of default are unpredictable as a wide variety of factors impact the mate-
rial and product flow in the Indian environment. Nonavailability of reliable data makes the com-
putational exercise even more difficult.

In any case, majority of Indian businesses do not appear to be overly concerned with 
higher inventory levels as inventories generate confidence and provide the ability to the man-
ufacturers to commit deliveries that get delinked from the supplies of input material. They 
also can then regulate their procurement to suit their own needs and secure best prices because 
of their ability to wait. In the meantime, large inventories reflected in accounts as current 
assets make the balance sheet look healthier. Indifference to carrying costs appears quite nor-
mal, and the idea of ordering costs remains less than fully understood. In fact, the Indian 
answer to uncertainties in supplies has always been of stocks and the policy seems to have 
withstood the test of time.

Interestingly, Indian companies, even those that undertake make-to-order production, are 
better placed to secure orders, especially from foreign buyers, when they hold sufficient stocks of 
raw material to execute those orders. Such inventory availability enhances the confidence of the 
buyer about timely delivery of products of desired quality. Inventory holding, under these condi-
tions, becomes a competitive advantage, and thereby, a desirable business practice. In these cir-
cumstances, inventory planning, procurement, and stocking become corporate-level decisions 
based upon the entrepreneurial judgment of the business owners and even their managerial staff. 
The numerous available scientific tools remain unutilized as these do not appear to be in line 
with the perceived ground realities of Indian businesses.

Even the companies following Japanese practices in India adopt a somewhat modified ver-
sion of just-in-time practice, building in safety stocks based on the performance of suppliers on 
whom these companies depend.

In this context, the Indian scenario, where uncertainties abound, where infrastructural 
infirmities coupled with socioeconomic conditions and attitudes combine to exacerbate the 
position, and where the best laid theories and scientific tools come a cropper holds some 
lessons.
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This anomalous situation is very well illustrated by Susmita Dasgupta in her insightful 
paper “Growth of Firms in Defiance of Economic Theory”1 in which, based on inventory data 
culled	from	Business	Standard’s	special	publication	on	the	1,000	best	performing	firms	for	February	
2001,	she	observes	that	“there	appears	to	be	no	connection	between	costs	and	market	perfor-
mance. This means that in India, not the least cost firms and industries are doing well and, in fact, 
industrial performance appears to be quite unconnected with achievements in cost reductions.”

She goes on to suggest that this anomalous situation was resulting more from the access to 
opportunities by entrepreneurs rather than a growth in competitiveness.

This is not, however, to suggest that the Indian companies are unaware of the benefits of 
scientific inventory management practices. In fact, today, they are far more aware of the need for 
the same as the globalized competition is pushing them to the wall and forcing them to cut costs 
in every possible way from all possible areas. In this context, materials that account for around 
60	percent	of	the	product	costs	in	India	stand	out	as	a	prime	candidate	for	management	attention	
and offer considerable scope for cost reduction. Inventory management at once becomes the area 
for immediate high-level corporate attention.

This is evident from the observations of the Financial Express Research Bureau2 on the 
inventories	to	sales	ratio	in	100	large	manufacturing	companies,	of	which	“69	reported	a	decline	
in the ratio, while 31 experienced a rise. Many of them, particularly those in the consumer goods 
industry	and	engineering,	showed	a	significant	drop	in	the	ratio	during	2004–05	from	the	level	of	
2000–01.”

Auto industries in India which have been in the forefront in adopting and adapting supply 
chain best practices, appear once again to be spearheading a move to switch from the push to pull 
strategies in an effort to reduce inventories in the pipeline and with dealers, thereby reducing their 
interest burden. It is observed that the excess inventories in the auto industry has come down sig-
nificantly since the liberalization, and that adoption of global best practices have contributed to 
these efficiency gains. In an industry-wide decision, the domestic car manufacturers have agreed 
not to push their dealers to take in more units which has resulted in two benefits: drop in inventory 
and reduced burden of loan interest. This move has resulted in an immediate drop in interest costs 
by	20	percent	along	with	subsequent	benefits	to	all	the	supply	chain	constituents.

8.10 imPlemenTing AggRegATe PlAnning in PRACTiCe

1. Think beyond the enterprise to the entire supply chain. Most aggregate planning 
today takes only the enterprise as its breadth of scope. However, many factors outside the 
enterprise and throughout the supply chain can affect the optimal aggregate plan dramati-
cally. Therefore, avoid the trap of thinking only about your own enterprise when planning. 
Work with downstream partners to produce forecasts, with upstream partners to determine 
constraints, and with any other supply chain entities that can improve the quality of the inputs 
into the aggregate plan. The plan is only as good as the quality of the inputs, so using the sup-
ply chain to increase the quality of the inputs will greatly improve the quality of the aggregate 
plan. Also make sure to communicate the aggregate plan to all supply chain partners who will 
be affected by it.

2. Make plans flexible, because forecasts are always inaccurate. Aggregate plans are 
based on forecasts of future demand. Given that these forecasts are always inaccurate to some 
degree, the aggregate plan needs to have some flexibility built into it if it is to be useful. By 
building flexibility into the plan, when future demand changes or other changes occur, such as 
increases in costs, the plan can adjust appropriately to handle the new situation.

1Published	in	IndiaInfoline.com,	April	11,	2001.
2“India Inc inventory management improves,” The Financial Express,	March	3,	2006.
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How do we create this flexibility? In addition to the suggestions earlier in the chapter, we 
recommend that a manager perform sensitivity analysis on the inputs into an aggregate plan. For 
example, if the plan recommends expanding expensive capacity while facing uncertain demand, 
examine the outcome of a new aggregate plan when demand is higher and lower than expected. 
If this examination reveals a small savings from expanding capacity when demand is high but a 
large increase in cost when demand is lower than expected, deciding to postpone the capacity 
investment decision is a potentially attractive option. Using sensitivity analysis on the inputs into 
the aggregate plan enables a planner to choose the best solution for the range of possibilities that 
could occur.

3. Rerun the aggregate plan as new data emerge. As we have mentioned, aggregate 
plans provide a map for the next 3 to 18 months. This does not mean that a firm should run aggre-
gate plans only once every 3 to 18 months. As inputs such as demand forecasts change, managers 
should use the latest values of these inputs and rerun the aggregate plan. Be careful, however, to 
modify plans in a way that limits volatility.

4. Use aggregate planning as capacity utilization increases. Surprisingly, many 
companies do not create aggregate plans and instead rely solely on orders from their dis-
tributors or warehouses to determine their production schedules. These orders are driven 
either by actual demand or through inventory management algorithms. If a company has no 
trouble meeting demand efficiently this way, then the lack of aggregate planning may not 
harm the company significantly. However, when utilization becomes high and capacity is an 
issue, relying on orders to set the production schedule can lead to shortages and delays. 
When utilization is high, aggregate planning helps the firm effectively meet the forecasted 
demand.

8.11 SummARy of leARning objeCTiVeS

1. Understand the importance of aggregate planning as a supply chain activity. Aggre-
gate planning has a significant impact on supply chain performance and must be viewed as an 
activity that involves all supply chain partners. An aggregate plan prepared by an enterprise in 
isolation is not very useful because it does not take into account all requirements of the customer 
stage	and	constraints	from	the	supplier	stage.	Localized	aggregate	planning	cannot	do	a	good	job	
of matching supply and demand. Good aggregate planning is done in collaboration with both 
customers and suppliers because accurate input is required from both stages. The quality of these 
inputs, in terms of both the demand forecast to be met and the constraints to be dealt with, deter-
mines the quality of the aggregate plan. The results of the aggregate plan must also be shared 
across the supply chain because they influence activities for both customers and suppliers. For 
suppliers,	the	aggregate	plan	determines	anticipated	orders;	for	customers,	the	aggregate	plan	
determines planned supply.

2. Describe the information needed to produce an aggregate plan and the outputs 
obtained. To create an aggregate plan, a planner needs a demand forecast, cost and pro-
duction information, and any supply constraints. The demand forecast consists of an esti-
mate of demand for each period of time in the planning horizon. The production and cost 
data consist of capacity levels and costs to raise and lower them, production costs, costs to 
store the product, costs of stocking out the product, and any restrictions that limit these fac-
tors. Supply constraints determine limits on outsourcing, overtime, or materials. The aggre-
gate plan then determines capacity, production, and inventory decisions over the next 3 to 18 
months.
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3. Explain the basic trade-offs to consider when creating an aggregate plan. The 
basic trade-offs involve balancing the cost of capacity, the cost of inventory, and the cost of 
stockouts to maximize profitability. Increasing any one of the three allows the planner to lower 
the other two.

4. Formulate and solve aggregate planning problems using Microsoft Excel. Aggre-
gate planning problems can be solved in Excel by setting up cells for the objective function and 
the constraints and using the Solver to produce the solution.

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some industries in which aggregate planning would 

be particularly important?
 2. What are the characteristics of the industries from Question 1 

that make them good candidates for aggregate planning?
 3. What are the main differences among the aggregate planning 

strategies?
 4. What types of industries or situations are best suited to the 

chase strategy? The flexibility strategy? The level strategy?
 5. What are the major cost categories needed as inputs for 

aggregate planning?

 6. How does the availability of subcontracting affect the aggre-
gate planning problem?

 7. If a company currently employs the chase strategy and the 
cost of training increases dramatically, how might this change 
the company’s aggregate planning strategy?

 8. What are some key issues to consider when picking an aggre-
gate unit of analysis?

 9. How can aggregate planning be used in an environment of 
high demand uncertainty?

Exercises

TABLE 8-10  Monthly Demand for Cell Phones,  
in Thousands 

Month Demand

January 1,000

February 1,100

March 1,000

April 1,200

May 1,500

June 1,600

July 1,600

August 900

September 1,100

October 800

November 1,400

December 1,700

 1. Skycell, a major European cell phone manufacturer, is mak-
ing production plans for the coming year. Skycell has worked 
with its customers (the service providers) to come up with 
forecasts of monthly requirements (in thousands of phones) 
as	shown	in	Table	8-10.

   Manufacturing is primarily an assembly operation, 
and capacity is governed by the number of people on the  

production	line.	The	plant	operates	for	20	days	a	month,	eight	
hours each day. One person can assemble a phone every  
10	minutes.	Workers	are	paid	20	euros	per	hour	and	a	50	per-
cent premium for overtime. The plant currently employs 
1,250	workers.	Component	costs	 for	each	cell	phone	 total	 
20	euros.	Given	the	rapid	decline	in	component	and	finished-
product prices, carrying inventory from one month to the 
next incurs a cost of 3 euros per phone per month. Skycell 
currently has a no-layoff policy in place. Overtime is limited 
to	a	maximum	of	20	hours	per	month	per	employee.	Assume	
that	 Skycell	 has	 a	 starting	 inventory	 of	 50,000	 units	 and	
wants to end the year with the same level of inventory.
a. Assuming no backlogs, no subcontracting, and no new 

hires, what is the optimum production schedule? What is 
the annual cost of this schedule?

b. Is there any value for management to negotiate an increase 
of	allowed	overtime	per	employee	per	month	from	20	hours	
to	40?

c. Reconsider parts (a) and (b) if Skycell starts with only 
1,200	employees.	Reconsider	parts	(a)	and	(b)	if	Skycell	
starts	with	1,300	employees.	What	happens	to	the	value	of	
additional overtime as the workforce size decreases?

d. Consider part (a) for the case in which Skycell aims for a 
level production schedule such that the quantity pro-
duced each month does not exceed the average demand 
over	 the	next	12	months	 (1,241,667)	by	50,000	units.	
Thus, monthly production, including overtime, should be 
no	more	than	1,291,667.	What	would	be	the	cost	of	this	
level production schedule? What is the value of overtime 
flexibility?
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 2. Reconsider the Skycell data in Exercise 1. Assume that the 
plant	has	1,250	employees	and	a	no-layoff	policy.	Overtime	
is	limited	to	20	hours	per	employee	per	month.	A	third	party	
has	offered	to	produce	cell	phones	as	needed	at	a	cost	of	$26	
per	unit	(this	includes	component	costs	of	$20	per	unit).
a. What is the average per unit of in-house production 

(including inventory holding and overtime cost) if the 
third party is not used?

b. How should Skycell use the third party? How does your 
answer	change	if	the	third	party	offers	a	price	of	$25	per	
unit?

c. Should Skycell use the third party if the per unit cost is 
$28?

d. Why would Skycell use the third party even when the per-
unit cost of the third party is higher than the average per-
unit cost (including inventory holding and overtime) for 
in-house production?

 3. Reconsider the Skycell data in Exercise 1. Assume that the 
plant	has	1,250	employees	and	a	no-layoff	policy.	Overtime	
is	limited	to	at	most	20	hours	per	employee	per	month.	Also	
assume no subcontracting option. Skycell has a team of 
50 people	who	are	willing	to	work	as	seasonal	employees.	
The	cost	of	bringing	them	on	is	800	euros	per	employee,	and	
the	layoff	cost	is	1,200	euros	per	employee.
a. What is the optimal production, hiring, and layoff schedule?
b. How does the optimal schedule change if the seasonal 

pool	grows	from	50	to	100?
c.	 Relative	 to	 having	 1,250	 permanent	 and	 50	 seasonal	

employees, will Skycell gain significantly if it carries 
only	1,100	permanent	employees	but	has	200	seasonal	
employees?

d.	 Consider	the	case	in	which	Skycell	has	1,250	permanent	
employees	and	50	seasonal	employees.	Does	Skycell	gain	
more by eliminating its no-layoff policy for its permanent 
employees or by increasing the seasonal employee pool 
from	50	to	100?	Assume	that	permanent	employees	can	
be hired or laid off at the same cost as the seasonal 
employees.

 4. FlexMan, an electronics contract manufacturer, uses its Topeka, 
Kansas, facility to produce two product categories: routers and 
switches. Consultation with customers has indicated a demand 
forecast	for	each	category	over	the	next	12	months	(in	thou-
sands of units) to be as shown in Table 8-11.

   Manufacturing is primarily an assembly operation, 
and capacity is governed by the number of people on the pro-
duction	line.	The	plant	operates	20	days	a	month,	8	hours	
each	day.	Production	of	a	router	takes	20	minutes,	and	pro-
duction	of	a	switch	requires	10	minutes	of	worker	time.	Each	
worker	is	paid	$10	per	hour,	with	a	50	percent	premium	for	
any	 overtime.	 The	 plant	 currently	 has	 6,300	 employees.	
Overtime	is	limited	to	20	hours	per	employee	per	month.	The	
plant	 currently	 maintains	 100,000	 routers	 and	 50,000	
switches in inventory. The cost of holding a router in inven-
tory	 is	$2	per	month,	 and	 the	cost	of	holding	a	 switch	 in	
inventory	is	$1	per	month.	The	holding	cost	arises	because	
products are paid for by the customer at existing market rates 
when purchased. Thus, if FlexMan produces early and holds 

in inventory, the company recovers less given the rapidly 
dropping component prices.
a. Assuming no backlogs, no subcontracting, no layoffs, and 

no new hires, what is the optimum production schedule 
for FlexMan? What is the annual cost of this schedule? 
What inventories does the optimal production schedule 
build? Does this seem reasonable?

b. Is there any value for management to negotiate an increase 
of	 allowed	overtime	per	 employee	per	month	 from	20	
hours	to	40?	What	variables	are	affected	by	this	change?

c. Reconsider parts (a) and (b) if FlexMan starts with only 
5,900	employees.	Reconsider	parts	(a)	and	(b)	if	FlexMan	
starts	with	6,700	employees.	What	happens	to	the	value	of	
additional overtime as the workforce size decreases?

 5. Reconsider	the	FlexMan	data	from	Exercise	4.	The	firm	is	
considering the option of changing workforce size with 
demand.	The	cost	of	hiring	a	new	employee	is	$700	and	the	
cost	of	a	layoff	is	$1,000.	It	takes	an	employee	two	months	to	
reach full production capacity. During those two months, a 
new	employee	provides	only	50	percent	productivity.	Antici-
pating a similar demand pattern next year, FlexMan aims to 
end	the	year	with	6,300	employees.
a. What is the optimal production, hiring, and layoff sched-

ule? What is the cost of such a schedule?
b. If FlexMan could improve its training so new employees 

achieve full productivity right away, how much improve-
ment in annual cost would the company see? How is the 
hiring and layoff policy during the year affected by this 
change?

 6. FlexMan has identified a third party that is willing to produce 
routers and switches as needed. The third party will charge 
$6	per	router	and	$4	per	switch.	Assume	all	other	data	as	in	
Exercise	4,	except	that	hiring	and	layoffs	are	allowed	as	in	
Exercise	5.
a. How should FlexMan use the third party if new employ-

ees	provide	only	50	percent	productivity	for	the	first	two	
months?

TABLE 8-11 Demand Forecast for FlexMan

Month Router Demand Switch Demand

January 1,800 1,600

February 1,600 1,400

March 2,600 1,500

April 2,500 2,000

May 800 1,500

June 1,800 900

July 1,200 700

August 1,400 800

September 2,500 1,400

October 2,800 1,700

November 1,000 800

December 1,000 900
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b. How should FlexMan use the third party if new employ-
ees are able to achieve full productivity right away?

c. Why does the use of the third party change with the pro-
ductivity of new employees?

 7. Return	 to	 the	FlexMan	data	 in	Exercise	4.	The	company	
has signed a service-level agreement with its customers 
and committed to carry safety inventory from one month to 
the	next	 that	 equals	 at	 least	15	percent	of	 the	 following	
month’s demand. Thus, FlexMan is committed to carrying 
over at least  routers and  switches in inventory from 
December to January.

a. Assuming no backlogs, no subcontracting, no layoffs, and 
no new hires, what is the optimum production schedule 
for FlexMan? What is the annual cost of this schedule?

b. How much does the service contract mandating minimum 
inventories increase costs for FlexMan?

c. What would be the increase in cost if FlexMan agreed to a 
15	percent	minimum	for	switches	but	only	a	5	percent	
minimum for routers? What would be the increase in cost 
if	 FlexMan	 agreed	 to	 only	 a	 5	 percent	 minimum	 for	
switches	but	a	15	percent	minimum	for	routers?	Which	of	
the two is better for FlexMan?
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CasE stuDy
Kloss Planters and Harvesters

Kevin	Cho,	general	manager	at	Kloss	Planters	and	Har-
vesters	(KPH),	left	the	meeting	with	his	strategic	plan-
ning team wondering whether it made sense to replace 
the separate plants for planters and harvesters with a 
single plant that could assemble both.

A Brief History of Planters and Harvesters

Since humans started farming, they have sought to ease 
the task of planting and harvesting their crops. In his 
Naturalis historica,	Gaius	Plinius	(AD	23–79)	described	
a reaping machine that broke off the ears of corn and 
accumulated them in a box. In 1799, the first verifiable 
patent for a reaping machine was granted to the English 
inventor Joseph Boyce. In 1831, Cyrus Hall McCormick 
introduced the world’s first corn reaper under the name 
of	the	“Virginia	Reaper.”	The	Virginia	Reaper	was	pow-
ered by a horse. Over time, other companies introduced 
combine harvesters that were self-propelled and pow-
ered by a combustion engine. Harvesters today allow a 
farmer to harvest large cornfields in the comfort of air-
conditioned cabs!

After years of planting corn the way Squanto had 
taught the settlers, help arrived for American farmers 
when hand planters were introduced during the late 

1800s	and	early	1900s.	Some	of	these	devices	allowed	
farmers to plant two acres per day instead of the single 
acre possible with hand-planting. Today, planters can 
seed	multiple	rows	while	traveling	at	10	miles	per	hour.	
The evolution of both planters and harvesters has cer-
tainly made the farmer much more effective.

KPH Production Planning

KPH	assembled	planters	in	Davenport,	Iowa,	and	har-
vesters in Ames, Iowa. Demand for each product was 
highly	seasonal,	as	shown	in	Table	8-12.	Corn	was	gen-
erally planted between March and May and harvested 
between September and November. As a result, demand 
for planters peaked in March, whereas demand for har-
vesters peaked in September. Each plant aimed for a pro-
duction plan that allowed them to meet annual demand 
at the lowest possible cost.

The capacity of each plant was determined by the 
number of assembly workers available. Each machine 
(planter	 or	 harvester)	 required	 100	 labor	 hours	 for	
assembly.	 Each	 plant	 operated	 for	 20	 days	 a	month,	
8 hours	a	day.	Assembly	workers	were	paid	$20/hour	
during regular time. They could be asked to work up to 
an	additional	20	hours	per	month	as	overtime.	Overtime	
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was	paid	at	the	rate	of	$30/hour.	Given	the	highly	sea-
sonal	nature	of	demand,	KPH	laid	off	some	workers	dur-
ing the low season and rehired them for the peak. Each 
layoff	cost	KPH	$5,000	and	each	rehiring	cost	$3,000.	
Each plant generally built inventory in anticipation of 
the	peak.	It	cost	$300	to	carry	a	machine	in	inventory	
from	one	month	to	the	next.	KPH	could	also	choose	to	
delay a customer order by stocking out in a given month 
and filling the stockout from next month’s production. 
However,	each	unit	delayed	in	this	manner	cost	$2,000	
in discounts offered to customers to keep them happy. 
The company had a policy of ensuring that there were no 

stockouts in December so the new year started out with-
out any unfilled orders. The material cost for each 
machine	was	$20,000.

The	planter	plant	ended	December	with	244	work-
ers	and	250	planters	 in	 inventory.	The	harvester	plant	
ended	December	with	100	workers	and	50	machines	in	
inventory. The production plan at each plant attempted 
to meet demand in Table 8-8 at the lowest possible cost 
while ensuring that the plant ended December of the 
coming year with the same labor and inventory as the 
previous December.

Options for New Plants

Given the age of the current plants, Kevin planned to 
replace them with new plants. One option was to replace 
each plant with a similar new plant. The other option 
was to expand the Davenport plant to allow for both 
planter and harvester assembly. The investment for the 
two options was going to be very similar. Thus, Kevin 
requested his strategic planning team to identify any 
advantages of a single plant.

The team pointed out that countercyclical nature 
of demand for planters and harvesters canceled their 
individual seasonality of demand to some extent. Com-
mon assembly steps for the two products would allow 
KPH	to	use	the	same	labor	for	the	two	products.	This	
had the potential to significantly reduce the number of 
employees laid off and rehired each year. Besides 
improving employee morale, such a change had the pos-
sibility of reducing costs. Kevin asked the team to quan-
tify any cost related and employee related advantages 
offered by the single plant. He would base his decision 
on these numbers.

TABLE 8-12  Demand Forecast for Planters  
and Harvesters

Month Planters Harvesters

January 600 100

February 850 100

March 1,300 100

April 800 100

May 550 100

June 100 200

July 100 500

August 100 1,000

September 100 1,500

October 100 700

November 100 450

December 300 100



In Chapter 8, we discussed how companies use aggregate planning to make supply plans in a 
way that maximizes profits. In this chapter, we build on the knowledge we gained from 
Chapter 8 and expand our scope beyond the enterprise to the supply chain as we deal with 

predictable variability of demand. We also discuss how demand may be managed to counter pre-
dictable variability through the use of price and promotion. By managing supply and demand 
together, managers can maximize overall profitability of a supply chain.

9.1 Responding to pRedictable VaRiability  
in the supply chain

In Chapter 8, we discussed how companies use aggregate planning to optimally plan supply. 
Demand for many products changes frequently from period to period, often because of a predict-
able influence. These influences include seasonal factors that affect products (e.g., lawn mowers 
and ski jackets), as well as nonseasonal factors (e.g., promotions or product adoption rates) that 
may cause large, predictable increases or declines in sales.

Predictable variability is change in demand that can be forecast. Products that undergo this 
type of change in demand create numerous problems in the supply chain, ranging from high lev-
els of stockouts during peak demand periods to high levels of excess inventory during periods of 
low demand. These problems increase the costs and decrease the responsiveness of the supply 

Sales and Operations Planning 
Planning Supply and Demand in a Supply Chain

C H A P T E R 

9

Learning Objectives

after reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Manage supply to improve synchronization 
in a supply chain in the face of predictable 
variability.

2. Manage demand to improve 
synchronization in a supply chain in the 
face of predictable variability.

3. Use sales and operations planning to 
maximize profitability when faced with 
predictable variability in a supply chain.
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chain.	Supply	and	demand	management	through	sales	and	operations	planning	(S&OP)	can	sig-
nificantly improve performance when applied to predictably variable products.

Faced with predictable variability, a company’s goal is to respond in a manner that bal-
ances supply with demand to maximize profitability. The goal of sales and operations planning is 
to	appropriately	combine	two	broad	options	to	handle	predictable	variability:

 1. Manage supply using capacity, inventory, subcontracting, and backlogs.
 2. Manage demand using short-term price discounts and promotions.

The use of these tools enables the supply chain to increase profitability, because supply 
and demand are matched in a more coordinated fashion.

To illustrate some of the issues involved, let us consider John Deere, a manufacturer of 
agricultural equipment such as planters and combine harvesters. Demand for planters is sea-
sonal,	with	most	of	the	corn	planting	in	the	United	Sates	occurring	between	March	and	May.	
John	Deere	must	plan	how	it	will	meet	the	seasonal	demand	for	planters	to	maximize	profit.	One	
way requires John Deere to carry enough manufacturing capacity to meet demand for planters 
during the peak demand period. The advantage of this approach is that John Deere incurs low 
inventory costs because no inventory is carried from period to period. The disadvantage, how-
ever, is that much of the expensive capacity is unused during most months, when demand is 
lower.

Another approach to meeting seasonal demand is for Deere to build up inventory dur-
ing the off-season to meet demand during the peak months. The advantage of this approach 
lies in the fact that Deere can get by with a lower-capacity, less expensive factory. High 
inventory carrying costs, however, add to the cost of this alternative. A third approach is for 
Deere to work with its retail partners in the supply chain to offer a price promotion to farm-
ers before the peak months, during periods of low demand. This promotion shifts some of 
the peak demand for planters forward into a slow period, thereby reducing the seasonal 
surge	and	spreading	demand	more	evenly.	Such	a	demand	pattern	with	a	lower	peak	is	less	
expensive	 to	supply.	John	Deere	uses	 its	S&OP	process	 to	decide	which	alternative	maxi-
mizes its profitability.

Often	companies	divide	the	task	of	supply	and	demand	management	into	different	func-
tions, with sales typically managing demand while operations manages supply. At a higher level, 
supply chains suffer from this phenomenon as well, with retailers managing demand indepen-
dently and manufacturers managing supply independently. Lack of coordination hurts supply 
chain profits when supply and demand management decisions are made independently. There-
fore, supply chain partners must work together across functions and enterprises to coordinate 
S&OP	decisions	and	maximize	profitability.	Many	studies	have	shown	that	whereas	top	perform-
ers	adopt	cross-functional	participation	in	S&OP	across	the	entire	organization,	weaker	perform-
ers	have	partial	adoption	at	best.	The	level	of	cross-functional	participation	in	the	S&OP	process	
is one of the biggest differentiators between top performers and other organizations.

First, we focus on actions that a supply chain can take to deal with predictable variability 
by managing supply.

9.2 Managing supply

A	firm	can	vary	supply	of	product	by	controlling	a	combination	of	the	following	two	factors:

 1. Production capacity
 2. Inventory

In general, companies use a combination of varying capacity and inventory to manage sup-
ply. In the following sections, we list some specific approaches that allow firms to reduce the 
amount of capacity and inventory required to deal with predictable variability.
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Managing capacity

Firms use a combination of the following approaches to reduce the cost of capacity required to 
meet	predictable	variability:

•	 Time flexibility from workforce: In this approach, a firm uses flexible work hours by 
the workforce to vary capacity with demand. In many instances, plants do not operate continu-
ously and are left idle during portions of the day or week. Therefore, spare plant capacity exists 
in the form of hours when the plant is not operational. For example, many plants do not run three 
shifts, so the existing workforce could work overtime during peak periods to produce more to 
meet demand. The overtime is varied to match the fluctuation in demand. In such settings, use of 
a part-time workforce can further increase capacity flexibility by enabling the firm to put more 
people to work during peak periods. This system allows production from the plant to match 
demand from customers more closely.

•	 Use of seasonal workforce: In this approach, a firm uses a temporary workforce dur-
ing the peak season to increase capacity to match demand. The tourism industry often uses sea-
sonal workers. A base of full-time employees exists, and more are hired only for the peak season. 
Toyota regularly uses a seasonal workforce in Japan to match supply and demand better. This 
approach may be hard to sustain, however, if the labor market is tight.

•	 Use of dual facilities—specialized and flexible: In this approach, a firm uses 
both	specialized	and	 flexible	 facilities.	Specialized	 facilities	produce	a	 relatively	stable	
output of products over time in an efficient manner. Flexible facilities produce a widely 
varying volume and variety of products, but at a higher unit cost. For instance, an electron-
ics component manufacturer might have specialized facilities for each type of circuit board 
as well as a flexible facility that can manufacture all types of circuit boards. Each special-
ized facility can produce at a relatively steady rate, with fluctuations being absorbed by the 
flexible facility.

•	 Use of subcontracting: In this approach, a firm subcontracts peak production so inter-
nal production remains level and can be done cheaply. For such an approach to work, the subcon-
tractor must have flexible capacity and the ability to lower cost by pooling the fluctuations in 
demand across different manufacturers. Thus, the flexible subcontractor capacity must have both 
volume (fluctuating demand from a manufacturer) as well as variety (demand from several man-
ufacturers) flexibility to be sustainable. For example, most power companies do not have the 
capacity to supply their customers with all the electricity demanded on peak days. They rely 
instead on being able to purchase power from suppliers and subcontractors that have excess elec-
tricity. This allows the power companies to maintain a level supply and, consequently, a lower 
cost.

•	 Designing product flexibility into the production processes: In this approach, a firm 
has flexible production lines whose production rate can easily be varied. Production is then 
changed to match demand. Hino Trucks in Japan has several production lines for different prod-
uct families in the same plant. The production lines are designed so that changing the number of 
workers on a line can vary the production rate. As long as variation of demand across different 
product lines is complementary (i.e., when one goes up, the other tends to go down), the capacity 
on	each	line	can	be	varied	by	moving	the	workforce	from	one	line	to	another.	Of	course,	this	
requires that the workforce be multiskilled and able to adapt easily to being moved from line to 
line. Production flexibility can also be achieved if the production machinery is flexible and can 
be changed easily from producing one product to producing another. This approach is effective 
only	if	the	overall	demand	across	all	the	products	is	relatively	stable.	Several	firms	that	produce	
products with seasonal demand try to exploit this approach by carrying a portfolio of products 
that have peak demand seasons distributed over the year. A classic example is that of a lawn 
mower manufacturer that also manufactures snowblowers to maintain a steady demand on its 
factory throughout the year.
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Managing inventory

Firms use a combination of the following approaches to reduce the level of inventory required to 
meet	predictable	variability:

•	 Using common components across multiple products: In this approach, a firm designs 
common components to be used in multiple products. The total demand of these components is 
relatively stable, even though each product displays predictable variability. The use of a common 
engine for both lawn mowers and snowblowers allows for engine demand to be relatively stable 
even though lawn mower and snowblower demand fluctuates over the year. Therefore, the part of 
the supply chain that produces components can easily synchronize supply with demand, and a 
relatively low inventory of parts has to be built up.

•	 Build inventory of high-demand or predictable-demand products: When most of the 
products a firm produces have the same peak demand season, the previous approach is not fea-
sible. In such an environment, it is best for the firm to build products that have more predictable 
demand during the off-season, because there is less to be learned about their demand by waiting. 
Production of more uncertain items should take place closer to the selling season, when demand 
is more predictable. Consider a manufacturer of winter jackets that produces jackets both for 
retail sale and for the Boston police and fire departments. Demand for the Boston police and fire 
jackets is more predictable; these jackets can be made in the off-season and stocked up until 
winter. The retail jackets’ demand, however, will likely be better known closer to the time when 
they are sold, because fashion trends can change quickly. Therefore, the manufacturer should 
produce the retail jackets close to the peak season, when demand is easier to predict. This strat-
egy helps the supply chain synchronize supply and demand better.

Next, we consider actions a supply chain can take to improve profitability by managing demand.

9.3 Managing deMand

Supply	chains	can	influence	demand	by	using	pricing	and	other	forms	of	promotion.	For	exam-
ple, John Deere offers a discount to farmers who are willing to take ownership of a planter during 
the off-season. The further from the peak that a farmer places an order, the larger the discount 
offered by Deere. The goal here is to move demand from the peak period to the off-peak period, 
thus reducing predictable variability. It is thus important to understand how promotions influ-
ence demand.

When a promotion is offered during a period, that period’s demand tends to go up. This 
increase	in	demand	results	from	a	combination	of	the	following	three	factors:

1. Market growth: An increase in consumption of the product occurs from either new or 
existing customers. For example, when Toyota offers a price promotion on the Camry, it may 
attract buyers who were considering the purchase of a lower-end model. Thus, the promotion 
increases the size of the overall family sedan market as well as increasing Toyota’s sales.

2. Stealing share: Customers substitute the firm’s product for a competitor’s product. 
When Toyota offers a Camry promotion, buyers who might have purchased a Honda Accord may 
now purchase a Camry. Thus, the promotion increases Toyota’s sales while keeping the overall 
size of the family sedan market the same.

3. Forward buying: Customers move up future purchases (as discussed in Chapter 11) 
to the present. A promotion may attract buyers who would have purchased a Camry a few months 
down the road. Forward buying does not increase Toyota’s sales in the long run and also leaves 
the family sedan market the same size.

The first two factors increase the overall demand for Toyota, whereas forward buying simply 
shifts future demand to the present. It is important to understand the relative impact from the 
three factors as a result of a promotion before making a decision regarding the optimal timing of 
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the promotion. In general, as the fraction of increased demand coming from forward buying 
grows,	offering	the	promotion	during	the	peak	demand	period	becomes	less	attractive.	Offering	a	
promotion during a peak period that has significant forward buying creates even more variable 
demand than before the promotion. Product that was once demanded in the slow period is now 
demanded in the peak period, making this demand pattern even more costly to serve.

Factors influencing the timing of a promotion

Four	key	factors	influence	the	timing	of	a	promotion:

•	 Impact	of	the	promotion	on	demand
•	 Cost	of	holding	inventory
•	 Cost	of	changing	the	level	of	capacity
•	 Product	margins

If a promotion primarily results in forward buying (as may be the case for a product like 
detergent), it is best to use promotions to reduce the seasonal peak by offering a price discount 
during	low-demand	periods.	Offering	a	promotion	during	low-demand	periods	also	makes	sense	
if the manufacturer has a high cost of holding inventory or finds it expensive to change produc-
tion levels. It is for this reason that John Deere offers its promotion during low-demand periods 
before the peak. In contrast, if a promotion results in a significant increase in sales by attracting 
new buyers, it may be better to offer a price discount during the peak period, when many buyers 
are in the market for the product. The increased cost of production because of the higher peak 
demand resulting from a promotion is likely to be offset by the margin obtained from new buy-
ers. Table 9-1 summarizes the impact of various factors on the optimal timing of promotions.

9.4 sales and opeRations planning at Red toMato

Promotion decisions are often made by retailers without taking into account the impact on the 
rest of the supply chain. In this section, our goal is to show how supply chain members can col-
laborate on pricing and aggregate planning (both demand and supply management) decisions to 
maximize supply chain profitability. Let us return to Red Tomato Tools, the gardening tools 
manufacturer discussed in Chapter 8. Green Thumb Gardens is a large retail chain that has signed 
an exclusive contract to sell all products made by Red Tomato Tools. Demand for garden tools 
peaks in the spring months of March and April, as gardeners prepare to begin planting. In plan-
ning, the goal of both firms should be to maximize supply chain profits, because this outcome 
leaves them more money to share. For profit maximization to take place, Red Tomato and Green 
Thumb need to devise a way to collaborate and, just as important, determine a way to split the 

TABLE 9-1 Summary of Impact on Promotion Timing

Factor Impact on Timing of Promotion/Forward Buy

High forward buying Favors promotion during low-demand periods

High ability to steal market share Favors promotion during peak-demand periods

High ability to increase overall market Favors promotion during peak-demand periods

High margin Favors promotion during peak-demand periods

Low margin Favors promotion during low-demand periods

High manufacturer holding costs Favors promotion during low-demand periods

High costs of changing capacity Favors promotion during low-demand periods

High retailer holding costs Decreases forward buying by retailer

High promotion elasticity of consumer Decreases forward buying by retailer
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supply chain profits. Determining how these profits will be allocated to different members of the 
supply chain is key to successful collaboration.

Red Tomato and Green Thumb are exploring how the timing of retail promotions affects 
profitability. Are they in a better position if they offer the price promotion during the peak period 
of demand or during a low-demand period? Green Thumb’s vice president of sales favors a pro-
motion during the peak period because this increases revenue by the largest amount. In contrast, 
Red Tomato’s vice president of manufacturing is against such a move because it increases manu-
facturing	costs.	She	favors	a	promotion	during	the	low-demand	season	because	it	levels	demand	
and	lowers	production	costs.	S&OP	allows	the	two	to	collaborate	and	make	the	optimal	trade-offs.

the base case

We start by considering the base case discussed in Chapter 8. Each tool has a retail price of $40. 
Red Tomato ships assembled tools to Green Thumb, where all inventory is held. Green Thumb 
has a starting inventory in January of 1,000 tools. At the beginning of January, Red Tomato has a 
workforce of 80 employees at its manufacturing facility in Mexico. There are 20 working days in 
each month, and Red Tomato workers earn the equivalent of $4 per hour. Each employee works 
eight hours on normal time and the rest on overtime. Because the Red Tomato operation consists 
mostly of hand assembly, the capacity of the production operation is determined primarily by the 
total labor hours worked (i.e., it is not limited by machine capacity). No employee works more 
than 10 hours of overtime per month. The various costs are shown in Table 9-2.

There are no limits on subcontracting, inventories, and stockouts. All stockouts are back-
logged and supplied from the following month’s production. Inventory costs are incurred on the 
ending inventory in each month. The companies’ goal is to obtain the optimal aggregate plan that 
leaves at least 500 units of inventory at the end of June (i.e., no stockouts at the end of June and 
at	least	500	units	in	inventory).	The	base	demand	forecast	is	shown	in	cells	J5:J10	of	Figure	9-1.	

TABLE 9-2 Costs for Red Tomato and Green Thumb

Item Cost

Material cost $10/unit

Inventory holding cost $2/unit/month

Marginal cost of a stockout $5/unit/month

Hiring and training costs $300/worker

Layoff cost $500/worker

Labor hours required 4/unit

Regular-time cost $4/hour

Overtime cost $6/hour

Cost of subcontracting $30/unit

FiguRe 9-1 Base Case Aggregate Plan for Red Tomato and Green Thumb
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All figures and analysis in this chapter come from the spreadsheet Chapter8,9-examples, which 
uses	Solver.	The	equivalent	solutions	can	also	be	obtained	without	Solver	using	the	spreadsheet	
Chapter8-trial-aggplan. The spreadsheet contains instructions for use and worksheets corre-
sponding to Figures 9-1 to 9-5.

For	the	base	case,	we	set	cell	E24	to	0	(no	promotion)	and	use	Solver.	The	optimal	base	
case aggregate plan for Red Tomato and Green Thumb is shown in Figure 9-1 (this is the same as 
discussed in Chapter 8 and shown in Table 8-4).

For	the	base	case	aggregate	plan,	the	supply	chain	obtains	the	following	costs	and	revenues:

Total cost over planning horizon = $ 422,660

Revenue over planning horizon = $ 640,000

Profit over the planning horizon = $ 217,340

When to promote: peak or off-peak?

Green Thumb estimates that discounting a Red Tomato tool from $40 to $39 (a $1 discount) in 
any period results in the period demand increasing by 10 percent because of increased consump-
tion or substitution. Further, 20 percent of each of the two following months’ demand is moved 
forward. Management would like to determine whether it is more effective to offer the discount 
in January or April. We analyze the two options by considering the impact of a promotion on 
demand and the resulting optimal aggregate plan.

iMpact oF oFFeRing a pRoMotion in januaRy The team first considers the impact of 
offering the discount in January. To simulate this option in the spreadsheet Chapter8,9-examples, 
enter 1 in cell E24 (this sets promotion to be on) and 1 in cell E25 (this sets the promotion in 
Period 1—i.e., January). The new forecast accounts for the fact that consumption will increase 
by 10 percent in January and 20 percent of the demand from February and March is moved for-
ward to January. Thus, with a January promotion, the new demand forecast for January is 
obtained by adjusting the base case demand from Figure 9-1 and is given by (1,600 : 1.1) +  
[0.2 : (3,000 + 3,200)] = 3,000 (see Cell J5 in Figure 9-2). The new demand forecast for February 
is 3,000 : 0.8 = 2,400, and the new demand forecast for March is 3,200 : 0.8 = 2,560. For a Janu-
ary	discount,	the	demand	forecast	is	as	shown	in	cells	J5:J10	of	Figure	9-2.	The	optimal	aggre-
gate	plan	is	obtained	by	running	Solver	in	the	spreadsheet	and	is	shown	in	Figure	9-2.	With	a	
discount	in	January,	the	supply	chain	obtains	the	following:

Total cost over planning horizon = $ 422,080

Revenue over planning horizon = $ 643,400

Profit over planning horizon = $ 221,320

FiguRe 9-2 Optimal Aggregate Plan When Discounting Price in January to $39
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Compared with the base case, offering a discount in January results in lower seasonal 
inventory, a somewhat lower total cost, and a higher total profit.

iMpact oF oFFeRing a pRoMotion in apRil Now, management considers the impact of 
offering the discount in April. To simulate this option in the spreadsheet Chapter8,9-examples, 
enter 1 in cell E24 (this sets promotion to be on) and 4 in cell E25 (this sets the promotion in 
Period 4—i.e., April). If Green Thumb offers the discount in April, the demand forecast is as 
shown	in	cells	J5:J10	of	Figure	9-3.	The	optimal	aggregate	plan	is	obtained	by	running	Solver	
and is shown in Figure 9-3. Compared with discounting in January (Figure 9-2), discounting in 
April requires more capacity (in terms of workforce) and leads to a greater buildup of seasonal 
inventory and larger stockouts because of the big jump in demand in April. With a discount in 
April,	we	have	the	following:

Total cost over planning horizon = $ 438,920

Revenue over planning horizon = $ 650,140

Profit over planning horizon = $ 211,220

Observe	that	a	price	promotion	in	January	results	in	a	higher	supply	chain	profit,	whereas	
a promotion in April results in a lower supply chain profit, compared with the base case of not 
running	a	promotion.	As	a	result	of	the	S&OP	process,	Red	Tomato	and	Green	Thumb	decide	to	
offer the discount in the off-peak month of January. Even though revenues are higher when the 
discount is offered in April, the increase in operating costs makes it a less profitable option. A 
promotion in January allows Red Tomato and Green Thumb to increase the profit they can share.

Note that this analysis is possible only because the retailer and manufacturer have an 
S&OP	process	that	facilitates	collaboration	during	the	planning	phase.	This	conclusion	supports	
our earlier statement that it is not appropriate for a supply chain to leave pricing decisions solely 
in the domain of retailers and aggregate planning solely in the domain of manufacturers, with 
each having individual forecasts. It is crucial that forecasts, pricing, and aggregate planning be 
coordinated in a supply chain.

The	importance	of	a	collaborative	S&OP	process	is	further	supported	by	the	fact	that	the	
optimal action is different if most of the demand increase comes from market growth or stealing 
market share rather than from forward buying. We now illustrate the scenario in which a discount 
leads to a large increase in consumption.

When to offer a promotion if discount leads to a large increase  
in consumption

Reconsider the situation in which discounting a unit from $40 to $39 results in the period demand 
increasing by 100 percent (instead of the 10 percent considered in the previous analysis) because 

FiguRe 9-3 Optimal Aggregate Plan When Discounting Price in April to $39
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of increased consumption or substitution. Further, 20 percent of each of the two following 
months’ demand is moved forward. The supply chain team wants to determine whether it is pref-
erable to offer the discount in January or April under these conditions. To simulate this scenario, 
change the entry in cell H24 (increase in consumption) of spreadsheet Chapter8,9-examples 
from	0.10	(10	percent)	to	1.00	(100	percent).	Set	the	entry	in	cell	E24	to	1	to	set	the	promotion	to	
be on. The base case when no promotion is offered remains unchanged as shown in Figure 9-1. We 
now repeat the analysis for the cases in which the promotion is offered in January (off-peak) and 
April (peak).

iMpact oF oFFeRing a pRoMotion in januaRy For a January promotion, set the entry in 
cell E25 to 1 (Period 1, January). If the discount is offered in January, the January demand fore-
cast is obtained as (1,600 : 2) + [0.2 : (3,000 + 3,200)] = 4,440. This is much higher than the same 
forecast in Figure 9-2 because we have assumed that consumption in the promotion month 
increases by 100 percent, rather than the 10 percent assumed earlier. The demand forecast for a 
January	promotion	with	a	large	increase	in	consumption	is	shown	in	cells	J5:J10	of	Figure	9-4.

The	optimal	aggregate	plan	is	obtained	using	Solver	and	is	shown	in	Figure	9-4.
With	a	discount	in	January	the	team	obtains	the	following:

Total cost over planning horizon = $ 456,880

Revenue over planning horizon = $ 699,560

Profit over planning horizon = $ 242,680

Observe	that	a	January	promotion	when	the	consumption	increase	is	 large	results	 in	a	
higher profit than the base case (Figure 9-1).

iMpact oF oFFeRing a pRoMotion in apRil For an April promotion, set the entry in cell 
E25 to 4 (Period 4, April). If the discount is offered in April, the April demand forecast is obtained 
as (3,800 : 2) + [0.2 : (2,200 + 2,200)] = 8,480. With a promotion in April and a large increase in 
consumption, the April peak is much higher in Figure 9-5 compared with peak demand in Figure 
9-4 (with a January promotion). For an April promotion with a large increase in consumption, the 
resulting	demand	forecast	is	as	shown	in	cells	J5:J10	of	Figure	9-5.	The	optimal	aggregate	plan	
is	obtained	using	Solver	and	is	shown	in	Figure	9-5.

With	a	discount	in	April,	the	team	obtains	the	following:

Total cost over planning horizon = $ 536,200

Revenue over planning horizon = $ 783,520

Profit over planning horizon = $ 247,320

FiguRe 9-4 Optimal Aggregate Plan When Discounting Price in January to $39 with Large 
Increase in Demand
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When comparing Figures 9-5 and 9-4, observe that with an April promotion (Figure 9-5), 
there are no layoffs and the full workforce is maintained. The April promotion requires a much 
higher level of seasonal inventory and also uses stockouts and subcontracting to a greater extent 
than a January promotion. It is clear that costs will go up significantly with an April promotion. 
The interesting observation is that revenues go up even more (because of a larger consumption 
increase), making overall profits higher with an April promotion compared with a January pro-
motion. As a result, when the increase in consumption from discounting is large and forward 
buying is a small part of the increase in demand from discounting, the supply chain is better off 
offering the discount in the peak-demand month of April, even though this action significantly 
increases supply chain costs.

Exactly as discussed earlier, the optimal aggregate plan and profitability can also be deter-
mined for the case in which the unit price is $31 (enter 31 in cell H23) and the discounted price 
is $30. The results of the various instances are summarized in Table 9-3.

From the results in Table 9-3, we can draw the following conclusions regarding the impact 
of	promotions:

1. As seen in Table 9-3, average inventory increases if a promotion is run during the peak 
period and decreases if the promotion is run during the off-peak period.

2. Promoting during a peak-demand month may decrease overall profitability if there is a 
small increase in consumption and a significant fraction of the demand increase results from a 
forward buy. In Table 9-3, observe that running a promotion in April decreases profitability when 
forward buying is 20 percent and the demand increase from increased consumption and substitu-
tion is 10 percent.

TABLE 9-3 Supply Chain Performance Under Different Scenarios

 
Regular 

Price

 
Promotion 

Price

 
Promotion 

Period

Percentage 
of Increase 
in Demand

Percentage 
of Forward 

Buy

 
 

Profit

 
Average 

Inventory

$40 $40 NA NA NA $217,340    875

$40 $39 January 10% 20% $221,320    515

$40 $39 April 10% 20% $211,220    932

$40 $39 January 100% 20% $242,680    232

$40 $39 April 100% 20% $247,320 1,492

$31 $31 NA NA NA   $73,340    875

$31 $30 January 100% 20%   $84,280    232

$31 $30 April 100% 20%   $69,120 1,492

FiguRe 9-5 Optimal Aggregate Plan When Discounting Price in April to $39 with Large 
Increase in Demand
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3. As the consumption increase from discounting grows and forward buying becomes a 
smaller fraction of the demand increase from a promotion, it is more profitable to promote dur-
ing the peak period. From Table 9-3, for a sale price of $40, it is optimal to promote in the off-
peak month of January, when forward buying is 20 percent and increased consumption is  
10 percent. When forward buying is 20 percent and increased consumption is 100 percent, however, 
it is optimal to promote in the peak month of April.

4. As the product margin declines, promoting during the peak-demand period becomes 
less profitable. In Table 9-3, observe that for a unit price of $40, it is optimal to promote in the 
peak month of April when forward buying is 20 percent and increased consumption is 100 per-
cent. In contrast, if the unit price is $31, it is optimal to promote in the off-peak month of January 
for the same level of forward buying and increase in consumption.

A key point from the Red Tomato supply chain examples we have considered in this chap-
ter is that when a firm is faced with seasonal demand, it should use a combination of pricing (to 
manage demand) and production and inventory (to manage supply) to improve profitability. The 
precise use of each lever varies with the situation. This makes it crucial that enterprises in a sup-
ply	chain	coordinate	both	their	forecasting	and	planning	efforts	through	an	S&OP	process.	Only	
then are profits maximized.

9.5 iMpleMenting sales and opeRations planning  
in pRactice

1. Coordinate planning across enterprises in the supply chain. For a supply chain to 
manage predictable variability successfully, the entire chain must work toward the one goal of 
maximizing profitability. Every member of a supply chain may agree with this in principle. In 
reality, however, it is difficult for an entire supply chain to agree on how to maximize profitabil-
ity. Firms have even had trouble getting different functions within an enterprise to plan collab-
oratively. Incentives play a large role in this. Within a company, sales often has incentives based 
on revenue, whereas operations has incentives based on cost. Within a supply chain, different 
enterprises are judged by their own profitability, not necessarily by the overall supply chain’s 
profitability. From the examples considered earlier, it is clear that without a focus on getting 
companies to work together, a supply chain will return suboptimal profits. Collaboration should 
occur through the formation of joint teams. Incentives of the members of a supply chain must be 
aligned. High-level support within an organization is needed because this coordination often 
requires groups to act against their traditional operating procedures. Although this collaboration 
is difficult, the payoffs are significant. The concept of collaborative forecasting, planning, and 
replenishment is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 10.

2. Take predictable variability into account when making strategic decisions. Predict-
able variability has a tremendous impact on the operations of a company. A firm must always 
take this impact into account when making strategic decisions. However, predictable variability 
is not always taken into account when strategic plans are made, such as what type of products to 
offer, whether or not to build new facilities, and what sort of pricing structure a company should 
have. As indicated in this chapter, the level of profitability is greatly affected by predictable vari-
ability and, therefore, the success or failure of strategic decisions can be determined by it.

3. Ensure that senior leadership owns the S&OP process. The	role	of	an	S&OP	pro-
cess owner is like that of the conductor of an orchestra—to bring different functions and organi-
zations together in a supply chain. Given competing interests, this alignment is unlikely unless 
the	S&OP	process	owner	is	a	senior	leader	with	sufficient	authority.

4. Ensure that the S&OP process modifies plans as the reality or forecasts change. It 
is	important	that	early	warning	alerts	be	built	into	the	S&OP	process.	A	change	in	demand	or	
supply circumstances may leave the reality different from plan. In such a situation, it is important 
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for the planners to alert the supply chain regarding the old plan and provide a new plan that 
accounts	for	these	changes.	Even	if	there	are	no	short-term	alerts,	the	output	of	the	S&OP	pro-
cess should be modified as forecasts or marketing plans are adjusted.

9.6  tacKling pRedictable VaRiability in pRactice—indian 
sugaR industRy

India is the second largest producer of sugarcane in the world, next only to Brazil, with the state 
of Uttar Pradesh as the largest producer of sugarcane in the country. However, like most other 
Indian industries, the sugar industry is highly fragmented with both organized and unorganized 
players engaged in sugar production. Presently, there exist nearly 650 sugar mills of varying 
capacities in the country. 

As production of sugarcane is both seasonal and cyclical in nature, utilization of installed 
production capacity in the country, which is small both in scale and in aggregate terms, varies 
considerably during the year, adding to costs. Therefore, there exist possibilities of cost reduction 
of both sugarcane and sugar in India through consolidation of land holdings and corporate farming 
on the supply side and expansion of capacities of sugar mills on the production side. These would 
together contribute to higher productivity and reduced costs making Indian sugar more competitive 
in the world markets. Major supply chain initiatives appear to hold promise for making India the 
leading sugar exporter in the world.

Some	innovative	moves	in	this	direction	are	noticeable	in	the	established	sugar	production	
units with lessons for wider application at national level. In this context, initiatives taking place at 
the	Simbhaoli	Sugar	Mills	Limited	should	be	of	interest	to	students	of	supply	chain	management.

simbhaoli sugars limited–—spreading sweetness

Established	in	1933	in	the	sleepy	village	of	Simbhaoli	in	the	then	Western	United	Province	(now	
in	District	Ghaziabad,	Uttar	Pradesh)	by	late	Raja	Raghubir	Singh		Sandhanwalia	of	Rajasansi	
province in Punjab as a partnership concern with a modest crushing capacity of 400 tons crushed 
per	day	(TCD),	Simbhaoli	Sugars	Limited	has	come	a	long	way	by	becoming	one	of	the	largest	
integrated sugar mills in India with a capacity of 9,500 TCD. It uses every gram of sugarcane 
crushed by producing a complete range of sugar and sugar products (refined sugar, branded 
sugar, pharma sugar, sugar cubes and sachets, sunehra sugar, and sugar candy) under the brand 
name	TRUST.	Molasses	produced	during	the	process	is	used	to	make	Indian-made	foreign	liquor	
(IMFL), country liquor, and ethanol power alcohol, besides production of carbon dioxide, dry 
ice, and organic manure from the effluent. Bagasse is used for cogeneration of electrical energy. 
Simbhaoli	Sugars	Limited	has	introduced	latest	sugar	manufacturing	technologies	and	adopted	
innovative practices and products in the industry. It has exhibited its commitment to the customer 
and the nation by becoming the first company in the industry to be certified in 2006 against 
demanding	 ISO	 9001:2000	 (Quality	Management	 System),	 ISO	 14001:2004	 (Environmental	
Management	System),	and	HACCP	(Food	Safety	System),	standards.	It	again	repeated	the	feat	
in	2009	by	becoming	the	first	company	in	the		industry	to	be	certified	against	ISO	9001:2008	
(Quality	Management	System),	ISO	14001:2004	(Environmental	Management	System),	and	ISO	
22000:2005	(Food	Safety	Management	System)	standards.

Sugarcane	is	a	high-volume	raw	material	input	that	has	to	reach	crushing	mills	from	the	
farms within hours of harvesting to provide the best-quality cane juice with high sugar yield. 
Each	hour’s	delay	reduces	the	yield,	quality,	and	profits.	Sugarcane	has	to	be	harvested,	stored,	
and transported by a variety of farm vehicles that include hand carts, bullock carts, buffalo carts, 
tractor trolleys, LCVs, and HMVs before it reaches crushing mills. For many years the assorted 
combination of vehicles carrying freshly harvested sugarcane used to clog the national highway 
(NH 24) in front of the mill. Farmers would carry the harvest over long distances and then wait 
sometimes for hours together outside the mill for their turn,  resulting in violent disputes with 
other highway users and also amongst themselves. All these bottlenecks resulted in wastage of 
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the crop. The mill would sometimes receive excess of cane and find it hard to store huge volumes, 
while at other times it had to work at reduced capacity due to nonavailability of cane. Both sce-
narios were not desirable.

New and innovative methods were evolved by the cane department to improve this high 
volume supply chain. As an experiment a few cane collection centers (CCCs) as illustrated in 
Figure 9-6 above were established near the catchment areas (villages) where farmers brought the 
freshly harvested sugarcane in small and convenient quantities (unlike earlier vehicle loads that 
required longer harvesting time as well as long travel time) using the easily available transport. 
The CCCs operated round the clock and had arrangements for receiving, unloading, weighing, 
storing, and transporting cane speedily to the mill using HMVs. The staff at these CCCs was able 
to develop a close relationship with farmers within its jurisdiction and was able to motivate them 
in maximizing procurement and influencing the harvesting pattern (expediting or de-expediting) 
to minimize time between harvesting and crushing. These CCCs were then connected to the con-
trol room with a wireless link which kept track of the status of cane arrival and guided the move-
ment of cane to the mill. This project was a great success and has now expanded to 140 CCCs in 
2009	season	spread	over		2,000	hectares	of	cane-growing	region	allocated	to	Simbhaoli	Sugars	
Limited in a radius of about 7.5 km around the mill. The CCCs are up to 49 km of road distance 
from the mill. In addition, 28 collection centers were established in 2009 for sourcing cane from 
reserve regions with the farthest being at a road distance of 95 km.

Sugarcane,	being	a	seasonal	produce,	occupies	about	only	four	months	in	a	year,	thus	limiting	
the utilization of infrastructure to only about 35 percent. In cooperation with agricultural universities 
and similar institutions, early- and late-maturing varieties of sugarcane were developed extending the 
crushing season to about seven months. To further improve capacity utilization, the mill has created 
silos to store raw sugar (i.e., unrefined and partially refined sugar) where excess sugarcane juice is 
processed partially and stored for being refined when fresh cane is not available, thereby effectively 
managing the variability in supply. This facility can be further used for refining and processing raw 
sugar collected from other domestic and international sources. All this improves profitability of the 
plant	and	keeps	sugar	prices	in	check.	The	main	benefits	of	this	approach	have	been	discussed	under:

 1. Timely receipt of cane at the crushing mill
 2. Improved yield of sugar
 3. Minimal travel time for farmers
 4. Reduced congestion on roads
 5. Ease of unloading of cane in the crushing mill
 6. Increased profit to all stakeholders 

In	its	effort	to	cut	down	costs	further,	Simbhaoli	Sugars	Ltd	is	setting	up	a	1,000	tonnes	per	
day	sugar	refinery	in	a	joint	venture	with	global	agri-business	group	EDF	&	Man	Holdings	near	
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SS–Simbhaoli	Sugars;
CCC–cane	collection	center;
F–farmer.

FiguRe 9-6 Linking the Farmers with the Mill through Cane Collection Centers
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Discussion Questions
 1. What are some obstacles to creating a flexible workforce? 

What are the benefits?
 2. Discuss why the use of subcontractors to handle peak demand 

can often allow a company to meet demand at lower cost.
 3. In which industries would you tend to see dual facility types 

(some facilities focusing on only one type of product and 
others able to produce a wide variety)? In which industries 
would this be relatively rare? Why?

 4. Discuss how you would set up a collaboration mechanism for 
the enterprises in a supply chain.

 5. What are some product lines that use common parts across 
many products? What are the advantages of doing this?

 6. Discuss how a company can get sales and operations to work 
together with the common goal of coordinating supply and 
demand to maximize profitability.

 7. How can a firm use pricing to change demand patterns?
 8. Why would a firm want to offer pricing promotions in its 

peak-demand periods?
 9. Why would a firm want to offer pricing promotions during its 

low-demand periods?

Exercises
 1. Lavare, located in the Chicago suburbs, is a major manufac-

turer of stainless steel sinks. Lavare is in the middle of the 
demand and supply planning exercise for the coming year. 
Anticipated monthly demand from distributors over the  
12 months is shown in Table 9-4.

Capacity at Lavare is governed by the number of 
machine operators it hires. The firm works 20 days a month, 
with a regular operating shift of eight hours per day. Any time 
beyond that is considered overtime. Regular-time pay is  
$15	per	hour	and	overtime	is	$22	per	hour.	Overtime	is	lim-
ited to 20 hours per month per employee. The plant currently 

has 250 employees. Each sink requires two hours of labor 
input. It costs $3 to carry a sink in inventory for a month. 
Materials	cost	per	sink	is	$40.	Sinks	are	sold	to	distributors	at	
a price of $125 each. We assume that no stockouts are allowed 
and the starting inventory entering January is 5,000 units and 
the desired ending inventory in December is also 5,000 units.

Market research has indicated that a promotion drop-
ping prices by 1 percent in a given month will increase sales 
in that month by 20 percent and bring forward 10 percent 
demand from each of the following two months. Thus, a  
1 percent drop in price in March increases sales in March  

the Kandla Port in Gujarat. The proximity of the facility to the port will substantially reduce, if 
not eliminate, transportation costs altogether. This will bolster this venture to become the most 
cost-effective sugar refineries in the region. Even during the off-season period, the capacity of 
Simbhaoli	refinery	will	be	maximized	with	the	import	of	raw	sugar	for	refining.

9.7 suMMaRy oF leaRning objectiVes

1. Manage supply to improve synchronization in a supply chain in the face of predict-
able variability. To manage supply with the goal of maximizing profit, companies can reduce 
the capacity required through the use of workforce flexibility, subcontracting, dual facilities, and 
product flexibility. Companies can reduce the inventory required by emphasizing common parts 
and building and holding products with predictable demand ahead of time. These methodologies, 
combined with aggregate planning, enable a company to manage supply effectively.

2. Manage demand to improve synchronization in a supply chain in the face of predict-
able variability. To manage demand with the goal of maximizing profit, companies must use 
pricing and promotion decisions in concert with supply planning. The timing of promotions can 
have a tremendous impact on demand. Therefore, using pricing to shape demand can help syn-
chronize the supply chain.

3. Use sales and operations planning to maximize profitability when faced with predict-
able variability in a supply chain. To handle predictable variability in a profit-maximizing 
manner, supply chains must coordinate the management of both supply and demand. This 
requires coordinated planning across all stages of the supply chain to select pricing and promo-
tion plans and aggregate plans that maximize supply chain profit.
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TABLE 9-4  Anticipated Monthly Demand at Lavare

Month Demand Month Demand

January 10,000 July 30,000

February 11,000 August 29,000

March 15,000 September 21,000

April 18,000 October 18,000

May 25,000 November 14,000

June 26,000 December 11,000

TABLE 9-5 Anticipated Monthly Demand at Jumbo

Month Demand Month Demand

January 12,000 July 24,000

February 11,000 August 20,000

March 14,000 September 15,000

April 20,000 October 10,000

May 25,000 November 11,000

June 27,000 December 10,000

by  and shifts  units in demand from April and  units from May 
forward to March.
a. What is the optimal production plan for the year if we 

assume no promotions? What is the annual profit from 
this plan? What is the cost of this plan?

b. Is it better to promote in April or July? How much 
increase in profit can be achieved as a result?

c. If sinks are sold for $250 instead of $125, does the deci-
sion about the timing of the promotion change? Why?

 2. Consider the data for Lavare in Exercise 1. We now assume 
that Lavare can change the size of the workforce by laying 
off or hiring employees. Hiring a new employee incurs a cost 
of $1,000; laying off an employee incurs a layoff cost of 
$2,000.
a. What is the optimal production plan for the year if we 

assume no promotions? What is the annual profit with this 
plan? What is the cost of this plan?

b. Is it better to promote in April or July? How much 
increase in profit can be achieved as a result?

c. If the holding cost for sinks increases from $3 per month 
to $5 per month, does the decision of the timing of pro-
motion change? Why or why not?

 3. Return to the data for Lavare in Exercise 1. Now, assume that 
a third party has offered to produce sinks at $74 per unit. 
How does this change affect the optimal production plan 
without a promotion? How does this change affect the opti-
mal timing of a promotion? Explain the changes.

 4. Jumbo manufactures bicycles for all ages. The demand fore-
cast for the coming year is as shown in Table 9-5.

Capacity at Jumbo is limited by the number of employ-
ees it hires. Employees are paid $10 per hour for regular time 
and $15 per hour for overtime. Each bicycle requires 2 hours 
of work from one employee. The plant works 20 days a 
month	 and	 8	 hours	 a	 day	 of	 regular	 time.	 Overtime	 is	
restricted to a maximum of 20 hours per employee per month. 
Jumbo currently has 250 employees and prefers not to change 
that number.

Each bicycle uses $35 of material. Carrying a bicycle 
in inventory from one month to the next costs $4. Jumbo 
starts with 4,000 bicycles in inventory and wants to end the 
year with 4,000 bicycles in inventory. Bicycles are currently 
sold to retailers for $80 each. The market is shared between 
Jumbo	and	its	competitor,	Shrimpy.

Jumbo is in the process of making its production plan-
ning and promotion decisions. Jumbo wants to consider only 
plans	without	any	stockouts.	One	option	is	to	drop	the	sale	
price by $3 (from $80 to $77) for one month in the year. The 
outcome of this action by Jumbo is influenced by the action 
taken	 by	 Shrimpy.	 If	 neither	 firm	 promotes,	 the	 forecast	
demand for Jumbo is as shown in Table 9-5. If Jumbo pro-
motes	in	a	given	month	but	Shrimpy	does	not,	Jumbo	sees	
consumption (this does not include forward buying) in that 
month increase by 40 percent and forward buying of 10 per-
cent	from	each	of	the	two	following	months.	If	Shrimpy	pro-
motes in a given month but Jumbo does not, Jumbo sees 
consumption in the month drop by 40 percent, with no 
change in other months. If both promote in a given month, 
neither sees an increase in consumption but both see forward 
buying of 15 percent from each of the two following months. 
The debate within Jumbo is whether to promote, and if so, 
whether to do it in April or June. For the following questions, 
assume	that	Shrimpy	and	Jumbo	have	similar	demand.
a. What is the optimal production plan for Jumbo, assuming 

no	promotion	by	either	Jumbo	or	Shrimpy?	What	are	the	
annual profits for Jumbo?

b.	 What	are	the	profits	for	Jumbo	if	Shrimpy	promotes	in	
April but Jumbo does not promote throughout the year 
(because it follows everyday low pricing)? What are the 
profits	for	Jumbo	if	it	promotes	in	April	but	Shrimpy	does	
not promote throughout the year? Comment on the bene-
fit from promoting versus the loss from not promoting if 
the competitor does.

c. What are the optimal production plan and profits if both 
promote in April? Both promote in June? Jumbo pro-
motes	in	April	but	Shrimpy	in	June?	Jumbo	promotes	in	
June	but	Shrimpy	in	April?

d. What is the best decision for Jumbo if it can coordinate its 
decision	with	Shrimpy?

e. What is the best decision for Jumbo if it wants to maxi-
mize	its	minimum	profits	no	matter	what	Shrimpy	does?

 5. We now reconsider the issue of competitors and promotions 
in the context of a commodity product such as detergent, for 
which	demand	is	relatively	stable	during	the	year.	Q&H	is	a	
major detergent manufacturer with a demand forecast for the 
coming year as shown in Table 9-6 (in tons).
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Capacity	at	Q&H	is	governed	by	the	number	of	hours	
the line runs. The line requires a team of 100 employees. 
Employees are paid $10 per hour for regular time and $15 
per hour for overtime. Each ton of detergent requires 1 hour 
of operation of the line. The plant works 20 days a month, 
two	shifts	a	day,	and	8	hours	per	shift	of	regular	time.	Over-
time is restricted to a maximum of 20 hours per employee 
per month.

Each ton of detergent uses $1,000 of material. Carry-
ing a ton of detergent in inventory from one month to the 
next	costs	$100.	Q&H	starts	with	150	tons	in	inventory	and	
wants to end with the same level. During intermediate 
months,	Q&H	wants	at	 least	100	tons	of	inventory.	Deter-
gent is currently sold to retailers for $2,600 per ton. The 
detergent	market	is	shared	between	Q&H	and	its	competitor,	
Unilock.

Q&H	is	in	the	process	of	making	its	production	plan-
ning	and	promotion	decisions.	Q&H	wants	to	consider	only	
plans	without	any	stockouts.	One	option	is	to	drop	the	sale	
price by $260 per ton (from $2,600 to $2,340) for one month 
in	the	year.	The	outcome	of	this	action	by	Q&H	is	influenced	

TABLE 9-6 Anticipated Monthly Demand at Q&H

Month Demand Month Demand

January 280 July 291

February 301 August 277

March 277 September 304

April 302 October 291

May 285 November 302

June 278 December 297

by the action taken by Unilock. If neither firm promotes, the 
forecast	demand	for	Q&H	is	as	shown	in	Table	9-6.	If	Q&H	
promotes	in	a	given	month	but	Unilock	does	not,	Q&H	sees	
consumption (does not include forward buying) in that month 
increase by 50 percent and forward buying of 20 percent 
from each of the two following months. If Unilock promotes 
in	a	given	month	but	Q&H	does	not,	Q&H	sees	consumption	
in the month drop by 50 percent. If both promote in a given 
month, neither sees an increase in consumption but both see 
forward buying of 25 percent from each of the two following 
months.	The	debate	within	Q&H	is	whether	to	promote,	and,	
if so, whether to do it in April or June. For the following 
questions, assume that demand for Unilock is like that of 
Q&H.
a.	 What	is	the	optimal	production	plan	for	Q&H	assuming	

no	promotion	by	either	Q&H	or	Unilock?	What	are	the	
annual	profits	for	Q&H?

b.	 What	 are	 the	 profits	 for	Q&H	 if	Unilock	 promotes	 in	
April	 but	Q&H	does	 not	 promote	 throughout	 the	 year	
(because it uses everyday low pricing)? What are the prof-
its	for	Q&H	if	it	promotes	in	April	but	Unilock	does	not	
promote throughout the year? Comment on the benefit 
from promoting versus the loss from not promoting if the 
competitor does.

c. What are the optimal production plan and profits if both 
firms	promote	in	April?	Both	promote	in	June?	Q&H	pro-
motes	in	April	but	Unilock	in	June?	Q&H	promotes	in	
June but Unilock in April?

d.	 What	is	the	best	decision	for	Q&H	if	it	can	coordinate	its	
decision with Unilock?

e.	 What	is	the	best	decision	for	Q&H	if	it	wants	to	maximize	
its minimum profits no matter what Unilock does?

 6. Return	to	the	data	for	Exercise	5.	Assume	that	Q&H	has	a	third	
party willing to manufacture detergent as needed for $2,300 
per ton. Repeat the analysis for all questions (a) through (e).
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CasE stuDy
Mintendo Game Girl

It	is	late	June,	and	Sandra	Huchim,	head	of	operations	at	
Mintendo,	and	Bill	Smith,	head	of	sales	of	We	“R”	Toys,	
are about to get together to discuss production and mar-
keting plans for the next 6 months. Mintendo is the man-
ufacturer of the popular Game Girl handheld electronic 
game that is sold exclusively through We “R” Toys retail 
stores. The second half of the year is critical to Game 
Girl’s success, because a majority of its sales occur dur-
ing the holiday shopping period.

Sandra	is	worried	about	the	impact	that	the	upcom-
ing holiday surge in demand will have on her production 
line. Costs to subcontract assembly of the Game Girls 
are expected to increase, and she has been trying to keep 
costs down, given that her bonus depends on the level of 
production costs.

Bill is worried about competing toy stores gaining 
share in the handheld electronic game market during the 
Christmas buying season. He has seen many companies 
lose their share by failing to keep prices in line with the 
performance of their products. He would like to maxi-
mize the Game Girl market share in the handheld elec-
tronic game market.

Both	Sandra’s	 and	Bill’s	 teams	 produce	 a	 joint	
forecast of demand over the next six months, as shown 
in Table 9-7.

We “R” Toys sells Game Girls for $50 apiece. At 
the end of June, the company has an inventory of 50,000 
Game Girls. Capacity of the production facility is set 
purely by the number of workers assembling the Game 
Girls. At the end of June, the company has a workforce 
of 300 employees, each of whom works 8 hours of regu-
lar	time	at	$15/hour	for	20	days	each	month.	Work	rules	
require that no employee work more than 40 hours of 

overtime per month. The various costs are shown in 
Table 9-8.

Sandra,	concerned	about	controlling	costs	during	
the periods of surging demand over the holidays, pro-
poses to Bill that the price be lowered by $5 for the 
month	of	September.	This	would	likely	increase	Septem-
ber’s demand by 50 percent due to new customers being 
attracted to Game Girl. In addition, 30 percent of each of 
the following two months of demand would occur in 
September	as	forward	buys.	She	believes	strongly	that	
this leveling of demand will help the company.

Bill counters with the idea of offering the same 
promotion in November, during the heart of the buying 
season. In this case, the promotion increases Novem-
ber’s demand by 50 percent, owing to new customers 
being attracted to Game Girl. Additionally, 30 percent of 
December’s demand would occur in November as for-
ward buying. Bill wants to increase revenue and sees no 
better way to do this than to offer a promotion during the 
peak season.

Questions

 1. Which option delivers the maximum profit for the supply 
chain:	Sandra’s	plan,	Bill’s	plan,	or	no	promotion	plan	at	
all? Assume starting and ending inventory of 0.

 2. How does the answer change if a discount of $10 must be 
given to reach the same level of impact that the $5 discount 
received?

 3. Suppose	Sandra’s	fears	about	increasing	outsourcing	costs	
come	to	fruition	and	the	cost	rises	to	$22/unit	for	subcon-
tracting. Does this change the decision when the discount 
is $5?

TABLE 9-7 Demand for Game Girls

Month Demand Forecast

July 100,000

August 110,000

September 130,000

October 180,000

November 250,000

December 300,000

TABLE 9-8 Costs for Mintendo/We “R” Toys

Item Cost

Material cost $12/unit

Inventory holding cost $2/unit/month

Marginal cost of a stockout $10/unit/month

Hiring and training costs $3,000/worker

Layoff cost $5,000/worker

Labor hours required 0.25/unit

Regular-time cost $15/hour

Overtime cost $22.50/hour

Cost of subcontracting $18/unit
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CasE stuDy
Promotion Challenges at Gulmarg Skis

Management	at	Gulmarg	Skis	was	surprised	in	the	previ-
ous season when a competitor, Kitz, discounted their 
skis	by	$50	in	October.	In	a	market	in	which	discounting	
was rare, this was an unusual move by Kitz. As a result,  
Gulmarg	saw	a	significant	drop	in	sales	between	October	
and January. The company did not want to be caught 
unprepared for the upcoming season and was planning 
its response. Two alternatives being considered by  
Gulmarg	 were	 to	 promote	 in	 October	 or	 December.	 
Gulmarg could not precisely predict what Kitz would do 
regarding promotions but felt that Kitz was likely to 
repeat	 its	October	promotion,	given	 its	success	 in	 the	
previous year.

Gulmarg and Kitz competed in high-performance 
skis and sold direct to end consumers. The companies 
prided themselves on outstanding craftsmanship, using 
only the best materials. Both were known for the high 
quality of their skis and the fact that customers could 
design their own top sheet. Although each company had 
a loyal following, there was a significant fraction of cus-
tomers who were happy to buy skis from either. It is this 
group that the two companies were competing for 
through price discounts.

The sale of skis was highly seasonal, with all sales 
occurring	 between	October	 and	March,	 as	 shown	 in	
Table 9-9. Production capacity at the manufacturing 
plant was limited by the number of employees that Gul-
marg	hired.	Employees	were	paid	$15/hour	for	regular	
time	 and	 $23/hour	 for	 overtime.	 Each	 pair	 of	 skis	
required 4 hours of work from an employee. The plant 
worked 20 days a month, 8 hours a day on regular time. 
Overtime	was	restricted	to	a	maximum	of	40	hours	per	
employee per month. Gulmarg employed a total of  
60 workers and felt that it could not let any of them go, 

even in months when demand was below the capacity 
provided by 60 workers. Given the high skill require-
ments, the company had difficulty finding suitable peo-
ple and as a result could hire only up to a maximum of 
10 temporary employees. In other words, the number of 
employees could fluctuate between 60 and 70. Hiring 
each temporary employee cost $500, and letting each 
one go cost another $800.

Each pair of skis used material worth $300, mostly 
in the form of expensive carbon fiber, plastic, and alloys. 
Carrying a pair of skis in inventory from one month to 
the next cost $10. Given the seasonal nature of demand, 
Gulmarg	 started	October	with	 an	 inventory	 of	 2,000	
pairs of skis and preferred to end in March with no 
inventory to carry over. Any leftover inventory at the end 
of March cost Gulmarg the equivalent of $500 a pair 
because of the discounting required to sell it. Customers 
were not willing to wait for skis, so Gulmarg lost all 
sales that it could not meet in a month because of insuf-
ficient inventory and production. Gulmarg’s skis were 
normally priced at $800 a pair.

Before making its production plans, Gulmarg had 
done market research to fully understand the impact of 
promotions on customer behavior. Dropping price from 
$800 to $750 attracted new customers, but also resulted 
in existing customers shifting the timing of their pur-
chase to take advantage of the discount. Customer 
behavior was also affected by actions taken by the com-
petitor, Kitz. If only one of the two companies promoted 
in a given month, it saw a 40 percent increase in sales for 
the month and a forward movement of 20 percent of 
demand from each of the three following months. In 
other	words,	If	Gulmarg	promoted	in	October	but	Kitz	
did not, Gulmarg observed a 40 percent increase in 
October	demand	and	a	shift	of	20	percent	of	demand	
from	November,	December,	and	January	to	October.	The	
competitor that did not promote experienced a 20 per-
cent drop in sales for the promotion month and a 10 per-
cent drop in sales for each of the three following months. 
If	one	of	 the	companies	promoted	 in	October	and	the	
other in December, changes in demand were cumulative, 
with	the	October	promotion	having	the	first	impact,	fol-
lowed by the December promotion. In other words, 
demand for each company shifted from that provided in 
Table	9-9	based	on	the	October	promotion.	The	Decem-
ber promotion then affected the revised demand. For 

TABLE 9-9 Demand Forecast for Gulmarg Skis

Month Demand Forecast

October 1,600

November 2,400

December 4,200

January 3,800

February 2,200

March 2,200
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example,	 if	 Kitz	 promoted	 in	 October	 and	 Gulmarg	
chose to promote in December, Gulmarg would observe 
a	20	percent	drop	in	demand	in	October	and	a	10	percent	
drop in demand in November, December, and January 
compared with the figures in Table 9-9. The December 
promotion would then increase demand in December by 
40 percent of the reduced amount (because of the earlier 
Kitz	promotion).	Similarly,	forward	buying	from	Janu-
ary would also be based on the reduced amount because 

of	the	October	promotion	by	Kitz.	Forward	buying	from	
February and March would be based on demand not 
affected	by	the	October	promotion	by	Kitz.	If	both	com-
panies promoted in a given month, each experienced a 
growth of 10 percent for that month and forward buying 
equivalent to 20 percent of demand from each of the 
three following months.

Should	Gulmarg	promote?	If	so,	in	which	month	
should it promote? If not, why not?



In this chapter, we extend the ideas from Chapter 9 and focus on improving coordination 
across the supply chain. We discuss how lack of coordination leads to a degradation of 
responsiveness and an increase in cost within a supply chain. We describe various obstacles 

that lead to this lack of coordination and exacerbate variability through the supply chain. We then 
identify appropriate managerial levers that can help overcome the obstacles and achieve coordi-
nation. In particular, we discuss how collaboration can improve supply chain performance.

10.1 LACK OF SUPPLY CHAIN COORDINATION AND THE  
BULLWHIP EFFECT

Supply chain coordination improves if all stages of the chain take actions that are aligned and 
increase total supply chain surplus. Supply chain coordination requires each stage of the supply 
chain to share information and take into account the impact its actions have on other stages.

A lack of coordination occurs either because different stages of the supply chain have local 
objectives that conflict or because information moving between stages is delayed and distorted. 
Different stages of a supply chain may have conflicting objectives if each stage tries to maximize 
its own profits, resulting in actions that often diminish total supply chain profits (see Chapters 11, 
13, and 15). Today, supply chains consist of stages with different owners. For example, Ford Motor 
Company has thousands of suppliers, from Goodyear to Motorola, and each of these suppliers has 

Coordination in a Supply 
Chain

C H A P T E R 

10

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Describe supply chain coordination and the 
bullwhip effect, and their impact on supply 
chain performance.

2. Identify obstacles to coordination in a 
supply chain.

3. Discuss managerial levers that help achieve 
coordination in a supply chain.

4. Understand the different forms of 
collaborative planning, forecasting, and 
replenishment that are possible in a supply 
chain.
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many suppliers in turn. Not only does each stage focus on its own objectives, but information is also 
often distorted as it moves across the supply chain because complete information is not shared 
between stages. This distortion is exaggerated by the fact that supply chains today produce a large 
variety of products. Ford produces different models, with several options for each model. The 
increased variety makes it difficult for Ford to coordinate information exchange with thousands of 
suppliers and dealers. The fundamental challenge today is for supply chains to achieve coordina-
tion in spite of multiple ownership and increased product variety.

One outcome of the lack of supply chain coordination is the bullwhip effect, in which fluc-
tuations in orders increase as they move up the supply chain from retailers to wholesalers to 
manufacturers to suppliers, as shown in Figure 10-1. The bullwhip effect distorts demand infor-
mation within the supply chain, with each stage having a different estimate of what demand 
looks like.

Procter & Gamble (P&G) has observed the bullwhip effect in the supply chain for Pampers 
diapers (Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang, 1997). The company found that raw material orders 
from P&G to its suppliers fluctuated significantly over time. Farther down the chain, when sales 
at retail stores were studied, the fluctuations, though present, were small. It is reasonable to 
assume that the consumers of diapers (babies) at the last stage of the supply chain used them at a 
steady rate. Although consumption of the end product was stable, orders for raw material were 
highly variable, increasing costs and making it difficult to match supply and demand.
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Hewlett-Packard (HP) also found that the fluctuation in orders increased significantly as 
they moved from the resellers up the supply chain to the printer division to the integrated circuit 
division (ibid.). Once again, although product demand showed some variability, orders placed 
with the integrated circuit division were much more variable. This made it difficult for HP to fill 
orders on time and increased the cost of doing so.

Studies of the apparel and grocery industries have shown a similar phenomenon: The fluc-
tuation in orders increases as one moves upstream in the supply chain from retail to manufactur-
ing. Barilla, an Italian manufacturer of pasta, observed that weekly orders placed by a local 
distribution center fluctuated by up to a factor of 70 in the course of the year, whereas weekly 
sales at the distribution center (representing orders placed by supermarkets) fluctuated by a fac-
tor of less than three (Hammond, 1994). Barilla was thus facing demand from the distribution 
center that was much more variable than customer demand. This led to increased inventories, 
poorer product availability, and a drop in profits.

A similar phenomenon, over a longer time frame, has been observed in several industries 
that are quite prone to “boom and bust” cycles. A good example is the production of memory 
chips for personal computers. Between 1985 and 1998, at least two cycles occurred during which 
prices of memory chips fluctuated by a factor of more than three. These large fluctuations in 
price were driven by either large shortages or surpluses in capacity. The shortages were exacer-
bated by panic buying and overordering that was followed by a sudden drop in demand.

In the next section, we consider how lack of coordination affects supply chain performance.

10.2 THE EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF LACK OF COORDINATION

The lack of coordination in a supply chain increases variability and hurts the supply chain surplus. 
We discuss the impact of the bullwhip effect on various costs in the P&G diaper supply chain.

Manufacturing Cost

The lack of coordination increases manufacturing cost in the supply chain. As a result of the 
bullwhip effect, P&G and its suppliers must satisfy a stream of orders that is much more variable 
than customer demand. P&G can respond to the increased variability by either building excess 
capacity or holding excess inventory (see Chapter 8), both of which increase the manufacturing 
cost per unit produced.

Inventory Cost

The lack of coordination increases inventory cost in the supply chain. To handle the increased 
variability in demand, P&G must carry a higher level of inventory than would be required if the 
supply chain were coordinated. As a result, inventory costs in the supply chain increase. The high 
levels of inventory also increase the warehousing space required and thus the warehousing cost 
incurred.

Replenishment Lead Time

Lack of coordination increases replenishment lead times in the supply chain. The increased vari-
ability as a result of the bullwhip effect makes scheduling at P&G and supplier plants much more 
difficult than when demand is level. There are times when the available capacity and inventory 
cannot supply the orders coming in. This results in higher replenishment lead times.

Transportation Cost

The lack of coordination increases transportation cost in the supply chain. The transportation 
requirements over time at P&G and its suppliers are correlated with the orders being filled. As a 
result of the bullwhip effect, transportation requirements fluctuate significantly over time. This 
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raises transportation cost because surplus transportation capacity needs to be maintained to cover 
high-demand periods.

Labor Cost for Shipping and Receiving

The lack of coordination increases labor costs associated with shipping and receiving in the sup-
ply chain. Labor requirements for shipping at P&G and its suppliers fluctuate with orders. A 
similar fluctuation occurs for the labor requirements for receiving at distributors and retailers. 
The various stages have the option of carrying excess labor capacity or varying labor capacity in 
response to the fluctuation in orders. Either option increases total labor cost.

Level of Product Availability

Lack of coordination hurts the level of product availability and results in more stockouts in the 
supply chain. The large fluctuations in orders make it harder for P&G to supply all distributor 
and retailer orders on time. This increases the likelihood that retailers will run out of stock, 
resulting in lost sales for the supply chain.

Relationships Across the Supply Chain

Lack of coordination has a negative effect on performance at every stage and thus hurts the rela-
tionships among different stages of the supply chain. There is a tendency to assign blame to other 
stages of the supply chain because each stage thinks it is doing the best it can. The lack of coor-
dination thus leads to a loss of trust among different stages of the supply chain and makes any 
potential coordination efforts more difficult.

From the earlier discussion, it follows that lack of coordination has a significant negative 
impact on the supply chain’s performance by increasing cost and decreasing responsiveness. 
The impact of the lack of coordination on different performance measures is summarized in 
Table 10-1.

In the next section, we discuss various obstacles to achieving coordination in the supply 
chain.

TABLE 10-1 Impact of the Lack of Coordination on Supply Chain Performance

Performance Measure Impact of the Lack of Coordination

Manufacturing cost Increases

Inventory cost Increases

Replenishment lead time Increases

Transportation cost Increases

Shipping and receiving cost Increases

Level of product availability Decreases

Profitability Decreases

Key Point

The lack of coordination hurts both responsiveness and cost in a supply chain by making it more expen-
sive to provide a given level of product availability.
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10.3 OBSTACLES TO COORDINATION IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

Any factor that leads to either local optimization by different stages of the supply chain or an 
increase in information delay, distortion, and variability within the supply chain is an obstacle to 
coordination. If managers in a supply chain are able to identify the key obstacles, they can then take 
suitable actions to help achieve coordination. We divide the major obstacles into five categories:

• Incentive obstacles
• Information-processing obstacles
• Operational obstacles
• Pricing obstacles
• Behavioral obstacles

Incentive Obstacles

Incentive obstacles occur in situations when incentives offered to different stages or participants 
in a supply chain lead to actions that increase variability and reduce total supply chain profits.

LOCAL OPTIMIZATION WITHIN FUNCTIONS OR STAGES OF A SUPPLY CHAIN Incentives that 
focus only on the local impact of an action result in decisions that do not maximize total supply 
chain surplus. For example, if the compensation of a transportation manager at a firm is linked to 
the average transportation cost per unit, the manager is likely to take actions that lower transpor-
tation costs even if they increase inventory costs or hurt customer service. It is natural for any 
participant in the supply chain to take actions that optimize performance measures along which 
they are evaluated. For example, managers at a retailer such as Kmart make all their purchasing 
and inventory decisions to maximize Kmart profits, not total supply chain profits. Buying deci-
sions based on maximizing profits at a single stage of the supply chain lead to ordering policies 
that do not maximize supply chain profits (see Chapters 11, 13, and 15).

SALES FORCE INCENTIVES Improperly structured sales force incentives are a significant obsta-
cle to coordination in a supply chain. In many firms, sales force incentives are based on exceed-
ing sales thresholds during an evaluation period of a month or quarter. The sales typically 
measured by a manufacturer are the quantity sold to distributors or retailers (sell-in), not the 
quantity sold to final customers (sell-through). Measuring performance based on sell-in is often 
justified on the grounds that the manufacturer’s sales force does not control sell-through. For 
example, Barilla offered its sales force incentives based on the quantity sold to distributors dur-
ing a four- to six-week promotion period. To maximize their bonuses, the Barilla sales force 
urged distributors to buy more pasta toward the end of the evaluation period, even if distributors 
were not selling as much to retailers. The sales force offered discounts they controlled to spur 
end-of-period sales. This increased variability in the order pattern, with a jump in orders toward 
the end of the evaluation period followed by few orders at the beginning of the next evaluation 
period. Order sizes from distributors to Barilla fluctuated by a factor of up to 70 from one week 
to the next. A sales force incentive based on sell-in thus results in order variability being larger 
than customer demand variability because the sales force tends to push product toward the end of 
the incentive period.

Information-Processing Obstacles

Information-processing obstacles occur when demand information is distorted as it moves 
between different stages of the supply chain, leading to increased variability in orders within the 
supply chain.

FORECASTING BASED ON ORDERS AND NOT CUSTOMER DEMAND When stages within a 
supply chain make forecasts that are based on orders they receive, any variability in customer 
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demand is magnified as orders move up the supply chain to manufacturers and suppliers. In sup-
ply chains where the fundamental means of communication among different stages are the orders 
that are placed, information is distorted as it moves up the supply chain (see Chen, Drezner, 
Ryan, and Simchi-Levi [2000] for a good quantitative analysis). Each stage views its primary 
role within the supply chain as one of filling orders placed by its downstream partner. Thus, each 
stage views its demand as the stream of orders received and produces a forecast based on this 
information.

In such a scenario, a small change in customer demand becomes magnified as it moves up 
the supply chain in the form of customer orders. Consider the impact of a random increase in 
customer demand at a retailer. The retailer may interpret part of this random increase as a growth 
trend. This interpretation will lead the retailer to order more than the observed increase in demand 
because the retailer expects growth to continue into the future and thus orders to cover for future 
anticipated growth. The increase in the order placed with the wholesaler is thus larger than the 
observed increase in demand at the retailer. Part of the increase is a one-time increase. The 
wholesaler, however, has no way to interpret the order increase correctly. The wholesaler simply 
observes a jump in the order size and infers a growth trend. The growth trend inferred by the 
wholesaler will be larger than that inferred by the retailer (recall that the retailer increased the 
order size to account for future growth). The wholesaler will thus place an even larger order with 
the manufacturer. As we go farther up the supply chain, the order size is magnified.

Now assume that periods of random increase are followed by periods of random decrease 
in demand. Using the same forecasting logic as earlier, the retailer will now anticipate a declin-
ing trend and reduce order size. This reduction will also become magnified as we move up the 
supply chain.

LACK OF INFORMATION SHARING The lack of information sharing between stages of the sup-
ply chain magnifies the information distortion. A retailer such as Walmart may increase the size 
of a particular order because of a planned promotion. If the manufacturer is not aware of the 
planned promotion, it may interpret the larger order as a permanent increase in demand and place 
orders with suppliers accordingly. The manufacturer and suppliers thus have much inventory 
right after Walmart finishes its promotion. Given the excess inventory, as future Walmart orders 
return to normal, manufacturer orders will be smaller than before. The lack of information shar-
ing between the retailer and manufacturer thus leads to a large fluctuation in manufacturer orders.

Operational Obstacles

Operational obstacles occur when actions taken in the course of placing and filling orders lead to 
an increase in variability.

ORDERING IN LARGE LOTS When a firm places orders in lot sizes that are much larger than 
those in which demand arises, variability of orders is magnified up the supply chain. Firms may 
order in large lots because a significant fixed cost is associated with placing, receiving, or trans-
porting an order (see Chapter 11). Large lots may also occur if the supplier offers quantity dis-
counts based on lot size (see Chapter 11). Figure 10-2 shows both the demand and the order 
stream for a firm that places an order every five weeks. Observe that the order stream is far more 
erratic than the demand stream.

Because orders are batched and placed every five weeks, the order stream has four weeks 
without orders followed by a large order that equals five weeks of demand. A manufacturer sup-
plying several retailers that batch their orders faces an order stream that is much more variable 
than the demand the retailers experience. If the manufacturer batches its orders to suppliers, the 
effect is further magnified. In many instances, there are certain focal-point periods, such as the 
first or the last week of a month, when a majority of the orders arrive. This synchronization of 
orders further exacerbates the impact of batching.
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LARGE REPLENISHMENT LEAD TIMES Information distortion is magnified if replenishment 
lead times between stages are long. Consider a situation in which a retailer has misinterpreted a 
random increase in demand as a growth trend. If the retailer faces a lead time of two weeks, it 
will incorporate the anticipated growth over two weeks when placing the order. In contrast, if the 
retailer faces a lead time of two months, it will incorporate into its order the anticipated growth 
over two months (which will be much larger). The same applies when a random decrease in 
demand is interpreted as a declining trend.

RATIONING AND SHORTAGE GAMING Rationing schemes that allocate limited production in 
proportion to the orders placed by retailers lead to a magnification of information distortion. This 
can occur when a high-demand product is in short supply. In such a situation, manufacturers 
come up with a variety of mechanisms to ration the scarce supply of product among various dis-
tributors or retailers. One commonly used rationing scheme is to allocate the available supply of 
product based on orders placed. Under this rationing scheme, if the supply available is 75 percent 
of the total orders received, each retailer receives 75 percent of its order.

This rationing scheme results in a game in which retailers try to increase the size of their 
orders to increase the amount supplied to them. A retailer needing 75 units orders 100 units in the 
hope of getting 75. The net impact of this rationing scheme is to artificially inflate orders for the 
product. In addition, a retailer ordering based on what it expects to sell gets less and as a result 
loses sales, whereas a retailer that inflates its order is rewarded.

If the manufacturer is using orders to forecast future demand, it will interpret the increase 
in orders as an increase in demand, even though customer demand is unchanged. The manufac-
turer may respond by building enough capacity to be able to fill all orders received. Once suffi-
cient capacity becomes available, orders return to their normal level because they were inflated 
in response to the rationing scheme. The manufacturer is now left with a surplus of product and 
capacity. These boom-and-bust cycles thus tend to alternate. This phenomenon is fairly common 
in the electronics industry, in which alternating periods of component shortages followed by a 
component surplus are often observed.
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Pricing Obstacles

Pricing obstacles arise when the pricing policies for a product lead to an increase in variability of 
orders placed.

LOT-SIZE–BASED QUANTITY DISCOUNTS Lot-size–based quantity discounts increase the lot size 
of orders placed within the supply chain (see Chapter 11) because lower prices are offered for larger 
lots. As discussed earlier, the resulting large lots magnify the bullwhip effect within the supply chain.

PRICE FLUCTUATIONS Trade promotions and other short-term discounts offered by a manufac-
turer result in forward buying, by which a wholesaler or retailer purchases large lots during the 
discounting period to cover demand during future periods. Forward buying results in large orders 
during the promotion period followed by very small orders after that (see Chapter 11), as shown 
in Figure 10-3 for chicken noodle soup.

Observe that the shipments during the peak period are higher than the sales during the peak 
period because of a promotion offered. The peak shipment period is followed by a period of low 
shipments from the manufacturer, indicating significant forward buying by distributors. The pro-
motion thus results in a variability in manufacturer shipments that is significantly higher than the 
variability in retailer sales.

Behavioral Obstacles

Behavioral obstacles are problems in learning within organizations that contribute to information 
distortion. These problems are often related to the supply chain structure and the communica-
tions among different stages. Some of the behavioral obstacles are as follows:

 1. Each stage of the supply chain views its actions locally and is unable to see the impact of 
its actions on other stages.
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FIGURE 10-3 Retailer Sales and Manufacturer Shipments of Soup  
Source: Adapted from Marshall L. Fisher, “What Is the Right Supply 
Chain for Your Product?” by Harvard Business Review (March–April 
1997): 83–93. Copyright © 1997 by the Harvard Business School 
Publishing Corporation; all rights reserved. Reprinted by permission 
of Harvard Business Review.
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 2. Different stages of the supply chain react to the current local situation rather than trying to 
identify the root causes.

 3. Based on local analysis, different stages of the supply chain blame one another for the fluc-
tuations, with successive stages in the supply chain becoming enemies rather than partners.

 4. No stage of the supply chain learns from its actions over time because the most significant 
consequences of its actions occur elsewhere. The result is a vicious cycle in which actions 
taken by one stage create the very problems that the stage blames on others.

 5. A lack of trust among supply chain partners causes them to be opportunistic at the expense 
of overall supply chain performance. The lack of trust also results in significant duplication 
of effort. More important, information available at different stages either is not shared or is 
ignored because it is not trusted.

10.4 MANAGERIAL LEVERS TO ACHIEVE COORDINATION

Having identified obstacles to coordination, we now focus on actions a manager can take to help 
overcome the obstacles and achieve coordination in the supply chain. The following managerial 
actions increase total supply chain profits and moderate information distortion:

• Aligning goals and incentives
• Improving information visibility and accuracy
• Improving operational performance
• Designing pricing strategies to stabilize orders
• Building strategic partnerships and trust

Aligning Goals and Incentives

Managers can improve coordination within the supply chain by aligning goals and incentives so 
every participant in supply chain activities works to maximize total supply chain profits.

ALIGNING GOALS ACROSS THE SUPPLY CHAIN Coordination requires every stage of the sup-
ply chain to focus on the supply chain surplus or the total size of the pie rather than just its indi-
vidual share. A key to coordination is coming up with mechanisms that allow the creation of a 
win–win scenario in which the supply chain surplus grows along with the profits for all supply 
chain stages. An example of such a mechanism occurs when Walmart pays Hewlett-Packard 
(HP) for each printer sold and gives HP the power to make replenishment decisions while limit-
ing the amount of printer inventory that can be held at a store. This setup improves coordination 
because both parties gain if the supply of printers at a store matches demand.

ALIGNING INCENTIVES ACROSS FUNCTIONS One key to coordinated decisions within a firm 
is to ensure that the objective any function uses to evaluate a decision is aligned with the firm’s 
overall objective. All facility, transportation, and inventory decisions should be evaluated based 
on their effect on profitability or total costs, not functional costs. This helps prevent situations 
such as a transportation manager making decisions that lower transportation cost but increase 
overall supply chain costs (see Chapter 14).

PRICING FOR COORDINATION In many instances, suitable pricing schemes can help coordi-
nate the supply chain. A manufacturer can use lot-size–based quantity discounts to achieve coor-
dination for commodity products if the manufacturer has large fixed costs associated with each 
lot (see Chapter 11 for a detailed discussion). For products for which a firm has market power, a 
manufacturer can use two-part tariffs and volume discounts to help achieve coordination (see 
Chapter 11 for a detailed discussion). Given demand uncertainty, manufacturers can use buy-
back, revenue-sharing, and quantity flexibility contracts to spur retailers to provide levels of 
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product availability that maximize total supply chain profits (see Chapter 15 for a detailed dis-
cussion). Buyback contracts have been used in the publishing industry to increase total supply 
chain profits. Quantity flexibility contracts have helped Benetton increase supply chain profits.

ALTERING SALES FORCE INCENTIVES FROM SELL-IN TO SELL-THROUGH Any change that 
reduces the incentive for a salesperson to push product to the retailer reduces the bullwhip 
effect. Manufacturers should link incentives for the sales staff to sell-through by the retailer 
rather than sell-in to the retailer. This action eliminates any motivation the sales staff may have 
to encourage forward buying. Elimination of forward buying helps reduce fluctuations in the 
order stream. If sales force incentives are based on sales over a rolling horizon, the incentive to 
push product is further reduced. This helps reduce forward buying and the resulting fluctuation 
in orders.

Improving Information Visibility and Accuracy

Managers can achieve coordination by improving the visibility and accuracy of information 
available to different stages in the supply chain.

SHARING CUSTOMER DEMAND DATA Sharing customer demand data across the supply chain 
can help reduce the bullwhip effect. A primary cause for information distortion is the fact that 
each stage of the supply chain uses orders to forecast future demand. Given that orders received 
by different stages vary, forecasts at different stages also vary. In reality, the only demand that the 
supply chain needs to satisfy is that from the final customer. If retailers share demand data with 
other supply chain stages, all stages can forecast future demand based on customer demand. 
Sharing of demand data helps reduce information distortion because all stages now respond to 
the same change in customer demand. Observe that sharing aggregate demand data is sufficient 
to dampen information distortion. It is not necessary to share detailed point-of-sale (POS) data. 
Use of appropriate information systems facilitates the sharing of such data.

Walmart has routinely shared its POS data with its suppliers. Dell shares demand data as 
well as current inventory positions of components with many of its suppliers via the Internet, 
thereby helping avoid unnecessary fluctuations in supply and orders placed. P&G has convinced 
many retailers to share demand data. P&G, in turn, shares the data with its suppliers, improving 
coordination in the supply chain.

IMPLEMENTING COLLABORATIVE FORECASTING AND PLANNING Once customer demand 
data are shared, different stages of the supply chain must forecast and plan jointly if complete 
coordination is to be achieved. Without collaborative planning, sharing of demand data does not 
guarantee coordination. A retailer may have observed large demand in the month of January 
because it ran a promotion. If no promotion is planned in the upcoming January, the retailer’s 
forecast will differ from the manufacturer’s forecast even if both have past POS data. The manu-
facturer must be aware of the retailer’s promotion plans to achieve coordination. The key is to 
ensure that the entire supply chain is operating with a common forecast. To facilitate this type of 
coordination in the supply chain environment, the Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards 
(VICS) Association set up a Collaborative Planning, Forecasting, and Replenishment (CPFR) 
Committee that identified best practices and design guidelines for collaborative planning and 
forecasting. These practices are detailed later in the chapter.

DESIGNING SINGLE-STAGE CONTROL OF REPLENISHMENT Designing a supply chain in 
which a single stage controls replenishment decisions for the entire supply chain can help dimin-
ish information distortion. As we mentioned earlier, a key cause of information distortion is that 
each stage of the supply chain uses orders from the previous stage as its historical demand. As a 
result, each stage views its role as one of replenishing orders placed by the next stage. In reality, 
the key replenishment is at the retailer, because that is where the final customer purchases. When 
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a single stage controls replenishment decisions for the entire chain, the problem of multiple fore-
casts is eliminated and coordination within the supply chain follows.

Several industry practices, such as continuous replenishment programs (CRPs) and vendor- 
managed inventories (VMIs) detailed later in the chapter, provide a single-point control over 
replenishment. Walmart typically assigns one of its suppliers as a leader for each major product 
category to manage store-level replenishment. This gives suppliers visibility into sales and a 
single decision maker for replenishment decisions.

Key Point

Demand planning at each stage in a supply chain based on the stream of orders received from its down-
stream stage results in a magnification of fluctuation in orders as one moves up the supply chain from 
the retailer to the manufacturer. It is better for the entire supply chain to forecast based on end customer 
demand.

Improving Operational Performance

Managers can help dampen information distortion by improving operational performance and 
designing appropriate product rationing schemes in case of shortages.

REDUCING REPLENISHMENT LEAD TIME By reducing the replenishment lead time, managers 
can decrease the uncertainty of demand during the lead time (see Chapter 12). A reduction in 
lead time is especially beneficial for seasonal items because it allows for multiple orders to be 
placed with a significant increase in the accuracy of the forecast (see Chapter 13). If lead times 
are short enough, replenishment can be scheduled to actual consumption, thus eliminating the 
need for a forecast.

Managers can take a variety of actions at different stages of the supply chain to help reduce 
replenishment lead times. Ordering electronically, either online or through electronic data inter-
change (EDI), can significantly cut the lead time associated with order placement and informa-
tion transfer. If every stage shares its long-term plans with suppliers, potential orders can be 
scheduled into production well in advance, with the precise quantity being determined closer to 
actual production. This reduces the scheduling time, which is often the largest component of lead 
time. At manufacturing plants, increased flexibility and cellular manufacturing can be used to 
achieve a significant reduction in lead times. A dampening of information distortion further 
reduces lead times because of stabilized demand and, as a result, improved scheduling. This is 
particularly true when manufacturing produces a large variety of products. Advance shipping 
notices (ASNs) can be used to reduce the lead time as well as efforts associated with receiving. 
Cross-docking can be used to reduce the lead time associated with moving the product between 
stages in the supply chain. Walmart has used many of these approaches to significantly reduce 
lead time within its supply chain.

REDUCING LOT SIZES Managers can reduce information distortion by implementing opera-
tional improvements that reduce lot sizes. A reduction of lot sizes decreases the amount of fluc-
tuation that can accumulate between any pair of stages of a supply chain, thus decreasing 
distortion. To reduce lot sizes, managers must take actions that help reduce the fixed costs associ-
ated with ordering, transporting, and receiving each lot (see Chapter 11). Walmart and Seven-
Eleven Japan have been very successful at reducing replenishment lot sizes by aggregating 
deliveries across many products and suppliers.

Computer-assisted ordering (CAO) refers to the substitution through technology of the 
functions of a retail order clerk through the use of computers that integrate information about 
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product sales, market factors affecting demand, inventory levels, product receipts, and desired 
service levels. CAO and EDI help reduce the fixed costs associated with placing each order.

In some cases, managers can simplify ordering by eliminating the use of purchase orders. 
In the auto industry, some suppliers are paid based on the number of cars produced, eliminating 
the need for individual purchase orders. This eliminates the order-processing cost associated 
with each replenishment order. Information systems also facilitate the settlement of financial 
transactions, eliminating the cost associated with individual purchase orders.

The large gap in the prices of truckload (TL) and less-than-truckload (LTL) shipping 
encourages shipment in TL quantities. In fact, with the efforts to reduce order-processing costs, 
transportation costs are now the major barrier to smaller lots in most supply chains. Managers 
can reduce lot sizes without increasing transportation costs by filling a truck using smaller lots 
from a variety of products (see Chapter 11). P&G, for example, requires all orders from retailers 
to be a full TL. The TL, however, may be built from any combination of products. A retailer can 
thus order small lots of each product as long as a sufficiently large variety of products are 
included on each truck. Seven-Eleven Japan has used this strategy with combined trucks, in 
which the separation is by the temperature at which the truck is maintained. All products to be 
shipped at a particular temperature are on the same truck. This has allowed Seven-Eleven Japan 
to reduce the number of trucks sent to retail outlets while keeping product variety high. Some 
firms in the grocery industry use trucks with different compartments, each at a different tempera-
ture and carrying a variety of products, to help reduce lot sizes.

Managers can also reduce lot sizes by using milk runs that combine shipments for several 
retailers on a single truck, as discussed in Chapter 14. In many cases, third-party transporters 
combine shipments to competing retail outlets on a single truck. This reduces the fixed transpor-
tation cost per retailer and allows each retailer to order in smaller lots. In Japan, Toyota uses a 
single truck from a supplier to supply multiple assembly plants, which enables managers to 
reduce the lot size received by any one plant. Managers can also reduce lot sizes by combining 
shipments from multiple suppliers on a single truck. In the United States, Toyota uses this 
approach to reduce the lot size it receives from any one supplier.

As smaller lots are ordered and delivered, both the pressure on and the cost of receiving 
can grow significantly. Thus, managers must implement technologies that simplify the receiving 
process and reduce the cost associated with receiving. For example, ASNs identify shipment 
content, count, and time of delivery electronically and help reduce unloading time and increase 
cross-dock efficiency. ASNs can be used to update inventory records electronically, thus reduc-
ing the cost of receiving. Bar coding of pallets and the use of radio frequency identification 
(RFID) can further simplify receiving.

Another simple way to minimize the impact of batching is to break any synchronization of 
orders. Frequently, customers that order once a week tend to do so on either a Monday or Friday. 
Customers that order once a month tend to do so either at the beginning or the end of the month. 
In such situations, it is better to distribute customers ordering once a week evenly across all days 
of the week, and customers ordering once a month across all days of the month. In fact, regular 
ordering days may be scheduled in advance for each customer to level out the order stream arriv-
ing at the manufacturer.

RATIONING BASED ON PAST SALES AND SHARING INFORMATION TO LIMIT GAMING To 
diminish information distortion, managers can design rationing schemes that discourage retailers 
from artificially inflating their orders in case of a shortage. One approach, referred to as turn-
and-earn, is to allocate the available supply based on past retailer sales rather than current retailer 
orders. Tying allocation to past sales removes any incentive a retailer may have to inflate orders. 
In fact, during low-demand periods, the turn-and-earn approach pushes retailers to try to sell 
more to increase the allocation they receive during periods of shortage. Several firms, including 
General Motors, have historically used the turn-and-earn mechanism to ration available product 
in case of a shortage. Others, such as HP, have historically allocated based on retailer orders but 
are now switching to using past sales.
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Other firms have tried to share information across the supply chain to minimize shortage 
situations. Firms such as Sport Obermeyer offer incentives to their large customers to preorder at 
least a part of their annual order. This information allows Sport Obermeyer to improve the accu-
racy of its own forecast and allocate production capacity accordingly. Once capacity has been 
allocated appropriately across different products, it is less likely that shortage situations will 
arise, thus dampening the inflation of orders. The availability of flexible capacity can also help in 
this regard, because flexible capacity can easily be shifted from a product whose demand is 
lower than expected to one whose demand is higher than expected.

Designing Pricing Strategies to Stabilize Orders

Managers can reduce information distortion by devising pricing strategies that encourage retail-
ers to order in smaller lots and reduce forward buying.

MOVING FROM LOT-SIZE–BASED TO VOLUME-BASED QUANTITY DISCOUNTS As a result of 
lot-size–based quantity discounts, retailers increase their lot size to take full advantage of the 
discount. Offering volume-based quantity discounts eliminates the incentive to increase the size 
of a single lot because volume-based discounts consider the total purchases during a specified 
period (say, a year) rather than purchases in a single lot (see Chapter 11). Volume-based quantity 
discounts result in smaller lot sizes, thus reducing order variability in the supply chain. Volume-
based discounts with a fixed end date at which discounts will be evaluated may lead to large lots 
close to the end date. Offering the discounts over a rolling time horizon helps dampen this effect.

STABILIZING PRICING Managers can dampen the bullwhip effect by eliminating promotions 
and using everyday low pricing (EDLP). The elimination of promotions removes forward buying 
by retailers and results in orders that match customer demand. P&G, Campbell Soup, and several 
other manufacturers have implemented EDLP to dampen the bullwhip effect.

Managers can place limits on the quantity that may be purchased during a promotion to 
decrease forward buying. This limit should be retailer specific and linked to historical sales by 
the retailer. Another approach is to tie the promotion dollars paid to the retailer to the amount of 
sell-through rather than the amount purchased by the retailer. As a result, retailers obtain no ben-
efit from forward buying and purchase more only if they can sell more. Promotions based on 
sell-through significantly reduce information distortion.

Building Strategic Partnerships and Trust

Managers find it easier to use the levers discussed earlier to achieve coordination if trust and strategic 
partnerships are built within the supply chain. Sharing of accurate information that is trusted by 
every stage results in a better matching of supply and demand throughout the supply chain. A better 
relationship also tends to lower the transaction cost between supply chain stages. For example, a sup-
plier can eliminate its forecasting effort if it trusts orders and forecast information received from the 
retailer. Similarly, the retailer can lessen the receiving effort by decreasing counting and inspections 
if it trusts the supplier’s quality and delivery. In general, stages in a supply chain can eliminate dupli-
cated effort on the basis of improved trust and a better relationship. This lowering of transaction cost, 
along with accurate shared information, helps improve coordination. Walmart and P&G have tried to 
build a strategic partnership that will better coordinate their actions and be mutually beneficial.

Research by Kumar (1996) showed that the more retailers trusted their suppliers, the less 
likely they were to develop alternate sources while significantly increasing sales of their prod-
ucts. In general, a high level of trust allows a supply chain to become more responsive at lower 
cost. Actions such as information sharing, changing of incentives, operational improvements, 
and stabilization of pricing typically help improve the level of trust. Growing the level of coop-
eration and trust within a supply chain requires a clear identification of roles and decision rights 
for all parties, effective contracts, and good conflict resolution mechanisms.
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10.5 CONTINUOUS REPLENISHMENT AND VENDOR-MANAGED 
INVENTORIES

Information distortion can be dampened by practices that assign replenishment responsibility 
across the supply chain to a single entity. Replenishment decisions made by a single entity ensure 
visibility and a common forecast that drives orders across the supply chain. Two common indus-
try practices that assign a single point of responsibility are continuous replenishment programs 
and vendor-managed inventories.

In continuous replenishment programs (CRPs), the wholesaler or manufacturer replen-
ishes a retailer regularly based on POS data. CRP may be managed by the supplier, distributor, 
or a third party. In most instances, CRP systems are driven by actual withdrawals of inventory 
from retailer warehouses rather than POS data at the store level. Tying CRP systems to ware-
house withdrawals is easier to implement, and retailers are often more comfortable sharing data 
at this level. IT systems that are linked across the supply chain provide a good information 
infrastructure on which a CRP may be based. In CRP, inventory at the retailer is owned by the 
retailer.

With vendor-managed inventory (VMI), the manufacturer or supplier is responsible for all 
decisions regarding product inventories at the retailer. As a result, the control of the replenish-
ment decision moves to the manufacturer instead of the retailer. In many instances of VMI, the 
inventory is owned by the supplier until it is sold by the retailer. VMI requires the retailer to share 
demand information with the manufacturer to allow it to make inventory replenishment deci-
sions. This helps improve manufacturer forecasts and better match manufacturer production with 
customer demand. VMI can allow a manufacturer to increase its profits—as well as profits for 
the entire supply chain—if both retailer and manufacturer margins are considered when making 
inventory decisions.

VMI has been implemented with significant success by, among others, Kmart (with about 
50 suppliers) and Fred Meyer. Kmart saw inventory turns on seasonal items increase from 3 to 
between 9 and 11, and for nonseasonal items from 12 to 15 to 17 to 20. Fred Meyer saw invento-
ries drop by 30 to 40 percent while fill rates increased to 98 percent. Other firms with successful 
implementations include Campbell Soup, Frito-Lay, and P&G.

One drawback of VMI arises because retailers often sell products from competing manu-
facturers that are substitutes in the customer’s mind. For example, a customer may substitute 
detergent manufactured by P&G by detergent manufactured by Unilever. If the retailer has a 
VMI agreement with both manufacturers, each manufacturer will ignore the impact of substitu-
tion when making inventory decisions. As a result, inventories at the retailer will be higher than 
optimal. In such a setting, the retailer may be better positioned to decide on the replenishment 
policy. Another possibility is for the retailer to define a category leader from among the suppliers 
and have the category leader manage replenishment decisions for all suppliers in the category. 
Walmart follows such a practice and assigns a category leader for most of its products. Walmart 
sets the targeted level of product availability across all products and the category leader designs 
replenishment policies that achieve these levels. This ensures that the category leader is not 
favoring any one supplier’s product over another. For example, HP was Walmart’s category 
leader for printers and managed all printer replenishment.

10.6 COLLABORATIVE PLANNING, FORECASTING,  
AND REPLENISHMENT

The VICS Association has defined CPFR as “a business practice that combines the intelligence 
of multiple partners in the planning and fulfillment of customer demand.” In this section, we 
describe CPFR and some successful implementations. It is important to understand that success-
ful CPFR can be built only on a foundation in which the two parties have synchronized their data 
and established standards for exchanging information.
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Sellers and buyers in a supply chain may collaborate along any or all of the following four 
supply chain activities:

 1. Strategy and planning: The partners determine the scope of the collaboration and assign 
roles, responsibilities, and clear checkpoints. In a joint business plan, they then identify 
significant events such as promotions, new product introductions, store openings/closings, 
and changes in inventory policy that affect demand and supply.

 2. Demand and supply management: A collaborative sales forecast projects the partners’ 
best estimate of consumer demand at the point of sale. This is then converted to a collab-
orative order plan that determines future orders and delivery requirements based on sales 
forecasts, inventory positions, and replenishment lead times.

 3. Execution: As forecasts become firm, they are converted to actual orders. The fulfill-
ment of these orders then involves production, shipping, receiving, and stocking of 
products.

 4. Analysis: The key analysis tasks focus on identifying exceptions and evaluating metrics 
that are used to assess performance or identify trends.

A fundamental aspect of successful collaboration is the identification and resolution of 
exceptions. Exceptions refer to a gap between forecasts made by the two sides or some other 
performance metric that is falling or is likely to fall outside acceptable bounds. These metrics 
may include inventories that exceed targets or product availability that falls below targets. For 
successful CPFR, it is important to have a process in place that allows the two parties to resolve 
exceptions. Detailed processes for identifying and resolving exceptions are discussed in the 
VICS CPFR Voluntary Guidelines version 2.0 (2002).

One successful CPFR implementation has involved Henkel, a German detergent manu-
facturer, and Eroski, a Spanish food retailer. Prior to CPFR, Eroski saw frequent stockouts of 
Henkel products, especially during promotions. At the inception of CPFR in December 1999, 
70 percent of the sales forecasts had an average error of more than 50 percent, and only 5 per-
cent of the forecasts had errors less than 20 percent. Within four months of the CPFR imple-
mentation, however, 70 percent of the sales forecasts had errors less than 20 percent and only  
5 percent had errors of more than 50 percent. CPFR resulted in a customer service level of  
98 percent and an average inventory of only five days. This was accomplished despite 15 to  
20 products being promoted every month.

Another successful implementation involved Johnson & Johnson and Superdrug, a chain 
in the United Kingdom. Over the three-month trial period beginning April 2000, Superdrug saw 
inventory levels at its DCs drop by 13 percent, while product availability at its DCs increased by 
1.6 percent. As reported by Steerman (2003), Sears also saw significant benefits from its CPFR 
initiative with Michelin in 2001. In-stock levels at Sears improved by 4.3 percent, DCs-to-stores 
fill rate improved by 10.7 percent, and overall inventory levels fell by 25 percent.

VICS has identified the four scenarios in Table 10-2 as the most common areas in which 
large-scale CPFR deployments have taken place between a retailer and a manufacturer. Next, we 
describe each of the four scenarios.

TABLE 10-2 Four Common CPFR Scenarios

CPFR Scenario Where Applied in Supply Chain Industries Where Applied

Retail event collaboration Highly promoted channels or categories All industries other than those that 
practice EDLP

DC replenishment collaboration Retail DC or distributor DC Drugstores, hardware, grocery

Store replenishment collaboration Direct store delivery or retail DC-to-store 
delivery

Mass merchants, club stores

Collaborative assortment planning Apparel and seasonal goods Department stores, specialty retail
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Retail Event Collaboration

In many retail environments, such as supermarkets, promotions and other retail events have a sig-
nificant impact on demand. Stockouts, excess inventory, and unplanned logistics costs during these 
events affect financial performance for both the retailer and the manufacturer. In such a setting, col-
laboration between retailers and suppliers to plan, forecast, and replenish promotions is effective.

Retail event collaboration requires the two parties to identify brands and specific SKUs that 
are included in the collaboration. Details of the event—such as timing, duration, price point, adver-
tising, and display tactics—are shared. It is important for the retailer to update this information as 
changes occur. Event-specific forecasts are then created and shared. These forecasts are then con-
verted to planned orders and deliveries. As the event unfolds, sales are monitored to identify any 
changes or exceptions, which are resolved through an iterative process between the two parties.

P&G has implemented some form of retail event collaboration with a variety of partners, 
including Walmart.

DC Replenishment Collaboration

DC replenishment collaboration is perhaps the most common form of collaboration observed in 
practice and also the simplest to implement. In this scenario, the two trading partners collaborate 
on forecasting DC withdrawals or anticipated demand from the DC to the manufacturer. These 
forecasts are converted to a stream of orders from the DC to the manufacturer that are committed 
or locked over a specified time horizon. This information allows the manufacturer to include 
anticipated orders in future production plans and build the committed orders on demand. The 
result is a reduction in production cost at the manufacturer and a reduction of inventory and 
stockouts at the retailer.

DC replenishment collaboration is relatively easy to implement because it requires col-
laboration on aggregate data and does not require sharing of detailed POS data. As a result, it is 
often the best scenario with which to start collaboration. Over time, this form of collaboration 
can be extended to include all storage points in the supply chain, from retail shelves to raw mate-
rial warehouses. According to Hammond (1994), Barilla implemented this form of collaboration 
with its distributors.

Store Replenishment Collaboration

In store replenishment collaboration, trading partners collaborate on store-level POS forecasts. 
These forecasts are then converted to a series of store-level orders, with orders committed over a 
specified time horizon. This form of collaboration is much harder to implement than a DC-level 
collaboration, especially if stores are small; it is easier for large stores such as Costco and Home 
Depot. The benefits of store-level collaboration include greater visibility of sales for the manu-
facturer, improved replenishment accuracy, improved product availability, and reduced invento-
ries. Smith (2013) discusses how store level collaboration allowed suppliers to Canadian retailer 
West Marine, Inc. to improve “on-time shipments from a dismal 30 percent to over 90 percent.” 
This allowed West Marine to maintain product availability as high as 98 percent.

Collaborative Assortment Planning

Fashion apparel and other seasonal goods follow a seasonal pattern of demand. Thus, collab-
orative planning in these categories has a horizon of a single season and is performed at sea-
sonal intervals. Given the seasonal nature, forecasts rely less on historical data and more on 
collaborative interpretation of industry trends, macroeconomic factors, and customer tastes. In 
this form of collaboration, the trading partners develop an assortment plan jointly. The output 
is a planned purchase order at the style/color/size level. The planned order is shared electroni-
cally in advance of a show, at which sample products are viewed and final merchandising deci-
sions are made. The planned orders help the manufacturer purchase long-lead-time raw 
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materials and plan capacity. This form of collaboration is most useful if capacity is flexible 
enough to accommodate a variety of product mix and raw materials have some commonality 
across end products.

Organizational and Technology Requirements for Successful CPFR

A successful CPFR implementation requires changes in the organizational structure and, to 
be scalable, requires the implementation of appropriate technology. Effective collaboration 
requires manufacturers to set up cross-functional, customer-specific teams that include 
sales, demand planning, and logistics, at least for large customers. Such a focus has become 
feasible with the consolidation in retailing. For smaller customers, such teams can be 
focused by geography or sales channel. Retailers should also attempt to organize merchan-
dise planning, buying, and replenishment into teams around suppliers. This can be difficult, 
given the large number of suppliers that consolidated retailers have. They can then organize 
the teams by categories that include multiple suppliers. For retailers that have multiple lev-
els of inventory, such as DCs and retail stores, it is important to combine the replenishment 
teams at the two levels. Without collaborative inventory management at the two levels, 
duplication of inventories is common. The proposed organizational structure is illustrated in 
Figure 10-4.

The CPFR process is not dependent on technology but requires technology to be scalable. 
CPFR technologies have been developed to facilitate sharing of forecasts and historical informa-
tion, evaluating exception conditions, and enabling revisions. These solutions must be integrated 
with enterprise systems that record all supply chain transactions.

Risks and Hurdles for a CPFR Implementation

It is important to realize that there are risks and hurdles for a successful CPFR implementation. 
Given the large-scale sharing of information, there is a risk of information misuse. Often one or 
both of the CPFR partners have relationships with the partner’s competitors. Another risk is that 
if one of the partners changes its scale or technology, the other partner will be forced to follow 
suit or lose the collaborative relationship. Finally, the implementation of CPFR and the resolu-
tion of exceptions require close interactions between two entities whose cultures may be very 
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Demand Planning
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Customer 2 Team
Demand Planning
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Team

• Merchandise
   Planning
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FIGURE 10-4 Collaborative Organizational Structure

Source: Adapted from Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards, 
CPFR: An Overview, 2004.
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different. The inability to foster a collaborative culture across the partner organizations can be a 
major hurdle for the success of CPFR. One of the biggest hurdles to success is often that partners 
attempt store-level collaboration, which requires a higher organizational and technology invest-
ment. It is often best to start with an event- or DC-level collaboration, which is more focused and 
easier to collaborate on. Another major hurdle for successful CPFR is that demand information 
shared with partners is often not used within the organization in an integrated manner. It is 
important to have integrated demand, supply, logistics, and corporate planning within the organi-
zation to maximize the benefits of a CPFR effort with a partner.

10.7  COLLABORATIVE PLANNING, FORECASTING,  
AND REPLENISHMENT—INDIAN EXPERIENCES

The flow of information through distribution channels in India is extremely slow and dis-
torted. In most cases, these are populated by large number of intermediaries of varying sizes 
and descriptions, operating under different ownerships with their own agenda. The informa-
tion is invariably dated and suffers from the  bullwhip effect. Quite often, the only information 
available to the manufacturer is the demand from next level down the distribution channel 
which may represent the off-take experience of that stage in the channel, relating to the previ-
ous quarter, month, or at best fortnight; not necessarily the actual real time sales to the con-
sumers at the retail level. Consequently, demand and supply seldom match, resulting in the 
coexistence of shortages and excess stocks at different levels in the supply chain. As a result, 
both supply chain surplus and customer service levels suffer.

The advent of organized retailing and a move towards company-owned and operated 
 distribution networks are opening up avenues for adoption of CPFR practices to streamline 
the replenishment processes and derive the economies inherent in lean supply chains. Raheja 
Group’s HyperCITY has been among the pioneers in adopting CPFR practices in India and 
has synchronized the operations in more than 50 of its stores to improve information flow and 
coordination through the distribution channel. According to Arun O. Gupta, group chief 
 technology officer of HyperCITY’s parent company, Shoppers Stop, this step has resulted in 
the  following benefits:

• Increase of 25–30 percent in food sales
• Decrease of 2 percent in stock levels
• Increased revenue
• Lower inventory-holding cost, positively impacting company profitability
• Higher availability of product on the shelf with nominal out-of-stocks
• Improved brand loyalty
• Assured customer retention with improved shopping experience
• Elimination of expired stocks
• Reduction in write-offs
• Longer shelf life for consumption

Another Indian company which has taken a lead in this field is Godrej Group’s  Godrej 
Consumer Products Limited (GCPL). Through an innovative adaptation of the CPFR  philosophy 
to Indian Conditions and naming it as CPFar, it has implemented its IT  initiative “Sampark”1 to 
obtain distributor-level inventory details on daily basis and arrange regular  replenishment. This 
ensures increased customer service levels while reducing both the  inventory levels and the working 
capital requirements at the distributor end. At the same time, it enables improved forecasting and 

1According to Mr. Hoshedar Press, Executive Director and President, GCPL, “Sampark” supply chain management ini-
tiative enables them to minimize inventory levels, achieve timely stock replenishment, and get access to  information at 
the right place and time.
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production planning at the manufacturing levels. The company has extended the collaborative 
arrangement through backward integration with suppliers under its project “Sahayog” which has 
improved order tracking and resulted in reduced lead times. Through its forward integration with 
over 650,000 retailers in India via its initiative titled “Sampoorna”, the company has ensured 
higher service levels at the cutting edge of its supply chain. The three projects have together 
resulted in end-to-end connectivity and visibility, leading to a better match between demand and 
supply and reduction of inventories in the distribution channel.

10.8 ACHIEVING COORDINATION IN PRACTICE

1. Quantify the bullwhip effect: Companies often have no idea that the bullwhip effect 
plays a significant role in their supply chain. Managers should start by comparing the variability 
in the orders they receive from their customers with the variability in orders they place with their 
suppliers. This helps a firm quantify its own contribution to the bullwhip effect. Once its contri-
bution is visible, it becomes easier for a firm to accept the fact that all stages in the supply chain 
contribute to the bullwhip effect, leading to a significant loss in profits. In the absence of this 
concrete information, companies try to react better to the variability rather than eliminate the 
variability itself. This leads companies to invest significant amounts in inventory management 
and scheduling systems, only to see little improvement in performance or profits. Evidence of 
the size of the bullwhip effect is effective in getting different stages of the supply chain to focus 
on efforts to achieve coordination and eliminate the variability created within the supply chain.

2. Get top management commitment for coordination: More than any other aspect of 
supply chain management, coordination can succeed only with top management’s commitment. 
Coordination requires managers at all stages of the supply chain to subordinate their local interests 
to the greater interest of the firm, and even of the supply chain. Coordination often requires the 
resolution of trade-offs in a way that requires many functions in the supply chain to change their 
traditional practices. These changes often run counter to approaches that were put in place when 
each function focused only on its local objective. Such changes within a supply chain cannot be 
implemented without strong top management commitment. Top management commitment was a 
key factor in helping Walmart and P&G set up collaborative forecasting and replenishment teams.

3. Devote resources to coordination: Coordination cannot be achieved without all parties 
involved devoting significant managerial resources to this effort. Companies often do not devote 
resources to coordination because they either assume that lack of coordination is something they 
have to live with or they hope that coordination will occur on its own. The problem with this 
approach is that it leaves all managers involved with only the separate areas that they control, while 
no one is responsible for highlighting the impact one manager’s actions have on other parts of the 
supply chain. One of the best ways to solve coordination problems is through teams made up of 
members from different companies throughout the supply chain. These teams should be made 
responsible for coordination and given the power to implement the changes required. Setting up a 
coordination team is fruitless unless the team has the power to act, because the team will run into 
conflict with functional managers who are currently maximizing local objectives. Coordination 
teams can be effective only once a sufficient level of trust builds between members from different 
firms. If they are used properly, coordination teams can provide significant benefit, as has happened 
with the collaborative forecasting and replenishment teams set up by Walmart and P&G.

4. Focus on communication with other stages: Good communication with other stages 
of a supply chain often creates situations that highlight the value of coordination for both sides. 
Companies often do not communicate with other stages of the supply chain and are unwilling to 
share information. However, often all companies in the supply chain are frustrated by the lack 
of coordination and would be happy to share information if it helped the supply chain operate in 
a more effective manner. Regular communication among the parties involved facilitates change 
in such a setting. For instance, a major PC company had been ordering its microprocessors in 
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batches of several weeks of production. It was trying to move to a build-to-order environment in 
which it would place microprocessor orders on a daily basis. The PC company assumed that the 
microprocessor supplier would be reluctant to go along with this approach. However, once 
communication was opened up with the supplier, the opposite turned out to be true. The sup-
plier also wanted to reduce lot sizes and increase the frequency of orders. It had just assumed 
that the PC manufacturer wanted large lots and thus never requested a change. Regular com-
munication helps different stages of the supply chain share their goals and identify common 
goals and mutually beneficial actions that improve coordination.

5. Try to achieve coordination in the entire supply chain network: The full benefit of 
coordination is achieved only when the entire supply chain network is coordinated. It is not 
enough for two stages in a supply chain to coordinate. The most powerful party in a supply chain 
should make an effort to achieve coordination in the entire network. Toyota has been very effec-
tive in achieving knowledge sharing and coordination in its entire network.

6. Use technology to improve connectivity in the supply chain: The Internet and a 
variety of software systems can be used to increase the visibility of information throughout the 
supply chain. Until now, most IT implementations have achieved visibility of information only 
within a firm. Visibility across the supply chain still requires additional effort in most cases. 
From the discussion in this chapter, it should be clear that the major benefits of IT systems can 
be realized only if the systems help increase visibility across the supply chain and facilitate 
coordination. If firms are to realize the full benefit of the huge investments they make in current 
IT systems, particularly ERP systems, it is crucial that they make the extra effort required to use 
these systems to facilitate collaborative forecasting and planning across the supply chain. The 
Internet should be used to share information and increase connectivity in the supply chain.

7. Share the benefits of coordination equitably: The greatest hurdle to coordination 
in the supply chain is the belief on the part of any stage that the benefits of coordination are 
not being shared equitably. Managers from the stronger party in the supply chain relationship 
must be sensitive to this fact and ensure that all parties perceive that the way benefits are 
shared is fair.

10.9 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Describe supply chain coordination and the bullwhip effect, and their impact on sup-
ply chain performance: Supply chain coordination requires all stages to take actions that maxi-
mize total supply chain profits. A lack of coordination results if different stages focus on 
optimizing their local objectives or if information is distorted as it moves across the supply chain. 
The phenomenon that fluctuation in orders increases as one moves up the supply chain from 
retailers to wholesalers to manufacturers to suppliers is referred to as the bullwhip effect. This 
effect results in an increase in all costs in the supply chain and a decrease in customer service 
levels. The bullwhip effect moves all parties in the supply chain away from the efficient frontier 
and results in a decrease of both customer satisfaction and profitability within the supply chain.

2. Identify obstacles to coordination in a supply chain: A key obstacle to coordination 
in the supply chain is misaligned incentives that result in different stages optimizing local objec-
tives instead of total supply chain profits. Other obstacles include lack of information sharing, 
operational inefficiencies leading to large replenishment lead times and large lots, sales force 
incentives that encourage forward buying, rationing schemes that encourage inflation of orders, 
promotions that encourage forward buying, and a lack of trust that makes any effort toward coor-
dination difficult.

3. Discuss managerial levers that help achieve coordination in a supply chain: Manag-
ers can help achieve coordination in the supply chain by aligning goals and incentives across dif-
ferent functions and stages of the supply chain. Other actions that managers can take to achieve 
coordination include sharing of sales information and collaborative forecasting and planning, 
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Discussion Questions
 1. What is the bullwhip effect, and how does it relate to lack of 

coordination in a supply chain?
 2. What is the impact of lack of coordination on the perfor-

mance of a supply chain?
 3. In what way can improper incentives lead to a lack of coordi-

nation in a supply chain? What countermeasures can be used 
to offset this effect?

 4. What problems result if each stage of a supply chain views its 
demand as the orders placed by the downstream stage? How 
should firms within a supply chain communicate to facilitate 
coordination?

 5. What factors lead to a batching of orders within a supply 
chain? How does this affect coordination? What actions can 
minimize large batches and improve coordination?

 6. How do trade promotions and price fluctuations affect coordi-
nation in a supply chain? What pricing and promotion policies 
can facilitate coordination?

 7. How is the building of strategic partnerships and trust valuable 
within a supply chain?

 8. What are the different CPFR scenarios and how do they benefit 
supply chain partners?
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implementation of single-point control of replenishment, improving operations to reduce lead 
times and lot sizes, EDLP and other strategies that limit forward buying, and the building of trust 
and strategic partnerships within the supply chain.

4. Understand the different forms of collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenish-
ment that are possible in a supply chain: Partners may set CPFR relationships to collaborate 
on store events, DC replenishment, store replenishment, or assortment planning. DC replenish-
ment collaboration is often the easiest to implement because it requires aggregate-level data. 
Store replenishment collaboration requires a higher level of investment in technology and data 
sharing to be successful.



Cycle inventory exists because producing or purchasing in large lots allows a stage of the 
supply chain to exploit economies of scale and thus lower cost. The presence of fixed 
costs associated with ordering and transportation, quantity discounts in product pricing, 

and short-term discounts or promotions encourages different stages of a supply chain to exploit 
economies of scale and order in large lots. In this chapter, we study how each of these factors 
affects the lot size and cycle inventories within a supply chain. Our goal is to identify managerial 
levers that reduce cycle inventory in a supply chain without raising cost.

11.1 THE ROLE OF CYCLE INVENTORY IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

A lot or batch size is the quantity that a stage of a supply chain either produces or purchases at a 
time. Consider, for example, a computer store that sells an average of four printers a day. The 
store manager, however, orders 80 printers from the manufacturer each time he places an order. 
The lot or batch size in this case is 80 printers. Given daily sales of four printers, it takes an aver-
age of 20 days before the store sells the entire lot and purchases a replenishment lot. The com-
puter store holds an inventory of printers because the manager purchases a lot size larger than the 
store’s daily sales. Cycle inventory is the average inventory in a supply chain due to either pro-
duction or purchases in lot sizes that are larger than those demanded by the customer.

Managing Economies of Scale 
in a Supply Chain 

Cycle Inventory

C H A P T E R 

11

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Balance the appropriate costs to choose the 
optimal lot size and cycle inventory in a 
supply chain.

2. Understand the impact of quantity 
discounts on lot size and cycle inventory.

3. Devise appropriate discounting schemes 
for a supply chain.

4. Understand the impact of trade promotions 
on lot size and cycle inventory.

5. Identify managerial levers that reduce lot 
size and cycle inventory in a supply chain 
without increasing cost.
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In the rest of this chapter, we use the following notation:

Q: Quantity in a lot or batch size

D: Demand per unit time

Here, we ignore the impact of demand variability and assume that demand is stable. In 
Chapter 12, we introduce demand variability and its impact on safety inventory.

Let us consider the cycle inventory of jeans at Jean-Mart, a department store. The demand 
for jeans is relatively stable at D = 100 pairs of jeans per day. The store manager at Jean-Mart 
currently purchases in lots of Q = 1,000 pairs. The inventory profile of jeans at Jean-Mart is a 
plot depicting the level of inventory over time, as shown in Figure 11-1.

Because purchases are in lots of Q = 1,000 units, whereas demand is only D = 100 units 
per day, it takes 10 days for an entire lot to be sold. Over these 10 days, the inventory of jeans at 
Jean-Mart declines steadily from 1,000 units (when the lot arrives) to 0 (when the last pair is 
sold). This sequence of a lot arriving and demand depleting inventory until another lot arrives 
repeats itself every 10 days, as shown in the inventory profile in Figure 11-1.

When demand is steady, cycle inventory and lot size are related as follows:

 
Cycle inventory =

lot size

2
=

Q

2
  (11.1)

For a lot size of 1,000 units, Jean-Mart carries a cycle inventory of Q/2 = 500 pairs of 
jeans. From Equation 11.1, we see that cycle inventory is proportional to the lot size. A supply 
chain in which stages produce or purchase in larger lots has more cycle inventory than a supply 
chain in which stages produce and purchase in smaller lots. For example, if a competing depart-
ment store with the same demand purchases in lot sizes of 200 pairs of jeans, it will carry a cycle 
inventory of only 100 pairs of jeans.

Lot sizes and cycle inventory also influence the flow time of material within the supply 
chain. Recall from Little’s Law (Equation 3.1) that

Average flow time =
average inventory

average flow rate

For any supply chain, average flow rate equals demand. We thus have

Average flow time resulting from cycle inventory =
cycle inventory

demand
=

Q

2D
For lot sizes of 1,000 pairs of jeans and daily demand of 100 pairs of jeans, we obtain

Average flow time resulting from cycle inventory =
Q

2D
=

1,000

2 *  100
= 5 days

Time t

Q

Inventory

FIGURE 11-1 Inventory Profile of Jeans at Jean-Mart
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Cycle inventory at the Jean-Mart store thus adds five days to the average amount of time 
that jeans spend in the supply chain. The larger the cycle inventory, the longer the lag time between 
when a product is produced and when it is sold. A lower level of cycle inventory is always desir-
able, because long time lags leave a firm vulnerable to demand changes in the marketplace. A 
lower cycle inventory also decreases a firm’s working capital requirement. Toyota, for example, 
keeps a cycle inventory of only a few hours of production between the factory and most suppliers. 
As a result, Toyota is never left with unneeded parts, and its working capital requirements are less 
than those of its competitors. Toyota also allocates very little space in the factory to inventory.

Zara and Seven-Eleven Japan are two companies that have built their strategy on the ability 
to replenish their stores in small lots. Seven-Eleven replenishes its stores in Japan with fresh food 
three times a day. The small replenishment batch allows Seven-Eleven to provide product that is 
is always very fresh. Zara replenishes its European stores up to three times a week. Each replen-
ishment batch thus contains only about two days of demand. This ensures that Zara’s inventory 
on hand closely tracks customer demand. In both instances the firms have used small batch 
replenishment to ensure that their supply closely tracks customer demand trends.

Before we suggest actions that a manager can take to reduce cycle inventory, it is important 
to understand why stages of a supply chain produce or purchase in large lots and how lot size 
reduction affects supply chain performance.

Cycle inventory is held to take advantage of economies of scale and reduce cost within a supply 
chain. For example, apparel is shipped from Asia to North America in full container loads to reduce 
the transportation cost per unit. Similarly, an integrated steel mill produces hundreds of tons of steel 
per lot to spread that high cost of setup over a large batch. To understand how the supply chain 
achieves these economies of scale, we first identify supply chain costs that are influenced by lot size.

The average price paid per unit purchased is a key cost in the lot-sizing decision. A buyer 
may increase the lot size if this action results in a reduction in the price paid per unit purchased. 
For example, if the jeans manufacturer charges $20 per pair for orders under 500 pairs of jeans 
and $18 per pair for larger orders, the store manager at Jean-Mart gets the lower price by order-
ing in lots of at least 500 pairs of jeans. The price paid per unit is referred to as the material cost 
and is denoted by C. It is measured in dollars per unit. In many practical situations, material cost 
displays economies of scale—increasing lot size decreases material cost.

The fixed ordering cost includes all costs that do not vary with the size of the order but are 
incurred each time an order is placed. There may be a fixed administrative cost to place an order, 
a fixed trucking cost to transport the order, and a fixed labor cost to receive the order. Jean-Mart 
incurs a cost of $400 for the truck regardless of the number of pairs of jeans shipped. If the truck 
can hold up to 2,000 pairs of jeans, a lot size of 100 pairs results in a transportation cost of  
$4/pair, whereas a lot size of 1,000 pairs results in a transportation cost of $0.40/pair. Given the 
fixed transportation cost per batch, the store manager can reduce transportation cost per unit by 
increasing the lot size. The fixed ordering cost per lot or batch is denoted by S (commonly 
thought of as a setup cost) and is measured in dollars per lot. The ordering cost also displays 
economies of scale—increasing the lot size decreases the fixed ordering cost per unit purchased.

Holding cost is the cost of carrying one unit in inventory for a specified period of time, 
usually one year. It is a combination of the cost of capital, the cost of physically storing the 
inventory, and the cost that results from the product becoming obsolete. The holding cost is 
denoted by H and is measured in dollars per unit per year. It may also be obtained as a fraction, 
h, of the unit cost of the product. Given a unit cost of C, the holding cost H is given by

 H = hC (11.2)

The total holding cost increases with an increase in lot size and cycle inventory.
To summarize, the following costs must be considered in any lot-sizing decision:

• Average price per unit purchased, $C/unit
• Fixed ordering cost incurred per lot, $S/lot
• Holding cost incurred per unit per year, $H/unit/year = hC
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Later in the chapter, we discuss how the various costs may be estimated in practice. How-
ever, for the purposes of this discussion, we assume they are already known.

The primary role of cycle inventory is to allow different stages in a supply chain to pur-
chase product in lot sizes that minimize the sum of the material, ordering, and holding costs. If a 
manager considers the holding cost alone, he or she will reduce the lot size and cycle inventory. 
Economies of scale in purchasing and ordering, however, motivate a manager to increase the lot 
size and cycle inventory. A manager must make the trade-off that minimizes total cost when 
making lot-sizing decisions.

Ideally, cycle inventory decisions should be made considering the total cost across the 
entire supply chain. In practice, however, it is generally the case that each stage makes its cycle 
inventory decisions independently. As we discuss later in the chapter, this practice increases the 
level of cycle inventory as well as the total cost in the supply chain.

Key Point

Cycle inventory exists in a supply chain because different stages exploit economies of scale to lower 
total cost. The costs considered include material cost, fixed ordering cost, and holding cost.

Any stage of the supply chain exploits economies of scale in its replenishment decisions in 
the following three typical situations:

 1. A fixed cost is incurred each time an order is placed or produced.
 2. The supplier offers price discounts based on the quantity purchased per lot.
 3. The supplier offers short-term price discounts or holds trade promotions.

In the following sections, we review how purchasing managers can best respond to these 
situations.

11.2 ESTIMATING CYCLE INVENTORY-RELATED COSTS IN PRACTICE

When setting cycle inventory levels in practice, a common hurdle is estimating the ordering and 
holding costs. Given the robustness of cycle inventory models, it is better to get a good approxi-
mation quickly rather than spend a lot of time trying to estimate costs exactly.

Our goal is to identify incremental costs that change with the lot-sizing decision. We can 
ignore costs that are unchanged with a change in lot size. For example, if a factory is running at 
50 percent of capacity and all labor is full time and not earning overtime, it can be argued that the 
incremental setup cost for labor is zero. Reducing the lot size in this case will not have any 
impact on setup cost until either labor is fully utilized (and earning overtime) or machines are 
fully utilized (with a resulting loss in production capacity).

Inventory Holding Cost

Holding cost is estimated as a percentage of the cost of a product and is the sum of the following 
major components:

• Cost of capital: This is the dominant component of holding cost for products that do not 
become obsolete quickly. The appropriate approach is to evaluate the weighted-average 
cost of capital (WACC), which takes into account the required return on the firm’s equity 
and the cost of its debt (see Brealey and Myers, 2000). These are weighted by the amount 
of equity and debt financing that the firm has. The formula for the WACC is

WACC =
E

D + E
 1Rf + b * MRP2+  

D

D + E
 Rb(1 - t)
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where
      E = amount of equity
      D = amount of debt
     Rf = risk-free rate of return (which is usually in the mid-single digits)

       = the firm’s beta, a measure of volatility of stock price
MRP = market risk premium (which is around the high single digits)
     Rb = rate at which the firm can borrow money (related to its debt rating)
        t = tax rate

Most of these numbers can be found in a company’s annual report and in any equity 
research report on the company. The borrowing rate comes from tables listing the rates charged 
for bonds from firms with the same credit ratings. The risk-free rate is the return on U.S.  
Treasury bonds, and the market risk premium is the return of the market above the risk-free 
rate. If access to a company’s financial structure is not available, a good approximation can be 
made by using numbers from public companies in the same industry and of similar size.

• Obsolescence (or spoilage) cost: The obsolescence cost estimates the rate at which the 
value of the stored product drops because its market value or quality falls. This cost can 
range dramatically, from rates of many-thousand percent to virtually zero, depending on 
the type of product. Perishable products have high obsolescence rates. Even nonperish-
ables can have high obsolescence rates if they have short life cycles. A product with a life 
cycle of six months has an effective obsolescence cost of 200 percent. At the other end of 
the spectrum are products such as crude oil that take a long time to spoil or become obso-
lete. For such products, a low obsolescence rate may be applied.

• Handling cost: Handling cost should include only incremental receiving and storage 
costs that vary with the quantity of product received. Quantity-independent handling costs 
that vary with the number of orders should be included in the order cost. The quantity-
dependent handling cost often does not change if quantity varies within a range. If the 
quantity is within this range (e.g., the range of inventory a crew of four people can unload 
per period of time), incremental handling cost added to the holding cost is zero. If the 
quantity handled requires more people, an incremental handling cost is added to the hold-
ing cost.

• Occupancy cost: The occupancy cost reflects the incremental change in space cost due 
to changing cycle inventory. If the firm is being charged based on the actual number of 
units held in storage, we have the direct occupancy cost. Firms often lease or purchase a 
fixed amount of space. As long as a marginal change in cycle inventory does not change 
the space requirements, the incremental occupancy cost is zero. Occupancy costs often 
take the form of a step function, with a sudden increase in cost when capacity is fully uti-
lized and new space must be acquired.

• Miscellaneous costs: The final component of holding cost deals with a number of other 
relatively small costs. These costs include theft, security, damage, tax, and additional 
insurance charges that are incurred. Once again, it is important to estimate the incremental 
change in these costs on changing cycle inventory.

Ordering Cost

The ordering cost includes all incremental costs associated with placing or receiving an extra 
order that are incurred regardless of the size of the order. Components of ordering cost include 
the following:

• Buyer time: Buyer time is the incremental time of the buyer placing the extra order. This 
cost should be included only if the buyer is utilized fully. The incremental cost of getting 
an idle buyer to place an order is zero and does not add to the ordering cost. Electronic 
ordering can significantly reduce the buyer time to place an order.
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• Transportation costs: A fixed transportation cost is often incurred regardless of the size 
of the order. For instance, if a truck is sent to deliver every order, it costs the same amount 
to send a half-empty truck as it does a full truck. Less-than-truckload pricing also includes 
a fixed component that is independent of the quantity shipped and a variable component 
that increases with the quantity shipped. The fixed component should be included in the 
ordering cost.

• Receiving costs: Some receiving costs are incurred regardless of the size of the order. 
These include any administration work such as purchase order matching and any effort 
associated with updating inventory records. Receiving costs that are quantity dependent 
should not be included here.

• Other costs: Each situation can have costs unique to it that should be considered if they 
are incurred for each order regardless of the quantity of that order.

The ordering cost is estimated as the sum of all its component costs.

11.3 ECONOMIES OF SCALE TO EXPLOIT FIXED COSTS

To better understand the trade-offs discussed in this section, consider a situation that often arises 
in daily life—the purchase of groceries and other household products. These may be purchased 
at a nearby convenience store or at a Costco (a large warehouse club selling consumer goods), 
which is generally located much farther away. The fixed cost of going shopping is the time it 
takes to go to either location. This fixed cost is much lower for the nearby convenience store. 
Prices, however, are higher at the local convenience store. Taking the fixed cost into account, we 
tend to tailor our lot size decision accordingly. When we need only a small quantity, we go to the 
nearby convenience store because the benefit of a low fixed cost outweighs the cost of higher 
prices at the convenience store. When we are buying a large quantity, however, we go to Costco, 
where the lower prices over the larger quantity purchased more than make up for the higher fixed 
cost.

In this section, we focus on the situation in which a fixed cost associated with placing, 
receiving, and transporting an order is incurred for each order. A purchasing manager wants to 
minimize the total cost of satisfying demand and must therefore make the appropriate cost trade-
offs when making the lot-sizing decision. We start by considering the lot-sizing decision for a 
single product.

Lot Sizing for a Single Product (Economic Order Quantity)

As Best Buy sells its current inventory of HP computers, the purchasing manager places a replen-
ishment order for a new lot of Q computers. Including the cost of transportation, Best Buy incurs 
a fixed cost of $S per order. The purchasing manager must decide on the number of computers to 
order from HP in a lot. For this decision, we assume the following inputs:

D = Annual demand of the product

S = Fixed cost incurred per order

C = Cost per unit of product

h = Holding cost per year as a fraction of product cost

Assume that HP does not offer any discounts, and each unit costs $C no matter how large 
an order is. The holding cost is thus given by H = hC (using Equation 11.2). The model is devel-
oped using the following basic assumptions:

 1. Demand is steady at D units per unit time.
 2. No shortages are allowed—that is, all demand must be supplied from stock.
 3. Replenishment lead time is fixed (initially assumed to be zero).
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The purchasing manager makes the lot-sizing decision to minimize the total cost for the 
store. He or she must consider three costs when deciding on the lot size:

• Annual material cost
• Annual ordering cost
• Annual holding cost

Because purchase price is independent of lot size, we have

Annual material cost = CD

The number of orders must suffice to meet the annual demand D. Given a lot size of Q, we 
thus have

 Number of orders per year =
D

Q
 (11.3)

Because an order cost of S is incurred for each order placed, we infer that

 Annual ordering cost = aD

Q
bS (11.4)

Given a lot size of Q, we have an average inventory of Q/2. The annual holding cost is thus the 
cost of holding Q/2 units in inventory for one year and is given as

Annual holding cost = aQ

2
bH = aQ

2
bhC

The total annual cost, TC, is the sum of all three costs and is given as

Total annual cost, TC = CD + aD

Q
bS + aQ

2
bhC

Figure 11-2 shows the variation in different costs as the lot size is changed. Observe that the 
annual holding cost increases with an increase in lot size. In contrast, the annual ordering cost 
declines with an increase in lot size. The material cost is independent of lot size because we have 
assumed the price to be fixed. The total annual cost thus first declines and then increases with an 
increase in lot size.

From the perspective of the manager at Best Buy, the optimal lot size is one that minimizes 
the total cost to Best Buy. It is obtained by taking the first derivative of the total cost with respect 
to Q and setting it equal to 0 (see Appendix 11A at the end of this chapter). The optimal lot size 

Cost

Total Cost

Holding
Cost

Ordering Cost

Material
Cost

Lot Size

FIGURE 11-2 Effect of Lot Size on Costs at Best Buy
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is referred to as the economic order quantity (EOQ). It is denoted by Q* and is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

 
Optimal lot size, Q* = A

2DS

hC
  (11.5)

For this formula, it is important to use the same time units for the holding cost rate h and the 
demand D. With each lot or batch of size Q*, the cycle inventory in the system is given by Q*/2. The 
flow time spent by each unit in the system is given by Q*/(2D). As the optimal lot size increases, so 
does the cycle inventory and the flow time. The optimal ordering frequency is given by n*, where

 
n* =

D

Q* = A
DhC

2S
  (11.6)

In Example 11-1 (see spreadsheet Chapter11-examples1-6, worksheet Example 11-1), we 
illustrate the EOQ formula and the procedure to make lot-sizing decisions.

EXAMPLE 11-1 Economic Order Quantity

Demand for the Deskpro computer at Best Buy is 1,000 units per month. Best Buy incurs a fixed 
order placement, transportation, and receiving cost of $4,000 each time an order is placed. Each 
computer costs Best Buy $500 and the retailer has a holding cost of 20 percent. Evaluate the 
number of computers that the store manager should order in each replenishment lot.

analysis:

Annual demand, D = 1,000 * 12 = 12,000 units

Order cost per lot, S = $4,000

Unit cost per computer, C = $500

Holding cost per year as a fraction of unit cost, h = 0.2

Optimal order size = Q* = A
2 * 12,000 * 4,000

0.2 * 500
= 980

To minimize the total cost at Best Buy, the store manager orders a lot size of 980 computers for 

Cycle inventory =
Q*

2
=

980

2
= 490

For a lot size of Q* = 980, the store manager evaluates

Number of orders per year =
D

Q* =
12,000

980
= 12.24

Annual ordering and holding cost =
D

Q* S + aQ*

2
bhC = $97,980

Average flow time =
Q*

2D
=

490

12,000
= 0.041 year = 0.49 month

purchased in a batch of 980.
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A few key insights can be gained from Example 11-1 (see worksheet Example11-1). Using 
a lot size of 1,100 (instead of 980) increases annual costs to $98,636 (from $97,980). Even 
though the order size is more than 10 percent larger than the optimal order size Q*, total cost 
increases by only 0.67 percent. This issue can be relevant in practice. Best Buy may find that the 
economic order quantity for flash drives is 6.5 cases. The manufacturer may be reluctant to ship 
half a case and may want to charge extra for this service. Our discussion illustrates that Best Buy 
is perhaps better off with lot sizes of six or seven cases, because this change has a small impact 
on its inventory-related costs but can save on any fee that the manufacturer charges for shipping 
half a case.

Key Point

Total ordering and holding costs are relatively stable around the economic order quantity. A firm is often 
better served by ordering a convenient lot size close to the EOQ rather than the precise EOQ.

If demand at Best Buy increases to 4,000 computers a month (demand has increased by a 
factor of 4), the EOQ formula shows that the optimal lot size doubles and the number of orders 
placed per year also doubles. In contrast, average flow time decreases by a factor of 2. In other 
words, as demand increases, cycle inventory measured in terms of days (or months) of demand 
should reduce if the lot-sizing decision is made optimally. This observation can be stated as the 
following Key Point:

Key Point

If demand increases by a factor of k, the optimal lot size increases by a factor of . The number of orders 
placed per year should also increase by a factor of . Flow time attributed to cycle inventory should 
decrease by a factor of .

Let us return to the situation in which monthly demand for the Deskpro model is 1,000 
computers. Now assume that the manager would like to reduce the lot size to Q = 200 units to 
reduce flow time. If this lot size is decreased without any other change, we have

Annual inventory@related costs = aD

Q
bS + aQ

2
bhC = $250,000

This is significantly higher than the total cost of $97,980 that Best Buy incurred when 
ordering in lots of 980 units, as in Example 11-1. Thus, there are clear financial reasons that the 
store manager would be unwilling to reduce the lot size to 200. To make it feasible to reduce the 
lot size, the manager should work to reduce the fixed order cost S. If the fixed cost associated 
with each lot is reduced to $1,000 (from the current value of $4,000), the optimal lot size reduces 
to 490 (from the current value of 980). We illustrate the relationship between desired lot size and 
order cost in Example 11-2 (see worksheet Example 11-2).

EXAMPLE 11-2 Relationship Between Desired Lot Size and Ordering Cost

The store manager at Best Buy would like to reduce the optimal lot size from 980 to 200. For this 
lot size reduction to be optimal, the store manager wants to evaluate how much the ordering cost 
per lot should be reduced.
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Analysis:

In this case, we have

Desired lot size, Q* = 200

Annual demand, D = 1,000 : 12 = 12,000 units

Unit cost per computer, C = $500

Holding cost per year as a fraction of inventory value, h = 0.2

Using the EOQ formula (Equation 11.5), the desired order cost is

S =
hC1Q*22

2D
=

0.2 * 500 * 2002

2 * 12,000
= $166.7

Thus, the store manager at Best Buy would have to reduce the order cost per lot from 
$4,000 to $166.7 for a lot size of 200 to be optimal.

The observation in Example 11-2 may be stated as in the following Key Point:

Key Point

To reduce the optimal lot size by a factor of k, the fixed order cost S must be reduced by a factor of k2.

Production Lot Sizing

In the EOQ formula, we have implicitly assumed that the entire lot arrives at the same time. 
While this may be a reasonable assumption for a retailer receiving a replenishment lot, it is not 
reasonable in a production environment in which production occurs at a specified rate, say, P. In 
a production environment, inventory thus builds up at a rate of P - D when production is on, and 
inventory is depleted at a rate of D when production is off.

With D, h, C, and S as defined earlier, the EOQ formula can be modified to obtain the eco-
nomic production quantity (EPQ) as follows:

QP = A
2DS

(1 - D  >  P)hC

The annual setup cost in this case is given by

a D

QP bS

The annual holding cost is given by

11 - D  >  P2 aQP

2
bhC

Observe that the economic production quantity is the EOQ multiplied by a correction factor that 
approaches 1 as the production rate becomes much faster than the demand.

For the remainder of this chapter, we restrict our attention to the case in which the entire 
replenishment lot arrives at the same time, a scenario that applies in most supply chain settings.

Lot Sizing with Capacity Constraint

In our discussion so far we have assumed that the economic order quantity for a retailer will fit 
on the truck. In reality the truck has a limited capacity, say K. If the economic order quantity Q 
is more than the K, the retailer will have to pay for more than one truck. In this case, the optimal 
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order quantity is obtained by comparing the cost of ordering K units (a full truck) and Q units ( 
trucks). If the setup cost S arises primarily from the cost of a truck, it is never optimal to order 
more than one truck. In this case, the optimal order size is the minimum of the EOQ and the truck 
capacity (K).

11.4 AGGREGATING MULTIPLE PRODUCTS IN A SINGLE ORDER

As we have discussed earlier, a key to reducing lot size is the reduction of the fixed cost incurred 
per lot. One major source of fixed costs is transportation. In several companies, the array of prod-
ucts sold is divided into families or groups, with each group managed independently by a sepa-
rate product manager. This results in separate orders and deliveries for each product family, thus 
increasing the overall cycle inventory. Aggregating orders and deliveries across product families 
is an effective mechanism to lower cycle inventories. We illustrate the idea of aggregating ship-
ments using the following example.

Consider the data from Example 11-1. Assume that Best Buy purchases four computer mod-
els, and the demand for each of the four models is 1,000 units per month. In this case, if each product 
manager orders separately, he or she would order a lot size of 980 units (as in Example 11-1). Across 
the four models, the total cycle inventory would thus be 4 : 980/2 = 1,960 units.

Now consider the case in which a store manager at Best Buy realizes that all four model 
shipments originate from the same source. She asks the product managers to coordinate their 
purchasing to ensure that all four products arrive on the same truck. In this case, the optimal 
combined lot size across all four models turns out to be 1,960 units (use S = $4,000, D = 4 : 
12,000 = 48,000, hC = $500 : 0.2 = $10 in Equation 11.5). This is equivalent to a lot size of 490 
units for each model. As a result of aggregating orders and spreading the fixed transportation cost 
across multiple products originating from the same supplier, it becomes financially optimal for 
the store manager at Best Buy to reduce the lot size for each individual product. This action sig-
nificantly reduces the cycle inventory, as well as the cost to Best Buy.

Another way to achieve this result is to have a single delivery coming from multiple sup-
pliers (allowing fixed transportation cost to be spread across multiple suppliers) or to have a 
single truck delivering to multiple retailers (allowing fixed transportation cost to be spread across 
multiple retailers). Firms that import product to the United States from Asia have worked hard to 
aggregate their shipments across suppliers (often by building hubs in Asia that all suppliers 
deliver to), allowing them to maintain transportation economies of scale while getting smaller 
and more frequent deliveries from each supplier. The benefits of aggregation can be stated as in 
the following Key Point:

Key Point

Aggregating replenishment across products, retailers, or suppliers in a single order allows for a reduc-
tion in lot size for individual products because fixed ordering and transportation costs are now spread 
across multiple products, retailers, or suppliers.

Walmart and other retailers, such as Seven-Eleven Japan, have facilitated aggregation 
across multiple supply and delivery points without storing intermediate inventories through the 
use of cross-docking. Each supplier sends full truckloads to the DC, containing an aggregate 
delivery destined for multiple retail stores. At the DC, each inbound truck is unloaded, product is 
cross-docked, and outbound trucks are loaded. Each outbound truck now contains product aggre-
gated from several suppliers destined for one retail store.

When considering fixed costs, one cannot ignore the receiving or loading costs. As more 
products are included in a single order, the product variety on a truck increases. The receiving 
warehouse now has to update inventory records for more items per truck. In addition, the task of 
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putting inventory into storage now becomes more expensive because each distinct item must be 
stocked in a separate location. Thus, when attempting to reduce lot sizes, it is important to focus 
on reducing costs that increase with variety. Advance shipping notices (ASNs) are files that con-
tain precise records of the contents of the truck that are sent electronically by the supplier to the 
customer. These electronic notices facilitate updating of inventory records as well as the decision 
regarding storage locations, helping reduce the fixed cost of receiving. RFID technology is also 
likely to help reduce the fixed costs associated with receiving that are related to product variety. 
The reduced fixed cost of receiving makes it optimal to reduce the lot size ordered for each prod-
uct, thus reducing cycle inventory.

We next analyze how optimal lot sizes may be determined when there are fixed costs asso-
ciated with each lot as well as the variety in the lot.

Lot Sizing with Multiple Products or Customers

In general, the ordering, transportation, and receiving costs of an order grow with the variety of 
products or pickup points. For example, it is cheaper for Walmart to receive a truck containing a 
single product than it is to receive a truck containing many different products, because the inven-
tory update and restocking effort is less for a single product. A portion of the fixed cost of an 
order can be related to transportation (this depends only on the load and is independent of prod-
uct variety on the truck). A portion of the fixed cost is related to loading and receiving (this cost 
increases with variety on the truck). We now discuss how optimal lot sizes may be determined in 
such a setting.

Our objective is to arrive at lot sizes and an ordering policy that minimize the total cost. We 
assume the following inputs:

Di: Annual demand for product i

S: Order cost incurred each time an order is placed, independent of the variety of products 
included in the order

si: Additional order cost incurred if product i is included in the order

Let us consider the case in which Best Buy purchases multiple models of a product. The 
store manager may consider three approaches to the lot-sizing decision:

 1. Each product manager orders his or her model independently.
 2. The product managers jointly order every product in each lot.
 3. Product managers order jointly but not every order contains every product; that is, each 

order contains a selected subset of the products.

The first approach does not use any aggregation and results in high cost. The second 
approach aggregates all products in each order. The weakness of the second approach is that low-
demand products are aggregated with high-demand products in every order. Complete aggrega-
tion results in high costs if the product-specific order cost for the low-demand products is large. 
In such a situation, it may be better to order the low-demand products less frequently than the 
high-demand products. This practice results in a reduction of the product-specific order cost 
associated with the low-demand product. As a result, the third approach is likely to yield the low-
est cost. However, it is more complex to coordinate.

We consider the example of Best Buy purchasing computers and illustrate the effect of 
each of the three approaches on supply chain costs.

LOTS ARE ORDERED AND DELIVERED INDEPENDENTLY FOR EACH PRODUCT In this approach, 
each product is ordered independently of the others. This scenario is equivalent to applying the 
EOQ formula to each product when evaluating lot sizes, as illustrated in Example 11-3 (see  
worksheet Example 11-3 in spreadsheet Chapter11-examples1-6).
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EXAMPLE 11-3 Multiple Products with Lots Ordered and Delivered 
Independently

Best Buy sells three models of computers, the Litepro, the Medpro, and the Heavypro. Annual 
demands for the three products are DL = 12,000 for the Litepro, DM = 1,200 units for the Med-
pro, and DH = 120 units for the Heavypro. Each model costs Best Buy $500. A fixed transporta-
tion cost of $4,000 is incurred each time an order is delivered. For each model ordered and 
delivered on the same truck, an additional fixed cost of $1,000 per model is incurred for receiv-
ing and storage. Best Buy incurs a holding cost of 20 percent. Evaluate the lot sizes that the Best 
Buy manager should order if lots for each product are ordered and delivered independently. Also 
evaluate the annual cost of such a policy.

Analysis:

In this example, we have the following information:

Demand, DL = 12,000/year, DM = 1,200/year, DH = 120/year

Common order cost, S = $4,000

Product-specific order cost, sL = $1,000, sM = $1,000, sH = $1,000

Holding cost, h = 0.2

Unit cost, CL = $500, CM = $500, CH = $500

Because each model is ordered and delivered independently, a separate truck delivers each 
model. Thus, a fixed ordering cost of $5,000 ($4,000 + $1,000) is incurred for each product 
delivery. The optimal ordering policies and resulting costs for the three products (when the three 
products are ordered independently) are evaluated using the EOQ formula (Equation 11.5) and 
are shown in Table 11-1.

The Litepro model is ordered 11 times a year, the Medpro model is ordered 3.5 times a 
year, and the Heavypro model is ordered 1.1 times each year. The annual ordering and holding 
cost Best Buy incurs if the three models are ordered independently turns out to be $155,140.

TABLE 11-1 Lot Sizes and Costs for Independent Ordering

Litepro Medpro Heavypro

Demand per year     12,000        1,200 120

Fixed cost/order     $5,000      $5,000 $5,000

Optimal order size       1,095           346 110

Cycle inventory          548           173 55

Annual holding cost   $54,772     $17,321 $5,477

Order frequency  11.0/year    3.5/year 1.1/year

Annual ordering cost   $54,772     $17,321 $5,477

Average flow time 2.4 weeks 7.5 weeks 23.7 weeks

Annual cost $109,544    $34,642 $10,954

Note: Although these figures are correct, some may differ from calculations due to rounding.

Independent ordering is simple to execute but ignores the opportunity to aggregate orders. 
Thus, the product managers at Best Buy could potentially lower costs by combining orders on a 
single truck. We next consider the scenario in which all three products are ordered and delivered 
on the same truck each time an order is placed.
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LOTS ARE ORDERED AND DELIVERED JOINTLY FOR ALL THREE MODELS Given that all 
three models are included each time an order is placed, the combined fixed order cost per order 
is given by

S* = S + sL + sM + sH

The next step is to identify the optimal ordering frequency. Let n be the number of orders 
placed per year. We then have

Annual order cost = S*n

Annual holding cost =
DLhCL

2n
+

DMhCM

2n
+

DHhCH

2n

The total annual cost is thus given by

Total annual cost =
DLhCL

2n
+

DMhCM

2n
+

DHhCH

2n
+ S*n

The optimal order frequency minimizes the total annual cost and is obtained by taking the 
first derivative of the total cost with respect to n and setting it equal to 0. This results in the opti-
mal order frequency n*, where

 n* = A
DLhCL + DMhCM + DHhCH

2S*  (11.7)

Equation	11.7	can	be	generalized	to	the	case	in	which	there	are	k items consolidated on a 
single	order,	as	follows:

 n* = E
g k

i = 1DihCi

2S*  (11.8)

Truck capacity can also be included in this setting by comparing the total load for the opti-
mal n* with truck capacity. If the optimal load exceeds truck capacity, n* is increased until the 
load equals truck capacity. By applying Equation 11.8 for different values of k, we can also find 
the optimal number of items or suppliers to be aggregated in a single delivery.

In Example 11-4, we consider the case in which the product managers at Best Buy jointly 
order all three models each time they place an order (see worksheet Example 11-4).

EXAMPLE 11-4 Products Ordered and Delivered Jointly

Consider the Best Buy data in Example 11-3. The three product managers have decided to aggre-
gate and order all three models each time they place an order. Evaluate the optimal lot size for 
each model.

Analysis:

Because all three models are included in each order, the combined order cost is

S* = S + sL + sM + sH = $ 7,000 per order

The optimal order frequency is obtained using Equation 11.7 and is given by
S* = S + sL + sM + sH = $ 7,000 per order

The	optimal	order	frequency	is	obtained	using	Equation	11.7	and	is	given	by

n* = A
(12,000 * 100) + (1,200 * 100) + (120 * 100)

2 * 7,000
= 9.75

Thus, if each model is to be included in every order and delivery, the product managers at Best 
Buy should place 9.75 orders each year. In this case, the ordering policies and costs are as shown 
in Table 11-2.
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Because 9.75 orders are placed each year and each order costs a total of $7,000, we have

Annual order cost = 9.75 × 7,000 = $ 68,250

The annual ordering and holding cost, across the three sizes, of the aforementioned policy is 
given by

Annual ordering and holding cost = $ 61,512 + $ 6,151 + $ 615 + $ 68,250 = $ 136,528

Observe that the product managers at Best Buy lower the annual cost from $155,140 to $136,528 
by ordering all products jointly. This represents a decrease of about 12 percent.

In Example 11-5, we consider optimal aggregation of orders or deliveries in the presence 
of capacity constraints (see worksheet Example 11-5).

EXAMPLE 11-5 Aggregation with Capacity Constraint

W.W. Grainger sources from hundreds of suppliers and is considering the aggregation of inbound 
shipments to lower costs. Truckload shipping costs $500 per truck along with $100 per pickup. 
Average annual demand from each supplier is 10,000 units. Each unit costs $50 and Grainger 
incurs a holding cost of 20 percent. What is the optimal order frequency and order size if Grainger 
decides to aggregate four suppliers per truck? What is the optimal order size and frequency if 
each truck has a capacity of 2,500 units?

Analysis:

In this case, W.W. Grainger has the following inputs:

Demand per product, Di = 10,000

Holding cost, h = 0.2

Unit cost per product, Ci = $50

Common order cost, S = $500

Supplier-specific order cost, si = $100

The combined order cost from four suppliers is given by

S* = S + s1 + s2 + s3 + s4 = $ 900 per order

From Equation 11.8, the optimal order frequency is

n* = E
a

4
i = 1DihCi

2S* = A
4 * 10,000 * 0.2 * 50

2 * 900
= 14.91

TABLE 11-2 Lot Sizes and Costs for Joint Ordering at Best Buy

Litepro Medpro Heavypro

Demand per year (D) 12,000 1,200 120

Order frequency (n*) 9.75/year 9.75/year 9.75/year

Optimal order size (D/n*) 1,230 123 12.3

Cycle inventory 615 61.5 6.15

Annual holding cost $61,512 $6,151 $615

Average flow time 2.67 weeks 2.67 weeks 2.67 weeks
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It is thus optimal for Grainger to order 14.91 times per year. The annual ordering cost per  
supplier is

Annual order cost = 14.91 *
900

4
= $ 3,355

The quantity ordered from each supplier is Q = 10,000/14.91 =	671	units	per	order.	The	annual	
holding cost per supplier is

Annual holding cost per supplier =
hCiQ

2
= 0.2 * 50 *

671

2
= $3,355

This policy, however, requires a total capacity per truck 4 × 671 = 2,684 of units. Given a truck 
capacity of 2,500 units, the order frequency must be increased to ensure that the order quantity 
from each supplier is 2,500/4 = 625. Thus, W.W. Grainger should increase the order frequency to 
10,000/625 = 16. The limited truck capacity results in an optimal order frequency of 16 orders 
per year instead of 14.91 orders per year when truck capacity was ignored. The limited truck 
capacity will increase the annual order cost per supplier to $3,600 and decrease the annual hold-
ing cost per supplier to $3,125.

The main advantage of ordering all products jointly is that the system is easy to administer 
and implement. The disadvantage is that it is not selective enough in combining the particular 
models that should be ordered together. If product-specific order costs are high and products vary 
significantly in terms of their sales, it is possible to lower costs by being selective about the prod-
ucts being aggregated in a joint order.

Next, we consider a policy under which the product managers do not necessarily order all 
models each time an order is placed, but still coordinate their orders.

LOTS ARE ORDERED AND DELIVERED JOINTLY FOR A SELECTED SUBSET OF THE PROD-
UCTS We first illustrate how being selective in aggregating orders into a single order can 
lower costs. Consider Example 11-4, in which the manager decides to aggregate all three com-
puter models in every order. The optimal policy from Example 11-4 is to order 9.75 times a 
year. The disadvantage of this policy is that the Heavypro, with annual demand of only 120 
units, is also ordered 9.75 times. Given that a model-specific cost of $1,000 is incurred with 
each order, we are essentially adding 1,000/(120/9.75) = $81.25 in order cost to each Heavypro. 
If we were to include the Heavypro in every fourth order (instead of every order), though, we 
would save 9,750 : (3/4) = $7,312.50 in product-specific ordering cost (save three out of four 
product-specific orders) while incurring an additional 500 : 0.2 : [(120/9.75)/2] : 3 = 
$1,846.15 in holding cost (because the lot size of Heavypro would increase from 120/9.75 to 
[120 : (4/9.75)]. Such a policy would thus decrease the annual cost relative to complete aggre-
gation by more than $5,466. This example points to the value of being more selective when 
aggregating orders.

We now discuss a procedure that is more selective in combining products to be ordered 
jointly. The procedure we discuss here does not necessarily provide the optimal solution. It does, 
however, yield an ordering policy whose cost is close to optimal. The approach of the procedure 
is to first identify the “most frequently” ordered product that is included in every order. The base 
fixed cost S is then entirely allocated to this product. For each of the “less frequently” ordered 
products i, the ordering frequency is determined using only the product-specific ordering cost si. 
The frequencies are then adjusted so that each product i is included every mi orders, where mi is 
an integer. We now detail the procedure used.

We first describe the procedure in general and then apply it to the specific example. Assume 
that the products are indexed by i, where i varies from 1 to l (assuming a total of l products). Each 
product i has an annual demand Di, a unit cost Ci, and a product-specific order cost si. The com-
mon order cost is S.
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 Step 1: As a first step, identify the most frequently ordered product, assuming each product is 
ordered independently. In this case, a fixed cost of S + si is allocated to each product. 
For each product i (using Equation 11.6), evaluate the ordering frequency:

ni = B
hCiDi

21S + si2
This is the frequency at which product i would be ordered if it were the only product 
being	ordered	(in	which	case	a	fixed	cost	of	S + si	would	be	incurred	per	order).	Let	n 
be the frequency of the most frequently ordered product, i*; that is, ni* is the maximum 
among all ni 1n = ni* =  max  5ni, i = 1, c , l62. The most frequently ordered 
product is i*, which is included each time an order is placed.

 step 2: For all products i ≠ i*,	evaluate	the	ordering	frequency:

ni = B
hCiDi

2si

ni represents the desired order frequency if product i incurs the product-specific fixed 
cost si only each time it is ordered.

 step 3: Our goal is to include each product i ≠ i* with the most frequently ordered product i* 
after an integer number of orders. For all i ≠ i*, evaluate the frequency of product i 
relative to the most frequently ordered product i* to be mi, where

mi = <n/ni=
In this case, < = is the operation that rounds a fraction up to the closest integer. Product 
i is included with the most frequently ordered product i* every mi orders. Given that the 
most frequently ordered product i* is included in every order, mi* = 1.

 step 4: Having decided the ordering frequency of each product i, recalculate the ordering  
frequency of the most frequently ordered product i* to be n, where

n = E
a

l
i = 1hCimiDi

21S + a
l
i = 1si  >  mi2

 (11.9)

Note that n is a better ordering frequency for the most frequently ordered product i* 
than n because it takes into account the fact that each of the other products i is included 
with i* every mi orders.

 step 5: For each product, evaluate an order frequency of ni = n/mi and the total cost of such an 
ordering policy. The total annual cost is given by

TC = nS + a
l

i = 1
nisi + a

l

i = 1
a Di

2ni
bhCi

This procedure results in tailored aggregation, with higher-demand products ordered more 
frequently and lower-demand products ordered less frequently. Example 11-6 (see worksheet 
Example 11-6) considers tailored aggregation for the Best Buy ordering decision in Example 11-3.

EXAMPLE 11-6 Lot Sizes Ordered and Delivered Jointly for a Selected 
Subset That Varies by Order

Consider the Best Buy data in Example 11-3. Product managers have decided to order jointly, but 
to be selective about which models they include in each order. Evaluate the ordering policy and 
costs using the procedure discussed previously.
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Analysis:

Recall that S = $4,000, sL = $1,000, sM = $1,000, sH = $1,000. Applying Step 1, we obtain

nL = B
hCLDL

21S + sL2 = 11.0, nM = B
hCMDM

21S + sM2 = 3.5, nH = B
hCHDH

21S + sH2 = 1.1

Clearly, Litepro is the most frequently ordered model. Thus, we set n = 11.0.
We	now	apply	Step	2	to	evaluate	the	frequency	with	which	Medpro	and	Heavypro	are	

included with Litepro in the order. We first obtain

nM = B
hCMDM

2sM
= 7.7 and  nH = B

hCHDH

2sH
= 2.4

Next,	we	apply	Step	3	to	evaluate

mM = l n

nM
m = l 11.0

7.7
m = 2 and mH = l n

nH
m = l 11.0

2.4
m = 5

Thus,	Medpro	is	included	in	every	second	order	and	Heavypro	is	included	in	every	fifth	order	
(Litepro,	 the	most	frequently	ordered	model,	 is	 included	in	every	order).	Now	that	we	have	
decided	on	the	ordering	frequency	of	each	model,	apply	Step	4	(Equation	11.9)	to	recalculate	the	
ordering frequency of the most frequently ordered model as

n = A
hCLmLDL + hCMmMDM + hCHmMDH

21S + sL  >  mL + sM  >  mM + sH  >  mH2 = 11.47

Thus,	the	Litepro	is	ordered	11.47	times	per	year.	Next,	we	apply	Step	5	to	obtain	an	order-
ing	frequency	for	each	product:

nL = 11.47/year, nM = 11.47 >  2 = 5.74 >  year, and nH = 11.47 >  5 = 2.29/year

The	ordering	policies	and	resulting	costs	for	the	three	products	are	shown	in	Table	11-3.
The	annual	holding	cost	of	this	policy	is	$65,383.50.	The	annual	order	cost	is	given	by

nS + nLsL + nMsM + nHsH = $ 65,383.50

The total annual cost is thus equal to $130,767. Tailored aggregation results in a cost reduction of 
$5,761 (about 4 percent) compared with the joint ordering of all models. The cost reduction 
results because each model-specific fixed cost of $1,000 is not incurred with every order.

TABLE 11-3 Lot Sizes and Costs for Ordering Policy Using Heuristic

Litepro Medpro Heavypro

Demand per year (D) 12,000 1,200 120

Order frequency (n) 11.47/year 5.74/year 2.29/year

Order size (D/n) 1,046 209 52

Cycle inventory 523 104.5 26

Annual holding cost $52,307 $10,461 $2,615

Average flow time 2.27 weeks 4.53 weeks 11.35 weeks

From the Best Buy examples, it follows that aggregation can provide significant cost sav-
ings and reduction in cycle inventory in the supply chain. When product-specific order costs (si) 
are small relative to the fixed cost S, complete aggregation, whereby every product is included in 
every order, is very effective. Tailored aggregation provides little additional value in this setting 
and may not be worth the additional complexity. If Examples 11-3, 11-4, and 11-6 are repeated 
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with si = $300 (change cells D5:D7 in worksheet Example 11-3 to 300), we find that tailored 
aggregation decreases costs by only about 1 percent relative to complete aggregation, whereas 
complete aggregation decreases costs by more than 25 percent relative to no aggregation. As 
product-specific order costs increase, however, tailored aggregation becomes more effective. If 
Examples 11-3, 11-4, and 11-6 are repeated with si = $3,000 (change cells D5:D7 in worksheet 
Example 11-3 to 3,000), we find that complete aggregation actually increases costs relative to no 
aggregation. Tailored aggregation, however, decreases costs by about 10 percent relative to no 
aggregation. In general, complete aggregation should be used when product-specific order costs 
are small, and tailored aggregation should be used when product-specific order costs are large.

Next, we consider lot sizes when material cost displays economies of scale.

Key Point

A key to reducing cycle inventory is the reduction of lot size. A key to reducing lot size without increas-
ing costs is reducing the fixed cost associated with each lot. This may be achieved by reducing the fixed 
cost itself or by aggregating lots across multiple products, customers, or suppliers. When aggregating 
across multiple products, customers, or suppliers, simple aggregation is effective when product-specific 
order costs are small, and tailored aggregation is best if product-specific order costs are large.

11.5 ECONOMIES OF SCALE TO EXPLOIT QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

We now consider pricing schedules that encourage buyers to purchase in large lots. There are 
many instances in business-to-business transactions in which the pricing schedule displays econ-
omies of scale, with prices decreasing as lot size increases. A discount is lot-size based if the 
pricing schedule offers discounts based on the quantity ordered in a single lot. A discount is 
volume based if the discount is based on the total quantity purchased over a given period, regard-
less of the number of lots purchased over that period. In this section, we will see that lot-size–
based quantity discounts tend to increase the lot size and cycle inventory in a supply chain. Two 
commonly used lot-size–based discount schemes are:

• All unit quantity discounts
• Marginal unit quantity discount or multi-block tariffs

To investigate the impact of such quantity discounts on the supply chain, we must answer 
the following two basic questions:

 1. Given a pricing schedule with quantity discounts, what is the optimal purchasing decision 
for a buyer seeking to maximize profits? How does this decision affect the supply chain in 
terms of lot sizes, cycle inventories, and flow times?

 2. Under what conditions should a supplier offer quantity discounts? What are appropriate 
pricing schedules that a supplier seeking to maximize profits should offer?

We start by studying the optimal response of a retailer (the buyer) when faced with either 
of the two lot-size–based discount schemes offered by a manufacturer (the supplier). The retail-
er’s objective is to select lot sizes to minimize the total annual material, order, and holding costs. 
Next, we evaluate the optimal lot size in the case of all unit quantity discounts.

All Unit Quantity Discounts

In all unit quantity discounts, the pricing schedule contains specified break points q0, q1, … , qr, 
where q0 = 0. If an order placed is at least as large as qi but smaller than qi+1, each unit is 
obtained at a cost of Ci. In general, the unit cost decreases as the quantity ordered increases; that 
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is,  For all unit discounts, the average unit cost varies with the quantity ordered, as shown in Fig-
ure 11-3. The retailer’s objective is to decide on lot sizes to maximize profits or, equivalently, to 
minimize the sum of material, order, and holding costs. The solution procedure evaluates the 
optimal lot size for each price and picks the lot size that minimizes the overall cost.

 step 1: Evaluate	the	economic	order	quantity	for	each	price	Ci,0 … i … r	as	follows:

Qi = A
2DS

hCi
 (11.10)

 step 2: We next select the order quantity Q*
i  for each price Ci. There are three possible cases for Qi:

 1. qi … Qi 6 qi + 1

 2. Qi 6 qi

 3. Qi Ú qi + 1

Case	3	can	be	ignored	for	Qi because it is considered for Qi+1. Thus, we need to con-
sider only the first two cases. If qi … Qi 6 qi + 1, then set Q*

i = Qi. If Qi 6 qi, then a 
lot size of Qi does not result in a discount. In this case, set Q*

i = qi to qualify for the 
discounted price of Ci per unit.

 step 3: For each i, calculate the total annual cost of ordering Q*
i 	units	(this	includes	order	cost,	

holding	cost,	and	material	cost)	as	follows:

Total annual cost, TCi = a D

Q*
i
bS +

Q*
i

2
 hCi + DCi (11.11)

 step 4: Over all i select order quantity Q*
i  with the lowest total cost TCi.

Goyal	(1995)	has	shown	that	this	procedure	can	be	shortened	further	by	identifying	a	
cutoff price C* above which the optimal solution cannot occur. Recall that Cr is the lowest 
unit cost above the final threshold quantity qr.	The	cutoff	is	obtained	as	follows:

C* =
1

D
aDCr +

DS
qr

+
h

2
qrCr - 12hDSCrb

In Example 11-7, we evaluate the optimal lot size given an all unit quantity discount (see 
worksheets Example 11-7 and Example 11-7 check in spreadsheet Chapter11-examples7-8).
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FIGURE 11-3 Average Unit Cost with All Unit Quantity 
Discounts
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EXAMPLE 11-7 All Unit Quantity Discounts

Drugs Online (DO) is an online retailer of prescription drugs and health supplements. Vitamins 
represent a significant percentage of its sales. Demand for vitamins is 10,000 bottles per month. 
DO incurs a fixed order placement, transportation, and receiving cost of $100 each time an order 
for vitamins is placed with the manufacturer. DO incurs a holding cost of 20 percent. The manu-
facturer uses the following all unit discount pricing schedule. Evaluate the number of bottles that 
the DO manager should order in each lot.

Order Quantity Unit Price

0–4,999 $3.00

5,000–9,999 $2.96

10,000 or more $2.92

Analysis:
In	this	case,	the	manager	has	the	following	inputs:

q0 = 0, q1 = 5,000, q2 = 10,000

C0 =	$3.00,	C1 =	$2.96,	C2 = $2.92

D = 120,000/year, S = $100/lot, h = 0.2

Using	Step	1	and	Equation	11.10	we	obtain

Q0 = A
2DS

hC0
= 6,325; Q1 = A

2DS

hC1
= 6,367; Q2 = A

2DS

hC2
= 6,411

In	Step	2,	we	ignore	i = 0 because Q0 = 6,325 7 q1 = 5,000. For i = 1, 2, we obtain

Q*
1 = Q1 = 6,367; Q*

2 = q2 = 10,000

In	Step	3,	we	obtain	the	total	costs	using	Equation	11.11	as	follows:

TC1 = a  
D

Q*
1
 bS + aQ*

1

2
bhC1 + DC1 = $358,969; TC2 = $ 354,520

Observe that the lowest total cost is for i = 2. Thus, it is optimal for DO to order  bottles per lot 
and obtain the discount price of $2.92 per bottle.

If the manufacturer in Example 11-7 sold all bottles for $3, it would be optimal for DO to 
order in lots of 6,325 bottles. The quantity discount is an incentive for DO to order in larger lots of 
10,000 bottles, raising both the cycle inventory and the flow time. The impact of the discount is 
further magnified if DO works hard to reduce its fixed ordering cost to S = $4 (from the current 
$100). Then, the optimal lot size in the absence of a discount is 1,265 bottles. In the presence of 
the all unit quantity discount, the optimal lot size is still 10,000 bottles. In this case, the presence 
of quantity discounts leads to an eightfold increase in average inventory and flow time at DO.

Given that all unit quantity discounts increase the average inventory and flow time in a 
supply chain, it is important to identify how these discounts add value in a supply chain. Before 
we consider this question, we discuss marginal unit quantity discounts.

Marginal Unit Quantity Discounts

Marginal (or incremental) unit quantity discounts are also referred to as multi-block tariffs. In 
this case, the pricing schedule contains specified break points q0, q1, … , qr. It is not the average 
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cost of a unit but the marginal cost of a unit that decreases at a breakpoint (in contrast to the all 
unit discount scheme). If an order of size q is placed, the first q1 – q0 units are priced at C0, the 
next q2 – q1 are priced at C1, and, in general, qi+1 – qi units are priced at Ci. The marginal cost per 
unit varies with the quantity purchased, as shown in Figure 11-4.

Faced with such a pricing schedule, the retailer’s objective is to decide on a lot size that 
maximizes profits or, equivalently, minimizes material, order, and holding costs.

The solution procedure discussed here evaluates the optimal lot size for each marginal 
price Ci (this forces a lot size between qi and qi+1) and then settles on the lot size that  
minimizes the overall cost. A more streamlined procedure has been provided by Hu and  
Munson (2002).

For each value of i, 0 ≤ i ≤ r, let Vi be the cost of ordering qi units. Define V0 = 0 and Vi for 
 as follows:

 

 Vi = C01q1 - q02 + C11q2 - q12 + g +  Ci - 11qi - qi - 12 (11.12)

For each value of i, 0 … i … r - 1, consider an order of size Q in the range qi to qi+1 
units; that is, qi + 1 Ú Q Ú qi. The material cost of each order of size Q is given by 
Vi + 1Q - qi2Ci.	The	various	costs	associated	with	such	an	order	are	as	follows:

 Annual order cost = aD

Q
bS

 Annual holding cost = 3Vi + 1Q - qi2Ci4h  >  2

 Annual material cost =
D

Q
3Vi + 1Q - qi2Ci4

The total annual cost is the sum of the three costs and is given by

Total annual cost = aD

Q
bS + 3Vi + 1Q - qi2Ci4h  >  2 +

D

Q
3Vi + (Q - qi)Ci4

The optimal lot size for price Ci is obtained by taking the first derivative of the total cost with 
respect	to	the	lot	size	and	setting	it	equal	to	0.	This	results	in	the	following	optimal	lot	size:

 Optimal 1ot size for price Ci is Qi = B
2D(S + Vi - qiCi)

hCi
 (11.13)

Observe that the optimal lot size is obtained using a formula very much like the EOQ formula 
(Equation 11.5), except that the presence of the quantity discount has the effect of raising the 
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fixed cost per order by Vi – qiCi (from S to S + Vi – qiCi). The overall optimal lot size is obtained 
as follows:

 Step 1: Evaluate the optimal lot size using Equation 11.13 for each price Ci.

 Step 2: We next select the order quantity Q*
i for each price Ci. There are three possible cases for

Qi:
 1. If qi … Qi … qi + 1 then set Q*

i = Qi

 2. If Qi 6 qi then set Qi
* = qi

 3. If Qi 7 qi + 1 then set Qi
* = qi + 1

 step 3: Calculate the total annual cost of ordering Q*
i 	units	as	follows:

 TCi = a D

Q*
i
bS + 3Vi + 1Q*

i - qi2Ci4h  >  2 +
D

Q*
i
3Vi + 1Q*

i - qi2Ci4 (11.14)

 Step 4: Over all i, select order size Q*
i with the lowest cost TCi.

In Example 11-8, we evaluate the optimal lot size given a marginal unit quantity discount 
(see worksheets Example 11-8 and Example 11-8 check in spreadsheet Chapter11-examples7-8).

EXAMPLE 11-8 Marginal Unit Quantity Discounts

Let us return to DO from Example 11-7. Assume that the manufacturer uses the following mar-
ginal unit discount pricing schedule:

Order Quantity Marginal Unit Price

0–5,000 $3.00

5,000–10,000 $2.96

Over 10,000 $2.92

This implies that if an order is placed for 7,000 bottles, the first 5,000 are at a unit cost of $3.00, 
with the remaining 2,000 at a unit cost of $2.96. Evaluate the number of bottles that DO should 
order in each lot.

Analysis:
In this case, we have

 q0 = O, q1 = 5,000, q2 = 10,000

 C0 = $3.00, C1 = $2.96, C2 = $2.92

 D = 120,000 >  year, S = $100 >  lot, h = 0.2

Using	Equation	11.12,	we	obtain

 V0 = 0; V1 = 3 * 15,000 - 02 = $15,000

 V2 = 3 * 15,000 - 02 + 2.96 * 110,000 - 5,0002 = $29,800

Using	Step	1	and	Equation	11.13,	we	obtain

 Q0 = B
2D(S + V0 - q0C0)

hC0
= 6,325

 Q1 = B
2D(S + V1 - q1C1)

hC1
= 11,028

 Q2 = B
2D(S + V2 - q2C2)

hC2
= 16,961
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In Step 2, we set Q*
0 = q1 = 5,000 because Q0 = 6,325 . q1 = 5,000. Similarly, we obtain Q*

1= 
q2 = 10,000 (because Q1 = 11,028 > q2 = 10,000) and Q*

2 = q2 = 16,961.
In Step 3, we obtain the total cost for i = 0, 1, 2 using Equation 11.14 to be

 TC0 = a D

Q*
0
bS + 3V0 + 1Q*

0 - q02C04 h  >  2 +
D

Q*
0
3V0 + 1Q*

0 - q02C04 = $363,900

 TC1 = a D

Q*
1
bS + 3V1 + 1Q1

* - q12C14 h  >  2 +
D

Q*
1
3V1 + 1Q*

1 - q12C14 = $361,780

 TC2 = a D

Q*
2
bS + 3V2 + 1Q2

* - q22C24 h  >  2 +
D

Q*
2
3V2 + 1Q*

2 - q22C24 = $360,365

Observe that the lowest cost is for i = 2. Thus, it is optimal for DO to order in lots of  bottles. This 
is much larger than the optimal lot size of 6,325 when the manufacturer does not offer any dis-
count.

If the fixed cost of ordering is $4, the optimal lot size for DO is 15,755 with the discount 
compared to a lot size of 1,265 without the discount. This discussion demonstrates that there can 
be significant order sizes—and, thus, significant cycle inventory—in the absence of any formal 
fixed ordering costs as long as quantity discounts are offered. Thus, quantity discounts lead to a 
significant buildup of cycle inventory in a supply chain. In many supply chains, quantity dis-
counts contribute more to cycle inventory than fixed ordering costs. This forces us once again to 
question the value of quantity discounts in a supply chain.

Why Do Suppliers Offer Quantity Discounts?

We have seen that the presence of lot-size–based quantity discounts tends to increase the level of 
cycle inventory in the supply chain. We now develop reasons why suppliers may offer lot-size–
based quantity discounts in a supply chain. In each case, we look for circumstances under which 
a lot-size–based quantity discount increases supply chain profits. Quantity discounts can increase 
the supply chain profit for the following two main reasons:

 1. Improved coordination to increase total supply chain profits
 2. Extraction of surplus by supplier through price discrimination

Munson and Rosenblatt (1998) also provide other factors, such as marketing, that motivate sellers 
to offer quantity discounts. We now discuss each of the two situations in greater detail.

COORDINATION TO INCREASE TOTAL SUPPLY CHAIN PROFITS A supply chain is coordi-
nated if the decisions the retailer and supplier make maximize total supply chain profits. In real-
ity, each stage in a supply chain may have a separate owner and thus attempt to maximize its own 
profits. For example, each stage of a supply chain is likely to make lot-sizing decisions with an 
objective of minimizing its own overall costs. The result of this independent decision making can 
be a lack of coordination in a supply chain because actions that maximize retailer profits may not 
maximize supply chain profits. In this section, we discuss how a manufacturer may use appropri-
ate quantity discounts to ensure that total supply chain profits are maximized even if the retailer 
is acting to maximize its own profits.

Quantity discounts for commodity products. Economists have argued that for 
commodity products such as milk, a competitive market exists and prices are driven down to the 
products’ marginal cost. In this case, the market sets the price and the firm’s objective is to lower 
costs in order to increase profits. Consider, for example, the online retailer DO, discussed earlier. 
It can be argued that it sells a commodity product. In this supply chain, both the manufacturer 
and DO incur costs related to each order placed by DO. Assume that the manufacturer has a fixed 
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cost SM, a unit cost CM, and a holding cost hM. The manufacturer incurs fixed costs related to 
order setup and fulfillment (SM) and holding costs (hMCM) as it builds up inventory to replenish 
the order. Assume that the retailer has a fixed cost SR, a unit cost CR, and a holding cost hR. Thus, 
DO incurs fixed costs (SR) for each order it places and holding costs (hRCR) for the inventory it 
holds as it slowly sells an order. Even though both parties incur costs associated with the lot-
sizing decision made by DO, the retailer makes its lot-sizing decisions based solely on minimiz-
ing its local costs. This results in lot-sizing decisions that are locally optimal but do not maximize 
the supply chain surplus. We illustrate this idea in Example 11-9 (see spreadsheet Chapter11-
quantity discounts worksheet Example 11-9).

EXAMPLE 11-9 The Impact of Locally Optimal Lot Sizes on a Supply Chain

Demand for vitamins is 10,000 bottles per month. DO incurs a fixed order placement, transporta-
tion, and receiving cost of $100 each time it places an order for vitamins with the manufacturer. 
DO incurs a holding cost of 20 percent. The manufacturer charges $3 for each bottle of vitamins 
purchased. Evaluate the optimal lot size for DO.

Each time DO places an order, the manufacturer must process, pack, and ship the order. 
The manufacturer has a line packing bottles at a steady rate that matches demand. The manufac-
turer incurs a fixed-order filling cost of $250, production cost of $2 per bottle, and a holding cost 
of 20 percent. What is the annual fulfillment and holding cost incurred by the manufacturer as a 
result of DO’s ordering policy?

Analysis:

In this case, we have

 D = 120,000 >  year, SR = $100 >  lot, hR = 0.2, CR = $3

 SM = $250 >  lot, hM = 0.2, CM = $2

Using	the	EOQ	formula	(Equation	11.5),	we	obtain	the	optimal	lot	size	and	annual	cost	for	DO	
to	be:

QR = B
2DSR

hRCR
= B

2 * 120,000 * 100

0.2 * 3
= 6,325

Annual cost for DO = a D

QR
bSR + aQR

2
bhRCR = $3,795

If DO orders in lots sizes of QR =	6,325,	the	annual	cost	incurred	by	the	manufacturer	is	
obtained	to	be:

Annual cost for manufacturer = a D

QR
bSM + aQR

2
bhMCM = $6,008

The	annual	supply	chain	cost	(manufacturer	+	DO)	is	thus	$6,008	+	$3,795	=	$9,803.

In	Example	11-9,	DO	picks	the	lot	size	of	6,325	with	an	objective	of	minimizing	only	its	
own costs. From a supply chain perspective, the optimal lot size should account for the fact that 
both DO and the manufacturer incur costs associated with each replenishment lot. If we assume 
that	the	manufacturer	produces	at	a	rate	that	matches	demand	(as	assumed	in	Example	11-9),	the	
total supply chain cost of using a lot size Q	is	obtained	as	follows:

Annual cost for DO and manufacturer = aD

Q
bSR + aQ

2
bhRCR + aD

Q
bSM + aQ

2
bhMCM
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The optimal lot size (Q*) for the supply chain is obtained by taking the first derivative of the total 
cost with respect to Q and setting it equal to 0 as follows (see worksheet Example 11-9):

Q* = B
2D(SR + SM)

hRCR + hMCM
= 9,165

If DO orders in lots of Q* =	9,165	units,	the	total	costs	for	DO	and	the	manufacturer	are	as	
follows:

 Annual cost for DO = a D

Q* bSR + aQ*

2
bhRCR = $4,059

 Annual cost for manufacturer = a D

Q* bSM + aQ*

2
bhMCM = $5,106

Observe that if DO orders a lot size of 9,165 units, the supply chain cost decreases to $9,165 
(from $9,803 when DO ordered its own optimal lot size of 6,325). There is thus an opportunity for 
the supply chain to save $638. The challenge, however, is that ordering in lots of 9,165 bottles 
raises the cost for DO by $264 per year from $3,795 to $4,059 (even though it reduces overall sup-
ply chain costs). The manufacturer’s costs, in contrast, go down by $902 from $6,008 to $5,106 
per year. Thus, the manufacturer must offer DO a suitable incentive for DO to raise its lot size. A 
lot-size–based quantity discount is an appropriate incentive in this case. Example 11-10 (see 
worksheet Example 11-10) provides details of how the manufacturer can design a suitable quan-
tity discount that gets DO to order in lots of 9,165 units even though DO is optimizing its own 
profits (and not total supply chain profits).

EXAMPLE 11-10 Designing a Suitable Lot-Size–Based Quantity Discount

Consider the data from Example 11-9. Design a suitable quantity discount that gets DO to order 
in lots of 9,165 units when it aims to minimize only its own total costs.

Analysis:

Recall that ordering in lots of 9,165 units instead of 6,325 increases annual ordering and holding 
costs for DO by $264. Thus, the manufacturer needs to offer an incentive of at least $264 per year 
to DO in terms of decreased material cost if DO orders in lots of 9,165 units. Decreasing material 
cost by $264/year from sales of 120,000 units implies that material cost must be decreased from 
$3/unit to $3 – 264/120,000 = $2.9978/unit if DO orders in lots of 9,165.

Thus, the appropriate quantity discount is for the manufacturer to charge $3 if DO orders 
in lots that are smaller than 9,165 units and discount the price to $2.9978 for orders of 9,165 or 
more.

Observe that offering a lot-size–based discount in this case decreases total supply chain 
cost. It does, however, increase the lot size the retailer purchases and thus increases cycle inven-
tory in the supply chain.

Key Point

For commodity products for which price is set by the market, manufacturers with large fixed costs per 
lot can use lot-size–based quantity discounts to maximize total supply chain profits. Lot-size–based 
discounts, however, increase cycle inventory in the supply chain.
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Our discussion on coordination for commodity products highlights the important link 
between the lot-size–based quantity discount offered and the order costs incurred by the manu-
facturer. As the manufacturer works on lowering order or setup cost, the discount it offers to 
retailers should change. For a low enough setup or order cost, the manufacturer gains little from 
using a lot-size–based quantity discount. In Example 11-9, discussed earlier, if the manufacturer 
lowers its fixed cost per order from $250 to $100, the total supply chain costs are close to the 
minimum without quantity discounts even if DO is trying to minimize its cost. Thus, if its fixed 
order costs are lowered to $100, it makes sense for the manufacturer to eliminate all quantity 
discounts. In most companies, however, marketing and sales design quantity discounts, whereas 
operations works on reducing setup or order cost. As a result, changes in pricing do not always 
occur in response to setup cost reduction in manufacturing. It is important that the two functions 
coordinate these activities.

Quantity discounts for products for which the firm has market power. Now, 
consider the scenario in which the manufacturer has invented a new vitamin pill, Vitaherb, 
which is derived from herbal ingredients and has other properties highly valued in the market. 
Few competitors have a similar product, so it can be argued that the price at which the retailer 
DO sells Vitaherb influences demand. Assume that the annual demand faced by DO is given by 
the demand curve 360,000 – 60,000p, where p is the price at which DO sells Vitaherb. The 
manufacturer incurs a production cost of CM = $2 per bottle of Vitaherb sold. The manufacturer 
must decide on the price CR to charge DO, and DO in turn must decide on the price p to charge 
the customer. The profit at DO (ProfR) and the manufacturer (ProfM) as a result of this policy is 
given by

ProfR = 1p - CR21360,000 - 60,000 p2; ProfM = 1CR - CM21360,000 - 60,000 p2

DO picks the price p to maximize ProfR. Taking the first derivative with respect to p and setting 
it to 0, we obtain the following relationship between p and CR

 

 p = 3 +
CR

2
 (11.15)

Given that the manufacturer is aware that DO is aiming to optimize its own profits, the manufacturer 
is able to use the relationship between p and CR to obtains its own profits to be

ProfM = 1CR - CM2 a360,000 - 60,000a3 +
CR

2
b b = 1CR - 221180,000 - 30,000 CR2

The manufacturer picks its price CR to maximize ProfM. Taking the first derivative of ProfM 
with respect CR to and setting it to 0 we obtain CR = $4. Substituting back into Equation 11.15, 
we obtain p = $5. Thus, when DO and the manufacturer make their pricing decisions indepen-
dently, it is optimal for the manufacturer to charge a wholesale price of CR = $4 and for DO to 
charge a retail price of p = $5. The total market demand in this case is 360,000 – 60,000p = 
60,000 bottles. DO makes a profit of ProfR = (5 – 4)(360,000 – [60,000 : 5]) = $60,000 and the 
manufacturer makes a profit of ProfM = (4 – 2)(360,000 – [60,000 : 5]) = $120,000 (see work-
sheet 2-stage).

Now, consider the case in which the two stages coordinate their pricing decisions with a 
goal of maximizing the supply chain profit ProfSC, which is given by

ProfSC = 1p - CM21360,000 - 60,000p2
The optimal retail price is obtained by setting the first derivative of ProfSC with respect to p to 0. 
We thus obtain the coordinated retail price to be

p = 3 +
CM

2
= 3 +

2

2
= $4
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If the two stages coordinate pricing and DO prices at p = $4, market demand is 360,000 – 
60,000p = 120,000 bottles. The total supply chain profit if the two stages coordinate is . As a 
result of each stage settings its price independently, the supply chain thus loses $60,000 in profit. 
This phenomenon is referred to as double marginalization. Double marginalization leads to a 
loss in profit because the supply chain margin is divided between two stages, but each stage 
makes its pricing decision considering only its own local profits.

Key Point

The supply chain profit is lower if each stage of the supply chain makes its pricing decisions indepen-
dently, with the objective of maximizing its own profit. A coordinated solution results in higher profit.

Given that independent pricing decisions lower supply chain profits, it is important to con-
sider pricing schemes that may help recover some of these profits even when each stage of the 
supply chain continues to act independently. We propose two pricing schemes that the manufac-
turer may use to achieve the coordinated solution and maximize supply chain profits even though 
DO acts in a way that maximizes its own profit.

1. Two-part tariff: In this case, the manufacturer charges its entire profit as an up-front 
franchise fee ff (which could be anywhere between the noncoordinated manufacturer profit ProfM 
and the difference between the coordinated supply chain profit and the noncoordinated retailer 
profit, ProfSC – ProfR) and then sells to the retailer at cost; that is, the manufacturer sets its 
wholesale price CR = CM. This pricing scheme is referred to as a two-part tariff because the 
manufacturer sets both the franchise fee and the wholesale price. The retail pricing decision is 
thus based on maximizing its profits (p – CM)(360,000 – 60,000p) – ff. Under the two-part tariff, 
the franchise fee ff is paid up front and is thus a fixed cost that does not change with the retail 
price p. The retailer DO is thus effectively maximizing the coordinated supply chain profits 
ProfSC = (p – CM)(360,000 – 60,000p). Taking the first derivative with respect to p and setting it 
equal to 0, the optimal coordinated retail price p is evaluated to be

p = 3 +
CM

2

In the case of DO, recall that total supply chain profit when the two stages coordinate is ProfSC = 
$240,000 with DO charging the customer $4 per bottle of Vitaherb. The profit made by DO when 
the two stages do not coordinate is ProfR = $60,000. One option available to the manufacturer is 
to construct a two-part tariff by which DO is charged an upfront fee of ff = ProfSC – ProfR = 
$180,000 (see worksheet 2-part-tariff) and material cost of CR = CM = $2 per bottle. DO maxi-
mizes its profit if it prices the vitamins at p = 3 + CM / 2 = 3 + 2 / 2 = $4 per bottle. It has annual 
sales of 360,000 – 60,000p = 120,000 and profits of $60,000. The manufacturer makes a profit of 
$180,000, which it charges up front. Observe that the use of a two-part tariff has increased sup-
ply chain profits from $180,000 to $240,000 even though the retailer DO has made a locally 
optimal pricing decision given the two-part tariff. A similar result can be obtained as long as the 
manufacturer sets the up-front fee ff to be any value between $120,000 and $180,000 with a 
wholesale price of CR = CM = 2.

2. Volume-based quantity discount: Observe that the two-part tariff is really a volume-
based quantity discount whereby the retailer DO pays a lower average unit cost as it purchases 
larger quantities each year (the franchise fee ff is amortized over more units). This observation 
can be made explicit by designing a volume-based discount scheme that gets the retailer DO to 
purchase and sell the quantity sold when the two stages coordinate their actions.
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Recall that the coordinated solution results in a retail price of p = 3 + CM/2 = 3 + 2/2 = 4. 
This retail price results in total demand of dcoord = 360,000 – (60,000 : 4) = 120,000. The objective 
of the manufacturer is to design a volume-based discounting scheme that gets the retailer DO to 
buy (and sell) dcoord = 120,000 units each year. The pricing scheme must be such that retailer gets 
a profit of at least $60,000, and the manufacturer gets a profit of at least $120,000 (these are the 
profits that DO and the manufacturer made when their actions were not coordinated).

Several such pricing schemes can be designed. One such scheme is for the manufacturer to 
charge a wholesale price of CR = $4 per bottle (this is the same wholesale price that is optimal 
when the two stages are not coordinated) for annual sales below dcoord =120,000 units, and to 
charge CR = $3.50 (any value between $3.00 and $3.50 will work) if sales reach 120,000 or more 
(see worksheet Volume Discount). It is then optimal for DO to order 120,000 units in the year and 
price them at p = $4 per bottle to the customers (to ensure that they are all sold). The total profit 
earned by DO (360,000 - 60,000p) × (p - CR) = $60,000. The total profit earned by the manufac-
turer is 120,000 × (CR - $2) = 180,000 when CR = $3.50. The total supply chain profit is 
$240,000, which is higher than the $180,000 that the supply chain earned when actions were not 
coordinated.

If the manufacturer charges $3.00 (instead of $3.50) for sales of 120,000 units or more, it 
is still optimal for DO to order 120,000 units in the year and price them at p = $4 per bottle. The 
only difference is that the total profit earned by DO now increases to $120,000, whereas that for 
the manufacturer now drops to $120,000. The total supply chain profits remain at $240,000. The 
price that the manufacturer is able to charge (between $3.00 and $3.50) for sales of 120,000 or 
more will depend on the relative bargaining power of the two parties.

At this stage, we have seen that even in the absence of inventory-related costs, quantity dis-
counts play a role in supply chain coordination and improved supply chain profits. Unless the 
manufacturer has large fixed costs associated with each lot, the discount schemes that are optimal 
are volume based and not lot-size based. It can be shown that even in the presence of large fixed 
costs for the manufacturer, a two-part tariff or volume-based discount, with the manufacturer pass-
ing on some of the fixed cost to the retailer, optimally coordinates the supply chain and maximizes 
profits given the assumption that customer demand decreases when the retailer increases price.

A key distinction between lot-size–based and volume discounts is that lot-size discounts 
are based on the quantity purchased per lot, not the rate of purchase. Volume discounts, in con-
trast, are based on the rate of purchase or volume purchased on average per specified time period 
(say, a month, quarter, or year). Lot-size–based discounts tend to raise the cycle inventory in the 
supply chain by encouraging retailers to increase the size of each lot. Volume-based discounts, in 
contrast, are compatible with small lots that reduce cycle inventory. Lot-size–based discounts 
make sense only when the manufacturer incurs high fixed cost per order. In all other instances, it 
is better to have volume-based discounts.

Key Point

For products for which the firm has market power, two-part tariffs or volume-based quantity discounts 
can be used to achieve coordination in the supply chain and maximize supply chain profits.

Key Point

For products for which a firm has market power, lot-size–based discounts are not optimal for the supply 
chain even in the presence of inventory costs. In such a setting, either a two-part tariff or a volume-based 
discount, with the supplier passing on some of its fixed cost to the retailer, is needed for the supply chain 
to be coordinated and maximize profits.
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One can make the point that even with volume-based discounts, retailers will tend to 
increase the size of the lot toward the end of the evaluation period. For example, assume that the 
manufacturer offers DO a 2 percent discount if the number of bottles of Vitaherb purchased over a 
quarter exceeds 40,000. This policy will not affect the lot sizes DO orders early during the quarter, 
and DO will order in small lots to match the quantity ordered with demand. Consider a situation, 
however, in which DO has sold only 30,000 bottles with a week left before the end of the quarter. 
To get the quantity discount, DO may order 10,000 bottles over the last week even though it 
expects to sell only 3,000. In this case, cycle inventory in the supply chain goes up in spite of the 
fact that there is no lot-size–based quantity discount. The situation in which orders peak toward 
the end of a financial horizon is referred to as the hockey stick phenomenon because demand 
increases dramatically toward the end of a period, similar to the way a hockey stick bends upward 
toward its end. This phenomenon has been observed in many industries. One possible solution is 
to base the volume discounts on a rolling horizon. For example, each week the manufacturer may 
offer DO the volume discount based on sales over the past 12 weeks. Such a rolling horizon damp-
ens the hockey stick phenomenon by making each week the last week in some 12-week horizon.

Thus far, we have discussed only the scenario in which the supply chain has a single retailer. 
One may ask whether our insights are robust and also apply if the supply chain has multiple retail-
ers, each with different demand curves, all supplied by a single manufacturer. As one would 
expect, the form of the discount scheme to be offered becomes more complicated in these settings 
(typically, instead of having only one breakpoint at which the volume-based discount is offered, 
there are multiple breakpoints). The basic form of the optimal pricing scheme, however, does not 
change. The optimal discount continues to be volume based, with the average price charged to the 
retailers decreasing as the rate of purchase (volume purchased per unit time) increases.

PRICE DISCRIMINATION TO MAXIMIZE SUPPLIER PROFITS Price discrimination is the prac-
tice in which a firm charges different prices to maximize profits. An example of price discrimina-
tion is airlines: Passengers traveling on the same plane often pay different prices for their seats.

 As discussed in Chapter 16, setting a fixed price for all units does not maximize profits for 
the manufacturer. In principle, the manufacturer can obtain the entire area under the demand 
curve above its marginal cost by pricing each unit differently based on customers’ marginal will-
ingness to pay at each quantity. Quantity discounts are one mechanism for price discrimination 
because customers pay different prices based on the quantity purchased.

Next we discuss trade promotions and their impact on lot sizes and cycle inventory in the 
supply chain.

Key Point

Price discrimination to maximize profits at the manufacturer may also be a reason to offer quantity dis-
counts within a supply chain.

11.6 SHORT-TERM DISCOUNTING: TRADE PROMOTIONS

Manufacturers use trade promotions to offer a discounted price to retailers and set a time period 
over which the discount is effective. For example, a manufacturer of canned soup may offer a 
price discount of 10 percent for the shipping period December 15 to January 25. For all pur-
chases within the specified time horizon, retailers get a 10 percent discount. In some cases, the 
manufacturer may require specific actions from the retailer, such as displays, advertising, promo-
tion, and so on, to qualify for the trade promotion. Trade promotions are quite common in the 
consumer packaged-goods industry, with manufacturers promoting different products at differ-
ent times of the year.
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The goal of trade promotions is to influence retailers to act in a way that helps the manu-
facturer achieve its objectives. The following are a few of the key goals (from the manufacturer’s 
perspective) of a trade promotion (see Blattberg and Neslin [1990] for more details):

 1. Induce retailers to use price discounts, displays, or advertising to spur sales.
 2. Shift inventory from the manufacturer to the retailer and the customer.
 3. Defend a brand against competition.

Although these may be the manufacturer’s objectives, it is not clear that they are always 
achieved as the result of a trade promotion. Our goal in this section is to investigate the impact of 
a trade promotion on the behavior of the retailer and the performance of the entire supply chain. 
The key to understanding this impact is to focus on how a retailer reacts to a trade promotion that 
a manufacturer offers. In response to a trade promotion, the retailer has the following options:

 1. Pass through some or all of the promotion to customers to spur sales.
 2. Pass through very little of the promotion to customers but purchase in greater quantity dur-

ing the promotion period to exploit the temporary reduction in price.

The first action lowers the price of the product for the end customer, leading to increased pur-
chases and, thus, increased sales for the entire supply chain. The second action does not increase 
purchases by the customer, but increases the amount purchased and held at the retailer. As a 
result, the cycle inventory and flow time within the supply chain increase.

A forward buy occurs when a retailer purchases in the promotional period for sales in 
future periods. A forward buy helps reduce the retailer’s future cost of goods for product sold 
after the promotion ends. Although a forward buy is often the retailer’s appropriate response to a 
price promotion, it can decrease supply chain profits because it results in higher demand vari-
ability, with a resulting increase in inventory and flow times within the supply chain.

Our objective in this section is to understand a retailer’s optimal response when faced with 
a trade promotion. We identify the factors affecting the forward buy and quantify the size of a 
forward buy by the retailer. We also identify factors that influence the amount of the promotion 
that a retailer passes on to the customer.

We first illustrate the impact of a trade promotion on forward buying behavior of the retailer. 
Consider a Cub Foods supermarket selling chicken noodle soup manufactured by the Campbell 
Soup Company. Customer demand for chicken noodle soup is D cans per year. Campbell charges 
$C per can. Cub Foods incurs a holding cost of h (per dollar of inventory held for a year). Using 
the EOQ formula (Equation 11.5), Cub Foods normally orders in the following lot sizes:

Q* = B
2DS

hC

Campbell announces that it is offering a discount of $d per can for the coming four-week 
period. Cub Foods must decide how much to order at the discounted price compared with the lot 
size of Q* that it normally orders. Let Qd be the lot size ordered at the discounted price.

The costs the retailer must consider when making this decision are material cost, holding 
cost, and order cost. Increasing the lot size Qd lowers the material cost for Cub Foods because it 
purchases more cans (for sale now and in the future) at the discounted price. Increasing the lot 
size Qd increases the holding cost because inventories increase. Increasing the lot size Qd lowers 
the order cost for Cub Foods because some orders that would otherwise have been placed are 
now not necessary. Cub Foods’ goal is to make the trade-off that minimizes the total cost.

The inventory pattern when a lot size of Qd is followed by lot sizes of Q* is shown in Figure 11-5. 
The objective is to identify Qd that minimizes the total cost (material cost + ordering cost + holding 
cost) over the time interval during which the quantity Qd (ordered during the promotion period) is  
consumed.

The precise analysis in this case is complex, so we present a result that holds under some 
restrictions (see Silver, Pyke, and Petersen [1998] for a more detailed discussion). The first key 
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assumption is that the discount is offered once, with no future discounts. The second key assump-
tion is that the retailer takes no action (such as passing on part of the trade promotion) to influ-
ence customer demand. The customer demand thus remains unchanged. The third key assumption 
is that we analyze a period over which the demand is an integer multiple of Q*. With these 
assumptions, the optimal order quantity at the discounted price is given by

 
Qd =  

dD

1C - d2h +
CQ*

C - d
 
 (11.16)

In practice, retailers are often aware of the timing of the next promotion. If the demand 
until the next anticipated trade promotion is Q1, it is optimal for the retailer to order min{Qd, Q1} 
Observe that the quantity Qd ordered as a result of the promotion is larger than the regular order 
quantity Q*. The forward buy in this case is given by

Forward buy = Qd - Q*

Even for relatively small discounts, the order size increases by a large quantity, as illustrated in 
Example 11-11 (see spreadsheet Chapter11-examples11-12).

EXAMPLE 11-11 Impact of Trade Promotions on Lot Sizes

DO is a retailer that sells Vitaherb, a popular vitamin diet supplement. Demand for Vitaherb is 
120,000 bottles per year. The manufacturer currently charges $3 for each bottle, and DO incurs a 
holding cost of 20 percent. DO currently orders in lots of Q* = 6,325 bottles. The manufacturer 
has offered a discount of $0.15 for all bottles purchased by retailers over the coming month. How 
many bottles of Vitaherb should DO order given the promotion?

Analysis:

In the absence of any promotion, DO orders in lot sizes of Q* = 6,325 bottles. Given a monthly 
demand of D = 10,000 bottles, DO normally orders every 0.6325 months. In the absence of the 
trade promotion we have the following:

Cycle inventory at DO = Q*/2 = 6,325/2 = 3,162.50 bottles

Average flow time = Q*/2D = 6,325/(2D) = 0.3162 months

I(t)

t

Q* Q* Q* Q* Q*

Qd

FIGURE 11-5 Inventory Profile for Forward Buying
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The optimal lot size during the promotion is obtained using Equation 11.15 and is given by

Qd =
dD

1C - d2h +
CQ*

C - d
=

0.15 * 120,000

13.00 - 0.152 * 0.20
+

3 * 6,325

3.00 - 0.15
= 38,236

During the promotion, DO should place an order for a lot size of 38,236. In other words, DO 
places an order for 3.8236 months’ worth of demand. In the presence of the trade promotion we 
have

Cycle inventory at DO = Qd/2 = 38,236 > 2 = 19,118 bottles

Average flow time = Qd/(2D) = 38,236/(20,000) = 1.9118 months

In this case, the forward buy is given by

Forward buy = Qd - Q* = 38,236 - 6,325 = 31,911 bottles 

As a result of this forward buy, DO will not place any order for the next 3.8236 months (without a 
forward buy, DO would have placed another 31,912/6,325 = 5.05 orders for 6,325 bottles each during 
this period). Observe that a 5 percent discount causes the lot size to increase by more than 500 percent.

As the example illustrates, forward buying as a result of trade promotions leads to a sig-
nificant increase in the quantity ordered by the retailer. The large order is then followed by a 
period of small orders to compensate for the inventory built up at the retailer. The fluctuation in 
orders as a result of trade promotions is one of the major contributors to the bullwhip effect dis-
cussed in Chapter 10. The retailer can justify the forward buying during a trade promotion 
because it decreases its total cost. In contrast, the manufacturer can justify this action only as a 
competitive necessity (to counter a competitor’s promotion) or if it has either inadvertently built 
up a lot of excess inventory or the forward buy allows the manufacturer to smooth demand by 
shifting it from peak- to low-demand periods. In practice, manufacturers often build up inventory 
in anticipation of planned promotions. During the trade promotion, this inventory shifts to the 
retailer, primarily as a forward buy. If the forward buy during trade promotions is a significant 
fraction of total sales, manufacturers end up reducing the revenues they earn from sales because 
most of the product is sold at a discount. The increase in inventory and the decrease in revenues 
often lead to a reduction in manufacturer as well as total supply chain profits as a result of trade 
promotions (see Blattberg and Neslin [1990] for more details).

Key Point

Trade promotions lead to a significant increase in lot size and cycle inventory because of forward buying 
by the retailer. This generally results in reduced supply chain profits unless the trade promotion reduces 
demand fluctuations.

Now, let us consider the extent to which the retailer may find it optimal to pass through 
some of the discount to the end customer to spur sales. As Example 11-12 shows, it is not optimal 
for the retailer to pass through the entire discount to the customer. In other words, it is optimal for 
the retailer to capture part of the promotion and pass through only part of it to the customer.

EXAMPLE 11-12 How Much of a Discount Should the Retailer Pass Through?

Assume that DO faces a demand curve for Vitaherb of 300,000 - 60,000p. The normal price 
charged by the manufacturer to the retailer is CR = $3 per bottle. Ignoring all inventory-related 
costs, evaluate the optimal response of DO to a discount of $0.15 per unit.
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Analysis:
The	profits	for	DO,	the	retailer,	are	given	as	follows:

ProfR = 1300,000 - 60,000 p2 p - 1300,000 - 60,000 p2CR

The retailer prices to maximize profits, and the optimal retail price is obtained by setting the first 
derivative of retailer profits with respect to p to 0. This implies that

300,000 - 120,000p + 60,000 CR = 0

or

 p = 1300,000 + 60,000 CR2  / 120,000 (11.17)

Substituting	CR =	$3	into	Equation	11.17,	we	obtain	a	retail	price	of	p = $4. As a result, the customer 
demand at the retailer in the absence of the promotion is

DR = 30,000 - 60,000 p = 60,000

During the promotion, the manufacturer offers a discount of $0.15, resulting in a price to the 
retailer of CR =	$2.85.	Substituting	into	Equation	11.17,	the	optimal	price	set	by	DO	is

p = 1300,000 + 60,000 * 2.852  / 120,000 = $3.925

Observe that the retailer’s optimal response is to pass through only $0.075 of the $0.15 discount 
to the customer. The retailer does not pass through the entire discount. At the discounted price, 
DO experiences a demand of

DR = 300,000 - 60,000 p = 64,500

This represents an increase of 7.5 percent in demand relative to the base case. It is optimal 
here for DO to pass on half the trade promotion discount to the customers. This action results in 
a 7.5 percent increase in customer demand.

From Examples 11-11 and 11-12, observe that the increase in customer demand resulting 
from a trade promotion (7.5 percent of demand in Example 11-12) is small relative to the 
increased purchase by the retailer due to forward buying (500 percent from Example 11-11). The 
impact of the increase in customer demand may be further dampened by customer behavior. For 
many products, such as detergent and toothpaste, most of the increase in customer purchases is a 
forward buy by the customer; customers are unlikely to start brushing their teeth more frequently 
simply because they have purchased a lot of toothpaste. For such products, a trade promotion 
does not truly increase demand.

Key Point

Faced with a short-term discount, it is optimal for retailers to pass through only a fraction of the discount 
to the customer, keeping the rest for themselves. Simultaneously, it is optimal for retailers to increase the 
purchase lot size and forward buy for future periods. Thus, trade promotions often lead to an increase of 
cycle inventory in a supply chain without a significant increase in customer demand.

Manufacturers have always struggled with the fact that retailers pass along only a small 
fraction of a trade discount to the customer. In a study conducted by Kurt Salmon and Associates 
(1993), almost a quarter of all distributor inventories in the dry-grocery supply chain could be 
attributed to forward buying.

Our previous discussion supports the claim that trade promotions generally increase cycle 
inventory in a supply chain and hurt performance. This realization has led many firms, including 
the world’s largest retailer, Walmart, and several manufacturers, such as P&G, to adopt “everyday 
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low pricing” (EDLP). Here, the price is fixed over time and no short-term discounts are offered. 
This eliminates any incentive for forward buying. As a result, all stages of the supply chain pur-
chase in quantities that match demand.

In general, the discount passed through by the retailer to the consumer is influenced by the 
retailer deal elasticity, which is the increase in retail sales per unit discount in price. The higher 
the deal elasticity, the more of the discount the retailer is likely to pass through to the consumer. 
Thus, trade promotions by the manufacturer may make sense for products with a high deal elas-
ticity that ensures high pass-through by the retailer, and high holding costs that ensure low for-
ward buying. Blattberg and Neslin (1990) identify paper goods as products with high deal 
elasticity and holding cost. They also identify trade promotions as being more effective with 
strong brands relative to weak brands.

Trade promotions may also make sense as a competitive response. In a category such as 
cola, some customers are loyal to their brand, whereas others switch depending on the brand 
being offered at the lowest price. Consider a situation in which one of the competitors—say, 
Pepsi—offers retailers a trade promotion. Retailers increase their purchases of Pepsi and pass 
through some of the discount to the customer. Price-sensitive customers increase their purchase 
of Pepsi. If a competitor such as Coca-Cola does not respond, it loses some market share in the 
form of price-sensitive customers. A case can be made that a trade promotion by Coca-Cola is 
justified in such a setting as a competitive response. Observe that with both competitors offering 
trade promotions, there is no real increase in demand for either unless customer consumption 
grows. Inventory in the supply chain, however, does increase for both brands. This is, then, a 
situation in which trade promotions are a competitive necessity, but they increase supply chain 
inventory, leading to reduced profits for all competitors.

Trade promotions should be designed so retailers limit their forward buying and pass along 
more of the discount to end customers. The manufacturer’s objective is to increase market share 
and sales without allowing the retailer to forward buy significant amounts. This outcome can be 
achieved by offering discounts to the retailer that are based on actual sales to customers rather 
than the amount purchased by the retailer. The discount price thus applies to items sold to cus-
tomers (sell-through) during the promotion, not the quantity purchased by the retailer (sell-in). 
This eliminates all incentive for forward buying.

Given the information technology in place, many manufacturers today offer scanner-based 
promotions by which the retailer receives credit for the promotion discount for every unit sold. 
Another option is to limit the allocation to a retailer based on past sales. This is also an effort to 
limit the amount that the retailer can forward buy. It is unlikely, however, that retailers will 
accept such schemes for weak brands.

11.7 MANAGING MULTIECHELON CYCLE INVENTORY

A multiechelon supply chain has multiple stages and possibly many players at each stage. The 
lack of coordination in lot sizing decisions across the supply chain results in high costs and more 
cycle inventory than required. The goal in a multiechelon system is to decrease total costs by 
coordinating orders across the supply chain.

Consider a simple multiechelon system with one manufacturer supplying one retailer. 
Assume that production is instantaneous, so the manufacturer can produce a lot when needed. If 
the two stages are not synchronized, the manufacturer may produce a new lot of size Q right after 
shipping a lot of size Q to the retailer. Inventory at the two stages in this case is as shown in Fig-
ure 11-6. In this case, the retailer carries an average inventory of Q/2 and the manufacturer car-
ries an average inventory of about Q.

Overall supply chain inventory can be lowered if the manufacturer synchronizes its pro-
duction to be ready just in time to be shipped to the retailer. In this case, the manufacturer carries 
no inventory and the retailer carries an average inventory of Q/2. Synchronization of production 
and replenishment allows the supply chain to lower total cycle inventory from about 3Q/2 to Q/2.
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For a simple multiechelon supply chain with only one player at each stage, ordering policies 
in which the lot size at each stage is an integer multiple of the lot size at its immediate customer 
have been shown to be quite close to optimal. When lot sizes are integer multiples, coordination of 
ordering across stages allows for a portion of the delivery to a stage to be cross-docked on to the 
next stage. The extent of cross-docking depends on the ratio of the fixed cost of ordering S and the 
holding cost H at each stage. The closer this ratio is between two stages, the higher is the optimal 
percentage of cross-docked product. Munson, Hu, and Rosenblatt (2003) provide optimal order 
quantities in a multiechelon setting with a single manufacturer supplying a single retailer.

If one party (distributor) in a supply chain supplies multiple parties (retailers) at the next 
stage of the supply chain, it is important to distinguish retailers with high demand from those 
with low demand. In this setting, Roundy (1985) has shown that a near-optimal policy results if 
retailers are grouped such that all retailers in one group order together and, for any retailer, either 
the ordering frequency is an integer multiple of the ordering frequency at the distributor or the 
ordering frequency at the distributor is an integer multiple of the frequency at the retailer. An 
integer replenishment policy has every player ordering periodically, with the length of the reor-
der interval for each player an integer multiple of some base period. An example of such a policy 
is shown in Figure 11-7. Under this policy, the distributor places a replenishment order every two 
weeks. Some retailers place replenishment orders every week, and others place replenishment 
orders every two or four weeks. Observe that for retailers ordering more frequently than the dis-
tributor, the retailers’ ordering frequency is an integer multiple of the distributor’s frequency. For 
retailers ordering less frequently than the distributor, the distributor’s ordering frequency is an 
integer multiple of the retailers’ frequency.

If an integer replenishment policy is synchronized across the two stages, the distributor can 
cross-dock part of its supply on to the next stage. All shipments to retailers ordering no more 
frequently than the distributor (every two or four weeks) are cross-docked, as shown in Figure 
11-7. For retailers ordering more frequently (every week) than the distributor, half the orders are 
cross-docked, with the other half shipped from inventory, as shown in Figure 11-7.

Manufacturer
Inventory

Retailer lot is shipped
Manufacturer lot arrives

Retailer
Inventory

Time

Q

Time

Q

FIGURE 11-6 Inventory Profile at Retailer and Manufacturer with No Synchronization
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Integer replenishment policies for the supply chain shown in Figure 11-8 can be summa-
rized as follows:

• Divide all parties within a stage into groups such that all parties within a group order from 
the same supplier and have the same reorder interval.

• Set reorder intervals across stages such that the receipt of a replenishment order at any 
stage is synchronized with the shipment of a replenishment order to at least one customer. 
The synchronized portion can be cross-docked.

• For customers with a longer reorder interval than the supplier, make the customer’s reorder 
interval an integer multiple of the supplier’s interval and synchronize replenishment at the 
two stages to facilitate cross-docking. In other words, a supplier should cross-dock all 
orders from customers that reorder less frequently than the supplier.

Distributor replenishment order arrives

Distributor replenishes
every two weeks

Retailer replenishes
every week

Retailer shipment is cross-docked

Retailer shipment is from inventory

Retailer shipment is cross-docked

Retailer replenishes
every two weeks

Retailer shipment is cross-docked

Retailer replenishes
every four weeks

FIGURE 11-7 Illustration of an Integer Replenishment Policy

Key Point

Integer replenishment policies can be synchronized in multiechelon supply chains to keep cycle inventory 
and order costs low. Under such policies, the reorder interval at any stage is an integer multiple of a base 
reorder interval. Synchronized integer replenishment policies facilitate a high level of cross-docking 
across the supply chain.
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• For customers with a shorter reorder interval than the supplier, make the supplier’s reorder 
interval an integer multiple of the customer’s interval and synchronize replenishment at the 
two stages to facilitate cross-docking. In other words, a supplier should cross-dock one out 
of every k shipments to a customer that orders more frequently than the supplier, where k 
is an integer.

• The relative frequency of reordering depends on the setup cost, holding cost, and demand 
at different parties.

Although the integer policies discussed above synchronize replenishment within the sup-
ply chain and decrease cycle inventories, they increase safety inventories, because of the lack of 
flexibility with the timing of a reorder, as discussed in Chapter 12. Thus, these polices make the 
most sense for supply chains in which cycle inventories are large and demand is relatively pre-
dictable.

11.8 CYCLE INVENTORY OPTIMISATION IN INDIAN DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNELS

Indian distribution system today is not only multiechelon but is also arborescent in nature. Its 
branches shoot off in different directions and find fairly tortuous routes to reach the end cus-
tomer. It is heavily populated by channel intermediaries of various sizes and description with 
less than clear-cut roles and responsibilities in almost all industry verticals. Representational 
and territorial transgressions are quite common and variety of routes and combinations of 
routes come into play in the delivery of products from manufacturer to the ultimate consumer. 
Manufacturer control over distribution channels is insufficient and network-wide inventory 
optimization is also problematic. As a result, large stocks get locked up at various levels; this 
is apart from those in interstage transfers which in themselves are quite sluggish. The network 
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FIGURE 11-8 A Multiechelon Distribution Supply Chain
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absorbs a large proportion of inventory that may be invisible to the system but nevertheless 
continues to involve costs which eventually get passed on to the customer and eat into supply 
chain surplus. These limitations in the supply chain networks are estimated to lock up between 
20 to 25 percent of the aggregate industry sales value in inventories at any given point of time. 
The infrastructural infirmities, unreliable replenishments, insufficient practice of scientific 
inventory management techniques, and all-pervasive focus on local optimization collectively 
contribute to hoard stocks at every intermediate level, adding to eventual costs and eroding the 
bottom line. In such an environment, network-wide optimization of cycle inventory seems an 
exercise in futility.

Multiechelon Inventory Optimization—Major Challenges

Major challenges posed by multiechelon distribution systems that abound in the country are:

• Efficient management of complex, arborescent multilevel distribution networks
• Network-wide optimization of inventory to maximize customer service while minimizing 

system-wide inventories and costs
• Integrated solutions for both local and global optimization
• Development of a high degree of responsiveness to changing customer demands, thus 

ensuring continual and speedy replenishments to minimize stock out costs.
• Substitution of stock-based with velocity-based customer service.
• Transformation of the culture of local link-level efficiency into system-level efficiency.

In the midst of such infirmities, inadequacies, and uncertainties affecting the Indian phys-
ical distribution channels, there have emerged some fine examples of efficient management of 
cycle inventories. The auto mobile sector, in particular, has achieved it successfully. Mahindra 
and Mahindra Limited, one of India’s automobile majors, have connected all their manufactur-
ing plants and area offices encompassing their suppliers as well as dealers through an extensive 
IT infrastructure. They had been able to cut down their supply planning cycle from 4 weeks to 
1 week and reduce inventories by 50 percent. Similar steps have also been taken by Maruti 
Udyog Limited (MUL) and some other automobile majors to exploit the power of IT to enhance 
efficiency of their supply chains and minimize inventories throughout the network. Hopefully, 
such practices will find wider application in other industries resulting in better management of 
cycle inventories in the country.

As discussed earlier, Dr Reddy’s Laboratories has 
become a leader in India in the field of supply chain 
management through adoption of progressive practices 
in the field to maximize value to the consumer and cut 
costs at all levels. It has made a strategic shift from the 
traditional  forecast-based supply chain system to the 
replenishment mode of supply chain.

 The shift has involved the distribution, operations 
and procurement systems in an end-to-end solution 
designed at the same time to address the needs of the 
market making the supply chain more agile in respond-

ing to market demands while meeting the challenges of 
excess inventory and shortages in the system.

Their network can be traced from the suppliers of raw 
and packing material to the material warehouses from 
where these supplies are moved to their manufacturing 
plants. The end product then moves to the storage area 
and then dispatched to the regional warehouses. It is 
then pushed to distributors and retailers, and then finally 
to the customer. The focus of the entire chain is to ensure 
that there should be perfect availability with no short-
ages at any level.
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11.9 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Balance the appropriate costs to choose the optimal lot size and cycle inventory in a 
supply chain. Cycle inventory generally equals half the lot size. Therefore, as the lot size grows, 
so does the cycle inventory. In deciding on the optimal amount of cycle inventory, the supply chain 
goal is to minimize the total cost—the order cost, holding cost, and material cost. As cycle inven-
tory increases, so does the holding cost. However, the order cost and, in some instances, the mate-
rial cost decrease with an increase in lot size and cycle inventory. The EOQ balances the three costs 
to obtain the optimal lot size. The higher the order and transportation cost, the higher the lot size 
and cycle inventory.

2. Understand the impact of quantity discounts on lot size and cycle inventory. Lot-size–
based quantity discounts increase the lot size and cycle inventory within the supply chain because 
they encourage buyers to purchase in larger quantities to take advantage of the decrease in price.

3. Devise appropriate discounting schemes for a supply chain. Quantity discounts are 
justified to increase total supply chain profits when independent lot-sizing decisions in a supply 
chain lead to suboptimal solutions from an overall supply chain perspective. If suppliers have 
large fixed costs, suitable lot-size–based quantity discounts can be justified because they help 
coordinate the supply chain. Volume-based discounts are more effective than lot-size–based 
discounts in increasing supply chain profits without increasing lot size and cycle inventory.

4. Understand the impact of trade promotions on lot size and cycle inventory. Trade pro-
motions increase inventory and total supply chain costs through forward buying, which shifts future 
demand to the present and creates a spike in demand followed by a dip. The increased variability 
raises inventories and costs.

5. Identify managerial levers that reduce lot size and cycle inventory in a supply chain 
without increasing cost. The key managerial levers for reducing lot size, and thus cycle inven-
tory, in the supply chain without increasing cost are the following:

• Reduce fixed ordering and transportation costs incurred per order.
• Implement volume-based discounting schemes rather than individual lot-size–based dis-

counting schemes.
• Eliminate or reduce trade promotions and encourage EDLP. Base trade promotions on 

sell-through rather than sell-in to the retailer.

Discussion Questions
 1. Consider a supermarket deciding on the size of its replenish-

ment order from Procter & Gamble. What costs should it take 
into account when making this decision?

 2. Discuss how various costs for the supermarket in Question 1 
change as it decreases the lot size ordered from Procter & 
Gamble.

 3. As demand at the supermarket chain in Question 1 grows, 
how would you expect the cycle inventory measured in days 
of inventory to change? Explain.

 4. The manager at the supermarket in Question 1 wants to 
decrease the lot size without increasing the costs he incurs. 
What actions can he take to achieve this objective?

 5. Discuss why supply chain profits may be hurt by a retailer 
making lot-sizing decisions with the sole objective of  

minimizing its own costs. What advantage would result if the 
entire supply chain could coordinate this decision?

 6. When are quantity discounts justified in a supply chain?
 7. What is the difference between lot-size–based and volume-

based quantity discounts?
 8. Why do manufacturers such as Kraft and Sara Lee offer trade 

promotions? What impact do trade promotions have on the 
supply chain? How should trade promotions be structured to 
maximize their impact while minimizing the additional cost 
they impose on the supply chain?

 9. Why is it appropriate to include only the incremental cost 
when estimating the holding and order cost for a firm?
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Exercises
 1. Harley-Davidson has its engine assembly plant in Milwaukee 

and its motorcycle assembly plant in Pennsylvania. Engines 
are transported between the two plants using trucks, with 
each trip costing $1,000. The motorcycle plant assembles and 
sells 300 motorcycles each day. Each engine costs $500; Har-
ley incurs a holding cost of 20 percent per year. How many 
engines should Harley load onto each truck? What is the 
cycle inventory of engines at Harley?

 2. As part of its initiative to implement just-in-time (JIT) manu-
facturing at the motorcycle assembly plant in Exercise 1, 
Harley has reduced the number of engines loaded on each 
truck to 100. If each truck trip still costs $1,000, how does 
this decision affect annual inventory costs at Harley? What 
should the cost of each truck be if a load of 100 engines is to 
be optimal for Harley?

 3. A North Face retail store in Chicago sells 500 jackets each 
month. Each jacket costs the store $100 and the company has 
an annual holding cost of 25 percent. The fixed cost of a 
replenishment order (including transportation) is $100. The 
store currently places a replenishment order every month for 
500 jackets. What is the annual holding and ordering cost? 
On average, how long does a jacket spend in inventory? If the 
retail store wants to minimize ordering and holding cost, 
what order size do you recommend? How much would the 
optimal order reduce holding and ordering cost relative to the 
current policy?

 4. Target purchases home goods made by a supplier in China. 
Target’s stores in the United States sell 200,000 units of 
home goods each month. Each unit costs $10 and the com-
pany has an annual holding cost of 20 percent. Placing a 
replenishment order incurs clerical costs of $500/order. The 
shipping company charges $5,000 as a fixed cost per ship-
ment along with a variable cost of $0.10 per unit shipped. 
What is the optimal order size for Target? What is the annual 
holding cost of the optimal policy? How many orders per 
year does Target place? What is the annual fixed transporta-
tion cost? What is the annual variable transportation cost? 
What is the annual clerical cost?

 5. Amazon sells 20,000 units of consumer electronics from 
Samsung every month. Each unit costs $100 and Amazon has 
a holding cost of 20 percent. The fixed clerical and transpor-
tation cost for each order Amazon places with Samsung is 
$4,000. What is the optimal size of the order that Amazon 
should place with Samsung? With the goal of reducing inven-
tories, Amazon would like to reduce the size of each order it 
places with Samsung to 2,500 units (allowing it to get four 
replenishment orders every month). How much should it 
reduce the fixed cost per order for an order of 2,500 units to 
be optimal?

 6. Amazon sells 10,000 Lenovo PCs every month. Each PC 
costs $500 and Amazon has a holding cost of 20 percent. For 
what fixed cost per order would an order size of 10,000 units 
be optimal? For what fixed cost per order would an order size 
of 2,500 units be optimal?

 7. A steel rolling mill can produce I-beams at the rate of 20 tons 
per week. Customer demand for the beams is 5 tons per 
week. To produce I-beams, the mill must go through a setup 
that requires changing to the appropriate rolling patterns. 
Each setup costs the mill $10,000 in labor and lost produc-
tion. I-beams cost the mill $2,000 per ton and the mill has a 
holding cost of 25 percent. What is the optimal production 
batch size for I-beams? What is the annual setup cost of the 
optimal policy? What is the annual holding cost?

 8. A steel rolling mill can produce I-beams at the rate of 20 tons 
per week. Customer demand for the beams is 5 tons per week. 
I-beams cost the mill $2,000 per ton and the mill has a holding 
cost of 25 percent. To produce I-beams, the mill must go 
through a setup that requires changing to the appropriate roll-
ing patterns. The mill would like to produce I-beams in batches 
of 40 tons (resulting in a production batch every eight weeks). 
For what changeover cost would this batch size be optimal?

 9. An electronics company has two contract manufacturers in 
Asia: Foxconn assembles its tablets and smart phones and 
Flextronics assembles its laptops. Monthly demand for tab-
lets and smartphones is 10,000 units, whereas that for laptops 
is 4,000. Tablets cost the company $100, laptops cost $400, 
and the company has a holding cost of 25 percent. Currently 
the company has to place separate orders with Foxconn and 
Flextronics and receives separate shipments. The fixed cost 
of each shipment is $10,000. What is the optimal order size 
and order frequency with each of Foxconn and Flextronics?

The company is thinking of combining all assembly 
with the same contract manufacturer. This will allow for a 
single shipment of all products from Asia. If the fixed cost of 
each shipment remains $10,000, what is the optimal order 
frequency and order size from the combined orders? How 
much reduction in cycle inventory can the company expect as 
a result of combining orders and shipments?

 10. Harley purchases components from three suppliers. Compo-
nents purchased from Supplier A are priced at $5 each and 
used at the rate of 20,000 units per month. Components pur-
chased from Supplier B are priced at $4 each and are used at 
the rate of 2,500 units per month. Components purchased 
from Supplier C are priced at $5 each and used at the rate of 
900 units per month. Currently, Harley purchases a separate 
truckload from each supplier. As part of its JIT drive, Harley 
has decided to aggregate purchases from the three suppliers. 
The trucking company charges a fixed cost of $400 for the 
truck with an additional charge of $100 for each stop. Thus, 
if Harley asks for a pickup from only one supplier, the truck-
ing company charges $500; from two suppliers, it charges 
$600; and from three suppliers, it charges $700. Suggest a 
replenishment strategy for Harley that minimizes annual 
cost. Assume a holding cost of 20 percent per year. Compare 
the cost of your strategy with Harley’s current strategy of 
ordering separately from each supplier. What is the cycle 
inventory of each component at Harley?
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 11. Ford and GM carry spare parts for their dealers at a third-
party warehouse in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Demand for 
Ford spare parts is 100 units per month, whereas demand for 
GM parts is 120 per month. Each spare part costs $100 and 
both companies have a holding cost of 20 percent. Currently, 
each company uses a separate truck to ship these parts. Each 
truck has a fixed cost of $500. What is the optimal order size 
and frequency for Ford? For GM? What is the annual order-
ing and holding cost for each company?

A third-party logistics provider has offered to combine 
shipments for each of the two companies on a single truck. 
This will increase the cost of each truck to $600. If the two 
companies agree to the joint shipment, what is the optimal 
order frequency and size? What is the annual ordering and 
holding cost for the two companies combined? Should Ford 
and GM accept the third party’s proposal? How should they 
divide the fixed cost per truck among themselves?

 12. Prefab, a furniture manufacturer, uses 20,000 square feet of 
plywood per month. Its trucking company charges Prefab 
$400 per shipment, independent of the quantity purchased. 
The manufacturer offers an all unit quantity discount with a 
price of $1 per square foot for orders under 20,000 square 
feet, $0.98 per square foot for orders between 20,000 square 
feet and 40,000 square feet, and $0.96 per square foot for 
orders larger than 40,000 square feet. Prefab incurs a hold-
ing cost of 20 percent. What is the optimal lot size for Pre-
fab? What is the annual cost of such a policy? What is the 
cycle inventory of plywood at Prefab? How does it compare 
with the cycle inventory if the manufacturer does not offer a 
quantity discount but sells all plywood at $0.96 per square 
foot?

Now consider the case in which the manufacturer 
offers a marginal unit quantity discount for the plywood. The 
first 20,000 square feet of any order are sold at $1 per square 
foot, the next 20,000 square feet are sold at $0.98 per square 
foot, and any quantity larger than 40,000 square feet is sold 
for $0.96 per square foot. What is the optimal lot size for 
Prefab given this pricing structure? How much cycle inven-
tory of plywood will Prefab carry given the ordering policy?

 13. Demand for fasteners at W.W. Grainger is 20,000 boxes per 
month. The holding cost at Grainger is 20 percent per year. 
Each order incurs a fixed cost of $400. The supplier offers an 
all unit discount pricing scheme with a price of $5 per box for 
orders under 30,000 and a price of $4.90 for all orders of 
30,000 or more. How many boxes should Grainger order per 
replenishment?

 14. Now, consider Exercise 13 with a marginal unit quantity dis-
count. Demand for fasteners at W.W. Grainger is 20,000 
boxes per month. The holding cost at Grainger is 20 percent 
per year. Each order incurs a fixed cost of $400. The supplier 
offers a marginal unit discount pricing scheme with a price of 
$5 per box for the first 30,000 and a price of $4.90 per unit 
for each unit above 30,000 in an order. How many boxes 
should Grainger order per replenishment?

 15. Demand for phones at Amazon is 5,000 per month. The hold-
ing cost at Amazon is 25 percent and the company incurs a 

fixed cost of $500 for each order placed. The supplier offers 
an all unit quantity discount with a price of $200 per phone 
for all orders under 10,000, a price of $195 for all orders of 
10,000 or more but under 20,000 and a price of $190 for all 
orders of 20,000 or more. How many phones should Amazon 
order per replenishment?

 16. Demand for phones at Amazon is 5,000 per month. The hold-
ing cost at Amazon is 25 percent and the company incurs a 
fixed cost of $500 for each order placed. The supplier offers 
a marginal unit quantity discount with a price of $200 per 
phone for the first 10,000 phones in an order, a price of $195 
for the next 10,000 phones in the order, and a price of $190 
for the quantity above 20,000 in the order. How many phones 
should Amazon order per replenishment?

 17. Dominick’s supermarket chain sells Nut Flakes, a popular 
cereal manufactured by the Tastee cereal company. Demand 
for Nut Flakes is 1,000 boxes per week. Dominick’s has a 
holding cost of 25 percent and incurs a fixed trucking cost of 
$200 for each replenishment order it places with Tastee. Given 
that Tastee normally charges $2 per box of Nut Flakes, how 
much should Dominick’s order in each replenishment lot?

Tastee runs a trade promotion for a month, lowering 
the price of Nut Flakes to $1.80. How much should Domi-
nick’s order, given the short-term price reduction?

 18. Flanger is an industrial distributor that sources from hundreds 
of suppliers. The two modes of transportation available for 
inbound shipping are LTL (less than truckload) and TL (truck-
load). LTL shipping costs $1 per unit, whereas TL shipping 
costs $400 per truck. Each truck can carry up to 1,000 units. 
Flanger wants a rule assigning products to shipping mode (TL 
or LTL) based on annual demand. Each unit costs $50, and 
Flanger uses a holding cost of 20 percent. Flanger incurs a 
fixed cost of $100 for each order placed with a supplier.
a. Determine a threshold for annual demand above which 

TL is preferred and below which LTL is preferred.
b. How does the threshold change [relative to part (a)] if unit 

cost is $100 (instead of $50) with all other data unchanged? 
Which mode becomes preferable as unit cost grows?

c. How does the threshold change [relative to part (a)] if the LTL 
cost comes down to $0.8 per unit (instead of $1 per unit)?

 19. SuperPart, an auto parts distributor, has a large warehouse 
in the Chicago region and is deciding on a policy for the use 
of TL or LTL transportation for inbound shipping. LTL 
shipping costs $1 per unit. TL shipping costs $800 per truck 
plus $100 per pickup. Thus, a truck used to pick up from 
three suppliers costs . A truck can carry up to 2,000 units. 
SuperPart incurs a fixed cost of $100 for each order placed 
with a supplier. Thus, an order with three distinct suppliers 
incurs an ordering cost of $300. Each unit costs $50, and 
SuperPart uses a holding cost of 20 percent. Assume that 
product from each supplier has an annual demand of 3,000 
units. SuperPart has thousands of suppliers and the com-
pany must decide on the number of suppliers to group per 
truck if using TL.
a. What is the optimal order size and annual cost if LTL 

shipping is used? What is the time between orders?
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b. What is the optimal order size and annual cost if TL ship-
ping is used with a separate truck for each supplier? What 
is the time between orders?

c. What is the optimal order size and annual cost per product 
if TL shipping is used but two suppliers are grouped 
together per truck?

d. What is the optimal number of suppliers that should be 
grouped together? What is the optimal order size and 
annual cost per product in this case? What is the time 
between orders?

e. Which shipping policy would you recommend if each 
product has an annual demand of 3,000? Which shipping 
policy would you recommend for products with an 
annual demand of 1,500? Which shipping policy would 
you recommend for products with an annual demand of 
18,000?

 20. PlasFib is a manufacturer of synthetic fibers used for making 
furniture upholstery. PlasFib manufactures fiber in 50 colors 
on one line. When changing over from one color to the next, 
part of the line must be cleaned, leading to a loss of material. 
Each changeover costs $200 in lost material and changeover 
labor. Assume that each changeover requires the line to shut 
down for 0.5 hour. When it is running, the line produces fiber 
at the rate of 100 pounds per hour.

The fibers sold by PlasFib are divided into three cate-
gories. There are 5 fast-moving colors that average sales of 
30,000 pounds per color per year. There are 10 medium- 
moving colors that average sales of 12,000 pounds per color 
per year. The remaining are slow-moving products and aver-
age sales of 2,400 pounds per year each. Each pound of fiber 
costs $5 and PlasFib has a holding cost of 20 percent.
a. What is the batch size that PlasFib should produce for 

each fast-, medium-, and slow-moving color? How many 
days of demand does this translate into?

b. What is the annual setup and holding cost of the policies 
you suggested in part (a)?

c. How many hours of plant operation will the above sched-
ule require in a year (including a half-hour of setup per 
batch)?

 21. TopOil, a refiner in Indiana, serves three customers near 
Nashville, Tennessee, and maintains consignment inventory 
(owned by TopOil) at each location. Currently, TopOil uses 
TL transportation to deliver separately to each customer. 
Each truck costs $800 plus $250 per stop. Thus, delivering to 
each customer separately costs $1,050 per truck. TopOil is 
considering aggregating deliveries to Nashville on a single 
truck. Demand at the large customer is 60 tons a year, demand 
at the medium customer is 24 tons per year, and demand at 
the small customer is 8 tons per year. Product cost for TopOil 
is $10,000 per ton, and it uses a holding cost of 25 percent. 
Truck capacity is 12 tons.

a. What is the annual transportation and holding cost if 
TopOil ships a full truckload each time a customer is run-
ning out of stock? How many days of inventory is carried 
at each customer under this policy?

b. What is the optimal delivery policy to each customer if 
TopOil ships separately to each of them? What is the 
annual transportation and holding cost? How many days 
of inventory is carried at each customer under this policy?

c. What is the optimal delivery policy to each customer if 
TopOil aggregates shipments to each of the three custom-
ers on every truck that goes to Nashville? What is the 
annual transportation and holding cost? How many days of 
inventory are carried at each customer under this policy?

d. Can you come up with a tailored policy that has lower 
costs than the policies in (b) or (c)? What are the costs and 
inventories for your suggested policy?

 22. Crunchy, a cereal manufacturer, has dedicated a plant for one 
major retail chain. Sales at the retail chain average about 
20,000 boxes a month and production at the plant keeps pace 
with this average demand. Each box of cereal costs Crunchy 
$3 and is sold to the retailer at a wholesale price of $5. Both 
Crunchy and the retailer use a holding cost of 20 percent. For 
each order placed, the retailer incurs an ordering cost of 
$200. Crunchy incurs the cost of transportation and loading 
that totals $1,000 per order shipped.
a. Given that it is trying to minimize its ordering and hold-

ing costs, what lot size will the retailer ask for in each 
order? What are the annual ordering and holding costs for 
the retailer as a result of this policy? What are the annual 
ordering and holding costs for Crunchy as a result of this 
policy? What is the total inventory cost across both parties 
as a result of this policy?

b. What lot size minimizes the inventory costs (ordering, 
delivery, and holding) across both Crunchy and the 
retailer? How much reduction in cost relative to (a) results 
from this policy?

c. Design an all unit quantity discount that results in the 
retailer ordering the quantity in (b).

d. How much of the $1,000 delivery cost should Crunchy 
pass along to the retailer for each lot to get the retailer to 
order the quantity in (b)?

 23. A steel service center sources products from an integrated 
steel mill at a cost of $2,000 per ton. Demand for steel at the 
service center is 50 tons per month. The service center has a 
holding cost of 25 percent and incurs a fixed cost of $2,000 
for each order. How many tons of steel should the service 
center order per replenishment? What is the annual ordering 
and holding cost incurred by the service center?

The integrated steel mill incurs a fixed cost of $4,000 
for each order placed by the steel service center. Steel costs the 
mill $1,000 per ton and the mill has a holding cost of 20 per-
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cent. Assuming that the mill builds up its steel (for the service 
center) at the rate of 50 tons per month, what are the annual 
fixed cost and holding cost incurred by the mill as a result of 
the service center’s ordering policy? What is the annual cost 
incurred by both the service center and the steel mill?

If the steel mill and the service center could work in a 
coordinated manner, what is the optimal order size that mini-
mizes their joint fixed and holding costs? What annual savings 
could the supply chain expect as a result of coordination? 
Design an all unit quantity discount that the integrated steel 
mill could use to get the service center to order the coordinated 
amount without increasing annual costs at the service center.

 24. The Orange company has introduced a new music device 
called the J-Pod. The J-Pod is sold through Good Buy, a 
major electronics retailer. Good Buy has estimated that 
demand for the J-Pod will depend on the final retail price p 
according to the demand curve

Demand D = 2,000,000 - 2,000 p 

The production cost for Orange is $100 per J-Pod.
a. What wholesale price should Orange charge for the 

J-Pod? At this wholesale price, what retail price should 

Good Buy set? What are the profits for Orange and Good 
Buy at equilibrium?

b. If Orange decides to discount the wholesale price by $40, 
how much of a discount should Good Buy offer to cus-
tomers if it wants to maximize its own profits? What frac-
tion of the discount offered by Orange does Good Buy 
pass along to the customer?

 25. The Orange company prices J-Pods at $550 per unit. Good 
Buy sells the J-Pods at $775. Annual demand at this retail 
price turns out to be 450,000 units. Good Buy incurs order-
ing, receiving, and transportation costs of $10,000 for each 
lot of J-Pods ordered. The holding cost used by the retailer is 
20 percent.
a. What is the optimal lot size that Good Buy should order?
b. The Orange company has discounted J-Pods by $40 for 

the short term (about the next two weeks). Good Buy has 
decided not to change the retail price but may change the 
lot size ordered from Orange. How should Good Buy 
adjust its lot size given this discount? How much does the 
lot size increase because of the discount?
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CASE STUDY
Delivery Strategy at MoonChem

John Kresge, vice president of supply chain, was very con-
cerned as he left the meeting at MoonChem, a manufac-
turer of specialty chemicals. The year-end meeting 
evaluated financial performance and discussed the fact that 
the firm was achieving only two inventory turns a year. A 
more careful look revealed that more than half the inven-
tory MoonChem owned was in consignment with its cus-
tomers. This was very surprising, given that only 20 
percent of its customers carried consignment inventory. 
John was responsible for inventory as well as transporta-
tion costs. He decided to take a careful look at the manage-
ment of consignment inventory and come up with an 
appropriate plan.

MoonChem Operations

MoonChem, a manufacturer of specialty chemicals, had 
eight manufacturing plants and 40 distribution centers. 
The plants manufactured the base chemicals, and the 
distribution centers mixed them to produce hundreds of 
end products that fit customer specifications. In the spe-
cialty chemicals market, MoonChem decided to differ-
entiate itself in the Midwest region by providing 
consignment inventory to its customers. The company 
wanted to take this strategy national if it proved effec-
tive. MoonChem kept the chemicals required by each 
customer in the Midwest region on consignment at the 
customers’ sites. Customers used the chemicals as 
needed, and MoonChem managed replenishment to 
ensure availability. In most instances, consumption of 
chemicals by customers was stable. MoonChem owned 
the consignment inventories and was paid for the chemi-
cals as they were used.

Distribution at MoonChem

MoonChem used Golden trucking, a full-truckload 
carrier, for all its shipments. Each truck had a capac-
ity of 40,000 pounds; Golden charged a fixed rate 
given the origin and destination, regardless of the 
quantity shipped on the truck. MoonChem sent full 
truckloads to each customer to replenish its consign-
ment inventory.

The Illinois Pilot Study

John decided to take a careful look at his distribution 
operations. He focused on Illinois, which was supplied 
from the Chicago distribution center. He broke up Illinois 
into a collection of zip codes that were contiguous, as 
shown in Figure 11-9. He restricted attention to the Peoria 
region, which was classified as zip code 615. A careful 
study of the Peoria region revealed two large customers, 
six medium-sized customers, and twelve small customers. 
The annual consumption at each type of customer was as 
shown in Table 11-4. Golden charged $400 for each ship-
ment from Chicago to Peoria, and MoonChem’s policy 
was to send a full truckload to each customer as needed.

John checked with Golden to find out what it 
would take to include shipments for multiple customers 
on a single load. Golden informed him that it would 
charge $350 per truck and add $50 for each drop-off for 
which Golden was responsible. Thus, if Golden carried a 
truck that had to make one delivery, the total charge 
would be $400. However, if a truck had to make four 
deliveries, the total charge would be $550.

Each pound of chemical in consignment cost 
MoonChem $1, and MoonChem had a holding cost of  
25 percent. John wanted to analyze a few different options 
for distribution available in the Peoria region to decide on 
the optimal distribution policy. One was to aggregate all 
20 customers into each truck going to Peoria. The other 
was to separate the 20 customers into two groups with 
one large, three medium, and six small customers in each 
group. Each group would then be aggregated into a single 
truck going to Peoria. The detailed study of the Peoria 
region would provide the blueprint for the distribution 
strategy that MoonChem planned to roll out nationally.

Questions

 1. What is the annual cost of MoonChem’s strategy of send-
ing full truckloads to each customer in the Peoria region to 
replenish consignment inventory?

 2. Consider different delivery options and evaluate the cost  
of each. What delivery option do you recommend for 
MoonChem?

 3. How does your recommendation impact consignment 
inventory for MoonChem?
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TABLE 11-4 Customer Profile for MoonChem in Peoria Region

 
Customer Type

 
Number of Customers

Consumption  
(Pounds per Month)

Small 12 1,000

Medium   6 5,000

Large   2 12,000
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CASE STUDY
Pricing and Delivery at KAR Foods

Carlos Ramos, head of supply chain at KAR Foods, 
wondered why his inventories had not declined despite 
the significant improvement his team had made in its 
ability to handle mixed-load and small lot orders from 
customers. He felt that the problem was the discounting 
scheme offered by the sales team that encouraged cus-
tomers to place large orders. Carlos arranged for a meet-
ing with Vanessa Rebelo, head of sales and marketing, to 
discuss future plans.

Historical Pricing and Costs at KAR

KAR was a large Brazilian food processing company, 
headquartered in São Paulo, that produced fresh and pro-
cessed meats. Starting as a slaughterhouse, the company 
had become a major global player after several acquisi-
tions across the world. The company sold its products to 
several supermarket chains within Brazil. A typical 
supermarket chain purchased 10,000 kg of meat each 
month at a price of 4 real/kg from KAR. KAR incurred a 
cost of 2.50 real/kg to produce the meat. KAR opera-
tions were set up to produce at a steady rate that matched 
demand. Historically, KAR had encouraged its custom-
ers to order in large lots by offering quantity discounts of 
2 percent (a price of 3.92 real/kg instead of 4 real/kg) if 
customers ordered lots of 27,500 kg or more. The quan-
tity discounts were justified by the high fixed cost of 
4,000 real that was incurred by KAR to process, load 
and deliver each order.

Supply Chain Improvements at KAR

As the company grew, it became clear that supply chain 
operations required significant improvement to compete 
with other multinationals that were entering the Brazil-
ian market. Carlos Ramos was hired to lead this effort, 
given his extensive experience in the consumer pack-
aged goods industry. A quick review of the status quo 
by Carlos identified several opportunities for improve-
ment. He decided to focus on the large amount of inven-

tory that was built up to fill customer orders. A reduction 
in inventory would free up capital and expensive cold 
storage space, and would also streamline operations. At 
the current holding cost of 20 percent, reduction in 
inventories could save a significant amount in overall 
holding costs. He quickly realized that the inflexibility 
of the current distribution system resulted in the high 
cost of 4,000 real to process, load, and deliver each 
order. Carlos changed processes and invested in tech-
nology to increase flexibility and make it cheaper to 
handle mixed loads. He also brought in routing software 
that made it easier to plan deliveries to multiple custom-
ers on a single truck. This helped reduce the fixed cost 
per customer order down to 400 real. Carlos hoped that 
these improvements would significantly reduce lot sizes 
and thus inventory.

Costs Faced by Customers

Given that there was very little decrease in lot sizes and 
inventories, Carlos wanted to understand why things 
had not changed. Before his meeting with Vanessa, he 
sought to learn about the costs faced by supermarket 
chains ordering from KAR Foods. He learned that each 
supermarket chain itself incurred a fixed cost of 100 
real associated with each order. This fixed cost was 
incurred for order placement and receiving. He also 
learned that each supermarket chain incurred a holding 
cost of 20 percent.

Questions

 1. What do you think of the discounting scheme that KAR 
had used historically? Do you think it was justified given 
the circumstances?

 2. Once KAR has reduced its fixed cost per order to 400 real, 
what are the downsides to leaving the discounting scheme 
unchanged?

 3. What should Carlos suggest to Vanessa at the upcoming 
meeting? What are the potential gains for KAR from this 
suggestion?
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APPENDIX 11A
Economic Order Quantity

Objective

Derive the economic order quantity (EOQ) formula.

Analysis:

Given an annual demand D, order cost S, unit cost C, and holding cost h, our goal is to estimate 
the lot size Q that minimizes the total annual cost. For a lot size of Q, the total annual cost is 
given by

Total annual cost, TC = 1D/Q2S + 1Q/22 hC + CD

To minimize the total cost, we take the first derivative with respect to the lot size Q and set 
it to zero. Taking the first derivative with respect to Q, we have

d1TC2
dQ

= -  
DS

Q2 +
hC

2

Q2 =
2DS

hC
 or Q = A

2DS

hC



In this chapter, we discuss how safety inventory can help a supply chain improve product 
availability in the presence of supply and demand variability. We discuss various measures 
of product availability and how managers can set safety inventory levels to provide the 

desired product availability. We also explore what managers can do to reduce the amount of 
safety inventory required while maintaining or even improving product availability.

12.1 THE ROLE OF SAFETY INVENTORY IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

Safety inventory is inventory carried to satisfy demand that exceeds the amount forecast. Safety 
inventory is required because demand is uncertain, and a product shortage may result if actual 
demand exceeds the forecast demand. Consider, for example, Bloomingdale’s, a high-end 
department store. Bloomingdale’s sells purses purchased from Gucci, an Italian manufacturer. 
Given the high transportation cost from Italy, the store manager at Bloomingdale’s orders in 
lots of 600 purses. Demand for purses at Bloomingdale’s averages 100 a week. Gucci takes 
three weeks to deliver the purses to Bloomingdale’s in response to an order. If there is no 
demand uncertainty and exactly 100 purses are sold each week, the store manager at Blooming-
dale’s can place an order when the store has exactly 300 purses remaining. In the absence of 
demand uncertainty, such a policy ensures that the new lot arrives just as the last purse is being 
sold at the store.

Managing Uncertainty  
in a Supply Chain

Safety Inventory

C H A P T E R 

12

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Describe different measures of product 
availability.

2. Understand the role of safety inventory in a 
supply chain.

3. Identify factors that influence the required 
level of safety inventory.

4. Use available managerial levers to lower 
safety inventory without hurting product 
availability.
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However, given demand fluctuations and forecast errors, actual demand over the three 
weeks may be higher or lower than the 300 purses that were forecast. If the actual demand at 
Bloomingdale’s is higher than 300, some customers will be unable to purchase purses, resulting 
in a potential loss of margin for Bloomingdale’s. The store manager thus decides to place an 
order with Gucci when the store still has 400 purses. This policy improves product availability 
for the customer because the store now runs out of purses only if the demand over the three 
weeks exceeds 400. Given an average weekly demand of 100 purses, the store will have an aver-
age of 100 purses remaining when the replenishment lot arrives. Safety inventory is the average 
inventory remaining when the replenishment lot arrives. Thus, Bloomingdale’s carries a safety 
inventory of 100 purses.

Given a lot size of  purses, the cycle inventory, the focus of the previous chapter, is  purses. 
The inventory profile at Bloomingdale’s in the presence of safety inventory is shown in Figure 
12-1, which illustrates that the average inventory at Bloomingdale’s is the sum of the cycle and 
safety inventories.

This example illustrates a trade-off that a supply chain manager must consider when plan-
ning safety inventory. On one hand, raising the level of safety inventory increases product avail-
ability, and thus the margin captured from customer purchases. On the other hand, raising the level 
of safety inventory increases inventory holding costs. This issue is particularly significant in 
industries in which product life cycles are short and demand is volatile. Carrying excessive inven-
tory can help counter demand volatility but can really hurt if new products come onto the market 
and demand for the product in inventory dries up. The inventory on hand then becomes worthless.

In today’s business environment, it has become easier for customers to search across stores 
for product availability. If Amazon is out of a book, for example, a customer can easily check to 
see whether barnesandnoble.com has the title available. The increased ease of searching puts 
pressure on firms to improve product availability. Simultaneously, product variety has grown 
with increased customization. As a result, markets have become increasingly heterogeneous and 
demand for individual products is unstable and difficult to forecast. Both the increased variety 
and the greater pressure for availability push firms to raise the level of safety inventory they hold. 
Given the product variety and high demand uncertainty in most high-tech supply chains, a sig-
nificant fraction of the inventory carried is safety inventory.

As product variety has grown, however, product life cycles have shrunk. Thus, it is more 
likely that a product that is “hot” today will be obsolete tomorrow, which increases the cost to 
firms of carrying too much inventory. Thus, a key to the success of any supply chain is to figure 
out ways to decrease the level of safety inventory carried without hurting the level of product 
availability.

The importance of reduced safety inventories is emphasized by the experience of Nord-
strom, Macy’s, and Saks during the 2008–2009 recession. Nordstrom outperformed the other 
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two chains by moving its inventories about twice as fast as its competitors. In 2008 (2009), 
 Nordstrom carried an average of about 2 (2) months, Macy’s carried about 4 (4.15) months, and 
Saks carried about 4.24 (4.67) months of inventory. A key to Nordstrom’s success has been its 
ability to provide a high level of product availability to customers while carrying low levels of 
safety inventory in its supply chain. This fact has also played an important role in the success of 
Zara, Walmart, and Seven-Eleven Japan.

For any supply chain, three key questions need to be considered when planning safety 
inventory:

 1. What is the appropriate level of product availability?
 2. How much safety inventory is needed for the desired level of product availability?
 3. What actions can be taken to reduce safety inventory without hurting product availability?

The first question is discussed in detail in Chapter 13. The remainder of this chapter 
focuses on answering the second and third questions, assuming a desired level of product avail-
ability. Next, we consider factors that influence the appropriate level of safety inventory.

12.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THE LEVEL OF SAFETY INVENTORY

The appropriate level of safety inventory is determined by the following two factors:

• The uncertainty of both demand and supply
• The desired level of product availability

As the uncertainty of supply or demand grows, the required level of safety inventories 
increases. Demand for milk at a supermarket is quite predictable. As a result, supermarkets can 
operate with low levels of safety inventory relative to demand. In contrast, demand for spices at 
the same supermarket is much harder to predict. Thus the supermarket needs to carry high levels 
of safety inventory for spices relative to demand. Whereas most of the milk inventory at a super-
market is cycle inventory (with very little being safety inventory), most of the spice inventory is 
safety inventory carried to deal with uncertainty of demand.

As the desired level of product availability increases, the required level of safety inventory 
also increases. If the supermarket targets a higher level of product availability for a certain spice, 
it must carry a higher level of safety inventory for that spice.

Next, we discuss some measures of demand uncertainty.

Measuring Demand Uncertainty

As discussed in Chapter 7, demand has a systematic as well as a random component. The random 
component is a measure of demand uncertainty. The goal of forecasting is to predict the system-
atic component and estimate the random component. The random component is usually esti-
mated as the standard deviation of forecast error. We illustrate our ideas using uncertain demand 
for a smartphone at B&M Office Supplies as the context. We assume that periodic demand for 
the phone at B&M is normally distributed with the following inputs:

D: Average demand per period

𝜎D: Standard deviation of demand (forecast error) per period

Even though standard deviation of demand is not necessarily the same as forecast error, we treat 
the two to be interchangeable in our discussion. Safety inventory calculations should really be 
based on forecast error.

Lead time is the gap between the time an order is placed and when it is received. In our 
discussion, we denote the lead time by L. In the B&M example, L is the time between when B&M 
orders phones and when they are delivered. In this case, B&M is exposed to the uncertainty of 
demand during the lead time. Whether B&M is able to satisfy all demand from inventory depends 
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on the demand for phones experienced during the lead time and the inventory B&M has when a 
replenishment order is placed. Thus, B&M must estimate the uncertainty of demand during the 
lead time, not just in a single period. We now evaluate the distribution of demand over L periods, 
given the distribution of demand during each period.

EVALUATING DEMAND DISTRIBUTION OVER L PERIODS Assume that demand for each 
period i, i = 1, . . . , L, is normally distributed with a mean Di and standard deviation 𝜎i Let 𝜌ij be 
the correlation coefficient of demand between periods i and j. In this case, the total demand dur-
ing L periods is normally distributed with a mean of DL and a standard deviation of 𝜎L, where the 
following is true:

 DL = a
L

i = 1
Di, sL = Aa

L

i = 1
s2

i + 2a
i 7 j
rijsisj (12.1)

Demand in two periods is perfectly positively correlated if rij = 1. Demand in two periods 
is perfectly negatively correlated if rij = -1. Demand in two periods is independent if rij = 0. 
If demand during each of L periods is independent and normally distributed with a mean of D 
and a standard deviation of sD, Equation 12.1 can be used to show that total demand during the 
L periods is normally distributed with a mean DL and a standard deviation of sL, where the fol-
lowing	is	true:

 DL = D * L, sL = 1LsD (12.2)

Another important measure of uncertainty is the coefficient of variation	(cv),	which	is	the	
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. Given demand with a mean of m and a standard 
deviation of s, we have

cv = s  >  m

The coefficient of variation measures the size of the uncertainty relative to demand. It cap-
tures the fact that a product with a mean demand of 100 and a standard deviation of 100 has 
greater demand uncertainty than a product with a mean demand of 1,000 and a standard devia-
tion of 100. Considering the standard deviation alone cannot capture this difference.

Next, we discuss some measures of product availability.

Measuring Product Availability

Product availability reflects a firm’s ability to fill a customer order out of available inventory. A 
stockout results if a customer order arrives when product is not available. There are several ways 
to measure product availability. Some of the important measures are listed next.

1. Product fill rate (fr) is the fraction of product demand that is satisfied from product in 
inventory. Fill rate is equivalent to the probability that product demand is supplied from available 
inventory. Fill rate should be measured over specified amounts of demand rather than over time. 
Thus, it is more appropriate to measure fill rate over every million units of demand rather than 
every month. Assume that B&M provides smartphones to 90 percent of its customers from inven-
tory, with the remaining 10 percent lost to a neighboring competitor because of a lack of avail-
able inventory. In this case, B&M achieves a fill rate of 90 percent.

2. Order fill rate is the fraction of orders that are filled from available inventory. Order 
fill rate should also be measured over a specified number of orders rather than over time. In a 
multiproduct scenario, an order is filled from inventory only if all products in the order can be 
supplied from the available inventory. In the case of B&M, a customer may order a phone along 
with a laptop. The order is filled from inventory only if both the phone and the laptop are avail-
able through the store. Order fill rates tend to be lower than product fill rates because all products 
must be in stock for an order to be filled.
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3. Cycle service level (CSL) is the fraction of replenishment cycles that end with all the 
customer demand being met. A replenishment cycle is the interval between two successive 
replenishment deliveries. The CSL is equal to the probability of not having a stockout in a replen-
ishment cycle. CSL should be measured over a specified number of replenishment cycles. If 
B&M orders replenishment lots of 600 phones, the interval between the arrival of two successive 
replenishment lots is a replenishment cycle. If the manager at B&M manages inventory such that 
the store does not run out of inventory in 6 out of 10 replenishment cycles, the store achieves a 
CSL of 0.6 or 60 percent. Observe that a CSL of 0.6 typically results in a much higher fill rate. 
In the 60 percent of cycles in which B&M does not run out of inventory, all customer demand is 
satisfied from available inventory. In the 40 percent of cycles in which a stockout does occur, 
most of the customer demand is satisfied from inventory. Only the small fraction toward the end 
of the cycle that arrives after B&M is out of inventory is lost. As a result, the fill rate is much 
higher than 0.6.

The distinction between product fill rate and order fill rate is usually not significant in a 
single-product situation. When a firm is selling multiple products, however, this difference may 
be significant. For example, if most orders include 10 or more products that are to be shipped, 
an out-of-stock situation of one product results in the order not being filled from stock. The firm 
in this case may have a poor order fill rate even though it has good product fill rates. Tracking 
order fill rates is important when customers place a high value on the entire order being filled at 
one time.

Next, we describe two replenishment policies that are often used in practice.

Replenishment Policies

A replenishment policy consists of decisions regarding when to reorder and how much to reor-
der. These decisions determine the cycle and safety inventories along with the fill rate fr and the 
cycle service level CSL. Replenishment policies may take any of several forms. We restrict atten-
tion to two types:

1. Continuous review: Inventory is continuously tracked, and an order for a lot size Q is 
placed when the inventory declines to the reorder point (ROP). As an example, consider the store 
manager at B&M who continuously tracks the inventory of phones. She orders 600 phones when 
the inventory drops below ROP = 400. In this case, the size of the order does not change from 
one order to the next. The time between orders may fluctuate, given variable demand.

2. Periodic review: Inventory status is checked at regular periodic intervals, and an order 
is placed to raise the inventory level to a specified threshold. As an example, consider the pur-
chase of flash drives at B&M. The store manager does not track flash drive inventory continu-
ously. Every Thursday, employees check flash drive inventory, and the manager orders enough so 
that the total of the available inventory and the size of the order equals 1,000 flash drives. In this 
case, the time between orders is fixed. The size of each order, however, can fluctuate given vari-
able demand.

These inventory policies are not comprehensive, but they suffice to illustrate the key mana-
gerial issues concerning safety inventories.

12.3 DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF SAFETY INVENTORY

We now discuss the relationship between safety inventory and the CSL and fr. In this section, we 
restrict our attention to the continuous review policy. The periodic review policy is discussed in 
detail in Section 12.6. The continuous review policy consists of a lot size Q ordered when the 
inventory on hand declines to the ROP. Assume that weekly demand is normally distributed, with 
mean D and standard deviation 𝜎D. Assume replenishment lead time of L weeks.
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Linking Safety Inventory and Cycle Service Level

We first show how cycle service levels can be evaluated given a replenishment policy (and thus 
the corresponding safety inventory). We then show how to determine the required safety inven-
tory given a desired cycle service level.

EVALUATING SAFETY INVENTORY GIVEN A REPLENISHMENT POLICY In the case of B&M, 
safety inventory corresponds to the average number of phones on hand when a replenishment 
order arrives. Given the lead time of L weeks and a mean weekly demand of D, using Equation 12.2, 
we have

Expected demand during lead time = D × L

Given that the store manager places a replenishment order when ROP phones are on hand, we 
have

 Safety inventory, ss = ROP – D × L (12.3)

This is because, on average, D × L phones will sell over the L weeks between when the order is 
placed and when the lot arrives. The average safety inventory when the replenishment lot arrives 
is thus ROP – D × L. The evaluation of safety inventory for a given inventory policy is described 
in Example 12-1 (see spreadsheet Chapter 12-examples worksheet Example 12-1).

EXAMPLE 12-1 Evaluating Safety Inventory Given an Inventory Policy

Assume that weekly demand for phones at B&M Office Supplies is normally distributed, with a 
mean of 2,500 and a standard deviation of 500. The manufacturer takes two weeks to fill an order 
placed by the B&M manager. The store manager currently orders 10,000 phones when the inven-
tory on hand drops to 6,000. Evaluate the safety inventory and the average inventory carried by 
B&M. Also evaluate the average time a phone spends at B&M.

Analysis:

Under this replenishment policy, we have

Average demand per week, D = 2,500

Standard deviation of weekly demand, sD = 500

Average lead time for replenishment, L = 2 weeks

Reorder point, ROP = 6,000

Average lot size, Q = 10,000

Using Equation 12.3, we thus have

Safety inventory, ss = ROP - D * L = 6,000 - 5,000 = 1,000

B&M	thus	carries	a	safety	inventory	of	1,000	phones.	From Chapter 11, recall that

Cycle inventory = Q  >  2 = 10,000 >  2 = 5,000

We thus have

Average inventory = cycle inventory + safety inventory = 5,000 + 1,000 = 6,000

B&M	thus	carries	an	average	of	6,000	phones	in	inventory.	Using	Little’s	law	(Equation	3.1), we have

Average flow time = average inventory/throughput = 6,000 >  2,500 = 2.4 weeks

Each phone thus spends an average of 2.4 weeks at B&M.
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Next, we discuss how to evaluate the CSL given a replenishment policy.

EVALUATING CYCLE SERVICE LEVEL GIVEN A REPLENISHMENT POLICY Given a replenish-
ment policy, our goal is to evaluate the CSL, the probability of not stocking out in a replenish-
ment cycle. We return to B&M’s continuous review replenishment policy of ordering Q units 
when the inventory on hand drops to the ROP. The lead time is L weeks and weekly demand is 
normally distributed, with a mean of D and a standard deviation of 𝜎D. Observe that a stockout 
occurs in a cycle if demand during the lead time is larger than the ROP. Thus, we have

CSL = Prob (demand during lead time of L weeks ≤ ROP)

To evaluate this probability, we need to obtain the distribution of demand during the lead 
time. From Equation 12.2, we know that demand during lead time is normally distributed, with a 
mean of DL and a standard deviation of 𝜎L Using the notation for the normal distribution from 
Appendix 12A and the equivalent Excel function from Equation 12.22 in Appendix 12B, the 
CSL is

 CSL = F (ROP, DL, 𝜎L) = NORMDIST (ROP, DL, 𝜎L, 1) (12.4)

We now illustrate this evaluation in Example 12-2 (see worksheet Example 12-2).

EXAMPLE 12-2 Evaluating Cycle Service Level Given a  
Replenishment Policy

Weekly demand for phones at B&M is normally distributed, with a mean of 2,500 and a standard 
deviation of 500. The replenishment lead time is two weeks. Assume that the demand is indepen-
dent from one week to the next. Evaluate the CSL resulting from a policy of ordering 10,000 
phones when there are 6,000 phones in inventory.

Analysis:

In this case, we have

Q = 10,000, ROP = 6,000, L = 2 weeks
D = 2,500/week, 𝜎D = 500

Observe that B&M runs the risk of stocking out during the lead time of two weeks between when 
an order is placed and when the replenishment arrives. Thus, whether or not a stockout occurs 
depends on the demand during the lead time of two weeks.

Because demand across time is independent, we use Equation 12.2 to obtain demand dur-
ing the lead time to be normally distributed with a mean of DL and a standard deviation of 𝜎D 
where

DL = D * L = 2 * 2,500 = 5,000, sL = 1LsD = 12 * 500 = 707

Using Equation 12.4, the CSL is evaluated as

 CSL = F1ROP, DL, sL2 = NORMDIST1ROP, DL, sL, 12
 = NORMDIST16000, 5000, 707, 12 = 0.92

A CSL of 0.92 implies that in 92 percent of the replenishment cycles, B&M supplies all demand 
from available inventory. In the remaining 8 percent of the cycles, stockouts occur and some 
demand is not satisfied because of the lack of inventory.

We now discuss how the appropriate level of safety inventory may be obtained given a 
desired CSL.
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Evaluating Safety Inventory Given Desired Cycle Service Level

In many practical settings, firms have a desired level of product availability and want to design 
replenishment polices that achieve this level. For example, Walmart has a desired level of prod-
uct availability for each product sold in a store. The store manager must design a replenishment 
policy with the appropriate level of safety inventory to meet this goal. The desired level of prod-
uct availability may be determined by trading off the cost of holding inventory with the cost of a 
stockout. This trade-off is discussed in detail in Chapter 13. In other instances, the desired level 
of product availability (in terms of CSL or fill rate) is stated explicitly in contracts, and manage-
ment must design replenishment policies that achieve the desired target.

EVALUATING REQUIRED SAFETY INVENTORY GIVEN DESIRED CYCLE SERVICE LEVEL Our 
goal is to obtain the appropriate level of safety inventory given the desired CSL. We assume that 
a continuous review replenishment policy is followed. Consider the store manager at Walmart 
responsible for designing replenishment policies for all products in the store. He has targeted a 
CSL for the basic box of Lego building blocks. Given a lead time of L, the store manager wants 
to identify a suitable reorder point ROP and safety inventory that achieves the desired service 
level. Assume that demand for Legos at Walmart is normally distributed and independent from 
one week to the next. We assume the following inputs:

Desired cycle service level = CSL

Mean	demand	during	lead	time = DL

Standard deviation of demand during lead time = sL

From Equation 12.3, recall that ROP = DL + ss. The store manager needs to identify safety 
inventory ss	such	that	the	following	is	true:

Probability1demand during lead time … DL + ss2 = CSL

Given that demand is normally distributed, the store manager must identify safety inven-
tory ss	such	that	the	following	is	true	(using	Equation	12.4):

F1DL + ss, DL, sL2 = CSL

Given the definition of the inverse normal in Appendix 12A and the equivalent Excel func-
tion from Appendix 12B, we obtain

DL + ss = F-11CSL, DL, sL2 = NORMINV1CSL, DL, sL2
or ss = F-11CSL, DL, sL2 - DL = NORMINV1CSL, DL, sL2 - DL

Using the definition of the standard normal distribution and its inverse from Appendix 12A, 
and the equivalent Excel function from Appendix 12B, it can also be shown that the following is 
true:

 ss = F - 1
S 1CSL2 * sL = FS

- 11CSL2 * 1LsD =  NORMSINV1CSL2 * 1LsD (12.5)

In Example 12-3 (see worksheet Example 12-3), we illustrate the evaluation of safety 
inventory given a desired CSL.

EXAMPLE 12-3 Evaluating Safety Inventory Given a Desired  
Cycle Service Level

Weekly demand for Legos at a Walmart store is normally distributed, with a mean of 2,500 boxes 
and a standard deviation of 500. The replenishment lead time is two weeks. Assuming a continu-
ous-review replenishment policy, evaluate the safety inventory that the store should carry to 
achieve a CSL of 90 percent.
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Analysis:
In this case we have

D = 2,500 >  week, sD = 500, CSL = 0.9, L = 2 weeks

Because demand across time is independent, we use Equation 12.2 to find demand during the 
lead time to be normally distributed with a mean of DL and a standard deviation of sL, where

DL = D * L = 2 * 2,500 = 5,000;  sL = 1LsD = 12 * 500 = 707

Using	Equation	12.5,	we	obtain

ss = Fs
- 11CSL2 * sL = NORMSINV1CSL2 * sL = NORMSINV10.902 * 707 = 906

Thus, the required safety inventory to achieve a CSL of 90 percent is 906 boxes.

Linking Safety Inventory and Fill Rate

We now show how fill rates can be evaluated given a replenishment policy (and thus the corre-
sponding safety inventory). We then show how to determine the required safety inventory given 
a desired fill rate.

EVALUATING FILL RATE GIVEN A REPLENISHMENT POLICY Recall that fill rate measures the 
proportion of customer demand that is satisfied from available inventory. Fill rate is generally a 
more relevant measure than cycle service level because it allows the retailer to estimate the frac-
tion of demand that is turned into sales. The two measures are closely related, as raising the cycle 
service level also raises the fill rate for a firm. Our discussion focuses on evaluating fill rate for a 
continuous review policy under which Q units are ordered when the quantity on hand drops to 
the ROP.

To evaluate the fill rate, it is important to understand the process by which a stockout 
occurs during a replenishment cycle. A stockout occurs if the demand during the lead time 
exceeds the ROP. We thus need to evaluate the average amount of demand in excess of the ROP 
in each replenishment cycle.

The expected shortage per replenishment cycle (ESC) is the average units of demand that 
are not satisfied from inventory in stock per replenishment cycle. Given a lot size of Q (which is 
also the average demand in a replenishment cycle), the fraction of demand lost is thus ESC/Q

The product fill rate fr is thus given by

 fr = 1 - ESC  >  Q = 1Q - ESC2Q (12.6)

A shortage occurs in a replenishment cycle only if the demand during the lead time exceeds 
the ROP. Let f(x)	be	the	density	function	of	the	demand	distribution	during	the	lead	time.	The	
ESC is given by

 ESC = L
∞

x = ROP
1x - ROP2f1x2dx (12.7)

When demand during the lead time is normally distributed with mean DL and standard 
deviation sL, given a safety inventory ss,	Equation	12.7	can	be	simplified	to

 ESC = -ss c 1 - Fsa ss
sL
b d + sL fsa ss

sL
b  (12.8)

where Fs is the standard normal cumulative distribution function and fs is the standard nor-
mal density function. The standard normal distribution has a mean of 0 and a standard devia-
tion of 1. A detailed description of the normal distribution is given in Appendix 12A. Details 
of the simplification in Equation 12.8 are described in Appendix 12C. Using Excel functions 
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(Equations 12.25 and 12.26) discussed in Appendix 12B, ESC may be evaluated (using 
Equation 12.8) as

 

ESC = -ss31 - NORMDIST1ss>sL, 0, 1, 124
+ sL NORMDIST1ss  >  sL, 0, 1, 02  

(12.9)

Given the ESC, we can use Equation 12.6 to evaluate the fill rate fr. Next, we illustrate this 
evaluation in Example 12-4 (see worksheet Example 12-4 and Figure 12-2).

EXAMPLE 12-4 Evaluating Fill Rate Given a Replenishment Policy

From Example 12-2, recall that weekly demand for phones at B&M is normally distributed, with 
a mean of 2,500 and a standard deviation of 500. The replenishment lead time is two weeks. 
Assume that the demand is independent from one week to the next. Evaluate the fill rate resulting 
from the policy of ordering 10,000 phones when there are 6,000 phones in inventory.

Analysis:
From the analysis of Example 12-2, we have

Lot size, Q = 10,000

Average demand during lead time, DL = 5,000

Standard deviation of demand during lead time, sL = 707

Using Equation 12.3, we obtain

Safety inventory, ss = ROP - DL = 6,000 - 5,000 = 1,000

From	Equation	12.9,	we	thus	have

ESC = -1,00031 - NORMDIST11,000 >  707, 0, 1, 124
+  707 NORMDIST11,000 >  707, 0, 1, 02 = 25

12.5=(A3-B9)/A3C9

12.8=-E3*(1-NORMDIST(E3/B6, 0, 1, 1))
+ B6*NORMDIST(E3/B6, 0, 1, 0)

B9

12.4=NORMDIST(A6+E3, A6, B6, 1)A9

12.2=SQRT(D3)*C3B6

12.2=B3*D3A6

EquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 12-2 Excel Solution of Example 12-4
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Thus, on average, in each replenishment cycle, 25 phones are demanded by customers but not 
available in inventory. Using Equation 12.6, we thus obtain the following fill rate:

fr = (Q – ESC)/Q = (10,000 – 25)/10,000 = 0.9975

In other words, 99.75 percent of the demand is filled from inventory in stock. This is much higher 
than the CSL of 92 percent that resulted in Example 12-2 for the same replenishment policy.

A few key observations should be made. First, observe that the fill rate (0.9975) in 
Example 12-4 is significantly higher than the CSL (0.92) in Example 12-2 for the same replen-
ishment policy. Next, by rerunning the examples with a different lot size (in worksheet Exam-
ple 12-4), we can observe the impact of lot-size changes on the service level. Increasing the lot 
size of phones from 10,000 to 20,000 has no impact on the CSL (which stays at 0.92). The fill 
rate, however, now increases to 0.9987. This happens because an increase in lot size results in 
fewer replenishment cycles. In the case of B&M, an increase in lot size from 10,000 to 20,000 
results in replenishment occurring once every eight weeks instead of once every four weeks. 
With a 92 percent CSL, a lot size of 10,000 results in, on average, one cycle with a stockout 
per year. With a lot size of 20,000, we have, on average, one stockout every two years. Thus, 
the fill rate is higher.

Key Point

Both fill rate and cycle service level increase as the safety inventory is increased. For the same safety 
inventory, an increase in lot size increases the fill rate but not the cycle service level.

EVALUATING REQUIRED SAFETY INVENTORY GIVEN DESIRED FILL RATE For a continuous 
review replenishment policy, we now evaluate the required safety inventory given a desired fill 
rate fr. Consider the store manager at Walmart targeting a fill rate fr for Lego building blocks. 
The current replenishment lot size is Q. The first step is to obtain the ESC using Equation 12.6.

The next step is to obtain a safety inventory ss that solves Equation 12.8 (and its Excel 
equivalent, Equation 12.9) given the ESC evaluated earlier. It is not possible to give a formula 
that provides the answer. The appropriate safety inventory that solves Equation 12.9 can be 
obtained easily using Excel and trying different values of ss. In Excel, the safety inventory may 
also be obtained directly using the tool GOALSEEK, as illustrated in Example 12-5 (use work-
sheet Example 12-5).

EXAMPLE 12-5 Evaluating Safety Inventory Given Desired Fill Rate

Weekly demand for Legos at a Walmart store is normally distributed, with a mean of 2,500 boxes 
and a standard deviation of 500. The replenishment lead time is two weeks. The store manager 
currently orders replenishment lots of 10,000 boxes from Lego. Assuming a continuous-review 
replenishment policy, evaluate the safety inventory the store should carry to achieve a fill rate of 
97.5 percent.

Analysis:
In this case, we have

Desired fill rate, fr = 0.975

Lot size, Q = 10,000 boxes

Standard deviation of demand during lead time, sL = 12 * 500 = 707
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From Equation 12.6, we thus obtain an ESC as

ESC = 11 - fr2 Q = 11 - 0.975210,000 = 250

Now	we	need	to	solve	Equation	12.8	for	the	safety	inventory	ss, where

ESC = 250 = -ss c 1 - Fsa ss
sL
b d + sL fsa ss

sL
b = -ss c 1 - Fsa ss

707
b d + 707fsa ss

707
b

Using	Equation	12.9,	this	equation	may	be	restated	with	Excel	functions	as	follows:

 250 = -ss31 - NORMDIST1ss>  707,0,1,124 + 707NORMDIST1ss>707,0,1,02 (12.10)

Equation 12.10 may be solved in Excel by trying different values of ss until the equation is satis-
fied. A more elegant approach for solving Equation 12.10 is to use the Excel tool GOALSEEK, as 
follows.

In the worksheet Example 12-5, invoke GOALSEEK using Data | What-If Analysis | Goal 
Seek. In the GOALSEEK dialog box, enter the data as shown in Figure 12-3 and click the OK 
button. In this case, cell D3 is changed until the value of the formula in cell A6 equals 250.

Using GOALSEEK, we obtain a safety inventory of ss = 67 boxes, as shown in Figure 12-3. 
Thus, the store manager at Walmart should target a safety inventory of 67 boxes to achieve the 
desired fill rate of 97.5 percent.

Impact of Desired Product Availability and Uncertainty  
on Safety Inventory

The two key factors that affect the required level of safety inventory are the desired level of prod-
uct availability and uncertainty. We now discuss the impact that each factor has on the safety 
inventory.

As the desired product availability goes up, the required safety inventory also increases 
because the supply chain must now be able to accommodate uncommonly high demand or 
uncommonly low supply. For the Walmart situation in Example 12-5, we evaluate the required 
safety inventory for varying levels of fill rate as shown in Table 12-1.

Observe that raising the fill rate from 97.5 percent to 98.0 percent requires an additional 
116 units of safety inventory, whereas raising the fill rate from 99.0 percent to 99.5 percent 
requires an additional 268 units of safety inventory. Thus, the marginal increase in safety inven-
tory grows as product availability rises. This phenomenon highlights the importance of selecting 

12.10-E3*(1-NORMSDIST(E3/B3, 0, 1,1)) + B3*NORMDIST(E3/B3, 0, 1, 0)A6

EquationCell FormulaCell

FIGURE 12-3 Spreadsheet to Solve for ss Using GOALSEEK
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suitable product availability levels. It is important for a supply chain manager to be aware of the 
products that require a high level of availability and hold high safety inventories only for those 
products. It is not appropriate to select a high level of product availability and require it arbi-
trarily for all products.

TABLE 12-1  Required Safety Inventory for 
Different Values of Fill Rate

Fill Rate Safety Inventory

97.5%  67

98.0% 183

98.5% 321

99.0% 499

99.5% 767

Key Point

The required safety inventory grows rapidly with an increase in the desired product availability.

From Equation 12.5, we see that the required safety inventory ss is also influenced by the 
standard deviation of demand during the lead time, 𝜎L The standard deviation of demand during 
the lead time is influenced by the duration of the lead time L and the standard deviation of peri-
odic demand 𝜎D as shown in Equation 12.2. The relationship between safety inventory and 𝜎D is 
linear, in that a 10 percent increase in 𝜎D results in a 10 percent increase in safety inventory. 
Safety inventory also increases with an increase in lead time L. The safety inventory, however, is 
proportional to the square root of the lead time (if demand is independent over time) and thus 
grows more slowly than the lead time itself.

Key Point

The required safety inventory increases with an increase in the lead time and the uncertainty of periodic 
demand.

A goal of any supply chain manager is to reduce the level of safety inventory required in a 
way that does not adversely affect product availability. The previous discussion highlights two 
key managerial levers that may be used to achieve this goal:

1. Reduce the supplier lead time L: If lead time decreases by a factor of k, the required 
safety inventory decreases by a factor of 1k. The only caveat here is that reducing the supplier 
lead time requires significant effort from the supplier, whereas reduction in safety inventory 
occurs at the retailer. Thus, it is important for the retailer to share some of the resulting benefits, 
as discussed in Chapter 10. Walmart, Seven-Eleven Japan, and many other retailers apply tre-
mendous pressure on their suppliers to reduce the replenishment lead time. Apparel retailer Zara 
has built its entire strategy around using local flexible production to reduce replenishment lead 
times. In each case, the benefit has manifested itself in the form of reduced safety inventory 
while maintaining the desired level of product availability.

2. Reduce the underlying uncertainty of demand (represented by ): If uncertainty rep-
resented by  is reduced by a factor of k, the required safety inventory also decreases by a factor 
of k. A reduction in uncertainty may be achieved by better market intelligence, increased supply 
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chain visibility, and the use of more sophisticated forecasting methods. Seven-Eleven Japan pro-
vides its store managers with detailed data about prior demand along with weather and other 
factors that may influence demand. This market intelligence allows the store managers to make 
better forecasts, reducing uncertainty. In most supply chains, however, the key to reducing the 
underlying forecast uncertainty is to link all forecasts throughout the supply chain to customer 
demand data. A lot of the demand uncertainty exists only because each stage of the supply chain 
plans and forecasts independently. This distorts demand throughout the supply chain, increasing 
uncertainty. Improved visibility and coordination, as discussed in Chapter 10, can often reduce 
the demand uncertainty significantly. Zara plans its production and replenishment based on 
actual sales at its retail stores to ensure that no unnecessary uncertainties are introduced. Both 
Walmart and Seven-Eleven Japan share demand information with their suppliers, reducing 
uncertainty and thus safety inventory within the supply chain.

We illustrate the benefits of reducing lead time and demand uncertainty in Example 12-6 
(see worksheet Example 12-6).

EXAMPLE 12-6 Benefits of Reducing Lead Time and Demand Uncertainty

Weekly demand for white shirts at a Target store is normally distributed, with a mean of 2,500 
and a standard deviation of 800. The replenishment lead time from the current supplier is nine 
weeks. The store manager aims for a cycle service level of 95 percent. What savings in safety 
inventory can the store expect if the supplier reduces lead time to one week? What savings in 
safety inventory can the store expect if reduced demand uncertainty results in a standard devia-
tion of demand of 400?

Analysis:
For the base case, we have

D = 2,500>week, sD = 800, CSL = 0.95

From	Equation	12.5,	we	thus	obtain	the	base	case	safety	inventory	to	be

ss = NORMSINV1CSL2 * 1LsD = NORMSINV1.952 * 19 *  800 = 3,948

If the suppler reduces the lead time L to one week, the required safety inventory is given by

ss =  NORMSINV1CSL2 * 1LsD =  NORMSINV1.952 * 11 * 800 = 1,316

Thus, reducing the lead time from nine weeks to one week reduces the required safety inventory 
by 2,632 shirts.

We now consider the benefits of reducing forecast error. If Target reduces the standard 
deviation	from	800	to	400	(for	the	nine-week	lead	time),	the	required	safety	inventory	is	obtained	
as	follows:

ss =  NORMSINV1CSL2 * 1LsD =  NORMSINV1.952 * 19 * 400 = 1,974

Thus, reducing the standard deviation (equal to forecast error) of demand from 800 to 400 
reduces the required safety inventory by 1,974 shirts.

12.4 IMPACT OF SUPPLY UNCERTAINTY ON SAFETY INVENTORY

In our discussion to this point, we have focused on situations with demand uncertainty in the 
form of a forecast error. In many practical situations, supply uncertainty also plays a significant 
role. The impact of supply uncertainty is well illustrated by the impact of the grounding of MSC 
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Napoli on the south coast of Britain in January 2007. The container ship was carrying more than 
1,000 tons of nickel, a key ingredient of stainless steel. Given that 1,000 tons was almost 20 per-
cent of the 5,052 tons of nickel then stored in warehouses globally, this delay in bringing nickel 
to market resulted in significant shortages and raised the price of nickel by about 20 percent in 
the first 3.5 weeks of January 2007. Supply uncertainty arises because of many factors, including 
production delays, transportation delays, and quality problems. Supply chains must account for 
supply uncertainty when planning safety inventories.

In this section, we incorporate supply uncertainty by assuming that lead time is uncertain 
and identify the impact of lead time uncertainty on safety inventories. Assume that the customer 
demand per period for tablets at Amazon and the replenishment lead time from the supplier are 
normally distributed. We are provided the following inputs:

D: Average demand per period

𝜎D: Standard deviation of demand per period

L: Average lead time for replenishment

sL: Standard deviation of lead time

We consider the safety inventory requirements given that Amazon follows a continuous review 
policy to manage tablet inventory. Amazon experiences a stockout of product if demand during 
the lead time exceeds the ROP—that is, the quantity on hand when Amazon places a replenish-
ment order. Thus, we need to identify the distribution of customer demand during the lead time. 
Given that both lead time and periodic demand are uncertain, demand during the lead time is 
normally distributed with a mean of DL and a standard deviation 𝜎L, where

 DL = D * L; sL = 2Ls2
D + D2s2

L  (12.11)

Given the distribution of demand during the lead time in Equation 12.11 and a desired 
CSL, Amazon can obtain the required safety inventory using Equation 12.5. If product availabil-
ity is specified as a fill rate, Amazon can obtain the required safety inventory using the procedure 
outlined in Example 12-5. In Example 12-7, we illustrate the impact of lead time uncertainty on 
the required level of safety inventory at Amazon (see worksheet Example 12-7).

EXAMPLE 12-7 Impact of Lead Time Uncertainty on Safety Inventory

Daily demand for tablets at Amazon is normally distributed, with a mean of 2,500 and a standard 
deviation of 500. The tablet supplier takes an average of L = 7 days to replenish inventory at 
Amazon. Amazon is targeting a CSL of 90 percent (providing a fill rate close to 100 percent) for 
its tablet inventory. Evaluate the safety inventory of tablets that Amazon must carry if the stan-
dard deviation of the lead time is seven days. Amazon is working with the supplier to reduce the 
standard deviation to zero. Evaluate the reduction in safety inventory that Amazon can expect as 
a result of this initiative.

Analysis:

In this case, we have

Average demand per period, D = 2,500

Standard deviation of demand per period, 𝜎D = 500

Average lead time for replenishment, L = 7 days

Standard deviation of lead time, sL = 7 days
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We first evaluate the distribution of demand during the lead time. Using Equation 12.11, we have

 Mean demand during lead time, DL = D * L = 2,500 * 7 = 17,500

 Standard deviation of demand during lead time, sL = 2Ls2
D + D2s2

L

 = 27 * 5002 + 2,5002 * 72 = 17,550

The	required	safety	inventory	is	obtained	using	Equations	12.5	and	12.27,	as	follows:

ss = NORMSINV1CSL2 * sL = NORMSINV10.902 * 17,550 = 22,491 tablets

If the standard deviation of lead time is seven days, Amazon must carry a safety inventory of 
22,491 tablets. This is equivalent to about nine days of demand for tablets.

In Table 12-2, we provide the required safety inventory as Amazon works with the supplier 
to reduce the standard deviation of lead time (sL) from six down to zero. From Table 12-2, 
observe that the reduction in lead time uncertainty allows Amazon to reduce its safety inventory 
of tablets by a significant amount. As the standard deviation of lead time declines from seven 
days to zero, the amount of safety inventory declines from about nine days of demand to less 
than a day of demand.

The preceding example emphasizes the impact of lead time variability on safety inventory 
requirements (and thus material flow time) and the large potential benefits from reducing lead 
time variability or improving on-time deliveries. Often, safety inventory calculations in practice 
do not include any measure of supply uncertainty, resulting in levels that may be lower than 
required. This hurts product availability.

TABLE 12-2  Required Safety Inventory as a Function 
of Lead Time Uncertainty

sL 𝜎L ss (units) ss (days)

6 15,058 19,298 7.72

5 12,570 16,109 6.44

4 10,087 12,927 5.17

3 7,616 9,760 3.90

2 5,172 6,628 2.65

1 2,828 3,625 1.45

0 1,323 1,695 0.68

Key Point

A reduction in supply uncertainty can help to dramatically reduce the required safety inventory without 
hurting product availability.

In practice, variability of supply lead time is caused by practices at both the supplier and 
the party receiving the order. Suppliers sometimes have poor planning tools that do not allow 
them to schedule production in a way that can be executed. Today, most supply chain planning 
software suites have good production planning tools that allow suppliers to promise lead times 
that can be met. This helps reduce lead time variability. The lack of visibility for a supplier 
into future customer plans is also a significant factor that increases supply chain uncertainty. 
W.W. Grainger was able to get its suppliers to reduce both lead time and lead time variability 
by sharing its future plans with them. This allowed suppliers to schedule Grainger orders into 
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production without waiting for the orders to actually arrive. The quantity produced was final-
ized closer to actual production. In other instances, the behavior of the party placing the order 
often increases lead time variability. In one instance, a distributor placed orders to all suppliers 
on the same day of the week. As a result, all deliveries arrived on the same day of the week. 
The surge in deliveries made it impossible for all of them to be recorded into inventory on the 
day they arrived. This led to a perception that supply lead times were long and variable. Just by 
leveling out the orders over the week, the lead time and the lead time variability were signifi-
cantly reduced, allowing the distributor to reduce its safety inventory.

Next, we discuss how aggregation can help reduce the amount of safety inventory in the 
supply chain.

12.5 IMPACT OF AGGREGATION ON SAFETY INVENTORY

In practice, supply chains have varying degrees of inventory aggregation. For example, Barnes & 
Noble sells books from retail stores with inventory geographically distributed across the country. 
Amazon, in contrast, ships all its books from a few facilities. Seven-Eleven Japan has many 
small convenience stores densely distributed across Japan. In contrast, supermarkets tend to be 
much larger, with fewer outlets that are not as densely distributed. Redbox rents its movies from 
tens of thousands of kiosks distributed across the United States. In contrast, Netflix centralizes 
its DVD inventory at fewer than fifty distribution centers.

Our goal is to understand how aggregation in each of these cases affects forecast accuracy 
and safety inventories. Consider k regions, with demand in each region normally distributed with 
the following characteristics:

Di:	Mean	periodic	demand	in	region	i, i = 1, . . . , k

si:	Standard	deviation	of	periodic	demand	in	region	i, i = 1, . . . , k

rij:	Correlation	of	periodic	demand	for	regions	i, j, 1 … i ≠ j … k

There are two ways to serve demand in the k regions. One is to have local inventories in each 
region and the other is to aggregate all inventories into one centralized facility. Our goal is to com-
pare safety inventories in the two cases. With a replenishment lead time of L and a desired cycle 
service level CSL,	the	total	safety	inventory	in	the	decentralized	case	is	(using	Equation	12.5):

 Total safety inventory in decentralized option = a
k

i = 1
F-1

S 1CSL2 * 1L * si (12.12)

If all inventories are aggregated in a central location, we need to evaluate the distribution 
of aggregated demand. The aggregate demand is normally distributed, with a mean of DC, stan-
dard deviation of sC

D,	and	a	variance	of	var(DC),	as	follows:

 DC = a
k
i = 1Di; var1DC2 = a

k

i = 1
s2

i + 2a
i 7 j
rijsisj; s

C
D = 2var1DC2 (12.13)

Observe that Equation 12.13 is like Equation 12.1 except that we are aggregating across k regions 
rather than L periods. If all k regions have demand that is identically distributed, with mean D 
and standard deviation sD, and have the same correlation r, Equation 12.13 can be simplified as

 DC = kD; sC
D = 2ks2 + k(k - 1)rs2 (12.14)

If all k	regions	have	demand	that	is	independent	(rij = 0)	and	identically	distributed,	with	mean	
D and standard deviation sD, Equation 12.13 can be simplified as

 DC = kD; sC
D = 1ksD (12.15)

Using	Equations	12.5	and	12.13,	the	required	safety	inventory	at	the	centralized	location	is	given	as

 Required safety inventory on aggregation = F - 1
S 1CSL2 * 1L * sC

D (12.16)
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The holding cost savings on aggregation per unit sold are obtained by dividing the savings in 
holding cost by the total demand kD. If H is the holding cost per unit, using Equations 12.12 and 
12.16, the savings per units are

Holding - cost savings on aggregation per unit sold

 =  
F - 1

S 1CSL2 * 1L * H

DC * aa
k

i = 1
si - sC

Db  (12.17)

From Equation 12.13, it follows that the difference 1a
k
i = 1si - sC

D2 is influenced by 
the correlation coefficients rij. This difference is large when the correlation coefficients are 
close to -1	 (negative	correlation)	and	shrinks	as	 they	approach	 +1	 (positive	correlation).	
Inventory savings on aggregation are always positive as long as the correlation coefficients 
are	less	than	1.	From	Equation	12.17,	we	thus	draw	the	following	conclusions	regarding	the	
value	of	aggregation:

•	 The	safety	inventory	savings	on	aggregation	increase	with	the	desired	cycle	service	level	CSL.
•	 The	safety	inventory	savings	on	aggregation	increase	with	the	replenishment	lead	time	L.
•	 The	safety	inventory	savings	on	aggregation	increase	with	the	holding	cost	H.
•	 The	safety	inventory	savings	on	aggregation	increase	with	the	coefficient	of	variation	(sD>D)	

of demand.
•	 The	safety	inventory	savings	on	aggregation	decrease	as	the	correlation	coefficients	increase.

In Example 12-8 (see worksheet Example 12-8), we illustrate the inventory savings on 
aggregation and the impact of the correlation coefficient on these savings.

EXAMPLE 12-8 Impact of Correlation on Value of Aggregation

A BMW dealership has k = 4 retail outlets serving the entire Chicago area (disaggregate option). 
Weekly demand at each outlet is normally distributed, with a mean of D = 25 cars and a stan-
dard deviation of 𝜎D = 5 The lead time for replenishment from the manufacturer is L = 2 weeks. 
Each outlet covers a separate geographic area, and the correlation of demand across any pair of 
areas is 𝜌. The dealership is considering the possibility of replacing the four outlets with a sin-
gle large outlet (aggregate option). Assume that the demand in the central outlet is the sum of 
the demand across all four areas. The dealership is targeting a CSL of 0.90. Compare the level 
of safety inventory needed in the two options as the correlation coefficient 𝜌 varies between 0 
and 1.

Analysis:

We	provide	a	detailed	analysis	for	the	case	when	demand	in	each	area	is	independent	(i.e.,	r = 0).	
For each retail outlet we have

Standard deviation of weekly demand, sD = 5

Replenishment lead time, L = 2 weeks

Using Equation 12.12, the required safety inventory in the decentralized option for CSL = 0.90 is

Total required safety inventory, ss = k * Fs
- 11CSL2 * 1L * sD

= 4 * Fs
- 110.92 * 12 * 5 = 4 * NORMSINV10.92 * 12 * 5 = 36.25 cars

Now, consider the aggregate option. Using Equation 12.14, the standard deviation of aggregate 
weekly demand is

Standard deviation of weekly demand at central outlet, sC
D = 24 * 52 + 4 * 3 * 52 * r
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For a CSL of 0.90 and 𝜌 = 0, safety inventory required for the aggregate option (using Equation 12.16) 
is given as

ss = F - 1
S 10.902 * 1L * sC

D = NORMSINV10.902 * 12 * 10 = 18.12

Using Equations 12.12 to 12.16, the required level of safety inventory for the disaggregate as 
well as the aggregate option can be obtained for different values of 𝜌 as shown in Table 12-3 
using worksheet Example 12-8. Observe that the safety inventory for the disaggregate option is 
higher than for the aggregate option except when all demands are perfectly positively correlated. 
The benefit of aggregation decreases as demand in different areas is more positively correlated.

Example 12-8 and the previous discussion demonstrate that aggregation reduces demand 
uncertainty—and, thus, the required safety inventory—as long as the demand being aggregated 
is not perfectly positively correlated. Demand for most products does not show perfect positive 
correlation across different geographic regions. Products such as heating oil are likely to have 
demand that is positively correlated across nearby regions. In contrast, products such as milk and 
sugar are likely to have demand that is much more independent across regions. If demand in dif-
ferent geographic regions is about the same size and independent, aggregation reduces safety 
inventory by the square root of the number of regions aggregated. In other words, if the number 
of independent stocking locations decreases by a factor of n, the average safety inventory is 
expected to decrease by a factor of 1n. This principle is referred to as the  This principle is referred to as the square-root law and is 
illustrated in Figure 12-4.

Most online retailers exploit the benefits of aggregation in terms of reduced inventories. 
For example, Blue Nile sells diamonds online and serves the entire United States out of one 

TABLE 12-3 Safety Inventory in the Disaggregate and Aggregate Options

𝜌 Disaggregate Safety Inventory Aggregate Safety Inventory

0 36.25 18.12

0.2 36.25 22.93

0.4 36.25 26.88

0.6 36.25 30.33

0.8 36.25 33.42

1.0 36.25 36.25

Number of Independent
Stocking Locations

Total Safety
Inventory

FIGURE 12-4 Square-Root Law
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warehouse. As a result, it has lower levels of diamond inventories than jewelry chains such as 
Tiffany and Zales, which must keep inventory in every retail store.

There are situations, however, in which physical aggregation of inventories in one location 
may not be optimal. There are two major disadvantages of aggregating all inventories in one 
location:

 1. Increase in response time to customer order
 2. Increase in transportation cost to customer

Both disadvantages result because the average distance between the inventory and the cus-
tomer increases with aggregation. Either the customer must travel farther to reach the product or 
the product must be shipped over longer distances to reach the customer. A retail chain such as 
Gap has the option of building many small retail outlets or a few large ones. Gap tends to have 
many smaller outlets distributed evenly in a region because this strategy reduces the distance that 
customers travel to reach a store. If Gap had one large centralized outlet, the average distance 
that customers need to travel would increase, and thus the response time would increase. A desire 
to decrease customer response time is thus the impetus for the firm to have multiple outlets. 
Another example is McMaster-Carr, a distributor of MRO supplies. McMaster-Carr uses UPS for 
shipping product to customers. Because shipping charges are based on distance, having one cen-
tralized warehouse increases the average shipping cost as well as the response time to the cus-
tomer. Thus, McMaster-Carr has five warehouses that allow it to provide next-day delivery to a 
large fraction of the United States. Next-day delivery by UPS would not be feasible at a reason-
able cost if McMaster-Carr had only one warehouse. Even Amazon, which started with one 
warehouse in Seattle, has added more warehouses in other parts of the United States in an effort 
to improve response time and reduce transportation cost to the customer. We illustrate the trade-
offs of centralization in Example 12-9 (see worksheet Example 12-9).

EXAMPLE 12-9 Trade-Offs of Physical Centralization

An online retailer is debating whether to serve the United States through four regional distribu-
tion centers or one national distribution center. Weekly demand in each region is normally dis-
tributed, with a mean of 1,000 and a standard deviation of 300. Demand experienced in each 
region is independent, and supply lead time is four weeks. The online retailer has a holding cost 
of 20 percent and the cost of each product is $1,000. The retailer promises its customers next-day 
delivery. With four regional distribution centers, the retailer can provide next-day delivery using 
ground transportation at a cost of $10/unit. With a single national distribution center, the retailer 
will have to use a more expensive mode of transport that will cost $13/unit for next-day service. 
Building and operating four regional DCs costs $150,000 per year more than building and oper-
ating one national distribution center. What distribution network do you recommend? Assume a 
desired CSL of 0.95.

Analysis:

Observe that centralization decreases facility and inventory costs but increases transportation 
costs. We thus evaluate the change in each cost category on aggregation. We start with inventory 
costs. For each region, we have

D = 1,000>week, sD = 300, L = 4 weeks

Given the desired CSL = 0.95, the required safety inventory across all four regional distribution 
centers is obtained using Equation 12.12 to be

Total required safety inventory, ss = 4 * F - 1
s 1CSL2 * 1L * sD

= 4 * NORMSINV10.952 * 14 * 300 = 3,948
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Now consider the aggregate option. Because demand in all four areas is independent, r = 0. 
Using	Equation	12.15,	the	standard	deviation	of	aggregate	weekly	demand	is

Standard deviation of weekly demand at national distribution center, sC
D = 14 * 300 = 600

For	a	CSL	of	0.95,	safety	inventory	required	for	the	aggregate	option	(using	Equation	12.16)	is	
given as

ss = F - 1
S 10.952 * 1L * sC

D = NORMSINV10.952 * 14 * 600 = 1,974

We can now evaluate the effects of the changes in inventory, transportation, and facility costs on 
aggregation	as	follows:

 Decrease in annual inventory holding cost on aggregation = 13,948 - 1,9742 * $1,000 * 0.2
 = $394,765

Decrease in annual facility costs on aggregation = $150,000

Example 12-9 and the previous discussion highlight instances in which physical aggrega-
tion of inventory at one location may not be optimal. However, aggregating safety inventory has 
clear benefits. We now discuss various methods by which a supply chain can extract the benefits 
of aggregation without having to physically centralize all inventories in one location.

Information Centralization

Redbox uses information centralization to virtually aggregate its inventories of DVDs despite 
having tens of thousands of vending machines. The company has set up an online system that 
allows customers to locate nearby vending machines with the DVD they are searching for in 
stock. This allows Redbox to provide a much higher level of product availability than would be 
possible if a customer found out about availability only by visiting a vending machine. The ben-
efit of information centralization derives from the fact that most customers get their DVD from 
the vending machine closest to their house. In case of a stockout at the closest vending machine, 
the customer is served from another vending machine, thus improving product availability with-
out adding to inventories.

Retailers such as Gap also use information centralization effectively. If a store does not 
have the size or color that a customer wants, store employees can use their information system to 
inform the customer of the closest store with the product in inventory. Customers can then either 
go to this store or have the product delivered to their house. Gap thus uses information central-
ization to virtually aggregate inventory across all retail stores even though the inventory is phys-
ically separated. This allows Gap to reduce the amount of safety inventory it carries while 
providing a high level of product availability.

Walmart has an information system in place that allows store managers to search other stores 
for an excess of items that may be hot sellers at their stores. Walmart provides transportation that 
allows store managers to exchange products so they arrive at stores where they are in high demand. 
In this case, Walmart uses information centralization with a responsive transportation system to 
reduce the amount of safety inventory carried while providing a high level of product availability.

Specialization

Most supply chains provide a variety of products to customers. When inventory is carried at mul-
tiple locations, a key decision for a supply chain manager is whether all products should be 

Increase in annual transportation costs on aggregation = 4 * 52 * 1,000 * (13 - 10) = $624,000

Observe that in this case, the annual costs for the online retailer increase by $624,000 - $394,765 -  
$150,000 = $79,235 upon aggregation. The online retailer is better off with four regional dis-
tribution centers.
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stocked at every location. Clearly, a product that does not sell in a geographic region should not be 
carried in inventory by the warehouse or retail store located there. For example, it does not make 
sense for a Sears retail store in southern Florida to carry a wide variety of snow boots in inventory.

Another important factor that must be considered when making stocking decisions is the 
reduction in safety inventory that results from aggregation. If aggregation reduces the required 
safety inventory for a product by a large amount, it is better to carry the product in one central 
location. If aggregation reduces the required safety inventory for a product by a small amount, it 
may be best to carry the product in multiple decentralized locations to reduce response time and 
transportation cost.

The reduction in safety inventory due to aggregation is strongly influenced by the demand’s 
coefficient of variation. For a product with a low coefficient of variation, disaggregate demand 
can be forecast with accuracy. As a result, the inventory benefit from aggregation is minimal. For 
a product with a high coefficient of variation of demand, disaggregate demand is difficult to fore-
cast. In this case, aggregation improves forecast accuracy significantly, providing great benefits. 
We illustrate this idea in Example 12-10 (see worksheet Example 12-10).

EXAMPLE 12-10 Impact of Coefficient of Variation on Value  
of Aggregation

Assume that W.W. Grainger, a supplier of MRO products, has 1,600 stores distributed throughout 
the United States. Consider two products—large electric motors and industrial cleaner. Large elec-
tric motors are high-value items with low demand, whereas the industrial cleaner is a low-value 
item with high demand. Each motor costs $500 and each can of cleaner costs $30. Weekly demand 
for motors at each store is normally distributed, with a mean of 20 and a standard deviation of 

TABLE 12-4 Value of Aggregation at W.W. Grainger

Motors Cleaner

Inventory is stocked in each store

Mean weekly demand per store 20 1,000

Standard deviation 40 100

Coefficient of variation 2.0 0.1

Safety inventory per store 132 329

Total safety inventory 211,200 526,400

Value of safety inventory $105,600,000 $15,792,000

Inventory is aggregated at the DC

Mean weekly aggregate demand 32,000 1,600,000

Standard deviation of aggregate demand 1,600 4,000

Coefficient of variation 0.05 0.0025

Aggregate safety inventory 5,264 13,159

Value of safety inventory $2,632,000 $394,770

Savings

Total inventory saving on aggregation $102,968,000 $15,397,230

Total holding cost saving on aggregation $25,742,000 $3,849,308

Holding cost saving per unit sold $15.47 $0.046

Savings as a percentage of product cost 3.09% 0.15%
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Items with low demand are referred to as slow-moving items and typically have a high 
coefficient of variation, whereas items with high demand are referred to as fast-moving items and 
typically have a low coefficient of variation. For many supply chains, specializing the distribu-
tion network with fast-moving items stocked at decentralized locations close to the customer and 
slow-moving items stocked at a centralized location can significantly reduce the safety inventory 
carried without hurting customer response time or adding to transportation costs. The centralized 
location then specializes in handling slow-moving items.

Of course, other factors also need to be considered when deciding on the allocation of 
products to stocking locations. For example, an item that is considered an emergency item 
because the customer needs it urgently may be stocked at stores even if it has a high coefficient 
of variation. In this case the customer will be willing to pay a premium for having the item avail-
able at a store. One also needs to consider the cost of the item. High-value items provide a greater 
benefit from centralization than do low-value items.

The insights from Example 12-10 and the above discussion are summarized in Figure 12-5. 
In general, decentralized networks like Costco provide a low-cost supply chain for fast-moving, 
predictable, low-value products like detergent. Centralized networks like Blue Nile provide a 
low-cost supply chain for slow-moving, unpredictable, high-value products like diamonds. A 
decentralized supply chain like Tiffany may carry slow-moving items like diamonds as long as 
customers are willing to pay a premium for this choice. Similarly, a centralized supply chain like 
Amazon may carry a fast-moving item like detergent, but only if customers are willing to pay a 
premium. It can be argued that Amazon’s inability to extract a significant enough premium from 
its customers for the fast-moving items it sells has hurt its profitability.

Key Point

The higher the coefficient of variation of an item, the greater is the reduction in safety inventories as a 
result of centralization.

FIGURE 12-5 Specialization of Inventory Based on Product Type

Item Type Centralized Inventories Decentralized Inventories

Fast Moving Predictable  
{Low value}

Customer willing to pay  
premium?

Low cost

Slow Moving Unpredictable  
{High value}

Low cost Customer willing to pay 
premium?

40. Weekly demand for cleaner at each store is normally distributed, with a mean of 1,000 and a 
standard deviation of 100. Demand experienced by each store is independent, and supply lead time 
for both motors and cleaner is four weeks. W.W. Grainger has a holding cost of 25 percent. For each 
of the two products, evaluate the reduction in safety inventories that will result if they are removed 
from retail stores and carried only in a centralized DC. Assume a desired CSL of 0.95.

Analysis:

The evaluation of safety inventories and the value of aggregation for each of the two products is 
shown in Table 12-4. All calculations use the approach discussed earlier and illustrated in Exam-
ple 12-8. As Table 12-4 shows, the inventory reduction benefit from centralizing motors is much 
larger than the benefit from centralizing cleaner. From this analysis, W.W. Grainger should stock 
cleaner at the stores and motors in the DC. Given that cleaner is a high-demand item, customers 
will be able to pick it up on the same day at the stores. Given that motors are a low-demand item, 
customers may be willing to wait the extra day that shipping from the DC will entail.
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It is important for firms with bricks-and-mortar stores to take the idea of specialization into 
account when incorporating the online channel into an omni-channel strategy. Consider, for 
example, a bookstore chain such as Barnes & Noble, which carries about 100,000 titles at each 
retail store. The titles carried can be divided into two broad categories—best sellers with high 
demand and other books with much lower demand. Barnes & Noble can design an omni-channel 
strategy under which the retail stores carry primarily best sellers in inventory. They may also 
carry one, or at most two, copies of each of the other titles, to allow customers to browse. Cus-
tomers should be able to access all titles that are not in the store via electronic kiosks in the store, 
which provide access to barnesandnoble.com inventory. This strategy allows customers to access 
an increased variety of books from Barnes & Noble stores. Customers could place orders for 
low-volume titles with barnesandnoble.com while purchasing high-volume titles at the store 
itself. This strategy of specialization would allow Barnes & Noble to aggregate all slow-moving 
items to be sold by the online channel. All best sellers would be decentralized and carried close 
to the customer. The supply chain thus reduces inventory costs for slow-moving items at the 
expense of somewhat higher transportation costs. For the fast-moving items, the supply chain 
provides a lower transportation cost and better response time by carrying the items at retail stores 
close to the customer.

Home Depot follows a similar strategy and integrates its online channel with its retail 
stores. The retail stores carry fast-moving items, and the customer is able to order slow-moving 
variants online. Home Depot is thus able to increase the variety of products available to custom-
ers while keeping supply chain inventories down. Walmart.com has also employed a strategy of 
carrying slower-moving items online.

Product Substitution

Substitution refers to the use of one product to satisfy demand for a different product. Substitu-
tion may occur in two situations:

 1. Manufacturer-driven substitution: The manufacturer or supplier makes the decision to 
substitute. Typically, the manufacturer substitutes a higher-value product for a lower-value 
product that is not in inventory. For example, Dell may install a 1.2-terabyte hard drive into 
a customer order requiring a 1-terabyte drive if the smaller drive is out of stock.

 2. Customer-driven substitution: Customers make the decision to substitute. For example, 
a customer walking into a Walmart store to buy a gallon of detergent may buy the half-
gallon size if the gallon size is not available. The customer substitutes the half-gallon size 
for the gallon size.

In both cases, exploiting substitution allows the supply chain to satisfy demand using 
aggregate inventories, which permits the supply chain to reduce safety inventories without hurt-
ing product availability. In general, given two products or components, substitution may be one-
way (i.e., only one of the products [components] substitutes for the other) or two-way (i.e., either 
product [component] substitutes for the other). We briefly discuss one-way substitution in the 
context of manufacturer-driven substitution and two-way substitution in the context of customer-
driven substitution.

MANUFACTURER-DRIVEN ONE-WAY SUBSTITUTION Consider a server manufacturer selling 
direct to customers that offers drives that vary in size from 0.8 to 1.2 terabytes. Customers are 
charged according to the size of drive that they select, with larger sizes being more expensive. 
If a customer orders a 1-terabyte drive and the manufacturer is out of drives of this size, there 
are two possible choices: (1) delay or deny the customer order or (2) substitute a larger drive 
that is in stock (say, a 1.2-terabyte drive) and fill the customer order on time. The first case is 
potentially a lost sale or loss of future sales because the customer experiences a delayed deliv-
ery. In the second case, the manufacturer installs a higher-cost component, reducing the com-
pany’s profit margin. These factors, along with the fact that only larger drives can substitute for 
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smaller drives, must be considered when the manufacturer makes inventory decisions for indi-
vidual drive sizes.

Substitution allows the server manufacturer to aggregate demand across the components, 
reducing safety inventories required. The value of substitution increases as demand uncertainty 
increases. Thus, the manufacturer should consider substitution for components displaying high 
demand uncertainty.

The desired degree of substitution is influenced by the cost differential between the higher-
value and lower-value component. If the cost differential is very small, the manufacturer should 
aggregate most of the demand and carry most of its inventory in the form of the higher-value 
component. As the cost differential increases, though, the benefit of substitution decreases. In 
this case, the manufacturer will find it more profitable to carry inventory of each of the two com-
ponents and decrease the amount of substitution.

The desired level of substitution is also influenced by the correlation of demand between 
the products. If demand between two components is strongly positively correlated, there is little 
value in substitution. As demand for the two components becomes less positively correlated (or 
even negatively correlated), the benefit of substitution increases.

Key Point

Manufacturer-driven substitution increases overall profitability for the manufacturer by allowing some 
aggregation of demand, which reduces the inventory requirements for the same level of availability.

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN TWO-WAY SUBSTITUTION Consider W.W. Grainger selling two brands 
of motors, GE and SE, which have similar performance characteristics. Customers are generally 
willing to purchase either brand, depending on product availability. If W.W. Grainger managers 
do not recognize customer substitution, they will not encourage it. For a given level of product 
availability, they will thus have to carry high levels of safety inventory of each brand. If its man-
agers recognize and encourage customer substitution, they can aggregate the safety inventory 
across the two brands, thereby improving product availability.

W.W. Grainger does a good job of recognizing customer substitution. When a customer 
calls or goes online to place an order and the product he or she requests is not available, the cus-
tomer is immediately told the availability of all equivalent products that may be substituted. 
Most customers ultimately buy a substitute product in this case. W.W. Grainger exploits this 
substitution by managing safety inventory of all substitutable products jointly. Recognition and 
exploitation of customer substitution allows W.W. Grainger to provide a high level of product 
availability with lower levels of safety inventory.

A good understanding of customer-driven substitution is important in the retail industry. It 
must be exploited when merchandising to ensure that substitute products are placed near each 
other, allowing a customer to buy one if the other is out of stock. In the online channel, substitu-
tion requires a retailer to present the availability of substitute products if the one the customer 
requests is out of stock. The supply chain is thus able to reduce the required level of safety inven-
tory while providing a high level of product availability.

Key Point

Recognition of customer-driven substitution and joint management of inventories across substitutable 
products allows a supply chain to reduce the required safety inventory while ensuring a high level of 
product availability.

The demand uncertainties and the correlation of demand between the substitutable prod-
ucts influence the benefit to a retailer from exploiting substitution. The greater the demand 
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uncertainty, the greater is the benefit of substitution. The less positive the correlation of demand 
between substitutable products, the greater is the benefit from exploiting substitution.

Component Commonality

In any supply chain, a significant amount of inventory is held in the form of components. A sin-
gle product such as a server contains hundreds of components. When a supply chain is producing 
a large variety of products, component inventories can easily become very large. The use of com-
mon components in a variety of products is an effective supply chain strategy to exploit aggrega-
tion and reduce component inventories.

Dell sells thousands of server configurations to customers. An extreme option for Dell is to 
design distinct components that are suited to the performance of a particular configuration. 
Under this option, Dell would use different memory, hard drive, and other components for each 
distinct finished product. The other option is to design products such that common components 
are used in different finished products.

Without common components, the uncertainty of demand for any component is the 
same as the uncertainty of demand for the finished product in which it is used. Given the 
large number of components in each finished product, demand uncertainty will be high, 
resulting in high levels of safety inventory. When products with common components are 
designed, the demand for each component is an aggregation of the demand for all the finished 
products of which the component is a part. Component demand is thus more predictable than 
the demand for any one finished product. This fact reduces the component inventories carried 
in the supply chain. This idea has been a key factor for success in the electronics industry and 
has also started to play a big role in the auto industry. With increasing product variety, com-
ponent commonality is a key to reducing supply chain inventories without hurting product 
availability. We illustrate the basic idea behind component commonality in Example 12-11 
(see worksheet Example 12-11).

EXAMPLE 12-11 Value of Component Commonality

Assume that Dell is to manufacture 27 servers with three distinct components: processor, mem-
ory, and hard drive. Under the disaggregate option, Dell designs specific components for each 
server, resulting in 3 × 27 = 81 distinct components. Under the common-component option, Dell 
designs servers such that three distinct processors, three distinct memory units, and three distinct 
hard drives can be combined to create 27 servers. Each component is thus used in nine servers. 
Monthly demand for each of the 27 servers is independent and normally distributed, with a mean 
of 5,000 and a standard deviation of 3,000. The replenishment lead time for each component is 
one month. Dell is targeting a CSL of 95 percent for component inventory. Evaluate the safety 
inventory requirements with and without the use of component commonality. Also evaluate the 
change in safety inventory requirements as the number of finished products of which a compo-
nent is a part varies from one to nine.

Analysis:

We first evaluate the disaggregate option, in which components are specific to a server. For each 
component, we have

Standard deviation of monthly demand = 3,000

Given a lead time of one month and a total of 81 components across 27 servers, we thus use 
Equation 12.12 to obtain

Total safety inventory required = 81 * NORMSINV10.952 * 11 * 3,000 = 399,699 units
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In the case of component commonality, each component ends up in nine finished products. 
Therefore, the demand at the component level is the sum of demand across nine products. Using 
Equations 12.15 and 12.16, the safety inventory required for each component is thus

 Safety inventory per common component = NORMSINV10.952 * 11 * 19 * 3,000
 = 14,803.68 units

With component commonality, there are a total of nine distinct components. The total safety 
inventory across all nine components is thus

Total safety inventory required = 9 * 14,803.68 = 133,233

Thus, having each component common to nine products results in a reduction in safety inventory 
for Dell from 399,699 to 133,233 units.

In Table 12-5, we evaluate the marginal benefit in terms of reduction in safety inventory as 
a result of increasing component commonality. Starting with the required safety inventory when 
each component is used in only one finished product, we evaluate the safety inventory as the 
number of products in which a component is used increases to nine. Observe that component 
commonality decreases the required safety inventory for Dell. The marginal benefit of common-
ality, however, declines as a component is used in more and more finished products.

As a component is used in more finished products, it must be more flexible. As a result, the 
cost of producing the component typically increases with increasing commonality. Given that the 
marginal benefit of component commonality decreases as we increase commonality, we need to 
trade off the increase in component cost and the decrease in safety inventory when deciding on 
the appropriate level of component commonality.

TABLE 12-5 Marginal Benefit of Component Commonality

Number of Finished 
Products per Component

Safety 
Inventory

Marginal Reduction in 
Safety Inventory

Total Reduction in 
Safety Inventory

1 399,699

2 282,630 117,069 117,069

3 230,766  51,864 168,933

4 199,849  30,917 199,850

5 178,751  21,098 220,948

6 163,176  15,575 236,523

7 151,072  12,104 248,627

8 141,315   9,757 258,384

9 133,233   8,082 266,466

Key Point

Component commonality decreases the safety inventory required. The marginal benefit, however, 
decreases with increasing commonality.

Postponement

Postponement is the ability of a supply chain to delay product differentiation or customiza-
tion until closer to the time the product is sold. The goal is to have common components in 
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the supply chain for most of the push phase and move product differentiation as close to the 
pull phase of the supply chain as possible. For example, the final mixing of paint today is 
done at the retail store after the customer has selected the color he or she wants. Thus, paint 
variety is produced only when demand is known with certainty. Postponement coupled with 
component commonality allows paint retailers to carry significantly lower safety inventories 
than in the past, when mixing was done at the paint factory. In the past, the factory manager 
had to forecast paint demand by color when planning production. Today, a factory manager 
needs to forecast only aggregate paint demand because mixing has been postponed until after 
customer demand is known. As a result, each retail store primarily carries aggregate inven-
tory in the form of base paint that is configured to the appropriate color based on customer 
demand.

Another classic example of postponement is the production process at Benetton to 
make colored knit garments. The original process called for the thread to be dyed and then 
knitted and assembled into garments. The entire process required up to six months. Because 
the color of the final garment was fixed the moment the thread was dyed, demand for indi-
vidual colors had to be forecast far in advance (up to six months). Benetton developed a 
manufacturing technology that allowed it to dye knitted garments to the appropriate color. 
Now, greige thread (the term used for thread that has not yet been dyed) can be purchased, 
knitted, and assembled into garments before dyeing. The dyeing of the garments is done 
much closer to the selling season. In fact, part of the dyeing is done after the start of the sell-
ing season, when demand is known with great accuracy. In this case, Benetton has postponed 
the color customization of the knit garments. When thread is purchased, only the aggregate 
demand across all colors needs to be forecast. Given that this decision is made far in advance, 
when forecasts are least likely to be accurate, there is great advantage to this aggregation. As 
Benetton moves closer to the selling season, the forecast uncertainty reduces. At the time 
Benetton dyes the knit garments, demand is known with a high degree of accuracy. Thus, 
postponement allows Benetton to exploit aggregation and significantly reduce the level of 
safety inventory carried. Supply chain flows with and without postponement are illustrated in 
Figure 12-6.

Without component commonality and postponement, product differentiation occurs early 
on in the supply chain, and most of the supply chain inventories are disaggregate. Postponement 
allows the supply chain to delay product differentiation. As a result, most of the inventories in the 
supply chain are aggregate. Postponement thus allows a supply chain to exploit aggregation to 
reduce safety inventories without hurting product availability. We illustrate the benefits of post-
ponement in Example 12-12 (see worksheet Example 12-12). A more nuanced discussion of the 
value of postponement is given in Chapter 13.

Supply Chain Flows without Postponement

Supply Chain Flows with Component 
Commonality and Postponement

FIGURE 12-6 Supply Chain Flows without and with Postponement
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EXAMPLE 12-12 Value of Postponement

Consider a paint retailer that sells 100 different colors of paint. Assume that weekly demand for 
each color is independent and is normally distributed with a mean of 30 and a standard deviation 
of 10. The replenishment lead time from the paint factory is two weeks and the retailer aims for a 
CSL = 0.95. How much safety stock will the retailer have to hold if paint is mixed at the factory 
and held in inventory at the retailer as individual colors? How does the safety stock requirement 
change if the retailer holds base paint (supplied by the paint factory) and mixes colors on demand?

Analysis:

We first evaluate the disaggregate option without postponement, in which the retailer holds 
safety inventory for each color sold. For each color, we have

D = 30>week, sD = 10, L = 2 weeks

Given the desired CSL = 0.95, the required safety inventory across all 100 colors is obtained 
using Equation 12.12 to be

Total required safety inventory, ss = 100 * F - 1
S 1CSL2 * 1L * sD

= 100 * NORMSINV10.952 * 12 * 10 = 2,326

Now, consider the option whereby mixing is postponed until after the customer orders. Safety 
inventory is held in the form of base paint, whose demand is an aggregate of demand of the 100 
colors. Because demand in all 100 colors is independent, r = 0.	Using	Equation	12.15,	the	stan-
dard deviation of aggregate weekly demand of base paint is

Standard deviation of weekly demand of base paint, sC
D = 1100 * 10 = 100

For	a	CSL	of	0.95,	safety	inventory	required	for	the	aggregate	option	(using	Equation	12.16)	is	
given as

ss = F - 1
S 10.952 * 1L * sC

D = NORMSINV10.952 * 12 * 100 = 233

Observe that postponement reduces the required safety inventory at the paint retailer from 
2,326 units to 233 units.

Postponement can be a powerful concept when customers are willing to wait a little 
for their orders to arrive. This delay offers the supply chain an opportunity to reduce 
inventories by postponing product differentiation until after the customer order arrives. It 
is important that the manufacturing process be designed in a way that enables assembly to 
be completed quickly. Given that customers are often willing to wait for delivery, several 
furniture and window manufacturers have postponed some of the assembly processes for 
their products.

12.6 MANAGING UNCERTAINTY IN SUPPLY CHAIN THROUGH 
POSTPONEMENT—INDIAN PAINT INDUSTRY

Paint industry, by its very nature, is capital intensive. The range of shades and colors 
required to be stocked at various echelons in the distribution channels to meet the customer 
and consumer demand is large. When we add to this range of colors, the package sizes in 
which paints may be demanded at different echelons, the number of Stock-keeping Units 
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(SKUs) to be managed becomes staggering. The fact that demand for paints is largely sea-
sonal makes optimization of echelon inventories highly problematic. Since stock out costs 
can severely impact the bottom lines of companies, high inventory levels with sufficient 
safety stocks become a common recourse at almost all echelons and in turn tie up substan-
tial amounts of working capital.

Asian Paints, a market leader in India’s decorative paints industry has around 600 raw 
material providers and 300 packaging material suppliers. It has four factories and 18 outside 
processing units with  6 Regional distribution centers, over 100 Depots,  35000 dealers and  
2000 institutional buyers  resulting in an extensive supply and distribution network to procure, 
manufacture, and distribute paints throughout the country. This multi echelon model, operating 
under constraints that underpin the Indian distribution channels, where uncertainties of demand 
and supply abound, presents major challenges in optimizing total supply chain inventory, of 
which echelon inventory constitutes a substantial part. To tackle this challenge, Asian Paints 
launched their “Dealer Tinting System” to provide their consumers with a wide choice of shades 
and thereby fundamentally changed the paints distribution and retailing processes. Through 
their over 27000  paint retailers  operational in the country, they are now able to provide respon-
sive service by producing the desired tint at the point of demand in the quantities demanded by 
the customer, which in turn has enabled the company to increase its market share in the decora-
tive paint segment. In the process, the Dealer Tinting concept has helped the company in post-
poning the production and packaging of finished products in anticipation of demand and 
provided it with flexibility and technological means to better control product customization in 
order to meet the actual demand. The company now produces only a limited set of bases and 
colorants, which are manufactured and transported throughout the supply chain, giving custom-
ers choice from among innumerable shades by tinting the bases at the last stage. This has helped 
the company in bringing down its echelon inventories, resulting in better management of work-
ing capital at all levels.

12.7 IMPACT OF REPLENISHMENT POLICIES ON SAFETY INVENTORY

In this section, we describe the evaluation of safety inventories for both continuous and peri-
odic-review replenishment policies. We highlight the fact that periodic review policies require 
more safety inventory than continuous review policies for the same level of product availabil-
ity. To simplify the discussion, we focus on the CSL as the measure of product availability. 
The managerial implications are the same if we use fill rate; the analysis, however, is more 
cumbersome.

Continuous Review Policies

Given that continuous review policies were discussed in detail in Section 12.2, we reiterate only 
the main points here. When using a continuous review policy, a manager orders Q units when the 
inventory drops to the ROP. Clearly, a continuous review policy requires technology that moni-
tors the level of available inventory. This is the case for many firms such as Walmart and Dell, 
whose inventories are monitored continuously.

Given a desired CSL, our goal is to identify the required safety inventory ss and the ROP. 
We assume that demand is normally distributed, with the following inputs:

D: Average demand per period

𝜎D: Standard deviation of demand per period

L: Average lead time for replenishment
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The ROP represents the available inventory to meet demand during the lead time L. A 
stockout occurs if the demand during the lead time is larger than the ROP. If demand across peri-
ods is independent, demand during the lead time is normally distributed with the following:

 Mean demand during lead time, DL = D * L

 Standard deviation of demand during lead time, sL = 1LsD

Given	the	desired	CSL,	the	required	safety	inventory	(ss)	obtained	using	Equation	12.5	and	
the ROP obtained using Equation 12.3 are

ss = F - 1
S 1CSL2 * sL = NORMSINV1CSL2 * 1LsD, ROP = DL + ss

A manager using a continuous review policy has to account only for the uncertainty of 
demand during the lead time. This is because the continuous monitoring of inventory allows the 
manager to adjust the timing of the replenishment order, depending on the demand experienced. 
If demand is very high, inventory reaches the ROP quickly, leading to a quick replenishment 
order. If demand is very low, inventory drops slowly to the ROP, leading to a delayed replenish-
ment order. The manager, however, has no recourse during the lead time once a replenishment 
order has been placed. The available safety inventory thus must cover for the uncertainty of 
demand over this period.

Typically, in continuous review policies, the lot size ordered is kept fixed between replen-
ishment cycles. The optimal lot size may be evaluated using the EOQ formula discussed in 
Chapter 11.

Periodic Review Policies

In periodic review policies, inventory levels are reviewed after a fixed period of time T and an 
order is placed such that the level of current inventory plus the replenishment lot size equals a 
prespecified level called the order-up-to level (OUL). The review interval is the time T between 
successive orders. Observe that the size of each order may vary, depending on the demand expe-
rienced between successive orders and the resulting inventory at the time of ordering. Periodic 
review policies are simpler for retailers to implement because they do not require that the retailer 
have the capability of monitoring inventory continuously. Suppliers may also prefer them 
because they result in replenishment orders placed at regular intervals.

Let us consider the store manager at Walmart who is responsible for designing a replenish-
ment policy for Lego building blocks. He wants to analyze the impact on safety inventory if he 
decides to use a periodic review policy. Demand for Legos is normally distributed and indepen-
dent from one week to the next. We assume the following inputs:

D: Average demand per period

𝜎D: Standard deviation of demand per period

L: Average lead time for replenishment

T: Review interval

CSL: Desired cycle service level

To understand the safety inventory requirement, we track the sequence of events over 
time as the store manager places orders. The store manager places the first order at time 0 
such that the lot size ordered and the inventory on hand sum to the OUL. Once an order is 
placed, the replenishment lot arrives after the lead time L. The next review period is time T, 
when the store manager places the next order, which then arrives at time T + L. The OUL 
represents the inventory available to meet all demand that arises between periods 0 and T + L. 
The Walmart store will experience a stockout if demand during the time interval between 0 
and T + L exceeds the OUL. Thus, the store manager must identify an OUL such that the fol-
lowing is true:
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FIGURE 12-7 Inventory Profile for Periodic Review Policy with L = 4, T = 7

Probability1demand during T + L … OUL2 = CSL

The next step is to evaluate the distribution of demand during the time interval T + L. 
Using Equation 12.2, demand during the time interval T + L is normally distributed, with

 Mean demand during T + L periods, DT + L = 1T + L2D
 Standard deviation of demand during T + L periods, sT + L = 1T + LsD

The safety inventory in this case is the quantity in excess of DT + L carried by Walmart over 
the time interval T + L. The OUL and the safety inventory ss	are	related	as	follows:

 OUL = DT + L + ss (12.18)

Given	the	desired	CSL,	the	safety	inventory	(ss)	required	is	given	by

 ss = F - 1
S 1CSL2 * sT + L = NORMSINV1CSL2 * sT + L (12.19)

The average lot size equals the average demand during the review period T and is given as

 Average lot size, Q = DT = D * T  (12.20)

In	Figure	12-7,	we	show	the	inventory	profile	for	a	periodic	review	policy	with	lead	time	
L = 4 and reorder interval T = 7.	On	day	7,	the	company	places	an	order	that	determines	avail-
able	inventory	until	day	18	(as	illustrated	in	Figure	12-7	by	the	dashed	line	from	point	1	to	point	2).	
As a result, the safety inventory must be sufficient to buffer demand variability over 
T + L = 7 + 4 = 11 days.

We	illustrate	the	periodic	review	policy	for	Walmart	in	Example	12-13	(see	worksheet	
Example 12-13).

EXAMPLE 12-13 Evaluation Safety Inventory for a Periodic Review Policy

Weekly demand for Legos at a Walmart store is normally distributed, with a mean of 2,500 boxes 
and a standard deviation of 500. The replenishment lead time is two weeks, and the store man-
ager has decided to review inventory every four weeks. Assuming a periodic-review replenish-
ment policy, evaluate the safety inventory that the store should carry to provide a CSL of  
90 percent. Evaluate the OUL for such a policy.
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Analysis:
In this case, we have

Average demand per period, D = 2,500

Standard deviation of demand per period, sD = 500

Average lead time for replenishment, L = 2 weeks

Review interval, T = 4 weeks

We first obtain the distribution of demand during the time interval T + L. Using Equation 12.2, 
demand during the time interval T + L is normally distributed, with

Mean demand during T + L periods, DT + L = 1T + L2D = 12 + 422,500 = 15,000

 Standard deviation of demand during T + L periods, sT + L = 1T + LsD

 = 114 + 22500 = 1,225

From	Equation	12.19,	the	required	safety	inventory	for	a	CSL = 0.90 is given as

 ss = F - 1
S 1CSL2 * sT + L = NORMSINV1CSL2 * sT + L

 = NORMSINV10.902 * 1,225 = 1,570 boxes

Using	Equation	12.18,	the	OUL	is	given	by

OUL = DT + L + ss = 15,000 + 1,570 = 16,570

The store manager thus orders the difference between 16,570 and current inventory every four 
weeks.

We can now compare the safety inventory required when using continuous and periodic 
review policies. With a continuous review policy, the safety inventory is used to cover for demand 
uncertainty over the lead time L. With a periodic review policy, the safety inventory is used to 
cover for demand uncertainty over the lead time and the review interval L + T . Given that higher 
uncertainty must be accounted for, periodic review policies require a higher level of safety inven-
tory. This argument can be confirmed by comparing the results in Examples 12-4 and 12-13. For 
a 90 percent CSL, the store manager requires a safety inventory of 906 boxes when using a con-
tinuous review and a safety inventory of 1,570 boxes when using a periodic review.

Key Point

Periodic review replenishment policies require more safety inventory than continuous review policies 
for the same lead time and level of product availability.

Of course, periodic review policies are somewhat simpler to implement because they do 
not require continuous tracking of inventory. Given the broad use of bar codes and POS systems 
as well as the emergence of RFID technology, continuous tracking of all inventories is much 
more commonplace today than it was a decade ago. In some instances, companies partition their 
products based on their value. High-value products are managed using continuous review poli-
cies, and low-value products are managed using periodic review policies. This makes sense if the 
cost of perpetual tracking of inventory is more than the savings in safety inventory that result 
from switching all products to a continuous review policy.

12.8 MANAGING SAFETY INVENTORY IN A MULTIECHELON  
SUPPLY CHAIN

In our discussion so far, we have assumed that each stage of the supply chain has a well-defined 
demand and supply distribution that it uses to set its safety inventory levels. In practice, this is not 
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true for multiechelon supply chains. Consider a simple multiechelon supply chain with a supplier 
feeding a retailer that sells to the final customer. The retailer needs to know demand as well as supply 
uncertainty to set safety inventory levels. Supply uncertainty, however, is influenced by the level of 
safety inventory the supplier chooses to carry. If a retailer order arrives when the supplier has enough 
inventory, the supply lead time is short. In contrast, if the retailer order arrives when the supplier is 
out of stock, the replenishment lead time for the retailer increases. Thus, if the supplier increases its 
level of safety inventory, the retailer can reduce the safety inventory it holds. This implies that the 
level of safety inventory at all stages in a multiechelon supply chain should be related.

All inventory between a stage and the final customer is called the echelon inventory. Ech-
elon inventory at a retailer is just the inventory at the retailer or in the pipeline coming to the 
retailer. Echelon inventory at a distributor, however, includes inventory at the distributor and all 
retailers served by the distributor. In a multiechelon setting, ROPs and OULs at any stage should 
be based on echelon inventory and not local inventory. Thus, a distributor should decide its safety 
inventory levels based on the level of safety inventory carried by all retailers supplied by it. The 
more safety inventory retailers carry, the less safety inventory the distributor needs to carry. As 
retailers decrease the level of safety inventory they carry, the distributor must increase its safety 
inventory to ensure regular replenishment at the retailers.

If all stages in a supply chain attempt to jointly manage their echelon inventory, the issue of 
how the inventory is divided among various stages becomes important. Carrying inventory 
upstream in a supply chain allows for more aggregation and thus reduces the amount of inventory 
required. Carrying inventory upstream, however, increases the probability that the final customer 
will have to wait because product is not available at a stage close to him or her. Thus, in a multi-
echelon supply chain, a decision must be made with regard to the level of safety inventory carried 
at different stages. If inventory is expensive to hold and customers are willing to tolerate a delay, 
it is better to increase the amount of safety inventory carried upstream, far from the final customer, 
to exploit the benefits of aggregation. If inventory is inexpensive to hold and customers are time 
sensitive, it is better to carry more safety inventory downstream, closer to the final customer.

12.9 THE ROLE OF IT IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Besides the basics of formalizing inventory replenishment procedures for thousands of SKUs, 
the two most significant contributions of IT systems can be improved inventory visibility and 
better coordination in the supply chain.

An excellent example of the benefits of improved inventory visibility is Nordstrom, a depart-
ment store chain in the United States. The company was always very good at managing its invento-
ries (IT systems played an important role here) but had historically separated its online inventories 
and its store inventories. In September 2009, the company started integrating store inventories onto 
its website. Customers are now able to access inventory no matter where it is available. If they pre-
fer home delivery, Nordstrom can now use store inventory to serve them. If, however, they prefer to 
pick up the item themselves, Nordstrom allows them to reserve it for pickup. The increased inven-
tory visibility allows Nordstrom to serve its online customers better while also drawing more traffic 
to stores. In 2010, Walmart also added a similar feature, called “Pick Up Today,” which allows 
customers to place orders online and pick them up a few hours later at a retail store. Customers are 
alerted (typically through a text message) when the order is ready. Redbox uses inventory visibility 
at each of its vending machines to guide customers to the closest kiosk that has the desired DVD in 
stock. In each example, the increased visibility provided by IT systems allows the firm to improve 
product availability to the customer without increasing inventories.

Another area in which improved visibility could play a significant role is locating in-store 
or in-warehouse inventory. Often, a store or warehouse has inventory available but in the wrong 
place. The net result is a loss in product availability despite carrying inventory. Good RFID 
systems have the potential to address this issue. Although there has been limited success using 
RFID systems at the item level in stores (there has been some success with high-value apparel), 
there has been success in areas such as warehousing of aircraft spare parts.
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IT systems have also played a significant role in better integrating different stages of the 
supply chain. A classic example is the continuous replenishment program (CRP) set up between 
Procter and Gamble (P&G) and Walmart that allowed P&G to replenish diaper inventory at 
Walmart based on the visibility of available inventories and sales at Walmart. This coordination 
allowed the two firms to improve service levels while reducing inventories. Over time, the pro-
gram evolved into collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment (discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter 10), which allows better coordination of planning and replenishment across 
multiple supply chain partners through improved visibility of inventories and sales. Even though 
each of these programs uses IT as a foundation, it is important to acknowledge that success 
requires important organizational changes and leadership commitment as discussed in Chapter 10. 
Good IT systems are a necessary but not a sufficient condition for success.

It is important to recognize that the value of the IT system in each of the cases discussed 
here is tightly linked to the accuracy of the inventory information. Inaccurate inventory informa-
tion leads to flawed decisions and could in the worst case create mistrust among supply chain 
partners attempting to coordinate the decisions and actions. A study by DeHoratius and Raman 
(2008) found that about 65 percent of the inventory records checked for a retailer were inaccu-
rate. That is, for 65 percent of the records checked, the inventory on hand did not match the 
inventory showing in the IT system. Without reasonably accurate inventory records, the value 
provided by an IT system will be limited.

12.10 ESTIMATING AND MANAGING SAFETY INVENTORY IN PRACTICE

1. Account for the fact that supply chain demand is lumpy. In practice, a manufacturer 
or distributor does not order one unit at a time but instead often orders in a large lot. Thus, 
demand observed by different stages of the supply chain tends to be lumpy. Lumpiness adds to 
the variability of demand. For example, when using a continuous review policy, lumpiness may 
lead to inventory dropping far below the ROP before a replenishment order is placed. On aver-
age, inventory will drop below the ROP by half the average size of an order. The lumpiness can 
be accounted for in practice by raising the safety inventory suggested by the models discussed 
earlier by half the average size of an order.

2. Adjust inventory policies if demand is seasonal. In practice, demand is often sea-
sonal, with the mean and the standard deviation of demand varying by the time of year. Thus, a 
given ROP or OUL may correspond to ten days of demand during the low-demand season and 
only two days of demand during the peak demand season. If the lead time is one week, stockouts 
are certain to occur during the peak season. In the presence of seasonality, it is not appropriate to 
select an average demand and standard deviation over the year to evaluate fixed ROPs and OULs. 
Both the mean and the standard deviation of demand must be adjusted by the time of year to 
reflect changing demand. Corresponding adjustments in the ROPs, OULs, and safety inventories 
must be made over the year. It is best to evaluate all inventory parameters such as ROPs and 
OULs in terms of days of demand. A simple heuristic that keeps days of demand constant over 
time helps account for seasonality by automatically adjusting the ROP and OUL.

3. Use simulation to test inventory policies. Given that demand is most likely not nor-
mally distributed and may be seasonal, it is a good idea to use a computer simulation to test and 
adjust inventory policies before they are implemented. The simulation should use a demand pat-
tern that truly reflects actual demand, including any lumpiness as well as seasonality. The inven-
tory policies obtained using the models discussed in the chapter can then be tested and adjusted 
if needed to obtain the desired service levels. Surprisingly powerful simulations can be built 
using Excel, as we discuss in Chapter 13. Identifying problems in a simulation can save a lot of 
time and money compared to facing these problems once the inventory policy is in place.

4. Start with a pilot. Even a simulation cannot identify all problems that may arise when 
using an inventory policy. Once an inventory policy has been selected and tested using simula-
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tion, it is often a good idea to start implementation with a pilot program of products that are 
representative of the entire set of products in inventory. By starting with a pilot, many of the 
problems (both in the inventory policies themselves and in the process of applying the policies) 
can be solved. Getting these problems solved before the policy is rolled out to all the products 
can save a lot of time and money.

5. Monitor service levels. Once an inventory policy has been implemented, it is impor-
tant that its performance be tracked and monitored. Monitoring is crucial because it allows a 
supply chain to identify when a policy is not working well and make adjustments before supply 
chain performance is affected significantly. Monitoring requires not just tracking the inventory 
levels but also tracking any stockouts that may result. Historically, firms have not tracked stock-
outs very well, partly because they are difficult to track and partly because of the perception that 
stockouts affect the customer but not the firm itself. Stockouts can be difficult to measure in a 
situation such as a supermarket, where the customer simply does not buy the product when it is 
not on the shelf. However, there are simple ways to estimate stockouts. At a supermarket, the 
fraction of time that a shelf does not contain a product may be used to estimate the fill rate. 
Stockouts are in fact easier to estimate online, where the number of clicks on an out-of-stock 
product can be measured. Given the fraction of clicks that turn into orders and the average size of 
an order, demand during a stockout can be estimated.

6. Focus on reducing safety inventories. Given that safety inventory is often a large frac-
tion of the total inventory in a supply chain, the ability to reduce safety inventory without hurting 
product availability can significantly increase supply chain profitability. This is particularly impor-
tant in the high-tech industry, in which product life cycles are short. In this chapter, we discussed a 
variety of managerial levers that can help reduce safety inventories without hurting availability. 
Supply chain managers must focus continuously on using these levers to reduce safety inventories.

12.11 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Describe different measures of product availability. The three basic measures of 
product availability are product fill rate, order fill rate, and cycle service level. Product fill rate is 
the fraction of demand for a product that is filled from inventory. Order fill rate is the fraction of 
orders that are completely filled. Cycle service level is the fraction of replenishment cycles in 
which no stockouts occur.

2. Understand the role of safety inventory in a supply chain. Safety inventory helps a 
supply chain provide customers with a high level of product availability in spite of supply and 
demand uncertainty. It is carried just in case demand exceeds the amount forecasted or supply 
arrives later than expected.

3. Identify factors that influence the required level of safety inventory. Safety inven-
tory is influenced by demand uncertainty, replenishment lead times, lead time variability, and 
desired product availability. As any one of them increases, the required safety inventory also 
increases. The required safety inventory is also influenced by the inventory policy implemented. 
Continuous review policies require less safety inventory than periodic review policies.

4. Use available managerial levers to lower safety inventory without hurting product 
availability. The required level of safety inventory may be reduced and product availability 
may be improved if a supply chain can reduce demand uncertainty, replenishment lead times, 
and the variability of lead times. A switch from periodic monitoring to continuous monitoring 
can also help reduce inventories. Another key managerial lever to reduce the required safety 
inventories is to exploit aggregation. This may be achieved by physically aggregating invento-
ries, virtually aggregating inventories using information centralization, specializing inventories 
based on demand volume, exploiting substitution, using component commonality, and postpon-
ing product differentiation.
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Discussion Questions
 1. What is the role of safety inventory in the supply chain?
 2. Explain how a reduction in lead time can help a supply 

chain reduce safety inventory without hurting product 
availability.

 3. What are the pros and cons of the various measures of prod-
uct availability?

 4. Describe the two types of ordering policies and the impact 
that each of them has on safety inventory.

 5. What is the impact of supply uncertainty on safety inventory?
 6. Why can a Home Depot, with a few large stores, provide a 

higher level of product availability with lower inventories 
than a hardware store chain such as True Value, with many 
small stores?

 7. Why is Amazon able to provide a large variety of books and 
music with less safety inventory than a bookstore chain sell-
ing through retail stores?

 8. In the 1980s, paint was sold by color and size in paint stores. 
Today, paint is mixed at the paint store according to the color 

required. Discuss what, if any, impact this change has on 
safety inventories in the supply chain.

 9. A new technology allows books to be printed in 10 minutes. 
Barnes & Noble has decided to purchase these machines for 
each store. It must decide which books to carry in stock and 
which books to print on demand using this technology. Do 
you recommend it for best sellers or for other books? Why?

 10. Consider a firm like Zara that has developed production 
capabilities with very short replenishment lead times. Do you 
think this capability is more valuable for its online operations 
or its store operation? Why?

 11. As a firm gets better at postponement (can postpone at lower 
cost), should it increase/leave unchanged/decrease the vari-
ety that it offers? Why?

 12. What capabilities can local suppliers in high-cost countries 
develop if they are to effectively compete against overseas 
suppliers in low-cost countries? Discuss how each capability 
impacts the level of inventory in the supply chain.

Exercises
 1. Weekly demand for smartphones at an Apple store is nor-

mally distributed, with a mean of 500 and a standard devia-
tion of 300. Foxconn, the assembler, takes four weeks to 
supply an Apple order. Apple is targeting a CSL of 95 percent 
and monitors its inventory continuously. How much safety 
inventory of cell phones should the Apple store carry? What 
should its ROP be?

 2. Weekly demand for jeans at a Gap store is normally distrib-
uted, with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 50. The 
supply plant takes three weeks to supply a Gap order. The 
store manager monitors its inventory continuously and reor-
ders jeans when the available inventory drops below 350. 
How much safety stock does the store carry? What CSL does 
the store achieve? If the store manager wants to target a CSL 
of 95 percent, how much safety inventory of jeans should the 
store carry? What should its ROP be?

 3. Weekly demand for Motorola cell phones at a Best Buy store 
is normally distributed, with a mean of 300 and a standard 
deviation of 200. Motorola takes two weeks to supply a Best 
Buy order. Best Buy is targeting a CSL of 95 percent and 
monitors its inventory continuously. How much safety inven-
tory of cell phones should Best Buy carry? What should its 
ROP be?

 4. Reconsider the Best Buy store in Exercise 3. The store man-
ager has decided to follow a periodic review policy to man-
age inventory of cell phones. She plans to order every three 
weeks. Given a desired CSL of 95 percent, how much safety 
inventory should the store carry? What should its OUL be?

 5. Assume that the Best Buy store in Exercise 3 has a policy of 
ordering cell phones from Motorola in lots of 500. Weekly 
demand for Motorola cell phones at the store is normally dis-
tributed, with a mean of 300 and a standard deviation of 200. 

Motorola takes two weeks to supply an order. If the store 
manager is using a continuous review policy and targeting a 
fill rate of 99 percent, what safety inventory should the store 
carry? What should its ROP be?

 6. Weekly demand for HP printers at a Sam’s Club store is nor-
mally distributed, with a mean of 250 and a standard devia-
tion of 150. The store manager continuously monitors 
inventory and currently orders 1,000 printers each time the 
inventory drops to 600 printers. HP currently takes two 
weeks to fill an order. How much safety inventory does the 
store carry? What CSL does Sam’s Club achieve as a result of 
this policy? What fill rate does the store achieve?

 7. Return to the Sam’s Club store in Exercise 6. Assume that 
the supply lead time from HP is normally distributed, with a 
mean of 2 weeks and a standard deviation of 1.5 weeks. 
How much safety inventory should Sam’s Club carry if it 
wants to provide a CSL of 95 percent? How does the 
required safety inventory change as the standard deviation 
of lead time is reduced from 1.5 weeks to zero in intervals 
of 0.5 weeks?

 8. Weekly demand for detergent at a Walmart store is normally 
distributed, with a mean of 3,000 and a standard deviation of 
700. The store manager continuously monitors detergent 
inventory and places a replenishment order for 10,000 units 
when there are 7,000 units in inventory. The supplier takes 
two weeks to supply a Walmart order. What CSL does the 
store achieve? What fill rate does the store achieve?

 9. Weekly demand for paper towels at a Target store is normally 
distributed, with a mean of 1,000 and a standard deviation of 
300. The supplier takes two weeks to supply a Target order, 
which is for a batch size of 5,000. Target is aiming for a fill 
rate of 99 percent and monitors its inventory continuously. 
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How much safety inventory of paper towels should Target 
carry? What should its ROP be?

 10. Weekly demand for electric motors at a Japanese motor man-
ufacturer is normally distributed, with a mean of 1,000 and a 
standard deviation of 1,000. Motors are currently assembled 
in China and delivered at a cost of 20,000 yen/motor. The 
supplier takes eight weeks to supply an order. A local Japa-
nese manufacturer has offered to deliver motors with a lead 
time of one week at a cost of 20,400 yen per motor. The 
motor manufacturer is targeting a CSL of 99 percent and 
monitors its inventory continuously. The manufacturer incurs 
a holding cost of 25 percent. Should the manufacturer accept 
the local supplier’s offer?

 11. Weekly demand for private label washing machines at 
Karstadt, a German department store chain, is normally dis-
tributed with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 300. 
Karstadt currently has a supply source in China that delivers 
machines at a cost of 200 euro. The lead time required by the 
supplier is normally distributed with a mean of nine weeks 
and a standard deviation of six weeks. A European supplier 
has offered to deliver washing machines with a guaranteed 
lead time of one week at a cost of 210 euro. Karstadt has a 
holding cost of 25 percent and targets a cycle service level of 
99 percent. Should Karstadt accept the local supplier’s offer?

 12. Croma is an Indian retail chain for consumer electronics. The 
company currently has 25 stores located in major metropoli-
tan areas. Weekly demand for smartphones at each store is 
normally distributed, with a mean of 300 and a standard devi-
ation of 300. The supplier currently takes four weeks to fulfill 
a replenishment order, which is placed separately by each 
store. Croma is targeting a CSL of 95 percent and monitors 
its inventory continuously. How much safety inventory of 
smartphones should Croma carry at each retail store? Croma 
is considering moving smartphones to the online channel, 
where they would be stocked in a single national warehouse. 
Assume that Croma can move smartphones to the online 
channel without losing demand (the online demand is a sum 
of demand at each retail store). How much saving in safety 
inventory can Croma expect from going online if demand 
across stores is independent? How much saving in safety 
inventory can Croma expect from going online if demand 
across stores has a correlation coefficient of 𝜌 = 0.5?

 13. Magazine Luiza is a Brazilian retail chain for consumer elec-
tronics. The company currently has 100 stores distributed 
across Brazil. It also operates an online channel. It is consid-
ering introduction of a new printer and must decide whether 
to offer it at retail stores or the online channel. Weekly 
demand for the printer at each store has been forecast to be 
normally distributed with a mean of 100 and a standard devi-
ation of 80. The company has also forecast that the demand at 
the online channel would be the sum of demand across all 
100 stores. The supplier will take four weeks to fulfill a 
replenishment order, whether placed separately by each store 
or by the online DC. Magazine Luiza is targeting a CSL of  
95 percent and monitors its inventory continuously. How 
much safety inventory will Magazine Luiza carry if the 
printer is carried at all 100 stores? How much safety inven-

TABLE 12-6  Weekly Demand for Epson Printers  
in Europe

Country Mean Demand Standard Deviation

France 3,000 2,000

Germany 4,000 2,200

Spain 2,000 1,400

Italy 2,500 1,600

Portugal 1,000 800

UK 4,000 2,400

tory will Magazine Luiza carry if the printer is carried online 
and demand across stores is independent? How much safety 
inventory will Magazine Luiza carry if the printer is carried 
online and demand across stores has a correlation coefficient 
of 𝜌 = 0.5?

 14. Gap has started selling through its online channel along with 
its retail stores. Management has to decide which products to 
carry at the retail stores and which products to carry at a cen-
tral warehouse to be sold only via the online channel. Gap 
currently has 900 retail stores in the United States. Weekly 
demand for size large khaki pants at each store is normally 
distributed, with a mean of 800 and a standard deviation of 
100. Each pair of pants costs $30. Weekly demand for purple 
cashmere sweaters at each store is normally distributed, with 
a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 50. Each sweater 
costs $100. Gap has a holding cost of 25 percent. Gap man-
ages all inventories using a continuous review policy, and the 
supply lead time for both products is four weeks. The tar-
geted CSL is 95 percent. How much reduction in holding 
cost per unit sold can Gap expect on moving each of the two 
products from the stores to the online channel? Which of the 
two products should Gap carry at the stores, and which 
should it carry at the central warehouse for the online chan-
nel? Why? Assume demand from one week to the next to be 
independent.

 15. Epson produces printers in its Taiwan factory for sale in 
Europe. Printers sold in different countries differ in terms of 
the power outlet as well as the language of the manuals. Cur-
rently, Epson assembles and packs printers for sale in indi-
vidual countries. The distribution of weekly demand in 
different countries is normally distributed, with means and 
standard deviations as shown in Table 12-6.

   Assume demand in different countries to be independent. 
Given that the lead time from the Taiwan factory is eight 
weeks, how much safety inventory does Epson require in 
Europe if it targets a CSL of 95 percent?

   Epson decides to build a central DC in Europe. It will 
ship base printers (without power supply) to the DC. When 
an order is received, the DC will assemble power supplies, 
add manuals, and ship the printers to the appropriate country. 
The base printers are still to be manufactured in Taiwan with 
a lead time of eight weeks. How much saving of safety inven-
tory can Epson expect as a result?
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 16. Return to the Epson data in Exercise 15. Each printer costs 
Epson $200, and the holding cost is 25 percent. What saving 
in holding cost can Epson expect as a result of building the 
European DC? If final assembly in the European DC adds $5 
to the production cost of each printer, would you recommend 
the move? Suppose that Epson is able to cut the production 
and delivery lead time from its Taiwan factory to four weeks 
using good information systems. How much savings in hold-
ing cost can Epson expect without the European DC? How 
much savings in holding cost can the firm expect with the 
European DC?

 17. Return to the Epson data in Exercise 15. Assume that demand 
in different countries is not independent. Demand in any pair 
of countries is correlated with a correlation coefficient of 𝜌. 
Evaluate the holding cost savings that Epson gains as a result 
of building a European DC as 𝜌 increases from 0 (indepen-
dent demand) to 1 (perfectly positively correlated demand) in 
intervals of 0.2.

 18. Motorola obtains cell phones from its contract manufacturer 
located in China to supply the U.S. market, which is served 
from a warehouse located in Memphis, Tennessee. Daily 
demand at the Memphis warehouse is normally distributed, 
with a mean of 5,000 and a standard deviation of 4,000. The 
warehouse aims for a CSL of 99 percent. The company is 
debating whether to use sea or air transportation from China. 
Sea transportation results in a lead time of 36 days and costs 
$0.50 per phone. Air transportation results in a lead time of  
4 days and costs $1.50 per phone. Each phone costs $100, 
and Motorola uses a holding cost of 20 percent. Given the 
minimum lot sizes, Motorola would order 100,000 phones at 
a time (on average, once every 20 days) if using sea transport 
and 5,000 phones at a time (on average, daily) if using air 
transport. To begin with, assume that Motorola takes owner-
ship of the inventory on delivery.
a. Assuming that Motorola follows a continuous review pol-

icy, what reorder point and safety inventory should the 
warehouse aim for when using sea or air transportation? 
How many days of safety and cycle inventory will Motor-
ola carry under each policy?

b. How many days of cycle inventory does Motorola carry 
under each policy?

c. Under a continuous review policy, do you recommend sea 
or air transportation if Motorola does not own the inven-
tory while it is in transit? Does your answer change if 
Motorola has ownership of the inventory while it is in 
transit?

 19. Weekly demand for gaming consoles at Liverpool, a Mexican 
department store chain, is normally distributed with a mean 
of 1,000 and a standard deviation of 400. The replenishment 
lead time from the supplier is four weeks. Liverpool is target-
ing a CSL of 95 percent and uses a periodic review policy 
under which it reorders consoles every eight weeks. What is 
the average order size? How much safety inventory of con-
soles should Liverpool carry? What should its order up to 
level be? How much safety inventory would be required if 
Liverpool switched to a continuous review policy?

 20. Weekly demand for handbags at Liverpool, a Mexican 
department store chain, is normally distributed with a mean 
of 3,000 and a standard deviation of 1,000. The replenish-
ment lead time from the supplier is 4 weeks. Liverpool uses a 
periodic review policy under which it reorders handbags 
every 12 weeks. It currently uses an order-up-to level of 
50,000. What is the average order size? How much safety 
inventory of handbags does Liverpool carry? What CSL does 
it achieve? What order up to level should it use if it wants a 
CSL of 99 percent?

 21. Return to the problem data in Exercise 18. Assume that Motor-
ola follows a periodic review policy. Given lot sizes by sea and 
air, Motorola would have to place an order every 20 days using 
sea transport but could order daily using air transport.
a. Assume that Motorola follows a periodic review policy. 

What OUL and safety inventory should the warehouse 
aim for when using sea or air transportation? How many 
days of safety inventory will Motorola carry under each 
policy?

b. How many days of cycle inventory does Motorola carry 
under each policy?

c. Under a periodic review policy, do you recommend sea or 
air transportation? Does your answer change if Motorola 
has ownership of the inventory while it is in transit?

 22. DoorRed Pharmacy replenishes one of its best-selling drugs 
using a continuous review policy. Daily demand for the drug 
is normally distributed, with a mean of 300 and a standard 
deviation of 100. The wholesaler can process a replenish-
ment request in two days. The current replenishment policy 
is to order 1,500 units when there are 750 units on hand.
a. What is the cycle service level that DoorRed achieves 

with its policy?
b. What is the fill rate that DoorRed achieves with its  

policy?
c. What change in fill rate would DoorRed achieve if it 

increased its ROP from 750 to 800?
 23. Return to the DoorRed Pharmacy in Exercise 22. For the 

drug under discussion, DoorRed wants to adjust its ROP 
from 750 to achieve a fill rate of 99.9 percent. What ROP 
should it use?

 24. The DoorRed pharmacy has twenty-five retail outlets in the 
Chicago region. The current policy is to carry every drug in 
each retail outlet. DoorRed is investigating the possibility of 
centralizing some of the drugs in one location. Delivery 
charge would increase by $0.02 per unit if a drug were cen-
tralized. The increase in delivery charge comes from the 
additional cost of operating the shuttle from the central loca-
tion to each of the other locations. At each retail outlet, 
DoorRed follows a periodic review policy with weekly 
replenishment (a replenishment order is placed once every 
seven days). The replenishment lead time is three days. 
DoorRed plans to stick to once-a-week ordering even if a 
drug is centralized. DoorRed uses an inventory holding cost 
of 20 percent and aims for a cycle service level of 99 percent. 
Assume that demand across stores is independent.
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a. Consider a drug with daily demand at each store that is 
normally distributed, with a mean of 300 and a stan-
dard deviation of 50. The drug costs $10 per unit. What 
is the annual holding cost of safety inventory across all 
retail stores? If the drug were centralized in one loca-
tion, what would the annual cost of holding safety 
inventory at the central location be? What would the 
annual increase in delivery charge be? Do you recom-
mend centralization?

b. Now consider a drug with daily demand at each store that 
is normally distributed, with a mean of 5 and a standard 
deviation of 4. The drug costs $10 per unit. What is the 
annual holding cost of safety inventory across all retail 
stores? If the drug were centralized in one location, what 
would the annual cost of holding safety inventory at the 
central location be? What would the annual increase in 
delivery charge be? Do you recommend centralization?

c. Do your answers to (a) and (b) change if the demand 
across stores has a correlation coefficient of 0.5?

 25. Toyota has decided to set up regional warehouses where 
some variants of the Scion will be customized and shipped to 
dealers on demand. Customizing and shipping on demand 
will raise production and transportation cost per car by $100. 
Each car costs $20,000, and Toyota has a holding cost of  
20 percent. Cars at the dealer are owned by Toyota for the 
first 90 days. Thus, for all practical purposes, Toyota owns all 
inventory, whether at the dealers or at the regional ware-
house. Consider a region with five large dealers and thirty 
small dealers. Toyota has partitioned the variants into two 
groups—popular variants and uncommon variants. Weekly 
demand for the two types of variants at the two types of deal-
ers is shown in Table 12-7. The goal is to provide a 95 per-
cent cycle service level using a continuous review policy. 
Replenishment lead times for both dealers and regional ware-
houses are four weeks. Customization and shipping from a 
regional warehouse to a dealer can be done in a day, and this 
time can be ignored. Assume demand to be independent 
across all dealers.
a. How much safety inventory of a popular variant is 

required at a large or small dealer?
b. What is the safety inventory required if inventory for the 

popular variant (for both large and small dealers) is cen-
tralized at the regional warehouse by Toyota?

c. What is the safety inventory required if inventory for  
the popular variant at small dealers is centralized at  

TABLE 12-7 Weekly Demand at Car Dealers

Popular Variant Uncommon Variant

Mean
Standard 
Deviation Mean

Standard 
Deviation

Large dealer 50 15 8 5

Small dealer 10   5 2 2

the regional warehouse but that for large dealers is  
decentralized?

d. Given the additional customization and transportation 
cost, which structure do you recommend for the popular 
variant?

e. Repeat parts (a) to (d) for the uncommon variant.
f. How should Toyota structure inventories given its regional 

warehouses?
 26. Orion is a global company that sells copiers. Orion currently 

sells ten variants of a copier, with all inventory kept in fin-
ished-goods form. The primary component that differenti-
ates the copiers is the printing subassembly. An idea being 
discussed is to introduce commonality in the printing subas-
sembly so that final assembly can be postponed and invento-
ries kept in component form. Currently, each copier costs 
$1,000 in terms of components. Introducing commonality in 
the print subassembly will increase component costs to 
$1,025. One of the ten variants represents 80 percent of the 
total demand. Weekly demand for this variant is normally 
distributed, with a mean of 1,000 and a standard deviation of 
200. Each of the remaining nine variants has a weekly 
demand of 28 with a standard deviation of 20. Orion aims to 
provide a 95 percent level of service. Replenishment lead 
time for components is four weeks. Copier assembly can be 
completed in a matter of hours. Orion manages all invento-
ries using a continuous review policy and uses a holding cost 
of 20 percent.
a. How much safety inventory of each variant must Orion 

keep without component commonality? What is the 
annual holding cost?

b. How much safety inventory must be kept in component 
form if Orion uses common components for all variants? 
What is the annual holding cost? What is the increase in 
component cost using commonality? Is commonality jus-
tified across all variants?

c. At what cost of commonality will complete commonality 
be justified?

d. Now consider the case in which Orion uses component 
commonality for only the nine low-demand variants. How 
much reduction in safety inventory does Orion achieve in 
this case? What are the savings in terms of annual holding 
cost? Is this more restricted form of commonality  
justified?

e. At what cost of commonality will commonality across the 
low-volume variants be justified?
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CASE STUDY
Managing Inventories at ALKO Inc.

ALKO began in 1943 in a garage workshop set up by 
John Williams at his Cleveland home. John had always 
enjoyed tinkering, and in February 1948 he obtained a 
patent for one of his designs for lighting fixtures. He 
decided to produce it in his workshop and tried market-
ing it in the Cleveland area. The product sold well, and 
by 1957 ALKO had grown to a $3 million company. Its 
lighting fixtures were well known for their outstanding 
quality. By then, it sold five products.

In 1963, John took the company public. Since 
then, ALKO had been very successful, and the com-
pany had started distributing its products nationwide. 
As competition intensified in the 1980s, ALKO intro-
duced many new lighting fixture designs. The compa-
ny’s profitability, however, began to worsen despite the 
fact that ALKO had taken great care to ensure that 
product quality did not suffer. The problem was that 
margins had begun to shrink as competition in the mar-
ket intensified. At this point, the board decided that a 
complete reorganization was needed, starting at the 

top. Gary Fisher was hired to reorganize and restruc-
ture the company.

When Gary arrived in 2009, he found a company 
teetering on the edge. He spent his first few months 
trying to understand the company business and the 
way it was structured. Gary realized that the key was 
in the operating performance. Although the company 
had always been outstanding at developing and pro-
ducing new products, it had historically ignored its 
distribution system. The belief within the company 
was that once one makes a good product, the rest takes 
care of itself. Gary set up a task force to review the 
company’s current distribution system and come up 
with recommendations.

Current Distribution System

The task force noted that ALKO had 100 products in its 
2009 line. All production occurred at three facilities 
located in the Cleveland area. For sales purposes, the 
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contiguous United States was divided into five regions, 
as shown in Figure 12-8. A DC owned by ALKO oper-
ated in each of these regions. Customers placed orders 
with the DCs, which tried to supply them from product 
in inventory. As the inventory for any product dimin-
ished, the DC, in turn, ordered from the plants. The 
plants scheduled production based on DC orders. Orders 
were transported from plants to the DCs in TL quantities 
because order sizes tended to be large. On the other 
hand, shipments from the DC to the customer were LTL. 
ALKO used a third-party trucking company for both 
transportation legs. In 2009, TL costs from the plants to 
DCs averaged $0.09 per unit. LTL shipping costs from a 
DC to a customer averaged $0.10 per unit. On average, 
five days were necessary between the time a DC placed 
an order with a plant and the time the order was deliv-
ered from the plant.

The policy in 2009 was to stock each item in every 
DC. A detailed study of the product line had shown that 

there were three basic categories of products in terms of 
the volume of sales. They were categorized as types 
High, Medium, and Low. Demand data for a representa-
tive product in each category is shown in Table 12-8. 
Products 1, 3, and 7 are representative of High, Medium, 
and Low demand products, respectively. Of the 100 
products that ALKO sold, 10 were of type High, 20 of 
type Medium, and 70 of type Low. Each of their demands 
was identical to those of the representative products 1, 3, 
and 7, respectively.

The task force identified that plant capacities 
allowed any reasonable order to be produced and deliv-
ered in five days. The replenishment lead time was thus 
five days. The DCs ordered using a periodic review pol-
icy with a reorder interval of six days. The holding cost 
incurred was $0.15 per unit per day whether the unit was 
in transit or in storage. All DCs carried safety inventories 
to ensure a CSL of 95 percent.

FIGURE 12-8 Sales Regions for ALKO

TABLE 12-8 Distribution of Daily Demand at ALKO

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5

Part 1 Mean 35.48 22.61 17.66 11.81 3.36

Part 1 SD 6.98 6.48 5.26 3.48 4.49

Part 3 Mean 2.48 4.15 6.15 6.16 7.49

Part 3 SD 3.16 6.20 6.39 6.76 3.56

Part 7 Mean 0.48 0.73 0.80 1.94 2.54

Part 7 SD 1.98 1.42 2.39 3.76 3.98
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Alternative Distribution Systems

The task force recommended that ALKO build a national 
distribution center (NDC) outside Chicago. The task 
force recommended that ALKO close its five DCs and 
move all inventory to the NDC. Warehouse capacity was 
measured in terms of the total number of units handled 
per year (i.e., the warehouse capacity was given in terms 
of the annual demand supplied from the warehouse). The 
cost of constructing a warehouse is shown in Figure 12-9. 
However, ALKO expected to recover $50,000 for each 
warehouse that it closed. The CSL out of the NDC would 
continue to be 95 percent.

Given that Chicago is close to Cleveland, the 
inbound transportation cost from the plants to the NDC 
would fall to $0.05 per unit. The total replenishment lead 
time for orders from the Chicago NDC would still be 
five days. Given the increased average distance, how-
ever, the outbound transportation cost to customers from 
the NDC would increase to $0.24 per unit.

Other possibilities the task force considered include 
building a national distribution center while keeping the 
regional DCs open. In this case, some products would be 

stocked at the regional DCs, whereas others would be 
stocked at the NDC.

Gary Fisher’s Decision

Gary Fisher pondered the task force report. It had not 
detailed any of the numbers supporting the decision. 
He decided to evaluate the numbers before making his 
decision.

Questions

 1. What is the annual inventory and distribution cost of the 
current distribution system?

 2. What are the savings that would result from following the 
task force recommendation and setting up an NDC? Eval-
uate the savings as the correlation coefficient of demand in 
any pair of regions varies from 0 to 0.5 to 1.0. Do you 
recommend setting up an NDC?

 3. Suggest other options that Gary Fisher should consider. 
Evaluate each option and recommend a distribution system 
for ALKO that would be most profitable. How dependent 
is your recommendation on the correlation coefficient of 
demand across different regions?
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FIGURE 12-9 Construction Costs for NDC

CASE STUDY
Should Packing Be Postponed to the DC?

Penang Electronics (PE) is a contract manufacturer that 
produces and packages private-label products for several 
retail chains, including Target, Best Buy, Staples, and 
Office Max. In each case, the basic products are identi-
cal, with the only difference being the labeling and the 
packaging. Thus, the labeled and packed version of the 
product destined for Target cannot be sent to Best Buy.

Currently, a production facility in Malaysia is used 
to manufacture, label, and pack all products. The manu-
facturing facility replenishes a DC in St. Louis, from 
which the contract manufacturer fills all customer 
orders. The manufacturing and transportation lead time 
from Penang to St. Louis is nine weeks. PE uses a con-
tinuous review policy to manage inventories at its DC 
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TABLE 12-9 Distribution of Weekly Demand by Product and Customer

Computers Printers Scanners

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Target 1,000 700 2,000 1,000 4,000 1,000

Best Buy 700 600 1,500 800 4,500 900

Office Max 800 600 1,200 600 2,000 700

Staples 500 400 900 500 1,400 500

and aims to provide a cycle service level of 95 percent 
for each product to every customer.

The previous month had been very challenging 
because Best Buy requested 5,000 additional units 
beyond what was available at the DC, whereas Target 
ordered 3,500 fewer units and Staples ordered 4,000 
fewer units. Even though there was sufficient product 
inventory available at the DC (in the form of the basic 
product), PE could not meet the Best Buy request 
because the excess inventory available was labeled and 
packed for other customers. The DC had leftover inven-
tory from Target and Staples, which unfortunately could 
not be used to serve Best Buy. PE had lost business and 
surplus inventory all because of the wrong labels and 
packaging.

Labeling and Packaging at the DC

The vice president of supply chain at PE proposed post-
poning the final labeling and packaging to the DC. Her 
logic was that postponing labeling and packaging to the 
DC would allow PE to use all available inventories to 
serve any customer. In particular, the situation that arose 
in the previous month when Best Buy did not get its entire 
order could have been avoided through postponement. If 
packaging was shifted to the DC, the lead time of manu-
facturing and transporting the basic product from Malay-
sia would continue to be about nine weeks. Labeling and 
packaging were relatively quick steps and the response 
time from the DC to the customer was not expected to 
change.

The DC management was opposed to this idea 
because it would add additional work that was different 
from what they had done so far. A detailed study of the 
production process had shown that labeling and packag-
ing at the DC cost $2 per unit more than the cost of label-

ing and packaging in Malaysia. DC management believed 
that this increase in cost would be held against them once 
the process was changed, and they would be under con-
stant pressure to lower cost. They also believed it would 
complicate the work they did when filling an order and 
could adversely impact customer service.

Evaluating the Two Options

To evaluate the two options, a team from both manufactur-
ing and the DC was set up. The team decided to focus its 
analysis on three major product categories—computers, 
printers, and scanners, and four major customers—Target, 
Best Buy, Staples, and Office Max. Weekly demand for 
each product and customer is shown in Table 12-9. In each 
case, “Mean” indicates the average weekly demand, and 
“SD” indicates the standard deviation of weekly demand. 
All demand was assumed to be normally distributed. PE 
incurred a total cost of $1,000 per computer, $300 per 
printer, and $100 per scanner. Given the short life cycle of 
these products, PE used a holding cost of 30 percent when 
making its inventory decisions. The team analyzed the 
impact of postponement on safety inventories before mak-
ing a final recommendation.

Questions

 1. What is the annual inventory cost of the current system in 
which product is produced, labeled, and packed in Malay-
sia before being shipped to the DC?

 2. How would the inventory cost change if labeling and pack-
aging were moved to the DC? Evaluate the change in 
inventory costs as the correlation coefficient of demand 
between any pair of customers varies from 0 to 0.5 to 1.0.

 3. How should PE set up its production, labeling, and pack-
aging processes? Does your answer change if the addi-
tional cost of labeling and packaging at the DC is reduced 
to $1 (from the current value of $2)?
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APPENDIX 12A
The Normal Distribution
A continuous random variable X has a normal distribution with mean m and standard deviation 
s 7 0 if the probability density function f  1x, m, s2 of the random variable is given by

 f  1x, m, s2 =
1

s12p
 exp c 1x - m22

2s2 d  (12.21)

The normal density function is as shown in Figure 12-10.
The cumulative normal distribution function is denoted by F  1x, m, s2 and is the probabil-

ity that a normally distributed random variable with mean m and standard deviation s takes on a 
value less than or equal to x. The cumulative normal distribution function and the density func-
tion	are	related	as	follows:

F  1x, m, s2 = L
x

X = - ∞
f  1X, m, s2dX

A normal distribution with a mean m = 0 and standard deviation s = 1 is referred to as 
the standard normal distribution. The standard normal density function is denoted by fS(x)	and	
the cumulative standard normal distribution function is denoted by FS(x).	Thus,

fS  1x2 = f  1x, 0, 12 and FS  1x2 = F  1x, 0, 12
Given a probability p, the inverse normal F - 1

 1p, m, s2 is the value x such that p is the 
probability that the normal random variable takes on a value x or less. Thus, if F  1x, m, s2 = p 
then x = F - 1

 1p, m, s2. The inverse of the standard normal distribution is denoted by F - 1
S  1p2. 

Thus,

F - 1
S  1p2 = F - 1

 1p, 0, 12.

( , ),

FIGURE 12-10 Normal Density Function
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APPENDIX 12B
The Normal Distribution in Excel
The	following	Excel	functions	can	be	used	to	evaluate	various	normal	distribution	functions:

  F  1x, m, s2 = NORMDIST1x, m, s, 12 (12.22)

  f  1x, m, s2 = NORMDIST1x, m, s, 02 (12.23)

  F - 1
 1p, m, s2 = NORMINV1p, m, s2  (12.24)

The Excel functions to evaluate various standard normal distribution functions are listed 
next.

  FS  1x2 = NORMDIST1x, 0, 1, 12 or NORMSDIST1x2 (12.25)

  fS  1x2 = NORMDIST1x, 0, 1, 02  (12.26)

  FS
- 1

 1p2 = NORMSINV1p2  (12.27)

APPENDIX 12C
Expected Shortage per Replenishment Cycle

Objective

Establish an alternative formula for expected shortage per replenishment cycle (ESC) to be eval-
uated using Excel.

Analysis:
Given a reorder point of ROP = DL + ss, the ESC is given as

 ESC = L
∞

x = ROP
1x - ROP2f  1x2dx

 = L
∞

x = DL + ss
1x - DL - ss2f  1x2dx

Given that the demand during lead time is normally distributed with a mean DL and a stan-
dard deviation sL,	we	have	(using	Equation	12.21)

ESC = L
∞

x = DL + ss
1x - DL - ss2  

1

12psL
e-1x -DL22>2sL

2
dx

Substitute	the	following:

z =  
1x - DL2
sL

This implies that

dx = sLdz
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Thus, we have

 ESC = L
∞

z = ss>sL

1zsL - ss2 1

12p
 e - z2>2dz

 = -ssL
∞

z = ss>sL

1

12p
 e-z2>2dz

+ sLL
∞

z = ss>sL

z
1

12p
 e-z2>2dz

Recall that FS(.)	is	the	cumulative	distribution	function	and	fS(.)	is	the	probability	density	
function for the standard normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Using Equa-
tion 12.21 and the definition of the standard normal distribution, we have

1 - FS  1y2 = L
∞

z = y
fs  1z2dz = L

∞

z = y

1

12p
 e-z2>2dz

Substitute w = z2>2 into the expression for ESC. This implies that

ESC = -ss31 - FS1ss>sL24 + sLL
∞

w = ss2>2sL
2

 
1

12p
 e-wdw

or

ESC = -ss31 - FS  1ss>s  L24 + sL fs  1ss>sL2
Using	Equations	12.25	and	12.26,	ESC	may	be	evaluated	using	Excel	as	follows:

ESC = -ss31 - NORMDIST1ss>sL, 0, 1, 124
+ sL NORMDIST 1ss  >  sL, 0, 1, 02

APPENDIX 12D
Evaluating Safety Inventory for Slow-Moving Items

Objective

Devise a procedure for evaluating safety inventory for slow-moving items whose demand can be 
approximated using a Poisson distribution.

Analysis:

For slow-moving items, the normal distribution is not a good estimation for the demand distribu-
tion. A better approach is to use the Poisson distribution with demand arriving at a rate D. In such 
a setting, (Q, r) policies are known to be optimal. Under a (Q, r) policy, an order is placed when-
ever the inventory position drops to or below the reorder point r, and the order size is nQ, where 
n is the number of batches of size Q required to raise the inventory position to be in the interval 
(r, r + Q).

For the Poisson distribution, given a constant lead time L, the average demand over the 
lead time is given by LD, and the variance of demand over the lead time is given by s2 = 1LD. 
Efficient algorithms to obtain the Q and r are given by Federgruen and Zheng (1992). The 
results we present are based on Gallego (1998), who has given effective heuristics to solve 
the problem.
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If	H	is	the	holding	cost	per	unit	per	unit	time,	p	the	fixed	shortage	cost	per	unit	per	unit	
time,	and	S	the	fixed	order	cost	per	batch,	Gallego	suggests	a	batch	size	of	Q*,	where

 Q* = Mina12, A
4 1 + a (H + p)L

2S
b

2

bA
2DS

H
 (12.28)

He	shows	that	the	use	of	batch	size	Q*	results	in	a	cost	that	is	no	more	than	7	percent	from	the	
optimal	batch	size.	The	reorder	point	r*	can	be	obtained	using	a	procedure	discussed	by	Feder-
gruen	and	Zheng	(1992).	The	long-run	average	cost	C(r,	Q)	of	an	(r,	Q)	policy	when	demand	is	
Poisson	is	given	by

 C1r, Q2 =
DS

Q
+

1

Q
  a

r + Q

y = r + 1
eHa

y

i = 0
1y - i2Pi + p a

∞

i = y + 1
1i - y2Pi f , (12.29)

where

Pi =
eDL(DL)i

i!
, i = 0, 1, . . .

The	reorder	point	r*	is	obtained	by	inserting	the	batch	size	Q*	from	Equation	12.28	into	Equation	
12.29	and	searching	for	the	value	r*	that	minimizes	the	cost	C(r,	Q*).	Given	that	C(r,	Q*)	is	uni-
modal	[as	shown	by	Federgruen	and	Zheng	(1992)],	r*	can	be	obtained	using	a	binary	search	
over	the	integers.



In this chapter, we explore the process of determining the optimal level of product availabil-
ity to be offered to customers. The chapter examines factors that influence the optimal cycle 
service level. We discuss and demonstrate how different managerial levers can be used to 

improve supply chain profitability by increasing the level of product availability while reducing 
inventories.

13.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE LEVEL OF PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

The level of product availability is measured using the cycle service level or the fill rate, which 
are metrics for the amount of customer demand satisfied from available inventory. The level of 
product availability, also referred to as the customer service level, is one of the primary mea-
sures of a supply chain’s responsiveness. A supply chain can use a high level of product avail-
ability to improve its responsiveness and attract customers, thus increasing revenue for the 
supply chain. However, a high level of product availability requires large inventories, which 
raise supply chain costs. Therefore, a supply chain must achieve a balance between the level of 
availability and the cost of inventory. The optimal level of product availability is one that maxi-
mizes supply chain profits.

In the fourth quarter of 2008, U.S. inventories shot up by $6.2 billion because of the rapid 
decline in demand that hit retailers and manufacturers. For some manufacturers, the situation 
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After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Identify the factors affecting the optimal 
level of product availability and evaluate 
the optimal cycle service level.

2. Use managerial levers that improve supply 
chain profitability.

3. Understand conditions under which 
postponement is valuable in a supply chain.

4. Allocate limited supply capacity among 
multiple products to maximize expected 
profits.
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was exaggerated because of the excess inventory of raw materials, such as steel and plastics, that 
they had built up while anticipating price increases. Retailers were also hit hard, with some, such 
as Saks Fifth Avenue, slashing prices by 70 percent during the holiday season to spur demand. 
The excess inventories and the drop in demand led to several retailers, such as Steve & Barry’s 
and Circuit City, declaring bankruptcy during this period. In contrast, Nintendo missed out on an 
estimated $1.3 billion in sales during the 2007 holiday season because of a failure to meet soar-
ing global demand for its Wii video game console. These examples make clear that having too 
high or too low a level of product availability has a significant impact on supply chain profits.

Whether the optimal level of availability is high or low depends on where a particular com-
pany believes it can maximize profits. Nordstrom has focused on providing a high level of prod-
uct availability and has used its reputation for responsiveness to become a successful department 
store chain. However, prices at Nordstrom are higher than those at a discount store, where the 
level of product availability is lower. Power plants ensure that they (almost) never run out of fuel 
because a shutdown is extremely expensive, resulting in several days of lost production. Some 
power plants try to maintain several months of fuel supply to avoid any probability of running 
out. In contrast, most supermarkets carry only a few days’ supply of product, and out-of-stock 
situations do occur with some frequency.

The Internet allows a customer to easily shop at an alternative store if the first choice is out 
of stock. This competitive environment puts pressure on online retailers to increase their level of 
availability. Simultaneously, significant price competition has lowered prices online. Web retail-
ers with excess inventory find it difficult to be profitable. Providing the optimal level of product 
availability is thus a key to success online.

 In the examples described earlier, firms provide different levels of product availability. 
Every supply chain manager must use factors that influence the optimal level of product avail-
ability to target that optimal level and identify managerial levers that increase supply chain sur-
plus. Next, we identify factors that affect the optimal level of product availability.

13.2 FACTORS AFFECTING OPTIMAL LEVEL OF  
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

To understand the factors that influence the optimal level of product availability, consider L. L. 
Bean, a large mail-order company that sells apparel. One of the products L. L. Bean sells is ski 
jackets, for which the selling season is from November to February. The buyer at L. L. Bean cur-
rently purchases the entire season’s supply of ski jackets from the manufacturer before the start 
of the selling season. Providing a high level of product availability requires the purchase of a 
large number of jackets. Although a high level of product availability is likely to satisfy all 
demand that arises, it is also likely to result in a large number of unsold jackets at the end of the 
season, with L. L. Bean losing money on unsold jackets. In contrast, a low level of product avail-
ability is likely to result in few unsold jackets. However, it is quite likely that L. L. Bean will 
have to turn away customers who are willing to buy jackets, because they are sold out. In this 
scenario, L. L. Bean loses potential profit by losing customers. The buyer at L. L. Bean must bal-
ance the loss from having too many unsold jackets (if the number of jackets ordered is more than 
demand) and the lost profit from turning away customers (if the number of jackets ordered is less 
than demand) when deciding the level of product availability.

The cost of overstocking, denoted by Co, is the loss incurred by a firm for each unsold unit 
at the end of the selling season. The cost of understocking, denoted by Cu, is the margin lost by a 
firm for each lost sale because there is no inventory on hand. The cost of understocking should 
include the margin lost from current sales, as well as future sales if the customer does not return. 
In summary, the two key factors that influence the optimal level of product availability are

• Cost of overstocking the product, Co
• Cost of understocking the product, Cu
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We illustrate and develop this relationship in the context of a buying decision at L. L. Bean. 
The first point to observe is that deciding on an optimal level of product availability makes sense 
only in the context of demand uncertainty. Traditionally, many firms have forecast a consensus 
estimate of demand without any measure of uncertainty. In this setting, firms do not make a deci-
sion regarding the level of availability; they simply order the consensus forecast. Since the begin-
ning of the twenty-first century, firms have developed a better appreciation for uncertainty and 
have started developing forecasts that include a measure of uncertainty. Incorporating uncer-
tainty and deciding on the optimal level of product availability can increase profits relative to 
using a consensus forecast.

L. L. Bean has a buying committee that decides on the quantity of each product to be 
ordered. Based on demand over the past few years, the buyers have estimated the demand distri-
bution for a women’s red ski parka to be as shown in Table 13-1. This is a deviation from its 
traditional practice of using the average historical demand as the consensus forecast. To simplify 
the discussion, we assume that all demand is in hundreds of parkas. The manufacturer also 
requires that L. L. Bean place orders in multiples of 100. In Table 13-1, pi is the probability that 
demand equals Di, and Pi is the probability that demand is less than or equal to Di. From Table 13-1, 
we evaluate the expected demand for parkas as

Expected demand = aDipi = 1,026

Under the old policy of ordering the expected value, the buyers would have ordered 1,000 par-
kas. However, demand is uncertain, and Table 13-1 shows that there is a 51 percent probability 
that demand will be 1,000 or less. Thus, a policy of ordering a thousand parkas results in a cycle 
service level of 51 percent at L. L. Bean. The buying committee must decide on an order size and 
cycle service level that maximize the profits from the sale of parkas at L. L. Bean.

The loss that L. L. Bean incurs from an unsold parka and the profit that it makes on each 
parka it sells influences the buying decision. Each parka costs L. L. Bean c = $45 and is priced in 
the catalog at p = $100 Any unsold parkas at the end of the season are sold at the outlet store for 
$50. Holding the parka in inventory and transporting it to the outlet store costs L. L. Bean $10. 
Thus, L. L. Bean recovers a salvage value of s = $40 for each parka that is unsold at the end of 

TABLE 13-1 Demand Distribution for Parkas at L. L. Bean

Demand Di 
(in hundreds) Probability pi

Cumulative Probability of  
Demand Being Di or Less (Pi)

Probability of Demand 
Being Greater than D(1 − Pi)

4 0.01 0.01 0.99

5 0.02 0.03 0.97

6 0.04 0.07 0.93

7 0.08 0.15 0.85

8 0.09 0.24 0.76

9 0.11 0.35 0.65

10 0.16 0.51 0.49

11 0.20 0.71 0.29

12 0.11 0.82 0.18

13 0.10 0.92 0.08

14 0.04 0.96 0.04

15 0.02 0.98 0.02

16 0.01 0.99 0.01

17 0.01 1.00 0.00
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TABLE 13-2 Expected Marginal Contribution of Each Additional 100 Parkas

Additional 
Hundreds

Expected Marginal  
Benefit

Expected Marginal  
Cost

Expected Marginal  
Contribution

11th

12th

13th

14th

15th

16th

17th

end	of	the	season.	L.	L.	Bean	makes	a	profit	of	p - c = $55	on	each	parka	it	sells	and	incurs	a	
loss	of	c - s = $5	on	each	unsold	parka	that	is	sold	at	the	outlet	store.

The	expected	profit	from	ordering	1,000	parkas	is	given	as

Expected profit = a
10

i = 4
3Di1p - c2 - 11,000 - Di21c - s24pi + a

17

i = 11
1,0001p - c2pi

= [400 * 55 - 600 * 5] * 0.01 + [500 * 55 - 500 * 5] * 0.02
+ [600 * 55 - 400 * 5] * 0.04 + [700 * 55 - 300 * 5] * 0.08
+ [800 * 55 - 200 * 5] * 0.09 + [900 * 55 - 100 * 5] * 0.11
+ [1000 * 55 - 0 * 5] * 0.16 + 1000 * 55 * 0.20 + 1000 * 55 * 0.11
+ 1000 * 55 * 0.10 + 1000 * 55 * 0.04 + 1000 * 55 * 0.02
+ 1000 * 55 * 0.01 + 1000 * 55 * 0.01

= $49,900

To	decide	whether	to	order	1,100	parkas,	the	buying	committee	must	determine	the	impact	
of	buying	the	extra	100	units.	If	1,100	parkas	are	ordered,	the	extra	100	are	sold	(for	a	profit	of	
$5,500)	if	demand	is	1,100	or	higher.	Otherwise,	the	extra	100	units	are	sent	to	the	outlet	store	at	
a	loss	of	$500.	From	Table	13-1,	we	see	that	there	is	a	probability	of	0.49	that	demand	is	1,100	
or	higher	and	a	0.51	probability	that	demand	is	1,000	or	less.	Thus,	we	deduce	the	following:

Expected profit from the extra 100 parkas = 5,500 * Prob1demand Ú 1,1002
- 500 * Prob1demand 6 1,1002 = $5,500 * 0.49 - $500 * 0.51 = $2,440

The	total	expected	profit	from	ordering	1,100	parkas	is	thus	$52,340,	which	is	almost	5	
percent	higher	than	the	expected	profit	from	ordering	1,000	parkas.	Using	the	same	approach,	we	
evaluate	the	marginal	contribution	of	each	additional	100	parkas	as	in	Table	13-2	(see	worksheet	
Table 13-1, 2	in	spreadsheet	Chapter13-examples).	Note	that	the	expected	marginal	contribution	
is	positive	up	to	1,300	parkas,	but	it	is	negative	from	that	point	on.	Thus,	the	optimal	order	size	is	
1,300	parkas.	From	Table	13-2,	we	have

 Expected profit from ordering 1,300 parkas = $49,900 + $2,440

 + $1,240 + $580 = $54,160

This	is	more	than	an	8	percent	increase	in	profitability	relative	to	the	policy	of	ordering	the	
expected	value	of	1,000	parkas.

A	plot	of	total	expected	profits	versus	the	order	quantity	is	shown	in	Figure	13-1.	The	opti-
mal	order	quantity	maximizes	the	expected	profit.	For	L.	L.	Bean,	the	optimal	order	quantity	is	
1,300	parkas,	which	provides	a	CSL	of	92	percent.	Observe	that	with	a	CSL	of	0.92,	L.	L.	Bean	
has	a	fill	rate	that	is	much	higher.	If	demand	is	1,300	or	less,	L.	L.	Bean	achieves	a	fill	rate	of	100	
percent,	because	all	demand	is	satisfied.	 If	demand	is	more	 than	1,300	(say,	D),	part	of	 the	
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demand (D - 1,300) is not satisfied. In this case, a fill rate of 1,300>D	is	achieved.	Overall,	the	
fill	rate	achieved	at	L.	L.	Bean	if	1,300	parkas	are	ordered	is	given	by

 fr = 1 * Prob 1demand … 1,3002 + a
Di 7 1,300

11,300>Di2pi

 = 1 * 0.92 + (1300>1400) * 0.04 + (1300>1500) * 0.02
 +  (1300>1600) * 0.01 + (1300>1700) * 0.01 

 = 0.99

Thus,	with	a	policy	of	ordering	1,300	parkas,	L.	L.	Bean	satisfies,	on	average,	99	percent	
of its demand from parkas in inventory.

In	the	L.	L.	Bean	example,	we	have	a	cost	of	overstocking	of	Co = c - s = $5 and a cost 
of understocking of Cu = p - s = $55. As these costs change, the optimal level of product 
availability also changes. In the next section, we develop the relationship between the desired 
CSL	and	the	cost	of	overstocking	and	understocking	for	seasonal	items.

Optimal Cycle Service Level for Seasonal Items  
with a Single Order in a Season

In this section, we focus attention on seasonal products such as ski jackets, for which all leftover 
items must be disposed of at the end of the season. The assumption is that the leftover items from 
the previous season are not used to satisfy demand for the current season. Assume a retail price 
per unit of p, a cost of c, and a salvage value of s. We consider the following inputs:

 Co: Cost of overstocking by one unit, Co = c - s

 Cu: Cost of understocking by one unit, Cu = p - c

 CSL*:	Optimal	cycle	service	level

 O*: Corresponding optimal order size

CSL* is the probability that demand during the season will be at or below O*. At the optimal 
cycle service level CSL*, the marginal contribution of purchasing an additional unit is zero. If the 
order quantity is raised from O* to O* + 1, the additional unit sells if demand is larger than O*. 
This occurs with probability 1 - CSL* and results in a contribution of p - c. We thus have

Expected benefit of purchasing extra unit = 11 - CSL*21p - c2
The additional unit remains unsold if demand is at or below O*. This occurs with probabil-

ity CSL* and results in a cost of c - s. We thus have

Expected cost of purchasing extra unit = CSL*
 1c - s2

Order Quantity

Expected
Prot at
L.L.Bean

    R*  

FIGURE 13-1 Expected Profit as a Function of Order Quantity at L. L. Bean
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Thus, the expected marginal contribution of raising the order size from O* to O* + 1 is 
given by

11 - CSL*21p - c2 - CSL*1c - s2
Because the expected marginal contribution must be 0 at the optimal cycle service level, 

we have

 CSL* = Prob1Demand … O*2 =  
p - c

p - s
=

Cu

Cu + Co
=

1

1 + 1Co>Cu2  (13.1)

A more rigorous derivation of the previously mentioned formula is provided in Appendix 13A. 
The optimal CSL* has also been referred to as the critical fractile. The resulting optimal order quan-
tity maximizes the firm’s profit. If demand during the season is normally distributed, with a mean of 
m and a standard deviation of s, the optimal order quantity is given by

 O* = F - 1
 1CSL*, m, s2 = NORMINV1CSL*, m, s2 (13.2)

When demand is normally distributed, with a mean of μ and a standard deviation of s, the 
expected profit from ordering O units is given by

 Expected profit = 1p - s2mFs  aO - m
s

 b - 1p - s2sfs  aO - m
s
b

      - O1c - s2F  1O, m, s2 + O  1p - c231 - F  1O, m, s24
The derivation of this formula is provided in Appendix 13B and Appendix 13C. Here, FS is 

the standard normal cumulative distribution function and fS is the standard normal density func-
tion discussed in Appendix 12A in Chapter 12. The expected profit from ordering O units is 
evaluated in Excel using Equations 12.22, 12.25, and 12.26, as follows:

 Expected profits = 1p - s2mNORMDIST31O - m2s, 0, 1, 14
 - 1p - s2sNORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 04
 - O  1c - s2NORMDIST1O, m, s, 12

  + O  1p - c231 - NORMDIST1O, m, s, 124  (13.3)

Example 13-1 illustrates the use of Equations 13.1 and 13.2 to obtain the optimal cycle ser-
vice	level	and	order	quantity	(see	worksheet	Example 13-1 in spreadsheet Chapter 13-examples).

EXAMPLE 13-1 Evaluating the Optimal Service Level for Seasonal Items

The manager at Sportmart, a sporting goods store, has to decide on the number of skis to pur-
chase for the winter season. Based on past demand data and weather forecasts for the year, 
management has forecast demand to be normally distributed, with a mean of µ = 350 and a 
standard deviation of 𝜎 = 100. Each pair of skis costs c = $100 and retails for p = $250 Any 
unsold skis at the end of the season are disposed of for $85. Assume that it costs $5 to hold a 
pair of skis in inventory for the season. How many skis should the manager order to maximize 
expected profits?

Analysis:
In this case, we have

 Salvage value = s = $85 - $5 = $80

 Cost of understocking = Cu = p - c = $250 - $100 = $150

 Cost of overstocking = Co = c - s = $100 - $80 = $20
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Using	Equation	13.1,	we	deduce	that	the	optimal	CSL	is

CSL* = Prob1Demand … O*2 =
Cu

Cu + Co
=

150

150 + 20
= 0.88

Using Equation 13.2, the optimal order size is

O* = NORMINV1CSL*, m, s2 = NORMINV10.88, 350, 1002 = 468

Thus, it is optimal for the manager at Sportmart to order 468 pairs of skis, even though the 
expected number of sales is 350. In this case, because the cost of understocking is much higher 
than the cost of overstocking, management is better off ordering more than the expected value to 
cover for the uncertainty of demand.

Using Equation 13.3, the expected profits from ordering O* units are

 Expected profits = 1p - s2mNORMDIST31O* - m2 >s, 0, 1, 1)4
 - 1p - s2sNORMDIST31O* - m2 >s, 0, 1, 0)4
 - O*1c - s2NORMDIST1O*, m, s, 12
 + O*1p - c231 - NORMDIST1O*, m, s, 124

= 170 * 350 * NORMDIST11.18, 0, 1,12
- 170 * 100 * NORMDIST11.18, 0, 1, 0)

- 468 * 20 * NORMDIST1468, 350, 100, 12
 + 468 * 150 * 31 - NORMDIST1468, 350, 100, 124 = $49,146

The expected profit from ordering 350 pairs of skis can be evaluated as $45,718. Thus, 
ordering 468 pairs results in an expected profit that is almost 8 percent higher than the profit 
obtained from ordering the expected value of 350 pairs.

When O units are ordered, a firm is left with either too much or too little inventory, depend-
ing on demand. When demand is normally distributed, with expected value μ and standard devia-
tion s, the expected quantity overstocked at the end of the season is given by

Expected overstock = 1O - m2FS  aO - m
s
b + sfS  aO - m

s
b

The	derivation	of	this	formula	is	provided	in	Appendix	13D.	The	formula	can	be	evaluated	
using Excel as follows:

 Expected overstock = 1O - m2NORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 14
  + sNORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 0)4  (13.4)

The expected quantity understocked at the end of the season is given by

Expected understock = 1m - O2 c1 - FS  aO - m
s
b d + sfS  aO - m

s
b

The derivation of this formula is provided in Appendix 13E. The formula can be evaluated 
using Excel as follows:

 Expected understock = 1m - O211 - NORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 142
  + sNORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 04  (13.5)

Example 13-2 illustrates the use of Equations 13.4 and 13.5 to evaluate the quantity 
expected	to	be	overstocked	and	understocked	as	a	result	of	an	ordering	policy	(see	worksheet	
Example 13-2).
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EXAMPLE 13-2 Evaluating Expected Overstock and Understock

Demand for skis at Sportmart is normally distributed with a mean of µ = 350 and a standard 
deviation of 𝜌 = 100 The manager has decided to order 450 pairs of skis for the upcoming sea-
son. Evaluate the expected overstock and understock as a result of this policy.

Analysis:

We have an order size O = 450. An overstock results if demand during the season is less than 
450. The expected overstock can be obtained using Equation 13.4 as

 Expected overstock = 1O - m2NORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 14
  + sNORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 04

 = 1450 - 3502NORMDIST31450 - 3502 >100, 0, 1, 14
  + 100 NORMDIST31450 - 3502 >100, 0, 1, 04 = 108

Thus, the policy of ordering 450 pairs of skis results in an expected overstock of 108 pairs.
An understock occurs if demand during the season is higher than 450 pairs. The expected 

understock can be evaluated using Equation 13.5 as follows:

 Expected understock = 1m - O211 - NORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 142
 + sNORMDIST31O - m2 >s, 0, 1, 0)4

 = 1350 - 450211 - NORMDIST31450 - 3502 >100, 0, 1, 142
 + 100 NORMDIST31450 - 3502 >100, 0, 1, 04 = 8

Thus, the policy of ordering 450 pairs results in an expected understock of 8 pairs. Note 
that both the expected understock and overstock are positive. This result may seem counterintui-
tive, but it makes sense because the values used to calculate an expected understock or overstock 
are always greater than or equal to zero. For example, if demand is 500 and 450 jackets are in 
inventory, there is an understock of 50 and an overstock of 0 (not –50). This guarantees that the 
expected value of each will be greater than or equal to zero.

One-Time Orders in the Presence of Quantity Discounts

In this section, we consider a buyer who has to make a single order when the seller offers a price 
discount based on the quantity purchased. Such a situation may arise in the context of seasonal 
items such as apparel, for which the manufacturer offers a lower price per unit if order quantities 
exceed a given threshold. Such decisions also arise at the end of the life cycle for a product or 
spare parts. Future demand for the product or spare parts is uncertain, and the buyer has a single 
opportunity to order. The buyer must account for the discount when selecting the order size.

Consider a retailer of spare parts that has one last chance to order parts before the manufac-
turer stops production. The part has a retail price per unit of p, a cost to the retailer (without dis-
count) of c, and a salvage value of s. The manufacturer has offered a discounted price of cd if the 
retailer orders at least K units. The retailer can make its order size decision using the following 
steps:

 1. Using Co = c - s and Cu = p - c, evaluate the optimal cycle service level CSL* and 
order size O* without a discount using Equations 13.1 and 13.2, respectively. Evaluate the 
expected profit from ordering O* using Equation 13.3.

2. Using Co = cd - s and Cu = p - cd, evaluate the optimal cycle service level CSL*
d and 

order size O*
d with a discount using Equations 13.1 and 13.2, respectively. If O*

d Ú K, 
evaluate the expected profit from ordering O*

d units using Equation 13.3. If O*
d 6 K, evalu-

ate the expected profit from ordering K units using Equation 13.3.
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 3. Order	O* units if the profit in step 1 is higher. If the profit in step 2 is higher, order O*
d units 

if O*
d Ú K or K units if O*

d 6 K.

We	illustrate	the	procedure	in	Example	13-3	(see	worksheet	Example 13-3).

EXAMPLE 13-3 Evaluating Service Level with Quantity Discounts

SparesRUs, an auto parts retailer, must decide on the order size for a 20-year-old model of 
brakes. The manufacturer plans to discontinue production of these brakes after this last produc-
tion run. SparesRUs has forecast remaining demand for the brakes to be normally distributed, 
with a mean of 150 and a standard deviation of 40. The brakes have a retail price of $200. Any 
unsold brakes are useless and have no salvage value. The manufacturer plans to sell each brake 
for $50 if the order is for less than 200 brakes and $45 if the order is for at least 200 brakes. How 
many brakes should SparesRUs order?

Analysis:

In step 1, we calculate the optimal order quantity at the regular price c = $50:

 Cost of understocking = Cu = p - c = $200 - $50 = $150

 Cost of overstocking = Co = c - s = $50 - $0 = $50

Using	Equation	13.1,	we	deduce	that	the	optimal	CSL	is

CSL* = Prob1Demand … O*2 =
Cu

Cu + Co
=

150

150 + 50
= 0.75

Using Equation 13.2, the optimal order size is

O* = NORMINV  1CSL*, m, s2 = NORMINV  10.75, 150, 402 = 177

Using Equation 13.3, the expected profit if SparesRUs does not go after the discount is

Expected profit from ordering 177 units = $19,958

In step 2, we consider the discount price cd = $45 and obtain

 Cost of understocking = Cu = p - cd = $200 - $45 = $155

 Cost of overstocking = Co = cd - s = $45 - $0 = $45

Using	Equation	13.1,	we	deduce	that	the	optimal	CSL	with	the	discount	price	is

CSL*
d = Prob1Demand … O*

d2 =
Cu

Cu + Co
=

155

155 + 45
= 0.775

Using Equation 13.2, the optimal order size is

O*
d = NORMINV  1CSL*

d, m, s2 = NORMINV  10.775, 150, 402 = 180

Given that 180 6 200, the retailer must order at least 200 brakes to benefit from the discount. 
Thus, we calculate the expected profit from ordering 200 units using Equation 13.3 as

Expected profits from ordering 200 units at $45 each = $20,595

It is thus optimal for SparesRUs to order 200 brakes to take advantage of the quantity dis-
count. The expected overstock can be calculated using Equation 13.4 to be 52.
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Desired Cycle Service Level for Continuously Stocked Items

In this section, we focus on products such as detergent that are ordered repeatedly by a 
retail store such as Walmart. Walmart uses safety inventory to increase the level of avail-
ability and decrease the probability of stocking out between successive deliveries. If deter-
gent is left over in a replenishment cycle, it can be sold in the next cycle. It does not have 
to be disposed of at a lower cost. However, a holding cost is incurred as the product is car-
ried from one cycle to the next. The manager at Walmart is faced with the issue of deciding 
the CSL to aim for.

Two extreme scenarios should be considered:

 1. All demand that arises when the product is out of stock is backlogged and filled later, 
when inventories are replenished.

 2. All demand arising when the product is out of stock is lost.

The reality in most instances is somewhere in between, with some of the demand lost and 
other customers returning when the product is in stock. We consider both extreme cases.

We assume that demand per unit time is normally distributed, along with the following 
inputs:

 Q: Replenishment lot size

 S: Fixed cost associated with each order

 ROP: Reorder point

 D: Average demand per unit time

 sD: Standard deviation of demand per unit time

 ss: Safety inventory (recall that ss = ROP – DL)

 CSL: Cycle service level

 C: Unit cost

 h: Holding cost as a fraction of product cost per unit time

 H: Cost of holding one unit for one unit of time. H = hC

DEMAND DURING STOCKOUT IS BACKLOGGED We first consider the case in which all 
demand arising when the product is out of stock is backlogged. Because no demand is lost, 
minimizing costs becomes equivalent to maximizing profits. As an example, consider a Walmart 
store selling detergent. The store manager offers a rain check at a discount of Cu to each cus-
tomer wanting to buy detergent when it is out of stock. Assume that the rain check ensures that 
all these customers return when inventory is replenished. Thus, Cu is the backlogging or under-
stocking cost per unit.

If the store manager increases the level of safety inventory, more orders are satisfied 
from stock, resulting in lower backlogs. This decreases the backlogging or understocking cost. 
However, the cost of holding inventory increases. We start by considering the costs and bene-
fits of holding an additional unit of safety inventory in each replenishment cycle. If the safety 
inventory is increased from ss (which provides a cycle service level, CSL) to ss + 1 the supply 
chain incurs cost to hold the additional unit of inventory for a replenishment cycle (which has 
duration Q/D). The additional unit of safety inventory is beneficial (the benefit equals the cost 
of understocking Cu) if demand during the replenishment cycle is such that more than ss units 
of safety inventory are consumed [this happens with probability (1 – CSL)] We thus have the 
following:

Increased cost per replenishment cycle of additional safety inventory of 1 unit = (Q/D)H

              Benefit per replenishment cycle of additional safety inventory of 1 unit = (1 – CSL)Cu
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In this case, the optimal cycle service level is obtained by equating the additional cost and 
benefit to be

 
CSL* = 1 - c HQ

DCu
d   (13.6)

Given the optimal cycle service level, the required safety inventory can be evaluated using 
Equation 12.5 if demand is normally distributed.

From Equation 13.6, observe that increasing the lot size Q allows the store manager at 
Walmart to reduce the cycle service level and, thus, the safety inventory carried. This is because 
increasing the lot size increases the fill rate and thus reduces the quantity backlogged. One should 
be careful, however, because an increase in lot size raises the cycle inventory. In general, increas-
ing the lot size is not an effective way for a firm to improve product availability.

If the cost of stocking out is known, one can use Equation 13.6 to obtain the appropriate 
cycle service level (and thus the appropriate level of safety inventory). In many practical set-
tings, though, it is hard to estimate the cost of stocking out. In such a situation, a manager may 
want to evaluate the cost of a stockout implied by the current inventory policy. When a precise 
cost of stockout cannot be found, this implied stockout cost at least gives an idea of whether 
inventory should be increased, decreased, or kept about the same. In Example 13-4, we show 
how Equation 13.6 can be used to impute a cost of stocking out given an inventory policy (see 
worksheet Examples 13-4,5).

EXAMPLE 13-4 Imputing Cost of Stockout from Inventory Policy

Weekly demand for detergent at Walmart is normally distributed, with a mean of D = 100 gallons 
and a standard deviation of 𝜎D = 20 The replenishment lead time is L = 2 weeks. The store man-
ager at Walmart orders 400 gallons when the available inventory drops to 300 gallons. Each gal-
lon of detergent costs $3. The holding cost Walmart incurs is 20 percent. If all unfilled demand is 
backlogged and carried over to the next cycle, evaluate the cost of stocking out implied by the 
current replenishment policy.

Analysis:
In this case, we have

 Lot size, Q = 400 gallons

 Reorder point, ROP = 300 gallons

 Average demand per week, D = 100

 Standard deviation of demand per week, sD = 20

 Unit cost, C = $3

 Holding cost as a fraction of product cost per year, h = 0.2

 Cost of holding one unit for one year, H = hC = $0.6

 Lead time, L = 2 weeks

We thus have

Mean demand over lead time, DL = DL = 200 gallons

Standard deviation of demand over lead time, sL = sD1L = 2012 = 28.3

Because demand is normally distributed, we can use Equations 12.4 and 12.22 to evaluate 
the	CSL	under	the	current	inventory	policy:

CSL = F  1ROP, DL, sL2 = NORMDIST  1300, 200, 28.3, 12 = 0.9998
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We can thus deduce that the imputed cost of stocking out (using Equation 13.6) is given by

Cu =
HQ

11 - CSL2D =
0.6 * 400

11 - 0.99982 * 100 * 52
= $230.77 per gallon

The implication here is that if each shortage of a gallon of detergent costs Walmart $230.77, 
the current CSL of 0.9998 is optimal. In this particular example, one can claim that the store 
manager is carrying too much inventory because the cost of stocking out of detergent is unlikely 
to be $230.77 per gallon.

A manager can use the previous analysis to decide whether the imputed cost of stocking 
out, and thus the inventory policy, is reasonable.

DEMAND DURING STOCKOUT IS LOST When unfilled demand during the stockout period is 
lost, the optimal cycle service level CSL* is given as

 

CSL* = 1 -
HQ

HQ + DCu
  (13.7)

We have assumed that Cu is the cost of losing one unit of demand during the stockout 
period. From comparing Equations 13.6 and 13.7, observe that for the same cost of understock-
ing, a supply chain should offer a higher cycle service level if sales are lost rather than back-
logged. In Example 13-5, we evaluate the optimal cycle service level if demand is lost during the 
stockout period (see worksheet Examples 13-4,5).

EXAMPLE 13-5 Evaluating Optimal Service Level When Unmet  
Demand Is Lost

Consider the situation in Example 13-4 but make the assumption that all demand during a stock-
out is lost. Assume that the cost of losing one unit of demand is $2. Evaluate the optimal cycle 
service level that the store manager at Walmart should target.

Analysis:

In this case, we have

 Lot size, Q = 400 gallons

 Average demand per year, D = 100 * 52 = 5,200

 Cost of holding one unit for one year, H = $0.6

 Cost of understocking, Cu = $2

Using Equation 13.7, the optimal cycle service level is given as

CSL* = 1 -
HQ

HQ + DCu
= 1 -

0.6 * 400

0.6 * 400 + 2 * 5,200
= 0.98

The store manager at Walmart should target a cycle service level of 98 percent.

13.3 MANAGERIAL LEVERS TO IMPROVE SUPPLY  
CHAIN PROFITABILITY

Having identified the factors that influence the optimal level of product availability, we now 
focus on actions a manager can take to improve supply chain profitability. We have shown in 
Section 13.2 that the costs of overstocking and understocking have a direct impact on both the 
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optimal cycle service level and profitability. Two obvious managerial levers to increase profit-
ability are thus

 1. Increasing the salvage value of each unit increases profitability (as well as the optimal 
cycle service level).

 2. Decreasing the margin lost from a stockout increases profitability (by allowing a lower 
optimal cycle service level).

Strategies to increase the salvage value include selling to outlet stores so leftover units are 
not merely discarded. Some companies, such as Sport Obermeyer, which sells winter wear in the 
United States, sell the surplus in South America, where the winter corresponds to the North 
American summer. The increased salvage value of the surplus allows Sport Obermeyer to pro-
vide a higher level of product availability in the United States and increase its profits. The growth 
of online liquidators such as Overstock.com helps retailers by increasing their salvage value for 
overstocked products. Increasing the salvage value of leftover units allows a firm to increase 
profits by providing a higher level of product availability because the cost of excess inventory 
has been reduced.

Strategies to decrease the margin lost in a stockout include arranging for backup sourcing 
(which may be more expensive) so customers are not lost forever. The practice of purchasing 
product from a competitor on the open market to satisfy customer demand is observed and justi-
fied by the earlier reasoning. In the MRO supply industry, McMaster-Carr and W.W. Grainger, 
two major competitors, are also large customers for each other.

The cost of understocking can also be decreased by providing the customer with a substi-
tute product. Decreasing the cost of understocking allows a firm to increase profits by providing 
a lower level of product availability (because there are alternatives available to serve the cus-
tomer), thus decreasing the amount of excess inventory at the end of the season.

The optimal cycle service level as a function of the ratio of the cost of overstocking and the 
cost of understocking is shown in Figure 13-2. Observe that as this ratio gets smaller, the optimal 
level of product availability increases. This fact explains the difference in the level of product 
availability between a high-end store such as Nordstrom and a discount store. Nordstrom has 
higher margins and thus a higher cost of understocking. It should thus provide a higher level of 
product availability than a discount store with lower margins and, as a result, a lower cost of 
stocking out.

CSL*

1

Co /Cu

FIGURE 13-2 Impact on Optimal Cycle Service Level of Changing 
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Another significant managerial lever to improve supply chain profitability is the reduction 
of demand uncertainty. With reduced demand uncertainty, a supply chain manager can better 
match supply and demand by reducing both overstocking and understocking. A manager can 
reduce demand uncertainty via the following means:

 1. Improved forecasting: Use better market intelligence and collaboration to reduce 
demand uncertainty.

 2. Quick response: Reduce replenishment lead time so multiple orders may be placed dur-
ing the selling season.

 3. Postponement: In a multiproduct setting, postpone product differentiation until closer to 
the point of sale.

 4. Tailored sourcing: Use a supplier with a short lead time, but perhaps higher cost, as a 
backup for a supplier that has a low cost but perhaps a long lead time.

Next, we study the impact of each of these actions on supply chain performance.

Improving Forecasts: Impact on Profits and Inventories

Companies have tried to better understand their customers and coordinate actions within the sup-
ply chain to improve forecast accuracy. The use of demand planning information systems has 
also helped in this regard. We show that improved forecast accuracy can help a firm significantly 
increase its profitability while decreasing the excess inventory overstocked as well as the sales 
lost because of understocking. We illustrate the impact of improving forecast accuracy in Exam-
ple 13-6 (see worksheet Example 13-6).

EXAMPLE 13-6 Impact of Improved Forecasts

Consider a buyer at Bloomingdale’s who is responsible for purchasing dinnerware with Christ-
mas patterns. The dinnerware sells only during the Christmas season, and the buyer places an 
order for delivery in early November. Each dinnerware set costs c = $100 and sells for a retail 
price of p = $250 Any sets unsold by Christmas are heavily discounted in the post-Christmas 
sales and are sold for a salvage value of s = $80 The buyer has estimated that demand is normally 
distributed, with a mean of µ = 350 Historically, forecast errors have had a standard deviation of 
𝜎 = 150 The buyer has decided to conduct additional market research to get a better forecast. 
Evaluate the impact of improved forecast accuracy on profitability and inventories as the buyer 
reduces s from 150 to 0 in increments of 30.

Analysis:

In this case, we have

 Cost of understocking = Cu = p - c = $250 - $100 = $150

 Cost of overstocking = Co = c - s = $100 - $80 = $20

Using Equation 13.1, we have

CSL* = Prob1Demand … O*2 Ú
150

150 + 20
= 0.88

The optimal order size is obtained using Equation 13.2 and the expected profit using 
Equation 13.3. The order size and expected profit as forecast accuracy (measured by standard 
deviation of forecast error) varies are shown in Table 13-3.
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Example 13-6 illustrates that as a firm improves its forecast accuracy, expected quantity 
overstocked and understocked declines and expected profit increases. This relationship is shown 
in Figure 13-3.

Quick Response: Impact on Profits and Inventories

Quick response is the set of actions a supply chain takes to reduce the replenishment lead time. 
Supply chain managers are able to improve their forecast accuracy as lead times decrease, which 
allows them to better match supply with demand and increase supply chain profitability. We have 
discussed the benefits of lead time reduction for regularly stocked items such as detergent in Chap-
ter 12 (see Example 12-6). We now focus on the benefits of lead time reduction for seasonal items.

To illustrate the issues, consider the example of Saks Fifth Avenue, a high-end department 
store, which purchases cashmere shawls from India and Nepal. The selling season for cashmere 
shawls is about 14 weeks. Historically, replenishment lead times have been on the order of 25 to 

TABLE 13-3 Expected Profit and Order Size at Bloomingdale’s

Standard Deviation of 
Forecast Error S

Optimal Order  
Size O*

Expected  
Overstock

Expected  
Understock

Expected 
Profit

150 526 186.7 8.6 $47,469

120 491 149.3 6.9 $48,476

90 456 112.0 5.2 $49,482

60 420 74.7 3.5 $50,488

30 385 37.3 1.7 $51,494

0 350 0 0 $52,500

Key Point

An increase in forecast accuracy decreases both the overstocked and understocked quantity and increases 
a firm’s profits.

FIGURE 13-3 Variation of Profit and Inventories with Forecast Accuracy
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30 weeks. With a 30-week lead time, the buyer at Saks must place the entire order well before the 
start of the sales season. It is difficult for a buyer to make an accurate forecast of demand this far 
in advance. This results in high-demand uncertainty, leading the buyer to order either too many 
or too few shawls each year.

Typically, buyers are able to make accurate forecasts once they have observed sales for the 
first week or two in the season. If lead times can be shortened to facilitate the use of actual sales 
when placing part of the seasonal order, there can be significant benefits for the supply chain. 
Consider the situation in which manufacturers are able to reduce replenishment lead time to six 
weeks. This reduction allows the buyer at Saks to break up the entire season’s purchase into two 
orders, each covering seven weeks of demand. The first order is placed six weeks before the start 
of the sales season. The buyer orders what the store expects to sell over the first seven weeks of 
the season. The first order must be placed without observing any sales. Once the season starts, 
the buyer observes sales for the first week and places a second order after the first week for the 
final seven weeks of the season. When placing the second order, the buyer can use sales informa-
tion from the first week of the season. The improved accuracy of the buyer’s predictions allows 
Saks to use the second order to better match supply and demand, resulting in higher profits.

When multiple orders are placed in the season, it is not possible to provide formulas like 
Equations 13.1 to 13.5 that specify the optimal order quantity, the expected profit, expected over-
stock, and expected understock. Rather, we must use simulation (see Appendix 13F) or approxi-
mations to identify the impact of different ordering policies. We illustrate the impact of being able 
to place multiple orders in a season using approximations on the Saks example discussed earlier.

The buyer at Saks must decide on the quantity of cashmere shawls to order from India 
and Nepal for the upcoming winter season. The unit cost of each shawl is c = $40, and the 
shawl retails for p = $150 A discount store purchases any leftover shawls at the end of the sea-
son for s = $30 each. After the sales season of 14 weeks, any leftover shawls are sold to the 
discount store.

Before the start of the sales season, the buyer forecasts weekly demand to be normally 
distributed, with a mean of D = 20 and a standard deviation of 𝜎D = 15 We compare the impact 
of the following two ordering policies:

 1. Supply lead time is more than 15 weeks. As a result, a single order must be placed at the 
beginning of the season to cover the entire season’s demand.

 2. Supply lead time is reduced to six weeks. As a result, two orders are placed for the season, 
one to be delivered at the beginning of the season and the other to be placed at the end of 
week 1 and delivered at the beginning of week 8.

For policy 2, we assume that once the buyer sees sales for the first week, she is able to 
forecast demand for the first seven-week period accurately (this approximation allows us to 
quantify the benefits of the second order). She is still not able to predict sales for the second 
seven-week period. In terms of her forecasting ability for the second seven-week period, we con-
sider two scenarios—one in which the buyer’s forecast accuracy does not improve for the second 
order (i.e., the standard deviation of forecast demand stays at 15), and another in which it 
improves and the buyer is able to reduce the standard deviation of the forecast to 3 instead of 15. 
We also assume that demand is independent across weeks.

We first start with buyers placing a single order for the season. Given that the season lasts 
14 weeks and demand is independent across weeks, we obtain the following (using Equation 12.1):

Expected demand of shawls in the season = m = 14D = 14 * 20 = 280

Standard deviation of seasonal demand, s = 114sD = 114 * 15 = 56.1

Using Equation 13.1, the optimal cycle service level is given by

CSL* =
p - c

p - s
=

150 - 40

150 - 30
= 0.92
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The optimal order quantity for a single order is obtained using Equation 13.2:

O* = NORMINV  1CSL*, m, s2 = NORMINV  10.92, 280, 56.12 = 358

For an order of 358 shawls, we obtain

 Expected profit with a single order1using Equation 13.32 = $29,767

 Expected overstock1using Equation 13.42 = 79.8

 Expected understock1using Equation 13.52 = 2.14

Given that the cost of overstocking is $10 per shawl and the cost of understocking is $110 per 
shawl, we obtain

 Expected cost of overstocking = 79.8 * $10 = $798

 Expected cost of understocking = 2.14 * $110 = $235

If there were no demand uncertainty, demand over the season would be 280 shawls with a profit 
of 280 * $110 = $30,800.	Observe	that	expected	profit	is	reduced	by	$30,800 - $29,767 = 
$1,033 = $798 + $235 because of uncertainty. Thus, uncertainty reduces the expected profit by 
the expected cost of overstocking and understocking.

From the preceding analysis, it also follows that the reduction of uncertainty as a result of 
shortening lead times will increase profits in the season by $1,033 at most.

We now describe a procedure that can be used to estimate the benefit of placing two orders 
in a season. We assume that the first order aims to cover demand for the first seven weeks and the 
second order for the last seven weeks. Given that the buyer will see the first week of demand 
before placing the second order, we have assumed that she will accurately be able to predict sales 
in the first seven-week period. Thus, her second order can take into account any leftover inven-
tory from the first order.

First, consider that no improvement in forecast accuracy occurs after observing the first 
period	demand	(standard	deviation	of	weekly	demand	remains	15).	For	each	seven-week	period,	
we obtain the following:

Expected demand of shawls in seven weeks = m7 = 7 * 20 = 140

Standard deviation of demand over seven weeks = s7 = 17 * 15 = 39.7

The optimal cycle service level is maintained at 0.92. Using Equation 13.2, we obtain the size of 
the first order to be

O1 = NORMINV  1CSL*, m7, s72 = NORMINV  10.92, 140, 39.72 = 195

For an order of 195 shawls, we obtain

 Expected profit from seven weeks1using Equation 13.32 = $14,670

 Expected overstock1using Equation 13.42 = 56.4

 Expected understock1using Equation 13.52 = 1.51

Recall that the buyer can accurately predict sales over the first seven-week period when she 
places the second order at the end of week 1. Thus, any overstock resulting from the first order 
will be used to adjust the size of the second order. We also assume that any understock in the 
first seven weeks is served from shawls that arrive in the second order. Given that the desired 
starting inventory for the second seven-week period is 195 shawls, the expected overstock at the 
end of the first seven-week period is 56.4 shawls, and the expected understock is 1.51 shawls, 
the second order will be only 195 – 56.4 + 1.51 = 140.11 shawls, on average. Given that all 
overstock from the first seven-week period is used to lower the order size for the second seven-
week period and all understock is served from the second order, there is no overstock or under-
stock cost from the first order. There is an expected overstock of 56.4 shawls (this is the expected 
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We add (56.4 × $10) + (1.51 × $110) to the expected profit from the first seven-week half because 
there is effectively no overstock that must be sold to the discount store at the end of the first 
seven weeks or understock where margin is lost. Our analysis indicates that allowing for a sec-
ond order in the season increases profits by $30,070 – $29,767 = $303 even if there is no improve-
ment in forecast accuracy for the second seven-week period. The profit increase will be smaller, 
however, if we assume that customers who do not find the product at the end of the first seven 
weeks are unwilling to wait for the second order to arrive. Observe that as a result of allowing a 
second order, the total order quantity has decreased from 358 shawls to 195 + 140.1 = 335.1 
shawls. The expected overstock at the end of the season has decreased from 79.8 to 56.4 shawls 
and the expected understock has decreased to 1.51.

From our analysis, we observe three important consequences of being able to place a sec-
ond replenishment order in the season after observing some sales:

 1. The expected total quantity ordered during the season with two orders is less than that with 
a single order for the same cycle service level. In other words, it is possible to provide the 
same level of product availability to the customer with less inventory if a second, follow-up 
order is allowed after observing some sales.

 2. The average overstock to be disposed of at the end of the sales season and the expected 
understock is less if a follow-up order is allowed after observing some sales.

 3. The profits are higher when a follow-up order is allowed during the sales season.

In other words, as the total quantity for the season is broken up into multiple smaller orders, 
with the size of each order based on some observed sales, the buyer is better able to match supply 
and demand and increase profitability for Saks. These relationships are shown in Figures 13-4  
and 13-5.

We now consider the case in which the buyer improves her forecast accuracy for the sec-
ond order after observing some of the season’s demand. As a result, the standard deviation of 
weekly demand forecast drops from 15 to 3 for the second seven-week period. In this setting, the 

FIGURE 13-4 Leftover Inventory Versus Number of Order Cycles per Season

overstock when starting the second seven-week period with 195 shawls) and an expected under-
stock of 1.51 shawls at the end of the season.

The expected profit at the end of the season is thus given by the sum of the expected profit 
from each seven-week period and the overstock and understock cost recovered from the first 
seven-week period as follows:

Expected profit from season = $14,670 + (56.4 × $10) + (1.51 × $110) + $14,670 = $30,070
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first order stays at 195 shawls, as discussed earlier. For the second order, however, we must 
account for the fact that the standard deviation of weekly demand has dropped to 3. As a result, 
we obtain

 Expected demand of shawls in seven weeks = m7 = 7 * 20 = 140

 Standard deviation of demand over first seven weeks = s7 = 17 * 15 = 39.7

 Standard deviation of demand over second seven weeks = s2
7 = 17 * 3 = 7.9

The optimal cycle service level is maintained at 0.92. Using Equation 13.2, we obtain the 
desired number of shawls at the beginning of the first seven weeks to be O1 = 195 as before and 
that at the beginning of the second seven weeks to be O2 where:

O2 = NORMINV  1CSL*, m7, s
2
72 = NORMINV  10.92, 140, 7.92 = 151

As in the previous analysis, we assume that the buyer is accurately able to predict sales for the 
first seven-week period after observing sales for the first week. She thus accounts for the over-
stock and understock at the end of the first seven week period when placing her second order. 
Given an expected overstock of 56.4 shawls and an expected understock of 1.51 from the first 
order, the net second order is thus 151 – 56.4 + 1.51 = 96.11 shawls. With 151 shawls at the start 
of the second seven weeks, we obtain

 Expected profit from second order1using Equation 13.32 = $15,254

 Expected overstock1using Equation 13.42 = 11.3

 Expected understock1using Equation 13.52 = 0.30

Again observe that there is no overstock cost at the end of the first seven weeks and we have 
assumed that customer orders that are understocked in the first order are served from the second 
order. Thus, the net profits for the season are $14,670 (first seven weeks) + 56.4 * $10 (no over-
stock at the end of first seven weeks) + 1.51 * $110 (understock is served from second order) + 
$15,254 (second seven weeks) = $30,654. If forecast accuracy improves as a result of observing 
early seasonal demand, the season’s profit increases by $30,654 – $29,767 = $887. The expected 
overstock at the end of the season has now declined to 11.3 units and the expected understock to 
0.3 units. A second order and improved forecast accuracy as a result of seeing early season sales 
thus increase profits and decrease overstocks and understock.

FIGURE 13-5 Expected Profit Versus Number of Order Cycles per Season
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Zara, the Spanish apparel retailer, has built its entire strategy around quick response. At a 
time when most of its competitors were cutting costs by outsourcing production to low-cost 
countries, Zara focused on reducing response time by setting up production facilities in Spain. 
While competitors had lead times that ranged from three to nine months, Zara was able to reduce 
its design-to-shelf lead times to three to four weeks. Given a three-month sales season (for each 
of fall, winter, spring, and summer), competitors were forced to make sourcing decisions well 
before the start of a season. In contrast, Zara divided the three-month sales season into three one-
month periods. For the first month, Zara decided on quantities without knowing what sales would 
be. These quantities, however, were much lower than what the competition was required to order 
for the entire three-month season. For the second month, Zara made its production decisions 
after observing the first week of demand (Zara also observed demand at its competition). For the 
third month, Zara made its production decisions after observing the entire first month of sales. In 
each instance, observing sales allowed Zara to significantly improve its forecast accuracy. The 
result was that Zara was able to bring in more of what was selling without wasting precious pro-
duction capacity on what was not likely to sell. Quick response allowed Zara to respond to trends 
rather than have to predict them. This resulted in higher profits for Zara because it produced what 
was selling and had less overstock and understock. The New York Times reported in 2006 that 
“Zara books 85 percent of the full ticket price for its merchandise while the industry average is 
60 percent.”

From our previous discussion, quick response is clearly advantageous to a retailer in a sup-
ply chain—with one caveat. As the manufacturer reduces replenishment lead times, allowing for 
a second order, we have seen that the retailer’s order size drops. In effect, the manufacturer sells 
less to the retailer. Thus, quick response results in the manufacturer making a lower profit in the 
short term if all else is unchanged. This is an important point to consider, because decreasing 
replenishment lead times requires tremendous effort from the manufacturer, yet seems to benefit 
the retailer at the expense of the manufacturer. The benefits resulting from quick response should 
be shared appropriately across the supply chain. This was easier for Zara, which was vertically 
integrated into responsive manufacturing and retailing. It can be a challenge, however, for retail-
ers that outsource manufacturing.

Postponement: Impact on Profits and Inventories

As discussed in Chapter 12, postponement refers to the delay of product differentiation until 
closer to the sale of the product. With postponement, all activities prior to product differentiation 
require aggregate forecasts that are more accurate than individual product forecasts. Individual 
product forecasts are required close to the time of sale when demand is known with greater accu-
racy. As a result, postponement allows a supply chain to better match supply with demand. Post-
ponement can be a powerful managerial lever to increase profitability. It can be particularly 
valuable if customers are willing to wait for delivery. If the supply chain can postpone product 
differentiation until after receiving the customer order, a significant increase in profits and reduc-
tion in inventories can be achieved.

The major benefit of postponement arises from the improved matching of supply and 
demand. There is a cost associated with postponement, however, because the production cost 
using postponement is typically higher than the production cost without it. For example, the 

Key Point

If quick response allows multiple replenishment orders in the season, profits increase and the overstock 
and understock quantities decrease. Multiple replenishments allow the supply chain to better match sup-
ply and demand by being able to respond to trends rather than having to forecast them.
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production process at Benetton, where assembled knit garments are dyed, costs about 10 per-
cent more than if dyed thread is knitted. Similarly, when retailers mix paint at stores rather than 
at the factory, manufacturing costs increase because there is a loss of economies of scale in 
mixing. Given the increased production cost from postponement, a company should ensure that 
the inventory benefits of postponement are larger than the additional costs.

Postponement is valuable for a firm that sells a large variety of products with demand that 
is unpredictable, independent, and comparable in size. We illustrate this using the example of 
Benetton selling knit garments in solid colors. Starting with thread, two steps are needed to com-
plete the garment—dyeing and knitting. Traditionally, thread was dyed and then the garment was 
knitted (Option 1). Benetton developed a procedure whereby dyeing was postponed until after 
the garment was knitted (Option 2).

Benetton sells each knit garment at a retail price p = $50. Option 1 (no postponement) 
results in a manufacturing cost of $20, whereas Option 2 (postponement) results in a manufac-
turing cost of $22 per garment. Benetton disposes of any unsold garments at the end of the 
season in a clearance for s = $10 each. The knitting or manufacturing process takes a total of 20 
weeks. For the sake of discussion, we assume that Benetton sells garments in four colors. 
Twenty weeks in advance, Benetton forecasts demand for each color to be normally distributed, 
with a mean of µ = 1,000 and a standard deviation of 𝜎 = 500 Demand for each color is indepen-
dent. With Option 1, Benetton makes the buying decision for each color 20 weeks before the 
sale period and holds separate inventories for each color. With Option 2, Benetton forecasts 
only the aggregate uncolored thread to purchase 20 weeks in advance. The inventory held is 
based on the aggregate demand across all four colors. Benetton decides the quantity for indi-
vidual colors after demand is known. We now quantify the impact of postponement for Benet-
ton. All analysis is detailed in the spreadsheet Chapter13-postponement-Benetton. See 
worksheet Benetton for the following analysis.

With Option 1, Benetton must decide on the quantity of colored thread to purchase for 
each color. For each color we have

Retail price, p = $50

Manufacturing cost, c = $20

Salvage value, s = $10

Using Equation 13.1, we obtain the optimal cycle service level for each color as

CSL* =
p - c

p - s
=

50 - 20

50 - 10
= 0.75

Using Equation 13.2, the optimal purchase quantity of thread in each color is

O* = NORMINV  1CSL*, m, s2 = NORMINV  10.75, 1000, 5002 = 1,337

Thus, it is optimal for Benetton to produce 1,337 units of each color. Using Equation 13.3, 
the expected profit from each color is

Expected profits = $23,644

Using Equations 13.4 and 13.5, the expected overstock and understock for each color is

 Expected overstock = 412

 Expected understock = 75

Using	Option	1,	across	all	four	colors	Benetton	thus	produces	4 * 1,337 = 5,348 sweaters. 
This results in an expected profit of 4 * 23,644 = $94,576, with an average of 4 * 412 = 1,648 
sweaters sold on clearance at the end of the season and 4 * 75 = 300 customers turned away 
for lack of sweaters.
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Under Option 2, Benetton has to decide only the total number of sweaters across all four 
colors to be produced, because they can be dyed to the appropriate colors once demand is known. 
In this case, we have

Retail price, p = $50

Manufacturing cost, c = $22

Salvage value, s = $10

Using Equation 13.1, the optimal cycle service level for each color is

CSL* =
p - c

p - s
=

50 - 22

50 - 10
= 0.70

Given that demand for each color is independent, total demand across all four colors can 
be evaluated using Equation 12.15 to be normally distributed, with a mean of μA and a standard 
deviation of sA, where

mA = 4 * 1,000 = 4,000 sA = 14 * 500 = 1,000

Using Equation 13.2, the optimal aggregate production quantity for Benetton is given by 
O* 

A, where

OA
* = NORMINV  10.7, mA, sA2 = NORMINV  10.7, 4000, 10002 = 4,524

Under	Option	2,	it	is	optimal	for	Benetton	to	produce	4,524	undyed	sweaters,	to	be	dyed	
as demand by color is available. The expected profit with postponement is evaluated using 
Equation 13.3 as

Expected profits = $98,092

Using Equations 13.4 and 13.5, the expected overstock is 715 and the expected understock 
is 190. Thus, postponement increases expected profits for Benetton from $94,576 to $98,092. 
Expected overstock declines from 1,648 to 715, and the expected understock declines from 300 
to 190. Clearly, the use of postponement and production using Option 2 is a good choice for 
Benetton in this case.

The benefits of postponement decrease significantly if demand across the different colors 
is positively correlated. In the Benetton example, we find that postponement is not valuable if the 
correlation coefficient across each color is 𝜌 = 0.2 or higher.

The benefits of postponement also decrease significantly if demand is more predictable. If 
the standard deviation of demand for each color decreases to 300 or less, our analysis shows that 
Option 2 with postponement results in lower profits than Option 1 without postponement.

Key Point

Postponement allows a firm to increase profits and better match supply and demand if the firm produces 
a large variety of products whose demand is unpredictable and not positively correlated, and is of about 
the same size. The value of postponement decreases us uncertainty decreases or demand is positively 
correlated across end products.

Postponement is not very effective if a large fraction of demand comes from a single prod-
uct. The benefit from aggregation is small in this case, whereas the increased production cost 
applies to all items produced. We illustrate this idea once again using Benetton as an example 
(see worksheet Postponement with dominant prod).

Assume that demand for red sweaters at Benetton is forecast to be normally distributed, 
with a mean of µred = 3,100 and a standard deviation of 𝜎red = 800. Demand for the other three 
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colors is forecast to be normally distributed, with a mean of m = 300 and a standard deviation of 
s = 200.	Observe	that	red	sweaters	constitute	about	80	percent	of	demand.

Under	Option	1,	the	optimal	cycle	service	level	CSL* is 0.75, as evaluated earlier. Using 
Equation 13.2, the optimal production of red sweaters is given by

O*
red = NORMINV  1CSL*, mred, sred2 = NORMINV  10.75, 3100, 8002 = 3,640

Using Equation 13.3, the expected profit from red sweaters is $82,831. Using Equa-
tion 13.4, the expected overstock of red sweaters is 659; using Equation 13.5, the expected 
understock of red sweaters is 119. For each of the other three colors, we can similarly evalu-
ate the optimal production to be O* where

O* = NORMINV  1CSL*, m, s2 = NORMINV  10.75, 300, 2002 = 435

This results in an expected profit of $6,458, an expected overstock of 165, and an expected 
understock	of	30	for	each	of	the	other	three	colors.	Across	all	four	colors,	Option	1	thus	results	
in the following:

Total production = 3,640 + 3 * 435 = 4,945

Expected profit = $82,831 + 3 * $6,458 = $102,205

Expected overstock = 659 + 3 * 165 = 1,154

Expected understock = 119 + 3 * 30 = 209

Under	Option	2,	Benetton	has	to	decide	only	the	total	production	across	all	four	colors.	
Given that demand for each color is independent, total demand across all four colors can be 
evaluated using Equation 12.13 to be normally distributed, with a mean of μA and a standard 
deviation of sA, where

mA = 3,100 + 3 * 300 = 4,000; sA = 28002 + 3 * 2002 = 872

Under	Option	2,	we	repeat	all	calculations	to	obtain	the	following:

Total production = 4,457

Expected profit = $99,876

Expected overstock = 623

Expected understock = 166

In this case, Benetton sees its profits decline even though both overstock and understock have 
decreased as a result of postponement. This is because a large fraction of demand is from red 
sweaters, which can already be forecast with reasonably good accuracy. Postponement and the 
resulting aggregation thus do little to improve the forecasting accuracy of red sweaters. They do, 
however, improve the forecasting accuracy for the other three colors, but they represent a small 
fraction of demand. Meanwhile, the production costs increase for all sweaters (including red 
sweaters). As a result, the increased production costs outweigh the benefits from postponement 
across all colors.

Key Point

Postponement may reduce overall profits for a firm if a single product contributes the majority of the 
demand because the increased manufacturing expense due to postponement outweighs the small benefit 
that aggregation provides in this case for the dominant product.

Next, we discuss how tailored postponement can be an effective strategy when complete 
postponement is not appropriate.
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Tailored Postponement: Impact on Profits and Inventories

In tailored postponement, a firm uses production with postponement to satisfy a part of its demand, 
with the rest being satisfied without postponement. Tailored postponement produces higher profits 
than when no postponement is used or all products are manufactured using postponement. Under 
tailored postponement, a firm produces the amount that is predictable using the lower-cost production 
method without postponement. The firm produces the portion of demand that is uncertain using post-
ponement. On the portion of the demand that is predictable, postponement provides little value in 
terms of increased forecast accuracy. The firm thus produces that portion using the lower-cost method 
to lower the manufacturing cost. On the portion of demand that is uncertain, postponement signifi-
cantly improves forecast accuracy. The firm is thus willing to incur the increased production cost to 
achieve the benefit from the improved matching of supply and demand. We now illustrate the idea of 
tailored postponement, returning to the example of Benetton (see worksheet Tailored postponement).

One way to implement tailored postponement is to produce high-demand, predictable products 
without postponement and produce only the unpredictable products using postponement. Let us 
return to the Benetton data with red sweaters constituting about 80 percent of demand. Recall that 
demand for red sweaters at Benetton is forecast to be normally distributed, with a mean of µred = 3,100 
and a standard deviation of 𝜎red = 800. Demand for the other three colors is forecast to be normally 
distributed, with a mean of µ = 300 and a standard deviation of 𝜎 = 200. We evaluated that postponing 
all colors decreases profits for Benetton by more than $2,000 (from $102,205 to $99,876). However, 
if we tailor postponement so red sweaters are made using the traditional method and only the other 
colors are postponed, profits actually increase by $1,009, to $103,213.

A more sophisticated approach to postponement separates all demand into base load and 
variation. The base load is manufactured using the low-cost method without postponement, and 
only the variation is made using postponement. This more sophisticated form of tailored sourc-
ing is more complex to implement but can be valuable even when all products being postponed 
have similar demand, as we illustrate next (see spreadsheet Table13-4). Consider the scenario in 
which Benetton is selling four colors, and the forecast demand for each color is normally distrib-
uted, with a mean of µ = 1,000 and a standard deviation of 𝜎 = 500. We have observed earlier that 
the use of complete postponement (every sweater is postponed) in this instance increases profits 
at Benetton from $94,576 to $98,092.

We now consider a situation in which Benetton applies tailored postponement and uses both 
Option 1 (dye thread and then knit garment) and Option 2 (dye the knit garment) for production. 
For each color, Benetton identifies a quantity Q1 (the base load) to be manufactured using Option 
1 and an aggregate quantity QA to be manufactured using Option 2, with colors for the aggregate 
quantity being assigned when demand is known. We now identify the appropriate tailored post-
ponement policy and its impact on profits and inventories. There is no formula that can be used to 
evaluate the optimal policy and profits in this case. We thus resort to simulations to study the 
impact of different policies. The results of various simulations are shown in Table 13-4. From 
Table 13-4, we see that Benetton can increase its expected profit by using a tailored postponement 
policy under which Q1 units of each color are produced using Option 1 and QA units are produced 
using Option 2. The resulting profit is higher than if all units are produced entirely using Option 1 
(no postponement) or Option 2 (complete postponement). It is best to select Q1 such that it is quite 
likely that demand for each color is Q1 or higher. The tailored postponement policy exploits this 
fact and produces Q1 units using Option 1, which has a low cost. QA units are produced using 
Option 2 so demand uncertainty can be reduced by aggregation.

Key Point

Tailored postponement allows a firm to increase its profitability by postponing only the uncertain part of the 
demand and producing the predictable part at a lower cost without postponement. Tailored postponement is 
more profitable than either no postponement or complete postponement but can be complex to implement.
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Tailored Sourcing: Impact on Profits and Inventories

In tailored sourcing, firms use a combination of two supply sources, one focusing on cost but 
unable to handle uncertainty well, and the other focusing on flexibility to handle uncertainty, but 
at a higher cost. For tailored sourcing to be effective, having supply sources such that one serves 
as the backup to the other is not sufficient. The two sources must also focus on different capa-
bilities. The low-cost source must focus on being efficient and should be required to supply only 
the predictable portion of the demand. The flexible source should focus on being responsive and 
be required to supply the uncertain portion of the demand. As a result, tailored sourcing allows a 
firm to increase its profits and better match supply and demand. The value of tailored sourcing 
depends on the reduction in cost that can be achieved as a result of one source facing no vari-
ability. If this benefit is small, tailored sourcing may not be ideal because of the added complex-
ity of implementation. Tailored sourcing may be volume based or product based, depending on 
the source of uncertainty.

In volume-based tailored sourcing, the predictable part of a product’s demand is produced 
at an efficient facility, whereas the uncertain portion is produced at a flexible facility. Benetton 
provides an example of volume-based tailored sourcing. Benetton required retailers to commit to 
about 65 percent of their orders about seven months before the start of the sales season. Benetton 
subcontracted production of this portion without uncertainty to low-cost sources that had long 
lead times of several months. For the other 35 percent, Benetton allowed retailers to commit 
orders much closer to or even after the start of the selling season. All uncertainty was concen-
trated in this portion of the order. Benetton produced this portion of the order in a plant it owned 
that was very flexible. Production at the Benetton plant was more expensive than production by 
the subcontractor. However, the plant could produce with a lead time of weeks, whereas subcon-
tractors had a lead time of several months. A combination of the two sources allowed Benetton to 
reduce its inventories while incurring a high cost of production for only a fraction of its demand. 
This allowed it to increase profits.

Volume-based tailored sourcing should be considered by firms that have moved a lot of 
their production overseas to take advantage of lower costs. The lower costs have also been 
accompanied by longer lead times. In such a situation, having a flexible local source with short 
lead times can be an effective complement to the long-lead-time overseas supplier even if the 
local source is more expensive. Long lead times require large safety inventories, and the result-
ing mismatch of supply and demand hurts profits. The presence of the local source allows the 
firm to carry lower safety inventories and supply any excess demand from the local source. 

TABLE 13-4 Average of 500 Simulations for Tailored Postponement Policies

Manufacturing Policy

Q1 QA

Average  
Profit

Average  
Overstock

Average 
Understock

0 4,524 $97,847 510 210

1,337 0 $94,377 1,369 282

700 1,850 $102,730 308 168

800 1,550 $104,603 427 170

900 950 $101,326 607 266

900 1,050 $101,647 664 230

1,000 850 $100,312 815 195

1,000 950 $100,951 803 149

1,100 550 $99,180 1,026 211

1,100 650 $100,510 1,008 185
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The most effective combination is for the overseas source to focus on replenishing cycle inven-
tories, ignoring uncertainty. The local source is used as a backup any time demand exceeds the 
inventory available.

Allon and Van Mieghem (2010) describe a high-tech manufacturer of wireless transmis-
sion components with facilities in China and Mexico. The Chinese facility was cheaper but had 
lead times that were five to ten times longer than those from Mexico. A simulation study indi-
cated that the use of tailored sourcing was the most effective strategy in this case. Allon and Van 
Mieghem (2010) recommend a tailored base-surge (TBS) inventory policy, under which a con-
stant base load is sourced from the cheaper source (China, in this case), with the responsive 
source (Mexico, in this case) being used any time inventory drops below a threshold. Their 
simulations indicate that sourcing roughly 75 percent of the demand from the cheaper source as 
base load, with the rest coming from the responsive source as needed, is a fairly effective tai-
lored sourcing policy in practice. Their results show that the fraction of demand allocated as 
base load to the cheaper source increases as the demand and the cost difference with the respon-
sive facility grow. The fraction of demand allocated as base load to the cheaper source decreases 
as the reliability of the cheaper source decreases or the volatility of demand and the holding 
cost of inventory grow.

In product-based tailored sourcing, low-volume products with uncertain demand are 
obtained from a flexible source, whereas high-volume products with less demand uncertainty are 
obtained from an efficient source. An example of product-based tailored sourcing is that used by 
Levi Strauss. Levi sells standard-sized jeans as well as jeans that can be customized. Standard 
jeans have relatively stable demand, whereas demand for custom jeans is unpredictable. Custom 
jeans are produced at a flexible facility, whereas standard jeans are produced at an efficient facil-
ity. Zara also follows such a product-based tailored sourcing strategy, obtaining more than half 
its production from responsive plants in Europe, with the rest coming from lower-cost plants in 
Asia. Zara’s most fashionable items that have the least predictable demand are made in respon-
sive European facilities. Clothes that are more predictable and can sell for longer periods, such as 
basic T-shirts, are sourced from the cheaper Asian facilities.

In some instances, new products have uncertain demand, whereas well-established prod-
ucts have more stable demand. Product-based tailored sourcing may be implemented with a flex-
ible facility focusing on new products, and efficient facilities focusing on the well-established 
products. This is often the case in the pharmaceutical industry, for instance.

13.4 SETTING PRODUCT AVAILABILITY FOR MULTIPLE PRODUCTS 
UNDER CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS

In our discussion up to this point, we have assumed that a firm can set its desired level of product 
availability, and no constraints interfere with this choice. A common scenario in which this 
assumption fails occurs when the desired level of product availability results in an order size that 
exceeds the available capacity at the supplier. When ordering a single product, it is optimal for 
the buyer to order the minimum of the available capacity and the optimal order quantity. When 
ordering multiple products, however, the buyer needs to consider the trade-off between ordering 
more of one product versus another.

Consider a department store that plans to order two styles of sweaters from an Italian supplier. 
Demand	for	the	high-end	sweater	is	forecast	to	be	normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	m1 = 1,000 
and a standard deviation of s1 = 300.	Demand	for	the	mid-range	sweater	is	normally	distributed,	
with a mean of m2 = 2,000 and a standard deviation of s2 = 400. The high-end sweater has a retail 
price of p1 = $150, a cost c1 = $50, and a salvage value of s1 = $35. The mid-range sweater has 
a retail price of p2 = $100, a cost c2 = $40, and a salvage value of s2 = $25. The following analy-
sis is also detailed in the spreadsheet Section13.4. Using Equation 13.1, the optimal level of product 
availability for the high-end sweater is 1150 - 502 >1150 - 352 5 0.87 and that for the mid-
range sweater is 1100 - 402 >1100 - 252 = 0.80. Thus, without capacity constraints, it is opti-
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mal for the desired ordering policy is not feasible, and the department store must decrease the 
size of its order by a total of at least 674 units. The preceding analysis is provided in the work-
sheet no constraint. Where should this decrease come from? Should the decrease be divided 
evenly between the two products?

First let us consider the simplistic approach of decreasing the order size of each product by 
337 units to get an order of 1,000 high-end sweaters and 2,000 mid-range sweaters (use work-
sheet capacity constraint). This order size meets the capacity constraint, and the expected profit 
is $194,268 (using Equation 13.3). To check whether this order size is optimal, we can think in 
terms of how capacity is allocated to the two styles. Let us assume that we have decided to allo-
cate 1,000 units to the high-end sweater and 1,999 units to the mid-range sweater. That leaves 
only the last unit of capacity to be allocated. Which sweater should this unit be assigned to? It is 
reasonable to make this decision based on the expected marginal contribution to profits if this 
unit of capacity is allocated to each of the two styles. The last unit of capacity should be allocated 
to the sweater with the higher expected marginal contribution. Recall that Fi(Qi) is the probabil-
ity that demand for product i is Qi or less. Let MCi(Qi) be the marginal contribution of a sweater 
of type i if quantity Qi is ordered. The expected marginal contribution is evaluated similar to that 
in Table 13-2 and is obtained as follows:

Expected marginal contribution for high@end sweater = MC111,0002

 = p131 - F1 11,00024 + s1F1 11,0002 - c1

 = 150 * 11 - 0.52 + (35 * 0.5) - 50 = 42.50

Expected marginal contribution for mid@range sweater = MC211,9992
 = p231 - F2 11,99924 + s2F2 11,9992 - c2

 = 100 * 11 - 0.4992 + (25 * 0.499) - 40 = 22.57

Clearly, it is better to allocate the last unit of capacity to the high-end sweater rather than 
the mid-range sweater. In fact, changing the order size to 1,001 high-end sweaters and 1,999 
mid-range sweaters increases the expected profits by almost $20. One can now decrease the 
order size for the mid-range sweater to 1,998 and ask how the last unit of capacity should be 
allocated. Repeating this procedure indicates that the order size for the high-end sweaters should 
be increased to at least 1,002. In fact, the order size for the high-end sweater should be increased 
until the expected marginal contribution for the high-end sweater is the same as that for the mid-
range sweater. At that point, it no longer makes sense to move capacity from one type of sweater 
to another. The optimal allocation of capacity turns out to be 1,089 high-end sweaters and 1,911 
mid-range sweaters. The expected profits for this order size are $195,152. Observe that at opti-
mality, the high-end sweater is allocated a relatively high share of the available capacity because 
its margin relative to the cost of overstocking is higher than that of the mid-range sweater.

The idea of allocating the available capacity to the product with the highest expected mar-
ginal contribution can be converted into a solution procedure. Let each product i have a mean 
demand of μi and a standard deviation of si. Product i has a retail price of pi, a cost ci, and a salvage 
value of si. If quantity Qi is allocated to product i, the expected marginal contribution is obtained as

 MCi  1Qi2 = pi  31 - Fi  1Qi24 + siFi  1Qi2 - ci  (13.8)

The following procedure allocates each unit of capacity to the product with the highest 
expected marginal contribution. Let B be the total available capacity.

 1. Set quantity Qi = 0 for all products i.
 2. Compute the expected marginal contribution MCi(Qi) for each product i using Equation 13.8.
 3. If no expected marginal contribution is positive, stop. Otherwise, let j be the product with 

the highest expected marginal contribution. Increase Qj by one unit.
 4. If the total quantity across all products is less than B, return to step 2. Otherwise, the capac-

ity constraint has been met and the current quantities are optimal.
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Partial results from the application of the procedure described above to the department 
store data are shown in Table 13-5. A more detailed version of Table 13-5 is contained in the 
worksheet Capacity allocation.

The order quantities under capacity constraints can also be obtained by solving an optimi-
zation problem (see worksheet Optimization). Let Πi(Qi) be the expected profit obtained using 
Equation 13.3 from ordering Qi units of product i. The appropriate order quantities can be 
obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

Maxa
n

i = 1
Πi  1Qi2

Subject to

a
n

i = 1
Qi … B

Qi Ú 0

TABLE 13-5  Application of Solution Procedure to Obtain Order Quantities  
Under Capacity Constraints

Capacity Left

Expected Marginal Contribution Order Quantity

High End Mid-Range High End Mid-Range

3,000 99.95 60.00 0 0

2,900 99.84 60.00 100 0

2,100 57.51 60.00 900 0

2,000 57.51 60.00 900 100

800 57.51 57.00 900 1,300

780 54.59 57.00 920 1,300

300 42.50 43.00 1,000 1,700

200 42.50 36.86 1,000 1,800

180 39.44 36.86 1,020 1,800

40 31.89 30.63 1,070 1,890

30 30.41 30.63 1,080 1,890

10 29.67 29.54 1,085 1,905

1 29.09 29.18 1,089 1,910

0 29.09 29.10 1,089 1,911

Key Point

When ordering multiple products under a limited supply capacity, the allocation of capacity to products 
should be based on their expected marginal contribution to profits. This approach allocates a relatively 
higher fraction of capacity to products that have a high margin relative to their cost of overstocking.

13.5 OPTIMISING AVAILABILITY OF MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, 
AND OPERATIONS INVENTORIES

Of all the items of inventory that organizations carry, the most difficult to manage perhaps are 
the maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO) items, that is, the items organizations carry for 
internal use to keep their plant and machinery—or what are generally termed as strategic capital 
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assets—functional. These assets, which involve very substantial investments, are revenue 
 generators, and their continued operation has a direct impact on the company performance, both 
individually and as a part of the supply chain.

MRO inventories are particularly crucial for equipment-intensive organizations such as 
power plants, drilling rigs, mining operations, large printing presses, and above all for armies, 
navies, and air forces. Equipment downtimes in these organizations have major costs and risks, and 
maintaining the same in operational condition at all times becomes the prime concern of the man-
agement. Spare parts constitute a vital resource for such organizations. Ready availability of spares 
significantly reduces the equipment downtime. A stock of spares at hand increases assurance about 
the operational readiness of an equipment and protects the organization against production losses.

In the process, large MRO inventories are carried in most of these organizations applying gen-
erally the same inventory-control models as are applicable to stocks for manufacture or sale, assum-
ing a degree of predictability and stability in demand, which in fact does not obtain in these cases. 
Demands for these items vary considerably over time and are stochastic in nature. Evidence suggests 
that there is, thus, a cautious approach and a “just-in-case” attitude. The results are suboptimal invest-
ments, large-scale obsolescence, and end of equipment life resulting in the disposals at scrap rates.

The principal issues involved in this case are as follows:

• Decision as to the range of items to be stocked
• Stock levels to be maintained
• Replenishment models to be used

In this regard, what become relevant are not the inventory carrying costs but the stockout costs. 
Where cost-intensive and crucial equipment remains out of action, loss of production occurs, and if 
that loss is comparatively higher than the costs incurred in carrying the inventory, the inventory car-
rying costs become justified, provided of course the inventory items have the necessary shelf life.

The situation becomes even more acute when availability of spares becomes uncertain. 
This happens in cases where the supply-source of maintenance of spares dries up due to closure 
of production of the given line or model of equipment by the original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) supplier. Since in-service life of major machinery and plant is not necessarily cotermi-
nous with the production of those machinery and plant by their manufacturers, organisations 
holding those plant and machinery have to carry maintenance and repair spares for the length of 
time over which they intend to hold and use them. This kind of procurement is referred to usually 
as “lifetime buy,” which is based on the projected usage of the plant and machinery over a fairly 
long and indeterminate time horizon. It is not uncommon for companies to resort to more than 
one “lifetime buys” where they are unable to replace the old machinery and plant due to non-
availability of suitable replacement or the investments involved in such replacement programs.

Another aspect of inventory management that needs a different approach in the case of 
MRO items from that applied to stock items is the movement pattern. In the classic inventory 
models, items that do not record movement over a given period of time (determined by com-
pany policies) are to be considered for disposal to release funds for alternate use. This approach 
cannot be applied to MRO spares because a sizeable number of these usually fall under “insur-
ance spares,” which, though not in demand as a matter of routine, are needed in the event of 
major breakdowns involving items otherwise not considered necessary for maintenance.

Such situations are quite common with inventories which the defense forces carry. Because of 
inadequate peacetime wastage experience with the spares which get exploited more intensively only 
under conditions of conflict, any determination of optimal levels of spares needed in their inventories 
to obtain requisite levels of equipment readiness and availability for operation becomes problematic. 
These spares are required for repair and maintenance of their major weapon systems. Consequently, 
situations of grossly excessive or inadequate availabilities in these inventories are quite common.

In the light of the foregoing, it is possible to divide MRO inventory into three distinct types:

• Maintenance Spares: These are usually items in regular demand for routine maintenance 
of machines and plant. These may include oil seals, gaskets, belts, bulbs, and lubricants—
mainly inexpensive and readily available.
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• Preventive/Periodic Maintenance Spares: These are usually items used in periodic and 
scheduled maintenance of equipment in line with prescribed maintenance schedules.

• Insurance Spares: These include a range of costly, difficult-to-obtain, critical items with 
an unpredictable demand pattern; non-availability of which may bring the operation to a 
halt or severely limit performance.

Each of these categories requires different treatment for ensuring optimal availability at 
affordable costs. In normal inventory models, forecast is based on historical experience extrapo-
lated to take into account the future usage and replenishment that are worked out on some form 
of optimum order quantity. This will be adequate to control the inventory of maintenance items 
but the same is inapplicable to the other two categories.

Spares and maintenance stores needed for periodic and scheduled maintenance are perhaps 
the simplest of MRO items to control. In most cases, manufacturers or maintaining agencies 
prescribe some scales and spares are procured in the form of kits. What is, however, necessary is 
that the composition of kits should remain in step with the equipment age because progressive 
wear may demand different items than those needed for such tasks when the equipment is in 
the initial phases of use. The well-known “bathtub curve” applies to the machinery and plant, and 
the requirement of spares changes with each phase of equipment life.

The most indeterminate range of items is the insurance spares. Not only are these critical 
to the performance of the equipment and machinery, but these are usually not readily available, 
making it necessary to devise some formulas that take into account the criticality and availability 
aspects of these items in devising inventory policies.

In this context, we can fall back upon a form of Pareto analysis, which is based on relative 
importance of the items to the continued operation of the equipment. Known as the vital, essential, 
and desirable (VED) analysis, it helps classify items based on their criticality. More sophisticated 
models used to determine the optimum inventory levels for these items also take into account the 
consumption value (ABC) and ease of their availability, that is scarce, difficult, and easy (SDE) to 
obtain. Mathematical formulas available for inventory management with predictable variability 
are thus further refined to handle this range of inventory to provide the required levels of assurance 
of availability without holding excessive stocks.*

An empirically derived matrix that takes into account more than one criterion for prescrib-
ing the assurance levels that may be sought in determining the inventory levels for these items is 
produced in Table 13-6.

TABLE 13-6  Consumption Value–Criticality–Availability Analysis

A B C

S 85% 95% 99.9%
V D 75% 80% 90%

E 60% 70% 80%
S 75% 85% 95%

E D 70% 75% 85%
E 50% 70% 80%
S 70% 75% 80%

D D 60% 65% 75%

E 40% 50% 60%
Note: For a spare part with low but vital consumption value, it is desirable to have a high  safety 
level. On the contrary, for a spare part of high consumption value, and desirable  category, a 
lower service level will be sufficient. It can be seen that for a high-value item with  desirable 
criticality and easy availability, the service level is the least as it can be procured easily

*A more detailed and mathematical treatment of this subject is available in the book Spare Parts Management by 
Lt Gen. S. S. Apte, published by Prentice Hall.
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13.6 SETTING OPTIMAL LEVELS OF PRODUCT AVAILABILITY  
IN PRACTICE

1. Beware of preset levels of availability. Often, companies have a preset target of prod-
uct availability without any justification. In such a situation, managers should probe the rationale 
for the targeted level of product availability. A manager can provide significant value by adjust-
ing the targeted level of product availability to one that maximizes profits.

2. Use approximate costs because profit-maximizing solutions are quite robust. Com-
panies should avoid spending an inordinate amount of effort to get exact estimates of various 
costs used to evaluate optimal levels of product availability. It is not crucial that all costs be esti-
mated precisely because a reasonable approximation of the costs will generally produce targeted 
levels of product availability that are close to optimal.

3. Estimate a range for the cost of stocking out. Firms’ efforts to set levels of product 
availability often get bogged down in debate over the cost of stocking out. The sometimes controver-
sial nature of this cost and its hard-to-quantify components (such as loss of customer goodwill) make 
it a difficult number for people from different functions to agree on. However, it is often not neces-
sary to estimate a precise cost of stocking out. Using a range of the cost, a manager can identify 
appropriate levels of availability and the associated profits. Often, profits do not change significantly 
in the range, thus eliminating the need for a more precise estimation of the cost of stocking out.

4. Tailor your response to uncertainty. A manager should recognize that strategies such 
as quick response and postponement are most effective when the underlying unpredictability is 
large. Thus, for the portion of demand that is relatively predictable, one should focus on the low-
est cost production method, even if it is not responsive. The unpredictable portion of demand, 
however, should be served using a more responsive approach (postponement or quick response), 
even if it is more expensive.

13.7 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the factors affecting the optimal level of product availability and evaluate the 
optimal cycle service level. The cost of overstocking by one unit and the lost current and future 
margin from understocking by one unit are the two major factors that affect the optimal level of 
product availability. The optimal level of availability is obtained by balancing the costs of over-
stocking and understocking. As the cost of overstocking increases, it is optimal to lower the tar-
geted level of product availability. As the lost margin from being out of stock increases, it is 
optimal to raise the targeted level of product availability.

2. Use managerial levers that improve supply chain profitability. A manager may 
increase supply chain profitability by (a) increasing the salvage value of each unit overstocked, 
(b) decreasing the margin lost from a stockout, (c) using improved forecasting to reduce demand 
uncertainty, (d) using quick response to reduce lead times and allow multiple orders in a season, 
(e) using postponement to delay product differentiation, and (f) using tailored sourcing, with a 
flexible short lead time supply source serving as a backup for a low-cost supply source.

3. Understand conditions under which postponement is valuable in a supply chain. Post-
ponement is valuable in a supply chain when a firm sells a large variety of products with highly 
unpredictable demand of about the same size that is not positively correlated. Postponement is not 
as valuable if demand becomes predictable or positively correlated. Postponement is also not as 
valuable if a large fraction of the demand comes from a few products. In such a setting, tailored 
postponement is most effective when base loads are not postponed but the variation is postponed.

4. Allocate limited supply capacity among multiple products to maximize expected profits.  
When available supply capacity is limited, it should be allocated among products based on their 
expected marginal contribution to profits. At the optimal allocation, the expected marginal con-
tribution of each product is the same. When there is no capacity constraint, the expected marginal 
contribution of each product at optimality is zero.
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Discussion Questions
 1. Consider two products with the same cost but different mar-

gins. Which product should have a higher level of product 
availability? Why?

 2. Consider two products with the same margin carried by a 
retail store. Any leftover units of one product are worthless. 
Leftover units of the other product can be sold to outlet 
stores. Which product should have a higher level of availabil-
ity? Why?

 3. A firm improves its forecast accuracy using better market 
intelligence. What impact will this have on supply chain 
inventories and profitability? Why?

 4. How can postponement of product differentiation be used to 
improve supply chain profitability?

 5. What are some scenarios in which postponing product dif-
ferentiation across all products may not be profitable? How 
can tailored postponement help in such situations?

 6. Zara has used local production in Europe to have short 
replenishment lead times. How does this capability of quick 
response help the company improve profits in a highly vola-
tile trendy apparel marketplace?

 7. When can tailored sourcing be used to improve supply chain 
profits? What are some challenges with implementing tailored 
souring?

Exercises
 1. Green Thumb, a manufacturer of lawn care equipment, has 

introduced a new product. Each unit costs $150 to manufac-
ture, and the introductory price is $200. At this price, the 
anticipated demand is normally distributed, with a mean of 
µ = 100 and a standard deviation of 𝜎 = 40. Any unsold units 
at the end of the season are unlikely to be valuable and will 
be disposed of in a post-season sale for $50 each. It costs $20 
to hold a unit in inventory for the entire season. How many 
units should Green Thumb manufacture for sale? What is the 
expected profit from this policy? On average, how many cus-
tomers does Green Thumb expect to turn away because of 
stocking out?

 2. The general manager at Green Thumb decides to conduct 
extensive market research for its new product. At the end of 
the market research, the manager estimates demand to be 
normally distributed, with a mean of µ = 100 and a standard 
deviation of 𝜎 = 15 How should Green Thumb alter its pro-
duction plans in Exercise 1 as a result of the market research? 
How much increase in profit is it likely to observe? How does 
the improved forecast affect the demand lost by Green 
Thumb because of understocking? Use cost and price infor-
mation from Exercise 1.

 3. The manager at Goodstone Tires, a distributor of tires in Illi-
nois, uses a continuous review policy to manage inventory. 
The manager currently orders 10,000 tires when the inven-
tory of tires drops to 6,000. Weekly demand for tires is nor-
mally distributed, with a mean of 2,000 and a standard 
deviation of 500. The replenishment lead time for tires is two 
weeks. Each tire costs Goodstone $40, and the company sells 
each tire for $80. Goodstone incurs a holding cost of 25 per-
cent. How much safety inventory does Goodstone currently 
carry? At what cost of understocking is the manager’s current 
inventory policy justified? How much safety inventory 
should Goodstone carry if the cost of understocking is $80 
per tire in lost current and future margin?

 4. Champion manufactures winter fleece jackets for sale in the 
United States. Demand for jackets during the season is  
normally distributed, with a mean of 20,000 and a standard 

deviation of 10,000. Each jacket sells for $60 and costs $30 
to produce. Any leftover jackets at the end of the season are 
sold for $25 at the year-end clearance sale. Holding jackets 
until the year-end sale adds another $5 to their cost. A recent 
recruit has suggested shipping leftover jackets to South 
America for sale in the winter there rather than running a 
clearance. Each jacket will fetch a price of $35 in South 
America, and all jackets sent there are likely to sell. Shipping 
costs add $5 to the cost of any jacket sold in South America. 
Would you recommend the South American option? How 
will this decision affect production decisions at Champion? 
How will it affect profitability? On average, how many jack-
ets will Champion ship to South America each season?

 5. Snoblo, a manufacturer of snowblowers, sells four models. 
The base model, Reguplo, has demand that is normally dis-
tributed, with a mean of 10,000 and a standard deviation of 
1,000. The three other models have additional features, and 
each has demand that is normally distributed, with a mean of 
1,000 and a standard deviation of 700. Currently, all four 
models are manufactured on the same line at a cost of $100 
for Reguplo and $110 for each of the other three models. 
Reguplo sells for $200, whereas each of the other three mod-
els sells for $220. Any unsold blowers are sold at the end of 
the season for $80. Snoblo is considering the use of tailored 
sourcing by setting up two separate lines, one for Reguplo 
and one for the other three. Given that no changeovers will be 
required on the Reguplo line, the production cost of Reguplo 
is expected to decline to $90. The production cost of the other 
three products, however, will now increase to $120. Do you 
recommend tailored sourcing for Snoblo? How will tailored 
sourcing affect production and profits? Ignore holding costs 
for the snowblowers.

 6. AnyLogo supplies firms with apparel containing their logo to 
be used for promotional purposes. AnyLogo has four major 
customers—IBM, AT&T, HP, and Cisco. During the holiday 
season, the logos are adorned with a Christmas motif. 
Demand from each firm for apparel with the Christmas motif 
is normally distributed, as shown in Table 13-7.
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   AnyLogo currently produces all the apparel including 
the logo embroidery in Sri Lanka in advance of the holiday 
season. Each unit costs $15 and is sold by AnyLogo for $50. 
Any leftover inventory at the end of the holiday season is 
essentially worthless and cannot be repurposed for a different 
company. It is thus donated by AnyLogo to charity. Holding 
the apparel in inventory adds another $3 to the cost per unit 
donated to inventory. However, the donation allows AnyLogo 
to recover $6 per unit in tax savings. What production quanti-
ties do you recommend for AnyLogo? What is the expected 
profit from the policy? On average, how much does AnyLogo 
expect to donate to charity each year?

 7. The manager at AnyLogo is considering the purchase of 
high-speed embroidery machines that will allow it to embroi-
der on demand. In this case, the apparel will be made in Sri 
Lanka without any logo; the logo embroidery will be post-
poned and will be done in the United States on demand. This 
will raise the cost per unit to $18. However, AnyLogo will 
not have any holiday or company-specific apparel to be dis-
posed of at the end of the season. The apparel without logos 
can be sold for $18 a unit to retailers. The cost of holding 
inventory and shipping adds $4 to the cost of any apparel left 
over after the holiday season. With all other information as in 
Exercise 6, do you recommend that the manager at AnyLogo 
implement postponement? What will be the impact of post-
ponement on profits and inventories?

 8. A major fast-food company is running a promotion for chil-
dren’s meals for which it offers a Sharky toy. A single order 
will be placed for the toys. Each toy costs $0.50, and any 
unsold toys will have to be scrapped at the end of the promo-
tion. The margin from each meal (including the toy) is $1.00, 
and children are likely to go to a competitor if the fast-food 
company is out of toys. The demand for meals with the toys 
is forecast to be normally distributed, with a mean of 50,000 
and a standard deviation of 15,000.
a. How many Sharky toys should be ordered in advance of 

the promotion?
b. An issue has been raised that customers who go to com-

petitors may be lost for the long term. It has been esti-
mated that the cost of not having toys in stock is $5 per 
stockout because of the loss of current and future sales. 
How does this information affect the number of Sharky 
toys to be ordered?

 9. The Highland Company is planning orders for its winter cat-
alog. One order is to be placed at the beginning of the season. 
The demand forecast for one of its jackets is normal, with a 
mean of 5,000 and standard deviation of 2,000. Each jacket is 
purchased for $100, and any unsold jackets at the end of the 
season will be discounted and sold through the outlet store 

for $75. At this price, virtually all jackets are expected to sell. 
It costs another $15 to store an unsold jacket for the season 
and then move it to the outlet store. The members of the buy-
ing committee disagree on the effect of stocking out and the 
number of jackets to be ordered. One of the members believes 
that 6,000 jackets should be ordered, whereas another wants 
to order 8,000 jackets.
a. At what cost of stocking out would each member’s order 

size be justified?
b. If the planned sale price is $200, describe a situation in 

which ordering 6,000 jackets makes sense. Describe 
another situation in which ordering 8,000 jackets makes 
sense.

 10. Sport Obermeyer (SO) is a manufacturer of ski apparel. A ski 
jacket is sourced at a cost of $80 and sold for $125. One order 
is placed at the beginning of the season. Currently, SO dis-
poses of any unsold jackets at the end of the season to outlet 
stores at $70. It costs $10 to hold a jacket in inventory for the 
entire season and then ship it to an outlet store. Demand for 
ski jackets has been forecast to be normally distributed, with 
a mean of 4,000 and a standard deviation of 1,750.
a. How many jackets should SO order for the season, assum-

ing a single order?
b. What is the expected profit from this policy?
c. What is the expected overstock at the end of the season 

that will be sent to outlet stores?
d. SO is considering an alternative under which it will ship 

surplus jackets at the end of the season for sale in the 
Southern Hemisphere. Inclusive of all costs, SO expects 
the salvage value to increase to $75 under this option. 
How will this change affect the quantity ordered, expected 
profits, and expected overstock to be sent to the Southern 
Hemisphere? Do you recommend this option?

 11. Daily demand for aspirin at DoorRed Pharmacy is normally 
distributed, with a mean of 40 bottles and a standard devia-
tion of 5. The replenishment lead time from the supplier is 
one day. The current inventory policy at DoorRed is to order 
200 bottles when the quantity on hand drops below 45. Each 
bottle costs DoorRed $4, and the pharmacy uses a holding 
cost of 25 percent.
a. If all unfilled demand is assumed to be backlogged and 

carried over to the next cycle, what cost of understocking 
justifies the current policy?

b. If all unfilled demand is assumed to be lost, what cost of 
stocking out justifies the current policy?

c. DoorRed believes that all unfilled demand can be back-
logged if customers are given a $1.50 discount on their 
next purchase (effectively making the cost of understock-
ing $1.50). What inventory policy do you recommend for 
DoorRed?

 12. Lake Grove Confectionaries (LGC) sells chocolates for the 
holiday season in specially designed boxes. The firm sells 
four designs, and currently all packaging is done in the plant 
as chocolates are manufactured. All manufacturing and pack-
aging for the holiday season are completed before the start of 
the season. The demand forecast for each of the four designs 
is normally distributed, with a mean of 20,000 and a standard 

TABLE 13-7 Demand Distribution for AnyLogo

IBM AT&T HP Cisco

Mean 5,000 7,000 4,000 4,000

SD 2,000 2,500 2,000 2,200
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deviation of 8,000. Each box costs $10 and is sold for $20. 
Any unsold boxes at the end of the season are discounted to 
$8, and they all sell out at this price. The cost of holding a 
box in inventory for the entire season before selling it at a 
discount is $1.
a. How many boxes of each design should LGC manufacture?
b. What is the expected profit from this policy?
c. How many boxes does LGC expect to sell at a discount?
d. An option being considered by LGC is to separate choco-

late production from packaging. Chocolates will be pro-
duced before the start of the season, but packaging will be 
done on an express line as orders come in. The express 
line and separation of steps adds $2 to the cost of produc-
tion. How many boxes of chocolates should LGC manu-
facture if it decides to postpone packaging? What is the 
expected profit? How many boxes will LGC sell at a dis-
count if it uses postponement?

e. At what additional cost of postponement (instead of the 
current $2) would LGC be indifferent between operating 
with and without postponement?

 13. The Knitting Company (TKC) is planning production for its 
four sweater styles that are popular during Christmas. All 
four styles have demand that is normally distributed. The 
best-selling style has an expected demand of 30,000 and a 
standard deviation of 5,000. Each of the other three styles has 
an expected demand of 10,000 with a standard deviation of 
4,000. Currently, all sweaters are produced before the start of 
the season. Production cost is $20 per sweater, and they are 
sold for a wholesale price of $35. Any unsold sweaters at the 
end of the season are discounted to $15, and they all sell at 
that price. It costs $2 to hold the sweater in inventory for the 
entire season if it does not sell.
a. How many sweaters of each type should TKC manufacture?
b. What is the expected profit from this policy?
c. How many sweaters does TKC expect to sell at a discount?
d. TKC is considering the postponement of knitting and 

using flexible machines. This will require the base sweat-
ers to be made in advance (identical for each of the four 
types) and the final patterns to be knit later. This will 
increase production cost per sweater to $21.40. How 
many sweaters should TKC manufacture with postpone-
ment? What is the expected profit from this policy?

e. Another option is to produce the popular style without 
postponement and the other three styles using postpone-
ment. What is the expected profit under this policy?

 14. A designer is planning orders for its annual limited-edition 
ornament. Demand has been forecast to be normally  

distributed, with a mean of 20,000 and a standard deviation 
of 8,000. Each ornament costs $30 and is sold for $95. All 
unsold ornaments are destroyed at the end of the season, to 
ensure the value of the limited edition.
a. How many ornaments should the designer order? What is 

the expected profit?
b. The manufacturer has offered to discount the price to $28 

per ornament if at least 25,000 are ordered. How should 
the designer respond?

 15. A publisher is printing calendars for the coming year. 
Demand for calendars is normally distributed, with a mean of 
70,000 and a standard deviation of 25,000. The cost per cal-
endar is $3, and they are sold for $10 each. All unsold calen-
dars are recycled at the end of January.
a. How many calendars should the publisher have printed? 

What is the expected profit?
b. The printer has offered to discount the printing cost to 

$2.75 per calendar if the publisher orders at least 100,000. 
What should the publisher do?

 16. An electronics manufacturer has outsourced production of its 
latest media players to a contract manufacturer in Asia. 
Demand for the players has exceeded all expectations, 
whereas the contract manufacturer has limited production 
capacity. The electronics manufacturer sells three types of 
players—a 40-GB player, a 20-GB player, and a 6-GB player. 
For the upcoming holiday season, the demand forecast for 
the 40-GB player is normally distributed, with a mean of 
20,000 and a standard deviation of 7,000, the demand fore-
cast for the 20-GB player has a mean of 40,000 and a stan-
dard deviation of 11,000, and the demand forecast for the 
6-GB player has a mean of 80,000 and a standard deviation 
of 16,000. The 40-GB player has a sale price of $200, a pro-
duction cost of $100, and a salvage value of $80. The 20-GB 
player has a sale price of $150, a production cost of $90, and 
a salvage value of $70. The 6-GB player has a sale price of 
$100, a production cost of $70, and a salvage value of $50.
a. How many units of each type of player should the  

electronics manufacturer order if there are no capacity 
constraints?

b. The contract manufacturer has available production 
capacity of only 140,000 units. What is the expected 
profit if the electronics manufacturer orders 20,000 units 
of the 40-GB player, 40,000 units of the 20-GB player, 
and 80,000 units of the 6-GB player?

c. How many units of each type of player should the elec-
tronics manufacturer order if the available capacity is 
140,000? What is the expected profit?
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CASE STUDY
The Need for Speed at Winner Apparel

Tiffany Chen was concerned about Winner Apparel’s 
sales results from the previous season. For some prod-
ucts, the company had to sell about a third of the sea-
sonal purchase at sharply discounted prices. For other 
products, the company ran out of stock well before the 
end of the season. Tiffany wanted to improve the match-
ing of supply and demand. A local supplier had offered 
to bring a second delivery around the middle of the sea-
son but wanted a 5 percent increase in purchase price. 
Tiffany had to decide whether the price increase was 
worth the benefit of a second mid-season delivery.

The Previous Season for Winner Apparel

The sales year for Winner was divided into four selling 
seasons of about three months each. The company had 
implemented a low-cost sourcing strategy and identified 
suppliers from low-cost countries in Asia. Although 
these suppliers provided a low purchase price, they 
required Winner to place its orders well before the start 
of the selling season. To lower costs, suppliers delivered 
a single lot a few weeks before the start of the season. 
This put the onus for accurate forecasting on the pur-
chasing department. Tiffany had a very experienced 
group of buyers who looked at historical sales patterns 
and the new designs for the current season to come up 
with order quantities from each supplier. Unfortunately, 
their track record of matching supply and demand was 
rather poor. Winner always appeared to be short of prod-
ucts that seemed to be selling very well and had a sur-
plus of products that were not selling well.

Tiffany decided to focus on a couple of products 
that had problems last season. “Trendy” was a collection 

of women’s shirts that, as the name suggested, incorpo-
rated cutting-edge fashion. The buying committee had 
been bullish on the new designs and ordered 570 units 
for the season. Unfortunately, 250 of those units were 
still unsold at the end of the season. Trendy shirts sold at 
a full price of $100, but for the 250 units unsold at the 
end of the season, Winner would be able to salvage only 
$20/unit. This was a significant loss, given that each unit 
had been purchased for $40. In contrast, “Basic” was a 
collection of T-shirts that Winner always maintained in 
its portfolio. The buying committee had ordered 1,080 
Basic units, but Winner ran out of stock before the end of 
the season. Tiffany’s team estimated that the company 
could have sold another 60 units if stock had been avail-
able. Given that Winner had a margin of $20 for each 
Basic T-shirt, the company had lost $1,200 in margin 
because of being out of stock.

Proposal from Responsive Supplier

A local supplier had heard that Tiffany was reconsider-
ing product sourcing. It proposed filling Winner’s needs 
in two deliveries. The first delivery would arrive before 
the start of the season and be designed to cover about a 
half-season of sales. The second delivery would arrive 
around the middle of the season, but the timing and 
quantity could be adjusted to account for sales in the 
first half. The supplier promised delivery to ensure no 
stockouts during the first half. In other words, the sup-
plier would bring in the second delivery early (and a 
larger quantity) if sales in the first half seemed to be 
higher than predicted. If sales in the first half were 
slower than anticipated, Winner could reduce the 
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amount ordered for the second delivery. For this flexi-
bility, the local supplier wanted a premium of 5 percent 
compared to the low-cost supplier. If purchased from 
the local supplier, the Trendy line would thus cost $42 
(instead of $40) per unit and the Basic line would cost 
$31.50 (instead of $30). Tiffany felt that with a mid-
season delivery, any customers who could not find 

product during the first half of the season would return 
for the second half and purchase the item. Thus, there 
would be no lost sales during the first half of the season. 
Her team prepared the demand and cost data shown in 
Tables 13-8 and 13-9. Tiffany had to decide whether the 
responsiveness of the local supplier was worth the addi-
tional 5 percent in unit cost.

TABLE 13-8 Seasonal Demand and Sourcing Cost from Low-Cost Supplier

Product
Sale Price,  

p
Sourcing Cost,  

c
Salvage Value,  

s
Mean Demand  
for Season, M

Standard Deviation of  
Demand for Season, S

Trendy $100 $40 $20 400 250

Basic  $50 $30 $20 1,000 200

TABLE 13-9 Half-Season Demand and Sourcing Cost from Responsive Supplier

Product
Sale Price,  

p
Sourcing Cost,  

c
Salvage Value,  

s
Mean Demand for 

Half Season, MH

Standard Deviation of 
Demand for Half Season, SH

Trendy $100 $42.00 $20 200 177

Basic  $50 $31.50 $20 500 141

APPENDIX 13A
Optimal Level of Product Availability

Objective

Evaluate the level of product availability that maximizes profit.

Analysis:

Assume that the demand is a continuous nonnegative random variable with density function f(x) 
and cumulative distribution function F(x). Cu is the margin per unit and, as a result, the cost of 
understocking per unit. Co is the cost of overstocking per unit.

Assume that Q units are purchased and a demand of x units arises. If Q ≤ x all Q units are 
sold and a profit of QCu results. On the other hand, if Q 7 x, only x units are sold and a profit of 
xCu – (Q – x) Co results. The expected profit P(Q) is thus given by

P  1Q2 = L
Q

0
3xCu - 1Q - x2Co4  f  1x2dx + L

∞

Q
QCu f  1x2dx

To determine the value of Q that maximizes the expected profit P(Q),	we	have

 
dP  1Q2
d  1Q2 = -CoL

Q

0
f  1x2dx + CuL

∞

Q
f  1x2dx

 = Cu31 - F  1Q24 - CoF  1Q2 = 0
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This implies an optimal order size of Q*, where

F  1Q*2 =
Cu

Cu + Co

One can verify that the second derivative is negative, implying that the total expected profit 
is maximized at Q*.

APPENDIX 13B
An Intermediate Evaluation

Objective

Given that x is normally distributed, with a mean m and standard deviation s, show that

 
A = L

a

x = -∞
xf1x2dx = mFS c

1a - m2
s

d -  sfS c
1a - m2
s

d    (13.8)

Here, f(x) is the normal density function, fS( ) is the standard normal density function, and FS( ) 
is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.

Analysis:
Using Equation 12.20, we have

A = L
a

x = - ∞
xf  1x2dx = L

a

- ∞
x 

1

12ps
 e - 1x - m22>2s2

dx

Substitute z = (x - m)>s. This implies that dx = sdz. Thus, we have

A = L
1a - m2>s

z = - ∞
1zs + m2 1

12p
 e - z2>2dz

= mL
1a-m2>s

z = -∞

1

12p
 e-z2>2dz + sL

1a - m2>s

z = - ∞
z

1

12p
e - z2>2dz

Given the relationship between the cumulative distribution function and the probability 
density function, we use the definition of the standard normal distribution and Equation 12.18 to 
obtain

FS  1t2 = L
t

z = - ∞
fS  1z2dz = L

t

z = - ∞

1

12p
e - z2>2dz

Substitute w = z2>2 into the expression for A. This implies that dw = z dz. Thus,

A = mFS  c 1a - m2
s

d + sL
1a - m22>2s2

w = ∞

1

12p
e - wdw

or

A = mFS  c 1a - m2
s

d - sfs  c 1a - m2
s

d
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APPENDIX 13C
Expected Profit from an Order

Objective

Assume demand to be normally distributed, with a mean μ and standard deviation 𝜎. Each unit 
sells for a price $p and costs $c. Any unsold units fetch a salvage value of $s. Obtain an expres-
sion for the expected profit if O units are ordered.

Analysis:

If O units are ordered and demand turns out to be x ≤ O each of the x units sold contributes 
p – c whereas each of the (O – x) units unsold results in a loss of c – s. If demand is larger than 
O, each of the O units sold contributes p – c. We thus obtain

Expected profits = L
O

x = - ∞
31p - c2x - 1c - s21O - x24f  1x2dx

       + L
∞

x = O
O1p - c2f  1x2dx = L

O

x = - ∞
31p - s2x

       - O1c - s24f  1x2dx + L
∞

x = O
O  1p - c2f  1x2dx

Using Equation 13.8, we obtain

L
O

x = - ∞
xf1x2dx = mFS  c 1O - m2

s
d - sfs  c 1O - m2

s
d

We can thus evaluate the expected profits as

 Expected profits = 1p - s2mFS  c 1O - m2
s

d - 1p - s2sfS  c 1O - m2
s

d
 - O  1c - s2F  1O, m, s2 + O  1p - c231 - F1O, m, s24

APPENDIX 13D
Expected Overstock from an Order

Objective

Assume demand to be normally distributed, with a mean μ and standard deviation 𝜎. Obtain an 
expression for the expected overstock if O units are ordered.

Analysis:

If O units are ordered, an overstock results only if demand is x , O. We thus have

 Expected overstock = L
O

x = - ∞
1O - x2f  1x2dx

 = L
O

x = - ∞
Of  1x2dx - L

O

x = - ∞
xf  1x2dx

 = OFS  cO - m
s
d - L

O

x = - ∞
xf  1x2dx
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Using Equation 13.8, we thus obtain

 Expected overstock = OFS  c 1O - m2
s

d - mFS  c 1O - m2
s

d + sfS  c 1O - m2
s

d

 = 1O - m2FS  c 1O - m2
s

d + sfS  c 1O - m2
s

d  

APPENDIX 13E
Expected Understock from an Order

Objective

Assume demand to be normally distributed, with a mean μ and standard deviation 𝜎. Obtain an 
expression for the expected understock if O units are ordered.

Analysis:

If O units are ordered, an understock results only if demand is x > O. We thus have

 Expected understock = L
∞

x = O
1x - O2f  1x2dx

    = L
∞

x = O
xf  1x2dx - L

∞

x = O
Of  1x2dx = L

∞

x = - ∞
xf  1x2dx

- L
o

x = - ∞
xf  1x2dx - Oe1 - FS  c 1O - m2

s
d f

= 1m - O2 + OFS  c 1O - m2
s

d - L
o

x = - ∞
xf  1x2dx

Using	Equation	13.8,	we	thus	obtain

 Expected understock = 1m - O2 + OFS  c 1O - m2
s

d

 - mFS  c 1O - m2
s

d + sfS  c 1O - m2
s

d

 = 1m - O2 e1 - FS  c 1O - m2
s

d f + sfS  c 1O - m2
s

d  

APPENDIX 13F
Simulation Using Spreadsheets

A simulation is a computer model that replicates a real-life situation, allowing the user to estimate 
what the potential outcome would be from each of a set of actions. Simulation is a powerful tool that 
helps evaluate the impact of business decisions on performance in an uncertain environment. In 
some instances, future scenarios can be modeled mathematically without simulation, and formulas 
can be obtained for the impact of different policies on performance. In other cases, formulas are dif-
ficult or impossible to obtain, and one must use simulation. Simulations are powerful because they 
can accommodate any number of complications. Problems that are impossible to solve analytically 
can often be solved fairly easily with simulation. A good simulation is an inexpensive way to test 
different actions and identify the most effective decision given an uncertain future.
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Consider Lands’ End, a mail-order firm that sells apparel. Lands’ End faces uncertain 
demand and has to make decisions regarding the number of catalogs to print and mail, the num-
ber of units of each product to order, and the contracts to enter into with its suppliers. The general 
manager at Lands’ End wants to evaluate different policies before implementing them. A simula-
tion requires the manager to create a computer model that mimics the orders placed, inventory 
held, customer demand, and other processes that are part of the Lands’ End supply chain.

An instance of demand refers to random demand obtained from a demand distribution. 
Each time demand is generated from a distribution, a new instance results. Based on estimates of 
the future demand distribution, instances of demand for different products are generated ran-
domly. The impact of an ordering policy is evaluated for each instance of demand generated. 
Based on a large number of demand instances, the manager can evaluate the mean and variability 
of the performance of a policy. Different policies can then be compared.

Generating Random Numbers Using Excel

A fundamental step in any simulation is the generation of random numbers that correspond to the dis-
tribution that has been estimated for future demand or some other parameter. For example, if Lands’ 
End has estimated demand for cashmere sweaters from the winter catalog to be normally distributed, 
with a mean of 3,000 and a standard deviation of 1,000, the manager needs to generate several instances 
of demand from this distribution. Several functions available in Excel generate random numbers.

The RAND( ) function generates a random number that is uniformly distributed between 0 
and 1. There is thus a 10 percent probability that RAND( ) will generate a number between 0 and 
0.1, a 50 percent probability that it will generate a random number between 0 and 0.5, and a 90 
percent probability that it will generate a random number between 0 and 0.9. The RAND( ) func-
tion can be used to generate random numbers from a variety of distributions.

The Excel function NORMINV(RAND( ), μ, 𝜎) generates a random number that is normally 
distributed, with mean μ and standard deviation ρ. The Excel function NORMSINV(RAND( )) gener-
ates a random number that is normally distributed, with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. The 
fact that both NORMINV and NORMSINV can generate negative numbers often poses problems when 
they are used to generate demand. One option is to use a maximum of 0 and NORMINV(RAND( ), μ, 𝜎) 
to generate demand. This is appropriate if the coefficient of variation, cv, is less than 0.4. For larger 
coefficients of variation, it is better to use the log-normal distribution because that generates only non-
negative numbers. The Excel function LOGINV(RAND( ), μ, 𝜎) generates a random number X that 
follows the log-normal distribution, where ln(X) is normally distributed, with mean μ and standard 
deviation 𝜎. Several other demand distributions may be generated using other Excel functions.

Setting Up a Simulation Model

Lands’ End plans to sell cashmere sweaters in its winter catalog for $150 each. The manager 
expects demand to be normally distributed, with a mean of µ = 3,000 and a standard deviation of 
𝜎 = 1,000. Toward the end of the winter season, Lands’ End sends out a sales catalog with dis-
counted prices on unsold items. The discounted price determines the demand in response to the 
sales catalog. The manager anticipates that the sales catalog will generate demand for cashmere 
sweaters with a mean of 1,000 – 5p and a standard deviation of (1,000 – 5p)/3, where p is the 
discounted price charged. Any leftover sweaters after shipping orders from the sales catalog are 
donated to charity. Each sweater costs Lands’ End $50. Thus, the donation to charity fetches $25 
in tax benefits. Lands’ End incurs a cost of $5 per unsold sweater to store and transport them to 
charity, resulting in a salvage value of s = $20 per sweater sent to charity. The manager has 
decided to charge a discount price of max($25, $150 – n/20), where n is the number of sweaters 
left over after the winter catalog. The manager wants to identify the number of sweaters that 
should be purchased at the start of the winter season.

The first step is to set up a simulation model that evaluates the net profit for an instance of 
demand during the winter season. The model constructed is shown in Figure 13-6 and detailed in 
the spreadsheet Chapter13-LandsEnd-simulation.
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Using Data Tables to Create Many Instances

Having set up the simulation model, the next step is to create many instances of random demand 
and evaluate the average profits from ordering 3,000 units. In Excel, Data Tables can be used to 
achieve multiple replications of the simulation. The goal is to evaluate the mean and standard 
deviation of profits, the average number of sweaters discounted, and the average number of 
sweaters donated to charity over the multiple replications. A data table is constructed in the range 
A23:D522 to replicate the results of the simulation for 500 instances of demand as follows:

 1. Enter formula = I14 in cell B23, = D12 in cell C23, and =D16 in cell D23. As a result, the 
profit is copied into cell B23, the quantity discounted is copied into cell C23, and the quan-
tity given to charity is copied into cell D23.

 2. Select the range A23:D522. From the toolbar select Data | What-If Analysis | Data Table. 
In the Table dialog box, point to cell A23 as the Column input cell. Click on OK.

The data table is created in the range A23:D522. Each row of the data table gives the profit, 
quantity discounted, and quantity given to charity for an instance of random demand. Excel 
recalculates the simulation using new random numbers for each row in the data table. We can 
now obtain the average profit, average number of sweaters discounted, and average number of 
sweaters donated to charity from the data table. These are calculated in cells C18, I18, and I19, 
respectively of the spreadsheet Chapter13-LandsEnd-simulation (see Figure 13-6).

Each time the F9 key is pressed, new random numbers are generated and all entries are 
recalculated. The manager at Lands’ End can use the simulation to evaluate the impact of differ-
ent initial ordering policies on performance by changing the entry in cell D10.

=min(D12,D14)D15

=sum(I11:I13)-I10I14=int(max(0,norminv(rand(),D7,D8)))D14

=D16*20I13=max(25,150-D12/20)D13

=D15*D13I12=max(0,D10-D11)D12

=min(D10,D11)*D4I11=int(max(0,norminv(rand(),D5,D6)))D11

=D3*D10I10=D7/3D8

=D12-D15D16=1000-5*D13D7

Cell Formula
Cell
NumberCell Formula

Cell
Number

FIGURE 13-6 Excel Simulation Model for Lands’ End



In this chapter, we discuss the role of transportation within a supply chain and identify trade-
offs that must be considered when making transportation decisions. Our goal is to enable 
managers to make transportation strategy and design, planning, and operational decisions 

with an understanding of all the important pros and cons of their choices.

14.1 THE ROLE OF TRANSPORTATION IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

Transportation refers to the movement of product from one location to another as it makes its 
way from the beginning of a supply chain to the customer. Transportation is an important supply 
chain driver because products are rarely produced and consumed in the same location. Transpor-
tation is a significant component of the costs incurred by most supply chains. According to the 
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), “over 19 billion tons of freight, valued at $13 trillion, 
was carried over 4.4 trillion ton-miles in the United States in 2002.”1 Only three sectors—hous-
ing, health care, and food—contributed a larger share to the gross domestic product (GDP) than 
transportation. Transportation-related jobs employed nearly 20 million people in 2002, account-
ing for 16 percent of U.S. total occupational employment.

Transportation in a Supply 
Chain

 

C H A P T E R 

14

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Understand the role of transportation in a 
supply chain.

2. Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of 
different modes of transportation.

3. Discuss the role of infrastructure and 
policies in transportation.

4. Identify the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of various transportation 
network design options.

5. Identify trade-offs that shippers need to 
consider when designing a transportation 
network.

1Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Freight in America, January 2006.
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The role of transportation is even more significant in global supply chains. According to 
the BTS, the U.S. freight transportation network carried export and import merchandise worth 
more than $2.2 trillion in 2004, an increase of 168 percent from $822 billion in 1990. During the 
same period, the ratio of exports from and imports into the United States to the GDP increased 
from 12 percent to 21 percent.

Any supply chain’s success is closely linked to the appropriate use of transportation. IKEA, 
the Scandinavian home furnishings retailer, has built a global network, with about 350 stores in 
42 countries, primarily on the basis of effective transportation. IKEA’s sales for the year ending 
August 2013 reached 29.2 billion euros. Its strategy is built around providing good-quality prod-
ucts at low prices—in fact, its goal is to cut prices by 2 to 3 percent each year. As a result, IKEA 
works hard to find the least expensive global source for each of its products. Modular design of 
its furniture allows IKEA to transport its goods worldwide much more cost effectively than a 
traditional furniture manufacturer. The large size of IKEA stores and shipments allows inexpen-
sive transportation of home furnishings all the way to the retail store. Modular designs coupled 
with effective sourcing and inexpensive transportation allow IKEA to provide high-quality home 
furnishings at low prices globally.

Seven-Eleven Japan is another firm that has used transportation to achieve its strategic 
goals. The company has a goal of carrying products in its stores to match the needs of customers 
as they vary by geographic location or time of day. To help achieve this goal, Seven-Eleven Japan 
uses a responsive transportation system that replenishes its stores several times a day so the prod-
ucts available match customers’ needs. Products from different suppliers are aggregated on 
trucks according to their required temperature to help achieve frequent deliveries at a reasonable 
cost. Seven-Eleven Japan uses a responsive transportation system along with aggregation to 
decrease its transportation and receiving costs while ensuring that product availability closely 
matches customer demand.

Supply chains also use responsive transportation to centralize inventories and operate with 
fewer facilities. For example, Amazon relies on package carriers and the postal system to deliver 
customer orders from centralized warehouses. McMaster-Carr uses ground transportation and 
package carriers to provide next-day delivery of a wide variety of MRO products to about 90 
percent of U.S. businesses from five distribution centers. The location of its distribution centers 
along with an effective transportation network allows McMaster to be very responsive while 
using a low-cost mode of transportation.

The shipper is the party that requires the movement of the product between two points in 
the supply chain. The carrier is the party that moves or transports the product. For example, 
when McMaster-Carr uses UPS to ship its products from the warehouse to the customer, McMaster 
is the shipper and UPS is the carrier. Besides the shipper and the carrier, two other parties have a 
significant impact on transportation: (1) the owners and operators of transportation infrastructure 
such as roads, ports, canals, and airports and (2) the bodies that set transportation policy world-
wide. Actions by all four parties influence the effectiveness of transportation.

To understand transportation in a supply chain, it is important to consider the perspectives 
of all four parties. A carrier makes investment decisions regarding the transportation equipment 
(e.g., locomotives, trucks, airplanes) and, in some cases, infrastructure (rail), and then makes 
operating decisions to try to maximize the return from these assets. A shipper, in contrast, uses 
transportation to minimize the total cost (transportation, inventory, information, sourcing, and 
facility) while providing an appropriate level of responsiveness to the customer. The effective-
ness of carriers is influenced by infrastructure such as ports, roads, waterways, and airports. 
Most transportation infrastructure throughout the world is owned and managed as a public good. 
It is important that infrastructure be managed in such a way that monies are available for mainte-
nance and investment in further capacity as needed. Transportation policy sets direction for the 
amount of national resources that go into improving transportation infrastructure. Transportation 
policy also aims to prevent abuse of monopoly power; promote fair competition; and balance 
environmental, energy, and social concerns in transportation.
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In the following sections, we discuss issues that are important from the perspective of carriers, 
infrastructure owners and operators, transportation policy makers, and shippers. In the next section, 
we discuss different modes of transportation and their cost and performance characteristics.

14.2 MODES OF TRANSPORTATION AND THEIR PERFORMANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS

Supply chains use a combination of the following modes of transportation:

• Air
• Package carriers
• Truck
• Rail
• Water
• Pipeline
• Intermodal

Commercial freight activity in the United States by mode in 2002, along with the value 
added by each mode to GDP in 2009, are summarized in Table 14-1.

Before discussing the various modes, it is important to highlight some important trends in 
the U.S. economy. Between 1970 and 2002, U.S. real GDP, measured in year 2000 dollars, grew 
by 176 percent. Over the same period, U.S. freight transportation, measured in ton-miles, grew 
by only 73 percent. In 1970, it took 2.1 ton-miles of freight transportation to produce $1 of goods 
GDP. In 2002, it took only 1.1 ton-miles to produce $1 of goods GDP. This trend reflects the 
downsizing of products with new technology and the improved efficiency of the freight transpor-
tation system. This trend has continued since 2002.

The effectiveness of any mode of transport is influenced by equipment investments and 
operating decisions by the carrier and the available infrastructure and transportation policies. The 
carrier’s primary objective is to ensure good utilization of its assets while providing customers 
with an acceptable level of service. Carrier decisions are affected by equipment cost, fixed oper-
ating costs, variable operating costs, the responsiveness the carrier seeks to provide its target 
segment, and the prices that the market will bear. For example, FedEx designed a hub-and-spoke 
airline network for transporting packages to provide reliable next-day delivery times. UPS, in 
contrast, uses a combination of aircraft, rail, and trucks to provide less expensive transportation 
with somewhat longer delivery times. The difference between the two transportation networks is 
reflected in the pricing schedule. FedEx’s next-day delivery charges are based primarily on pack-
age size. UPS, in contrast, charges based on both size and destination. From a supply chain per-
spective, a hub-and-spoke air network is more appropriate when prices are independent of 

TABLE 14-1   Transportation Facts

 
Mode

Freight Value  
($ billions) in 2002

Freight Tons 
(billions) in 2002

Freight Ton-Miles 
(millions) in 2002

Value Added to GDP 
($ billions) in 2009

Air (includes truck  
and air)

 
563

 
6

 
13

 
61.9

Truck 9,075 11,712 1,515 113.1

Rail 392 1,979 1,372 30.8

Water 673 1,668 485 14.3

Pipeline 896 3,529 688 12.0

Multimodal 1,121 229 233

Source: Adapted from Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Freight in America, January 2006.
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destination and rapid delivery is important, whereas a trucking network is more appropriate 
when prices vary with destination and a somewhat slower delivery is acceptable.

Air

Major airlines in the United States that carry both passengers and cargo include American, 
Southwest, United, and Delta. Airlines have three cost components: (1) a fixed cost of infrastruc-
ture and equipment, (2) cost of labor and fuel that is independent of the passengers or cargo on a 
flight but is fixed for a flight, and (3) a variable cost that depends on the passengers or cargo car-
ried. Given that most of the cost of a flight is incurred when it takes off, an important objective 
of an airline is to maximize the revenue generated per flight. As a result, revenue management 
(see Chapter 16) is a significant factor in the success of passenger airlines.

Air carriers offer a fast and fairly expensive mode of transportation for cargo. Small, high-
value items or time-sensitive emergency shipments that must travel a long distance are best 
suited for air transport. Air carriers normally move shipments under 500 pounds, including high-
value but lightweight high-tech products. Given the growth in high technology, the weight of 
freight carried by air has diminished over the past two decades even as the value of the freight 
has increased somewhat. In 2002, the goods U.S. businesses moved by air were valued at $75,000 
per ton, by far the highest among all modes.

The airline industry in Asia has seen significant growth in the twenty-first century, espe-
cially in China and India. In the United States, the industry has had a difficult time, with several 
carriers declaring bankruptcy in the first decade of the twenty-first century. This was followed by 
consolidation in the industry in the United States and Western Europe. Following steep losses in 
2008 and 2009, the industry has been profitable since 2010.

Key issues that air carriers face include identifying the location and number of hubs, 
assigning planes to routes, setting up maintenance schedules for planes, scheduling crews, and 
managing prices and availability at different prices.

Package Carriers

Package carriers are transportation companies such as FedEx, UPS, and the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice, which carry small packages ranging from letters to shipments weighing about 150 
pounds. Package carriers use air, truck, and rail to transport time-critical smaller packages. 
Package carriers are expensive and cannot compete with LTL carriers on price for large ship-
ments. The major service they offer shippers is rapid and reliable delivery. Thus, shippers use 
package carriers for small and time-sensitive shipments. Package carriers also provide other 
value-added services such as package tracking and, in some cases, processing and assembly of 
products.

Package carriers are the preferred mode of transport for online businesses such as Amazon 
and Gilt Groupe, as well as for companies such as W.W. Grainger and McMaster-Carr that send 
small packages to customers. With the growth in online sales, the use of package carriers has 
increased significantly over the past few years. Package carriers seek out smaller and more time-
sensitive shipments than air cargo carriers, especially when tracking and other value-added ser-
vices are important to the shipper.

Given the small size of packages and several delivery points, consolidation of shipments is 
a key factor in increasing utilization and decreasing costs for package carriers. Package carriers 
have trucks that make local deliveries and pick up packages. Packages are then taken to large 
sorting centers, from which they are sent by full truckload, rail, or air to the sorting center closest 
to the delivery point. From the delivery-point sorting center, the package is sent to customers on 
small trucks making milk runs (discussed later in the chapter). Key issues in this industry include 
the location and capacity of transfer points and information capability to facilitate and track 
package flow. For the final delivery to a customer, an important consideration is the scheduling 
and routing of the delivery trucks.
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Truck

In most of the world, trucks carry a significant fraction of the goods moved. In 2002, trucks moved 
69.5 percent of U.S commercial freight by value and 60.1 percent by weight.2 The trucking indus-
try consists of two major segments—truckload (TL) or less than truckload (LTL). Trucking is 
more expensive than rail but offers the advantage of door-to-door shipment and a shorter delivery 
time. It also has the advantage of requiring no transfer between pickup and delivery.

TL operations have relatively low fixed costs, and owning a few trucks is often sufficient to 
enter the business. This industry is characterized by shipments of 10,000 pounds or more; more 
than 50,000 carriers offer TL services in the United States. The challenge in the TL business is 
that most markets have an imbalance of inbound and outbound flows. For example, New York 
has a significantly higher inflow of material than outflow. The goal of a TL carrier is to schedule 
shipments that provide high revenue while minimizing trucks’ idle and empty travel time  
(deadheading). This is best done by designing routes that pick up loads from markets where out-
bound demand exceeds inbound supply, because these markets tend to offer the highest prices.

LTL operations are priced to encourage shipments in small lots, usually less than half a TL, 
as TL tends to be cheaper for larger shipments. LTL is suited for shipments that are too large to 
be mailed as small packages (typically more than 150 lbs.) but that constitute less than half a TL. 
LTL operators tend to run regional or national hub-and-spoke networks that allow consolidation 
of partial loads. LTL shipments take longer than TL shipments because of other loads that need 
to be picked up and dropped off.

Fatigue-related accidents correlate with the number of hours of driving and increase with 
the total length of the driver’s trip. To reduce accidents on the road caused by driver fatigue, the 
U.S. Department of Transportation issues hours-of-service regulations that limit work periods 
for truck drivers. Both TL and LTL carriers must design their routes taking these rules into 
account.

Rail

In 2002, rail carried about 3 percent of U.S. shipments by value, 10 percent by weight, and more 
than 30 percent of total ton-miles. These figures reflect the use of rail to move commodities over 
large distances. Rail carriers incur a high fixed cost in terms of tracks, locomotives, cars, and 
yards. A significant trip-related labor and fuel cost is independent of the number of cars (fuel 
costs do vary somewhat with the number of cars) but does vary with the distance traveled and the 
time taken. Any idle time, once a train is powered, is expensive because labor and fuel costs are 
incurred even though trains are not moving. Idle time occurs when trains exchange cars for dif-
ferent destinations. It also occurs because of track congestion. Labor and fuel together account 
for more than 60 percent of railroad expense. From an operational perspective, it is thus impor-
tant for railroads to keep locomotives and crews well utilized.

The price structure and heavy load capability make rail an ideal mode for carrying large, 
heavy, or high-density products over long distances. Transportation time by rail, however, can be 
long. Rail is thus ideal for heavy, low-value shipments that are not time sensitive. Coal, for 
example, is a major part of each railroad’s shipments. Small, time-sensitive, short-distance, or 
short-lead-time shipments rarely go by rail.

A major goal for railroad firms is to keep locomotives and crews well utilized. Major 
operational issues at railroads include vehicle and staff scheduling, track and terminal delays, 
and poor on-time performance. Railroad performance is hurt by the large amount of time taken 
at each transition. The travel time is usually a small fraction of the total time for a rail shipment. 
Delays get exaggerated because trains today are typically not scheduled, but “built.” In other 
words, a train leaves once there are enough cars to constitute the train. Cars wait for the train to 

2Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Freight in America, 2006.
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build, adding to the uncertainty of the delivery time for a shipper. A railroad can improve on-time 
performance by scheduling some of the trains instead of building all of them. In such a setting, a 
more sophisticated pricing strategy that includes revenue management (see Chapter 16) must be 
instituted for scheduled trains.

Water

Major global ocean carriers include Maersk, Evergreen Group, American President Lines, and 
Hanjin Shipping Co. Water transport, by its nature, is limited to certain areas. Within the United 
States, water transport takes place via the inland waterway system (the Great Lakes and rivers) or 
coastal waters. Water transport is ideally suited for carrying large loads at low cost. Within the 
United States, water transport is used primarily for the movement of large bulk commodity ship-
ments and is the cheapest mode for carrying such loads. It is, however, the slowest of all the 
modes, and significant delays occur at ports and terminals. This makes water transport difficult 
to operate for short-haul trips, although it is used effectively in Japan and parts of Europe for 
daily short-haul trips of a few miles.

Within the United States, the passage of the Ocean Shipping Reform Act of 1998 was a 
significant event for water transport. This act allows carriers and shippers to enter into confiden-
tial contracts, effectively deregulating the industry. The act is similar to the deregulation that 
occurred in the trucking and airline industries more than two decades ago and is likely to have a 
similar impact on the shipping industry.

In global trade, water transport is the dominant mode for shipping all kinds of products. 
Cars, grain, apparel, and other products are shipped by sea. In 2001, merchandise trade valued at 
more than $718 billion moved between the United States and foreign seaports. Maritime trans-
portation accounted for 78 percent of the U.S. international merchandise freight by weight in 
2002. For the quantities shipped and the distances involved in international trade, water transport 
is by far the cheapest mode of transport. A significant trend in maritime trade worldwide has 
been the growth in the use of containers. This has led to a demand for larger, faster, and more 
specialized vessels to improve the economics of container transport. Delays at ports, customs, 
and security and the management of containers used are major issues in global shipping. Port 
congestion in particular has been a big problem in the United States.

Pipeline

Pipeline is used primarily for the transport of crude petroleum, refined petroleum products, and 
natural gas. In the United States, pipeline accounted for about 16 percent of total ton-miles in 
2002. A significant initial fixed cost is incurred in setting up the pipeline and related infrastruc-
ture that does not vary significantly with the diameter of the pipeline. Pipeline operations are 
typically optimized at about 80 to 90 percent of pipeline capacity. Given the nature of the costs, 
pipelines are best suited when relatively stable and large flows are required. Pipeline may be an 
effective way of getting crude oil to a port or a refinery. Sending gasoline to a gas station does not 
justify investment in a pipeline and is done better with a truck. Pipeline pricing usually consists 
of two components: a fixed component related to the shipper’s peak usage and a second charge 
relating to the actual quantity transported. This pricing structure encourages the shipper to use 
the pipeline for the predictable component of demand with other modes often being used to 
cover fluctuations.

Intermodal

Intermodal transportation is the use of more than one mode of transport to move a shipment to its 
destination. A variety of intermodal combinations are possible, with the most common being 
truck/rail. Intermodal traffic has grown considerably with the increased use of containers for 
shipping and the rise of global trade. Containers are easy to transfer from one mode to another, 
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and their use facilitates intermodal transportation. Containerized freight often uses truck/water/
rail combinations, particularly for global freight. For global trade, intermodal is often the only 
option because factories and markets may not be situated next to ports. As the quantity shipped 
using containers has grown, the truck/water/rail intermodal combination has also grown. By 
2001, intermodal activity contributed more than 20 percent of rail revenues.3 On land, the rail/
truck intermodal system offers the benefits of lower cost than TL and delivery times that are bet-
ter than rail, thereby bringing together different modes of transport to create a price/service offer-
ing that cannot be matched by any single mode. It also creates convenience for shippers that now 
deal with only one entity representing all carriers that together provide the intermodal service.

Key issues in the intermodal industry involve the exchange of information to facilitate 
shipment transfers between different modes because these transfers often involve considerable 
delays, hurting delivery time performance.

14.3 TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE AND POLICIES

Roads, seaports, airports, rail, and canals are some of the major infrastructural elements that exist 
along nodes and links of a transportation network. In almost all countries, the government has 
either taken full responsibility or played a significant role in building and managing these infra-
structure elements. Improved infrastructure has played a significant role in the development of 
transportation and the resulting growth of trade. The role of the railroads and canals in the eco-
nomic development of the United States is well documented. More recently, the impact of 
improved road, air, and port infrastructure on the development in China is very visible.

Before considering policy questions related to transportation infrastructures, it is worth 
looking at the history of rail and road infrastructure in the United States to see some of the issues 
involved. We summarize some of the discussion by Ellison (2002) of the history of railroads and 
regulation in the industry. The construction of railroads in the United States occurred rapidly dur-
ing the 1850s. The railroads were privately owned but were built with significant government 
subsidy, often in the form of land grants. By the 1870s, the railroad network connected most of 
the United States. Each railroad was the exclusive provider of carriage over its track. This 
monopoly allowed railroads to determine the price they charged, as well as the level of service 
they provided to their customers. Initial construction of new railroads led to some competition 
over rates. The railroad companies responded by entering into agreements with each other that 
effectively ended competition and raised rates. Protests by farmers and other users of the rail-
roads led eventually to the establishment of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), which 
prohibited discriminatory pricing. The ICC required railroads to file their rates with the ICC and 
made them public. The railroads responded by forming cartels to restrict supply. This led to the 
passage of the Sherman Antitrust Act in 1890. Responding to the financial difficulties of railways 
in the 1940s, the government allowed them some degree of coordination and exempted them 
from the antitrust regulations. With the growth of other modes of transport and the need to revi-
talize their assets, the railroads were in bad financial shape in the early 1970s. The Staggers Rail 
Act of 1980 deregulated the railroads, allowed them some rate-making powers, and eased entry 
and exit. The act also removed the antitrust immunity of the railroads. Deregulation in the United 
States was followed by a wave of reorganization and mergers within the railroad industry. Over-
all, deregulation has resulted in improved financial performance of the railroad industry and 
increased use of rail by shippers.

Levinson (1998) provides an excellent discussion of the history of road construction and 
pricing. In the late 1700s, turnpikes were built using public funds in Virginia, Maryland, and 
Pennsylvania but were then turned over to private companies that collected tolls. Over time, 

3“The Value of Rail Intermodal to the U.S. Economy,” accessed April 29, 2011, from http://intermodal.transportation.
org/Documents/brown.pdf
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other turnpikes were built as a result of competition between towns to gain trade. Other than 
federal land grants, these roads were typically built with local effort and money. The tolls on 
these turnpikes were generally structured to keep local travel free and make people traveling 
across an area pay for this right. With the growth in railroads and canals, however, turnpikes suf-
fered financially in the mid-1800s and were eventually converted into public roads. In the twen-
tieth century, as the modes of transport changed, there was a need for higher quality roads. A 
network of national toll-free highways was built, largely using gasoline taxes as the source of 
funding. At the same time, other facilities, such as tunnels and bridges, were often constructed as 
toll facilities. In many other countries, such as France and Spain, concessions were granted to 
private companies that received toll revenue. More recently, private toll roads have also been 
built in Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand.

From these examples, it seems reasonable that the government must either own or regulate 
a monopolistic transportation infrastructure asset. When the transportation infrastructure asset 
has competition either within a mode or across modes, private ownership, deregulation, and 
competition seem to work well. The deregulation of the transportation industry within the United 
States is a case in point. Keep in mind, however, that roads, ports, and airports are largely public 
and not private because of the inherently monopolistic nature of these transportation infrastruc-
ture assets. In such a setting, the public ownership of these assets is justified. This raises the 
policy question of financing the construction and maintenance of these publicly owned transpor-
tation assets. Should roads be financed through a gasoline tax, or is some other form of financing 
such as tolls more appropriate?

Some economists have argued for public ownership of these assets with the setting of quasi-
market prices to improve overall efficiency. Quasi-market prices need to take into account the 
discrepancy between the incentives of an individual using the transportation infrastructure and the 
public as a whole that owns the infrastructure. This discrepancy is illustrated in Figure 14-1 in the 
context of road traffic.

A vehicle driver bases his or her decision to use a highway on the cost and benefit of doing 
so. Figure 14-1 assumes that different people have different values for making the trip and these 
values are uniformly distributed over an interval. The number of users whose value from a trip 
exceeds a particular cost is thus defined by the demand curve. We assume a simple demand curve 
given by traffic f = 1,000 – cost. The costs incurred by a motorist include any tolls and the cost of 
time spent on the highway and the cost of operating and maintaining the vehicle. It is well 
known that the time spent increases with congestion on a highway. Thus, the average cost to each 
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motorist	increases	with	traffic	flow,	as	shown	in	Figure	14-1.	We	start	with	the	case	when	there	
are	no	tolls	and	motorists	incur	only	costs	related	to	congestion,	operation,	and	maintenance.	We	
assume that the total cost grows with traffic f and is given by total cost = 3f 2. The average cost 
per motorist is thus given by cost = 3f 2>f = 3f. Because there are no tolls for accessing the 
highway, demand will materialize based on the average congestion, operation, and maintenance 
cost incurred by people on the road. Given people’s valuation of the trip, the number of motorists 
using the road is determined by the intersection of the demand curve with the average cost curve 
at point A as shown in Figure 14-1. For our demand curve f = 1,000 - cost and average cost 
function cost = 3f, we obtain f = 1,000 - cost = 1,000 - 3f. Solving this equation for f, we 
obtain f = 1,000>4 = 250 motorists at equilibrium. This results in an average cost to motorists 
of P0 = 3f = 3 * 250 = 750 and a traffic flow of Q0 = f = 250.

From the perspective of the public, however, it is more appropriate to consider how each 
additional motorist impacts the total cost, not just the average cost. Observe that an additional 
motorist increases the average cost 3f by a small amount but increases the total cost 3f 2 across all 
motorists by a much larger amount. This is represented in Figure 14-1 by the marginal cost 
curve, which measures the marginal increase in total cost as a result of additional traffic flow. For 
a total cost curve total cost = 3f 2, the marginal cost is given by taking the derivative 
d(total cost)>df = 6f. Observe that the marginal cost curve 6f is higher than the average cost 
curve 3f. In other words, the marginal impact of a motorist on total cost is much higher than his 
or her average share of the impact. Ideally, we should charge motorists a toll for highway use 
based on this marginal cost that they add to the system. If we were to do so for our example (i.e., 
somehow charge 3f as additional toll to raise the total marginal cost to 6f), from our demand 
curve, we obtain f = 1,000 - marginal cost = 1,000 - 6f. Solving this equation for f, we 
obtain an equilibrium traffic of f = 1,000>7 = 143 motorists. Motorists should be charged a 
toll 3f that depends on the amount of traffic on the highway. If the traffic is at a level below 143, 
motorists pay a lower toll. As traffic increases, the toll rises in proportion and this increase in 
costs now discourages motorists from joining the highway. At equilibrium, there are f = 143 
motorists on the highway, each is charged a congestion-related toll of 3f = 3 * 143 = 429, and 
each incurs average congestion-related costs of 3f = 429 for a total cost of 838 per motorist. 
With	a	toll	in	place,	fewer	motorists	join	the	highway	because	they	bear	the	true	cost	they	are	
imposing on the highway system. This toll lowers the vehicle flow rate from Q0 = 250 to 
Q1 = 143 and reduces the average congestion cost per motorist from 750 to 429. In other words, 
the absence of a congestion toll results in an overuse of the transportation infrastructure and a 
higher resulting congestion cost on all users.

The problem is well illustrated by a simple illustration given by Vickrey (see Button and 
Verhoef, 1998). Each member of a group going out to dinner is likely to order an expensive item 
if the plan is to share the bill equally at the end instead of having each person pay his or her true 
charge. Thus, it is fair to say that the overall bill is higher if it is shared equally compared with 
each person paying based on actual consumption. The same is true with transportation infrastruc-
ture if pricing is not linked to congestion.

Quasi-market prices for transportation infrastructure thus result in higher prices at peak 
locations and times and lower prices otherwise. Such pricing is not commonly observed for 
transportation infrastructure except for roads in Singapore and city centers in a few European 
cities. Congestion is a major factor at several ports and airports. The Los Angeles–Long Beach 
port, for example, experienced significant congestion in 2004. Several factors affected the con-
gestion, including capacity problems on railroads taking containers away, labor shortages, and 
technology issues. However, congestion was also affected by the desire of many shippers to 
bring weekly shipments from Asia over the weekend to ensure supply for the entire week. This 
created a peak time with significant congestion. The peak workload also becomes exaggerated as 
container ships get larger. In such a situation, the use of peak tolls to level out the arrivals can be 
an effective policy. Overall, it is important to keep in mind that transportation infrastructure faces 
congestion-related problems unless users are forced to internalize the marginal impact of their 
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actions on society. It may be most effective to charge a congestion toll and use the money gener-
ated to improve the effectiveness of the transportation infrastructure.

Key Point

Transportation infrastructures often require government ownership or regulation because of their inher-
ently monopolistic nature. In the absence of a monopoly, deregulation and market forces help create an 
effective industry structure. When the infrastructure is publicly owned, it is important to price usage to 
reflect the marginal impact on the cost to society. If this is not done, overuse and congestion result 
because the cost borne by a user is less than the user’s marginal impact on total cost.

14.4 DESIGN OPTIONS FOR A TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

The design of a transportation network affects the performance of a supply chain by establishing 
the infrastructure within which operational transportation decisions regarding scheduling and 
routing are made. A well-designed transportation network allows a supply chain to achieve the 
desired degree of responsiveness at a low cost. Three basic questions need to be considered when 
designing a transportation network between two stages of a supply chain:

 1. Should transportation be direct or through an intermediate site?
 2. Should the intermediate site stock product or only serve as a cross-docking location?
 3. Should each delivery route supply a single destination or multiple destinations (milk run, 

discussed later)?

Based on the answers to these questions, the supply chain ends up with a variety of trans-
portation networks. We discuss these options and their strengths and weaknesses in the context 
of a buyer with multiple locations sourcing from several suppliers.

Direct Shipment Network to Single Destination

With the direct shipment network to a single destination option, the buyer structures the transpor-
tation network so that all shipments come directly from each supplier to each buyer location, as 
shown in Figure 14-2. With a direct shipment network, the routing of each shipment is specified, 
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and the supply chain manager needs to decide only the quantity to ship and the mode of transpor-
tation to use. This decision involves a trade-off between transportation and inventory costs, as 
discussed later in the chapter.

The major advantage of a direct shipment transportation network is the elimination of 
intermediate warehouses and its simplicity of operation and coordination. The shipment decision 
is completely local, and the decision made for one shipment does not influence others. The trans-
portation time from supplier to buyer location is short because each shipment goes direct.

A direct shipment network to single destination is justified only if demand at buyer loca-
tions is large enough that optimal replenishment lot sizes are close to a truckload from each sup-
plier to each location. Home Depot started with a direct shipment network, given that most of the 
stores it opened until about 2002 were large stores. The stores ordered in quantities that were 
large enough that ordering was managed locally within the store and delivery to the store arrived 
directly from the supplier. The direct shipment network to single destination, however, proved to 
be problematic as Home Depot started to open smaller stores that did not have large enough 
orders to justify a direct shipment.

Direct Shipping with Milk Runs

A milk run is a route on which a truck either delivers product from a single supplier to multiple 
retailers or goes from multiple suppliers to a single buyer location, as shown in Figure 14-3. In 
direct shipping with milk runs, a supplier delivers directly to multiple buyer locations on a truck 
or a truck picks up deliveries destined for the same buyer location from many suppliers. When 
using this option, a supply chain manager has to decide on the routing of each milk run.

Direct shipping provides the benefit of eliminating intermediate warehouses, whereas milk 
runs lower transportation cost by consolidating shipments to multiple locations on a single truck. 
Milk runs make sense when the quantity destined for each location is too small to fill a truck but 
multiple locations are close enough to each other such that their combined quantity fills the 
truck. Companies such as Frito-Lay that make direct store deliveries use milk runs to lower their 
transportation cost. If frequent small deliveries are needed on a regular basis and either a set of 
suppliers or a set of retailers is in geographic proximity, the use of milk runs can significantly 
reduce transportation costs. For example, Toyota uses milk runs from suppliers to support its 
just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing system in both Japan and the United States. In Japan, Toyota 
has many assembly plants located close together and thus uses milk runs from a single supplier 
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FIGURE 14-3 Milk Runs from Multiple Suppliers or to Multiple Buyer Locations
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to many plants. In the United States, however, Toyota uses milk runs from many suppliers to 
each assembly plant, given the large distance between assembly plants.

All Shipments via Intermediate Distribution Center with Storage

Under this option, product is shipped from suppliers to a central distribution center, where it is 
stored until needed by buyers when it is shipped to each buyer location, as shown in Figure 14-4. 
Storing product at an intermediate location is justified if transportation economies require large 
shipments on the inbound side or shipments on the outbound side cannot be coordinated. In such 
a situation, product comes in large quantities into a DC, where it is held in inventory and sent to 
buyer locations in smaller replenishment lots when needed.

The presence of a DC allows a supply chain to achieve economies of scale for inbound 
transportation to a point close to the final destination, because each supplier sends a large ship-
ment to the DC that contains product for all locations the DC serves. Because DCs serve loca-
tions nearby, the outbound transportation cost is not very large. For example, W.W. Grainger has 
its suppliers ship products to one of nine DCs (typically in large quantities), with each DC, in 
turn, replenishing stores in its vicinity with the smaller quantities they need. It would be expen-
sive for suppliers to try to serve each store directly. Similarly, when Home Depot sources from an 
overseas supplier, the product is held in inventory at the DC because the lot size on the inbound 
side is much larger than the sum of the lot sizes for the stores served by the DC.

All Shipments via Intermediate Transit Point with Cross-Docking

Under this option, suppliers send their shipments to an intermediate transit point (which could be 
a DC), where they are cross-docked and sent to buyer locations without storing them. The prod-
uct flow is similar to that shown in Figure 14-4 except that there is no storage at the intermediate 
facility. When a DC cross-docks product, each inbound truck contains product from suppliers for 
several buyer locations, whereas each outbound truck contains product for one buyer location 
from several suppliers. Major benefits of cross-docking are that little inventory needs to be held 
and product flows faster in the supply chain. Cross-docking also saves on handling cost because 
product does not have to be moved into and out of storage. Cross-docking is appropriate when 
economies of scale in transportation can be achieved on both the inbound and outbound sides 
and both inbound and outbound shipments can be coordinated.
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Walmart has used cross-docking successfully to decrease inventories in the supply chain 
without incurring excessive transportation costs. Walmart builds many large stores in a geo-
graphic area supported by a DC. As a result, the total lot size to all stores from each supplier 
fills trucks on the inbound side to achieve economies of scale. On the outbound side, the sum of 
the lot sizes from all suppliers to each retail store fills up the truck to achieve economies of 
scale.

Another good example of the use of a transit point with cross-docking comes from Pea-
pod in the Chicago area. Peapod has a DC in Lake Zurich from which it delivers to its custom-
ers using milk runs. This approach proved effective for customers in the northern and western 
suburbs of Chicago. Peapod, however, wanted to increase its reach to the city of Chicago and 
the city of Milwaukee. Both are far enough from the Lake Zurich DC that a milk run wasted 
about two hours in transit, making no productive deliveries. These markets were also small 
enough that they did not justify a local DC. Peapod’s response has been to set up a cross- 
docking facility (which tends to be cheaper than a DC because no storage is involved) at each 
location. Peapod then sends out all deliveries to the local cross-docking facility in a larger truck 
and uses smaller trucks for local deliveries. The use of cross-docking at a transit point has 
allowed Peapod to increase the reach of the Lake Zurich DC without significantly increasing 
transportation expense.

Shipping via DC Using Milk Runs

As shown in Figure 14-5, milk runs can be used from a DC if lot sizes to be delivered to each 
buyer location are small. Milk runs reduce outbound transportation costs by consolidating small 
shipments. For example, Seven-Eleven Japan cross-docks deliveries from its fresh-food suppli-
ers at its DCs and sends out milk runs to the retail outlets because the total shipment to a store 
from all suppliers does not fill a truck. The use of cross-docking and milk runs allows Seven-
Eleven Japan to lower its transportation cost while sending small replenishment lots to each 
store. The use of cross-docking with milk runs requires a significant degree of coordination and 
suitable routing and scheduling.

The online grocer Peapod uses milk runs from DCs when making customer deliveries to 
help reduce transportation costs for small shipments to be delivered to homes. OshKosh B’Gosh, 
a manufacturer of children’s wear, has used this idea to virtually eliminate LTL shipments from 
its DC in Tennessee to retail stores.

Suppliers Buyer Locations
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FIGURE 14-5 Milk Runs from DC
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Tailored Network

The tailored network option is a suitable combination of previous options that reduces the cost 
and improves the responsiveness of the supply chain. Here, transportation uses a combination of 
cross-docking, milk runs, and TL and LTL carriers, along with package carriers in some cases. 
The goal is to use the appropriate option in each situation. High-demand products may be shipped 
directly to high-demand retail outlets, whereas low-demand products or shipments to low-
demand retail outlets are consolidated to and from the DC. The complexity of managing this 
transportation network is high because different shipping procedures are used for each product 
and retail outlet. Operating a tailored network requires significant investment in information 
infrastructure to facilitate the coordination. Such a network, however, allows for the selective use 
of a shipment method to minimize the transportation as well as inventory costs.

Table 14-2 summarizes the pros and cons of the various transportation network options 
discussed. We illustrate some of these choices in Example 14-1.

EXAMPLE 14-1 Selecting a Transportation Network

A retail chain has eight stores in a region supplied from four supply sources. Trucks have a 
capacity of 40,000 units and cost $1,000 per load plus $100 per delivery. Thus, a truck making 
two deliveries charges $1,200. The cost of holding one unit in inventory at retail for a year  
is $0.20.

The vice president of supply chain is considering whether to use direct shipping from sup-
pliers to retail stores or setting up milk runs from suppliers to retail stores. What network do you 
recommend if annual sales for each product at each retail store are 960,000 units? What network 
do you recommend if sales for each product at each retail store are 120,000 units?

Analysis:

We provide a detailed analysis when annual sales of each product at each retail store are 960,000 
units. Our analysis assumes that all trucks travel full. A more sophisticated analysis can be per-
formed for which the optimal load on each truck is calculated and used in the analysis. This 
analysis is also available in the spreadsheet Chapter14-examples on worksheet Example 14-1.

TABLE 14-2 Pros and Cons of Different Transportation Networks

Network Structure Pros Cons

Direct shipping No intermediate warehouse
Simple to coordinate

High inventories (due to 
large lot size)

Direct shipping with  
milk runs

Lower transportation costs for small lots
Lower inventories

Increased coordination 
complexity

All shipments via central 
DC with inventory storage

Lower inbound transportation cost 
through consolidation

Increased inventory cost
Increased handling at DC

All shipments via central 
DC with cross-dock

Low inventory requirement
Lower transportation cost through 
consolidation

Increased coordination 
complexity

Shipping via DC using 
milk runs

Lower outbound transportation cost for 
small lots

Further increase in 
coordination complexity

Tailored network Transportation choice best matches 
needs of individual product and store

Highest coordination 
complexity
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We	first	analyze	the	direct	shipping	network	and	assume	that	full	truckloads	will	be	shipped	
from suppliers to retail stores. In this case, we have the following:

Batch size shipped from each supplier to each store = 40,000 units

Number of shipments/year from each supplier to each store = 960,000>40,000 = 24

Annual trucking cost for direct network = 24 * 1,100 * 4 * 8 = $844,800

Average inventory at each store for each product = 40,000>2 = 20,000 units

Annual inventory cost for direct network = 20,000 * 0.2 * 4 * 8 = $128,000

Total annual cost of direct network = $844,800 + $128,000 = $972,800

Now, we analyze the network in which suppliers run milk runs to retail stores. Milk runs 
increase	the	transportation	cost	but	decrease	the	level	of	inventory	each	store	has	to	hold.	We	
provide a detailed analysis for the instance of suppliers running milk runs to two stores on each 
truck. In this case, we have the following:

Batch size shipped from each supplier to each store = 40,000>2 = 20,000 units

Number of shipments/year from each supplier to each store = 960,000>20,000 = 48

Transportation cost per shipment per store (two stores/truck) = 1,000>2 + 100 = $600

Annual trucking cost for milk run network = 48 * 600 * 4 * 8 = $921,600

Average inventory at each store for each product = 20,000>2 = 10,000 units

Annual inventory cost for milk run network = 10,000 * 0.2 * 4 * 8 = $64,000

Total annual cost of milk run network = $921,600 + $64,000 = $985,600

This analysis shows that when demand per product per store is 960,000 units, the direct 
network is cheaper than running milk runs with two stores per route. Increasing the number of 
stores on a milk run ends up costing even more because it raises transportation costs more than it 
saves in holding costs.

When	demand	per	product	per	store	is	120,000,	we	first	provide	the	detailed	costs	for	the	
direct shipping network as follows (assuming all trucks travel full):

Batch size shipped from each supplier to each store = 40,000 units

Number of shipments/year from each supplier to each store = 120,000>40,000 = 3

Annual trucking cost for direct network = 3 * 1,100 * 4 * 8 = $105,600

Average inventory at each store for each product = 40,000>2 = 20,000 units

Annual inventory cost for direct network = 20,000 * 0.2 * 4 * 8 = $128,000

Total annual cost of direct network = $105,600 + $128,000 = $233,600

For the direct network, it turns out that to minimize total annual costs, it is better not to fill 
each truck but to send only 36,332 units per truck. The optimal loading increases transportation 
costs a bit but decreases total costs to $232,524 per year.

Now,	we	analyze	the	network	in	which	suppliers	use	milk	runs	to	retail	stores.	We	provide	
a detailed analysis for the instance of suppliers running milk runs to four stores on each truck and 
each truck travels full. In this case, we have the following:

Batch size shipped from each supplier to each store = 40,000>4 = 10,000 units

Number of shipments/year from each supplier to each store = 120,000>10,000 = 12

Transportation cost per shipment per store (four stores/truck) = 1,000>4 + 100 = $350

Annual trucking cost for milk run network = 12 * 350 * 4 * 8 = $134,400

Average inventory at each store for each product = 10,000>2 = 5,000 units

Annual inventory cost for milk run network = 5,000 * 0.2 * 4 * 8 = $32,000

Total annual cost of milk run network = $134,400 + $32,000 = $166,400
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This analysis shows that when demand per product per store is 120,000 units, the milk run 
network with four stores per route is cheaper than the direct network (even when truck loads are 
optimized). The direct network ends up costing more because of increased inventory holding 
costs even though transportation is cheaper. Observe that milk runs become more attractive as 
the amount flowing through the system decreases. In the next section, we discuss a variety of 
trade-offs that supply chain managers need to consider when designing and operating a transpor-
tation network.

14.5 MUMBAI DABBAWALAS: A HIGHLY RESPONSIVE DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK

Imagine trying to pick up and deliver 150,000 hot lunches on time every day in a city where 
traffic is normally gridlocked. Getting such a distribution system to be financially successful 
has defeated many dotcom startups, such as Urbanfetch and Kozmo.com, that operated in cit-
ies like London and New York. The Mumbai dabbawalas, however, have successfully run such 
a distribution system for more than a century—while charging customers about $7/month for 
this service, and including reverse logistics: all empty lunchboxes are delivered back home 
after lunch. Their distribution network uses several ideas discussed earlier, from milk runs to 
cross-docking.

Every working morning around 9 a.m., about 5,000 dabbawalas use milk runs with bicy-
cles to pick up lunches from about 30 homes each. These freshly made lunches are packed in 
steel or plastic containers called tiffins or dabbas (hence the name dabbawala, or “dabba guy”). 
Each home has a time window of about a minute for the pickup, and the schedule is repeated 
every working day. The milk run ends at the local train station, where the dabbas are collected 
and sorted into wooden crates based on their destination. There are a few stations where multiple 
train lines intersect. At these stations, the dabbawalas cross-dock the dabbas between crates to 
ensure that each crate contains lunches for the same destination. The lunchboxes arrive at the 
destination railway stations by about 11:30 a.m. The destination railway station serves as a hub 
from which crates are taken to their final destination, where the lunches will be consumed. Each 
dabbawala is responsible for delivering about 40 dabbas. This is typically done using a milk run 
on a bicycle or handcart, and all deliveries are completed before 1 p.m. Once the customers finish 
their lunches, the entire process is repeated in reverse to return the empty dabbas to their respec-
tive homes by 5 p.m. For this complex network, in which 150,000 individualized pickups and 
deliveries are managed daily, the dabbawalas average one delayed delivery in 16 million!

Besides being awed by their accomplishments, it is important to ask how the dabbawalas 
succeed while other people failed when trying to provide home delivery with Urbanfetch and 
Kozmo.com. Besides their discipline and commitment, three factors facilitate the success of the 
dabbawala distribution network:

 1. Low uncertainty of demand
 2. Temporal aggregation of demand
 3. Use of transportation resources when they are underutilized

The pickup and delivery points for the dabbawalas are fixed and do not vary from day to 
day. This predictability of demand allows them to design optimal milk runs and travel routes that 
are repeated daily. In contrast, the destinations for home delivery orders received by Kozmo var-
ied every day. Given that the dabbawalas have a single product (lunch), the pickup and delivery 
times are close to each other for every customer. This temporal aggregation of demand allows the 
dabbawalas to ensure that all pickups or deliveries for a single building are handled together. 
This luxury was not available to Kozmo, which often had to go back to the same area because the 
multiple orders that arrived from there were distributed over time. Finally, the dabbawalas use 
the Mumbai railway system during times that are off-peak. The Mumbai railway system is one of 
the most densely loaded systems in the world—in 2008, it carried 6.4 million passengers daily, 
with trains packed very densely during rush hours. The dabbawalas travel these trains after the 
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morning rush and before the evening rush. The trains are quite crowded during off-peak times as 
well, but rush hour crowds are dense enough to make it difficult for a passenger to carry a dabba 
in person (this is a common reason given for the use of dabbawalas). The absence of uncertainty, 
the temporal aggregation of orders, and the use of the train system during off-peak hours allows 
the dabbawalas to economically provide a service that has challenged many home delivery  
companies.

14.6 TRADE-OFFS IN TRANSPORTATION DESIGN

All transportation decisions made by shippers in a supply chain network must take into account 
their impact on inventory costs, facility and processing costs, the cost of coordinating operations, 
and the level of responsiveness provided to customers. For example, Amazon’s use of package 
carriers to deliver products to customers increases transportation cost but allows Amazon to cen-
tralize its facilities and reduce inventory costs. If Amazon wants to reduce its transportation 
costs, the company must either sacrifice responsiveness to customers or increase the number of 
facilities and resulting inventories to move closer to customers.

The cost of coordinating operations is generally hard to quantify. Shippers should evaluate 
different transportation options in terms of various costs and revenues and then rank them accord-
ing to coordination complexity. A manager can then make the appropriate transportation deci-
sion. Managers must consider the following trade-offs when making transportation decisions:

• Transportation and inventory cost trade-off
• Transportation cost and customer responsiveness trade-off

Transportation and Inventory Cost Trade-Off

The trade-off between transportation and inventory costs is significant when designing a supply 
chain network. Two fundamental supply chain decisions involving this trade-off are

• Choice of transportation mode
• Inventory aggregation

CHOICE OF TRANSPORTATION MODE Selecting a transportation mode is both a planning and 
an operational decision in a supply chain. The decision regarding carriers with which a company 
contracts is a planning decision, whereas the choice of transportation mode for a particular ship-
ment is an operational decision. For both decisions, a shipper must balance transportation and 
inventory costs. The mode of transportation that results in the lowest transportation cost does not 
necessarily lower total costs for a supply chain. Cheaper modes of transport typically have longer 
lead times and larger minimum shipment quantities, both of which result in higher levels of 
inventory in the supply chain. Modes that allow for shipping in small quantities lower inventory 
levels but tend to be more expensive. Apple, for example, airfreights several of its products from 
Asia. This choice cannot be justified on the basis of transportation cost alone. It can be justified 
only because the use of a faster mode of transportation for shipping valuable components allows 
Apple to carry low levels of inventory and still be responsive to its customers.

The impact of using different modes of transportation on inventories, response time, and 
costs in the supply chain is shown in Table 14-3. Each transportation mode is ranked along vari-
ous dimensions, with 1 being the best and 6 being the worst.

Faster modes of transportation are preferred for products with a high value-to-weight 
ratio (an iPad is a good example of such a product) for which reducing inventories is important, 
whereas cheaper modes are preferred for products with a small value-to-weight ratio (e.g., fur-
niture imported by IKEA) for which reducing transportation cost is important. The choice of 
transportation mode should take into account potential lost sales and cycle, safety, and in-transit 
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inventory costs in addition to the cost of transportation. The lost sales and inventory costs are 
influenced by the speed, flexibility, and reliability of the mode. The purchase price must also be 
included if it changes with the choice of transportation mode (perhaps because of a change in 
lot sizes). Ignoring inventory costs when making transportation decisions can result in choices 
that worsen the performance of a supply chain, as illustrated in Example 14-2 (see worksheet 
Example 14-2).

EXAMPLE 14-2 Trade-Offs When Selecting Transportation Mode

Eastern Electric (EE) is a major appliance manufacturer with a large plant in the Chicago area. 
EE purchases all the motors for its appliances from Westview Motors, located near Dallas. EE 
currently purchases 120,000 motors each year from Westview at a price of $120 per motor. 
Demand has been relatively constant for several years and is expected to stay that way. Each 
motor averages about 10 pounds in weight, and EE has traditionally purchased lots of 3,000 
motors. Westview ships each EE order within a day of receiving it (lead time is one day more 
than transit time). At its assembly plant, EE carries a safety inventory equal to 50 percent of the 
average demand for motors during the replenishment lead time.

The plant manager at EE has received several proposals for transportation and must decide 
on the one to accept. The details of various proposals are provided in Table 14-4, where one cwt 
equals 100 pounds.

Golden’s pricing represents a marginal unit quantity discount (see Chapter 11). Golden’s 
representative has proposed lowering the marginal rate for the quantity over 250 cwt in a ship-
ment from $4/cwt to $3/cwt and suggested that EE increase its batch size to 4,000 motors to take 
advantage of the lower transportation cost. What should the plant manager do?

TABLE 14-3 Ranking of Transportation Modes in Terms of Supply Chain Performance 
 (Read Vertically, 1 = Best, 6 = Worst)

 
Mode

Cycle 
Inventory

Safety 
Inventory

In-Transit 
Cost

Transportation 
Cost

Transportation 
Time

Rail 5 5 5 2 5

TL 4 4 4 3 3

LTL 3 3 3 4 4

Package 1 1 1 6 1

Air 2 2 2 5 2

Water 6 6 6 1 6

TABLE 14-4 Transportation Proposals for EE Electric

Carrier Range of Quantity Shipped (cwt) Shipping Cost ($/cwt)

AM Railroad 200+ 6.50

Northeast Trucking 100+ 7.50

Golden Freightways 50–150 8.00

Golden Freightways 150–250 6.00

Golden Freightways 250+ 4.00
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Analysis:
Golden’s new proposal will result in low transportation costs for EE if the plant manager orders 
in lots of 4,000 motors. The plant manager, however, decides to include inventory costs in the 
transportation decision. EE’s annual cost of holding inventory is 25 percent, which implies an 
annual holding cost of H = $120 * 0.25 = $30 per motor. Shipments by rail require a five-day 
transit time, whereas shipments by truck have a transit time of three days. The transportation 
decision affects the cycle inventory, safety inventory, and in-transit inventory for EE. Therefore, 
the plant manager decides to evaluate the total transportation and inventory cost for each trans-
portation option.

The AM Rail proposal requires a minimum shipment of 20,000 pounds or 2,000 motors. 
The replenishment lead time in this case is L = 5 + 1 = 6 days. For a lot size of 
Q = 2,000 motors, the plant manager obtains the following:

 Cycle inventory = Q  >  2 = 2,000 >  2 = 1,000 motors

 Safety inventory = L  >  2 days of demand = 16 >  221120,000 >3652
 = 986 motors

 In@transit inventory = 120,000 15 >  3652 = 1,644 motors

 Total average inventory = 1,000 + 986 + 1,644 = 3,630 motors

 Annual holding cost using AM Rail = 3,630 * $30 = $108,900

AM Rail charges $6.50 per cwt, resulting in a transportation cost of $0.65 per motor because 
each motor weighs 10 pounds. Here we have approximated the holding cost because we have not 
included the transportation cost in the cost of the product. A more precise evaluation would set 
the holding cost of in-transit inventory to be $30 (because transportation cost has not yet been 
incurred) and the holding cost of cycle and safety inventory to be 120.65 * 0.25 = $30.16 
because transportation cost has been incurred by this stage. The precise evaluation would result 
in an inventory holding cost of (1,644 * 30) + (1,986 * 30.16) = $109,218.

The annual transportation cost is obtained as follows:

Annual transportation cost using AM Rail = 120,000 * 0.65 = $78,000

The total annual cost for inventory and transportation using AM Rail is thus $186,900.
The plant manager then evaluates the cost associated with each transportation option, as 

shown in Table 14-5 (we have used the approximate inventory cost in this analysis, applying the 

TABLE 14-5 Analysis of Transportation Options for Eastern Electric

 
Alternative

Lot Size 
(Motors)

Transportation 
Cost

Cycle 
Inventory

Safety 
Inventory

In-Transit 
Inventory

Inventory 
Cost

 
Total Cost

AM Rail 2,000 $78,000 1,000 986 1,644 $108,900 $186,900

Northeast 1,000 $90,000 500 658 986 $64,320 $154,320

Golden    500 $96,000 250 658 986 $56,820 $152,820

Golden 1,500 $96,000 750 658 986 $71,820 $167,820

Golden 2,500 $86,400 1,250 658 986 $86,820 $173,220

Golden 3,000 $80,000 1,500 658 986 $94,320 $174,320

Golden (old 
proposal)

4,000 $72,000 2,000 658 986 $109,320 $181,320

Golden (new 
proposal)

4,000 $67,500 2,000 658 986 $109,320 $176,820
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holding cost only to the unit cost and not the unit cost plus transportation cost/unit). (See work-
sheet Example 14-2 for all details in Table 14-5.) Based on the analysis in Table 14-5 (the inven-
tory numbers are rounded to the closest integer), the plant manager decides to sign a contract 
with Golden Freightways and order motors in lots of 500. This option has the highest transporta-
tion cost, but the lowest overall cost. If the selection of the transportation option were made using 
only the transportation cost incurred, Golden’s new proposal lowering the price for large ship-
ments would look attractive. In reality, though, EE pays a high overall cost for this proposal 
because of the high inventory costs that result. Thus, considering the trade-off between inventory 
and transportation costs allows the plant manager to make a transportation decision that mini-
mizes EE’s total cost.

Key Point

When selecting a mode of transportation, managers must account for unit costs and cycle, safety, and 
in-transit inventory costs that result from using each mode. Modes with high transportation costs can be 
justified if they result in significantly lower inventory costs.

INVENTORY AGGREGATION Firms can significantly reduce the safety inventory they require 
by physically aggregating inventories in one location (see Chapter 12). Most online businesses 
use this technique to gain advantage over firms with facilities in many locations. For example, 
Amazon has focused on decreasing its facility and inventory costs by holding inventory in a few 
warehouses, whereas booksellers such as Barnes & Noble must hold inventory in many retail 
stores.

Transportation cost, however, generally increases when inventory is aggregated. If 
inventories are highly disaggregated, some aggregation can also lower transportation costs. 
Beyond a certain point, though, aggregation of inventories raises total transportation costs. 
Consider a bookstore chain such as Barnes & Noble. The inbound transportation cost to Barnes 
& Noble is due to the replenishment of bookstores with new books. There is no outbound cost 
because customers transport their own books home. If Barnes & Noble decides to close all its 
bookstores and sell only online, it will have to incur both inbound and outbound transportation 
costs. The inbound transportation cost to warehouses will be lower than to all bookstores. On 
the outbound side, however, transportation cost will increase significantly because the out-
bound shipment to each customer will be small and will require an expensive mode such as a 
package carrier. The total transportation cost will increase on aggregation because each book 
travels the same distance as when it was sold through a bookstore, except that a large fraction 
of the distance is on the outbound side using an expensive mode of transportation. As the 
degree of inventory aggregation increases, total transportation cost goes up. Another compari-
son is in the video rental business between Netflix and Redbox. Netflix aggregates its invento-
ries, thus lowering facility and inventory expense. It does, however, have to pay to ship DVDs 
between its DCs and customer homes. Redbox, in contrast, has many vending machines that 
carry DVDs but incurs low transportation costs. Thus, all firms planning inventory aggregation 
must consider the trade-offs among transportation, inventory, and facility costs when making 
this decision.

Inventory aggregation is a good idea when inventory and facility costs form a large fraction 
of a supply chain’s total costs. Inventory aggregation is useful for products with a large value-to-
weight ratio and for products with high demand uncertainty. For example, inventory aggregation 
is valuable in the diamond industry, because diamonds have a large value-to-weight ratio and 
demand is uncertain. Inventory aggregation is also a good idea if customer orders are large 
enough to ensure sufficient economies of scale on outbound transportation. When products have 
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a low value-to-weight ratio and customer orders are small, however, inventory aggregation may 
hurt a supply chain’s performance because of high transportation costs. Compared with dia-
monds, the value of inventory aggregation is smaller for best-selling books that have a lower 
value-to-weight ratio and more predictable demand.

We illustrate the trade-off involved in making aggregation decisions in Example 14-3 (see 
worksheet Example 14-3).

EXAMPLE 14-3 Trade-Offs When Aggregating Inventory

HighMed, a manufacturer of medical equipment used in heart procedures, is located in Madison, 
Wisconsin. Cardiologists use its products all over North America. The medical equipment is sold 
not through purchasing agents, but rather directly to doctors. HighMed currently divides the 
United States into twenty-four territories, each with its own sales force. All product inventories 
are maintained locally and replenished from Madison every four weeks using UPS. The average 
replenishment lead time using UPS is one week. UPS charges at a rate of $0.66 + 0.26x, where x 
is the quantity shipped in pounds. The products sold fall into two categories—HighVal and 
LowVal. HighVal products weigh 0.1 pounds and cost $200 each. LowVal products weigh 0.04 
pounds and cost $30 each.

Weekly demand for HighVal products in each territory is normally distributed, with a mean 
of µH = 2 and a standard deviation of 𝜎H = 5 Weekly demand for LowVal products in each terri-
tory is normally distributed, with a mean of µL = 20 and a standard deviation of 𝜎L = 5 HighMed 
maintains sufficient safety inventories in each territory to provide a CSL of 0.997 for each prod-
uct. Holding cost at HighMed is 25 percent.

In addition to the current approach, the management team at HighMed is considering two 
other options:

Option A: Keep the current structure but replenish inventory once a week rather than 
once every four weeks.

Option B: Eliminate inventories in the territories, aggregate all inventories in a finished-
goods warehouse at Madison, and replenish the warehouse once a week.

If inventories are aggregated at Madison, orders will be shipped using FedEx, which 
charges $5.53 + 0.53x per shipment, where x is the quantity shipped in pounds. The factory 
requires a one-week lead time to replenish finished-goods inventories at the Madison warehouse. 
An average customer order is for 1 unit of HighVal and 10 units of LowVal. What should 
HighMed do?

Analysis:

HighMed can reduce transportation cost by aggregating the quantity shipped at a time because 
prices for both UPS and FedEx display economies of scale. When comparing Option A with the 
current system, the management team must trade off the savings in transportation cost through 
less frequent replenishment with the savings in inventory cost with more frequent replenishment. 
When considering Option B, the management team must trade off the increase in transportation 
cost upon aggregation of inventories and the use of a faster but more expensive carrier (FedEx) 
with the decrease in inventory cost.

The management team first analyzes the current situation. For each territory,

Replenishment lead time, L = 1 week

Reorder interval, T = 1 weeks

CSL = 0.997
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The HighMed management team evaluates the costs for Option A and Option B similarly; 
the results are summarized in Table 14-6. The results in Table 14-6 are reported without rounding 
and can be obtained from the associated worksheet Example 14-3.

From Table 14-6, observe that increasing the replenishment frequency under Option 
A decreases total cost at HighMed. The increase in transportation cost is much smaller 
than the decrease in inventory cost resulting from smaller lots. HighMed is able to reduce 
total cost most by aggregating all inventories and using FedEx for transportation, because 
the decrease in inventories upon aggregation is larger than the increase in transportation 
cost.

The value of aggregation is affected by transportation cost, uncertainty of demand, holding 
cost, and the size of customer orders. If transportation costs were to double for HighMed, the 

1. HighMed inventory costs (current scenario): For	HighVal	in	each	territory,	the	man-
agement	team	obtains	the	following:

 Average lot size, QH = expected demand during T weeks

 = TmH = 4 * 2 = 8 units

 Safety inventory, ssH = F - 1
 1CSL2 * sT + L = F - 1

 1CSL2 * 2T + L * sH

 = NORMSINV  10.9972 * 24 + 1 *  5 = 30.7 units 1see Equation 12.182
Total HighVal inventory = QH  >  2 + ssH = 18 >  22 + 30.7 = 34.7 units  

Across	all	twenty-four	territories,	HighMed	thus	carries	HighVal	inventory	of	24 * 34.7 = 832.8 
units	(the	true	number	is	833.3	units	if	we	do	not	round	inventory	values	to	the	first	decimal).	For	
LowVal	in	each	territory,	the	management	team	obtains	the	following:

 Average lot size, QL = expected demand during T weeks = TmL = 4 * 20 = 80 units

 Safety inventory, ssL = F - 1
 1CSL2 * sT + L = F - 1

 1CSL2 * 2T + L *  sL

 = NORMSINV  10.9972 * 24 + 1 *  5 = 30.7 units

 Total LowVal inventory = QL  >  2 + ssL = 180 >  22 + 30.7 = 70.7 units

Across	all	24	territories,	HighMed	thus	carries	LowVal	inventory = 24 * 70.7 = 1696.8	units	
(the	true	number	is	1697.3	if	we	do	not	round	safety	inventory	to	the	first	decimal).

The	management	team	thus	obtains	the	following:

 Annual inventory holding cost for HighMed = (average HighVal inventory * $200

  + average LowVal inventory * $30) * 0.25

 = 1832.8 * $200 + 1696.8 * $302 * 0.25

 = $54,366 1$54,395 without rounding2
2. HighMed transportation cost (current scenario): The	average	replenishment	order	

from	each	territory	consists	of	QH = 8	units	of	HighVal	and	QL = 80	units	of	LowVal.	Thus,

Average weight of each replenishment order

= 0.1QH + 0.04QL = 0.1 * 8 + 0.04 * 80 = 4 pounds

Shipping cost per replenishment order = $0.66 + 0.26 * 4 = $1.70

Each	territory	has	13	replenishment	orders	per	year	and	there	are	24	territories.	Thus,

Annual transportation cost = $1.70 * 13 * 24 = $530

3. HighMed total cost (current scenario): Annual	inventory	and	transportation	cost	at	
HighMed = inventory cost + transportation cost = $54,366 + $530 = $54,896 	 ($54,926	
without	rounding).
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decentralized Option A would become cheaper than the centralized Option B (in this setting, 
Option A costs $32,109, whereas Option B costs $37,402). As transportation cost increases, it 
becomes cheaper to decentralize inventories even though inventory costs increase.

If demand uncertainty decreases (e.g., the standard deviation of weekly demand for HighVal 
decreases from 5 to 2), the decentralized Option A would again become cheaper than the  
centralized Option B. As demand uncertainty decreases, it becomes cheaper to decentralize  
inventories.

If holding cost decreases (e.g., the holding cost drops to 12.5 percent from 25 percent), the 
decentralized Option A would again become cheaper than the centralized Option B. As product 
value or holding cost decreases, it becomes cheaper to decentralize inventories.

If customer order sizes are small, the increase in transportation cost upon aggregation can 
be significant, and inventory aggregation may increase total costs. Reconsider the case of 
HighMed, but now each customer order averages 0.5 HighVal and 5 LowVal (half the size con-
sidered earlier). The costs for the current option as well as Option A remain unchanged because 
HighMed does not pay for outbound transportation and incurs only the cost of transporting 
replenishment orders under both options. Option B, however, becomes more expensive because 
outbound transportation costs increase with a decrease in customer order size. With smaller cus-
tomer orders, the costs under Option B are as follows:tomer orders, the costs under Option B are as follows:

 Average weight of each customer order = 0.1 * 0.5 + 0.04 * 5 = 0.25 pounds

 Shipping cost per customer order = $5.53 + 0.53 * 0.25 = $5.66

 Number of customer orders per territory per week = 4

 Total customer orders per year = 4 * 24 * 52 = 4,992

 Annual transportation cost = 4,992 * $5.66 = $28,255 ($28,267

 without rounding)

 Total annual cost = inventory cost + transportation cost

=  $8,474 + $28,255 = $36,729

 1$36,740 without rounding2

TABLE 14-6 HighMed Costs Under Different Network Options

Current Scenario Option A Option B

Number of stocking locations 24 24 1

Reorder interval 4 weeks 1 week 1 week

HighVal cycle inventory 96 units 24 units 24 units

HighVal safety inventory 737.3 units 466.3 units 95.2 units

HighVal inventory 833.3 units 490.3 units 119.2 units

LowVal cycle inventory 960 units 240 units 240 units

LowVal safety inventory 737.3 units 466.3 units 95.2 units

LowVal inventory 1,697.3 units 706.3 units 335.2 units

Annual inventory cost $54,395 $29,813 $8,473

Shipment type Replenishment Replenishment Customer order

Shipment size 8 HighVal + 80 LowVal 2 HighVal + 20 LowVal 1 HighVal + 10 LowVal

Shipment weight 4 lbs. 1 lb. 0.5 lb.

Annual transport cost $530 $1,148 $14,464

Total annual cost $54, 926 $30,961 $22,938
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Thus, with small customer orders, inventory aggregation is no longer the lowest-cost 
option for HighMed because of the large increase in transportation costs. The company is better 
off maintaining inventory in each territory and using Option A, which gives a lower total cost.

The lessons from Example 14-3 (and Chapter 12) with regard to inventory aggregation are 
summarized in Table 14-7.

TABLE 14-7 Conditions Favoring Aggregation or Disaggregation of Inventory

Aggregate Disaggregate

Transport cost Low High

Demand uncertainty High Low

Holding cost High Low

Customer order size Large Small

Key Point

Inventory aggregation decisions must account for inventory and transportation costs. Inventory aggrega-
tion decreases supply chain costs if the product has a high value-to-weight ratio, high demand uncer-
tainty, low transportation cost, and customer orders are large. If a product has a low value-to-weight 
ratio, low demand uncertainty, large transportation cost, or small customer orders, inventory aggregation 
may increase supply chain costs.

Trade-Off Between Transportation Cost and Customer Responsiveness

The transportation cost a supply chain incurs is closely linked to the degree of responsiveness the 
supply chain aims to provide. If a firm has high responsiveness and ships all orders within a day 
of receipt from the customer, it will have small outbound shipments, resulting in a high transpor-
tation cost. If it decreases its responsiveness and aggregates orders over a longer time horizon 
before shipping them out, it will be able to exploit economies of scale and incur a lower transpor-
tation cost because of larger shipments. Temporal aggregation is the process of combining orders 
across time. Temporal aggregation decreases a firm’s responsiveness because of shipping delay, 
but also decreases transportation costs because of economies of scale that result from larger ship-
ments. Thus, a firm must consider the trade-off between responsiveness and transportation cost 
when designing its transportation network, as illustrated in Example 14-4.

EXAMPLE 14-4 Trade-Off Between Transportation Cost and Responsiveness

Alloy Steel is a steel service center in the Cleveland area. All orders are shipped to customers 
using an LTL carrier that charges $100 + 0.01x, where x is the number of pounds of steel shipped 
on the truck. Currently, Alloy Steel ships orders on the day they are received. Allowing for two 
days in transit, this policy allows Alloy to achieve a response time of two days. Daily demand at 
Alloy Steel over a two-week period is shown in Table 14-8.

The general manager at Alloy Steel believes that customers do not really value the two-day 
response time and would be satisfied with a four-day response. What are the cost advantages of 
increasing the response time?
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Analysis:

As the response time increases, Alloy Steel has the opportunity to aggregate demand over mul-
tiple days for shipping. For a response time of three days, Alloy Steel can aggregate demand over 
two successive days before shipping. For a response time of four days, Alloy Steel can aggregate 
demand over three days before shipping. The manager evaluates the quantity shipped and trans-
portation costs for different response times over the two-week period, as shown in Table 14-9 
(see worksheet Example 14-4).

From Table 14-9, observe that the transportation cost for Alloy Steel decreases as the 
response time increases. The benefit of temporal consolidation, however, diminishes rapidly 
upon increasing the response time. As the response time increases from two to three days, trans-
portation cost over the two-week window decreases by $700. Increasing the response time from 
three to four days reduces the transportation cost by only $200. Thus, Alloy Steel may be better 
off offering a three-day response, because the marginal benefit from further increasing the 
response time is small.

In general, a limited amount of temporal aggregation can be effective in reducing transportation 
cost in a supply chain. In choosing response time, however, firms must trade off the decrease in trans-
portation cost upon temporal aggregation with the loss of revenue because of poorer responsiveness. 

TABLE 14-8 Daily Demand at Alloy Steel over Two-Week Period

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Week 1 19,970 17,470 11,316 26,192 20,263 8,381 25,377

Week 2 39,171   2,158 20,633 23,370 24,100 19,603 18,442

TABLE 14-9 Quantity Shipped and Transportation Cost as a Function of Response Time

    Two-Day Response Three-Day Response     Four-Day Response

 
Day

 
Demand

Quantity 
Shipped

 
Cost ($)

Quantity 
Shipped

 
Cost ($)

Quantity 
Shipped

 
Cost ($)

1 19,970 19,970 299.70 0 — 0 —

2 17,470 17,470 274.70 37,440 474.40 0 —

3 11,316 11,316 213.16 0 — 48,756 587.56

4 26,192 26,192 361.92 37,508 475.08 0 —

5 20,263 20,263 302.63 0 — 0 —

6 8,381 8,381 183.81 28,644 386.44 54,836 648.36

7 25,377 25,377 353.77 0 — 0 —

8 39,171 39,171 491.71 64,548 745.48 0 —

9 2,158 2,158 121.58 0 — 66,706 767.06

10 20,633 20,633 306.33 22,791 327.91 0 —

11 23,370 23,370 333.70 0 — 0 —

12 24,100 24,100 341.00 47,470 574.70 68,103 781.03

13 19,603 19,603 296.03 0 — 0 —

14 18,442 18,442 284.42 38,045 480.45 38,045 480.45

$4,164.46 $3,464.46 $3,264.46
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Temporal consolidation also improves transportation performance because it results in more stable 
shipments. For example, in Table 14-9, when Alloy Steel sends daily shipments, the coefficient of 
variation is 0.44, whereas temporal aggregation across three days (achieved with a four-day response 
time) has a coefficient of variation of only 0.16. More stable shipments allow both the shipper and the 
carrier to better plan operations and improve utilization of their assets.

Key Point

Temporal aggregation of demand results in a reduction of transportation costs because it entails larger 
shipments and reduces the variation in shipment sizes from one shipment to the next. It does, however, 
hurt customer response time. The marginal benefit of temporal aggregation declines as the time window 
over which aggregation takes place increases.

In the next section, we discuss how transportation networks can be tailored to supply cus-
tomers with differing needs.

14.7 TAILORED TRANSPORTATION

Tailored transportation is the use of different transportation networks and modes based on customer 
and product characteristics. Most firms sell a variety of products and serve many different customer 
segments. For example, W.W. Grainger sells more than 400,000 MRO supply products to both small 
contractors and large firms. Products vary in size and value, and customers vary in the quantity pur-
chased, responsiveness required, uncertainty of the orders, and distance from W.W. Grainger branches 
and DCs. Given these differences, a firm such as W.W. Grainger should not design a common transpor-
tation network to meet all needs. A firm can meet customer needs at a lower cost by using tailored 
transportation to provide the appropriate transportation choice based on customer and product charac-
teristics. In the following sections, we describe various forms of tailored transportation in supply chains.

Tailored Transportation by Customer Density and Distance

Firms must consider customer density and distance from warehouse when designing transportation 
networks. The ideal transportation options based on density and distance are shown in Table 14-10.

When a firm serves a high density of customers close to the DC, it is often best for the firm 
to own a fleet of trucks that are used with milk runs originating at the DC to supply customers, 
because this scenario makes good use of the vehicles and provides customer contact. If customer 
density is high but distance from the warehouse is large, it does not pay to send milk runs from the 
warehouse because empty trucks will travel a long distance on the return trip. In such a situation, 
it is better to use a public carrier with large trucks to haul the shipments to a cross-dock center 
close to the customer area, where the shipments are loaded onto smaller trucks that deliver product 
to customers using milk runs. In this situation, it may not be ideal for a firm to own its own fleet. 
As customer density decreases, use of an LTL carrier or a third party doing milk runs is more 

TABLE 14-10 Transportation Options Based on Customer Density and Distance

Short Distance Medium Distance Long Distance

High density Private fleet with  
milk runs

Cross-dock with  
milk runs

Cross-dock with  
milk runs

Medium density Third-party milk runs LTL carrier LTL or package carrier

Low density Third-party milk runs 
or LTL carrier

LTL or package carrier Package carrier
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economical because the third-party carrier can aggregate shipments across many firms. If a firm 
wants to serve an area with a low density of customers far from the warehouse, even LTL carriers 
may not be feasible and the use of package carriers may be the best option as long as loads are 
small. Boise Cascade Office Products, an industrial distributor of office supplies, has designed a 
transportation network consistent with the suggestion in Table 14-10.

Customer density and distance should also be considered when firms decide on the degree 
of temporal aggregation (which affects response time) to use when supplying customers. Firms 
should serve areas with high customer density more frequently because these areas are likely to 
provide sufficient economies of scale in transportation, making temporal aggregation less valu-
able. To lower transportation costs, firms should use a higher degree of temporal aggregation and 
aim for somewhat lower responsiveness when serving areas with a low customer density.

Tailored Transportation by Size of Customer

Firms must consider customer size and location when designing transportation networks. Large 
customers can be supplied using a TL carrier, whereas smaller customers will require an LTL car-
rier or milk runs. When using milk runs, a shipper incurs two types of costs:

• Transportation cost based on total route distance
• Delivery cost based on number of deliveries

The transportation cost is the same whether going to a large or small customer. If a delivery is to 
be made to a large customer, including other small customers on the same truck can save on trans-
portation cost. For each small customer, however, the delivery cost per unit is higher than that for 
large customers. Thus, it is not optimal to deliver to small and large customers with the same fre-
quency at the same price. One option firms have is to charge a higher delivery cost for smaller 
customers. Another option is to tailor milk runs so they visit larger customers with a higher fre-
quency than smaller customers. Firms can partition customers into large (L), medium (M), and 
small (S), based on the demand at each. The optimal frequency of visits can be evaluated based on 
the transportation and delivery costs (see Section 11.2). If large customers are to be visited on 
every milk run, medium customers on every other milk run, and low-demand customers on every 
third milk run, suitable milk runs can be designed by combining large, medium, and small cus-
tomers on each run. Assume that medium customers are partitioned into two subsets (M1, M2), and 
small customers are partitioned into three subsets (S1, S2, S3). The firm can sequence the following 
six milk runs to ensure that each customer is visited with the appropriate frequency: (L, M1, S1), 
(L, M2, S2), (L, M1, S3), (L, M2, S1), (L, M1, S2), (L, M2, S3). This tailored sequence has the advan-
tage that each truck carries about the same load and larger customers are provided more frequent 
delivery than smaller customers, consistent with their relative costs of delivery.

Tailored Transportation by Product Demand and Value

The degree of inventory aggregation and the modes of transportation used in a supply chain 
network should vary with the demand and value of a product, as shown in Table 14-11. The 
cycle inventory for high-value products with high demand is disaggregated to save on trans-
portation costs because this allows replenishment orders to be transported less expensively. 
Safety inventory for such products can be aggregated to reduce inventories (see Chapter 12), 
and a fast mode of transportation can be used if the safety inventory is required to meet 
customer demand. For high-demand products with low value, all inventories should be disag-
gregated and held close to the customer to reduce transportation costs. For low-demand, high-
value products, all inventories should be aggregated to save on inventory costs. For low-demand, 
low-value products, cycle inventories can be held close to the customer and safety inventories 
aggregated to reduce transportation costs while taking some advantage of aggregation. Cycle 
inventories are replenished using an inexpensive mode of transportation to save costs.
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14.8 THE ROLE OF IT IN TRANSPORTATION

The complexity and scale of transportation makes it an excellent area within the supply chain for 
the use of IT systems. The use of software to determine transportation routes has been the most 
common IT application in transportation. This software takes the location of customers, ship-
ment size, desired delivery times, information on the transportation infrastructure (such as dis-
tances between points), and vehicle capacity as inputs. These inputs are formulated into an 
optimization problem whose solution is a set of routings and a packing list for each vehicle that 
minimize costs while meeting delivery constraints.

Along with routing, vehicle load optimization software helps improve fleet utilization. By 
accounting for the size of the container and the size and sequence of each delivery, this software 
develops a plan to pack the vehicle efficiently while allowing for the greatest ease of unloading 
and/or loading along the route. Synchronization between the packing and routing software is 
important because how much is packed on a truck affects the routing, and the routing obviously 
affects what is packed on a truck.

IT also comes into play in the use of global positioning systems (GPSs) for tracking real-
time location of vehicles and electronic notification of impending arrivals. The availability of 
current information also allows for real-time dynamic optimization of transportation routes and 
deliveries. Electronic notifications and tracking improve customer service and preparedness 
throughout the supply chain.

The Internet has also been used by companies such as Freight Zone Logistics and Echo Global 
Logistics to help match shipper loads with available carrier capacity in the trucking industry.

The most common problems in the use of IT in transportation relate to cross-enterprise 
collaboration and the narrow view taken by some transportation software. Given that transporta-
tion is often outsourced, successful collaboration in transportation requires three or more firms to 
work together, making it much more difficult. Other problems arise because much of the trans-
portation software is focused on efficient routings. The software often overlooks other factors 
such as customer service and promised delivery times, which should constrain the route selected.

Indian Automotive Industry: Problems of Finished Vehicle Logistics

The Indian automotive industry which produced 19.84 million vehicles in April-January 2016, 
including passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, three wheelers and two wheelers has helped 

TABLE 14-11 Aggregation Strategies Based on Value/Demand

Product Type High Value Low Value

High demand Disaggregate cycle inventory. 
Aggregate safety inventory. 
Inexpensive mode of transportation for 
replenishing cycle inventory and fast 
mode when using safety inventory.

Disaggregate all inventories and use 
inexpensive mode of transportation 
for replenishment.

Low demand Aggregate all inventories.
If needed, use fast mode of 
transportation for filling customer 
orders.

Aggregate only safety inventory. Use 
inexpensive mode of transportation 
for replenishing cycle inventory.

Key Point

Tailoring transportation based on customer density and distance, customer size, or product demand and 
value allows a supply chain to achieve appropriate responsiveness and low cost.
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the country overtake Brazil as the world’s sixth largest automobile manufacturing country. How-
ever the development of rail auto hubs which represent the most efficient way for evacuation of  
finished vehicles from the centres of production to sales and export outlets has been lagging. The 
first rail auto hub is only now likely to come up in Walajabad, near Chennai. 

In the meantime some enterprising Finished Vehicle Logistics Service Providers have been 
finding innovative ways of doing so while contending with the inadequacies and infirmities of 
India’s road network. In this context, we produce as Annexure, the story of Mercurio Palia, 
which has emerged as a leading player in this field.

14.9 MAKING TRANSPORTATION DECISIONS IN PRACTICE

1. Align transportation strategy with competitive strategy. Managers should ensure 
that a firm’s transportation strategy supports its competitive strategy. They should design 
functional incentives that help achieve this goal. Historically, the transportation function 
within firms has been evaluated based on the extent to which it can lower transportation costs. 
Such a focus leads to decisions that lower transportation costs but hurt the level of respon-
siveness provided to customers and may raise the firm’s total cost. If the dispatcher at a DC is 
evaluated based solely on the extent to which trucks are loaded, he or she is likely to delay 
shipments and hurt customer responsiveness to achieve a larger load. Firms should evaluate 
the transportation function based on total cost and the level of responsiveness achieved with 
customers.

2. Consider both in-house and outsourced transportation. Managers should con-
sider an appropriate combination of company-owned and outsourced transportation to 
meet their needs. This decision should be based on a firm’s ability to handle transportation 
profitably as well as the strategic importance of transportation to the success of the firm. 
In general, outsourcing is a better option when shipment sizes are small, whereas owning 
the transportation fleet is better when shipment sizes are large and responsiveness is 
important. For example, Walmart uses responsive transportation to reduce inventories in 
its supply chain. Given the importance of transportation to the success of its strategy, it 
owns and manages its transportation fleet itself. This is made easier by the fact that it 
achieves good utilization from its transportation assets because most of its shipments are 
large. In contrast, firms such as W.W. Grainger and McMaster-Carr send small shipments 
to customers; inventory management rather than transportation is the key to their success. 
A third-party carrier can lower costs for them by aggregating their shipments with those of 
other companies. As a result, both companies use third-party carriers for their outbound 
transportation.

3. Use technology to improve transportation performance. Managers must use infor-
mation technology to decrease costs and improve responsiveness in their transportation net-
works. Software helps managers do transportation planning and modal selection and build 
delivery routes and schedules. Real-time tracking allows carriers to communicate with each 
vehicle and identify its precise location and contents. These technologies help carriers lower 
costs and become more responsive to changes.

4. Design flexibility into the transportation network. When designing transportation 
networks, managers should take into account uncertainty in demand as well as availability of 
transportation. Ignoring uncertainty encourages a greater use of inexpensive and inflexible 
transportation modes that perform well when everything goes as planned. Such networks, how-
ever, perform when plans change. When managers account for uncertainty, they are more likely 
to include flexible, though more expensive, modes of transportation within their network. 
Although these modes may be more expensive for a particular shipment, including them in the 
transportation options allows a firm to reduce the overall cost of providing a high level of 
responsiveness.
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14.10 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the role of transportation in a supply chain. Transportation refers to 
the movement of product from one location to another within a supply chain. The importance of 
transportation has grown with the increasing globalization in supply chains and the growth in 
online sales because both trends increase the distance products travel. Transportation decisions 
affect supply chain profitability and influence both inventory and facility decisions within a 
supply chain.

2. Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of different modes of transportation. The 
various modes of transportation include water, rail, truck, air, pipeline, intermodal, and 
package carriers. Water is typically the least expensive mode but is also the slowest, whereas 
air and package carriers are the most expensive and the fastest. Rail and water are best suited 
for low-value, large shipments that do not need to be moved in a hurry. Air and package car-
riers are best suited for small, high-value, emergency shipments. Intermodal and TL carriers 
are faster than rail and water but are somewhat more expensive. LTL carriers are best suited 
for small shipments that are too large for package carriers but much smaller than needed for 
a TL.

3. Discuss the role of infrastructure and policies in transportation. Infrastructure such as 
ports, roads, and airports has a significant impact on transportation. Given its inherent monopolistic 
nature, most transportation infrastructure requires public ownership or regulation. In the case of 
public ownership, pricing based on average cost leads to overutilization and congestion. It is impor-
tant to use some form of congestion pricing under which users are forced to internalize the increase 
in network cost they cause.

4. Identify the relative strengths and weaknesses of various transportation network 
design options. Networks are designed to either ship directly from origin to destination or 
move the product through a consolidation point. Direct shipments are most effective when large 
quantities are to be moved. When shipments are small, use of an intermediate warehouse or DC 
lowers transportation cost by aggregating smaller shipments, even though it takes more time and 
is more complex. Shipments may also be consolidated with milk runs either picking up from 
multiple locations or dropping off in multiple locations.

5. Identify trade-offs that shippers need to consider when designing a transportation  
network. When designing transportation networks, shippers need to consider the trade-offs 
among transportation cost, inventory cost, operating cost, and customer responsiveness. The sup-
ply chain goal is to minimize the total cost while providing the desired level of responsiveness to 
customers.

Discussion Questions
 1. What modes of transportation are best suited for large, low-

value shipments? Why?
 2. Why is it important to account for congestion when pricing 

the use of transportation infrastructure?
 3. Walmart designs its networks so a DC supports several large 

retail stores. Explain how the company can use such a net-
work to reduce transportation costs while replenishing inven-
tories frequently.

 4. Compare the transportation costs for an online business such 
as Amazon and a retailer such as Home Depot when selling 
home-improvement materials.

 5. What transportation challenges does online grocer Peapod 
face? Compare transportation costs at online grocers and 
supermarket chains.

 6. Do you expect aggregation of inventory at one location to be 
more effective when a company such as Dell sells computers 
or when a company such as Amazon sells books? Explain by 
considering transportation and inventory costs.

 7. Discuss key drivers that may be used to tailor transportation. 
How does tailoring help?
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CASE STUDY
Designing the Distribution Network for Michael’s Hardware

Ellen Lin, vice president of supply chain at Michael’s 
Hardware, was looking at the financial results from the 
past quarter and thought that the company could signifi-
cantly improve its distribution costs, especially given 
the recent expansion into Arizona. Transportation costs 
had been very high, and Ellen believed that moving 
away from LTL shipping to Arizona would help lower 
transportation costs without significantly raising inven-
tories.

Michael’s had 32 stores each in Illinois and Arizona 
and sourced its products from eight suppliers located in 
the Midwest. The company began in Illinois and its stores 
in the state enjoyed strong sales. Each Illinois store sold, 
on average, 50,000 units a year of product from each sup-
plier (for annual sales of 400,000 units per store). The 
Arizona operation was started about five years ago and 
still had plenty of room to grow. Each Arizona store sold 
10,000 units a year from each supplier (for annual sales of 
80,000 units per store). Given the large sales at its Illinois 
stores, Michael’s followed a direct-ship model and 
shipped small truckloads (with a capacity of 10,000 units) 
from each supplier to each of its Illinois stores. Each 
small truck cost $450 per delivery from a supplier to an 
Illinois store and could carry up to 10,000 units. In Ari-

zona, however, the company wanted to keep inventories 
low and used LTL shipping that required a minimum 
shipment of only 500 units per store but cost $0.50 per 
unit. Holding costs for Michael’s were $1 per unit per 
year.

Ellen asked her staff to propose different distribu-
tion alternatives for both Illinois and Arizona.

Distribution Alternatives for Illinois

Ellen’s staff proposed two alternative distribution strate-
gies for the stores in Illinois:

 1. Use direct shipping with even larger trucks that had a 
capacity of 40,000 units. These trucks charged only 
$1,150 per delivery to an Illinois store. Using larger 
trucks would lower transportation costs but increase 
inventories because of the larger batch sizes.

 2. Run milk runs from each supplier to multiple stores 
in Illinois to lower inventory cost even if the cost of 
transportation increased. Large trucks (capacity of 
40,000 units) would charge $1,000 per shipment 
and a charge of $150 per delivery. Small trucks 
(capacity of 10,000 units) would charge $400 per 
shipment and a charge of $50 per delivery.
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Distribution Alternatives for Arizona

Ellen’s staff had three distribution alternatives for the 
stores in Arizona:

 1. Use direct shipping with small trucks (capacity of 
10,000 units) as was currently being done in Illi-
nois. Each small truck charged $2,050 for a ship-
ment of up to 10,000 units from a supplier to a 
store in Arizona. This was a significantly lower 
transportation cost than was currently being 
charged by the LTL carrier. This alternative, how-
ever, would increase inventory costs in Arizona 
given the larger batch sizes.

 2. Run milk runs using small trucks (capacity of 10,000 
units) from each supplier to multiple stores in Ari-
zona. The small truck carrier charged $2,000 per 
shipment and $50 per delivery. Thus, a milk run from 
a supplier to four stores would cost $2,200. Milk runs 
would incur higher transportation costs than direct 
shipping but would keep inventory costs lower.

 3. Use a third-party cross-docking facility in Arizona 
that charged $0.10 per unit for this cross-docking 
service. This would allow all suppliers to ship prod-

uct (destined for all 32 Arizona stores) using a large 
truck to the cross-dock facility, where it would be 
cross-docked and sent to stores in smaller trucks 
(each smaller truck would now contain product 
from all eight suppliers). Large trucks (capacity of 
40,000 units) charge $4,150 from each supplier to 
the cross-dock facility. Small trucks (capacity of 
10,000 units) charge $250 from the cross-dock 
facility to each retail store in Arizona.

Ellen wondered how best to structure the distribu-
tion network and whether the savings would be worth the 
effort. If she used milk runs in either region, she also had 
to decide on how many stores to include in each milk run.

Study Questions

 1. What is the annual distribution cost of the current distribu-
tion network? Include transportation and inventory costs.

 2. How should Ellen structure distribution from suppliers to 
the stores in Illinois? What annual savings can she expect?

 3. How should Ellen structure distribution from suppliers to 
the stores in Arizona? What annual savings can she expect?

 4. What changes in the distribution network (if any) would 
you suggest as both markets grow?

CASE STUDY
The Future of Same-Day Delivery: Same as the Past?

Although home delivery of pizza has been successful for 
decades in the United States, most other same-day deliv-
ery efforts have failed. The same-day delivery battle has 
again heated up with Amazon, Walmart, and eBay 
launching major efforts to implement same-day delivery:

Amazon has a new game. Now that it has agreed to 
collect sales taxes, the company can legally set up 
warehouses right inside some of the largest metro-
politan areas in the nation. Why would it want to 
do that? Because Amazon’s new goal is to get stuff 
to you immediately—as soon as a few hours after 
you hit Buy.

It’s hard to overstate how thoroughly this move 
will shake up the retail industry. Same-day delivery 
has long been the holy grail of Internet retailers, 
something that dozens of startups have tried and 

failed to accomplish. (Remember Kozmo.com?) But 
Amazon is investing billions to make next-day deliv-
ery standard, and same-day delivery an option for 
lots of customers. If it can pull it off, the company 
will permanently alter how we shop. To put it more 
bluntly: Physical retailers will be hosed.4

Walmart reacted to Amazon’s efforts by announcing 
tests for same-day delivery in a few cities:

The big-box giant announced that it too would be 
offering same-day delivery, using its extensive net-
work of superstores as distribution centers, and ship-
ping products to consumers via UPS. According to a 
report in the Wall Street Journal, the service will ini-
tially be available in the Northern Virginia, Philadel-
phia, Minneapolis, San Jose, and San Francisco areas. 

4Farhad Manjoo, “I Want It Today: How Amazon’s Ambitious New Push for Same-Day Delivery Will Destroy Local Retail,” Slate, July 11, 2012.
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CASE STUDY
Selecting Transportation Modes for China Imports

Jackie Chen, vice president of China Imports, was look-
ing to design a framework to select transportation modes 
for various products imported from China to the United 
States. His basic options were to either use air freight or 
ocean shipping in 20-foot containers. Air freight was 
faster and more reliable, but ocean shipping was much 
cheaper. He decided to evaluate the shipping decision 
for two very different product categories—consumer 
electronics, such as smartphones, and decorative hard-
ware, such as door handles and hinges.

China Imports provided a variety of products to its 
customers from a warehouse near the port of Long 

Beach, California. The company incurred a holding cost 
of 25 percent on all inventory held and aimed to provide 
a 98 percent cycle service level on its products. The high 
level of service aligned with the high quality of products 
that the company imported.

Transportation Options from China

Air freight and ocean shipping were the two options 
available to move product from China to the United 
States. Air freight charged $10 per kilogram shipped and 
required a minimum shipment of 50 kg. Besides being 

The service will cost $10 per delivery, with no mini-
mum order. Amazon’s own same-day delivery service 
costs $8.99, with a $0.99 per-item shipping charge.5

Whereas Amazon and Walmart were offering same-
day delivery for products they stocked, eBay was experi-
menting with same-day delivery for products it did not 
necessarily stock. The Wall Street Journal reported on a cus-
tomer order for which eBay sent a courier to Macy’s for the 
purchase and then had it delivered within an hour.6 The paper 
reported that eBay had a team of fifty couriers in San Fran-
cisco that “fetch and deliver goods directly to customers’ 
doorsteps within an hour of an online order.” eBay had also 
started the service in New York and planned to roll it out in 
other cities. Others testing same-day delivery included the 
U.S. Postal Service, with a program called Metro Post that 
was being piloted in New York and San Francisco.

The Iconic, an Australian company selling cloth-
ing, shoes, and accessories, offered three-hour delivery 
within Sydney for $9.95. It promised to have goods 
picked, packed, and delivered within three hours to Syd-
ney metro areas, between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on 
business days. Although the company was young, this 
service had been extremely well received. Seven-Eleven 
Japan was another company offering home delivery—in 
this case, its 7-Meal service, targeting Japan’s aging pop-

ulation. The service offered a menu of high-quality meals 
that customers could choose to pick up at Seven-Eleven 
stores or have delivered to their homes or offices.

If history was any guide, the profitable implementa-
tion of same-day delivery would be challenging. Urban-
fetch and Kozmo pursued this business model during the 
dotcom boom. Urbanfetch operated in densely populated 
areas such as London, Manhattan, and Brooklyn, but was 
forced to shut down in the fall of 2000 owing to a lack of 
funding; Kozmo, which raised more than $280 million in 
funding and operated in eleven cities, folded in early 2001.

Opinions were clearly divided about the potential for 
success with same-day delivery. One writer opined that 
“this move [by Amazon] will shake up the retail industry,”7 
whereas a New York Times article countered that “some 
retail analysts are questioning whether the expense and dif-
ficulty of same-day delivery would be worth it.”8

Study Questions

 1. Why has same-day delivery of pizza been successful, 
whereas the practice has failed in other settings (e.g., 
Kozmo.com)?

 2. What are the characteristics of businesses that can succeed 
with same-day delivery? Can Amazon, Walmart, eBay, or 
the U.S. Postal Service succeed with same-day delivery? 
Which is likely to do better? Why?

4Farhad Manjoo, “I Want It Today: How Amazon’s Ambitious New Push for Same-Day Delivery Will Destroy Local Retail,” Slate, July 11, 2012.

6Greg Bensinger, “Order It Online, and … Voilà,” Wall Street Journal, December 3, 2012.

5Christopher Matthews, “Walmart Announces Same-Day Delivery, Tries to Beat Amazon at Its Own Game,” Time, October 11, 2012.

7Farhad Manjoo, “I Want It Today: How Amazon’s Ambitious New Push for Same-Day Delivery Will Destroy Local Retail,” Slate, July 11, 2012.
8Stephanie Clifford, “Same-Day Delivery Test at Wal-Mart,” New York Times, October 9, 2012.
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fast, air freight was also quite reliable. The average lead 
time on air freight was one week, with a standard devia-
tion of lead time of 0.2 weeks. Ocean shipping was much 
cheaper and cost $1,200 per 20-foot container. Given that 
each container could hold up to 15,000 kg, the shipping 
cost per kilo by ocean was more than a hundred times 
cheaper than air freight. Ocean shipping, however, took 
longer and was less reliable. The average lead time using 
ocean shipping was nine weeks, with a standard devia-
tion of three weeks.

Product Characteristics

Weekly demand for smartphones averaged 1,000 and 
had a standard deviation of 400. Each smartphone cost 
$300 and weighed 0.1 kg. The typical life cycle for a 
smartphone was about one year; it was critical to not 
lose demand early in the life cycle because of a lack of 
product availability. Weekly demand for decorative 

hardware averaged 5,000, with a standard deviation of 
1,000. Each unit of decorative hardware cost $20 and 
weighed 1 kg. Decorative hardware tended to have a 
long life cycle—the company was still selling door han-
dles and hinges that were introduced more than a decade 
earlier.

Study Questions

 1. What is the annual cost of using air freight to import smart-
phones? What is the annual cost of using ocean shipping to 
import smartphones?

 2. What is the annual cost of using air freight to import deco-
rative hardware? What is the annual cost of using ocean 
shipping to import decorative hardware?

 3. What other factors should be considered in the choice of 
transportation mode? What mode would you recommend 
for each product? Suggest a general framework that Jackie 
can use across all product categories.

APPENDIX 14 A
Transporting The Transport

Mercurio Pallia: Building a Sustainable Vehicle Logistics Chain 
India Automotive Sector: A Sunrise Market

Emerging Scenario

According to the Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers, annual vehicle sales are  projected 
to increase to 5 million by 2015 and more than 9 million by 2020. By 2050, India is expected 
to top the world in car volumes, with approximately 611 million vehicles on the nation’s roads. 
India is being looked at as a global hub for developing small cars, by leading international auto-
motive manufacturers. These increases have in turn resulted in a larger demand for specialised 
Finished Vehicle Logistics (FVL) Service Providers. 

Production Centers

Majority of India’s car manufacturing industry is centered in three prime clusters in the South, 
West and North. 

SOUTHERN CLUSTER in Chennai, which houses popular auto brands i.e. Ford, Nissan Renault, 
Hyundai and BMW, is popularly known as the Detroit of India. It is the predominant hub, making 
upto 35 per cent of the revenue share with Chennai accounting for 60 per cent of the country’s 
automotive exports. Bangalore and Hosur are also known for Toyota and Ashok Leyland.

WESTERN CLUSTER in Maharashtra accounts for 33 per cent of the market. The Pune region 
 comprises of companies such as General Motors (Chevrolet), Volkswagen, Skoda, Mahindra and 
Mahindra, Tata Motors, Mercedes Benz, Land rover, Fiat and Force motors, having assembly 
plants in the area. Aurangabad with Audi, Skoda and Volkswagen, also forms a part of the western 
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region. At the same time, Gujarat is also emerging as an important region in the Auto scenario. 
General Motors has its manufacturing unit in Halol and Tata is producing Nano from Sanand. 
Ford, Maruti Suzuki and Peugeot-Citroen are also set to put up facilities in Sanand.

NORTHERN CLUSTER comprises of Gurgaon and Manesar in Haryana. Honda—Noida, 
Mahindra and Mahindra—Haridwar, Tata and Ashok Leyland—Rudrapur, Tata—Lucknow, and 
Ashok Leyland—Alwar are also based in north. The northern cluster covers 32 per cent of the 
auto sector. In the east there is no such big manufacturers. Hindustan Motors (HM) produces 
Ambassador from Kolkata but in countable numbers. 

Building a Sustainable Vehicle Logistics Chain

The continued growth in the automotive industry is obviously going to open up a lot of oppor-
tunities for dedicated automotive logistics service providers in the market. This means increased 
competitiveness, requiring all players in the value chain to strive continuously towards operational 
excellence. It has led to an increase in the number of movements of new and used vehicles; major 
change in traffic flows; created more time sensitive and complex supply chain of finished vehicles 
and resulted in a more important and larger role for specialised finished vehicle logistics providers.

Manufacturer’s Expectations from FVL Service Provider  
in a Fast Growing Market 

In the increasingly competitive environment, vehicle manufacturers would expect from the FVL 
Service Provider:

• Guaranteed Service capacity 
• Service capacity growth capability
• Rapid response time
• Constant Service Quality enhancement
• LSP flexibility to serve peaks to match sale opportunities
• LSP strategies/investments for long term visibility
• Focus on environment

Capabilities Desired in Logistic Service Providers 

• Experience and adequate means to add capacity to follow the market 
• Robust investment capacity
• Long term service contracts with clients
• Ongoing focus on quality
• Efficient IT systems to operate “just-in-time”
• Reasonable profits to justify investments
• Focus on environment

Matching Manufacturer Expectations and LSP Capabilities  
to ensure a proper Fit 

• Share Long Term Plans from both parties
• Transparent and proactive approach to face issues or deal with reciprocal opportunities
• Enhance two-ways communication 
• Integrate IT systems
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How Mercurio Pallia is Building A Sustainable Vehicle  
Logistic Chain

Mercurio Pallia is one of the premier companies in the automotive logistics segment in India 
today and is all geared up to make a difference by becoming a ‘single window’ solution provider 
for the automotive industry. Pallia Transport, the Indian company after they formed a Joint Ven-
ture (JV) company with Italian giant Gruppo Mercurio in 2008 to launch Mercurio Pallia has 
grown in size and stature as one of the leading players of this segment in the last three years. Its 
focus is on the automotive logistics segment, especially car transport market and the approach 
towards this vision is reflected in the following beliefs and practices:

• Fuse, in a single project, both manufacturer and LSP needs and expectations
• Be a Global Market LSP operator
• Operate in the Local Market and be a deep connoisseur of it
• Be a Glo-Cal operator

Strategic Vision Of Mercurio Pallia Project

To effectively convert into company challenge or plan, one of the world’s fastest 2 digit per 
annum growing vehicle market services demand. This would be possible by being ready to fol-
low with appropriate means and resources, a realistic and achievable Long Term Business Plan. 
It will involve building a flexible and proactive organization, heavy investment in drivers training 
or welfare, enhanced quality service standards as an ongoing process with a view to realising 
appropriate levels to fulfill manufacturer needs, and enhance customer’s relations.

Challenges for the FVL Service Providers

VARIETY OF LOADS There are different models of trucks/trailers which can be defined by 
virtue of their capacities but there are presently hardly any truck carriers to carry heavy 
 commercial vehicles. The major challenges for optimal utilization of available road capacity are 
the trailer design, vehicle dimension issue and motor vehicle act issues. 

POOR INFRASTRUCTURE FVL efficiency is affected mainly because of poor infrastructure, 
bad roads, toll and tax windows on the highways, lack of trained  manpower, and driver fatigue, 
resulting in delayed deliveries.

ROTATION OF THE FLEET Fleet rotation is another challenge. Idle timing, waiting outside auto 
OEMs for load, seasonal problems during rainy season, uneven demand during festival seasons 
and the like cause waste of time and resources. 

AVAILABILITY OF QUALITY DRIVERS Quality manpower—particularly drivers are a biggest 
issue. As on date, the industry does not have sufficient drivers and its future looks even more 
bleak. There are very few drivers training facilities in the country. Mercurio Pallia & Gefco plan 
to invest in human capital to implement best global practices on fleet management to cut costs 
and improve quality. 

Solutions

GEFCO and Mercurio Pallia intend to put into practice, a combination of both hard and soft 
solutions.

Hard Solutions

TRUCK SOLUTIONS One of Mercurio Pallia’s newest introductions to the industry is the, 
Trucks on Truck, concept. Mercurio’s engineers from Italy have been collaborating with Pallia 
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on trailer design at Mercurio Pallia’s 5.5 acre trailer manufacturing facility at Rewari. Mercurio 
Pallia has developed products that conform to CMVR in overall lengths, with a loading capacity 
of 3 tractors or 2 bus chassis or 3 LCV’s. Being equipped with built-in loading ramps, the effort 
on the part of the driver is minimal and the loading time is significantly lesser. For this purpose, 
the JV firm which started commercial vehicle transportation only in 2009, has pressed 15 Tata 
3518 ‘truck on truck’ concept trucks for trail transport of Tata Prima trucks from Tata Motors 
Jamshedpur plant to its other plants in Pune and Lucknow. Going forward, the Prima trucks 
could themselves become the platform for the trailers- especially once Puegeot’s plant begins to 
scale up. Also, as a proactive measure, Mercurio Pallia will put out 18.75 meter trailers (with a 
maximum height of 4.75 meters) as against the average industry norm of 22 meters. Auto logis-
tics industry anticipates norms regulating trailer dimension coming into effect in the near future. 
Hence, Mercurio Pallia is proactive when it comes to the development of trailers. Even though 
22 meter trailers can carry more cars, relative to 18.75 meter trailers, the price to be paid in terms 
of safety and road damage is simply not justified.

The other innovation being planned is in the domain of two-wheeler transportation, trias 
for which are already underway with Hero Motor Corp and Mahindra’s two-wheelers. Mercurio 
Pallia has designed a triple decker versatile car cum scooter carrier that can carry 106 cars and 8 
cars as return load to minimize empty return, as opposed to a conventional scooter  carrier.

Multiuser and Multimodal Solutions

A vital step towards India’s further development is in expanding the road and rail network, and 
modernizing harbours and airports. In the process of globalization, which is expanding India’s 
position in world trade, transport volume has climbed rapidly in recent years. The expansion of the 
logistics infrastructure has been unable to keep up with this pace. The proportion of automotive 
freight moved by rail is woefully inadequate. There is an established need for Intermodal Auto 
Parks in each of the auto clusters. These hubs should comprise of complete intermodal terminal 
for providing total Multimodal Supply Chain Solutions for Automobile Handling with adequate 
space for parking, loading or unloading and PDI of cars. In the future, to provide these multimodal 
solutions, Mercurio Pallia already has a MOU with Freighstar (one of the private train operators 
in India) for the rail project. This new JV is expected to start rail transportation for OEMs by the 
second quarter on 2012. 

As far as long distance transportation is concerned, the future concept would be to move from 
trucks to rail through compound. 

Soft Solutions

• Manpower training
• IT
• Fleet management
• Compound management: a better rotation
• Data management: volume and flow forecasting and planning

IT Solutions

Information is everything once the vehicles leave the gates of auto OEMs. Mercurio Pallia Soft 
solutions will amplify the IT usage for better results and GPS is a necessity for all logistics ser-
vice providers today. It is essential to know how to use the data for increasing efficiency. Mercu-
rio Pallia has already started extensive training programs for the tracking department to get the 
maximum usage of the data available. The project involves:

• Setting up of a dedicated web portal 
• Real time follow up to trace and track
• Increasing visibility at any step
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• Attending to on-time delivery requests
• Historical data for all shipments for 90 days after their delivery

The Soft: Manpower Training

Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM’s) sales forecasts of course present a con-
siderable growth in the potential market for logistics service. This data estimates that by 2020 the 
finished vehicle logistics sector alone ( including two-wheelers) will be worth ` 210 bn per year. 
It will need 171,000 annual trips, 28,500 road carriers and 80,000 drivers. The level of hardware 
and skills is a long way above what is available today. This has been the main focus of Mercurio 
Pallia ever since the joint venture, because both the partners feel this is most critical part of our 
logistics today and this will become more and more important in the future. Mercurio Pallia has an 
in-house driver training facility, dormitory and canteen for the drivers; the other facilities include 
yoga, meditation, recreational activities and performance appraisal as well as reward programs for 
drivers. It can be safely said that these  are not merely driver training facilities, but are; human lab-
oratories where we work on all three aspects of human beings namely, physical, mental and social.

The Soft: Fleet Management

CHANGING DELIVERY SCHEDULES in general, the transit time from the point of origin to a 
particular destination is fixed. However, if there are any changes in the delivery schedule, the 
OEM communicate this to LSP, who passes it on to the operator of the vehicle. Besides, safety is 
an important factor and an operator cannot be instructed to drive at a higher speed and compro-
mise on the rest period. 

One of the key drivers behind Mercurio Pallia’s success story has been its meticulous fleet 
and route mapping. All vehicles are tracked in real time at the company’s integrated office at 
Gurgaon, helping in efficient traffic management. This helps in fleet management irrespective of 
seasonal spikes and troughs. For instance, South India needs more vehicles between August and 
September, given the festival of Onam, while in the North, traffic peaks during Diwali. During 
such times, up to 20 per cent more vehicles need to be deployed to deal with the demands of traf-
fic. Then, there is the issue of empty return loads. We coordinate with OEMs. For example, if a 
truck leaves Mumbai, it can go to either Nasik or Pune to pick up a return load. The freight rates 
are aligned accordingly. Mercurio Pallia has annual contracts, with escalation clauses linked to 

Control
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alerts

Email alerts

Web accessGPRS
network
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fuel price hikes. Factors such as return loads, location and distance are key variables. For  example, 
a car being transported from Delhi to Mumbai would cover 1,500 km with there being a possibil-
ity of return load either from Nasik or Pune. But, while a car moving from Delhi to Kolkata, will 
also cover 1,500 km, the much reduced possibility of return loads pushes up rates by 1.5 times. 
In either scenario, Mercurio Pallia’s effort is to maximise mileage delivered by the trucks. We 
bag a mileage of 3 kmpl on our 3518-based trailers. This is achieved by a mix of driver training 
and due maintenance. The firm, which has so far trained almost 750 drivers at its driver training 
centre, throws in a canteen, yoga and meditation classes along with regular courses. At the insti-
tute, drivers are trained on the right routes to be taken and are armed with emergency contact 
numbers. Safe driving, especially during nights and foggy conditions is emphasised upon. 
All along, the driver’s performance (especially in terms of over speeding and engine health) is 
tracked constantly through the GPS fit on the trucks. This monitoring also results in post-trip 
counselling of drivers on areas that need improvement.

The other critical factor for fleet management is clearly, maintenance. Mercurio Pallia’s 
maintenance facility is equipped with fabrication machine, welding machine, paint shop, pneu-
matic tools, fuel injection pumps, special servicing tools for gear box, engines, differentials, and 
other aggregates including axles. The facility also has battery chargers, hydraulic press machine, 
an independent workshop to make or mend driver, and co driver seats. 

Case: 

Versatile Transportation System. . . A Multitasking Vehicle Concept

A unique product to the Auto Logistic industry for transporting two-wheeler, three-wheeler, and 
 four-wheeler in a single wagon. The industry is majorly divided into two parts, Commercial 
Vehicle Transportation and Passenger Vehicle Transportation. This is based on the application of 
the vehicles to be carried. Furthermore, the passenger vehicle transportation based on the wheel 
capacities can be categorized as two-wheeler, three-wheeler and four-wheeler vehicles. Accord-
ing to their size and shape the transportation of these vehicles are different.

2 Wheeler

Type of vehicles Mode of transport

3 Wheeler

4 Wheeler

The fire behind innovation:

• The Auto Transport industry is suffering from a very constricted type of solution. Current 
transport solution is dedicated either for two-wheelers, three-wheelers or four-wheelers. 

• As two-wheeler, three-wheeler and four-wheeler manufacturers are located at different 
 location in the country. The transport system should be flexible to interchange the load. 
This will improve the turnaround time.

• Trucks and trailers have to wait to get the right load because of its dedicated construction 
of the respective transporting vehicle. 
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• Although, currently two wheelers are transported by trucks, there is a huge need in this 
segment to transport more bikes and scooters in one shot.

• To address traffic on highways, ensure the safety of vehicles and to generate more rev-
enue, small  volume trucks can be reduced and big volume trailers can be operated on 
highways.

Crux of the Innovation

Addressing current requirements of the industry, there is a need for a product which can take:

• More number of vehicles
• Compatible with different types of vehicles and models
• Reduce idle time
• Generate more revenue 
• All of the above without compromising on the safety of goods.

Concept of the Innovation

Triple Decker Convertible Car Cum Bike Carrier Semi Trailer

The present invention pertains to a transportation system and more particularly a versatile trans-
portation system for transporting two-wheelers, three-wheelers, and four-wheelers in a single 
transportation wagon. Body internal height will be divided into two levels for four-wheelers and 
three-wheelers, accommodation and dividing the internal height in three levels for two-wheelers 
accommodation. Different types of vehicles and a variety of models can be comfortably loaded 
with proper latching system to secure inside vehicles.

Principle of the Innovation 

The arrangement to divide the body internal height is through the means of introducing two 
platforms called top deck and bottom deck, respectively, inside the body, which are indepen-
dently placed on top of one another. Each deck is supported by four hydraulic cylinders for its 
operation as per requirement.

The Loading capacity of different models are given below

Cars

8

Saloon

6

Utility

6

Bikes

106

3 Wheeler

8

SUV

3(3)

This innovation is introduced for the first time in the industry by addressing the current require-
ments, with high amount of benefits to the auto transportation. This design principle is registered 
for a patent.
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The Innovation on the road 

This concept is implemented on tractor trailers and has been used to successfully transport:

106 bikes from Hero Moto Corp., Dharuhera plant to Chennai.
8 Hyundai cars from Chennai plant to Delhi.
8 TATA cars from Pune to Delhi.

Courtesy: Mr. Nagaraj Ubale (Design dept. Mercurio Pallia Autoworks) Reference: Cargo Con-
nect, SIAM, Mercurio Pallia

APPENDIX 14B
Gopaljee: Milk Run for Milk

Gopaljee has its own milk-shed area allotted by the central and respective state governments 
spanning across Bulandshahar, Aligarh, J. P. Nagar, Moradabad, Meerut, Agra, Farojabad, and 
Hathras districts, which in turn supports multiple groups of village-level centers (VLCs) cover-
ing over 4,500 villages. In each of these VLCs, the daily output of milk is collected from milk 
producers. About 125,000 farmers deliver fresh milk to Gopaljee twice a day at their 4,500 estab-
lished milk societies. 

Each society at the village level is managed by a village representative of milk producers 
(VRMP), who is elected by the president of the village with the support of milk producers. 
Collected milk is tested and samples are drawn for analyzing fat and solids not fat (SnF), and if 
it meets the standards, the milk is accepted.

Connecting on an average around 25 villages, there exists one milk route, and about 123 
vehicles move around continually to collect milk from 50 milk routes, ensuring that milk is col-
lected within 3 hours of milking and brought to the chilling centers. Typical supply chain, cold 
chain, and milk routes are illustrated in Figures 14X, 14X, and 14X, respectively.

Gopaljee Group pays milk producers their milk sale returns on every fourth day. The pro-
cess eliminates intermediaries and contractors who not only exploited farmers but also tampered 
with the quality of milk. In the process, a collaborative partnership has developed between the 
producers of milk and Gopaljee, giving the former an assured market and the latter, assured sup-
ply. Gopaljee utilizes its milk run-operating vehicle fleet to provide veterinary aid, medicines, 
and all types of vaccines farmers’ doorsteps, at subsidized rates. They also deliver free glass-
ware, chemicals, and testing materials to milk producers and provide milk cans for collecting 
milk. Other forms of support they provide to strengthen their supplier base include high-quality 
fodder seeds and quality compounded cattle feeds. They also conduct training to educate farmers 
on the latest developments in the field of animal husbandry and even send farmers to institutions 
for receiving technical knowledge. They have in place a scheme to provide full coverage for 
milch cattle through third party insurance.

DISTRIBUTION All the Gopaljee milk products are sold through a well-organized distribution 
network. Gopaljee’s forte lies in providing fresh, high quality milk and milk products for which 
they have a strong marketing network in the category of polypack, loose milk (standardized pas-
teurized milk), and milk products in North India.
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POLYPACK A network of 10 exclusive sales depots in Delhi and National Capital Region 
(NCR) supports a daily operation of over 120 milk routes and 4,000 dealers. A team of profes-
sionals comprising of area sales managers, sales officers, and other staff, man each depot. 

LOOSE MILK Over 200,000 LLPD milk is sold every day to Delhi and NCR populace, and it is 
dispatched by a fleet of 20 road milk tankers to a network of sales depots, dealers, and exclusive 
outlets.

SKIMMED MILK POWDER AND PURE DESHI GHEE Gopaljee covers the states of Delhi, Hary-
ana, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Bihar, Maharashtra, 
and Assam for their rich market of pure Deshi Ghee and skimmed milk powder. Milk run for 
milk as practiced by Gopaljee has helped highly effective adaptation of modern SCM best prac-
tices to Indian conditions.

LOOKING BEYOND Firmly believing in the principles of mutuality and collaboration to be the 
pillars of a strong and sustainable supply chain, Gopaljee is further investing in its relationship 
with the supplier base by establishing “Integrated Clean Milk Production Network” to improve 
the socioeconomic condition of milk producers at village level (see Figure X). The project 
includes setting up of a biogas unit run on cow dung to produce 15-kW power for Model Dairy 
Farm and developing strong village-level milk collection network routing infrastructure to chill 
the milk to below 4ºC within 3 hours of milking. The farm is equipped with milking machine 
parlor, bulk milk cooler, automatic milk collection unit, and a milk testing laboratory in addition 
to 26 bulk milk coolers. Under this project, the company will be collecting milk from 154 vil-
lages and about 8,000 milk producers to enlarge its catchments and, in so doing, they will per-
haps take the remote Indian village to the metropolises of the world.

In our earlier edition we had indicated the company’s plans to add more business lines and 
suggested  consideration of the possibilities of this indigenously developed SCM Model integrat-
ing with and expanding  into global supply chain.

We find that during the intervening period the company has made progress on both fronts. 
It has added a whole range of new products to include Fresh Farm UHT Technology products, 
Fresh Farm Pasteurised and Ghee products and expanded its operations overseas to South East 
Asia Pacific, Middle East, and European countries. With acquiescence from the Export Inspec-
tion Council of India (Ministry of Commerce & Industries, Government of India), they are now 
supplying their products to various multinational companies in India and across the world. Their 
overseas operations at the moment mainly centre around South East Asia, Pacific, Middle East, 
and Europeans countries.

The following issues are worthy of consideration in this regard:

• How can Gopaljee’s Supply and Distribution Model be extended to other business lines in 
the Indian and South Asian context?

• Which socioeconomic features of South Asian societies can be identified as the founda-
tions for building sustainable supply chains?

• How can the existing distribution channels in the South Asian region be transformed to 
maximize the value delivered to the customer? 

• How can such indigenously developed SCM Models integrate with and expand into global 
supply chains? 

QUESTION Gopaljee’s supply and distribution networks have successfully connected a highly 
fragmented supply base with an equally fragmented market. How do you see this model being 
replicated by medium and small enterprises placed in similar situations in other industries? Illus-
trate with examples.
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SUPPLY CHAIN
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In this chapter, we explore various factors that influence decisions about whether a supply 
chain activity is performed within the firm or outsourced. We also discuss performance char-
acteristics of suppliers that affect total cost. Our goal is to enable managers to consider all 

the trade-offs involved when making sourcing decisions to maximize value extracted from every 
stage of a sourcing relationship.

15.1 The Role of SouRcing in a Supply chain

Purchasing, also called procurement, is the process by which companies acquire raw materials, 
components, products, services, or other resources from suppliers to execute their operations. 
Sourcing is the entire set of business processes required to purchase goods and services. For any 
supply chain function, the most significant decision is whether to outsource the function or per-
form it in-house. Outsourcing results in the supply chain function being performed by a third 
party. Outsourcing decisions are important and tend to vary across firms and industries. For 
example, W.W. Grainger, an MRO distributor, has consistently owned and managed its distribu-
tion centers. In contrast, outbound transportation of packages from distribution centers to cus-
tomers has consistently been outsourced to a third party. What factors can explain Grainger’s 
decisions?

Sourcing Decisions  
in a Supply Chain

 

C H A P T E R 

15

Learning Objectives

 after reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Understand the role of sourcing in a supply 
chain.

2. Discuss factors that affect the decision to 
outsource a supply chain function.

3. Identify dimensions of supplier 
performance that affect total cost.

4. Describe the benefits of sharing risk and 
reward.

5. Design a tailored supplier portfolio.
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Until 2005, Dell was credited with improving profits by keeping the retail function in-house 
and	selling	directly	to	customers.	Since	2007,	however,	Dell	has	started	to	outsource	retailing	to	
firms such as Walmart. Dell has also increased the fraction of assembly that it outsources to con-
tract manufacturers. Why was vertical integration into retailing a good idea for Dell until about 
2005	but	not	after	2007?	Was	Dell	right	in	outsourcing	a	greater	fraction	of	assembly	to	contract	
manufacturers? In contrast to Dell, Apple has significantly expanded the insourcing of retailing 
during the same period by growing Apple retail stores. Procter & Gamble (P&G) has never 
attempted to sell detergent directly to customers, and no one is calling on it to bring the retail func-
tion in-house. What made vertical integration into retailing a good idea for Apple but a bad idea 
for P&G? Most companies outsource assembly in consumer electronics. In contrast, most compa-
nies insource assembly in the automotive industry. What factors may explain this difference?

We address the outsourcing of supply chain activities by a firm based on the following 
three questions:

 1. Will the third party increase the supply chain surplus relative to performing the activity  
in-house?

 2. To what extent do risks grow upon outsourcing?
 3. Are there strategic reasons to outsource?

 Recall that the supply chain surplus is the difference between the value of a product for the 
customer and the total cost of all supply chain activities involved in bringing the product to the 
customer. Our basic premise is that outsourcing makes sense if it increases the supply chain sur-
plus (assuming we get to keep some of the increase) without significantly increasing risks. A 
sourcing decision should aim to increase the net value created by the supply chain.

For example, P&G has historically outsourced retailing of its products to others. The third 
parties increase the supply chain surplus by aggregating many products that customers need (not 
just P&G products) in a single retail store. This aggregation allows them to spread facility costs, 
selling costs, personnel costs, and transportation costs across many consumer goods manufactur-
ers. This aggregation also allows the retailer to increase customer value by allowing them to 
purchase many products they need in a single visit to the store. Clearly, outsourcing retailing to a 
third party increases the value created by the supply chain to a greater extent than if P&G man-
aged its own retailing. Good sourcing decisions grow value by assigning each activity within the 
supply chain to the party that can add the most value.

Effective sourcing processes within a firm can improve profits for the firm, as well as total 
supply chain surplus, in a variety of ways. It is important that the drivers of improved profits be 
clearly identified when making sourcing decisions. The following are some of the benefits from 
effective sourcing decisions:

•	 Identifying	the	right	source	can	result	in	an	activity	performed	at	higher	quality	and	lower	cost.
•	 Better	economies	of	scale	can	be	achieved	if	orders	within	a	firm	are	aggregated.
•	 More	efficient	procurement	transactions	can	significantly	reduce	the	overall	cost	of	pur-

chasing. This is most important for items for which a large number of low-value transac-
tions occur.

•	 Design	collaboration	can	result	in	products	that	are	easier	to	manufacture	and	distribute,	
resulting in lower overall costs. This factor is most important for components that contrib-
ute a significant amount to product cost and value.

•	 Good	procurement	processes	can	facilitate	coordination	with	the	supplier	and	improve	
forecasting	and	planning.	Better	coordination	lowers	inventories	and	improves	the	match-
ing of supply and demand.

•	 Appropriate	sharing	of	risk	and	benefits	can	result	in	higher	profits	for	both	the	supplier	
and the buyer.

•	 Firms	can	achieve	a	lower	purchase	price	by	increasing	competition	through	the	use	of	
auctions.
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When designing a sourcing strategy, it is important for a firm to be clear on the factors that 
have the greatest influence on performance and target improvement on those areas. For example, 
if most of the spending for a firm is on materials with only a few high-value transactions, improv-
ing the efficiency of procurement transactions will provide little value, whereas improving design 
collaboration and coordination with the supplier will provide significant value. In contrast, when 
sourcing items with many low-value transactions, increasing the efficiency of procurement trans-
actions will be valuable.

In the next section, we discuss factors that influence the outsourcing decision.

15.2 in-houSe oR ouTSouRce?

The decision to outsource is based on the growth in supply chain surplus provided by the third 
party and the increase in risk incurred by using a third party. A firm should consider outsourcing 
if the growth in surplus is large with a small increase in risk. Performing the function in-house is 
preferable if the growth in surplus is small or the increase in risk is large.

how Do Third parties increase the Supply chain Surplus?

Third parties increase the supply chain surplus if they either increase value for the customer or 
decrease the supply chain cost relative to a firm performing the task in-house. Third parties can 
increase the supply chain surplus effectively if they are able to aggregate supply chain assets or 
flows to a higher level than a firm itself can. Here, we discuss various mechanisms that third par-
ties can use to grow the surplus.

1. Capacity aggregation. A third party can increase the supply chain surplus by aggre-
gating demand across multiple firms and gaining production economies of scale that no single 
firm can on its own. This is the most common reason for outsourcing production in a supply 
chain. One of the reasons that all smartphone manufacturers outsource glass manufacturing for 
their screens is that the third parties achieve manufacturing economies that no single smartphone 
manufacturer can on its own. The growth in surplus from outsourcing is highest when the needs 
of the firm are significantly lower than the volumes required to gain economies of scale. A good 
example	in	this	context	is	Magna	Steyr,	a	third	party	that	has	taken	over	assembly	of	automobiles	
for	several	manufacturers.	Magna	Steyr	designs	flexible	assembly	lines	that	can	build	up	to	five	
different vehicle types on a single line. This flexible capacity allows the company to produce a 
variety	of	low	volume	cars	economically.	In	2013,	Magna	Steyr	assembled	the	G	class	for	Mer-
cedes,	the	RCZ	for	Peugeot,	and	the	Mini	Countryman	and	Mini	Paceman	for	BMW	in	the	same	
plant. In each case, the models had relatively low demand volume. Each firm would not have 
gained	sufficient	economies	of	scale	for	assembling	its	model.	By	combining	all	of	them	in	a	
single	flexible	plant,	Magna	Steyr	grew	the	surplus	relative	to	each	firm	assembling	its	own	cars.	
A third party is unlikely to increase the surplus through capacity aggregation if the volume 
requirements of a firm are large and stable. This is substantiated by the fact that no auto manu-
facturer outsources production of its best-selling cars to a third party.

2. Inventory aggregation. A third party can increase the supply chain surplus by aggre-
gating inventories across a large number of customers. W.W. Grainger and McMaster-Carr are 
MRO suppliers that provide value primarily by aggregating inventory for hundreds of thousands 
of customers. Aggregation allows them to significantly lower overall uncertainty and improve 
economies of scale in purchasing and transportation. As a result, these MRO distributors carry 
significantly less safety and cycle inventory than would be required if each customer decided to 
carry inventory of MRO products on its own. Another example of inventory aggregation is pro-
vided	by	Brightstar,	a	distributor	that	facilitates	postponement	for	cell	phones.	These	phones	are	
manufactured	in	the	Far	East	and	shipped	to	the	Brightstar	warehouse	in	Miami,	where	software	
and	accessories	are	added	as	customer	orders	arrive	from	South	America.	High	product	variety	
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and	many	small	customers	allow	Brightstar	to	increase	the	supply	chain	surplus	through	inven-
tory aggregation and postponement. The third party performing inventory aggregation adds most 
to the supply chain surplus when demand from customers is fragmented and uncertain. When 
demand is large and predictable, an intermediary adds little to the surplus by holding inventory. 
The consolidation of retailing and the resulting scale and predictability of demand for large 
retailers	explain	why	distributors	play	a	much	smaller	role	in	the	United	States	than	in	develop-
ing countries.

3. Transportation aggregation by transportation intermediaries. A third party may 
increase the surplus by aggregating the transportation function to a higher level than any shipper 
can	on	its	own.	UPS,	FedEx,	and	a	host	of	LTL	carriers	are	examples	of	transportation	interme-
diaries that increase the supply chain surplus by aggregating transportation across a variety of 
shippers. The value provided in each case is driven by the inherent economies of scale in trans-
portation. When shippers want to send small quantities, the transportation intermediary aggre-
gates shipments across multiple shippers, thus lowering the cost of each shipment below what 
could be achieved by the shipper alone. A transportation intermediary increases the supply chain 
surplus	when	shippers	are	sending	packages	or	LTL	quantities	to	customers	that	are	geographi-
cally	distributed.	A	transportation	intermediary	can	also	grow	the	surplus	for	TL	shipping	by	
aggregating across multiple firms having unbalanced transportation flows, with the quantity 
coming into a region being very different from the quantity leaving the region. An excellent 
example of a transportation intermediary increasing the supply chain surplus is provided by a 
pilot	program	involving	Chrysler	and	Ford.	Exel,	a	third-party	logistics	(3PL)	provider,	operated	
a dedicated fleet for the distribution of spare parts for Chrysler. In tests in Michigan and Mexico, 
Ford added its own truck parts for delivery on the same fleet. Given the relatively low density of 
dealers in Northern Michigan and Mexico (outside Mexico City), the aggregation provided by 
Exel was a benefit for both Ford and Chrysler. A transportation intermediary is likely to add the 
least to the supply chain surplus for a company such as Walmart, for which shipment sizes are 
large and the company achieves aggregation across the many retail stores that it owns. The only 
possibility for a transportation intermediary in such a setting would be to obtain better backhauls 
than Walmart does.

4. Transportation aggregation by storage intermediaries. A third party that stores 
inventory can also increase the supply chain surplus by aggregating inbound and outbound 
transportation.	Storage	intermediaries	such	as	W.W.	Grainger	and	McMaster-Carr	stock	prod-
ucts from more than a thousand manufacturers each and sell to hundreds of thousands of cus-
tomers. On the inbound side, they are able to aggregate shipments from several manufacturers 
onto a single truck. This results in a lower transportation cost than could be achieved by each 
manufacturer independently. On the outbound side, they aggregate packages for customers at 
a common destination, resulting in a significantly lower transportation cost than can be 
achieved if each supplier shipped to each customer separately. For example, the Chicago dis-
tribution center for Grainger fills separate trucks with packages destined for each adjacent 
state.	As	soon	as	a	truck	destined	for	Michigan	(for	instance)	is	filled,	it	 is	sent	to	the	UPS	
sorting facility in Michigan. This level of aggregation cannot be achieved by individual suppli-
ers or customers. Thus, the storage of goods by Grainger and McMaster-Carr increases the 
supply chain surplus by aggregating inbound and outbound transportation. A similar service is 
provided by distributors in countries such as India. Given the small size of retail outlets, a 
distributor aggregates delivery for several manufacturers, significantly lowering the outbound 
transportation cost. This form of aggregation is most effective if the intermediary stocks prod-
ucts from many suppliers and serves many customers, each ordering in small quantities. This 
form of aggregation becomes less effective as the scale of shipment from a supplier to cus-
tomer	grows.	This	is	seen	in	the	decreased	use	of	distributors	by	U.S.	supermarket	chains.	The	
supermarkets typically get full trucks delivered to their DCs or stores and do not need distribu-
tors for further aggregation.
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5. Warehousing aggregation. A third party may increase the supply chain surplus by 
aggregating warehousing needs over several firms. The growth in surplus is achieved in terms of 
lower	real	estate	costs	and	lower	processing	costs	within	the	warehouse.	Savings	through	ware-
housing aggregation arise if a firm’s warehousing needs are small or if its needs fluctuate over 
time. In either case, the intermediary with the warehouse can exploit economies of scale in ware-
house	construction	and	operation	by	aggregating	across	multiple	customers.	An	example	is	Saf-
express,	 a	 third-party	 logistics	 provider	 in	 India.	 Safexpress	 owns	warehouses	 distributed	
throughout the country that are used by many of its customers. Most of its customers do not have 
warehousing needs that are large enough to justify a warehouse of their own in each region. 
Warehousing aggregation by an intermediary adds a lot to the surplus for small suppliers and for 
companies that are starting out in a geographic location. Warehousing aggregation is unlikely to 
add much to the surplus for a large supplier or customer whose warehousing needs are large and 
relatively stable over time. The warehousing needs of Walmart, Amazon, and Grainger are suf-
ficiently large and stable to justify their own warehouses, and a third party is unlikely to increase 
the surplus.

6. Procurement aggregation. A third party increases the supply chain surplus if it 
aggregates procurement for many small players and facilitates economies of scale in ordering, 
production, and inbound transportation. Procurement aggregation is most effective across many 
small	buyers.	Small	retailers	in	India	purchase	goods	from	distributors	that	aggregate	buying	
from manufacturers. Procurement aggregation is not likely to be a big factor with a few large 
customers. For example, Walmart has sufficient scale that it manages its own procurement. It 
sees no value added in procuring through a third party.

7. Information aggregation. A third party may increase the surplus by aggregating 
information to a higher level than can be achieved by a firm performing the function in-house. 
All retailers aggregate information on products from many manufacturers in a single location. 
This	information	aggregation	reduces	search	costs	for	customers.	eBags	is	an	example	of	an	
online	retailer	that	primarily	provides	information	aggregation.	eBags	holds	little	inventory	but	is	
a	single	point	of	display	for	information	on	bags	from	many	manufacturers.	By	aggregating	
product	information,	eBags	significantly	reduces	search	costs	for	the	online	customer.	Relative	
to	eBags,	if	each	manufacturer	set	up	its	own	website	and	online	store,	search	costs	for	the	cus-
tomer would be higher, and each manufacturer would have to invest in the information infra-
structure.	Thus,	eBags	increases	the	supply	chain	surplus	through	information	aggregation	by	
making search cheaper and reducing investment in information technology. Two other examples 
of	companies	using	information	aggregation	are	W.W.	Grainger	and	McMaster-Carr.	Both	pro-
vide product catalogs and detailed websites. This simplifies search by the customer and aggre-
gates product information for more than a thousand manufacturers. Another excellent example of 
information aggregation is provided by the various online sites, such as Freight Zone and Echo 
Global	Logistics,	that	bring	together	shippers	and	truckers	looking	for	shipments.	Information	
aggregation reduces search costs and allows better matching of truckers and shipments. Informa-
tion aggregation increases the surplus if both buyers and sellers are fragmented and buying is 
sporadic. Information aggregation is not likely to be a big factor for a car manufacturer that regu-
larly buys steel from a single supplier.

8. Receivables aggregation. A third party may increase the supply chain surplus if it can 
aggregate the receivables risk to a higher level than the firm or it has a lower collection cost than 
the	firm.	Brightstar,	for	example,	was	a	distributor	for	Motorola	in	most	Latin	American	countries	
other	than	Brazil.	Cell	phones	in	the	area	are	sold	through	many	small,	independently	owned	retail	
outlets. Collecting receivables from each retail outlet is an expensive proposition for a manufac-
turer. Given that a retailer buys from many manufacturers, the power of each manufacturer to col-
lect	 is	 also	 reduced.	Brightstar,	 as	 a	 distributor,	was	 able	 to	 aggregate	 collection	 across	 all	
manufacturers	that	it	served,	reducing	the	collection	cost.	By	aggregating	collection	to	a	greater	
extent	than	any	one	manufacturer	can,	Brightstar	also	lowered	the	default	risk.	Reduced	collection	
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cost	and	risk	allowed	Brightstar	to	increase	the	supply	chain	surplus	relative	to	having	this	activity	
performed by manufacturers. The same is true with distributors in India that often distribute for a 
large number of manufacturers to the same retailer. Given their ability to aggregate across many 
manufacturers and small retailers, distributors in India typically take responsibility for managing 
receivables from the retailers. Receivables aggregation is likely to increase the supply chain sur-
plus if retail outlets are small and numerous and each outlet stocks products from many manufac-
turers	that	are	all	served	by	the	same	distributor.	Such	a	scenario	is	more	likely	in	developing	
countries where retailing is fragmented. It is less likely in developed countries, such as the United 
States	and	most	Western	European	countries,	where	retailing	is	consolidated.

9. Relationship aggregation. An intermediary can increase the supply chain surplus by 
decreasing the number of relationships required between multiple buyers and sellers. Without an 
intermediary, connecting a thousand sellers to a million buyers requires a billion relationships. 
The presence of an intermediary lowers the number of relationships required to just over a mil-
lion. Most retailers and MRO distributors such as W.W. Grainger improve supply chain surplus 
through relationship aggregation. Relationship aggregation increases the supply chain surplus by 
increasing the size of each transaction and decreasing their number. Relationship aggregation is 
most effective when many buyers sporadically purchase small amounts at a time, but each order 
often has products from multiple suppliers. Thus, Grainger can increase the surplus by being a 
relationship aggregator for MRO products. A third party, however, does not increase the surplus 
by being a relationship aggregator between a few buyers and sellers for which the relationships 
are longer term and large. For example, Covisint failed to become a relationship aggregator in 
the automotive industry, especially for direct materials.

10. Lower costs and higher quality. A third party can increase the supply chain surplus 
if it provides lower cost or higher quality relative to the firm. If these benefits come from special-
ization and learning, they are likely to be sustainable over the longer term. A specialized third 
party that is further along the learning curve for some supply chain activity is likely to maintain 
its advantage over the long term. A common scenario, however, is one in which the third party 
has a low-cost location that the firm does not have. In such a situation, lower labor and overhead 
costs are temporary reasons for outsourcing, because if the wage differential is persistent and the 
third party offers none of the other advantages discussed earlier, it is best for the firm to maintain 
ownership and offshore production to the low-cost location.

Key Point

A third party may be able to provide a sustainable growth of the surplus by aggregating to a higher level 
than the firm itself. The growth in surplus comes from aggregating capacity, inventory, inbound or out-
bound transportation, warehousing, procurement, information, receivables, or relationships to a level 
that the firm cannot achieve on its own. A growth in surplus may also occur if the third party has lower 
costs or higher quality because of specialization or learning.

factors influencing growth of Surplus by a Third party

Three important factors affect the increase in surplus that a third party provides: scale, uncer-
tainty, and the specificity of assets. If the scale is large, it is likely that sufficient economies of 
scale are achieved internal to the firm itself. In this case, it is unlikely that a third party can 
achieve further scale economies and increase the surplus. Walmart has sufficient scale in terms of 
its transportation needs that it achieves economies of scale on trucking by itself. Going to a third 
party would not increase the surplus and would result in some loss of control. In contrast, if a 
firm’s needs do not provide sufficient economies of scale, the third party can increase the surplus 
by a large amount. Even though Grainger has a large number of outbound packages, given their 
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geographical dispersion, it would not be able to achieve economies of scale for door-to-door 
delivery. A third-party package carrier adds to the surplus in this case.

The second important factor is the uncertainty of a firm’s needs. If the needs are predict-
able, the increase in surplus from a third party is limited, especially if the firm has sufficient 
scale. In contrast, if the firm’s needs are highly variable over time, the third party can increase the 
surplus through aggregation with other customers. For example, Grainger has predictable needs 
in terms of warehouse space required. Given sufficient scale, it owns and operates its own distri-
bution centers. In contrast, most firms have very uncertain demand for MRO products. They 
prefer not to hold these items in stock and use Grainger as an intermediary.

Finally, the growth in surplus is influenced by the specificity of assets required by the third 
party. If the assets required are specific to a firm and cannot be used for others, a third party is 
unlikely to increase the surplus because all it does is move the assets from one firm to another. The 
third party has no opportunity to aggregate across other customers. For example, if a distributor 
holds inventory that is specific to a customer, the distributor is unable to aggregate it to a higher 
level than the customer. The presence of the distributor does not increase the surplus in this case. 
Similarly,	if	a	third-party	logistics	provider	manages	a	warehouse	exclusively	for	a	single	firm,	it	
has few opportunities to increase the surplus unless it can aggregate the use of management or 
information systems across other warehouses. In contrast, if assets (inventory or warehouses, in the 
previous examples) are less specific and can be used across multiple firms, a third party can increase 
the surplus by aggregating uncertainty across multiple customers or improving economies of scale.

One instance in which a firm may outsource to a third party even when none of the men-
tioned factors suggests outsourcing is shortage of capital or a third party with a much lower cost 
of capital. In either of these scenarios, the third party can grow the surplus by bringing lower-cost 
capital to the supply chain. This discussion on how and when a third party can increase the sup-
ply chain surplus is summarized in Table 15-1.

Table 15-1 Growth in Surplus by Third Party as a Function of Scale, Uncertainty, and Specificity

 Specificity of Assets Involved in Function

  Low High

Firm scale Low High growth in surplus Low to medium growth in surplus

 High Low growth in surplus No growth in surplus unless cost of 
capital is lower for third party

Demand uncertainty for firm Low Low to medium growth in surplus Low growth in surplus

 High High growth in surplus Low to medium growth in surplus

Key Point

A firm gains the most by outsourcing to a third party if its needs are small, highly uncertain, and shared 
by other firms sourcing from the same third party.

Risks of using a Third party

Firms must evaluate the following risks when they move any function to a third party:

1. The process is broken. The biggest problems arise when a firm outsources supply 
chain functions simply because it has lost control of the process. Keep in mind that introducing a 
third party into a broken supply chain process only makes it worse and harder to control. The first 
step should be to get the process under control, then do a cost–benefit analysis, and only then 
decide on outsourcing.
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2. Underestimation of the cost of coordination. A common mistake when outsourcing 
is to underestimate the effort required to coordinate activities across multiple entities perform-
ing supply chain tasks. This is especially true if a firm plans to outsource specific supply chain 
functions to different third parties. Outsourcing functions to many third parties is feasible (and 
can be very effective) if the firm views being a coordinator as one of its core strengths. A good 
example of a strong coordinator is Cisco. However, even Cisco ran into trouble in the early 
2000s and was left with a great deal of surplus inventory because of coordination problems. 
Another example of coordination causing problems occurred between Nike and i2 Technologies 
in 2000. Nike blamed its loss of $100 million on inventory management glitches that it attrib-
uted to the supply chain planning software from i2; i2, in turn, blamed the problems on Nike’s 
execution of the software. Clearly, insufficient coordination between the two firms played a role 
in this failure.

3. Reduced customer/supplier contact. A firm may lose customer/supplier contact by 
introducing an intermediary. The loss of customer contact is particularly significant for firms that 
sell directly to consumers but decide to use a third party to either collect incoming orders or 
deliver	outgoing	product.	A	good	example	is	Boise	Cascade,	which	outsourced	all	its	outbound	
distribution	to	third	parties.	This	led	to	a	significant	loss	of	customer	contact.	Boise	Cascade	
decided to bring outbound delivery for customers located close to its distribution centers in-
house. Given the high density of customers around its distribution centers, the additional gain in 
surplus that a third party could provide was minimal, whereas the gain from improved customer 
contact	was	significant.	Boise	Cascade	did	not	bring	distribution	beyond	this	point	in-house	
because the gain in surplus provided by a third party was significant.

4. Loss of internal capability and growth in third-party power. A firm may choose to 
keep a supply chain function in-house if outsourcing will significantly increase the third party’s 
power. An example can be found in the electronics industry. Companies such as HP and Motor-
ola have moved most of their manufacturing to contract manufacturers but are reluctant to move 
either procurement or design, even though contract manufacturers have developed both capabili-
ties. Given the commonality of components, it can be argued that a contract manufacturer can 
achieve a higher level of aggregation in procurement as well as design assets. HP and Motorola, 
however, are reluctant to move procurement to contract manufacturers because the potential loss 
in power is large, whereas the aggregation gains are small given the relatively large size of both 
firms. Keeping part of a supply chain function in-house is also important if a complete loss of 
capability significantly strengthens the third party’s bargaining position. The in-house capability 
then serves as an option that can be exercised when the need arises. The option also limits how 
much of the supply chain surplus the third party can keep for itself.

5. Leakage of sensitive data and information. Using a third party requires a firm to 
share demand information and, in some cases, intellectual property. If the third party also serves 
competitors, leakage is always a danger. Firms have often insisted on firewalls within the third 
party, but a firewall increases the specificity of assets, limiting the growth in surplus that the third 
party can provide. When leakage is an issue, especially with regard to intellectual property, firms 
often choose to keep the function in-house.

6. Ineffective contracts. Contracts with performance metrics that distort the third par-
ty’s incentives often significantly reduce any gains from outsourcing. For example, cost-plus 
pricing of third-party services presents incentive problems even if the third party opens its books. 
This form of pricing eliminates incentives for the third party to innovate further to reduce costs. 
The onus for improvement falls back on the firm. Another example occurs when firms require 
suppliers or distributors to maintain a certain number of days of inventory as part of the contract. 
Such	a	contract	reduces	the	third	party’s	incentive	to	take	actions	that	reduce	inventories.	In	such	
a situation, it is better for the firm to contract on a desired service level and leave the third party 
more freedom with regard to the amount of inventory. The third party then has an incentive to 
work on reducing the inventory required to provide a given level of service.
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7. Loss of supply chain visibility. Introducing third parties reduces the visibility of sup-
ply chain operations, making it harder for the firm to respond quickly to local customer and 
market demands. This loss of visibility can be particularly harmful for long supply chains.

8. Negative reputational impact. In many instances, actions regarding labor or the envi-
ronment taken by the third party can have a significant negative impact on the reputation of the 
firm. Nike has had difficulty with several of its suppliers regarding labor practices and the envi-
ronment. In 2008, Nike produced its first supply chain report on suppliers in China and reported 
several questionable labor practices, including underage workers, unpaid wages, and falsified 
documents. The reputational loss from actions by a supplier can be particularly damaging to 
firms like Nike with strong brands.

Strategic factors in Sourcing

Besides	economic	factors	and	risks,	strategic	factors	must	be	accounted	for	when	making	sourc-
ing decisions.

1. Support the business strategy. Harley-Davidson illustrates the importance of linking 
business strategy to the make or buy decision. To maintain its strong “Made in America” brand 
image,	the	company	manufactures	mostly	in	the	United	States	even	though	cheaper	components	
may	be	found	overseas.	An	even	more	extreme	example	is	Brunello	Cucinelli,	a	successful	Ital-
ian luxury brand. The company positions itself as providing outstanding artisanal Italian manu-
facturing and a culture of “ethical capitalism.” To support this strategy, the company has focused 
much	of	its	production	at	Solomeo,	a	medieval	hamlet	in	Umbria,	Italy.	At	Solomeo,	the	com-
pany has built what the founder calls a “humanistic factory” where “employees are treated as 
preciously as the clothes they create.”

2. Improve firm focus. In today’s complex world, it is impossible for a firm to do every-
thing. A lack of focus because a firm is doing everything in-house can be a major problem. 
Among the required activities, a firm must identify those that are core and provide a strategic 
advantage. Outsourcing all other activities helps improve focus and, thus, performance. A good 
example of increased outsourcing comes from the automotive industry. At one time, most auto 
manufacturers produced many of their components in-house. With the increasing complexity of 
an automobile, however, companies outsource most of their parts today, focusing instead on 
design, assembly, and coordination.

15.3 exampleS of SucceSSful ThiRD-paRTy SupplieRS

The assembly of consumer electronics is an activity that was largely performed in-house until the 
1990s. Today, however, assembly is mostly outsourced by original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) such as Apple. In the 1990s, Macintosh computers were assembled at an Apple factory. 
Today, Apple tablets and smartphones are all assembled by electronics manufacturing service 
(EMS)	providers	such	as	Foxconn.	A	study	of	the	evolution	of	the	EMS	industry	points	to	why	
outsourcing of assembly has increased in the electronics industry and the capabilities that third 
party	EMS	providers	have	developed	to	further	increase	the	value	they	provide.

EMS	providers	grew	in	the	1980s	out	of	small	job	shops	used	by	OEMs	like	IBM	to	supple-
ment their own printed circuit board production capacity or to offload production of items such as 
cables that were not viewed as offering any strategic advantage. In the 1990s, most OEMs, such as 
IBM,	Motorola,	and	Lucent,	sold	their	production	capacity	and	increasingly	outsourced	a	large	
fraction	of	their	manufacturing	to	the	EMS	providers.	The	initial	manufacturing	services	offered	
by	EMS	providers	included	board	assembly,	final	assembly,	and	testing.	The	outsourcing	of	board	
assembly	to	EMS	providers	made	sense,	given	the	expensive	pick-and-place	machines	required	by	
the surface mount technology. Although these machines were expensive, they were also flexible 
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enough	that	they	could	be	reprogrammed	to	handle	a	variety	of	products.	EMS	providers	could	
thus obtain better utilization of these machines by offering this service to competing OEMs. Even 
though each OEM was uncertain about the success of its own product, the industry as a whole had 
stable	sales.	The	ability	of	the	EMS	providers	to	aggregate	uncertainty	has	become	more	impor-
tant as the life cycle of electronics products has continued to shrink.

Over	time,	EMS	providers	such	as	Flextronics	and	Celestica	took	the	lead	in	adding	design	
services to increase their perceived value to customers. They expanded from offering printed 
circuit board design and design-for-test to offering expertise in designing mobile phones, print-
ers, networking, and consumer products. Flextronics claimed that one of the great benefits of 
having design teams under the same roof as manufacturing was that “engineers can design prod-
ucts that fit into our manufacturing flow and with our supply chain.”1	EMS	providers	could	also	
leverage their experience in designing a product for one customer across others in the same 
industry.	For	example,	Celestica	designed	a	generic	“black	box”	for	IBM	automotive	applica-
tions	very	quickly	because	it	had	done	similar	work	for	UK	firms.	This	allowed	IBM	to	reduce	
time to market to well below what it could have done on its own.2

EMS	providers	handle	most	of	the	component	procurement	for	their	customers.	More	than	
95	percent	of	the	procurement	is	turnkey,	meaning	that	the	EMS	provider	sends	out	the	purchase	
order for parts.3	Given	the	commonality	of	parts	in	the	electronics	industry,	EMS	providers	could	
get lower prices for customers (especially compared with smaller OEMs) because of their large 
spending on parts. Flextronics, for example, was spending well over $10 billion a year on parts, 
allowing it to get good deals from suppliers.

Over	time,	EMS	providers	have	started	to	include	warehousing	and	shipping	in	the	menu	
of services they provide. Flextronics, for example, offers the customers the ability to “design, 
assemble, and distribute” their products. Given the commonality of parts and supply sources in 
the	electronics	industry,	EMS	providers	are	able	to	gain	economies	in	inbound	freight	that	are	
not available to a single OEM. On the outbound side, most electronics products move from the 
assembly	plant	to	common	ports	in	Europe	and	North	America.	This	allows	the	EMS	provider	to	
add value by aggregating outbound shipping to a greater extent than any OEM.

The commonality of parts and the short life cycles with unpredictable winners for each 
new	generation	of	products	have	allowed	EMS	providers	to	add	significant	value	in	the	electron-
ics	industry.	The	rapid	change	and	uncertainty	of	demand	allows	EMS	providers	to	add	value	
through aggregation in design, procurement, transportation, and manufacturing. An interesting 
question is whether the development of all these capabilities in a third party has lowered barriers 
to entry sufficiently in this industry to allow new entrants to compete effectively against estab-
lished	players.	In	any	case,	the	development	of	EMS	providers	has	resulted	in	a	constant	drop	in	
prices in this industry—a big benefit to the consumer.

Whereas	EMS	providers	have	added	logistics	services,	UPS	is	an	example	of	a	logistics	
provider that has added basic manufacturing services to further add value to its customers. In a 
2010	press	release,	UPS	discussed	the	establishment	of	an	“in-house	laptop	repair	facility	for	a	
well	known	computer	manufacturer”	near	its	global	air	hub	in	Louisville.	In	less	than	24	hours,	
the	UPS	facility	could	“repair	refurbish	and	return	laptops	to	their	owners.”	By	setting	up	a	repair	
facility	at	its	hub,	not	only	had	UPS	reduced	transportation	relative	to	the	manufacturer	doing	the	
repairs, but it also established the ability to aggregate such services across competitors. In another 
example,	UPS	took	over	the	kit,	pack,	and	ship	operations	for	a	major	telecom	company.	As	a	
result,	16	order	processing	and	distribution	facilities	for	the	customer	were	centralized	by	UPS	in	
one of its locations. This resulted in quicker processing, lower costs, and improved customer 
experience. Another excellent example of a firm that grows the supply chain surplus by effec-
tively	aggregating	demand	across	customers	and	capacity	across	suppliers	is	Li	&	Fung,	which	

1“The Value of Design,” Electronics Business, June 2003.
2Ibid.
3“OEMs	Seek	Single	Point	of	Contact	for	SCM,”	Electronics Business, June 2003.
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has built a multibillion-dollar business helping global companies such as Reebok manage sourc-
ing and production across many locations in the developing world. The company has been an 
intermediary between suppliers in the developing world and global buyers since it was founded 
in	1906.	Li	&	Fung	originally	exported	jade,	porcelain,	and	silk	from	China	to	the	United	States.	
In	the	1970s,	the	firm	expanded	its	network	of	suppliers	and	is	now	able	to	get	around	regional	
trade	umbrellas	such	as	the	European	Union	and	NAFTA	by	sourcing	appropriately.	Li	&	Fung	
is an information hub that is able to link thousands of factories in 32 countries to almost a thou-
sand	customers	in	an	optimal	manner.	Li	&	Fung	reserves	30	to	70	percent	of	a	supplier’s	capac-
ity.	These	factories	are	accustomed	to	reliable	repeat	business	from	Li	&	Fung	and	are	thus	
willing	to	commit	this	capacity.	Li	&	Fung	maintains	detailed	capability	information	for	each	
factory	that	is	used	to	match	it	to	appropriate	customer	orders	as	they	arrive.	For	its	customers,	Li	
& Fung facilitates short-lead-time production. This allows customers to observe sales trends 
before	committing	to	an	order.	When	an	order	arrives,	Li	&	Fung	procures	yarn	from	one	sup-
plier, gets on the production schedule of a weaving mill, and finally farms out production of the 
garment to ensure that the delivery schedule is met. All this is done to minimize production cost 
while	meeting	delivery	schedules.	Clearly,	Li	&	Fung	is	an	integrator	that	adds	to	the	supply	
chain surplus in ways that no individual customer or supplier could. The firm aggregates demand 
across hundreds of customers and capacity across thousands of suppliers and uses detailed infor-
mation on both to match supply and demand in the most cost-effective manner.

Compared with the electronics industry, contract manufacturing for final assembly is much 
less prevalent in the automotive sector. Most auto companies set up their own assembly plants 
because product life cycles are longer, demand more stable, and it is difficult to design assembly 
plants that can produce a Toyota as well as a Ford. One successful contract manufacturer in the 
automotive	industry	is	Magna	Steyr,	which	is	part	of	MAGNA	International.	The	company’s	main	
assembly facility is in Graz, Austria. Its key success factor is the flexibility to “build up to five 
different vehicle types/derivatives on a single assembly line.” This capability allows the company 
to produce low volume models for OEMs more effectively than they can on their own. In 2013, 
Magna	Steyr	assembled	the	Mercedes-Benz	G-Class,	the	Peugeot	RCZ,	the	MINI	Countryman,	
and the MINI Paceman, each of which has has relatively low sales volume, in its Graz plant.

15.4 ToTal coST of owneRShip

When making the outsourcing decision or comparing suppliers, many firms make the fundamental 
mistake of focusing only on the quoted price, ignoring the fact that many factors affect the total cost 
of using a supplier. For instance, suppliers have different replenishment lead times. Does it pay to 
select a more expensive supplier with a shorter lead time? Or consider suppliers that have different 
on-time performance. Is the more reliable supplier worth the few extra pennies it charges per piece?

In each of these instances, the price charged by the supplier is only one of many factors that 
affect the supply chain surplus. It is important to focus on the total cost of ownership (TCO) when 
selecting suppliers. TCO includes all supply chain costs of sourcing a good or service from a par-
ticular supplier and can be considered in three “buckets”—acquisition costs, ownership costs, and 
post-ownership costs. Acquisition costs include all costs associated with the purchase of material 
from a supplier until it reaches the buyer and is ready for use. These costs include the supplier 
price, supplier terms affecting financing costs, taxes and duties, delivery costs, and incoming qual-
ity costs. Acquisition costs should also include the overhead of managing the relationship and 
planning the purchases. Ownership costs include all costs associated with the purchased part from 
when it arrives from the supplier to when the finished product is sold to the customer. These costs 
include inventory costs, warehousing costs, manufacturing or conversion costs, production quality 
costs, and production cycle time costs. Post-ownership costs include all costs incurred by the firm 
after the finished product has reached the end customer. These costs include warranty costs, envi-
ronmental costs, product liability costs, and reputational costs. When scoring and assessing sup-
pliers, one can organize the factors influencing total cost, as shown in Table 15-2.
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The performance of each potential source (including in-house production) must be rated 
on each of these factors because all affect the total cost of ownership. It is important to consider 
trends that may exist especially if some of the sources are located overseas; these include 
exchange rates, local inflation in material and labor cost, transportation costs, and tariffs. This is 
especially	true	today,	given	the	rapid	change	in	these	factors.	Goel,	Moussavi,	and	Srivatsan	
(2008) point out that producing a mid-range server in Asia in 2003 would have produced signifi-
cant	savings	relative	to	producing	it	in	the	United	States.	Between	2005	and	2008,	though,	ocean	
freight costs increased by 135 percent, the Chinese yuan appreciated by 18 percent, and Chinese 
manufacturing	wages	went	up	by	44	percent.	By	2008,	freight	and	labor	costs	had	increased	
enough	to	make	production	in	the	United	States	cheaper	than	production	in	Asia.	Until	2008,	
many manufacturers viewed offshoring as a necessity, given that the offshore prices were 25 to 
40	percent	lower	than	those	of	local	suppliers.	By	2008,	however,	many	executives	realized	that	
longer supply chains, lack of visibility, quality problems, growing transportation costs, and ris-
ing wages in developing countries made sourcing from local suppliers much more attractive. The 
lower transportation distance further increases the attractiveness of local suppliers from an envi-
ronmental perspective. Given that a sourcing decision is unlikely to be changed quickly, it is 
important to include trends and scenarios (see Chapter 6) in the total cost analysis.

Table 15-2 Factors Influencing Total Cost of Ownership

Performance Category Category Components Quantifiable?

Acquisition Costs   

Supplier price Labor, material, and overhead Yes

Supplier terms Net payment terms, delivery frequency, minimum lot size, 
quantity discounts

Yes

Taxes and duties All tariffs and compliance costs Yes

Delivery costs All transportation costs from source to destination, 
packaging costs

Yes

Incoming quality costs Cost of inspection, defectives, and rework Yes

Management costs Cost of managing and planning the purchase Difficult

Ownership Costs   

Inventory costs Supplier inventory, including raw material, in process and 
finished goods, in-transit inventory, finished goods inventory 
in supply chain

Yes

Warehousing cost Warehousing and material handling costs to support 
additional inventory

Yes

Manufacturing cost Cost of manufacturing associated with the sourced part Yes

Production quality costs Impact of sourced part on finished product quality Difficult

Cycle time costs Impact of sourced part on production cycle time Yes

Post-Ownership Costs   

Reputation Reputation impact of quality problems No

Warranty and product liability costs Warranty and product liability costs associated with sourced 
part

Difficult

Environmental costs Environmental costs affected by sourced part Difficult

Supplier capabilities Replenishment lead time, on-time performance, flexibility, 
information coordination capability, design coordination 
capability, supplier viability

To some extent
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The importance of taking the TCO perspective has helped several companies make better 
decisions, whereas in other cases, a focus on the purchase price has ended up increasing the total 
cost. Zara is an excellent example in which the willingness to pay a higher purchase price has 
resulted in a much lower cost of ownership. The company chose to source its trendiest products 
from company-owned factories in Europe even though the acquisition cost from Europe was 
about	40	percent	more	expensive	than	Asia.	The	European	factories	had	short	design-to-product	
cycle times of three to four weeks instead of the three to six months from Asia. The shorter cycle 
times allowed Zara to meet demand for its popular products while not overproducing items that 
were not selling. As a result, Zara was able to increase profits by selling about 85 percent of its 
products at full price while the industry average was closer to 60 percent.

A	similar	perspective	allowed	Benetton	to	design	an	effective	sourcing	strategy	when	it	
introduced postponement (see Chapter 12) into its knit garments in the 1980s. Traditionally, knit 
garments were made by knitting colored thread. To lower costs, the various stages of knitting 
were handled by several small family enterprises. Although this process lowered cost, the entire 
production	process	took	up	to	six	months.	Benetton	identified	a	new	process	in	which	garments	
could be knit from undyed thread and then dyed later, while maintaining quality. As discussed in 
Chapter 12, this postponement of dyeing allows the supply of colors to better match demand. 
Although postponement was better at matching supply with demand, it had a higher production 
cost.	With	a	focus	on	TCO,	however,	Benetton	identified	tailored	postponement (see Chapter 13) 
to	be	a	more	effective	strategy.	Benetton	separated	the	predictable	base	load	from	the	unpredict-
able	portion	of	demand	for	each	color.	Benetton	outsourced	for	the	predictable	base	load,	as	it	
had done in the past, to lower acquisition costs. The longer lead times of the suppliers did not 
hurt total cost because the base load always sold out. For the uncertain portion of demand, how-
ever,	any	mismatch	of	supply	and	demand	was	likely	to	increase	total	cost.	Thus,	Benetton	opted	
for the higher cost production method with postponement to produce the unpredictable portion 
of	demand	close	to	when	it	was	needed.	Benetton	performed	the	postponed	dyeing	function	in-
house so it could be very responsive in dyeing colors based on demand. This strategy of sourcing 
the predictable demand from low-cost third parties and the unpredictable portion of demand in-
house	using	a	very	responsive	(though	high-cost)	process	allowed	Benetton	to	decrease	the	total	
cost of ownership.

Mattel is an example of a company that paid significant post-ownership costs because of 
the	action	of	a	supplier.	In	2007,	the	company	announced	several	major	recalls	of	toys	made	in	
China that were contaminated with lead paint. A subcontractor hired to paint the toys had used 
paint from a nonauthorized paint supplier. Mattel announced a charge of $30 million to cover the 
cost	of	the	recall.	The	company	was	also	fined	$2.3	million	by	the	Consumer	Product	Safety	
Commission. Even though the impact on its reputation is hard to quantify, Mattel clearly paid a 
high price for this sourcing decision, which lowered its acquisition cost.

Nike is another example of a company that worked very hard to contain the negative 
reputational impact of actions at its suppliers. Nike’s business model is based on outsourcing 
its manufacturing. In the 1980s, Nike’s manufacturing was in Korea and Taiwan, which were 
then viewed as low-cost sources. As labor costs increased in these countries, though, Nike 
urged its contractors to move production to Indonesia, China, and Vietnam. In the early 1990s, 
several reports appeared of poor working conditions and wages below Indonesia’s minimum at 
a Nike subcontractor. After several years of protest, significant criticism, and weakness in 
demand, Nike started to take more decisive action in the late 1990s. Nike CEO Phil Knight 
announced an increase in the minimum age of workers, increased monitoring of suppliers, and 
the	adoption	of	U.S.	OSHA	clean	air	standards	in	all	supplier	factories.	The	company	per-
formed many supplier audits and published a complete list of the factories with which it con-
tracted. Even though these actions did increase the acquisition cost for Nike, they also helped 
turn around the company’s reputation. Companies that outsource can learn from the Mattel and 
Nike experiences that accounting for post-ownership costs can be very helpful when making 
sourcing decisions.
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15.5 SupplieR SelecTion—aucTionS anD negoTiaTionS

Before	selecting	suppliers,	a	firm	must	decide	whether	to	use	single	sourcing	or	multiple	suppli-
ers.	Single	sourcing	guarantees	the	supplier	sufficient	business	when	the	supplier	must	make	a	
significant buyer-specific investment. The buyer-specific investment may take the form of plant 
and equipment designed to produce a part that is specific to the buyer or may take the form of 
expertise	that	needs	to	be	developed.	Single	sourcing	is	also	used	in	the	automotive	industry	for	
parts such as seats that must arrive in the sequence of production. Coordinating such sequencing 
is impossible with multiple sources. As a result, auto companies have a single seat source for 
each plant but multiple seat sources across their manufacturing network. Having multiple sources 
ensures a degree of competition and also lowers risk by providing a backup should a source fail 
to deliver.

A good test of whether a firm has the right number of suppliers is to analyze what impact 
deleting or adding a supplier will have. Unless each supplier has a somewhat different role, it is 
likely that the supply base is too large. In contrast, unless adding a supplier with a unique and 
valuable capability clearly adds to total cost, the supply base may be too small.

The selection of suppliers is done using a variety of mechanisms, including offline 
competitive bids, reverse auctions, or direct negotiations. No matter what mechanism is 
used, supplier selection should be based on the total cost of using a supplier and not just the 
purchase price. In general, auctions are best used when the quantifiable acquisition cost is 
the primary component of total cost. If ownership or post-ownership costs are significant, 
auctions are not appropriate when selecting suppliers. In such settings, direct negotiations 
often lead to the best outcome. Next, we discuss some ideas to keep in mind when designing 
auctions.

auctions in the Supply chain

An	excellent	discussion	on	auctions	can	be	found	in	Krishna	(2002)	and	Milgrom	(2004).	Much	
of our discussion summarizes some of their ideas.

In many supply chain settings, a buyer looks to outsource a supply chain function such 
as production or transportation. Potential suppliers are first qualified and then allowed to bid 
on how much they would charge to perform the function. The qualification process is impor-
tant because there are multiple attributes of performance (as outlined in Table 15-2) that the 
buyer cares about. When conducting an auction based primarily on unit price, it is thus impor-
tant for the buyer to specify performance expectations along all dimensions other than price. 
Setting	up	an	auction	that	accounts	for	multiple	attributes,	not	all	of	which	can	be	precisely	
quantified, is difficult. Thus, the qualification process is used to identify suppliers that meet 
performance expectations along the non-price attributes. If the number of important non-
price attributes is large, it is often best to engage in direct negotiations rather than use an 
auction.

From the buyer’s perspective, the purpose of an auction is to get bidders to reveal their 
underlying cost structure so the buyer can select the supplier with the lowest costs. A commonly 
used mechanism that achieves this outcome is the second-price (Vickrey) auction. In this type of 
auction, each potential supplier submits a bid and the contract is assigned to the lowest bidder—
but at the price quoted by the second-lowest bidder. In general, it is in the buyer’s interest to 

Key Point

Supplier	performance	should	be	compared	based	on	the	impact	on	total	cost	of	ownership.	In	addition	to	
acquisition costs, ownership and post-ownership costs should also be considered. In many instances, a 
higher acquisition cost is more than compensated for by lower ownership and post-ownership costs.
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reveal all available information before bidding. If bidders perceive a lack of information, they are 
all likely to increase their bids to account for this lack of information.

A significant factor that must be accounted for when designing an auction is the possibility 
of	collusion	among	bidders.	Second-price	auctions	are	particularly	vulnerable	to	collusion.	If	
there is collusion and all bidders but the lowest cost bidder raise their bids, the contract goes to 
the lowest-cost bidder, but at a high price. Firms must take care to ensure that no collusion occurs 
when using an auction.

Basic principles of negotiation

Firms enter into negotiations both for supplier selection and to set the terms of the contract with 
an existing supplier. When the total cost of ownership has multiple components besides the cost 
of acquisition, negotiations generally result in a better outcome compared with the use of auc-
tions. Negotiation is likely to result in a positive outcome only if the value the buyer places on 
outsourcing the supply chain function to a supplier is at least as large as the value the supplier 
places on performing the function for the buyer. The value that a supplier places on performing a 
function is influenced by its cost as well as other alternatives that are available for its existing 
capacity.	Similarly,	the	value	that	the	buyer	places	is	influenced	by	the	cost	of	performing	the	
function in-house and the price available from alternative suppliers. The difference between the 
values of the buyer and seller is referred to as the bargaining surplus. The goal of each negotiat-
ing party is to ideally create a situation in which the surplus grows, thus increasing the size of the 
pie they have to share.

An excellent discussion on negotiations is available in Thompson (2005). We mention 
some of the highlights from her discussion here. The first recommendation is to have a clear idea 
of one’s own value and as good an estimate of the third party’s value as possible. A good estimate 
of	the	bargaining	surplus	improves	the	chance	of	a	successful	outcome.	Suppliers	of	Toyota	have	
often mentioned that “Toyota knows our costs better than we do,” which leads to better negotia-
tions. The second recommendation is to look for a fair outcome based on equally or equitably 
dividing the bargaining surplus or dividing it based on needs. Here, equity refers to a division of 
the surplus in proportion to the contribution by each party.

The key to a successful negotiation, however, is to make it a win–win outcome that grows 
the surplus. It is impossible to obtain a win–win outcome if the two parties are negotiating on a 
single dimension, such as price. In this setting, one party can only “win,” at the expense of the 
other. To create a win–win negotiation, the two parties must identify more than one issue to 
negotiate. Identifying multiple issues allows the opportunity to expand the pie if the two parties 
have different preferences. This is often easier than it seems in a supply chain setting, especially 
if both parties focus on the total cost of ownership. A buyer focused on TCO cares not just about 
the acquisition cost, but also about responsiveness and quality (two of the dimensions identified 
in Table 15-2). If the supplier finds it harder to lower the purchase price but easier to reduce the 
response time, there is an opportunity for a win–win resolution, in which the supplier offers bet-
ter responsiveness without changing the price.

An excellent example of a win–win outcome arises from a manufacturer of water treat-
ment equipment whose focus on TCO allowed it to reduce its own production costs without 
changing the acquisition cost from the supplier. The company sourced specialty steel from a 
monopolistic supplier and was looking to reduce costs. The supplier’s bargaining power (given 
its monopoly position) diminished any ability to drive down the purchase price for the steel. A 
focus on purchase price would probably have ended all negotiations. The water treatment man-
ufacturer studied its production process and identified a method of decreasing cost of ownership 
without increasing the cost for the supplier. The steel was supplied in the form of sheets of a 
given size. These sheets were then cut into required sizes by the manufacturer before assembly. 
A study of the supplier’s process indicated that the supplier would not mind changing the size 
of the sheet being cut as long as it did not increase the total number of cuts. The water treatment 
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manufacturer identified three different sheet sizes that, if supplied, would reduce the number of 
cuts required at its plant before assembly. The supplier readily agreed to cut its sheets into the 
three required sizes, because this change did not increase the total number of cuts. The water 
treatment manufacturer had originally run three shifts for metal cutting and two for assembly. 
After the supplier changed the size of sheets supplied, the manufacturer was able to reduce 
metal cutting to two shifts. The negotiation produced an outcome in which the supplier did not 
decrease the supply price but the buyer was able to reduce total cost. Taking all dimensions of 
TCO into account often allows for more successful negotiations during sourcing because it 
offers multiple opportunities to create win–win outcomes.

15.6 ShaRing RiSk anD RewaRD in The Supply chain

In this chapter so far, we have emphasized the fact that all sourcing decisions should be made 
with the goal of growing the supply chain surplus. In practice, however, many firms care less 
about growing the surplus and more about what share of the surplus they are able to capture. 
As firms gain greater power in a supply chain, they often attempt to capture a greater share of 
the surplus while pushing more risk onto their supply chain partners. In this section, we focus 
on the downsides of focusing on a firm’s local interest at the expense of the supply chain sur-
plus. We also suggest some approaches that can be used to counter the downsides of local 
optimization.

Sharing Risk to grow Supply chain profits

Independent actions taken by two parties in a supply chain often result in profits that are 
lower than those that could be achieved if the supply chain were to coordinate its actions 
with a common objective of maximizing supply chain profits rather than individual firm 
profits. As firms get stronger, they tend to push more risk on to supply chain partners while 
keeping a large margin for themselves. A classic example of such an approach is the action 
taken by Mattel in 1999 in response to adverse outcomes in 1998. Until 1998, Mattel allowed 
its retailers to place two orders for the Christmas season. Mattel delivered the first order 
before the Thanksgiving weekend; retailers then placed their second order after observing 
sales over that weekend. The weekend sales allowed retailers to get a much better forecast 
for the Christmas season before placing the second order. In 1998, sales over the Thanksgiv-
ing weekend were soft and many retailers decided not to place a second order. As a result, 
Mattel reported a $500 million sales shortfall in the last weeks of the year. Having been 
burned because of its willingness to absorb the risk of the second order, Mattel changed its 
policy for 1999. It now required retailers to place their entire order before Thanksgiving and 
the company would take no reorders in December. Mattel announced that the new policy 
would allow the company to “tailor production more closely to demand and avoid building 
inventory for orders that don’t come.”

The actions of Mattel amounted to shifting risk from Mattel to the retailers. Whereas Mattel 
absorbed some of the forecast uncertainty when retailers were allowed a follow-up order in 
December, forcing retailers to place their orders before Thanksgiving pushed all the risk of fore-
cast error onto them. This action by Mattel (seemingly taken because of its self-interest) clearly 
hurts retailers. We now argue that it also hurts Mattel. Given demand uncertainty, a manufacturer 
like Mattel wants the retailer to carry a large inventory of its product to ensure that any surge in 
demand can be satisfied. The retailer, on the other hand, loses money on any unsold inventory. As 
a result, the retailer prefers to carry a lower level of inventory, especially when it must absorb the 
entire risk of a forecast error. This tension leads to a supply chain outcome that hurts both the 
retailer and the manufacturer, as illustrated in Example 15-1 (see worksheet Example15-1 in 
workbook Chapter15-examples).
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example 15-1 Impact of Local Optimization

Consider a music store that sells compact discs. The supplier manufactures compact discs at $1 
per unit and sells them to the music store at $5 per unit. The retailer sells each disc to the end 
consumer at $10. At this retail price, market demand is normally distributed, with a mean of 
1,000 and a standard deviation of 300. Any leftover discs at the end of the sale period are worth-
less. How many discs should an independent retailer order? What are the supply chain profits 
with an independent retailer? If the manufacturer and the retailer are vertically integrated (they 
are a single firm), how many discs should the retailer order? What are the supply chain profits 
when the manufacturer and retailer are a single firm?

analysis:

We first consider the case of the independent retailer. The retailer has a margin of $5 per disc and 
can potentially lose $5 for each unsold disc. The retailer thus has a cost of overstocking Co = $5 
and a cost of understocking Cu = $5. Using Equation 13.1, it is optimal for the retailer to aim for 
a service level of 5>(5 + 5) = 0.5 and order NORMINV(0.5, 1000, 300) = 1,000 discs. From 
Equation 13.3,	the	retailer’s	expected	profits	are	$3,803,	and	the	manufacturer	makes	$4,000	
from selling 1,000 discs. The total supply chain profit with an independent retailer is thus 
$3,803 + $4,000 = $7,803.

Now, consider the case in which the supply chain is vertically integrated. The supply chain 
has a margin of $10 - $1 = $9 per disc and can potentially lose $1 for each unsold disc. The 
supply chain thus has a cost of overstocking Co = $1 and a cost of understocking Cu = $9. Using 
Equation 13.1, it is optimal for the supply chain to aim for a service level of 9>(1 + 9) = 0.9 
and order NORMINV(0.9, 1000, 300) = 1,384 discs. From Equation 13.3, the supply chain’s 
expected	profits	are	$8,474.

Thus,	the	vertically	integrated	supply	chain	makes	$670	more	than	when	the	retailer	makes	
the ordering decision independently.

As discussed in Chapter 11, double marginalization reduces supply chain profits because 
the supply chain margin is divided between the two parties, and each stage makes its decisions 
considering only its own margin. We now discuss several other instances in which double mar-
ginalization leads to a loss in supply chain performance in the presence of demand uncertainty.

An independent retailer makes its buying decision before demand is realized and thus 
bears all the demand uncertainty. If demand is less than the retailer’s inventory, the retailer must 
liquidate unsold product at a discount. Given uncertain demand, the retailer decides on the pur-
chase quantity based on its margin and the cost of overstocking, as discussed in Chapter 13. The 
retailer’s margin, however, is lower than the contribution margin for the entire supply chain, 
whereas its cost of overstocking is higher than that for the entire supply chain. As a result, the 
retailer is conservative and aims for a lower level of product availability than is optimal for the 
supply chain leading to a loss of supply chain surplus. As Example 15-1 illustrates, if the retailer 
absorbs	all	the	risk	of	forecast	error	while	getting	only	a	portion	of	the	margin	($4	in	this	exam-
ple, compared with a supply chain margin of $9), the retailer’s ordering decision lowers supply 
chain profits compared with those of a vertically integrated supply chain.

From our discussion, it seems clear that Mattel’s actions—in which it pushed all the risk 
onto retailers—clearly hurt supply chain profits because retailers were more conservative than 
they would have been when Mattel shared some risk. The conservative approach of the retailers 
did not allow the supply chain to take advantage of any upside in demand, thus reducing supply 
chain profits.
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Key Point

The absence of risk sharing in a supply chain results in locally optimal decisions that decrease the total 
supply chain profits. In the absence of risk sharing, retailers aim for a lower level of product availability 
than would be required to maximize supply chain profits.

Given that we have identified the problem when risk is not shared, we now focus on iden-
tifying potential solutions that allow for risk sharing in a way that increases supply chain profits. 
To improve overall profits, the supplier must share risk in a way that encourages the buyer to 
purchase more and increase the level of product availability. This requires the supplier to share in 
some of the buyer’s demand uncertainty. The following three approaches to risk sharing increase 
overall supply chain profits:

 1. Buybacks	or	returns
 2. Revenue sharing
 3. Quantity flexibility

We illustrate each of the three approaches using the story in Example 15-1 of the music 
store. We discuss the performance of each approach in terms of the following three questions.

 1. How will risk sharing affect the firm’s profits and total supply chain profits?
 2. Will risk sharing introduce any information distortion?
 3. How will risk sharing influence supplier performance along key performance measures?

RiSk ShaRing ThRough BuyBackS A buyback or returns clause allows a retailer to return 
unsold inventory up to a specified amount, at an agreed-upon price. In this case, the supplier is 
sharing risk by agreeing to buy back unsold inventory at the retailer. In a buyback contract, the 
manufacturer specifies a wholesale price c along with a buyback price b at which the retailer can 
return any unsold units at the end of the season. We assume that the manufacturer can salvage$SM 
 for any units that the retailer returns. The manufacturer has a cost of v per unit produced. The 
retail price is p.

The optimal order quantity O* for a retailer in response to a buyback contract is evaluated 
using Equations 13.1 and 13.2, where the salvage value for the retailer is s = b The cost of over-
stocking for the retailer is given by Co = c - b, and the cost of understocking for the retailer is 
given by Cu = p - c. Using Equation 13.1, the optimal service level that the retailer targets is thus 
given by CSL* = (p - c)/(p - b). Using Equation 13.2, the optimal order size by the retailer is 
given by O* = NORMINV(CSL*, µ, 𝜎). The expected retailer profit is evaluated using Equa-
tion 13.3 with the salvage value s equal to the buyback price b. The expected profit at the manu-
facturer depends on the overstock at the retailer (evaluated using Equation	13.4) that is returned. 
We obtain

Expected manufacturer profit = O* (c - v) - (b - sM)

                                                                  × expected overstock at retailer

We illustrate the impact of buybacks on supply chain profits in Example 15-2 (see work-
sheet Example15-2).

example 15-2 Impact of Risk Sharing Through Buybacks

We return to the music store in Example 15-1 with all data as specified. Assume that the supplier 
agrees to buy back any unsold discs for $3 even though any leftover discs at the end of the sale 
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period are worthless. With the buyback clause, how many discs should an independent retailer 
order? What are the supply chain profits with a buyback clause?

analysis:

With a buyback clause as specified, the retailer has a salvage value of $3 for each unsold unit. 
Given the wholesale price of $5 and a retail price of $10, the retailer thus has a cost of overstock-
ing, Co = $5 - $3 = $2 and a cost of understocking Cu = $10 - $5 = $5. Using Equation 13.1, it 
is	optimal	for	the	retailer	to	aim	for	a	service	level	of	5/(2	+	5)	=	0.71	and	order	1,170	[=	NORMINV 
(5/7,	1000,	300)]	discs.	From	Equation 13.3,	the	retailer’s	expected	profits	are	$4,286.	Given	an	
expected overstock of 223 units (using Equation	13.4), the manufacturer’s expected profit is 
$4,011	[=1170	× (5 - 1) - (223 ×	3)].	The	total	supply	chain	profit	with	buybacks	is	thus	$4,286	
+	$4,011	=	$8,297

Observe that risk sharing using a buyback clause for $3 increases profits for the retailer as 
well as the manufacturer (and the supply chain as a whole) compared with Example 15-1, in 
which there was no risk sharing.

Example 15-2 illustrates that risk sharing through a suitably designed buyback clause can 
increase manufacturer profits (relative to the case without risk sharing) even though the retailer 
is compensated for any unsold inventory. Risk sharing by the manufacturer always increases the 
retailer’s profits increase because the retailer’s cost of overstocking has decreased. Despite buy-
ing back unsold inventory at $3, the supplier’s profits increase in Example 15-2 because the 
retailer,	on	average,	sells	more	product	(on	which	the	supplier	makes	$5	per	unit).	Buyback	con-
tracts are most effective for products with a low variable cost, such as music, software, books, 
magazines, and newspapers.

Table 15-3 (which can be constructed using worksheet Example15-2) shows supply chain 
profits for different values of wholesale and buyback prices. Observe that the use of buyback 
contracts	increases	total	supply	chain	profits	by	about	20	percent	when	the	wholesale	price	is	$7	
per disc. For a fixed wholesale price, increasing the buyback price always increases retailer prof-
its. In general, there exists a positive buyback price that is a fraction of the wholesale price, at 
which the manufacturer makes a higher profit compared to offering no buyback. Also observe 
that buybacks increase profits for the manufacturer more as the manufacturer’s margin increases. 
In Table 15-3, buybacks are found to be more helpful to the manufacturer when the wholesale 

Table 15-3 Order Sizes and Profits in Music Supply Chain Under Different Buyback Contracts

 
Wholesale 

Price c

 
Buyback  
Price b

Optimal Order 
Size for Music 

Store

Expected 
Profit for 

Music Store

Expected 
Returns to 
Supplier

Expected 
Profit for 
Supplier

Expected 
Supply Chain 

Profit

$5 $0 1,000 $3,803 120 $4,000 $7,803

$5 $2 1,096 $4,090 174 $4,035 $8,125

$5 $3 1,170 $4,286 223 $4,009 $8,295

$6 $0 924 $2,841 86 $4,620 $7,461

$6 $2 1,000 $3,043 120 $4,761 $7,804

$6 $4 1,129 $3,346 195 $4,865 $8,211

$7 $0 843 $1,957 57 $5,056 $7,013

$7 $4 1,000 $2,282 120 $5,521 $7,803

$7 $6 1,202 $2,619 247 $5,732 $8,351
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price	is	$7	relative	to	when	the	wholesale	price	is	$5.	Thus,	the	greater	the	manufacturer’s	mar-
gin, the more the manufacturer stands to benefit through the use of some risk-sharing mechanism 
such as buybacks.

For a fixed wholesale price, as the buyback price increases, the retailer orders more and 
also returns more. In our analysis in Table 15-3, though, we have not considered the cost associ-
ated with a return. As the cost associated with a return increases, buyback contracts become less 
attractive because the cost of returns reduces supply chain profits. If return costs are high, buy-
back contracts can reduce the total profits of the supply chain far more than is the case without 
any buyback.

In 1932, Viking Press was the first book publisher to accept returns. Today, buyback con-
tracts are common in the book industry, and publishers accept unsold books from retailers. To 
minimize the cost associated with a return, retailers do not have to return the book, only the 
cover. When publishers can verify retailer sales electronically, nothing must be returned. The 
goal in either case is for the publisher to get proof that the book did not sell while reducing the 
cost of the return. Over the years, considerable debate has taken place about the impact of pub-
lishers’ returns policy on profits in the industry. Our discussion provides some justification for 
the approach taken by the publishers.

In some instances, manufacturers use holding-cost subsidies or price protection to share 
risk and encourage retailers to order more. With holding-cost subsidies, manufacturers pay 
retailers a certain amount for every unit held in inventory over a given period. Holding-cost 
subsidies are prevalent in automotive supply chains. In the high-tech industry, in which prod-
ucts lose value rapidly, manufacturers share the risk of product becoming obsolete by providing 
price support to retailers. Many manufacturers guarantee that in the event that they drop prices, 
they will also lower prices for all inventories that the retailer is currently carrying and compen-
sate the retailer accordingly. As a result, the cost of overstocking at the retailer is limited to the 
cost of capital and physical storage and does not include obsolescence, which can be more than 
100 percent a year for high-tech products. The retailer thus increases the level of product avail-
ability	in	the	presence	of	price	support.	Both	holding-cost	subsidies	and	price	support	are	forms	
of buyback.

A downside to the buyback clause (or any equivalent practice, such as holding-cost sub-
sidy or price support) is that it leads to surplus inventory that must be salvaged or disposed. The 
task of returning unsold product increases supply chain costs. The cost of returns can be elimi-
nated if the manufacturer gives the retailer a markdown allowance and allows it to sell the prod-
uct at a significant discount. Publishers today generally do not ask retailers to return unsold 
books; instead, they give a markdown allowance for them. Retailers then mark them down and 
sell them for a considerable discount.

For a given level of product availability at the retailer, the presence of a buyback clause can 
also hurt sales because it leads the retailer to exert less effort to sell than it would without buy-
backs. The reduction in retailer effort in the presence of buyback occurs because its loss from 
unsold inventory is higher when there is no buyback, leading to a higher sales effort for products 
with no buyback. The supplier can counter the reduction in sales effort by limiting the amount of 
buyback permitted.

The structure of a buyback clause leads to the entire supply chain reacting to the order 
placed by the retailer and not to actual customer demand. If a supplier is selling to multiple 
retailers, it produces based on the orders placed by each retailer. Each retailer bases its order on 
its cost of overstocking and understocking (see Chapter 13). After actual sales materialize, unsold 
inventory is returned to the supplier separately from each retailer. As a result, the structure of the 
buyback clause increases information distortion when a supplier is selling to multiple retailers. 
At the end of the sales season, however, the supplier does obtain information on actual sales. 
Information distortion is driven primarily by the fact that inventory is disaggregated at the retail-
ers based on an ordering decision made when demand is uncertain. If inventory is produced by 
the supplier and sent out only as needed to the retailers, information distortion can be reduced. 
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With more responsive production and centralized inventory, the supplier can exploit indepen-
dence of demand across retailers to carry a lower level of inventory. In practice, however, most 
buyback contracts have decentralized inventory at retailers. As a result, there is a high level of 
information distortion.

RiSk ShaRing ThRough Revenue ShaRing In revenue-sharing contracts, the manufac-
turer charges the retailer a lower wholesale price c (compared with the case without risk sharing), 
but shares a fraction f of the retailer’s revenue. In this case, the manufacturer is sharing risk 
because the retailer’s cost is lower (than without risk sharing) if demand is low. Even if no 
returns are allowed, the lower wholesale price decreases the cost to the retailer in case of an over-
stock. The retailer thus increases the level of product availability, resulting in higher profits for 
both the manufacturer and the retailer when revenue sharing is suitably designed.

Assume that the manufacturer has a production cost v; the retailer charges a retail price p 
and can salvage any leftover units for sR. The optimal order quantity O* ordered by the retailer is 
evaluated using Equations 13.1 and 13.2, where the cost of understocking is Cu = 11 - f2p - c 
and the cost of overstocking is Co = c - sR. We thus obtain

CSL* = probability1demand … O*2 =
Cu

Cu + Co
=
11 - f2p - c

11 - f2p - sR

The manufacturer obtains the wholesale price c for each unit purchased by the retailer and 
a share of the revenue for each unit sold by the retailer. The expected overstock at the retailer is 
obtained using Equation	13.4. The manufacturer’s profits are thus evaluated as

Expected manufacturers profits = 1c - v2O*

+  fp  1O* - expected overstock at retailer2

The retailer pays a wholesale price c for each unit purchased and obtains a revenue of 
11 - f2p for each unit sold and a revenue of sR for each unit overstocked. The retailer’s expected 
profit is thus evaluated as

Expected retailer profit = 11 - f2p  1O* - expected overstock at retailer2
                                      + sR * expected overstock at retailer - cO*

We illustrate the impact of revenue sharing on supply chain profits using Example 15-3 
(see worksheet Example15-3).

example 15-3 Impact of Risk Sharing Through Revenue Sharing

We return to the music store in Example 15-1 with all data as specified. Assume that the supplier 
agrees to a revenue sharing contract under which the retailer is charged only $1 for each disc, 
with	the	manufacturer	getting	45	percent	of	the	retail	revenues.	Given	the	retail	price	of	$10,	the	
manufacturer	gets	$4.50	for	each	disc	sold	while	the	retailer	keeps	$5.50.	With	the	revenue-
sharing clause, how many discs should an independent retailer order? What are the supply chain 
profits with a revenue-sharing clause?

analysis:
With a revenue-sharing clause as specified, we have c = $1, p = $10, sR = 0, and a revenue 
share fraction f = 0.45. The manufacturer has a production cost of v = $1. The music store 
thus has a cost of overstocking of Co = c - sR = 1 - 0 = $1 and a cost of understocking of 
Cu = 11 - f2p - c = 11 - 0.452 * 10 - 1 = $4.50. The music store targets a service 
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level of CSL*	=	4.5/(4.5	+	1)	=	0.818,	or	81.8	percent	(see	Equation	13.1)	and	orders	1,273 
[=	NORMINV(4.5/5.5,	1000,	300)]	discs.	Observe	that	this	is	much	larger	than	the	1,000	discs	
ordered in Example 15-1, when the wholesale price was $5 and there was no revenue sharing. 
The increase in order size occurs because the retailer loses only $1 per unsold disc (instead of $5 
per	disc	without	revenue	sharing),	while	making	a	margin	of	$4.50	for	each	disc	that	sells.

Given	an	order	of	1,273	discs,	the	retailer	has	an	expected	overstock	of	302	discs	(use	
Equation	13.4). As a result, the expected manufacturer’s profit = (c - v)O* + fp(O*- expected 
overstock = (1 - 1) : 1273	+ 0.45	: 10 : (1273	- 302) = $4,369.	The	expected	retailer’s	 
profit = (1 - f) p(O* - expected overstock at retailer) + sR : expected overstock at retailer -  
cO* = (1 - 0.45)	: 10 : (1273	- 302) + 0 : 302 - 1 : 1273	=	$4,068.	The	total	supply	chain	

Observe	that	risk	sharing	using	a	revenue	sharing	clause	with	a	$1	wholesale	price	and	a	45	
percent share for the supplier increases profits for the retailer as well as the manufacturer (and 
the supply chain as a whole) compared with Example 15-1, in which there was no risk sharing.

Table	 15-4	 (constructed	 using	 worksheet	 Example15-3 in spreadsheet Chapter15- 
examples) provides the outcome in terms of order sizes and profits for different wholesale prices 
and revenue-sharing fractions f.	From	Tables	15-3	and	15-4,	observe	that	revenue	sharing	allows	
both the manufacturer and retailer to increase their profits in the absence of buybacks compared 
with the case in which the wholesaler sells for a fixed price of $5 without buybacks. Recall that 
when	charging	a	wholesale	price	of	$5,	the	supplier	makes	profit	of	$4,000	and	the	music	store	
makes a profit of $3,803 (see Table 15-3).

Revenue-sharing contracts also result in lower retailer effort compared with the case in 
which the retailer pays an upfront wholesale price and keeps the entire revenue from a sale. The 
drop in effort results because the retailer gets only a fraction of the revenue from each sale. One 
advantage of revenue-sharing contracts over buyback contracts is that no product needs to be 
returned, thus eliminating the cost of returns. Revenue-sharing contracts are best suited for prod-
ucts with low variable cost and a high cost of return. A good example of revenue-sharing con-
tracts	was	 implemented	between	Blockbuster	video	rentals	and	movie	studios	for	videos.	A	
studio	sold	each	cassette	to	Blockbuster	at	a	low	price	and	then	shared	in	the	revenue	generated	
from	each	rental.	Given	the	low	price,	Blockbuster	purchased	many	copies,	resulting	in	more	
rentals	and	higher	profits	for	both	Blockbuster	and	the	studio.

The revenue-sharing contract does require an information infrastructure that allows the 
supplier	to	monitor	sales	at	the	retailer.	Such	an	infrastructure	can	be	expensive	to	build.	As	a	
result, revenue-sharing contracts may be difficult to manage for a supplier selling to many small 
buyers.

As in buyback contracts, revenue-sharing contracts also result in the supply chain produc-
ing to retailer orders rather than to actual consumer demand. This information distortion results 
in excess inventory in the supply chain and a greater mismatch between supply and demand. The 
information distortion increases as the number of retailers to which the supplier sells grows. As 

Table 15-4 Order Sizes and Profits in Music Supply Chain Under Different Revenue-Sharing Contracts

 
Wholesale 

Price c

Revenue-
Sharing 

Fraction f

Optimal Order 
Size for Music 

Store

Expected 
Overstock at 
Music Store

Expected 
Profit for 

Music Store

Expected 
Profit for 
Supplier

Expected 
Supply Chain 

Profit

$1 0.30 1,320 342 $5,526 $2,934 $8,460

$1 0.45 1,273 302 $4,064 $4,367 $8,431

$1 0.60 1,202 247 $2,619 $5,732 $8,350

$2 0.30 1,170 223 $4,286 $4,009 $8,295

$2 0.45 1,105 179 $2,881 $5,269 $8,150

$2 0.60 1,000 120 $1,521 $6,282 $7,803
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with buyback contracts, information distortion from revenue-sharing contracts can be reduced if 
retailers reserve production capacity or inventory at the supplier rather than buying product and 
holding it in inventory themselves. This allows aggregation of the variability across multiple 
retailers, and the supplier must hold a lower level of capacity or inventory. In practice, however, 
most revenue-sharing contracts are implemented with the retailer buying and holding inventory.

RiSk ShaRing uSing QuanTiTy flexiBiliTy Under quantity flexibility contracts, the manufac-
turer allows the retailer to change the quantity ordered (within limits) after observing demand. If a 
retailer orders O units, the manufacturer commits to providing up to Q = (1 + α) O units, whereas the 
retailer is committed to buying at least Q = (1 + β) O	units.	Both	α and β are between 0 and 1. The 
retailer can purchase anywhere between q and Q units, depending on the demand it observes. Quan-
tity flexibility contracts are similar in spirit to the contract that Mattel offered its retailers prior to 
1999. In quantity flexibility contracts the manufacturer shares risk by allowing the retailer to adjust 
its	order	as	better	market	information	is	received.	Because	no	returns	are	required,	these	contracts	
can be more effective than buyback contracts when the cost of returns is high. When the supplier is 
selling to multiple retailers, these contracts are more effective than buyback contracts because they 
allow the supplier to aggregate uncertainties across multiple retailers and thus lower the level of 
excess inventory. Quantity flexibility contracts increase the average amount the retailer purchases 
and may increase total supply chain profits when structured appropriately.

Assume that the manufacturer incurs a production cost of $v per unit and charges a whole-
sale price of $c from the retailer. The retailer, in turn, sells to customers for a price of $p. The 
retailer salvages any leftover units for sr The manufacturer salvages any leftover units for sm If 
retailer demand is normally distributed, with a mean of µ and a standard deviation of 𝜎 we can 
evaluate the impact of a quantity flexibility contract. If the retailer orders O units, the manufac-
turer is committed to supplying Q units. As a result, we assume that the manufacturer produces 
Q units. The retailer purchases q units if demand D is less than q, D units if demand D is between 
q and Q, and Q units if demand D is greater than Q. In the following formulas,  is the standard 
normal cumulative distribution function and  is the standard normal density function discussed in 
Appendix 12A in Chapter 12. We thus obtain

Expected quantity purchased by retailer, QR = qF  1q2 + Q  31 - F1Q24
 + m  cFs  aQ - m

s
b - Fs  a q - m

s
b d

 - s  c fs  aQ - m
s
b - fs  a q - m

s
b d

 Expected quantity sold by retailer, DR = Q  31 - F1Q24
+ mFs  aQ - m

s
b - sfs  a q - m

s
b

 Expected overstock at manufacturer = QR - DR

 Expected retailer profit = DR * p + 1QR - DR2sR - QR * c

 Expected manufacturer profit = QR * c + 1Q - QR2sM - Q * v

We	illustrate	the	impact	of	quantity	flexibility	on	supply	chain	profits	using	Example	15-4	
(see worksheet Example15-4).

example 15-4 Impact of Risk Sharing Through Quantity Flexibility

We return to the music store in Example 15-1 with all data as specified. The retailer is charged $5 
for each disc and has a retail price of $10. Assume that the supplier agrees to a quantity flexibility 
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contract where the supplier agrees to α = 0.05 and β = 0.05. For this contract, the retailer decides 
to	place	an	order	for	1,017	units.	With	the	quantity	flexibility	clause,	how	many	discs	does	the	
independent retailer expect to purchase? How many discs does the retailer expect to sell? What 
are the supply chain profits with a quantity flexibility clause?

analysis:
In this case, we have v = $1, c = $5, p = $10, sR = 0, and sM = 0. With the quantity flexibil-
ity clause as specified, and an order for O = 1,017 from the retailer, the manufacturer is com-
mitted to supplying any quantity between q = 11 - b2O = (1 - 0.05) * 1017 = 966 units 
and Q = 11 + a2O = (1 + 0.05) * 1017 = 1,068 units. We thus obtain

Given	an	order	of	1,017	discs	(which	is	adjusted	between	966	and	1,068	based	on	actual	
demand), the total supply chain profit = 4,038 + 4,007 = $8,045.

Observe that risk sharing using a quantity flexibility clause with a flexibility of 5 percent 
above and below the order quantity increases profits for the retailer as well as the manufacturer 
(and the supply chain as a whole) compared with Example 15-1, in which there was no risk sharing.

With a quantity flexibility clause, the retailer is able to take advantage of market intelli-
gence so the amount finally purchased by the retailer is more in line with actual demand. The 
better matching of supply and demand results in higher profits for the retailer. If the supplier has 
access to some flexible and responsive capacity, it can produce the uncertain part of the order 
after the retailer order is finalized while producing the base load (q units) using an inexpensive 
production method. This tailoring of production allows the supplier to reduce overall costs. A 
quantity flexibility contract is particularly effective if a supplier is selling to multiple retailers 
with independent demand because it allows uncertainties to be aggregated by the supplier.

In Table 15-5, we show the impact of different quantity flexibility contracts on profitabil-
ity for the music supply chain when demand is normally distributed, with a mean of µ = 1,000 

Table 15-5 Profits at Music Supply Chain Under Different Quantity Flexibility Contracts

 
 
A

 
 
B

 
Wholesale 

Price c

 
Order Size 

O

Expected 
Purchase 

by Retailer

Expected 
Sale by 
Retailer

Expected 
Profits for 
Retailer

Expected 
Profits for 
Supplier

Expected 
Supply 

Chain Profit

0.00 0.00 $5 1,000 1,000 880 $3,803 $4,000 $7,803

0.05 0.05 $5 1,017 1,015 911 $4,038 $4,006 $8,044

0.20 0.20 $5 1,047 1,023 967 $4,558 $3,858 $8,416

0.00 0.00 $6 924 924 838 $2,841 $4,620 $7,461

0.20 0.20 $6 1,000 1,000 955 $3,547 $4,800 $8,347

0.30 0.30 $6 1,021 1,006 979 $3,752 $4,711 $8,463

0.00 0.00 $7 843 843 786 $1,957 $5,056 $7,013

0.20 0.20 $7 947 972 936 $2,560 $5,666 $8,226

0.40 0.40 $7 1,000 1,000 987 $2,873 $5,600 $8,473

 Expected quantity purchased by retailer, QR = 1,015 units

 Expected quantity sold by retailer, DR = 911 units

 Expected overstock at retailer = QR - DR = 1,015 - 911 = 104 units

 Expected retailer profit = DR * p + 1QR - DR2sR - QR * c

 = 911 * 10 + (1015 - 911) * 0 - 1015 * 5 = $4,038

 Expected manufacturer profit = QR * c + 1Q - QR2sM - Q * v

 = 1015 * 5 + (1068 - 1015) * 0 - 1068 * 1 = $4,007
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and a standard deviation of 𝜎 = 300 (see worksheet Example15-4	in	spreadsheet	Chapter15-
examples). We assume a wholesale price of c = $5 and a retail price of p = $10. All contracts 
considered are such that α = β. The results in Table 15-5 are built in two steps. We first fix α 
and β (say α = β = 0.2). The next step is to identify the optimal order size for the retailer. This 
is done using Excel by selecting an order size that maximizes expected retailer profits given α 
and β. For example, when α = β = 0.05 and c = $5, retailer profits are maximized for an order 
size of O	=	1,017.	For	this	order	size,	we	obtain	a	supplier	commitment	to	deliver	up	to	Q = 
(1 + 0.05) ×	1,017	=	1,068	and	a	retailer	commitment	to	buy	at	least	q = (1 - 0.05) ×	1,017	=	966	
discs. In our analysis, we assume that the supplier produces Q = 1,068 discs and sends the pre-
cise	number	(between	966	and	1,068)	demanded	by	the	retailer.	Such	a	policy	results	in	retailer	
profits	of	$4,038	and	supplier	profits	of	$4,006.

From Table 15-5, observe that quantity flexibility contracts allow both the manufacturer 
and the retailer to increase their profits. Observe that as the manufacturer increases the wholesale 
price, it is optimal for it to offer greater quantity flexibility to the retailer.

Quantity flexibility contracts are common for components in the electronics and computer 
industries. In the previous discussion, we considered fairly simple quantity flexibility contracts. 
Benetton	has	used	sophisticated	quantity	flexibility	contracts	with	its	retailers	successfully	to	
increase supply chain profits. We describe such a contract in the context of colored knit garments 
(see	Heskett	and	Signorelli,	1984).

Seven	months	before	delivery,	Benetton	retailers	were	required	to	place	their	orders.	Con-
sider a retailer placing an order for 100 sweaters each in red, blue, and yellow. One to three 
months before delivery, retailers could alter up to 30 percent of the quantity ordered in any color 
and assign it to another color. The aggregate order, however, could not be adjusted at this stage. 
Potentially,	the	retailer	could	change	the	order	to	70	red,	70	blue,	and	160	yellow	sweaters.	After	
the start of the sales season, retailers were allowed to order up to 10 percent of their previous 
order in any color. Potentially, then, the retailer could order another 30 yellow sweaters. In this 
quantity	flexibility	contract,	Benetton	retailers	had	a	flexibility	of	up	to	10	percent	on	the	aggre-
gate	order	across	all	colors	and	of	about	40	percent	for	individual	colors.	Retailers	could	increase	
the aggregate quantity ordered by up to 10 percent, and the quantity for any individual color 
could	be	adjusted	by	up	to	40	percent.	This	flexibility	is	consistent	with	the	fact	that	aggregate	
forecasts are more accurate than forecasts for individual colors. As a result, retailers could better 
match product availability with demand. The guaranteed portion of the order was manufactured 
by	Benetton	using	an	inexpensive	but	long-lead-time	production	process.	The	flexible	part	of	the	
order (about 35 percent) was manufactured using postponement. The result was a better match-
ing of supply and demand at lower cost than in the absence of quantity flexibility. The quantity 
flexibility	contract	allowed	both	the	retailers	and	Benetton	to	increase	their	profits.

The quantity flexibility contract requires either inventory or excess flexible capacity to be 
available at the supplier. If the supplier is selling to multiple retailers with independent demand, 
the aggregation of inventory leads to a smaller surplus inventory (see Chapter 12) with a quantity 
flexibility contract compared to either a buyback or revenue-sharing contract. Inventories can be 
further reduced if the supplier has excess flexible capacity. Quantity flexibility contracts are thus 
preferred for products with high marginal cost or when surplus capacity is available. To be effec-
tive, quantity flexibility contracts require the retailer to be good at gathering market intelligence 
and improving its forecasts closer to the point of sale.

Relative to buyback and revenue-sharing contracts, quantity flexibility contracts have less 
information distortion. Consider the case with multiple retailers. With a buyback contract, the 
supply chain must produce based on the retailer orders that are placed well before actual demand 
arises. This leads to surplus inventory being disaggregated at each retailer. With a quantity flex-
ibility contract, retailers specify only the range within which they will purchase, well before 
actual demand arises. If demand at various retailers is independent, the supplier does not need to 
plan production to the high end of the order range for each retailer. It can aggregate uncertainty 
across all retailers and build a lower level of surplus inventory than would be needed if inventory 
were disaggregated at each retailer. Retailers then order closer to the point of sale, when demand 
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is more visible and less uncertain. The aggregation of uncertainty results in less information dis-
tortion with a quantity flexibility contract.

As with the other contracts discussed, quantity flexibility contracts result in lower retailer 
effort. In fact, any contract that gets retailers to provide a higher level of product availability by 
not making them fully responsible for overstocking will result in a lowering of retailer effort for 
a given level of inventory.

Key Point

Risk sharing in a supply chain increases profits for both the supplier and the retailer. Risk sharing 
mechanisms include buybacks, revenue sharing, and quantity flexibility. Quantity flexibility contracts 
result in lower information distortion than buyback or revenue-sharing contracts when a supplier sells to 
multiple buyers or the supplier has excess, flexible capacity.

Sharing Rewards to improve performance

Having discussed the benefits of sharing risk, we now focus on the importance of sharing rewards 
in a supply chain. In many instances, a buyer wants performance improvement from a supplier 
that has little incentive to do so. A supplier may be reluctant to invest in improvement if the effort 
for improvement must be exerted by the supplier but most of the benefits from improvement 
accrue to the buyer. In such a setting, sharing the benefits from improvement can encourage sup-
plier cooperation, resulting in a better supply chain outcome.

As an example, consider a buyer that wants the supplier to improve performance by reduc-
ing lead time for a seasonal item. This is an important component of all quick response initiatives 
in a supply chain. With a shorter lead time, the buyer hopes to have better forecasts and be better 
able to match supply and demand. Most of the work to reduce lead time must be done by the sup-
plier, whereas most of the benefit accrues to the buyer in terms of reduced inventories, overstock-
ing, and lost sales. In fact, the supplier will lose sales because the buyer will now carry less 
safety inventory as a result of shorter lead times and better forecasts. To induce the supplier to 
reduce lead time, the buyer can use a shared-savings contract, with the supplier getting a fraction 
of the savings that result from reducing lead time. As long as the supplier’s share of the savings 
compensates for any effort it has to put in, its incentive will be aligned with that of the buyer, 
resulting in an outcome that benefits both parties.

A similar issue arises when a buyer wants to encourage the supplier to improve quality. 
Improving supply quality reduces the buyer’s costs but requires additional effort from the sup-
plier. Once again, a shared-savings contract is a good way to align incentives between the buyer 
and supplier. The buyer can share savings from improved quality with the supplier. This will 
encourage the supplier to improve quality to a higher level than what the supplier would choose 
in the absence of the shared savings.

Another example arises in the context of toxic chemicals that may be used by a manufacturer. 
The manufacturer would like to decrease the use of these toxic chemicals. Generally, the supplier is 
better equipped to identify ways of reducing use of these chemicals, because this is its core business. 
It has no incentive to work with the buyer on reducing use of these chemicals, however, because that 
will reduce the supplier’s sales. A shared-savings contract can be used to align incentives between 
the supplier and the manufacturer. If the manufacturer shares the savings that result from a reduction 
in the use of toxic chemicals with the supplier, the supplier will make the effort to reduce use of the 
chemicals as long as its share of the savings compensates for the loss in margin from reduced sales.

In general, sharing the savings is effective in aligning supplier and buyer incentives when 
the supplier is required to improve performance along a particular dimension and most of the 
benefits of improvement accrue to the buyer. A powerful buyer may couple shared savings with 
penalties for a lack of improvement to further encourage the supplier to improve performance. 
Sharing	the	rewards	of	improvements	increases	profits	for	both	the	buyer	and	the	supplier	while	
achieving outcomes that are beneficial to the supply chain.
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Key Point

Sharing	the	rewards	from	improvements	can	induce	performance	improvement	from	a	supplier	along	
dimensions, such as lead time, for which the benefit of improvement accrues primarily to the buyer but 
the effort for improvement comes primarily from the supplier.

15.7 The impacT of incenTiveS when ouTSouRcing

As companies have outsourced more supply chain activities, it has become harder to align the 
goals of all parties involved. The misalignment of incentives often hurts supply chain perfor-
mance. The $2.5 billion writedown of inventory by Cisco in 2001 is an example of the cost of 
misaligned incentives. Cisco outsourced production to contract manufacturers and rewarded 
them for rapid deliveries. The suppliers stockpiled semifinished products for Cisco because the 
availability of this inventory allowed suppliers to react quickly during an extended period when 
demand had exceeded supply. When demand slowed in 2000, it took a while before the inflow of 
components could be curtailed. A reward for rapid deliveries without any negative consequence 
for inventories led suppliers to build $2.5 billion of inventory, which became useless when 
demand slowed. This example is a cautionary tale of the importance of understanding the impact 
of incentives in a supply chain. Understanding the impact of incentives is important whenever 
the third party’s actions are not fully observable or when the third party has information that is 
not available to the firm. In either case, it is difficult to design incentives that induce the third 
party to do what is right for the supply chain.

A good example of the lack of visibility of the third party’s actions arises in the automotive 
supply chain. Consider the case in which Chrysler sells cars through a dealer. The dealer is an 
agent acting on behalf of the auto company, which is referred to as the principal. The dealer also 
sells other brands and used cars. Every month, the dealer allocates its sales effort (e.g., sales 
people, promotions) across all types of cars it sells. Earnings for Chrysler are based on sales of 
its brands, which in turn are affected by the effort exerted by the dealer. The challenge in this 
setting is that although Chrysler can observe sales directly, dealer effort is hard to observe and 
measure. Thus, when sales are high in a given month, it is difficult for Chrysler to infer whether 
the increase resulted from better market conditions or greater sales effort. In general, Chrysler 
would like to encourage greater effort from its dealers.

It is well known that incentives offered by the principal can encourage greater effort from 
the agent. Well-designed incentives can be strong communicators of desired performance. Poorly 
designed incentives, however, can backfire and hurt supply chain performance. A commonly 
used performance incentive sets “thresholds” for minimum performance below which there are 
no rewards. Chrysler offered such an incentive to its dealers in the first quarter of 2001. The 
rough structure of the incentive was as follows: Dealers would keep the margin made from cus-
tomers	if	sales	for	the	month	were	less	than	75	percent	of	an	agreed-upon	target.	However,	if	
sales	reached	or	exceeded	75	percent	but	were	less	than	100	percent	of	the	target,	the	dealer	
would get an additional $150 per car sold. If sales reached or exceeded 100 percent but were less 
than 110 percent, the dealer would get an additional $250 per car sold. If sales reached or 
exceeded 110 percent of the target, the dealer would get an additional $500 per car sold. Chrys-
ler’s hope was that by increasing the margin for higher thresholds, the dealer would have an 
incentive to increase effort on sales of Chrysler cars.

In	 the	 first	month	after	 the	new	contract	was	announced,	 the	U.S.	car	 industry	 saw	a	
decrease in sales. Chrysler, however, saw sales drop by twice the industry average. There are 
three potential causes for this behavior, all related to the structure of the incentive. First, the tar-
get set may have been too high. Given that the target was not achievable, dealers decided to sup-
press	effort.	Second,	under	the	incentive,	the	dealer	makes	more	money	selling	900	cars	one	
month and 1,100 the next month compared with selling 1,000 cars each month. The dealer has an 
incentive to shift demand over time to achieve such an outcome, thus increasing information 
distortion and observed demand variation. The third cause is that within the first week of the 
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15.8 DeSigning a SouRcing poRTfolio: TailoReD SouRcing

When structuring a supplier portfolio, firms have many options regarding whom to source from 
and where to source from. With regard to the “whom,” a company must decide on whether to 
produce in-house or outsource to a third party. The company must also decide whether the supply 
source will be cost efficient or responsive. With regard to the “where,” a company can choose 
among onshoring, near-shoring, and offshoring. Onshoring refers to producing the product in the 
market where it is sold, even when it is a high-cost location. Near-shoring refers to producing the 

month, the dealer has an idea of the threshold range it is likely to reach. For example, if the 
dealer	believes	that	it	can	easily	cross	the	75	percent	threshold	but	has	little	chance	of	crossing	
the 100 percent threshold, it will decrease its effort for the month and save it for later, because the 
marginal benefit of selling an additional car is only $150. In contrast, if demand for the month is 
high and the dealer believes it can easily cross the 100 percent threshold, it is likely to exert addi-
tional effort to reach the 110 percent threshold because the marginal benefit from reaching that 
threshold is high. Thus, Chrysler’s incentive increases variation in dealer effort, further exagger-
ating any existing market variation.

The following approaches can help dampen the distortion introduced by threshold incen-
tives such as Chrysler’s. It is important to ensure that the target set is not too high or too low 
because the dealer reduces the effort exerted in either case. Even when the target is set fairly, a 
problem arises if the target is a fixed number that does not vary with market conditions. A rea-
sonable target may become too easy if the market is strong and too difficult if the market is weak. 
It is better to set a target that adjusts based on market conditions. The challenge, however, is to 
identify market conditions. One approach used is to adjust the target after sales are observed, 
based on average sales across all dealers. Thus, when the auto market was down by 8 percent 
(industry sales are a good measure of market conditions), Chrysler could have lowered the target 
for its dealers by the same amount. Assuming the original target was fairly set and the dealers 
were aware of the planned adjustment of the target based on market conditions, they would have 
continued to exert steady effort. Threshold incentives for which the target is adjusted based on 
market conditions are more likely to result in steady effort from the third party.

Information distortion is also observed in threshold incentives offered by companies to their 
sales staff. Under these incentives, staff is offered rewards for crossing sales thresholds during a 
specified period of time (e.g., a quarter). The problem observed is that sales effort and orders peak 
during the last few weeks of the quarter, as salespeople try to cross the threshold. This pattern, in 
which sales peak close to the end of the evaluation period, is referred to as the hockey stick phe-
nomenon. This information distortion arises because the incentive is offered over a fixed time 
period, making the last few weeks of each quarter a period of intense activity for all sales staff.

One approach that firms can take to address the hockey stick phenomenon is to offer 
threshold incentives over a rolling horizon. For example, if a firm offers its sales staff weekly 
incentives based on sales over the past 13 weeks, each week becomes the last week of a 13-week 
period.	Sales	effort	thus	becomes	more	even	compared	with	when	the	entire	sales	staff	has	the	
same last week for their bonus evaluation. Given the presence of enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems, implementing a rolling horizon incentive is much easier today than it once was. 
Another approach to address this issue is to recognize that although higher sales benefit supply 
chain performance, higher variation of sales hurts performance. Incentives can then be designed 
to reward total sales over a given time period while punishing variation of sales. Even though 
designing incentives that account for multiple dimensions of performance is difficult, it is impor-
tant if the goals of the third party and the firm are to be aligned.

Key Point

Supply	chain	incentives	can	have	unintended	consequences	when	the	third	party’s	information	and	actions	
are hard to observe. It is important to understand and address the negative consequences of these incentives.
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product	at	a	lower-cost	location	near	the	market.	For	the	U.S.	market,	for	example,	producing	in	
Mexico is near-shoring. For the market in Europe, producing in Eastern Europe is near-shoring. 
Offshoring refers to producing the product at a low-cost location that may be far from the market. 
In this section, we discuss a variety of factors that influence the design of the sourcing portfolio.

Most companies need to tailor their supplier portfolio based on a variety of product and 
market characteristics. For example, Zara uses responsive sources out of Europe to produce 
trendy products that must be in stores quickly to meet customer demand. In contrast, basics such 
as white T-shirts are sourced out of lower-cost facilities in Asia. Table 15-6 identifies factors that 
favor the selection of a responsive or low-cost source.

As with Zara, a tailored portfolio consists of a combination of responsive and low-cost 
suppliers. To use a tailored portfolio effectively, demand should be allocated among suppliers in 
a	way	that	is	consistent	with	their	capabilities.	Low-cost	suppliers	should	be	given	large,	steady	
orders of mature, low-value products that do not require significant engineering or design sup-
port. Responsive suppliers, in contrast, should be responsible for high-value, volatile products 
that are often early in their life cycle and need significant engineering/design support.

In general, responsive sources will tend to be located onshore or near-shore to facilitate a 
quick	response.	Low-cost	sources	could	be	located	anywhere,	but	low	cost	is	often	the	main	rea-
son	for	going	offshore	or	near-shore.	In	Table	15-7,	we	identify	some	factors	that	influence	the	
sourcing location decision.

Large,	bulky	items	such	as	washing	machines	and	refrigerators	are	best	onshored	or	near-
shored because they have high transportation costs relative to value. In contrast, small items like 
consumer electronics, especially those that sell in large amounts (say, the iPad), can be offshored. 
As transportation costs increase, the onshore and near-shore options become more attractive 
relative to offshoring. For instance, high-value routers with high demand volatility, high inven-
tory costs, and the need for significant management support are outsourced by Cisco to an 
onshore	supplier.	Low-value	routers	with	stable	designs	and	low	demand	volatility,	in	contrast,	
are offshored to low-cost countries. As these examples illustrate, it is important for a firm to plan 

Table 15-6 Factors Favoring Selection of a Responsive or Low-Cost Source

 Responsive Source Low-Cost Source

Product life cycle Early phase Mature phase

Demand volatility High Low

Demand volume Low High

Product value High Low

Rate of product obsolescence High Low

Desired quality High Low to medium

Engineering/design support High Low

Table 15-7 Factors Favoring Onshoring, Near-Shoring, or Offshoring

 Onshore Near-Shore Offshore

Rate of innovation/product variety High Medium to High Low

Demand volatility High Medium to High Low

Labor content Low Medium to High High

Volume or weight-to-value ratio High High Low

Impact of supply chain disruption High Medium to High Low

Inventory costs High Medium to High Low

Engineering/management support High High Low
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a tailored sourcing strategy in which the product and market characteristics match with the 
responsiveness and location of the source.

China and other parts of Asia were popular offshore sources for the two decades between 
1990	and	2010.	Some	trends	currently	in	place,	however,	are	making	American	managers	rethink	
their offshoring choices. One is the change in Chinese wages and the strengthening yuan, both of 
which diminish the labor cost advantage of China, especially when compared to near-shore loca-
tions such as Mexico. The other is the increase in oil prices and transportation costs that acts as a 
tariff barrier, making offshoring somewhat less attractive. Finally, the increase in volatility and 
the need to mitigate risk have also encouraged supply chain designers to include an onshore or 
near-shore source to complement a low-cost offshore source.

Key Point

Firms must consider a tailored sourcing strategy that couples responsive onshore or near-shore sources 
with low-cost offshore sources. The responsive onshore sources should focus on high-value products 
with high demand volatility, whereas the low-cost, offshore sources should focus on lower-value, high-
volume products with high labor content.

The tailoring of the supplier portfolio should also account for other characteristics of the 
product being sourced. A simple categorization of purchased goods is into direct and indirect mate-
rials. Direct materials are components used to make finished goods. For example, the processor is 
a direct material for a smartphone manufacturer. Indirect materials are goods used to support the 
operations of a firm. Office supplies are examples of indirect materials for an automotive manufac-
turer. Important differences between direct and indirect materials are shown in Table 15-8.

Given the direct link to production, suppliers for direct materials should be selected based 
on their ability to collaborate and coordinate across the supply chain. Collaboration is important at 
both the design and production phases. Collaboration during design can help reduce component 
costs, whereas collaboration during production can help improve coordination of the supply chain 
through improved planning and visibility. A good example of collaboration is the relationship 
between	Johnson	Controls	and	Chrysler	for	the	2002	Jeep	Liberty.	Johnson	Controls	integrated	
components from thirty-five suppliers and delivered the assembly to Chrysler as a cockpit mod-
ule.	As	soon	as	Chrysler	notified	it	of	an	order	for	a	Jeep,	Johnson	Controls	had	204	minutes	in	
which to build and deliver the module. This was done 900 times every day for about 200 color and 
interior combinations. The strong collaboration between the two companies resulted in a signifi-
cant reduction in inventory and a better matching of product supply with end customer demand.

Indirect materials are often a small fraction of the money spent by a firm but can represent 
a big headache for the procurement department. The purchase of indirect materials typically 
involves many transactions, with each transaction being small. Each transaction can be costly 

Table 15-8 Differences Between Direct and Indirect Materials

 Direct Materials Indirect Materials

Use Production Maintenance, repair, and support 
operations

Accounting Cost of goods sold Selling, general, and administrative 
(SG&A) expenses

Impact on production Any delay will delay 
production

Less direct impact

Processing cost relative to 
value of transaction

Low High

Number of transactions Low High
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because of the difficulty of selecting goods (from many catalogs, which are often out of date), 
getting	approval,	and	creating	and	sending	a	purchase	order.	Suppliers	for	 indirect	material	
should thus be selected based on their ability to simplify each transaction. As suppliers of main-
tenance and repair parts (typical indirect materials), McMaster-Carr and W.W. Grainger have 
worked hard to make it easy for their customers to transact with them.

In addition to the categorization of materials into direct and indirect, all products purchased 
may also be categorized as shown in Figure 15-1, based on their value/cost and how critical they 
are. Most indirect materials are included in general items. Direct materials can be further classi-
fied into bulk purchase, critical, and strategic items. For most bulk purchase items, such as pack-
aging materials and bulk chemicals, suppliers tend to have the same selling price. It is thus 
important to make a distinction between suppliers based on the services they provide and their 
performance along all dimensions that affect the total cost of ownership. Critical items include 
specialty chemicals and components with long lead times. The key sourcing objective for critical 
items is not low price, but ensuring availability. The presence of a responsive, even if high-cost, 
supply source can be valuable for critical items. The last category, strategic items, includes exam-
ples such as electronics for an auto manufacturer. For strategic items, the buyer–supplier relation-
ship is long term. Thus, suppliers should be evaluated based on the lifetime cost/value of the 
relationship. The goal should be to identify suppliers that can collaborate in the design phase and 
coordinate design and production activities with other players in the supply chain.

15.9 making SouRcing DeciSionS in pRacTice

1. Use multifunctional teams. Effective strategies for sourcing result from multifunc-
tional collaboration within the firm. A sourcing strategy from the purchasing group is likely to be 
relatively narrow and focus on purchase price. A strategy developed with the collaboration of 
purchasing, manufacturing, engineering, and planning is much more likely to identify the correct 
drivers of total cost. The collaboration must be continued beyond strategy formulation to the 
procurement phase, because that is where manufacturing and engineering are most likely to real-
ize the full benefits of good sourcing strategy.

2. Ensure appropriate coordination across regions and business units. Coordination 
of purchasing across all regions and business units allows a firm to maximize economies of scale 
in purchasing and also to reduce transaction costs. Other opportunities from improved sourcing, 
such as better supply chain coordination and design collaboration, however, may require strong 
involvement at the business-unit level to be effective. Mandating global coordination across all 
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business units may complicate these efforts. Items such as MRO supplies, for which transaction 
costs and total purchase volume have a significant impact on total cost, benefit most from coor-
dinated purchasing across geography and business units. On the other hand, items for which 
most of the value is extracted from better design collaboration and coordinated supply chain 
forecasting and fulfillment are better served with somewhat more decentralized sourcing.

3. Always evaluate the total cost of ownership. An effective sourcing strategy should 
not make price reduction its sole objective. All factors that influence the total cost of ownership 
should	be	identified	and	used	in	selecting	suppliers.	Supplier	performance	along	all	relevant	
dimensions should be measured, and its impact on total cost should be quantified. Focusing on 
the total cost of ownership also allows a buyer to better identify opportunities for better collabo-
ration in design, planning, and fulfillment.

4. Build long-term relationships with key suppliers. A basic principle of good sourcing 
is that a buyer and supplier working together can generate more opportunities for savings than 
the	two	parties	working	independently.	Solid	cooperation	is	likely	to	result	only	when	the	two	
parties have a long-term relationship and a degree of trust. A long-term relationship encourages 
the supplier to expend greater effort on issues that are important to a particular buyer. This 
includes investment in buyer-specific technology and design collaboration. A long-term relation-
ship also improves communication and coordination between the two parties. These capabilities 
are very important when sourcing direct materials. Thus, long-term relationships should be nur-
tured with suppliers of critical and strategic direct materials.

Sourcing Solutions—an indian example

As an example of internal sourcing, we can look at eKart, the logistics wing of Flipkart. With the 
parent company bearing the logistics costs and exercising control over operations of its logistics 
wing,	it	has	ensured	high	degree	of	on-time	delivery	at	lower	costs.	Of	late,	Ekart	Logistic	(EKL),	
has started providing its logistics services to other ecommerce companies and e-tailers and is 
now	emerging	as	a	full-fledged	3	PL	service.

Yet	in	a	country	of	sub-continental	size,	EKL	does	not	have	its	reach	in	all	parts.	In	such	
cases,	Flipkart	relies	on	other	courier	companies	and	Indian	Postal	Services,	judiciously	diving	
loads	between	EKL	and	other	3	PL	service	providers	depending	up	the	locations	to	be	served	and	
the quantum of load, thus ensuring timely delivery of all orders.

15.10 SummaRy of leaRning oBjecTiveS

1. Understand the role of sourcing in a supply chain. Sourcing	encompasses	all	pro-
cesses required for a firm to purchase goods from suppliers. Over the past two decades, manufac-
turing firms have increased the fraction of purchased parts. Effective sourcing decisions thus 
have a significant impact on financial performance. Good sourcing decisions focus on the total 
cost of ownership and aim to identify suppliers that will grow the supply chain surplus.

2. Discuss factors that affect the decision to outsource a supply chain function. A sup-
ply chain function should be outsourced if the third party can increase the supply chain surplus 
without significant risk. A third party may increase the surplus by aggregating capacity, inven-
tory, warehousing, transportation, information, receivables, and other factors to a higher level 
than the firm can on its own. Outsourcing generally makes sense if a firm’s needs are small and 
highly uncertain and can be served using resources that can serve other firms as well. Outsourc-
ing also makes sense if the firm is short of capital or if the third party has a lower cost of capital.

3. Identify dimensions of supplier performance that affect total cost. Total cost 
includes the cost of acquisition, ownership, and post-ownership. In addition to the supplier price, 
the total cost of using a supplier is affected by the supplier terms; delivery costs; inventory costs; 
warehousing costs; quality costs; costs of management effort and administrative support; impact 
on reputation; supplier capabilities, such as replenishment lead time, on-time performance, and 
flexibility; and other costs, such as exchange rate trends, taxes, and duties.
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4. Describe the benefits of sharing risk and reward. Local	optimization	hurts	the	sup-
ply	chain	surplus	when	risk	and	reward	are	not	shared	in	a	supply	chain.	Suppliers	are	more	
likely to act in a firm’s interest when risk and reward are shared. The use of buyback or revenue 
sharing is an effective risk sharing mechanism for products like books with low variable costs. In 
general, however, quantity flexibility contracts are more effective because they result in a better 
matching of supply and demand. When a firm wants a supplier to improve performance along 
dimensions such as lead time and quality, sharing the rewards from this improvement is a suit-
able incentive.

5. Design a tailored supplier portfolio. Firms should select a combination of responsive 
and low-cost sources that may be onshore, near-shore, or offshore. Responsive, onshore sources 
are best suited for high-value products with volatile demand and relatively low labor content. 
Low-cost,	offshore	sources	are	best	suited	for	products	with	high	labor	content,	large	predictable	
demand, and low transportation cost relative to product value.

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some ways in which a firm such as Walmart bene-

fits from good sourcing decisions?
 2. What factors led Walmart to own its trucks although many 

retailers outsource all their transportation?
 3. How can a supplier with a lower price end up costing the 

buyer more than a supplier with a higher price?
 4. Explain why, for the same inventory level, a revenue-sharing 

contract results in a lower sales effort from the retailer than if 
the retailer has paid for the product and is responsible for all 
remaining inventory.

 5. For a manufacturer that sells to many retailers, why does a 
quantity flexibility contract result in less information distor-
tion than a buyback contract?

 6. Most firms offer their sales force monetary incentives based 
on exceeding a specified target. What are some pros and cons 
of this approach? How would you modify these contracts to 
rectify some of the problems?

 7. An auto manufacturer sources both office supplies and sub-
systems such as seats. What, if any, difference in sourcing 
strategy would you recommend for the two types of products?

 8. Why do you think assembly in the consumer electronics 
industry is performed by third parties, whereas assembly in 
the auto industry is almost never outsourced?

 9. For products such as home appliances, toys, garments, and 
consumer electronics, what factors would influence selecting 
an onshore, near-shore, or offshore supplier?

Exercises
 1. A	publisher	sells	books	to	Barnes	&	Noble	at	$12	each.	The	

marginal production cost for the publisher is $1 per book. 
Barnes	&	Noble	prices	the	book	to	its	customers	at	$24	and	
expects demand over the next two months to be normally dis-
tributed, with a mean of 20,000 and a standard deviation of 
5,000.	Barnes	&	Noble	places	a	single	order	with	the	pub-
lisher for delivery at the beginning of the two-month period. 
Currently,	Barnes	&	Noble	discounts	any	unsold	books	at	the	
end of two months down to $3, and any books that did not 
sell at full price sell at this price.
a.	 How	many	books	should	Barnes	&	Noble	order?	What	is	

its expected profit? How many books does it expect to sell 
at a discount?

b.	 What	is	the	profit	that	the	publisher	makes,	given	Barnes	
& Noble’s actions?

c. A plan under discussion is for the publisher to refund 
Barnes	&	Noble	$5	per	book	that	does	not	sell	during	the	
two-month	period.	As	before,	Barnes	&	Noble	will	dis-
count them to $3 and sell any that remain. Under this 

plan,	how	many	books	will	Barnes	&	Noble	order?	What	
is	 the	expected	profit	 for	Barnes	&	Noble?	How	many	
books are expected to be unsold? What is the expected 
profit for the publisher? What should the publisher do?

 2. A movie studio sells the latest movie on DVD to VideosRUs 
at $10 per DVD. The marginal production cost for the movie 
studio is $1 per DVD. VideosRUs prices each DVD at $19.99 
to its customers. DVDs are kept on the regular rack for a one-
month	period,	after	which	they	are	discounted	down	to	$4.99.	
VideosRUs places a single order for DVDs. Its current fore-
cast is that sales will be normally distributed, with a mean of 
10,000 and a standard deviation of 5,000.
a. How many DVDs should VideosRUs order? What is its 

expected profit? How many DVDs does it expect to sell at 
a discount?

b. What is the profit that the studio makes given VideosRUs’ 
actions?

c. A plan under discussion is for the studio to refund Videos-
RUs	$4	per	DVD	that	does	not	sell	during	the	one-month	
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period.	As	before,	VideosRUs	will	discount	them	to	$4.99	
and sell any that remain. Under this plan, how many 
DVDs should VideosRUs order? What is the expected 
profit for VideosRUs? How many DVDs are expected to 
be unsold at the end of the month? What is the expected 
profit for the studio? What should the studio do?

 3. Topgun Records and several movie studios have decided to 
sign a revenue-sharing contract for CDs. Each CD costs the 
studio $2 to produce. The CD will be sold to Topgun for $3. 
Topgun, in turn, prices a CD at $15 and forecasts demand to 
be normally distributed, with a mean of 5,000 and a standard 
deviation of 2,000. Any unsold CDs are discounted to $1, and 
all sell at this price. Topgun will share 35 percent of the rev-
enue with the studio, keeping 65 percent for itself.
a. How many CDs should Topgun order?
b. How many CDs does Topgun expect to sell at a discount?
c. What is the profit that Topgun expects to make?
d. What is the profit that the studio expects to make?
e. Repeat parts (a)–(d) if the studio sells the CD for $2 

(instead	of	$3)	but	gets	43	percent	of	revenue.
 4. Benetton	has	entered	into	a	quantity	flexibility	contract	with	

a retailer for a seasonal product. If the retailer orders O units, 
Benetton	 is	willing	 to	provide	up	 to	another	35	percent	 if	
needed.	Benetton’s	production	cost	is	$20,	and	it	charges	the	
retailer a wholesale price of $36. The retailer prices to cus-
tomers at $55 per unit. Any unsold units can be sold by the 
retailer	at	a	salvage	value	of	$25.	Benetton	can	salvage	only	
$10 per unit for its leftover inventory. The retailer forecasts 
demand	to	be	normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	4,000	and	
a standard deviation of 1,600.
a. How many units O should the retailer order?
b. What is the expected quantity purchased by the retailer 

(recall that the retailer can increase the order by up to 35 
percent after observing demand)?

c. What is the expected quantity sold by the retailer?
d. What is the expected overstock at the retailer?
e. What is the expected profit for the retailer?
f.	 What	is	the	expected	profit	for	Benetton?

 5. You are a purchasing manager in charge of stocking a certain 
type of transformer for a large electric utility. Weekly demand 
among your field crews for these transformers is normally 
distributed, with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 
50. Holding costs are 25 percent, and you must hold a level 
of inventory corresponding to a cycle service level of 95 per-
cent. You are faced with two suppliers, Reliable Components 
and Value Electric, that offer the following terms. Reliable 

sells the transformer for $5,000 with a minimum order of 
100, and a lead time of 1 week with a standard deviation of 
0.1	week.	Value	sells	the	transformer	for	$4,800,	has	a	mini-
mum batch of 1,000, a lead time of 5 weeks, and a lead-time 
standard	deviation	of	4	weeks.
a. What is the annual cost of using Reliable Components as 

a supplier?
b. What is the annual cost of using Value Electric as a supplier?
c. Which supplier would you choose?
d. If you could use both suppliers, how would you structure 

your orders?
 6. In Exercise 5, imagine that you have chosen Reliable as your 

supplier. Value Electric wants your business very much and 
offers you the choice of three mutually exclusive alternatives: 
reduce lead time by 1 week, reduce the minimum batch to 
800, or reduce the standard deviation of lead time to 3 weeks.
a. What are the expected annual costs of undertaking each 

of these options?
b. What is the expected annual cost if all three could be put 

into effect?
c. Would you change your decision to go with Reliable for 

any of these options?
 7. Consider a manufacturer selling DVDs to a retailer for $6 per 

DVD. The production cost of each DVD is $1 and the retailer 
prices each DVD at $10. Retail demand for DVDs is nor-
mally distributed, with a mean of 1,000 and standard devia-
tion of 300. The manufacturer has offered the retailer a 
quantity flexibility contract with  The retailer places an order 
for 1,000 units. Assume that salvage value is zero for both the 
retailer and the manufacturer.
a. What is the expected profit for the retailer and manufacturer?
b. How much will profit increase for the retailer if  increases 

to 0.5?
c. How much will profit increase for the retailer if  increases 

to 0.5 (keeping  at 0.2)?
 8. Imagine that you have acquired both the retailer and manu-

facturer	discussed	in	Exercise	7.	Your	interests	now	are	in	
maximizing profitability for your new firm and in setting up 
an incentive system to make this happen. You have chosen to 
keep the quantity flexibility contract in place to provide 
incentive to both your retailer and your manufacturer.
a. How does increasing  to 0.5 affect your firm’s profitability?
b. How does increasing  to 0.5 affect your firm’s profitabil-

ity (keeping  at 0.2)?
c. Why does one of these changes have no effect on  

profitability?
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Given that most supply chain assets are fixed but demand fluctuates, the matching of sup-
ply and demand is a constant challenge. In this chapter, we discuss how managers may 
use pricing as a lever to better match supply and demand and grow revenue derived 

from supply chain assets.

16.1 The Role of PRicing and Revenue ManageMenT in a 
SuPPly chain

In Chapter 9, we discussed how short-term price promotions could be an effective tool to more 
profitably meet seasonal demand. In this chapter, we further build on the idea of using pricing as 
an important lever to increase supply chain profits by better matching supply and demand, espe-
cially when there are multiple customer types willing to pay different prices (based on attributes 
such as response time) for an asset. Revenue management is the use of pricing to increase the 
supply chain surplus and profit generated from a limited availability of supply chain assets. Sup-
ply chain assets exist in two forms—capacity and inventory. Capacity assets in the supply chain 
exist for production, transportation, and storage. Inventory assets exist throughout the supply 
chain and are carried to improve product availability. In the presence of multiple customer types, 
revenue management aims to grow profits by selling the right asset to the right customer at the 
right price. Besides varying capacity and inventory, revenue management suggests varying price 

Pricing and Revenue 
Management in a  

Supply Chain 

C H A P T E R 

16

Learning Objectives

after reading this chapter, you will be able to

1. Understand the role of revenue 
management in a supply chain.

2. Identify conditions under which revenue 
management tactics can be effective.

3. Describe trade-offs that must be considered 
when making revenue management 
decisions.
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to grow profits by better matching supply and demand. An excellent discussion of revenue man-
agement	techniques	in	theory	and	practice	can	be	found	in	Talluri	and	Van	Ryzin	(2004)	and	
Phillips	(2005).

Consider a trucking company that owns ten trucks. One approach that the firm can take is 
to set a fixed price for its services and use advertising to spur demand if surplus capacity is 
available. Using revenue management, however, the firm could do much more as long as there 
are customers whose willingness to pay varies with some dimension of the service, such as 
response time. One approach is to charge a lower price to customers willing to commit their 
orders far in advance and a higher price to customers looking for transportation capacity at the 
last minute. Another approach is to charge a lower price to customers with long-term contracts 
and a higher price to customers looking to purchase capacity at the last minute. A third approach 
is to charge a higher price during periods of high demand and lower prices during periods of 
low demand. Consider a retailer that purchases seasonal apparel for sale. A strategy that adjusts 
prices based on product availability, customer demand, and remaining duration of the sales sea-
son will result in higher supply chain profits than a strategy that fixes prices for the duration of 
the sales season.

All these revenue management strategies use differential pricing as a critical lever to maxi-
mize	earnings.	Revenue	management	may	also	be	defined	as	the	use	of	differential	pricing	based	on	
customer segment, time of use, and product or capacity availability to increase supply chain surplus 
and profits. The impact of revenue management on supply chain performance can be significant. 
One of the most often cited examples is the successful use of revenue management by American 
Airlines	to	counter—and	finally	defeat—PeopleExpress	in	the	mid-1980s.	PeopleExpress	started	
in	Newark,	New	Jersey,	and	offered	fares	that	were	50	to	80	percent	lower	than	those	of	other	car-
riers.	At	first,	the	other	airlines	ignored	PeopleExpress	because	they	were	not	interested	in	the	low-
fare	market	segment.	By	1983,	however,	PeopleExpress	was	flying	40	aircraft	and	achieving	load	
factors	of	more	than	74	percent.	PeopleExpress	and	other	new	entrants	were	making	significant	
inroads into the turf of existing airlines. The existing airlines could not compete by cutting prices to 
the	level	of	PeopleExpress	because	they	had	higher	operating	costs.	American	Airlines	was	the	first	
to	come	up	with	an	effective	countermeasure	using	revenue	management.	Rather	than	lower	the	
price of all its seats, American lowered prices of a portion of the seats to prices at or below those of 
PeopleExpress.	The	number	of	low-price	seats	was	larger	on	flights	that	were	likely	to	have	empty	
seats, which would otherwise have produced no revenue. This strategy allowed American to attract 
customers who valued the low prices without losing revenue from customers who were willing to 
pay	more.	Soon,	other	airlines,	such	as	United,	followed	suit,	attracting	many	of	PeopleExpress’s	
passengers.	This	was	sufficient	to	drive	down	load	factors	for	PeopleExpress	to	below	50	percent,	a	
level	at	which	the	airline	could	not	survive.	Before	the	end	of	1986,	PeopleExpress	collapsed.

American Airlines succeeded primarily because it used differential pricing to lower prices 
for	a	fraction	of	the	seats	and	attract	passengers	who	would	otherwise	have	flown	PeopleExpress.	
American did not lower prices for the fraction of seats used by business travelers who were not 
flying	with	PeopleExpress.	Targeted	differential	pricing	is	at	the	heart	of	successful	revenue	
management.

Revenue	management	adjusts	the	pricing	and	available	supply	of	assets	and	has	a	signifi-
cant impact on supply chain profitability when one or more of the following four conditions 
exist:

 1. The value of the product varies in different market segments.
 2. The product is highly perishable or product wastage occurs.
 3. Demand has seasonal and other peaks.
 4. The product is sold both in bulk and on the spot market.

Airline seats are a good example of a product whose value varies by market segment. A 
business traveler is willing to pay a higher fare for a flight that matches his or her schedule. In 
contrast, a leisure traveler will often alter his or her schedule to get a lower fare. An airline that 
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can extract a higher price from the business traveler compared to the leisure traveler will always 
do better than an airline that charges the same price to all travelers. Similar ideas can be applied 
in the context of hotel rooms and car rentals, for which there is a significant difference between 
the business traveler and the leisure traveler.

Fashion and seasonal apparel are examples of highly perishable products because they lose 
value over time. Customers typically value high-fashion apparel more at the start of the season 
because they want to be the first people seen wearing it. By the end of the season, customers are 
willing to buy the product only if it is deeply discounted. Similarly, production, storage, and 
transportation capacity loses all value if it is not used at a given time because the lost capacity 
cannot be recovered. If a truck is not used for a day, its transportation capacity for that day is 
gone forever without producing revenue. Thus, all capacity is also a highly perishable asset. The 
goal	of	revenue	management	in	such	a	setting	is	to	adjust	the	price	over	time	to	maximize	the	
profit obtained from the available inventory or capacity.

Demand for hotel rooms in many tourist destinations shows a highly seasonal pattern. For 
example,	resorts	in	Phuket,	Thailand,	charge	a	significantly	lower	rate	during	the	off-season	
summer months compared with the peak winter months. Such a pricing pattern allows them to 
attract customers with some time flexibility during the lower-cost summer months, leaving the 
winter	capacity	for	customers	who	are	willing	to	pay	more	to	enjoy	Phuket	in	the	winter.	Some	
commuter railroads use a similar strategy to deal with the distinct peaks in passenger travel, 
charging higher fares during peak periods and lower fares for off-peak travel. It is important to 
keep in mind that differential pricing for peak and off-peak periods increases profits in a manner 
that is consistent with customer priorities. In the absence of peak pricing, peak periods, being the 
most desirable, would have excess demand, whereas off-peak periods would have significant idle 
capacity. With differential pricing, customers who really value the peak period would pay the 
higher price, whereas those that were not time constrained would shift to the off-peak period to 
take advantage of lower prices. The outcome of such a move is a higher supply chain surplus 
with	higher	profits	for	the	firm	and	a	utilization	of	assets	by	customers	that	is	consistent	with	
their needs.

Every	product	and	every	unit	of	capacity	can	be	sold	both	in	bulk	and	in	the	spot	market.	
For example, the owner of a warehouse must decide whether to lease the entire warehouse to 
customers willing to sign long-term contracts or to save a portion of the warehouse for use in the 
spot market. The long-term contract is more secure but typically fetches a lower average price 
than	the	unpredictable	spot	market.	Revenue	management	increases	profits	by	finding	the	right	
portfolio of long-term and spot-market customers.

Revenue	management	can	be	a	powerful	tool	for	every	owner	of	assets	in	a	supply	chain.	
Most	successful	examples	of	the	use	of	revenue	management	are	from	the	travel	and	hospitality	
industry and include airlines, car rentals, and hotels. American Airlines has stated that revenue 
management	techniques	increase	its	revenues	by	more	than	$1	billion	each	year.	Revenue	man-
agement	techniques	at	Marriott	raise	annual	revenues	by	more	than	$100	million.	Revenue	man-
agement can have a similar impact on all stages of a supply chain that satisfy one or more of the 
four conditions identified earlier.

In the following sections, we discuss various situations in which revenue management is 
effective and the techniques used in each case.

16.2 PRicing and Revenue ManageMenT foR MulTiPle 
cuSToMeR SegMenTS

A classic example of a market with multiple customer segments is the airline industry, in which 
business travelers are willing to pay a higher fare to travel on a specific schedule, whereas leisure 
travelers	are	willing	to	shift	their	schedules	to	take	advantage	of	lower	fares.	Many	similar	instances	
arise in a supply chain. Consider ToFrom, a trucking firm that has purchased six trucks, with a total 
capacity	of	6,000	cubic	feet,	to	use	for	transport	between	Chicago	and	St.	Louis.	The	monthly	lease	
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charge,	driver,	and	maintenance	expense	is	$1,500	per	truck,	resulting	in	a	total	monthly	cost	of	
$9,000.	Market	research	has	indicated	that	the	demand	curve	for	trucking	capacity	is

d	=	10,000	–	2,000p

where d is the demand across all segments and p	is	the	transport	cost	per	cubic	foot.	A	price	of	$2	
per	cubic	foot	results	in	a	demand	of	6,000	cubic	feet	(all	customers	willing	to	pay	$2	or	more),	
revenue	of	$12,000,	and	a	profit	of	$3,000,	whereas	a	price	of	$3.50	per	cubic	foot	results	in	a	
demand	of	3,000	(only	customers	willing	to	pay	$3.50	or	more),	revenue	of	$10,500,	and	a	profit	
of	$1,500.	The	real	question	is	whether	the	3,000	cubic	feet	of	demand	at	a	price	of	$3.50	can	be	
separated	from	the	3,000	additional	cubic	feet	of	demand	generated	at	a	price	of	$2	per	cubic	
foot. If ToFrom assumes that all demand comes from a single segment and cannot be separated, 
the	optimal	price	is	$2.50	per	cubic	foot,	resulting	in	a	demand	of	5,000	cubic	feet	and	revenue	
of	$12,500,	as	shown	in	Figure	16-1.

However,	 if	ToFrom	can	differentiate	the	segment	that	buys	3,000	cubic	feet	at	$3.50	
from	the	segment	that	buys	3,000	cubic	feet	only	at	$2.00,	the	firm	can	use	revenue	manage-
ment	to	improve	revenues	and	profits.	ToFrom	should	charge	$3.50	for	the	segment	willing	to	
pay	that	price	and	$2.00	for	the	3,000	cubic	feet	that	sells	only	at	the	lower	price.	The	firm	thus	
extracts	revenue	of	$10,500	from	the	segment	willing	to	pay	$3.50	and	revenue	of	$6,000	from	
the	segment	willing	to	pay	only	$2.00	per	cubic	foot,	for	total	revenue	of	$16,500,	as	shown	in	
Figure	16-2.	In	the	presence	of	different	segments	that	have	different	values	for	trucking	capac-
ity,	revenue	management	increases	the	revenue	from	$12,500	to	$16,500	and	results	in	a	sig-
nificant improvement in profits.

In theory, the concept of differential pricing increases total profits for a firm. Two funda-
mental issues, however, must be handled in practice. First, how can the firm differentiate between 
the two segments and structure its pricing to make one segment pay more than the other? Second, 
how can the firm control demand so the lower-paying segment does not use the entire availability 
of the asset?

To differentiate between the various segments, the firm must create barriers by identifying 
product or service attributes that the segments value differently. For example, business travelers 
on	an	airline	want	to	book	at	the	last	minute	and	change	their	schedules	if	necessary.	Leisure	
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travelers, on the other hand, are willing to book far in advance and adjust the duration of their 
stays.	Plans	for	business	travelers	are	also	subject	to	change.	Thus,	advance	booking	and	a	pen-
alty for changes on the lower fare separate the leisure traveler from the business traveler. For a 
transportation provider such as ToFrom, the segments can be differentiated based on how far in 
advance a customer is willing to commit and pay for the transportation capacity. Similar separa-
tion can also occur for production- and storage-related assets in a supply chain.

In the presence of multiple segments that can be separated, the firm must solve the follow-
ing two problems:

 1. What price should it charge for each segment?
 2. How should it allocate limited capacity among the segments?

Pricing to Multiple Segments

Let	us	start	by	considering	the	simple	scenario	in	which	the	firm	has	identified	criteria	on	which	
it can separate the various customer segments. One such criterion may be an airline requiring a 
Saturday night stayover. Another might be a trucking company separating customers based on 
the advance notice with which they are willing to commit to a shipment. The firm now wishes to 
identify the appropriate price for each segment. Consider a supplier (of product or some other 
supply chain function) that has identified k distinct customer segments that can be separated. 
Assume that the demand curve for segment i is given by (we assume linear demand curves to 
simplify the analysis)

di = Ai	–	Bi pi

The supplier has a cost c of production per unit and must decide on the price pi to charge each 
segment; di is the resulting demand from segment i. The goal of the supplier is to price so as to 
maximize	its	profits.	The	pricing	problem	can	be	formulated	as	follows:

Maxa
k

i = 1
1pi - c21Ai - Bipi2
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figuRe 16-2 Revenue Generated by ToFrom Pricing for Two Segments
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Without a capacity constraint, the problem separates by segment, and for segment i, the supplier 
attempts	to	maximize

1pi - c21Ai - Bipi2
The optimal price for each segment i is given by

 pi =
Ai

2Bi
+

c

2
 (16.1)

If the available capacity is constrained by Q, the optimal prices are obtained by solving

 Maxa
k

i = 1
1pi - c21Ai - Bipi2 (16.2)

subject to

a
k

i = 1
1Ai - Bipi2 … Q

Ai - Bipi Ú 0 for i = 1, c, k

Both	formulations	are	simple	enough	to	be	solved	in	Excel.	Example	16-1	illustrates	the	benefit	of	
differential prices to multiple segments (see worksheet Example16-1 in workbook Chapter 16- 
examples).

eXaMPle 16-1 Pricing to Multiple Segments

A contract manufacturer has identified two customer segments for its production capacity—one 
willing to place an order more than one week in advance and the other willing to pay a higher 
price	as	long	as	it	can	provide	less	than	one	week’s	notice	for	production.	The	customers	that	are	
unwilling to commit in advance are less price sensitive and have a demand curve d1	=	5,000	–	
20p1 Customers willing to commit in advance are more price sensitive and have a demand curve 
of d2	=	5,000	–	40p2	Production	cost	is	c	=	$10	per	unit.	What	price	should	the	contract	manufac-
turer	charge	each	segment	if	its	goal	is	to	maximize	profits?	If	the	contract	manufacturer	were	to	
charge a single price over both segments, what should it be? How much increase in profits does 
differential	pricing	provide?	If	total	production	capacity	is	limited	to	4,000	units,	what	should	the	
contract manufacturer charge each segment?

analysis:

Without capacity constraints, the differential prices to be charged each segment are given by 
Equation	16.1.	We	thus	obtain

p1 =
5,000

2 * 20
+

10

2
 = 125 + 5 = $130 and p2 =

5,000

2 * 40
+

10

2
 = 62.50 + 5 = $67.50

The demand from the two segments is given by

d1 = 5,000 - 120 * 1302 = 2,400 and d2 = 5,000 - 140 * 67.52 = 2,300

The total profit is

Total profit = 1130 * 2,4002 + 167.5 * 2,3002 - 110 * 4,7002 = $420,250

If the contract manufacturer charges the same price p to both segments, it is attempting to  
maximize

1p - 10215,000 - 20p2 + 1p - 10215,000 - 40p2 = 1p - 102110,000 - 60p2
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The optimal price in this case is given by

p =
10,000

2 * 60
+

10

2
= $88.33

The demand from the two segments is given by

d1 = 5,000 - 20 * 88.33 = 3,233.40 and d2 = 5,000 - 40 * 88.33 = 1,466.80

The total profit is

Total profit = 188.33 - 102 * 13,233.40 + 1,466.802 = $368,166.67

Differential	pricing	thus	raises	the	profits	by	more	than	$50,000	relative	to	offering	a	fixed	price.
Now,	let	us	consider	the	case	in	which	total	production	capacity	is	limited	to	4,000	units.	

The optimal differential price results in demand that exceeds total production capacity. Thus, we 
resort	to	the	formulation	in	Equation	16.2	and	solve

Max 1p1 - 10215,000 - 20p12 + 1p2 - 10215,000 - 40p22
Subject to

15,000 - 20p12 + 15,000 - 40p22 … 4,000

15,000 - 20p12, 15,000 - 40p22 Ú 0

The	results	of	the	constrained	optimization	(using	Solver	in	worksheet	Example16-1) are shown 
in	Figure	16-3.	Observe	that	the	limited	capacity	leads	the	contract	manufacturer	to	charge	a	
higher price to each of the two segments relative to when there was no capacity limit.

The methodology we have described has two important assumptions that are unlikely to 
hold in practice. The first assumption is that no one from the higher-price segment decides to 
shift to the lower-price segment after prices are announced. In other words, we have assumed 
that the attribute such as lead time used to separate the segments works perfectly. In practice, this 
is unlikely to be the case. Our second assumption is that once prices are decided, customer 
demand is predictable. In practice, uncertainty will always be associated with demand. Talluri 
and	Van	Ryzin	(2004)	and	Phillips	(2005)	have	an	excellent	discussion	of	several	models	for	
revenue management that account for uncertainty and a few models that account for customers 
being strategic and deciding on their actions after prices are announced.

figuRe 16-3 Solver Spreadsheet for Example 16-1
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allocating capacity to a Segment under uncertainty

In most instances of differential pricing, demand from the segment paying the lower price arises 
earlier in time than demand from the segment paying the higher price. It is also often the case that the 
lower-price segment can use up the entire available capacity. For example, leisure travelers tend to 
book their tickets earlier than business travelers and most airlines could fill a plane at discount prices 
targeting leisure travelers. It is thus important that suppliers limit the amount of capacity committed 
to lower-price buyers even if sufficient demand exists from the lower-price segment to use the entire 
available capacity. This raises the question of how much capacity to save for the higher-price seg-
ment, which typically arrives later. The answer would be simple if demand were predictable. In 
practice, demand is uncertain and firms must make this decision taking uncertainty into account.

The basic trade-off to be considered by the supplier with production capacity is between 
committing to an order from a lower-price buyer or waiting for a higher-price buyer to arrive 
later on. The two risks in such a situation are spoilage and spill. Spoilage occurs when the capac-
ity reserved for higher-price buyers is wasted because demand from the higher-price segment 
does	not	materialize.	Spill occurs if higher-price buyers must be turned away because the capac-
ity has already been committed to lower-price buyers. The supplier should decide on the capacity 
to	commit	for	the	higher-price	buyers	to	minimize	the	expected	cost	of	spoilage	and	spill.	A	cur-
rent order from a lower-price buyer should be compared with the expected revenue from waiting 
for a higher-price buyer. The order from the lower-price buyer should be accepted if the expected 
revenue from the higher-price buyer is lower than the current revenue from the lower-price buyer.

We now develop this trade-off in terms of a formula that can be used when the supplier is 
working	with	two	customer	segments.	Let	PL be the price charged to the lower-price segment 
and PH be the price charged to the higher-price segment with uncertain demand. Assume that the 
anticipated demand for the higher-price segment is normally distributed, with a mean of DH and 
a standard deviation of 𝜎H If we reserve a capacity CH for the higher-price segment, the expected 
marginal revenue RH (CH) from reserving more capacity is given by

RH  1CH2 = Prob1demand from higher@price segment 7 CH2 * pH

The reserved quantity for the higher-price segment should be chosen so the expected marginal 
revenue from the higher-price segment equals the current marginal revenue from the lower-price 
segment; that is, RH  1CH2 = pL. In other words, the quantity CH reserved for the higher-price 
segment should be such that

 Prob1demand from higher@price segment 7 CH2 =  pL  >  pH (16.3)

If demand for the higher-price segment is normally distributed, with a mean of DH and a standard 
deviation of sH, we can obtain the quantity reserved for the higher-price segment as

 CH = F - 1
 11 - pL  >  pH, DH, sH2 = NORMINV  11 - pL  >  pH, DH, sH2 (16.4)  

If there are more than two customer segments, the same philosophy can be used to obtain 
a set of nested reservations. The quantity C1 reserved for the highest-price segment should be 
such that the expected marginal revenue from the highest-priced segment equals the price of the 
next-highest-priced segment. The quantity C2 reserved for the two highest-priced segments 
should be such that the expected marginal revenue from the two highest-priced segments equals 
the price of the third-highest-priced segment. This sequential approach can be used to obtain a 
set of nested reservations of capacity for all but the lowest-priced segment.

An important point to observe is that the use of differential pricing increases the level of 
asset availability for the high-priced segment. Capacity is being saved for these customers 
because of their willingness to pay more for the asset. Thus, effective use of revenue manage-
ment both increases firm profits and improves service for the more valuable customer segment. 
Example	16-2	illustrates	how	profits	can	be	increased	by	reserving	capacity	for	the	higher	paying	
segment when demand is uncertain (see worksheet Example16-2).
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eXaMPle 16-2 Allocating Capacity to Multiple Segments

ToFrom	Trucking	serves	two	segments	of	customers.	One	segment	(A)	is	willing	to	pay	$3.50	
per	cubic	foot	but	wants	to	commit	to	a	shipment	with	only	24	hours’	notice.	The	other	segment	
(B)	is	willing	to	pay	only	$2.00	per	cubic	foot	and	is	willing	to	commit	to	a	shipment	with	up	to	
one	week’s	notice.	With	two	weeks	to	go,	demand	for	segment	A	is	forecast	to	be	normally	dis-
tributed,	with	a	mean	of	3,000	cubic	feet	and	a	standard	deviation	of	1,000.	How	much	of	the	
available capacity should be reserved for segment A? How should ToFrom change its decision if 
segment	A	is	willing	to	pay	$5	per	cubic	foot?

analysis:

In this case we have

Revenue	from	segment	A,	pA	=	$3.50	per	cubic	foot

Revenue	from	segment	B,	pB	=	$2.00	per	cubic	foot

Mean	demand	for	segment	A,	DA	=	3,000	cubic	feet

Standard deviation of demand for segment A, 𝜎A	=	1,000	cubic	feet

Using	Equation	16.4,	the	capacity	to	be	reserved	for	segment	A	is	given	by

 CA = NORMINV  11 - pB  >  pA, DA, sA2 = NORMINV  11 - 2.00  >  3.50, 3,000, 1,0002
 = 2,820 cubic feet

Thus,	ToFrom	should	reserve	2,820	cubic	feet	of	truck	capacity	for	segment	A	when	customers	
from	this	segment	are	willing	to	pay	$3.50	per	cubic	foot.	If	the	amount	customers	are	willing	to	
pay	increases	from	$3.50	to	$5.00,	the	reserved	capacity	should	be	increased	to

 CA = NORMINV  11 - pB  >  pA, DA, sA2 = NORMINV  11 - 2.00  >  5.00, 3,000, 1,0002
 = 3,253 cubic feet

Ideally, the demand forecast for all customer segments should be revised and a new reser-
vation quantity calculated each time a customer order is processed. In practice, such a procedure 
is difficult to implement. It is more practical to revise the forecast and the reservation quantity 
after a period of time over which either the forecast demand or the forecast accuracy has changed 
by a significant amount.

Another approach to differential pricing is to create different versions of a product targeted 
at	different	segments.	Publishers	introduce	new	books	from	best-selling	authors	as	hardcover	
editions and charge a higher price. The same books are introduced later as paperback editions at 
a lower price. The two versions are used to charge a higher price to the segment that wants to 
read the book as soon as it is introduced. Different versions can also be created by bundling dif-
ferent options and services with the same basic product. Automobile manufacturers create high-
end, mid-level, and low-end versions of the most popular models based on the options provided. 
This policy allows them to charge differential prices to different segments for the same core 
product.	Many	contact	lens	manufacturers	sell	the	same	lens	with	a	one-week,	one-month,	and	
six-month warranty. In this instance, the same product with different services in the form of war-
ranty is used to charge differential prices.

To use revenue management successfully when serving multiple customer segments, a 
firm must use the following tactics effectively:

•	 Price	based	on	the	value	assigned	by	each	segment
•	 Different	prices	for	each	segment
•	 Forecast	at	the	segment	level
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Freight railroads and trucking firms have not used revenue management with multiple seg-
ments effectively. Airlines, in contrast, have been much more effective in using this approach. A 
major hindrance for railroads is the lack of scheduled freight trains. Without scheduled trains, it 
is hard to separate the higher-price and lower-price segments. To take advantage of revenue man-
agement opportunities, owners of transportation assets in the supply chain must offer some 
scheduled services as a mechanism for separating the higher-price and lower-price segments. 
Without scheduled services, it is difficult to separate customers that are willing to commit early 
from those that want to use the service at the last minute.

Key Point

If a supplier serves multiple customer segments with a fixed asset, it can improve revenues by setting 
different	prices	for	each	segment.	Prices	must	be	set	with	barriers	such	that	the	segment	willing	to	pay	
more is not able to pay the lower price. The amount of the asset reserved for the higher-price segment is 
such that the expected marginal revenue from the higher-price segment equals the price to the lower-
price segment.

16.3 PRicing and Revenue ManageMenT foR  
PeRiShable aSSeTS

Any asset that loses value over time is perishable. Clearly, fruits, vegetables, and pharmaceuti-
cals are perishable, but this list also includes products such as computers and cell phones that 
lose value as new models are introduced. High-fashion apparel is perishable because it cannot be 
sold	at	full	price	once	the	season	is	past.	Perishable	assets	also	include	all	forms	of	production,	
transportation,	and	storage	capacity	that	is	wasted	if	not	fully	utilized.	Unused	capacity	from	the	
past has no value. Thus, all unused capacity is equivalent to perished capacity.

A well-known example of revenue management in retailing of apparel was the original 
Filene’s	Basement	in	Boston.	Merchandise	was	first	sold	at	the	main	store	at	full	price.	Leftover	
merchandise	was	moved	to	 the	basement	and	 its	price	reduced	 incrementally	over	a	35-day	
period until it sold. Any unsold merchandise was then given away to charity. Today, most depart-
ment stores progressively discount merchandise over the sales season and then sell any remain-
ing inventory to an outlet store, which follows a similar pricing strategy.

Another example of revenue management for a perishable asset is the use of overbooking 
by the airline industry. An airplane seat loses all value once the plane takes off. Given that people 
often do not show up for a flight even when they have a reservation, airlines sell more reserva-
tions	than	the	capacity	of	the	plane,	to	maximize	expected	revenue.

The following are two revenue management tactics used for perishable assets:

 1. Vary	price	dynamically	over	time	to	maximize	expected	revenue.
 2. Overbook sales of the asset to account for cancellations.

dynamic Pricing

Dynamic pricing, the tactic of varying price over time, is suitable for assets such as fashion 
apparel that have a clear date beyond which they lose much of their value. The success of 
dynamic pricing also requires the presence of different customer segments, with some willing to 
pay a higher price for the product. Apparel designed for the winter does not have much value by 
April.	A	retailer	that	has	purchased	100	ski	jackets	in	October	has	many	options	with	regard	to	its	
pricing strategy. It can charge a high price initially. This strategy will attract only customers with 
a high willingness to pay and will result in fewer sales early in the season (though at a higher 
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price), leaving more jackets to be sold later during the season. A discount later in the season can 
then attract customers who have a lower value for the product. Another option is to charge a 
lower price initially, selling more jackets early in the season (though at a lower price) and leaving 
fewer jackets to be sold at a discount. This trade-off determines the profits for the retailer. To 
vary price effectively over time for a perishable asset, the asset owner must be able to estimate 
the value of the asset over time and forecast the impact of price on customer demand effectively. 
Effective	differential	pricing	over	time	generally	increases	the	level	of	product	availability	for	the	
consumer willing to pay full price and also increases total profits for the retailer.

We now discuss a simple methodology for dynamic pricing when the seller has a speci-
fied quantity Q of a single product at the start of the season. We assume that the seller is able 
to divide the selling season into k periods and can forecast the demand curve for each period. 
The	underlying	assumptions	here	are	that	customers’	responses	to	pricing	can	be	predicted	
over time and customers will not change their behavior in response to anticipated price 
changes. For simplicity, we assume that given a price pi in period i, the demand di in period i 
is given by

di = Ai	–	Bipi

This is a linear demand curve, but in general the demand curve need not be linear. We pres-
ent the linear case here because it is easier to understand and solve. The assumption is that cus-
tomers that purchase in the initial periods are less price sensitive, whereas those that purchase 
later	are	more	price	sensitive.	The	retailer	wants	to	vary	the	price	over	time	to	maximize	the	
revenue it can extract from the Q units it has on hand at the beginning of the season. The dynamic 
pricing problem faced by the retailer can then be formulated as follows:

 
Maxa

k

i = 1
pi  1Ai - Bipi2

 (16.5)
subject to

a
k

i = 1
1Ai - Bipi2 … Q

Ai - Bipi Ú 0 for i = 1,c, k

As formulated, the dynamic pricing problem is simple enough that it can be solved directly 
using	Excel	as	illustrated	in	Example	16-3	[see	worksheets	Example16-3(dynamic price) and 
Example16-3(fixed price)].

eXaMPle 16-3 Dynamic Pricing

A	retailer	has	purchased	400	ski	parkas	before	the	start	of	the	winter	season	at	a	cost	of	$100	
each	(for	a	total	cost	of	$40,000).	The	season	lasts	three	months,	and	the	retailer	has	forecast	
demand in each of the three months to be d1	=	300	–	p1, d2	=	300	–	1.3p2 and d3	=	300	–	1.8p3. 
How	should	the	retailer	vary	the	price	of	the	parka	over	the	three	months	to	maximize	revenue?	
If the retailer charges a constant price over the three months, what should it be? How much gain 
in profit results from dynamic pricing?

analysis:

Observe that customers who buy at the beginning of the season are forecast to be less price sensi-
tive	and	customers	who	buy	toward	the	end	of	the	season	are	more	price	sensitive.	Using	Equa-
tion	16.5,	the	retailer’s	problem	can	be	formulated	as	follows:

Max p1 1300 - p12 + p2  1300 - 1.3p22 + p3  1300 - 1.8p32
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subject to
1300 - p12 + 1300 - 1.3p22 + 1300 - 1.8p32 … 400

300 - p1, 300 - 1.3p2, 300 - 1.8p3 Ú 0

This	problem	can	be	formulated	using	Solver	in	Excel,	as	shown	in	Figure	16-4	[see	worksheet	
Example16-3(dynamic price)].	Cells	B5:B7	contain	the	price	variables,	cells	C5:C7	contain	the	
resulting	demand	from	the	respective	demand	curves,	and	cells	D5:D7	contain	the	revenue	in	
each	period.	The	total	demand	across	the	three	periods	is	in	cell	C8	and	the	total	revenue	is	in	cell	
D8.	The	quantity	at	the	beginning	of	the	season	is	in	cell	B3.

As	shown	in	Figure	16-4,	the	optimal	strategy	for	the	retailer	is	to	price	at	$162.20	in	the	
first	month,	$127.58	in	the	second	month,	and	$95.53	in	the	third	month.	This	gives	total	revenue	
of	$51,697.94	and	profit	of	$11,697.94	for	the	retailer.

The problem of obtaining the optimal fixed price over the three-month season can be for-
mulated	in	Excel	as	shown	in	Figure	16-5	[see	worksheet	Example16-3(fixed price)]. All cell 
formulas	except	B6	and	B7	are	as	in	Figure	16-4.

If the retailer wants to have a fixed price over the three months, it should price the jackets 
at	$121.95	for	resulting	revenue	of	$48,780.49	and	profit	of	$8,780.49.	We	can	see	that	dynamic	
pricing	allows	the	retailer	to	increase	profits	by	almost	$3,000,	from	$8,780	to	$11,698.

Once we have understood how to price the product dynamically over the season, we can go 
back and ask how many units the retailer should purchase at the beginning of the season to 
maximize	profits,	as	described	in	Example	16-4	(see	worksheet	Example16-4).

figuRe 16-4 Solver Spreadsheet for Example 16-3 for Dynamic Pricing

figuRe 16-5 Solver Spreadsheet for Example 16-3 for Fixed Price over Season
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eXaMPle 16-4 Evaluating Quantity with Dynamic Pricing

Return	to	the	retailer	in	Example	16-3.	Assume	demand	curves	as	described	in	Example	16-3.	
How many parkas should the retailer purchase at the beginning of the season, and how should 
they	be	priced	over	the	three	months	of	the	season	to	maximize	profits?

analysis:

In	this	case,	the	quantity	at	the	beginning	of	the	season	is	also	a	decision	variable.	The	retailer’s	
problem can now be formulated as follows:

Max p1 1300 - p12 + p2  1300 - 1.3p22 + p3  1300 - 1.8p32 - 100Q

subject to

1300 - p12 + 1300 - 1.3p22 + 1300 - 1.8p32 … Q

300 - p1, 300 - 1.3p2, 300 - 1.8p3, Q Ú 0

The	problem	can	be	formulated	in	Excel	as	shown	in	Figure	16-6	(see	worksheet	Example16-4) 
to obtain the optimal initial quantity and dynamic prices over the season. All cell formulas except 
cell	D9	are	as	in	Figure	16-4.

It	is	optimal	for	the	retailer	to	order	245	jackets	at	the	beginning	of	the	season.	They	are	
then	priced	at	$200	for	the	first	month,	$165.38	for	the	second	month,	and	$133.33	for	the	third	
month. The total profit for the retailer with the optimal order quantity and dynamic pricing is 
$17,557.69.	Observe	that	this	is	higher	than	the	profit	obtained	in	Example	16-4	when	the	retailer	
started	the	season	with	400	parkas.

Although dynamic pricing can seem very profitable as long as customers do not anticipate 
price decreases and delay their purchases, the situation is more challenging when customers 
choose to behave strategically and delay their purchases to wait for a lower price.

The challenge of STRaTegic cuSToMeRS In reality, the dynamic pricing problem is more 
complicated because demand is unpredictable and customers behave strategically in that they 
may decide to delay their purchases if they know that prices will drop over time. An excellent 
discussion of models that can be used in this more complex setting can be found in Talluri and 
Van	Ryzin	(2004).

The issue of unpredictable demand and strategic customers is illustrated effectively in 
decisions	made	by	the	high-end	retailer	Saks	Fifth	Avenue	in	November	2008.	In	2007,	luxury	

figuRe 16-6 Solver Spreadsheet for Example 16-4 for Optimal Quantity and 
Dynamic Prices
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goods	from	brands	such	as	Prada,	Gucci,	and	Dolce	&	Gabbana	had	become	especially	impor-
tant	 for	high-end	 retailers	 such	as	Saks,	which	maintained	strong	sales	 into	mid-2008	even	
though retailing overall was starting to drop by then. As a result, Saks placed its orders for the 
holiday	season	of	2008	hoping	for	strong	sales	of	these	brands.	By	November,	however,	a	huge	
disconnect	existed	between	inventories	at	Saks	and	customer	demand.	At	Saks’s	annual	“private	
sale	nights”	in	early	November	for	top	customers,	the	usual	40	percent	discounts	got	no	response.	
By	mid-November,	competitors	such	as	Neiman	Marcus	had	also	dropped	prices	by	40	percent	
and	some	designers	were	offering	90	percent	discounts	 in	“sample	sales.”	The	more	prices	
dropped, the more customers decided to delay their purchases in anticipation of even lower 
prices.	As	Thanksgiving	approached,	Saks	decided	to	offer	70	percent	discounts	to	move	its	
inventory.

When there is a lot of inventory at a retailer, it is reasonable to expect that some customers 
will be strategic and delay their purchase in anticipation of a lower price in the future. Ignoring 
this strategic behavior by customers can significantly reduce the benefits of dynamic pricing for 
retailers.	 Consider,	 for	 example,	 the	 retailer	 in	 Example	 16-4	 that	 starts	 the	 season	 with	 
245	units,	as	suggested	by	the	results	of	Example	16-4.	When	customers	are	not	strategic,	the	retailer	
expects	to	sell	100	units	at	$200	each	in	the	first	month,	85	units	at	$165.38	each	in	the	second	
month,	and	the	remaining	60	units	at	$133.33	each	in	the	third	month,	for	total	sales	of	$42,057.71	
and	a	profit	of	$17,557.08	(given	a	unit	cost	of	$100).	Now	consider	the	case	of	strategic	customers	
detailed in the worksheet Example16-4(strategic). If strategic customers delay their purchase and the 
retailer	sells	only	80	units	in	the	first	month	and	50	in	the	second	month,	the	retailer	is	left	with	115	
units	to	be	sold	in	the	third	month.	To	sell	all	115	units,	the	retailer	is	forced	to	drop	price	in	the	third	
month	to	(300	–	115)/1.8	=	$102.78.	The	total	profit	in	this	case	drops	to	$11,588.43.	The	more	that	
strategic customers wait until the third month, the bigger the drop in profits the retailer experiences. 
Clearly, the retailer pays a price for ignoring strategic customers.

In	the	presence	of	strategic	customers,	the	retailer	is	better	off	buying	245	units	and	charg-
ing	a	fixed	price	of	$159.76	for	the	entire	season	[see	worksheet	Example16-4(fixed price)]. The 
fixed price eliminates any gains for a customer from strategic behavior. At this price, the custom-
ers	buying	in	the	first	month	purchase	about	140	units,	the	customers	buying	in	the	second	month	
purchase	about	92	units,	and	only	about	13	units	are	left	 to	be	sold	in	the	third	month.	The	
retailer	makes	a	total	profit	of	$14,640	with	a	fixed	price.	Although	this	is	lower	than	what	the	
retailer would achieve with dynamic pricing if customers were not strategic, it is higher than 
potential profits with strategic customers. A credible fixed price can be an effective response to 
strategic customers. Tiffany is an example of a company that maintains this policy of a fixed 
price. Another approach is to reduce the quantity offered at the beginning of the season so cus-
tomers are reluctant to take the risk of waiting for a late-season discount in case the entire quan-
tity is sold out at full price. Zara uses this approach to get its customers to buy products when 
they see them on the shelf.

Key Point

Dynamic	pricing	can	be	a	powerful	tool	to	increase	profits	if	the	customers’	sensitivity	to	price	changes	
in the course of the season. This is often the case for fashion products, for which customers are less price 
sensitive early in the season but become more price sensitive toward the end of the season. Dynamic 
pricing should, however, carefully consider strategic behavior by customers who may anticipate future 
price drops and delay their purchase. With strategic customers it may be better to have a fixed price or 
reduce the quantity offered.

overbooking

Overbooking occurs when a seller with limited capacity sells more units than it has. Airlines 
often overbook to ensure that planes do not leave with empty seats. The tactic of overbooking or 
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overselling of the available asset is suitable in any situation in which customers are able to 
cancel	 orders	 and	 the	 value	 of	 the	 asset	 drops	 significantly	 after	 a	 deadline.	Examples	
include airline seats, items designed specially for Christmas, and production capacity. In 
each case, a limited amount of the asset is available, customers are allowed to cancel orders, 
and the asset loses value beyond a certain date. If the cancellation rate can be predicted 
accurately, the overbooking level is easy to determine. In practice, however, the cancellation 
rate is uncertain.

The basic trade-off to consider during overbooking is between having wasted capacity 
(or inventory) because of excessive cancellations or having a shortage of capacity (or inven-
tory) because of few cancellations, in which case an expensive backup needs to be arranged. 
The cost of wasted capacity is the margin that would have been generated if the capacity had 
been used for production. The cost of a capacity shortage is the loss per unit that results from 
having to go to a backup source. The goal when making the overbooking decision is to maxi-
mize	supply	chain	profits	by	minimizing	the	cost	of	wasted	capacity	and	the	cost	of	capacity	
shortage.

We now develop this trade-off in terms of a formula that can be used to set overbooking 
levels	for	an	asset.	Let	p be the price at which each unit of the asset is sold, and let c be the cost 
of using or producing each unit of the asset. In case of asset shortage, let b be the cost per unit at 
which a backup can be used. Thus, the marginal cost of having wasted capacity is Cw = p	–	c and 
the marginal cost of having a capacity shortage is Cs = b	–	p. If the cost of backup capacity is less 
than the sale price, there is no reason to limit the overbooking. The interesting case arises when 
the cost of backup capacity exceeds the sale price. The trade-off to obtain the optimal overbook-
ing level is similar to the trade-off given	by	Equation	13.1 to obtain the optimal cycle service 
level	for	seasonal	items.	Let	O* be the optimal overbooking level, and let s* be the probability 
that cancellations will be less than or equal to O*. Similar	to	the	derivation	of	Equation	13.1,	the 
optimal overbooking level is obtained as

s* = Prob 1cancellations … O*2 =  
Cw

Cw + Cs
 (16.6)

If the distribution of cancellations is known in absolute terms to be normally distributed, with a 
mean of mc and a standard deviation of sc, the optimal overbooking level is evaluated as

 O* = F - 1
 1s*, mc, sc2 = NORMINV  1s*, mc, sc2 (16.7)

If the cancellation distribution is known only as a function of the booking level (capacity L +  
overbooking O) to have a mean of m  1L + O2 and a standard deviation of s  1L + O2, the opti-
mal overbooking level is obtained as a solution to the following equation:

O = F - 1
 3s*, m1L + O2, s  1L + O24 = NORMINV  3s*, m  1L + O2, s  1L + O24 (16.8)

Observe that the optimal level of overbooking should increase as the margin per unit 
increases, and the level of overbooking should decrease as the cost of replacement capacity goes 
up.	Also	observe	that	the	use	of	overbooking	increases	asset	utilization	by	customers.	The	use	of	
overbooking decreases the number of customers that are turned away and thus improves asset 
availability to the customer, while improving profits for the asset owner. The evaluation of over-
booking	is	illustrated	in	Example	16-5	(see	worksheet	Example16-5).

eXaMPle 16-5 Overbooking

Consider an apparel supplier that is taking orders for dresses with a Christmas motif. The pro-
duction	capacity	available	from	the	supplier	is	5,000	dresses,	and	it	makes	$10	for	each	dress	
sold. The supplier is currently taking orders from retailers and must decide on how many orders 
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to commit to at this time. If it has orders that exceed capacity, it must arrange for backup capacity 
that	results	in	a	loss	of	$5	per	dress.

Retailers	have	been	known	to	cancel	their	orders	near	the	winter	season	as	they	have	better	
visibility into expected demand. How many orders should the supplier accept if cancellations are 
normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	800	and	a	standard	deviation	of	400?	How	many	orders	
should	the	supplier	accept	if	cancellations	are	normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	15	percent	of	
the	orders	accepted	and	a	coefficient	of	variation	of	0.5?

analysis:

The supplier has the following parameters:

Cost of wasted capacity, Cw = $10 per dress

Cost of capacity shortage, Cs = $5 per dress

Using	Equation	16.6,	we	thus	obtain

s* =
Cw

Cw + CS
=

10

10 + 5
= 0.667

If	cancellations	are	normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	800	and	a	standard	deviation	of	400,	the	
optimal	overbooking	level	is	obtained	using	Equation	16.7	as

O* = NORMINV  1s*, mc, sc2 = NORMINV  10.667, 800, 4002 = 972

In	this	case,	the	supplier	should	overbook	by	972	dresses	and	take	orders	for	a	total	of	
5,972	dresses.

If	cancellations	are	normally	distributed	with	a	mean	of	15	percent	of	the	booking	level	and	
a	coefficient	of	variation	of	0.5,	the	optimal	overbooking	level	is	obtained	using	Equation	16.8	to	
be the solution of the following equation:

O = NORMINV  30.667,0.15  15000 + O2, 0.075  15000 + O24
This	equation	can	be	solved	using	Excel	(see	worksheet	Example16-5) to obtain the optimal 
overbooking level:

O*	=	1,115

In	this	case,	the	supplier	should	overbook	by	1,115	dresses	and	take	an	order	for	up	to	6,115	
dresses.

Overbooking has been used as a tactic in the airline, passenger rail, and hotel industries. It 
has not, however, been used to the extent that it should be in many supply chain scenarios, 
including production, warehousing, and transportation capacity. There is no reason that a third-
party warehouse that rents to multiple customers should not sell total space that exceeds the 
available space. A backup will clearly be needed if all customers use warehouse space to capac-
ity. In all other cases, the available warehouse capacity will cover the need for space. Overbook-
ing in this case will improve revenues for the warehouse while allowing more customers to use 
the available warehouse space.

Key Point

Overbooking or overselling of a supply chain asset is a valuable tactic if order cancellations occur and 
the asset is perishable. The level of overbooking is based on the trade-off between the cost of wasting the 
asset if too many cancellations lead to unused assets and the cost of arranging a backup if too few can-
cellations lead to committed orders being larger than the available capacity.
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16.4 PRicing and Revenue ManageMenT foR SeaSonal deMand

Seasonal	peaks	of	demand	are	a	common	occurrence	in	many	supply	chains.	Most	retailers	in	the	
United States achieve a significant fraction of their annual sales during the month of December. 
One	such	example	is	Amazon.	As	a	result	of	the	seasonal	peak,	the	requirement	for	picking	and	
packing	and	transportation	capacity	at	Amazon	significantly	increases.	Bringing	in	short-term	
capacity	is	expensive	and	decreases	Amazon’s	margins.	As discussed in Chapter 9, off-peak dis-
counting is an effective method of shifting demand from the peak to the off-peak period. Ama-
zon’s	use	of	free	shipping	serves	as	an	off-peak	discount.	Orders	with	free	shipping	arrive	in	time	
for Christmas only if they are placed well in advance. The price discount encourages some cus-
tomers to shift their demand to early December or November, thereby reducing the December 
peak	for	Amazon	and	allowing	it	to	extract	a	higher	profit.	Simultaneously,	this	strategy	offers	a	
price break to customers who are willing to order early.

Faced with seasonal peaks, an effective revenue management tactic is to charge a higher 
price during the peak period and a lower price during off-peak periods. The result is a demand 
shift from peak to off-peak periods. Such an outcome is beneficial if the discount given during 
the off-peak period is more than offset by the decrease in cost because of a smaller peak and the 
increase in revenue during the off-peak period. See Chapter 9 for a detailed discussion of the 
trade-offs involved when a firm uses pricing to deal with seasonal peaks.

The hotel industry uses differential pricing by day of week and time of year. Here, the goal 
is not to shift demand but to increase demand during periods of low demand by attracting price-
sensitive	customers,	such	as	vacationing	families,	with	a	price	discount.	The	Marriott	Corpora-
tion has been quite successful in this effort. Demand for hotel rooms is known to vary by day of 
the	week.	For	Marriott,	which	targets	business	customers,	peak	demand	days	occur	in	the	middle	
of	the	week.	Marriott	offers	lower	rates	on	weekends	to	encourage	families	to	use	its	hotels	dur-
ing	that	time.	Another	revenue	management	tactic	that	Marriott	uses	is	to	charge	customers	a	
lower rate if they stay over a longer period that also covers low-demand days.

An interesting example of peak pricing is the Next restaurant started by star chef Grant 
Achatz	in	Chicago	in	2010.	The	restaurant	sells	advance	tickets	for	seatings	at	different	times.	
Ticket prices vary based on the menu but also on the time for which a customer signs up. Thus, a 
Saturday	night	seating	at	8	p.m.	is	more	expensive	than	a	Tuesday	night	seating	at	9:30	p.m.	
Similarly, many sports teams charge more for games involving popular opponents and less for 
weaker opponents and less popular times.

Off-peak discounting can be an effective revenue management tactic for owners of produc-
tion or transportation capacity in any supply chain facing seasonal peak demand, because chang-
ing capacity over time is expensive. This tactic increases profits for the owner of assets, decreases 
the price paid by a fraction of customers, and also brings in potentially new customers during the 
off-peak discount period.

16.5 PRicing and Revenue ManageMenT foR bulk  
and SPoT conTRacTS

Most	firms	face	a	market	in	which	some	customers	purchase	in	bulk	at	a	discount	and	others	buy	
single units or small lots at a higher price. Consider an owner of warehousing capacity in a supply 
chain. Warehousing capacity may be leased in bulk to a large company or in small amounts to large 
companies for their emergency needs or to small companies. The large company leasing space in 
bulk typically gets a discount compared to the others. The owner of warehousing space thus faces 
the following trade-off: It could lease the space to the bulk buyer at a discount or save some of the 
space for higher price demand for small amounts of warehouse space that may or may not arise.

In most instances, owners of supply chain assets prefer to fulfill all demand that arises 
from bulk sales and try to serve small customers only if any assets are left over. In contrast, a firm 
such	 as	McMaster-Carr	 targets	 only	 customers	with	 emergency	 demand	 for	MRO	 goods.	
McMaster-Carr	 will	 turn	 down	 any	 bulk	 buyer	 seeking	 a	 discount.	 Using	 this	 strategy,	
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	McMaster-Carr	is	a	very	profitable	firm.	For	a	firm	that	wants	to	be	a	niche	player,	targeting	one	
of the two extremes is a sensible strategy. It allows the firm to focus its operations on serving 
either only the bulk segment or only the spot market. For other firms, however, a hybrid strategy 
of serving both segments is appropriate. In this case, firms must decide what fraction of the asset 
to sell in bulk and what fraction of the asset to save for the spot market. The fundamental trade-
off	is	similar	to	a	firm	serving	two	market	segments	(see	Section	16.2).	The	firm	needs	to	decide	
on the prices to the bulk and spot segments and the amount of the asset to reserve for the spot 
market	(where	demand	arises	later).	The	prices	to	each	segment	can	be	determined	using	Equa-
tions	16.1	and	16.2.	The	amount	reserved	for	the	spot	market	should	be	such	that	the	expected	
marginal revenue from the spot market equals the current revenue from a bulk sale. The reserved 
quantity is affected by the difference in margin between the spot market and the bulk sale and also 
by the distribution of demand from the spot market. If we consider the spot market to be the 
higher-price segment and the bulk purchasers to be the lower-price segment, the amount of asset 
to	be	saved	for	the	spot	market	can	be	obtained	using	Equations	16.3	and	16.4.

A similar decision needs to be made by each purchaser of production, warehousing, and trans-
portation assets in a supply chain. Consider a company looking for shipping capacity for global oper-
ations. One option is for it to sign a long-term bulk contract with a shipping firm. Another option is to 
purchase shipping capacity on the spot market. The long-term bulk contract has the advantage of a 
fixed, low price but has the disadvantage of being wasted if it is not used. The spot market has the 
disadvantage of a higher average price but has the advantage of never being wasted. The purchaser 
must consider this trade-off when deciding the amount of long-term bulk shipping contracts to sign.

Given	that	both	the	spot	market	price	and	the	purchaser’s	need	for	the	asset	are	uncertain,	
a decision tree approach, as discussed in Chapter 6, should be used to evaluate the amount of 
long-term bulk contracts to sign. For the simple case in which the spot market price is known but 
demand	is	uncertain,	the	extent	of	the	bulk	contract	can	be	evaluated	using	a	formula.	Let	cB be 
the bulk rate, and let cS	be	the	spot	market	price	for	the	asset.	Let	Q* be the optimal amount of the 
asset to be purchased in bulk and let p* be the probability that demand for the asset does not 
exceed Q*. The marginal cost of purchasing another unit in bulk is cB. The expected marginal 
cost	of	not	purchasing	another	unit	in	bulk	and	then	purchasing	it	in	the	spot	market	is	(1	–	p*) cS. 
If the optimal amount of the asset is purchased in bulk, the marginal cost of the bulk purchase 
should equal the expected marginal cost of the spot market purchase; that is, cB = (1	–	p*) cS. 
Thus, the optimal value p* is obtained as

 
p* =

cS - cB

cS
  (16.9)

If demand is normally distributed, with a mean of µ and a standard deviation of 𝜎, the optimal 
amount, Q*, of the asset purchased in bulk is obtained as

 Q* = F - 1
 1p*, m, s2 = NORMINV  1p*, m, s2  (16.10)

The amount of bulk purchase increases if either the spot market price increases or the bulk 
price	decreases.	Evaluation	of	bulk	contract	purchases	is	illustrated	in	Example	16-6	(see	work-
sheet Example16-6).

eXaMPle 16-6 Long-Term Bulk Contracts versus the Spot Market

A manufacturer sources several components from China and has monthly transportation needs 
that are normally distributed, with a mean of µ	=	10	million	units	and	a	standard	deviation	of 
𝜎	=	4	million	units.	The	manufacturer	must	decide	on	the	portfolio	of	transportation	contracts	to	
carry.	A	long-term	bulk	contract	costs	$10,000	per	month	for	1	million	units.	Transportation	
capacity	is	also	available	in	the	spot	market	at	an	average	price	of	$12,500	per	million	units.	For	
how much transportation capacity should the manufacturer sign a long-term bulk contract?
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analysis:

In this case, we have

Bulk contract cost, cB	=	$10,000	per	million	units
Spot market cost, cS	=	$12,500	per	million	units

Using	Equation	16.9,	we	obtain

p* =
cS - cB

cS
=

12,500 - 10,000

12,500
= 0.2

The optimal amount to be purchased using the long-term bulk contract is thus obtained using 
Equation	16.10	to	be

Q* = NORMINV  1p*, m, s2 = NORMINV  10.2, 10, 42 = 6.63

Thus,	the	manufacturer	should	sign	a	long-term	bulk	contract	for	6.63	million	units	per	month	
and purchase any transportation capacity beyond that on the spot market.

Key Point

Most	consumers	of	production,	warehousing,	and	transportation	assets	in	a	supply	chain	face	the	prob-
lem of constructing a portfolio of long-term bulk contracts and spot market purchasing. The basic deci-
sion	is	the	size	of	the	bulk	contract.	The	fundamental	trade-off	is	between	wasting	a	portion	of	a	low-cost	
bulk contract and paying more for the asset on the spot market.

16.6 uSing PRicing and Revenue ManageMenT in PRacTice

1. Evaluate your market carefully. The first step in revenue management is to identify 
the customer segments being served and their needs. The goal is to understand what the customer 
is buying, as opposed to what you are selling. If an airline thinks of itself as only selling seats, it 
cannot use revenue management. It has to think of itself as selling seats, the ability to book at the 
last minute, the ability to alter flight plans, and the ability to pick a convenient flight schedule. 
Only then do revenue management opportunities present themselves.

Having identified the market needs, it is crucial to gather accurate and complete data relat-
ing to products offered; prices; competition; and, most important, customer behavior. Information 
about customer behavior is a valuable asset that helps identify consumer preferences. Ultimately, 
a proper understanding of customer preferences and a quantification of the impact of various tac-
tics on consumer behavior are at the core of successful revenue management.

2. Quantify the benefits of revenue management. It is critical to quantify the expected 
benefits from revenue management before starting the project. Ideally, historical data and a good 
model of customer preferences should be used to estimate the benefits through a simulation. The 
outcome of this step should be explicit revenue targets that are to be achieved as a result of reve-
nue management. The revenue targets should be such that all people involved believe in them. The 
revenue management effort should then be compared to the expected benefit.

3. Implement a forecasting process. The foundation of any revenue management system 
is the forecasting function. By forecasting, we do not mean obtaining an estimate that is always 
accurate. Forecasting involves estimating demand and also attributing an expected error to the 
forecast itself. It is difficult to forecast at a micro level, at which all behavior is essentially idiosyn-
cratic.	For	example,	an	airline	with	100	fare	classes	will	find	it	difficult	to	forecast	demand	for	
each class and also forecast the behavior of customers when they find a fare class full. It is thus 
important to ensure that revenue management tactics are planned over a level that is aggregate 
enough so effective forecasting is possible.

4. Keep it simple. Most	of	the	benefits	of	revenue	management	are	realized	through	a	
few dimensions for differential pricing. Additional complexity adds to the effort required without 
necessarily adding much value. An airline, for example, can achieve most of the benefits from 
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revenue management using a few fare classes. Further complexity will only make forecasting 
more difficult without necessarily enhancing revenue.

5. Involve both sales and operations. Salespeople must understand the revenue manage-
ment tactics in place so they can align their sales pitches accordingly. It makes no sense for a firm to 
offer an off-peak discount if the sales force continues to push people toward the period with highest 
prices. The sales force must differentiate between customers that truly need the supply chain asset 
during the peak period and those who will benefit from moving their orders to the off-peak period. 
Such an approach will increase profits for the firm while also satisfying customers. Operations must 
understand the potential outcomes of the revenue management tactics in place and be informed of 
actual outcomes taking place. For example, operations in an airline using overbooking must be ready 
to book passengers who are unable to depart on the full flight onto other feasible flights.

6. Understand and inform the customer. Customers will have a negative perception of 
revenue management tactics if they are simply presented as a mechanism for extracting maximum 
revenue. Such a perception is likely to diminish customer loyalty in the long term and encourage the 
customer to try to game the process. Thus, it is important for the firm to structure its revenue man-
agement program in a way that it increases revenue while improving service along some dimension 
that is important to customers that pay the highest price. As discussed earlier in the chapter, a proper 
implementation of revenue management tactics should achieve both outcomes. It is important for the 
firm	to	convey	this	information	to	its	most	valuable	customers.	Remember,	a	change	in	behavior	by	
this set of customers can destroy any potential benefit of a revenue management program.

7. Integrate supply planning with revenue management. Although the supply planning 
and revenue management ideas we discuss in this book are valuable in their own right, combining 
them can create significantly more value. The point here is not to use revenue management in isola-
tion, but rather to combine it with decisions on the supply side. For instance, if, after applying rev-
enue management, a manufacturer finds that the production of a short-lead-time facility provides 
the majority of its profit, it should look into adding more short-lead-time capacity. Understanding 
and acting on the interactions among supply, demand, and pricing can bring about powerful results.

16.7 agRiculTuRe PRoduce PRicing and MaRkeTing in india

To	counter	the	problems	related	to	Agriculture	Produce	Marketing	through	regulated	Agriculture	
Produce	Marketing	Committees	(APMCs),	such	as	monopoly,	cartelisation,	entry	barriers,	con-
flicts of interest, high rates of commission, taxes and levies and manipulative practices of the 
agents which together reduced the prices received the farmers while increasing cost to consumers, 
the	Government	of	India	brought	in	modification	to	its	APMC	Act	introducing	provisions	for	
Direct	Marketing.	Under	this	system,	farmers	are	able	to	sell	their	produce	outside	of	the	APMCs,	
directly to the wholesalers and consumers depending upon their specific demands by  proper sort-
ing and grading at farm gate and thereby eliminating middlemen and narrowing the difference 
between	farmer’s	sale	price	and	price	paid	by	consumer	while	maximizing	their	revenue.	There	
are	numerous	successful	examples	of	Direct	Marketing	all	over	India	to	include	Apni	Mandi	in	
Punjab,	Rythu	Bazar	in	Andhra	Pradesh,	Uzhavar	Sandhai	in	TN,	Shetkari	Bazaar	in	Maharashtra,	
Hadaspur	Vegetable	Market	in	Pune,	Krushak	Bazaar	in	Odisha	and	Kisan	Mandi	in	Rajasthan.	In	
furtherance of its objective to ensure fair returns to the farmers and to provide them the benefits of 
e-marketing,	the	Government	of	India	has	recently	launched		“e-NAM”		trading	mechanism	to		
integrate	nearly	600	 regulated	wholesale	markets	or	agriculture	produce	market	committees	
(APMCs)	under	single	electronic	platform	over	the	next	few	years	which	will	enable	the	farmers	
to sell their produce to highest bidders throughout the country. 

16.8 SuMMaRy of leaRning objecTiveS

1. Understand the role of revenue management in a supply chain. Revenue	management	
uses differential pricing to better match supply and demand and increase supply chain profits. Tra-
ditionally,	firms	have	changed	the	availability	of	assets	to	match	supply	and	demand.	Revenue	
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management	aims	to	reduce	any	supply/demand	imbalance	by	using	pricing	as	a	lever.	A	big	advan-
tage of using revenue management is that a change in pricing is much easier to reverse compared 
with an investment in supply chain assets. When it is used properly, revenue management increases 
firm profits while leaving valuable customers more satisfied through greater asset availability.

2. Identify conditions under which revenue management tactics can be effective. Revenue	
management tactics can be effective if the firm serves multiple segments, each placing a different 
value on the supply chain asset, if the asset is perishable and loses value over time or demand for the 
asset has distinct seasonal peaks, or if the asset can be bought and sold both using long-term bulk 
contracts and on the spot market.

3. Describe trade-offs that must be considered when making revenue management  
decisions. When serving multiple customer segments, the basic revenue management decision is 
the amount of the asset to save for the higher-price segment. The trade-off is between saving too 
much	and	spoiling	the	asset	if	the	higher-price	demand	does	not	materialize	and	turning	away	higher-
price customers because too little of the asset was saved. When the asset is perishable, the basic 
revenue management decisions are about how to change the asset price over time and the degree to 
which the asset should be overbooked or oversold. When changing the asset price over time, the 
trade-off is between charging a higher price initially and having too much inventory left over to dis-
count later on, and charging a low initial price and having little inventory left over. When overbook-
ing, the trade-off is between not overbooking enough and wasting the available asset and overbooking 
too much and having to arrange for backup capacity at high cost. When demand has distinct seasonal 
peaks, the basic revenue management decision is the timing and extent of the off-peak discount. The 
trade-off is between the additional cost of serving the seasonal peak and the impact on demand and 
thus revenue from offering an off-peak discount. For a seller using both long-term bulk contracts and 
the spot market, the basic revenue management decision is the fraction of the asset to save for the 
spot market. The basic trade-off is between getting a committed demand at a lower price with the 
bulk contract and potentially getting a high price on the spot market. For a buyer, the basic decision 
is the fraction of anticipated demand to purchase from a long-term bulk contract. The basic trade-off 
is between getting a long-term bulk contract at a low price that may not be fully used and purchasing 
only the amount required from the spot market but at a higher price.

Discussion Questions
 1. In what ways can a retailer such as Nordstrom take advantage 

of revenue management opportunities?
 2. What revenue management opportunities are available to a man-

ufacturer? How can it take advantage of these opportunities?
 3. What revenue management opportunities are available  

to a trucking firm? How can it take advantage of these 
opportunities?

 4. What revenue management opportunities are available to the 
owner of a warehouse? How can it take advantage of them?

 5. Explain	the	use	of	outlet	stores	by	retailers	such	as	Saks	Fifth	
Avenue in the context of revenue management. How does the 
presence of outlet stores help Saks? How does it help its 
more valuable customer, who is willing to pay full price?

 6. Demand for hairdressers is much higher over the weekend, 
when people are not at work. What revenue management 
techniques can be used by such a business?

 7. How can a golf course use revenue management to improve 
financial performance?

Exercises
 1. Felgas, a manufacturer of felt gaskets, has production capac-

ity	of	1,000	units	per	day.	Currently,	the	firm	sells	production	
capacity	for	$5	per	unit.	At	this	price,	all	production	capacity	
gets booked about one week in advance. Some customers 
have said that they would be willing to pay twice as much 
($10	per	unit)	if	Felgas	had	capacity	available	on	the	last	day.	
About	10	days	in	advance,	demand	for	the	high-price	seg-
ment	is	normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	250	and	a	stan-
dard	deviation	of	100.	How	much	production	capacity	should	
Felgas reserve for the last day?

 2. The GoGo Bunny is a hot toy this Christmas, and the manu-
facturer has decided to ration supply to all retailers. A large 
retail chain owns two channels—a discount channel and a 
high-service channel. The retailer plans to sell the toy at a 
margin	of	$4	in	the	discount	channel	and	a	margin	of	$8	in	
the	high-service	channel.	The	manufacturer	sends	100,000	
GoGo Bunnies to the retailer. The retailer has forecast that 
the demand for the toy at the high-service channel is nor-
mally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	400,000	and	a	standard	
deviation	of	150,000.	How	many	toys	should	the	retailer	send	
to the high-service channel?
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 3. A	small	warehouse	has	100,000	square	feet	of	capacity.	The	
manager at the warehouse is in the process of signing contracts 
for storage space with customers. The contract has an upfront 
monthly	fee	of	$200	per	customer	and	then	a	fee	of	$3	per	
square foot based on actual usage. The warehouse guarantees 
the contracted amount even if it has to arrange for extra space 
at a price of $6 per square foot. The manager believes that cus-
tomers are unlikely to use the full contracted amount at all 
times. Thus, he is thinking of signing contracts that exceed 
100,000	square	feet.	He	forecasts	that	unused	space	will	be	
normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	20,000	square	feet	and	a	
standard	deviation	of	10,000	square	feet.	What	is	the	total	size	
of the contracts he should sign? If he forecasts that unused 
space	will	be	normally	distributed	with	a	mean	of	15	percent	of	
the	contracted	amount	and	a	coefficient	of	variation	of	0.6,	
what is the total space that he should sign contracts for?

 4. A	trucking	firm	has	a	current	capacity	of	200,000	cubic	feet.	
A large manufacturer is willing to purchase the entire capac-
ity	at	$0.10	per	cubic	foot	per	day.	The	manager	at	the	truck-
ing firm has observed that on the spot market, trucking 
capacity	sells	for	an	average	of	$0.13	per	cubic	foot	per	day.	
Demand, however, is not guaranteed at this price. The man-
ager forecasts daily demand on the spot market to be nor-
mally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	60,000	cubic	feet	and	a	
standard	deviation	of	20,000.	How	much	trucking	capacity	
should the manager save for the spot market?

 5. The manager at a large manufacturer is planning warehous-
ing needs for the coming year. She predicts that warehousing 
needs	will	be	normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	500,000	
square	feet	and	a	standard	deviation	of	150,000.	The	manager	
can	 obtain	 a	 full-year	 lease	 at	 $0.50	 per	 square	 foot	 per	
month or purchase storage space on the spot market. Spot 
market	rates	have	averaged	$0.70	per	square	foot	per	month.	
How large an annual contract should the manager sign?

 6. NatBike, a bicycle manufacturer, has identified two customer 
segments,	one	that	prefers	a	customized	bicycle	and	is	will-
ing to pay a higher price and another that is willing to take a 

standardized	bicycle	but	is	more	price	sensitive.	Assume	that	
the	cost	of	manufacturing	either	bicycle	 is	$200.	Demand	
from	 the	 customized	 segment	 has	 a	 demand	 curve	 of 
d1	=	20,000	–	10p1 and demand from the price-sensitive stan-
dard segment is d2	=	40,000	–	30p2. What price should Nat-
Bike charge each segment if there is no capacity constraint? 
What price should NatBike charge each segment if the total 
available	capacity	is	20,000	bicycles?	What	is	the	total	profit	
in each case?

 7. Return	to	the	bicycle	manufacturer	NatBike	in	Exercise	6.	Now	
assume	that	a	customized	bicycle	costs	$300	to	manufacture,	
whereas	a	standardized	bicycle	costs	$200	to	manufacture,	with	
all	other	data	as	in	Exercise	6.	What	price	should	NatBike	charge	
each segment if there is no capacity constraint? What price 
should NatBike charge each segment if the total available capac-
ity	is	20,000	bicycles?	What	is	the	total	profit	in	each	case?

 8. Return	to	the	bicycle	manufacturer	NatBike	in	Exercise	6.	
Assume	that	the	plant	has	a	capacity	of	20,000	bicycles.	If	
additional	capacity	can	be	added	at	a	cost	of	$25	per	bicycle,	
how should NatBike price to each of the two segments and 
how much capacity should it add? How are profits affected 
relative	to	Exercise	6?

 9. A	department	store	has	purchased	5,000	swimsuits	to	be	sold	
during the summer sales season. The season lasts three 
months, and the store manager forecasts that customers buy-
ing early in the season are likely to be less price sensitive and 
those buying later in the season are likely to be more price 
sensitive. The demand curves in each of the three months are 
forecast to be as follows: d1	=	2,000	–	10p1, d2	=	2,000	–	20p2, 
and d3	=	2,000	–	30p3. If the department store is to charge a 
fixed price over the entire season, what should it be? What is 
the resulting revenue? If the department store wants dynamic 
prices that vary by month, what should they be? How does this 
affect profits relative to charging fixed prices? If each swim-
suit	costs	$40	and	the	store	plans	to	charge	dynamic	prices,	
how many swimsuits should it purchase at the beginning of 
the season?
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CASE STuDy
To Savor or to Groupon?1

Mr.	Chang,	the	owner	of	Enter	the	Dragon,	a	high-end	
Asian	restaurant	in	Chicago,	was	puzzled	by	the	choices	
put before him by the Groupon sales representative. He 
could	offer	a	daily	deal	at	Groupon	(a	$60	coupon	for	
$30)	 that	would	be	 seen	by	hundreds	of	 thousands	of	
Groupon subscribers in the Chicago region, or he could 
offer a more tailored discount at Savored, a restaurant res-
ervation site also owned by Groupon. Business had been 
slow	lately,	especially	during	weeknights,	and	Mr.	Chang	
wanted to spur demand. He wanted to make sure, how-
ever, that he did so in a way that actually increased prof-
its. He estimated that demand on weeknights was 
normally	distributed,	with	a	mean	of	60	and	a	standard	
deviation	of	30.	Given	a	capacity	of	100	and	only	a	single	
seating per table per night, there were empty tables on 
many nights.

Groupon and the Daily Deal

Launched	 in	 2008,	Groupon	 expanded	 rapidly	 on	 the	
basis	of	its	daily	deals.	The	daily	deal	amounted	to	a	50	to	
70	 percent	 discount	 coupon	 for	 a	 product	 or	 service	
offered by a local business. The deal was broadcast by 
Groupon to its subscribers; if the number of buyers 
exceeded	a	threshold,	the	deal	was	finalized	and	the	com-
pany shared about half the revenues with the local busi-
ness while keeping the rest as its commission. The local 
business	thus	received	about	20	to	25	cents	on	the	dollar	
of retail value. Customers who purchased a coupon using 
the daily deal then contacted the local business for their 
product	or	service.	At	restaurants	like	Enter	the	Dragon,	
Groupon buyers tended to get their reservations as soon 
as they purchased their coupon, which was well before 
regular customers tried to get their reservations.

The popularity of the daily deal among subscribers 
led to rapid growth at Groupon. After rejecting a $6 bil-
lion offer from Google, the company went public in 
2011.	Its	stock	has	had	a	turbulent	journey	since	then.	
After	opening	at	$25,	the	stock	hit	a	low	of	$4	by	the	end	
of	2012	before	 recovering	 to	$10	by	early	2014.	The	
drop in price could be attributed in part to the higher 

marketing costs and the negative publicity from some 
retailers who had used the daily deal. Some complained 
that	 “the	 financials	 just	 can’t	work,”2 whereas others 
called	Groupon	 the	“worst	marketing	ever.”	Retailers	
complained that while Groupon brought in new custom-
ers,	the	margins	were	terrible	because	the	20	to	25	cents	
on the dollar recovered from a Groupon deal was much 
lower than the revenue the new customers provided.

A	very	popular	blog	post	by	Jay	Goltz	on	the	New 
York Times3 site offered retailers a way to evaluate the 
benefit of the daily deal. He suggested that retailers think 
of Groupon as advertising. Instead of writing a check to 
the advertising agency, retailers using the daily deal 
were choosing to lose money on sales. Thus, the only 
calculation that mattered was the cost per new customer 
acquired from a daily deal. The blog post suggested the 
following eight key metrics to decide whether the daily 
deal was cost effective advertising:

 1. Incremental cost of sales
 2. Size	of	the	average	sale
 3. Percentage	of	coupons	redeemed
 4. Percentage	 of	 coupons	 purchased	 by	 current	 

customers
 5. Number of coupons purchased per customer
 6. Percentage	of	new	coupon	customers	who	become	

regular customers
 7. Value of all Groupon subscribers seeing the daily 

deal
 8. Current cost to acquire new customer through 

advertising

The value of the daily deal depended on these 
numbers.	In	an	example	described	on	the	blog,	Mr.	Goltz	
focused	on	a	restaurant	that	sold	3,000	coupons	with	a	
face	value	of	$75	for	$35	(the	restaurant	received	only	
$17.50,	with	Groupon	keeping	the	rest	as	commission).	
He	assumed	that	the	restaurant	spent	40	percent	(of	nor-
mal revenue, not discounted revenue) in incremental 
cost;	customers	spent,	on	average,	$85	($10	more	than	
the	 coupon);	 only	 85	 percent	 of	 the	 coupons	 were	
redeemed;	40	percent	of	the	coupons	were	purchased	by	

1This	case	was	developed	by	Prof.	Rene	Caldentey,	Stern	School	of	Business,	New	York	University,	and	Prof.	Kalyan	Talluri,	Imperial	College	
Business School.
2Jay	Goltz,	“Doing	the	Math	on	a	Groupon	Deal.”	New York Times,	November	23,	2010.
3Ibid.
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current customers; two coupons were purchased per  
customer;	and	about	10	percent	of	 the	new	customers	
came back to the restaurant.

In this case, the restaurant received a check of 
$52,500	(=	3000	×	17.50)	from	Groupon	and	additional	
revenues	of	$25,500	(=	3000	×	0.85	×	10)	because	the	
customers	who	came	to	the	restaurant	spent	$10	more	
than the face value of the coupon. The incremental cost 
of	serving	these	customers	was	$86,700	(=	3000	×	0.85	
×	85	×	0.40).	The	restaurant	thus	lost	$8,700	on	this	deal.	
If viewed as advertising expense, it was necessary to 
evaluate the number of new repeat customers that the 
deal	brought	in.	Given	that	2,550	(=	3000	×	0.85)	cou-
pons were redeemed and each customer bought two cou-
pons,	the	deal	was	used	by	a	total	of	1,275	customers.	
Given	that	60	percent	of	these	were	new	customers,	the	
deal	brought	765	(=	1275	×	0.6)	new	customers	to	the	
restaurant.	If	10	percent	of	them	would	return,	the	deal	
effectively brought in 76 new repeat customers. The res-
taurant	then	had	to	decide	whether	spending	$8,700	to	
bring in 76 new repeat customers was more effective 
than other forms of advertising.

Savored and Restaurant Discounts

Groupon acquired Savored, a restaurant reservation engine, 
in	September	2012.	Savored	offered	discounts	of	up	 to	 
40	percent	 at	 upscale	 restaurants	 as	 long	 as	 customers	
made	the	reservations	online	in	advance.	Restaurants	could	
vary the discount offered by time of day and day of week, 
with	larger	discounts	for	less	popular	times.	Restaurants	

could also vary the number of tables available at the dis-
count price. Savored suggested times when discounts 
should	be	offered	after	studying	a	restaurant’s	traffic	pat-
terns. For example, all Saturday night slots at the Capital 
Grille on Wall Street were discounted because it attracted a 
workweek crowd, whereas the Fatty Crab in the West Vil-
lage	in	Manhattan	offered	only	a	Saturday	night	discount	
at 11 p.m.4 Savored had helped restaurants manage their 
idle	capacity	effectively.	Le	Cirque,	an	upscale	Manhattan	
restaurant, had eliminated its cheaper pre-theater menu 
because Savored reservations filled those slots.

Study Questions

Use the spreadsheet Chapter16-Groupon for any supporting 
analysis.
 1. Assume	a	variable	cost	of	$10	per	table	and	an	average	

spending	of	$60	per	 table.	With	 the	daily	deal	 ($60	 for	 
$30	coupon),	Groupon	provides	Mr.	Chang	with	a	revenue	
of	$15	per	table.	The	analysis	provided	in	the	New York 
Times	blog	indicates	that	Mr.	Chang	makes	money	($5	per	
table) through the daily deal (rather than incurring adver-
tising expense). Do you think the analysis has included all 
aspects	that	need	to	be	considered?	Should	Mr.	Chang	go	
ahead with the daily deal given that he can advertise while 
making a little bit of money per coupon?

 2. With	Savored,	Mr.	Chang	can	limit	the	number	of	tables	he	
allows for the discount price. Assuming he makes the same 
revenue with Savored per discounted table as the daily deal 
($15),	do	you	think	the	ability	to	limit	the	number	of	tables	
at discount has any advantages? Would you prefer to use 
Savored or the daily deal?

 3. Would you prefer to use Savored or the daily deal? Why?

4Stephanie	Clifford,	“When	It	Comes	to	Reservations,	Time	Is	Money,”	New York Times,	September	4,	2012.



Sustainability has become a key priority in the design and operation of supply chains in the 
twenty-first century. A focus on sustainability allows a supply chain to better serve more 
environmentally conscious customers while often improving supply chain performance. 

In this chapter, we explore the importance of sustainability, some challenges to designing and 
operating more sustainable supply chains, and the role of different supply chain drivers in 
improving sustainability.

17.1 THE ROLE OF SUSTAINABILITY IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

This book has focused on designing and operating supply chains with a goal of growing the sup-
ply chain surplus. Each supply chain, however, is only a small part of the world in which it 
resides. Ultimately, the health and survival of every supply chain and every individual depend on 
the health of the surrounding world. It is thus important to expand the goal of a supply chain 
beyond the interests of its participants (which the supply chain surplus represents) to others that 
may be affected by supply chain decisions. It is in this context that the twenty-first century has 
seen a growing focus on sustainability. The Brundtland Commission of the United Nations 
defined sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” The 2005 World Sum-
mit of the United Nations introduced a framework identifying economic, environmental, and 
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4. Understand the role of incentives for 
successful sustainability efforts.
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social sustainability as the “three pillars” of sustainable development. All three pillars must be 
reconciled for sustainability to occur.

The focus on sustainability has increased as the economies in large countries such as Bra-
zil, China, and India have grown. On the one hand, the growth of emerging markets is improving 
global living standards in a way that perhaps has not happened before in human history. On the 
other hand, this growth puts pressure on resources and the environment in a way that has also 
never happened. It has become increasingly clear that if supply chains do not become more sus-
tainable than they have been in the past, the world’s resources and environment will not be able 
to maintain this level of growth.

The factors driving an increased focus on supply chain sustainability can be divided into 
three distinct categories:

 1. Reducing risk and improving the financial performance of the supply chain
 2. Community pressures and government mandates
 3. Attracting customers that value sustainability

Even though there has been a great deal of talk about all three categories, most concrete 
action has been observed in reducing risk for the supply chain and improving financial perfor-
mance. The early part of the twenty-first century has seen an increase in community pressure and 
government mandates in some parts of the world. Much less success has been driven by cus-
tomer demand or a firm desire to make the world more sustainable. It is interesting to note that 
significant opportunity exists even if supply chains focus only on reducing risk and improving 
financial performance. A McKinsey report (Creyts et al., 2007) focusing on greenhouse gas 
emissions reported, “Almost 40 percent of [greenhouse gas] abatement could be achieved at 
negative marginal costs, meaning that investing in these options would generate positive eco-
nomic returns over their lifecycle.” Despite the existence of financially viable opportunities to 
increase sustainability, activity has been slow because many of these actions require upfront 
investment that pays off in the long term. An example is the investment in light-emitting diode 
(LED) lighting by Walmart. Even though it has required upfront investment, installing LED 
lights has significantly reduced energy consumption at Walmart stores. Despite the long-term 
payoff, though, few other firms have followed Walmart because of the large upfront investment.

Although much still needs to be done, many companies have reported success in improv-
ing sustainability. Unilever, the Dutch–British consumer goods giant, has invested significant 
effort to help emerging economies such as Brazil and India wrestle with poverty, water scarcity, 
and climate change. In Brazil, the company helped tomato growers convert to drip irrigation to 
save water. The company sees almost half of its sales and the majority of its growth coming from 
emerging economies. It buys roughly “10 percent of the world’s crops of tea and 30 percent of all 
spinach.”1 A focus on sustainability helps Unilever improve the environment and economic 
health of markets where it is likely to see most of its future growth, while simultaneously ensur-
ing supply of products it needs to feed this growth.

Walmart started its focus on sustainability as a defensive move, given the criticism it was 
receiving from environmental activists. The company, however, has seen many benefits to its 
bottom line. Switching to more efficient light bulbs at its stores and adding skylights for natural 
light have helped significantly reduce its energy costs. Reducing packaging has helped reduce 
material costs and transportation costs. Another example is the redesign of the one-gallon milk 
jug by Walmart and Costco to use less material and increase packing density during transporta-
tion. Even though it took the public some time to accept the new design, the effort saved “10 to 
20 cents a gallon compared to old jugs.”2

Starbucks is another example of a company that has focused on sustainability for signifi-
cant business reasons. In the late 1990s, the company realized that its growth plans could not be 

1“Beyond the Green Corporation,” Business Week, January 29, 2007.
2“Solution, or Mess? A Milk Jug for a Green Earth,” New York Times, June 30, 2008.
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sustained without helping coffee growers increase their production in a sustainable manner. The 
company thus started its coffee and farmer equity (C.A.F.E.) practices, which evaluate the sus-
tainable production of coffee along four dimensions: product quality, economic accountability, 
social responsibility, and environmental leadership. According to the company, “the first two 
categories are prerequisites to participation in the program and ensure basic coffee quality and 
financial transparency, equity, and the viability of the coffee supply chain.” Social responsibility 
measures the extent to which the working conditions are safe and humane. Environmental lead-
ership measures the actions that suppliers are taking to “manage waste, protect water quality, 
conserve water and energy, preserve biodiversity and reduce agrochemical use.” Applicants are 
given “preferred supplier” status based on the score they achieve across the four categories. Pre-
ferred suppliers get a pricing premium of $0.05 per pound along with favorable contract terms. 
The company claims that it sourced 95 percent of its coffee in 2013 from sources that were 
“third-party verified or certified through C.A.F.E. practices, Fairtrade or another externally 
audited system.” Besides helping attract customers who care about sustainability, these efforts 
have helped Starbucks reduce supply risk and ensure an ongoing supply of high-quality coffee, 
the most critical input for its business.

Sustainability has presented more of a challenge when it requires efforts that do not pro-
vide obvious return on investment for a company. In fact, customers themselves have not always 
backed up their words about the importance of sustainability with a willingness to pay more for 
sustainable products or make more of an effort to support sustainability. As an example, Star-
bucks has been able to increase the percentage of beverages served in customer-owned tumblers 
from 1.4 percent in 2009 only to 1.8 percent in 2013. Of all the dimensions the company reported 
in its 2013 Global Responsibility Report, this was the dimension that saw the smallest improve-
ment. In a survey, business leaders identified insufficient return on investment, customers’ 
unwillingness to pay a premium for green products, and difficulty evaluating sustainability 
across a product life cycle as the major barriers to an increased focus on sustainability.3 When 
the business rationale for an increased focus on sustainability is not clearly defined for individual 
firms, maintaining the focus needed for building more sustainable supply chains is much harder. 
As we discuss in the next section, one of the biggest challenges to building sustainable supply 
chains is that in the short to medium term, an improved focus on sustainability provides benefits 
that are shared but costs that may be local to a firm or individual, whereas the current status quo 
provides benefits that are local to firms or individuals but a cost that is global.

17.2 THE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS

In an influential article, Hardin (1968) described the tragedy of the commons as a dilemma aris-
ing when the common good does not align perfectly with the good of individual entities. It is 
useful to study his example in somewhat greater detail. Consider a pasture that is open to all 
herders with cattle. Each herder attempts to maximize his gain from this public asset. When one 
herder’s cattle feed in the pasture, that herder gains from their growth and all the gains accrue 
only to him. Any cost of overgrazing, however, is spread over all herders whose cattle feed at the 
pasture. Thus, overgrazing by the cattle of any herder provides a positive utility of +1 for that 
herder but a negative utility of only a fraction of –1 for the herder because the negative utility of 
–1 is spread over all herders. Thus, each rational herder continues to increase his herd because 
the positive utility to that herder of adding another animal exceeds the negative utility that he 
experiences from overgrazing. As Hardin writes, “Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into 
a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit—in a world that is limited. Ruin is 
the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that 
believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.”

3Gibbs & Soell survey, accessed May 1, 2011, www.cnbc.com/id/42432191/
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Hardin then describes how the issue of environmental pollution is essentially the tragedy 
of the commons. Every individual and every company releases waste and pollution into the envi-
ronment in the form of sewage, chemicals, and carbon dioxide. The individual or the company 
would incur the entire cost of reducing the amount of waste it discards, whereas the cost of 
throwing waste into the environment is shared by the entire world. The common environment 
available to all at no cost makes it difficult to get every company to invest in waste reduction 
efforts, even though this waste hurts everybody.

This issue also appears at the country level. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, a United Nations body that has been assessing global warming since 1990, has written 
that even though most of the buildup of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has come from the 
United States and Western Europe, poorer countries closer to the equator are likely to pay the 
biggest price. The risk of drought, disrupted water supplies, and the swelling of oceans from 
melting ice sheets as a result of global warming will be experienced mostly in Africa and the 
“crowded river deltas in southern Asia and Egypt, along with small island nations.”4 In such an 
environment, getting any agreement on action is difficult because the optimal joint action is not 
individually optimal, whether at the company or country level. No wonder that it has been almost 
impossible to negotiate a climate change agreement that every country is willing to adhere to! 
Other examples of the tragedy of the commons come from the overuse of natural resources such 
as fish, water, and forests. Overfishing of sturgeon in Russia and the destruction of salmon runs 
in rivers that have been dammed are well documented.

Every company and supply chain faces the challenge of the tragedy of the commons as it 
operates in a global environment. They must compete against others that may be extracting bene-
fits from the environmental or resource commons without spending to maintain these commons. 
They must compete in a market in which customers often value low cost and are not willing to pay 
the price of a more sustainable solution, in the form of either a higher price or reduced consump-
tion. Unless all consumers suddenly change their mindsets, it is difficult to imagine a sustainable 
solution emerging without some intervention. Whereas everyone agrees about the need for inter-
vention, there is considerable disagreement on the required form of intervention.

What Are Some Solutions to This “Tragedy”?

In his article, Hardin focused on the problem arising from the fact that the commons are “free” to all. 
As he put it, no solution could be found without taking away some of the freedom that participants 
enjoyed in the commons. Regarding the national parks in the United States, he wrote, “We might sell 
them off as private property. We might keep them as public property, but allocate the right to enter 
them. The allocation might be on the basis of wealth, by the use of an auction system. It might be on 
the basis of merit, as defined by some agreed upon standards. It might be by lottery. Or it might be 
on a first-come, first-served basis, administered to long queues. These, I think, are all objectionable. 
But we must choose—or acquiesce in the destruction of the commons that we call our National 
Parks.” Rather than focus on Hardin’s many ideas, it is important to understand his point—the need 
for us to choose from options that are unlikely to be supported by all of their own free will.

In the article, Hardin introduces the idea of “mutual coercion,” whereby social arrange-
ments or mechanisms coerce all participants to behave in a way that helps the common good. 
Given that participants will not tend to the commons of their own free will, mutual coercion 
mechanisms that apply to all participants can encourage the appropriate behavior. Mutual coer-
cion can be attempted through a command-and-control approach or market mechanisms. We 
introduce these approaches in this section but discuss them in greater detail in Section 17.6. As 
with Hardin’s suggestions for the national parks, both command-and-control and market mecha-
nisms have some aspects that are “objectionable.” Despite the absence of a perfect solution, it is 
important to make a choice. Otherwise the environmental commons will continue to degrade.

4Andrew C. Revkin, “Poor Nations to Bear Brunt as World Warms.” New York Times, April 1, 2007.
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In a command-and-control approach, the government or regulators set standards that 
everybody must adhere to. An example is carbon monoxide emission standards set by the United 
States for new automobiles. Another example is the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE) Directive from the European Union that is geared at proper recycling and landfill avoid-
ance in the electrical and electronics industry. A third example is the use of higher fuel efficiency 
standards for the automobile industry. These standards increase the required fuel efficiency from 
about 29 miles per gallon in 2012 to 54.5 miles per gallon in 2025. The challenge with com-
mand-and-control approaches is that they tend to be inflexible and are not always cost effective. 
An example is the Environmental Protection Agency proposal to require carbon capture tech-
nologies at new coal-fired power plants. Besides increasing overall electricity costs, there is fear 
that this proposal is unlikely to be effective because of the high cost of carbon capture technol-
ogy. The high cost of the mandate may push power plant operators away from coal-fired plants, 
which may slow down research in carbon capture and hurt future improvements in the area. 
Rather than improve performance in carbon capture, such a mandate may slow down future inno-
vation in this space.

We give a couple of examples of market mechanisms that have been debated (but not yet 
implemented nationally in the United States as of October 2014) in the context of greenhouse 
gases, a problem that is only getting worse as supply chains become more global. Currently, 
there is no “charge” for emitting greenhouse gases and no explicit limits that are strictly enforced. 
The commons here is the environment, and the lack of any “mutual coercion” leads to excessive 
emission of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The hope is to set mechanisms in place that 
can sustainably address the problem.

One mechanism, referred to as cap-and-trade, constrains the aggregate emissions by creat-
ing a limited number of tradable emission allowances that emission sources must secure and 
surrender in proportion to their emissions. Any failure to surrender the appropriate number of 
allowances leads to a significant fine. The mechanism starts with the government creating a lim-
ited number of total allowances that are distributed among all players in the economy. If players 
generate fewer emissions than the allowances they own, they can sell their surplus allowances to 
others that may be polluting above their limit and need additional allowances. The “price” of 
allowances in this mechanism is created by the supply and demand for allowances. Such a mech-
anism offers companies an incentive to reduce their emissions because they get a financial reward 
for this improvement by selling their additional allowances to those that cannot (or are unable to) 
reduce their emissions. The hope with this mechanism is that firms will choose the least expen-
sive way to comply with the emissions limit by either implementing emissions reduction plans or 
buying allowances on the open market. This mechanism has been implemented by several 
regions, including the European Union (EU) and the state of California. The experience of the 
EU points to one of the challenges of implementing cap-and-trade. The Emissions Trading 
Scheme (ETS) was launched by the EU in 2005 with a distribution of free permits or allowances. 
Once trading started, the price of these allowances peaked around 30 euro a ton in April 2006 
before collapsing to below 5 euro a ton by 2013. The drop in price took away any incentive for 
firms to make further improvements in emissions. This failure of the market was linked to the 
distribution of too many free allowances and the setting of caps that were easily reached using 
the improvements made by firms. California, which started its cap-and-trade program in 2013, 
distributed a fraction of the permits free and has auctioned off the rest. California has also estab-
lished a floor on the price of these permits during the auctions. The use of auctions with a floor 
price to release permits has allowed for a better equilibrium that is less likely to collapse. The EU 
has also changed its plans and moved from free allocations to auctions as the method for allocat-
ing allowances. The Acid Rain Program is another market-based initiative by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency that has had success in reducing overall levels of sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere.

A second mechanism to control emissions is an emission tax. Each entity generating 
greenhouse gases is charged a tax proportional to the size of the emissions. This is similar in 
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principle to the congestion-based toll we discussed to manage traffic congestion (see Chapter 14). 
A charge for emissions encourages companies to reduce their emissions using all ideas whose 
marginal cost is less than the charge. As a result of an emission tax, the total amount of green-
house gases produced will decrease. These taxes are often implemented on fossil fuels related to 
carbon content. For example, India introduced a nationwide carbon tax of 50 rupees per metric 
ton of coal both produced and imported into India.5 Similarly, Japan has introduced a tax on oil, 
natural gas, and coal that is expected to cost utilities about 80 billion yen annually from 2016.6 
One problem with a carbon tax, though, is that it tends to be regressive and hurt low-income 
groups to a greater extent.

We discuss the pros and cons of cap-and-trade versus a carbon tax in greater detail in Sec-
tion 17.6. There is still considerable debate among experts about the relative merits of the two 
approaches. Unfortunately, this debate has slowed the implementation of either approach across 
the globe. The challenge of tending the environmental commons is magnified because the state 
of the environment is affected by every region of the world. To be effective, mutual coercion 
must have the same global reach as the environment. Solutions are unlikely to be effective unless 
there is global coordination in the implementation of any mutual coercion mechanisms. The need 
for coordination is evident even in the experience of the EU with cap-and-trade. After starting 
with national caps that created problems, the EU had to shift to EU-wide caps. There is concern 
that the introduction of cap-and-trade in California may result in some firms moving out of the 
state. In the absence of global coordination, it will be difficult to get market mechanisms to be 
very effective in controlling emissions. The need for global coordination is particularly impor-
tant given that although most of the existing emissions have come from the developed world, an 
increasing share of future emissions is likely to come from economies that are still developing. It 
will not be enough to have solutions that are limited to the developed world.

17.3 KEY PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability in a supply chain can be viewed along three pillars—social, environmental, and 
economic. Major global corporations such as Walmart and Starbucks report their economic per-
formance in their annual reports and their social and environmental performance in their global 
responsibility reports (also called corporate social responsibility reports). As we mentioned ear-
lier, many actions taken in a supply chain can improve performance in all three dimensions. For 
example, the use of modular design by IKEA allows the company to tightly pack its parts when 
they are shipped from the production location to its retail stores. Modular design allows the com-
pany to simultaneously reduce emissions as well as its transportation costs. SC Johnson, a manu-
facturer of cleaning supplies and other consumer goods, has reported that between 1990 and 
1999 the company used its eco-efficiency efforts to cut more than 420 million pounds of waste 
and save $125 million. The majority of sustainability-related efforts, however, have a cost that 
the supply chain incurs for a benefit that may be more universal. In such situations, measuring 
performance along all three pillars is required to evaluate the impact of sustainability-related 
efforts in the supply chain.

Two fundamental challenges exist in a supply chain in the measurement and reporting of 
the social and environmental pillars. The first challenge relates to the scope over which a cate-
gory is measured. Consider a company that reports only energy consumption within its own 
operations. If it decides to outsource some production to an offshore supplier, its own energy 
consumption will show a decline even though the energy consumption in the entire supply chain 
may have increased. If it decides to bring some production in-house and onshore, the energy 
consumption within its operations will show an increase even if the energy consumption for the 

5Krittivas Mukherjee, “India Eyes Millions in Green Funds from Coal Tax,” Reuters, February 26, 2010.
6Risa Maeda, “Japan’s New Carbon Tax to Cost Utilities $1 Billion Annually,” Reuters, October 10, 2012.
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entire supply chain has decreased. Thus, it is important to clearly define the scope across which 
all metrics are measured and reported. In the context of greenhouse gas emission, the Green-
house Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) initiative7 defines three scope levels. Scope 1 refers to emis-
sions from GHG sources that are owned or controlled by the reporting entity, also referred to as 
direct emissions. Scope 2 refers to the inclusion of indirect emissions from grid-sourced electric-
ity and other utility services, including heat, steam, and cooling. Scope 3 refers to the inclusion 
of other indirect emissions coming from the production of purchased materials, outsourced activ-
ities, contractor-owned vehicles, waste disposal, and employee business travel. For most firms, 
the extent of direct emissions is typically only a small fraction of the extent of indirect emissions 
in the supply chain. For example, a detailed analysis by the pharmaceutical company Abbott 
indicated that its indirect emissions were about 6 to 14 times its direct emissions. For a typical 
retailer, only about 7 percent of the environmental impact is direct, with the remaining 93 percent 
coming from other parts of the supply chain. It is thus crucial to measure the social, environmen-
tal, and economic impacts across the entire supply chain.

The second challenge in measurement and reporting relates to the use of absolute or rela-
tive measures of performance. An absolute measure reports the total amount of energy consump-
tion, whereas a relative measure may report the energy consumed per unit of output. The 
advantage of using an absolute measure is that it reports the full impact of the supply chain 
(assuming we use scope 3) along the category being measured. The disadvantage is that a drop in 
supply chain sales and production will show a lower absolute measure of energy consumption 
even though the company may not have improved anything. This was the case in Europe around 
2012, when the economic slowdown resulted in lower emissions even when firms had made no 
improvements. A relative measure of performance, such as emissions per ton of output, is more 
effective at capturing improvement. The challenge with using a relative measure is the choice of 
basic unit because each category can be measured relative to a variety of units, such as dollars of 
sales, kilograms of output, or square feet of space. In general, it is better for firms to measure and 
report both absolute and relative measures to get a true picture of their performance.

Next, we elaborate on different dimensions of the social and environmental pillars using 
Walmart and Starbucks as examples.

Social Pillar

The social pillar measures a firm’s ability to address issues that are important for its workforce, 
customers, and society. Workforce-related factors include employment quality, health and safety, 
training and development, and diversity and opportunity. Customer-related factors include accu-
rate product information and labeling, along with the impact of the product on the customer’s 
health and safety. Social issues include human rights and the impact on local communities.

In their global responsibility reports, both Walmart and Starbucks report on each of these 
social factors. Walmart and Starbucks source significant amounts of product from third parties 
all over the world. Thus, their performance with regards to workforce must include their suppli-
ers. Walmart has focused on issues related to worker safety, women’s empowerment, and anti-
human trafficking at its suppliers. It has created “Standards for Suppliers” that require suppliers 
to eliminate forced or child labor, offer wages and labor hours consistent with local law, and look 
after the health and safety of workers. When third parties are involved, it is not enough to set 
standards; the company must perform credible audits to ensure that the standards are being fol-
lowed. Walmart claims to audit each facility every 6 to 24 months. Some audits are performed by 
the company, but most audits are performed through third-party organizations. The company 
claims that it performed 11,568 audits in 2012 and that “our suppliers were required to cease 
production in 214 factories due to serious violations.”8 Similarly, Starbucks claims to have 

7Accessed May 2, 2011, from www.ghgprotocol.org
8Walmart Global Responsibility Report 2013.
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sourced 95 percent of its coffee in 2013 “through C.A.F.E. practices, Fairtrade or another exter-
nally audited system.”9 Besides standards and audits, it is important for large firms such as 
Walmart and Starbucks to provide support to their (often much smaller) suppliers in emerging 
economies as they move on their journey toward greater sustainability. Simply setting standards 
followed by audits may not suffice if suppliers do not have the capability to make changes on 
their own. A 2013 study by the Global Supply Chain Management Forum at Stanford University 
found that “supplier collaboration and capability building” seem to be “strongly associated with 
social and environmental responsibility performance improvement and lower operating costs.”

The cost of audits and capability building at suppliers are often borne by a firm, whereas the 
benefits from supplier improvement accrue to all that use the supplier. As discussed in the tragedy 
of the commons, large firms do not spend sufficient effort on audits and capability building at sup-
pliers because of the absence of effective mechanisms for “mutual coercion.” This can be a chal-
lenge even with the best of intentions. For example, Western retailers and apparel brands reacted 
to public outrage resulting from the collapse of the Rana Plaza factory near Dhaka, Bangladesh, in 
2013 by starting a major push to improve building safety. Instead of coordinating this effort, how-
ever, they formed two distinct groups. One group—the Bangladesh Accord for Fire and Building 
Safety—included many European brands, such as H&M, Carrefour, and Mango, whereas the 
other group—the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety—included 26 companies from Canada 
and the United States. The two groups often clashed, detracting from the overall effort. “Some 
members of the American-dominated alliance said that their side had performed more inspections 
than the European-dominated accord, while some accord members asserted that the alliance’s 
inspections were less rigorous.”10 Clearly, the absence of coordinated action hurt outcomes in 
Bangladesh even though the companies involved may have had the best of intentions.

Environmental Pillar

The environmental pillar measures a firm’s impact on the environment, including air, land, water, 
and ecosystems. Firm activities that improve the environmental pillar can be categorized as 
resource reduction, emission reduction, and product innovation. Resource reduction activities 
result in a more efficient use of natural resources in the supply chain. Starbucks’ ability to reduce 
water consumption in company-operated stores by 21 percent between 2008 and 2013 is an 
example of resource reduction. Emission reduction activities reduce hazardous air emissions 
(e.g., greenhouse gases), waste, water discharges, or the environmental impact of the company in 
the community. Walmart’s ability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in its 2005 adjusted base 
of stores by more than 20 percent is an example of emission reduction. Product innovation 
reflects a company’s ability to reduce the environmental costs and burden for its customers 
through the development of eco-efficient products or services. The high-efficiency toilet, for 
example, is a product innovation that allows users to significantly reduce their water discharge.

Resources used by firms include materials, energy, water, and land. Starbucks has reduced 
water consumption at its North American stores from 24.35 gallons per square foot/month/store 
in 2008 to 19.22 gallons in 2013 through the use of efficient fixtures and equipment, along with 
active monitoring of consumption. To reduce its energy consumption, Walmart has focused on its 
HVAC, refrigeration, and lighting. The installation of LED freezer case lighting by the company 
followed by the rollout of LED sales floor lighting has allowed the company to reduce energy 
consumption at its stores. According to its 2013 Global Responsibility Report, Walmart reduced 
fuel consumption in 2012 and “delivered 297 million more cases while driving 11 million fewer 
miles.” Resource reduction activities not only help the environment, but they also save money for 
a company. For example, Walmart claimed that the improved fuel and delivery efficiency of its 
fleet “saved the company and our customers almost $130 million.”

9Starbucks Global Responsibility Report 2013.
10Steven Greenhouse and Elizabeth A. Harris, “Battling for a Safer Bangladesh,”New York Times, April 21, 2014.
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Emissions from a firm that may harm the environment include greenhouses gases, carbon 
dioxide, ozone-depleting substances, nitrogen and sulfur oxides, waste, and water discharges. 
Given that about 80 percent of Starbucks’ direct greenhouse gas emissions come from the energy 
used to power its stores and facilities, the company has focused on building new company- 
operated stores to the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification standards. In 2012 and 2013, about 65 percent of the new stores 
built were LEED certified. Single-use shopping bags are a significant source of waste; retailers 
have made a concerted effort to get customers to start using multi-use bags. This effort has been 
fairly successful in most parts of the world where it has been implemented. Walmart claimed to 
have reduced its plastic shopping bag waste per store by more than 38 percent between 2007 and 
2013. Emission reduction activities can be more challenging to implement because they often 
require upfront investment and changes in behavior from employees and customers.

Although there are several examples of environmentally friendly product innovation, this 
is also an area in which most claims should be skeptically viewed. According to a study led by 
marketing consultancy TerraChoice, “more than 98 percent of supposedly natural and environ-
mentally friendly products on U.S. supermarket shelves are making potentially false or mislead-
ing claims, and 22 percent of products are making green claims that have no inherent meaning.”11 
The term greenwashing is often used to refer to products and practices that seem green but fun-
damentally aim to grow profits.

The Institute for Local Self-Reliance (ILSR) has questioned whether Walmart’s claims 
with regard to environmental responsibility are entirely justified. It points to the fact that 
Walmart’s demands for lower prices from its suppliers has driven down the quality and durability 
of consumer goods. This has sped up the “flow of goods from factory to landfill, vastly expand-
ing the amount of stuff Americans buy and discard.”12 It also notes that Americans “throw away 
an average of 83 pounds of textiles per person, mostly discarded apparel, each year.” The issues 
cited by ILSR have some validity and point to the difficulty of assessing claims on environmental 
responsibility. Should Walmart be held responsible for the things customers throw away? Or 
should customers bear the responsibility of wanting cheaper products, which may be less dura-
ble? It also points to the importance of expanding the scope of analysis to the entire supply chain, 
from the customer to the last supplier, when evaluating the environmental impact of an action.

When starting on its sustainability improvement journey, it is best for a firm to first focus on 
resource reduction activities. Whether reducing packaging material, energy use, or transportation, 
resource reduction activities are most likely to provide a win–win outcome that helps the environ-
ment while improving profits. Such successes can provide the momentum for more challenging 
sustainability activities. The push for resource reduction is likely to be aided by the increase in 
fuel and shipping costs. As shipping costs grow, supply chain networks are likely to become 
somewhat more regional, helping reduce emissions from transportation. In the long run, however, 
the biggest benefits to society are likely to accrue when firms include the social and environmental 
pillars when making their sourcing decisions. The biggest challenge to social and environmental 
improvements is likely to be the fact that most of the effort is local to a firm (and maybe its supply 
chain), whereas the benefits are more widely distributed. The tragedy of the commons and the dif-
ficulty of measuring change across the entire scope of the supply chain are likely to make real 
progress slow while companies continue to claim large improvements related to sustainability.

17.4 SUSTAINABILITY AND SUPPLY CHAIN DRIVERS

Opportunities for improving supply chain sustainability can be identified by matching the social 
(workforce, customer, society) and environmental (resource reduction, emission reduction, prod-
uct innovation) pillars we have described with the various supply chain drivers discussed in this 

11Erica Orange, “From Eco-Friendly to Eco-Intelligent,” The Futurist, September–October 2010.
12“Top Ten Ways Walmart Fails on Sustainability,” Institute for Local Self-Reliance, April 2012.
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text. The goal is for every firm to measure its environmental impact for each driver along each of 
the social and environmental categories. In this section, we discuss some of the opportunities 
available for each driver and provide some examples.

Facilities

Facilities tend to be significant consumers of energy and water and emitters of waste and green-
house gases and thus offer significant opportunities for profitable improvement. Once a firm 
measures the direct impact of each facility in terms of energy, water, emissions, and waste, it 
should separate the improvement opportunities into those that generate positive cash flows and 
those that do not. Successful companies start by identifying and implementing the profitable 
projects first. According to its 2011 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) report, Walmart has 
designed and opened a viable store prototype that is up to 25 to 30 percent more energy efficient 
and produces up to 30 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions compared with the 2005 baseline. 
Using more energy-efficient light bulbs and building skylights for natural light has cut energy 
consumption at its existing stores. Walmart has also worked to convert waste management at its 
stores from a cost to a profit generator. The company reported that in 2011 it prevented more than 
80 percent of waste generated by its stores and distribution centers from going to landfills. Most 
of this success came from “working with vendors to eliminate materials from becoming part of 
the waste or recycling stream in the first place.”

Another example of profitable improvement comes from using technology to balance the 
peak load for energy across a chain of convenience stores. By suitably staggering the time that 
air conditioners and freezers at its stores are turned on, the chain can reduce the peak demand for 
energy across the store network, resulting in lower costs for the chain and a reduced demand for 
peak load in the grid. Several companies are designing the hardware and software necessary to 
operate such systems. Efforts to reduce peak load are likely to be most successful when utilities 
include a peak charge, thus rewarding customers that reduce peak consumption.

Production facilities often have significant opportunity to reuse heat energy generated and 
reduce water usage during the process. Coca-Cola has worked hard to reuse heat energy from 
boilers in its production process and reduce its total water footprint. Lee (2010) gives the exam-
ple of Posco, which worked with its equipment supplier, Siemens VAI, to create a new produc-
tion process that cut costs and emissions without hurting product quality by using local iron ore 
that was of lower quality but less expensive. As a result, Posco reduced the cost of a new mill by 
6 percent to 17 percent and decreased its operating costs by 15 percent while producing lower 
levels of greenhouse gases and other waste. As these examples illustrate, facilities often offer the 
best opportunity to simultaneously improve the environmental and financial performances 
through innovation.

Inventory

Most supply chains focus on raw materials, work in process, and finished goods inventory, as we 
have done in this text. Although this form of inventory is viewed as an asset and included in the 
financials, few firms even consider the inventory sitting in a typical landfill. When a firm’s prod-
uct is discarded in a landfill after use, the cost of this inventory is borne collectively by society. 
Even though the inventory in the landfill may not show up in a firm’s balance sheet, it does show 
up as one of the most damaging aspects from a sustainability perspective. The damage may be in 
the form of harmful additives or in the form of valuable energy and materials that are still locked 
in the landfill. Arguably, the most significant waste in any supply chain occurs when a product is 
thrown into a landfill because both materials and energy used to produce the product are now lost 
forever, potentially doing harm. The goal of every supply chain should be to track its landfill 
inventory and separate it in terms of harmful additives and unused value. Life-cycle assessment 
can be used to assess the environmental impacts associated with a product’s life from cradle to 
grave. The goal should be to reduce (or at least limit) the harmful inventory and unlock the 
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unused value in products when they are discarded. In Section 17.5, we discuss the challenges of 
designing closed-loop supply chains that reduce landfill inventory through effective recycling or 
remanufacturing.

McDonough and Braungart (2002) discuss the importance of “cradle to cradle” design if 
we are to truly limit the landfill inventory generated by a supply chain. They suggest designing 
products “that, when their useful life is over, do not become useless waste but can be tossed onto 
the ground to decompose and become food for plants and animals and nutrients for soil; or, alter-
nately, they can return to industrial cycles to supply high quality raw materials for new products.” 
For example, Cyberpac, a British company, has developed several products that seek to replace 
plastic packaging with compostable equivalents using starch-based resources and hydro-degradable 
plastic. The Bioplastics Feedstock Alliance, formed by several companies and the World Wildlife 
Fund, encourages the development of plastics from plant matter.

Transportation

Transportation is another driver with which firms are likely to find several positive cash flow oppor-
tunities that improve environmental performance through resource as well as emission reduction. 
Any supply chain design innovation that lowers transportation costs also tends to reduce fuel con-
sumption, as well as emissions and waste generated from transportation. As fuel costs increase in 
the future, firms are likely to restructure their products and supply chains to reduce transportation 
costs. Along with a decrease in transportation costs, these changes (such as near-shoring or onshor-
ing) are also likely to decrease fuel use and emissions. In its 2011 CSR report, Walmart reported 
that in the United States, it decreased the amount of fuel used to deliver a case of product by  
65 percent between 2005 and 2010. This improvement—through increased aggregation, a more 
efficient loading of transportation vehicles, and an increase in their fuel efficiency—cuts both costs 
and environmental damage. Lee (2010) cites four companies—Hewlett-Packard, Electrolux, Sony, 
and Braun—that have formed a joint venture, the European Recycling Platform, to gain better 
economies of scale in their recycling efforts. Lee reports that HP’s cost of recycling digital cameras 
is only 1 or 2 euro cents in countries with the environmental platform, compared with 7 euro cents 
to 1.24 euros in countries without the platform. Ocean Spray and Tropicana, with presence in Mas-
sachusetts and Florida, respectively, have collaborated to take advantage of empty delivery trucks 
to backhaul each other’s product along the U.S. East Coast, saving both fuel and money.

Product design can also play a significant role in reducing transportation cost and emis-
sions by reducing packaging and allowing greater density during transportation. IKEA has 
always worked hard to design products that can be shipped flat to achieve high volume and 
weight density during transportation. As a result, the company not only lowers its transportation 
costs, but it also reduces emissions and energy use.

Sourcing

For most firms, the greatest social and environmental impact occurs in the extended supply chain 
outside their own enterprise. This impact has grown as firms have increased their global sourc-
ing, especially from low-cost countries. Thus, to truly have an impact on sustainability, powerful 
players must look at the extended supply chain and work with their suppliers to improve perfor-
mance. As we have mentioned earlier, the C.A.F.E. program at Starbucks encourages suppliers to 
improve their environmental and social responsibility scores by providing a price premium. 
Walmart and IKEA have also set aggressive targets for their suppliers to improve overall supply 
chain sustainability. Failure to work with suppliers on sustainability should also be viewed as a 
potential source of risk that can cause considerable damage to the reputation and sales of a firm. 
The presence of lead paint in some of its most popular toys, for instance, forced Mattel to recall 
hundreds of thousands of toys sold between April and July 2007.13

13Louise Story, “Lead Paint Prompts Mattel to Recall 967,000 Toys.” New York Times, August 2, 2007.
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Verifying and tracking supplier performance with regard to sustainability, however, contin-
ues to be a major challenge for most firms. This challenge arises, at least partially, because of the 
tragedy of the commons. After all, the benefits from improved social and environmental respon-
sibility at suppliers are shared, whereas the verification and tracking efforts are often concen-
trated. As a result, firms rarely put in as much effort in this regard as they should. It often requires 
outside activists and third parties focused on social and environmental improvement to push a 
company to change. The journey of Nike is a classic example. It took revelations by activist Jeff 
Ballinger, protests at the Barcelona Olympics, and protests by students on college campuses to 
end the use of sweatshops by the company. The company has since moved on to become a leader 
in social responsibility. Given the challenge of the tragedy of the commons, activists will always 
have a significant role to play in pushing firms to consider the social and environmental pillars 
when making sourcing decisions.

Information

Good information continues to be one of the biggest challenges to improved supply chain sus-
tainability. The absence of standards for measurement and reporting has led to claims of improve-
ment that are often not verifiable. In the short term, this has led to company-specific standards 
and an explosion of certifications and certifying agencies. Companies talk of working toward a 
common set of standards, but it is unlikely that such standards will emerge because incentives are 
not aligned across different firms. This poses a challenge both within firms and across supply 
chains when it comes to improving sustainability. The C.A.F.E. standards and supplier rating are 
an effort by Starbucks to encourage suppliers to focus on sustainability. Plambeck (2007) 
describes efforts within Walmart to measure and motivate both suppliers and associates. To 
reduce packaging, Walmart implemented a web-based scorecard that evaluated the packaging of 
each product along nine metrics, such as cube utilization and recycled content. This scorecard 
was used to measure and recognize improvements in packaging. Even though universal stan-
dards may not be possible, the use of consistent scorecards within a supply chain can go a long 
way toward aligning the sustainability efforts of all members of the extended supply chain.

Pricing

As discussed in Chapter 16, intelligent use of differential pricing can improve the utilization of 
assets, leading to resource reduction. Planes that are fuller through differential pricing improve 
airline profits while reducing the fuel consumption and emissions per passenger. This also delays 
the need for additional capacity in the form of new planes. Consumption visibility and differen-
tial pricing by load or time of day have the potential to make a significant difference in the usage 
of energy by consumers. Some studies have found that when people can see how much electric-
ity they are using and the impact of turning off different appliances, their usage decreases by 
between 10 to 15 percent. If this visibility is simultaneously coupled with lower-price off-peak 
electricity, there is a potential to reduce peak load demand. In general, lower peaks and improved 
utilization of assets through differential pricing improves both the environmental and economic 
performance of a firm.

One of the biggest challenges to improved sustainability of a supply chain is changing the 
customer’s willingness to pay for a product that is produced and distributed by a supply chain in a 
more sustainable manner but ends up costing more. According to a 2011 survey conducted by the 
market research firm Mintel for the food service industry, customers are willing to pay a mere 1 to 
5 percent more for sustainable fare. The lack of willingness to pay also extends to corporations 
when making supply chain choices. For example, Walmart has not hit its targets for the use of 
renewable energy because these sources have higher costs compared with other sources of energy. 
Walmart’s use of renewable energy in 2013 declined relative to 2012 because it was “unable to 
renegotiate an expiring contract with competitive pricing.” Similarly, Starbucks classified its use 
of renewable energy as an area that “needs improvement” in its 2013 global responsibility report. 
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In the short term, government incentives can encourage customers and firms to behave more sus-
tainably. In the long term, however, efforts toward increased sustainability will pick up speed only 
when customers place greater value on it, allowing supply chains to grow the supply chain surplus 
by being sustainable (despite higher costs).

17.5 CLOSED-LOOP SUPPLY CHAINS

As we discussed earlier, supply chains typically cause significant harm to the environment when 
their output ends up in a landfill. One of the biggest opportunities to improve sustainability is for 
firms to design products that use fewer resources and can be recycled and remanufactured after 
use. An example of a commonly remanufactured product is retreaded tires. Retreaded tires are 
used in trucks, buses, heavy construction and agricultural equipment, aircraft, and passenger 
vehicles. Retreaded tires are cheaper to produce and tires can be retreaded multiple times. Despite 
these advantages, retreaded tires accounted for only “about 3 percent of total sales by U.S. firms 
within the tires sector” between 2009 and 2011.14 In 2011, production at U.S. tire retreaders was 
limited by the availability of used tire casings. The example of tires raises two important ques-
tions that arise in every industry: Why do we not see more instances of remanufacturing? What 
can be done to increase the return of used product (like tire casings)? The extent of recycling or 
remanufacturing depends on the following factors:

• The incentive to recycle or remanufacture
• The cost to recycle or remanufacture

Unless they are forced to, manufacturers have typically limited their efforts to design recy-
clable/remanufacturable products. Even when such products have been designed, recycling rates 
have often been low because of the lack of customer and manufacturer effort. The absence of 
successful recycling and remanufacturing can be explained by the tragedy of the commons, man-
ufacturer concerns that remanufactured products may cannibalize demand from new products, 
and the lack of effort from customers to return used product. The cost of a product ending up in 
a landfill is borne by society (until recently, it has been free for manufacturers), whereas the 
additional cost of recyclable products is borne by each manufacturer. This decreases any incen-
tive for manufacturers to make this effort. Calcott and Walls (2000) discuss theoretical models 
for the design of incentives to encourage design of products that are environmentally friendly. To 
encourage the appropriate behavior in supply chains, it is important that the polluter pays the 
cost inflicted on society (referred to as the polluter pays principle). Policies that are consistent 
with this idea include take-back mandates, advance disposal fees, and deposit–refund programs. 
The WEEE Directive is an example of a take-back mandate in which producers bear responsibil-
ity for end-of-life electrical and electronic waste in Europe. Producers bear both the financial and 
physical responsibility for meeting recycling or recovery targets. Advance disposal fees have 
been used for materials such as motor oil, antifreeze, tires, and solvents that are hard to dispose 
of. California charges an electronic waste recycling fee for any product sold with a screen. 
Deposit–refund programs are used for cans and bottles when customers pay a fixed deposit when 
they purchase soda or beer. A refund is then provided when customers bring back empty cans or 
bottles. In each example cited here, the goal is to put a cost in place that encourages reduction of 
waste and a positive incentive that encourages increased recycling.

The fear of cannibalization of demand for new products is a major deterrent to remanufac-
turing. Manufacturers are concerned that sales of the remanufactured product will reduce demand 
for new products, thus hurting firm profitability. The impact of cannibalization depends on the 
presence of distinct customer segments for the product. If there are at least two distinct customer 
segments, remanufacturing can be used to target the lower-price segment while new products 

14U.S. International Trade Commission, “Remanufactured Goods: An Overview of the U.S. and Global Industries,  
Markets, and Trade,” October 2012.
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target the higher-price segment (see Chapter 16). This strategy is used by tire manufacturers for 
truck tires, as remanufacturing allows strong brands to compete with lower-end brands without 
diluting the value of the new product. When there are two distinct segments, remanufacturing 
can help rather than hurt profits. However, when this distinction between segments is not feasi-
ble, customers are likely to be strategic and purchase the remanufactured product at a lower 
price, leading to cannibalization of demand for new products.

If a customer could be charged for pollution based on the precise cost to society, customers 
are likely to return recyclable products at a high rate. The challenge, however, is that most people 
pay a fixed monthly fee for collection, hauling, and dumping of trash. In such a setting, people 
have a lower incentive to recycle. A “pay as you throw” (PAYT) model, in which the cost incurred 
is proportional to the amount of garbage thrown out, is likely to increase recycling. Most com-
munities with PAYT require customers to use specific garbage bags, for which they are charged. 
This approach links people’s spending on garbage to the number of bags they use, thus rewarding 
them for recycling a product rather than dumping it with the garbage.

Even when the right incentives are in place, the actual cost of recycling or remanufacturing 
has a significant impact on the extent of recycling. Much of the cost in such instances is linked to 
the logistics cost of collection and transportation. Consumer electronics are a classic example for 
which the high cost of collection and transportation hurts recycling and remanufacturing. Most 
of the consumer electronics are manufactured in Asia, with large consumer markets in Europe 
and North America. Not only is it expensive to recover used electronics from customers, but it is 
also very expensive to ship any recycled parts back to Asia for remanufacturing. This makes the 
cost high enough that remanufactured products are often not cheaper to produce than new ones. 
One company that is working to reduce the cost of remanufacturing smartphones is Brightstar, 
one of the biggest providers of refurbishing services for the telecom sector. As smartphone hard-
ware becomes more standardized and subject to less change (with most of the change shifting to 
software), Brightstar, with local refurbishing centers in North America, is hoping to provide low-
cost refurbished handsets. The use of standardized parts that make the remanufacturing process 
cheap, along with local presence that lowers transportation cost, increase the likelihood of suc-
cessful remanufacturing in this space.

Single-use cameras were one of the most successful examples of a closed-loop supply chain 
with remanufacturing. This was an instance in which remanufacturing was successful because all 
the incentives were right and the costs were low. The cost of collection was low because custom-
ers naturally brought their single-use cameras to a retailer for printing pictures. No further incen-
tives were needed to encourage customer returns. Manufacturers had the right incentive because 
remanufacturing saved the manufacturers money and there was no difference in price between a 
remanufactured camera and a new one. There are few other examples, however, with the same 
success. The right incentives for both manufacturers and customers, along with well-developed 
reverse supply chains, will be required for greater use of recycling and remanufacturing.

17.6 THE PRICING OF SUSTAINABILITY

For individuals and firms to focus on sustainability, it is crucial that they internalize the “mone-
tary value” of the social or environmental cost of their actions. Firms are structured to naturally 
account for all factors that they have to pay for. Every effort is put into place to reduce these 
costs. For example, firms optimize the use of water based on its cost. This cost does not, how-
ever, include the impact of a water shortage on the firm as well as the surrounding community. 
As a result, firms use more water than they would if they had to internalize the cost of future 
shortages on society. Similar inefficiencies exist along a variety of social and environmental fac-
tors. To improve sustainability in the supply chain, it is thus important to incorporate suitable 
prices for the social and environmental impacts of different actions such as emissions. There are, 
however, significant challenges to setting these prices appropriately. We discuss some of these 
challenges in the context of emission pricing.
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Pricing of Emissions

Decision makers all over the world have devoted significant attention to reducing GHG emis-
sions. As discussed in the tragedy of the commons, firms will not put sufficient effort into reduc-
ing GHGs unless they are “forced” to reduce emissions or required to pay for the social cost of 
their emission. The policies proposed include technology mandates, performance standards, and 
emissions pricing. The theoretical attraction of emissions pricing is that it has the potential to 
achieve emissions reduction at lower cost than other approaches. A study by the OECD found 
that charging for emissions was more cost effective than subsidies or mandates in reducing car-
bon dioxide emissions.15 Even though there is general agreement on the need for emissions pric-
ing, finding the right price is challenging.

Two approaches used to price emissions are a carbon tax and a cap-and-trade system. By 
charging for emissions, both methods encourage firms to reduce emissions per unit of output. 
The prices in the two cases, however, are set differently. Under a carbon tax, the price of emis-
sions is the tax rate set directly by the regulatory authority. A carbon tax fixes the price of emis-
sions, but the quantity of emissions is decided by the emitters. Under a cap-and-trade system, the 
total quantity of emissions is set by the regulatory authority and the price is set indirectly. The 
regulatory authority sets an overall limit on the quantity of emissions by providing allowances 
equal to this limit. Firms that emit less than their share of allowances can sell the surplus allow-
ances to firms that emit more than their share. This market for allowances then yields a price of 
emissions. A cap-and-trade system fixes the quantity of emissions through the allowances but the 
price of emissions is allowed to change. A seminal paper discussing the relative merits of setting 
prices versus quantities was written by Martin Weitzman in 1974. The difficulty in both 
approaches arises because regulators do not have sufficient information of the cost to individual 
firms of reducing emissions or the cost to society of emissions. In the carbon tax approach, this 
lack of information makes it difficult to set the correct tax. Setting a tax that is too low results in 
insufficient effort by firms to reduce emissions. In contrast, setting a tax that is too high forces 
firms to make emission reduction efforts that are too expensive. In the cap-and-trade approach, 
the lack of information makes it difficult to decide the quota of emission allowances. Too large a 
quota results in too low a price of emissions, whereas too small a quota results in too high a price.

Goulder and Schein (2013) provide an excellent review of both a carbon tax and cap-and-
trade. Rather than a pure cap-and-trade mechanism, in which the market sets prices under all cir-
cumstances, they recommend a hybrid version of the cap-and-trade, in which the traded allowances 
have a floor price as well as a ceiling. The ceiling is enforced by adding extra allowances when the 
ceiling price is hit (the regulatory authority sells unlimited allowances at the ceiling price), 
whereas the floor is enforced by removing allowances (the regulatory authority purchases any 
number of allowances available for sale at the floor price). A major advantage of the hybrid cap-
and-trade relative to a pure cap-and-trade is that it limits the volatility in the price of emissions 
allowing businesses to better plan their environmental activities. Goulder and Schein discuss the 
following dimensions along which any emissions pricing mechanism should be evaluated:

• Cost of administration: The cost of administering an emissions pricing policy depends 
on the number of sources that need to be monitored. Charging the ultimate emitters can be 
very cumbersome, given the millions of such entities. It can be cheaper to charge the 
upstream suppliers (such as energy supply companies) whose products end up as emis-
sions because there are fewer of them (compared with the ultimate emitters). Both carbon 
taxes and cap-and-trade can potentially be applied to upstream suppliers.

• Price volatility: Businesses tend to prefer low price volatility because it allows them to 
better plan their sustainability activities. A carbon tax fixes the price of emissions, whereas 
a cap-and-trade system displays price volatility. A hybrid cap-and-trade system limits price 

15“Climate and Carbon: Aligning Prices and Policies,” OECD Environment Policy Paper No. 1, October 2013.
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volatility, given a floor and ceiling price. Price volatility in a cap-and-trade system can be 
reduced by allowing intertemporal banking, in which firms can apply future allowances to 
current emissions or save current allowances for future emissions.

• Emission uncertainty: A cap-and-trade system caps the emissions (except when the 
ceiling price is hit), whereas a carbon tax can potentially have high emissions if the cost of 
reducing emissions is greater than the tax. Some environmental activists have opposed the 
carbon tax because it does not guarantee a drop in emissions.

• New information uncertainty: As new information becomes available about the costs 
and benefits of emission reduction (for example, with the introduction of new technology), 
the price of emissions should adjust accordingly. A hybrid cap-and-trade mechanism with 
the possibility of intertemporal banking (for allowances to be saved for the future or bor-
rowed from the future) is better able to adjust the price of emissions based on new informa-
tion compared with a carbon tax.

• Industry competitiveness: A country or state that is further along on emission pricing 
can potentially hurt the competitiveness of its own emission intensive firms relative to 
firms operating outside its borders. In theory, a tax at the border for imported goods (based 
on origin) and an allowance for exported goods (based on destination) can level the playing 
field. In practice, however, such an approach is administratively complex in most instances 
because it requires different levels of tax based on origin of imports and destination for 
exports. This complexity makes border adjustments very difficult to implement in practice.

• Wealth transfer to energy-exporting countries: For a country that imports most of its 
energy supplies, a cap-and-trade system has the potential to shift wealth to energy- 
exporting countries. The price on emissions is designed to encourage lower consumption 
of fuels like crude oil. A cartel of oil-producing countries can potentially take advantage of 
a cap-and-trade mechanism by reducing supply of crude below the level that would be 
achieved with a price on emissions. This would lower the price of emissions under cap-
and-trade to zero because the demand for allowances would be less than the supply. The oil 
producers would gain revenue because the reduced supply would raise the price of oil. 
Instead of the local government gaining revenue from the auction of allowances, the oil 
producers would extract that revenue in the form of higher oil prices. This transfer of 
wealth does not occur with a carbon tax and is limited by a hybrid cap-and-trade system. 
Such an outcome is also limited if the energy supply market is competitive, because supply 
cannot be constrained in a competitive market.

• Revenue neutrality: Several studies have indicated that the costs of emission pricing 
policies are minimized if any government revenue from these policies (in the form of a tax 
or revenue from auctioning emission allowances) is returned to the consumers in the form 
of a reduction in the marginal rates of pre-existing income or sales taxes.

There is general agreement that putting an explicit price on emissions is more cost effective 
than other policy choices in reducing emissions. In this context, carbon taxes are simple to 
administer and provide a fixed price that businesses can plan for. They do not, however, guaran-
tee a decrease in emissions and it is difficult for the regulatory authority to determine the opti-
mal tax rate. Cap-and-trade mechanisms can be used to limit emissions and are flexible enough 
to incorporate new information as it becomes available but may display significant price volatil-
ity. To limit price volatility, it is best to implement cap-and-trade with a price floor as well as 
ceiling and allow intertemporal banking of emission allowances.

17.7 SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the importance of sustainability in a supply chain. As supply chains 
have globalized and emerging countries have grown, it has become increasingly clear that the 
world’s resources and environment will not be able to support this growth unless supply chains 
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become more sustainable. Besides the need to make the world more sustainable, an increased 
focus on sustainability has allowed some supply chains to reduce risk, become more efficient, 
and attract some customers who value these efforts.

2. Discuss the challenge to sustainability posed by the tragedy of the commons. Many 
actions that improve sustainability of a supply chain impose costs that are local (to an individual, 
a firm, supply chain, or country) but provide common benefits that are more global. In contrast, 
a disregard for sustainability provides benefits that are local but costs that are shared globally. As 
a result, encouraging sustainability without some external pressure, in the form of either a public 
mandate or an economic incentive, can be difficult.

3. Describe key dimensions of sustainability for a supply chain. Supply chain sustain-
ability can be evaluated in terms of social, environmental, and economic impacts. The social 
pillar includes the impact on the workforce, customers, and society. The environmental pillar 
includes resource reduction, emission reduction, and environmental product innovation.

4. Understand the role of incentives for successful sustainability efforts. The tragedy 
of the commons makes it difficult to improve sustainability efforts by firms and individuals with-
out some external pressure. To decrease resource consumption and increase recycling and 
remanufacturing, a suitable approach is to tax the producer to encourage resource reduction and 
reward the recycler to increase the percentage recycled. A price on emissions is the most cost-
effective way of reducing emissions. Emissions can be priced through either a carbon tax or a 
hybrid cap-and-trade mechanism.

Discussion Questions
 1. What are some benefits to improved sustainability of a sup-

ply chain?
 2. What are some challenges that limit the effort put in by sup-

ply chains to improve sustainability?
 3. Describe the “tragedy of the commons” in the context of sup-

ply chain sustainability. What are some “mutually coercive” 
mechanisms that could be implemented to encourage supply 
chain sustainability?

 4. What are some problems with firms reporting their sustain-
ability performance based on metrics that do not consider 
their extended supply chain?

 5. Study the CSR reports for a couple of firms. Identify actions 
across a few supply chain drivers that have improved sustainabil-
ity. Which areas has the company found challenging to improve?

 6. Discuss some reasons that we do not see more recycling or 
remanufacturing of products.

 7. The European Union emission trading scheme saw a lot of 
price volatility in Phase I. Many academics pointed out that 
much of the price volatility occurred because the program 
prevented the banking of allowances from the first phase to 
the second. Discuss why the banking of allowances over time 
may reduce price volatility in a cap-and-trade scheme.
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CASE STUDY
Sustainable Supply Chains—Indian Efforts

CASE STUDY
HUL—A Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable supply chains are those that ensure environ-
mental compliances, fulfill their social responsibilities, 
and adopt good economic practices. While there would 
be innumerable ways in which sustainability of supply 
chains can be ensured, conservation of essential resources 
would certainly be among the top concerns in realizing 
these purposes. In the existing global environment where 
water conservation has become an imperative necessity 
for survival, every measure to minimize wastage of water 
from the lowest to the highest levels of consumers is to 
be seen as a step towards sustainability. The message 
seems to have reached both large and small-scale farmers 

Along with supporting a sustainable supply chain prac-
tices Hindustan Unilever (HUL) has also been successful 
in sustaining its own long standing and best known sup-
ply chains in India. This has been possible its popular 
and competitively priced quality household products 
available almost in every part of the country.  

Building on the core country advantage and on its 
own well-established leadership position, it has  developed 
a viable and highly competitive sourcing base for Unilever 
on a global scale in home and personal care,  foods and 
beverages categories of products and emerged as the global 
marketing arm for select licensed Unilever brands.

HUL is known for its high customer-service level 
besides its agility and responsiveness thorough out the 
supply chain. Its organizational structure is tailored to 
support its best supply chain practices which have led to 
its sustainable growth. 

Some of the best practices which can be seen in its 
strategy, planning, and operation are:

 • A lean organization
 • Speed of response and agility
 • Partnership with suppliers, network with 3500 dis-

tributor points
 • Enabling proactive and collaborative forecasting 

which helps in avoiding stock out losses. 

All this factors have led to Unilever Sustainable 
Living Plan

in India and evidence of the same is to be seen in the 
increasing adoption of micro and drip irrigation. In 
Punjab, nearly 15,000 farmers have taken to micro irriga-
tion. Central and state governments together provide 
75 percent subsidy to farmers willing to set up drip or 
sprinkler systems under the Centre Sector Scheme of 
Micro Irrigation (CSSMI). In another instance two hun-
dred smallholder farmers, involved in growing gherkins 
have adopted drip irrigation that will boost their yields 
and cut water use. Unilever funded initial trials for the 
system, and now supports it financially and by means of 
technical assistance. 

At the grass root level, its Project Shakti has helped 
create livelihoods for rural women and improved their 
living standards besides extending its reach and penetra-
tion into the rural markets substantially.

Some of the initiatives that have helped HUL to 
attain and retain leadership position—besides its cost 
driven strategies and lean and agile value chain—are:

 1. Continuous organizational restructuring
 2. Steady implementation of cost cutting practices  

over the years
 3. Focus on fixed asset productivity
 4. Competitive procurement of  raw material 
 5.  Minimisation of total working capital
 6. Improved cash flows through lesser number of 

debtors days, increased number of creditors days 
and decreased number of stock days

It has improved its ability to compete through a  
lean and agile value chain based on better demand fore-
casting, higher labor flexibility, optimal deployment of 
inventory throughout its distribution networks and stan-
dardized manufacturing and process inputs.

Their Project Shakti started in 2001, has already 
been extended to about 80,000 villages in 15 states. 
Shakti has more than 25,000 women entrepreneurs in its 
fold till date. A typical Shakti entrepreneur earns a sus-
tainable income of about ` 700–1,000 per month, which 
is double their average household income. Shakti is thus 
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CASE STUDY
Future of Supply Chains

We conclude by reproducing with the kind permission of 
Price Waterhouse Coopers, the Executive Summary of 
their Study Report on “How will supply chains evolve in 
an energy-constrained, low-carbon world?”. This study 
drew upon a rigorous mix of desk research and the results 
of a Real Time Delphi Survey “Transportation & Logistics 
2030”, Volume 1, involving 48 selected subject matter 
experts from 20 countries around the world. The findings 
are relevant as these present a peep into the future shape 
of supply chains to come and may help strategic plan-
ning of businesses and supply chains both at the domes-
tic and global levels.

Executive Summary

How will supply chains evolve in an energy-constrained, 
low carbon world? For one thing, they will go much fur-
ther in the direction of ensuring that the cost of emis-
sions is paid by those who reap the benefits, spurred not 
only by regulation, but also by changes in consumer 
behavior. Supply chains will benefit from improvements 
in technology which enable significant real-time con-
trol, allowing greater flexibility. And although in some 
sectors regional supply chains are likely to grow in 
importance, overall the supply chain of 2030 will remain 
primarily a complex global system—but one where 
transport costs and emissions are increasingly key con-
straining factors. These are some of the key takeaways 
of the first release of our T&L 2030 series. This study 
conducted by Pricewaterhouse Coopers and the Supply 
Chain Management Institute is based on a multifaceted 
analysis of the ramifications of energy scarcity for the 
transportation and logistics industry. The methodology 
draws upon a rigorous mix of desk research and the 
results of a Real Time Delphi survey among 48 selected 
experts from 20 countries around the world. Interviews 
with two top industry CEOs provide an additional prac-
tical perspective.

Fuelling the T&L Sector

Oil price volatility is a significant risk for the sector, but 
soaring oil prices are unlikely to be the primary driver 
for fundamental change. Alternative energy may take up 
some of the slack engendered by diminishing oil 
reserves; while the experts on our panel do not believe a 
major energy turnaround will be achieved by 2030, they 
do expect to see notable growth in renewables. New reg-
ulation and ambitious targets being set in a growing 
number of countries around the globe may provide the 
underpinning necessary to drive significant technologi-
cal change in this area, although there is substantial con-
troversy around what direction developments will take 
and how rapidly advances can be achieved. Oil prices 
will increase and so will the use of alternative fuels; 
however, neither are likely to revolutionise T&L but 
they need to track, document, and allocate the cost for 
emission just may. One area where there is consensus 
among panelists, however, is around carbon emissions. 
We see reducing emissions as posing a greater challenge 
to T&L companies over the next twenty years than 
obtaining a sufficient supply of energy. Our panel antici-
pates that by 2030, systems will be in place to ensure 
that the cost of carbon is allocated to the causer; further, 
most of the experts we surveyed see this development as 
a positive one for the sector. Whether or not they see it as 
a business opportunity, logistics providers will most 
likely need to track, document and disclose their caused 
CO2 emissions in the future. Tracking carbon emissions 
may only be the first step, though. In the more distant 
future, logistics service providers will need to document 
all types of emissions, such as noise and nitrogen oxide, 
in order to measure the full environmental impact of 
their activities over the long-term. The need for a sus-
tainable supply chain, which tracks and documents 
emissions, has numerous ramifications. On the company 
level, introducing mobility accounts may provide one 
way to reduce the carbon footprint of employees. Com-

creating opportunities for rural women to live in 
improved conditions and with dignity and also improv-
ing the overall standard of living in their families

HUL’s profitability has improved through imple-
mentation of contemporary IT tools to manage demand 

volatility, network redesign, direct deliveries, and prod-
uct formulation conceived and strategized by its vision-
ary leadership.
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panies may also be able to monitor total emissions, and 
eventually manage these in such a way to reduce the car-
bon footprint of the organisation and by extension its 
customers. One of the first steps will be providing infor-
mation on the carbon emissions generated during the 
logistics process; this may prove critical to customers if 
“carbon tickers” documenting the sustainability of indi-
vidual products proliferate, particularly for consumer 
goods. Companies with significant, documentable 
expertise will likely be rewarded by the financial mar-
kets, as they will achieve higher “sustainability ratings” 
once external measures become popular. They may also 
be able to offer customers “green credits” for more sus-
tainable transportation options, or share their own exper-
tise as eco-consultants.

How consumers may Reshuffle the Cards for T&L 
Operators

While current and future regulations will certainly have 
an important impact on the industry, some of the push 
towards ensuring sustainable supply chains is likely to 
come directly from the end-user. Consumers are the pri-
mary users of many means of transport, and their pur-
chasing decisions have a strong influence on 
manufacturing supply chains. Individual mobility differs 
significantly between developed and developing coun-
tries. While in developed countries, we observe a rethink-
ing of individual mobility patterns with respect to the 
associated carbon footprint, it seems likely that in devel-
oping and emerging countries people will become more 
mobile, rather than less so, over the next decades. Our 
panelists assume that more eco-aware consumers will 
show a greater preference for locally produced products. 
They will also continue to demand greater control over 8 
Transportation & Logistics 2030 the logistics process, 
and will more actively intervene in the delivery process 
of the goods they do order. This will increase the com-
plexity of logistics processes, making necessary a highly 
sophisticated technical infrastructure, which may require 
investments in hard and software as well as skilled work-
force. This may sometimes hinder efficiency, so logistics 
providers will need to make the carbon footprint of vari-
ous choices transparent to their customers so that they 
can make a contribution to the sustainability of their con-
sumption patterns in this area as well. Patterns of mobil-
ity vary in different regions; however, concerns about 
cost and carbon footprints will spur individuals to reduce 
holiday and business travel and consume more locally 
produced goods. Greater numbers of consumers are 

likely to live in environments which more fully integrate 
work, leisure and everyday activities, reducing some of 
their need for transport on a day-to-day basis. Business 
and leisure travel may also decline, as communication 
technologies improve and the population ages. A look 
forward suggests that some companies may wish to take 
a close look at their business models and consider how 
they position the company for the long-term. In some 
industries and regions, “local patriots” may be able to 
capitalise on increasing regionalisation of supply chains. 
Increasing urbanisation may give rise to home delivery 
specialists able to negotiate the congested last mile in 
urban environments. Logistics service providers may 
also want to consider whether to position themselves as 
low cost logistics providers, where customers can select 
just the services they need, or as high-technology provid-
ers offering highly sophisticated real-time control of the 
flow of goods.

Transport Modes—More Automated, but 
Marginal Modal Shift

How products get from the assembly line to the con-
sumer is also likely to change. The heated debate around 
the balance between different transport modes looks 
unlikely to cool. Logistics service providers will have to 
cope with a different transport architecture, as transpor-
tation networks will need to change in response to these 
ultra-large transport modes. More bundling efforts will 
be required, and the modal split may also be altered. Fur-
ther advances will become necessary as infrastructure 
bottlenecks, such as congestion in megacities, impede 
growth. Government-mandated local monopolies look 
unlikely, so companies may need to look for other solu-
tions. Collaboration is also critical to maintaining flexi-
bility; T&L operators may profit from developing 
research projects along the supply chain, or sharing 
resources with competitors. The latter option, known as 
“co-opetition”, could have cost-saving potentials—
options could include sharing warehousing, transport 
networks, or last mile delivery solutions in crowded 
urban centers. Greater use of autonomous and self-con-
trolled systems may provide some other options.

Supply Chains Achieve Greater Efficiency

Technological advances will also underpin some devel-
opments in the supply chain. In particular, supply chains 
will continue to become more efficient through the 
development of continuous real-time control of the flow 
of goods. Real-time control systems enable logistics 
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service providers and their customers to monitor and 
control many business processes through Internet inter-
faces. Some of our experts also see opportunities for cli-
ent intervention in the logistics process stemming from 
the so-called “Ubiquitous computing” being an impor-
tant part of real-time control and of the entire logistics 
future. Supply Chain design, including the location of 
production sites, will need to take energy and emission 
costs related to logistics processes into account. There 
will be no reverse globalization, but many supply net-
works will be established at regional level. Unfortu-
nately it won’t result in supply chains that are resistant 
to external shocks. Implementing an existing plan is 
generally far more effective than scrambling to react to 
a crisis, so devising scenarios around various contingen-
cies makes good sense. Transportation costs will be a 
predominant criterion in determining where to set up 
production sites, and the minimisation of energy con-
sumption will be a paramount criterion in overall supply 
chain design, rather than cost efficiency and speed. 
These trends will not result in purely local supply 
chains, but one point seems clear—most companies will 
look to reduce energy consumption and the cost thereof. 
Logistics service providers will need to balance energy 
efficiency together with speed to support supply chains 
which take into account both factors, as well as other 
cost concerns such as access to raw materials and labor. 
Logistics service providers should observe how the 
sourcing strategies of manufacturing companies evolve 
over the years. Whatever strategies manufacturers use to 
manage their sourcing costs, it is clear that improving 
efficiency and reducing the cost of global sourcing by 
reconsidering the location of production sites—whether 
from emerging markets like China, Vietnam or Central 
and Eastern Europe or developed markets—will be a 
key challenge to achieving global competitiveness in the 
future.

Broadening the Perspective

Interviews from two of the sector’s top CEOs suggest 
some of the ways today’s executives are already thinking 
about increasing sustainability to prepare for the future. 

Both interviews highlight the importance of the role of 
collaboration, be it with governments, or with custom-
ers, to achieve environmental goals. Harry Hohmeister, 
CEO of SWISS explains how his company is doing their 
part to reduce carbon emissions, for example by updat-
ing their fleet of aircraft. He calls for governments to do 
their part as well in ensuring that the aviation industry is 
able to fly as efficiently as possible. CHEP EMEA’s Tom 
Gorman discusses how his company collaborates with 
customers, for example by offering Total Pallet Manage-
ment on premises to reduce transportation costs and the 
carbon footprint, helping them achieve greater sustain-
ability. The report also includes a section “extreme sce-
narios” where we encourage a broader perspective by 
showcasing how two of these areas (the oil price and 
consumer buying behaviour) may interact in four possi-
ble visions of the future. And what is in it for transporta-
tion & logistics operators? Some 20 promising future 
opportunities for transportation and logistics operators 
have been identified and showcased in our “opportunity 
radar” based on the findings of the Delphi survey. 

Prospects

Logistics companies should bear in mind for the years to 
come that logistics networks will change, sometimes 
dramatically, as their environments change. Climate 
change and CO2 emissions will continue to gain urgency 
and consumers are likely to make more sustainable pur-
chase decisions. New ways of doing business such as co-
opetition and bundling co-operations will help increase 
efficiency, and completely new areas of operation such 
as fabbing supply chains may emerge. These develop-
ments offer new opportunities for logistics companies 
that are informed about upcoming events and flexible 
enough to adapt their businesses accordingly. Scenario 
planning and management strategies may provide an 
edge in keeping one step ahead of the pack as the world 
in general, and the T&L industry along with it, meet the 
challenges of the future.*

*Text reproduced with permission from Price Waterhouse Coopers
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